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TO

THE MASTER OF BALLIOL

TBANSLATOBS NOTE.
THE

following translation embraces Part II. Div. II.

of the third edition of Dr.
c

Eduard

The Philosophy of the Greeks

ment.

It is

Zeller s

work on

in its Historical Develop

made with Dr.

Zeller s sanction,

and

completes the series of volumes issued from time to

time

by

Messrs.

Longmans

as

translations

various sections of that exhaustive work.
is

chiefly

notes

up

the

responsible for the translation of text and
to

the

middle of Chapter VII., and

Chapter XIX. to the end
portion.

of

Mr. Costelloe

;

Mr. Muirhead

for the

for

middle

In most instances, however, both translators

have revised the sheets.
of Corrigenda, which

is

In calling attention to the table
longer than might reasonably

be expected in a work of this
kind, the editors desire
to explain that,

translator

owing to an accident for which the
was not responsible, the sheets of that portion

of the text in

which the greater part of them occur

TRANSLATORS NOTE

viii

were passed through the press before he had seen them
In dealing with some parts of Zeller s notes
in proof.
a certain liberty has been taken with the

German

text

with a view to condensing the material where this could
be done without impairing
believed to

is

a complete

guidance as to Dr. /eller
in fact

s

that

it

will find

an index of subject matters

has

not

ample

plan in the Table of Contents,

arrangement adopted by Dr. /eller
clear

treatise is

and accurate exposition of

The student

the Aristotelian doctrine.

is

The

value.

be the only work accessible to English

readers which

which

its

is

;

and the

so logical

and

been considered necessary

to

burden the translation with an exhaustive verbal index.
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Addenda and Corrigenda.
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adds in a later note that Diog. No. 78 gives the Rhetoric only
but this is not decisive.
adds in a later note, that many of these may be in great part
129,
explained by the supposition that Aristotle did not always write, but
Zeller

74, n. 2.

2 books,

Zeller

22.

1.

dictated his books.
,,

178, n. 2, for Braniss /varfBrandis
188, n.
20:-5,

1, col. 1,

12,

1.

for representation read opinion

n. 2, 1.4, insert 199, n. 2

210, n. 2, col.

1,

224, n. col. 1,

11.

18, delete of

1.

11, 12,

for a and an read the same

,,

232, 23-!,/V*r individual [judgments] read singular

,,

235, n. col. 2,

257, n.

],

288, n.

1,

302, n. 3,
,,

a:-55,

for apodoictic read assertorial
for there read these
add a further reference to JJe Cu lo, i. Ill /////.
col. 2, 11. 18, 21, for equality read identity
col. 2, 1.
corresponds with read assimilates to
1. 4,for general read universal
1.

30,

3, col. 2,

249, n.

n. 1,

1.

5,

:&amp;gt;,//*

340, n. col. 2,

1.

15

from bottom, after possibility

361, n. col.

1.

16,

omit semicolon

364,

1.

1,

insert

comma

/oiler in a later note refers to the criticism of

8.

and suggests that the word

1875, p. 425),

itself

TOKSTIUK (Ifermes, ix.
might be replaced

disturbance

by modification.
:&amp;gt;90,

n. 3, col. 1,

395, n. col.

400, n.

1,

1.

1.

9,

17,/or Fr. 13 read Fr. 12
add that

after (the atfiioc )

1, col. 2, 1.
1.

11,

it

should be capable of ceasing to be

omit not

33, after

word read

is

23,/or object of thought read intelligible
405, n. 3, col. 1, 1. 12, for do read are
n.
2, col. 2, 1. 18,/o/- motion read moved
407,
404,

1.

412, n. col

.,

1, 1. 5,

after KIVOVV

add absolutely

read Form
related to them read not only bodies and
417, 1. 9, for bodies and masses
magnitudes but everything which possesses them or is related to them
427, n. :{, col. 2, 1. 8,/or masses read magnitudes

415,

1.

10, for forces

.

.

.

1. 28,/o?- after read behind
441, u. 2, col. 1, 1. 8, for forcible read forced

428,

454,

.,

1.

11,

for extension read extrusion
1. 17, for But read Again
col. 1, 1. 1, after ought add in the converse case

459, n.

5, col. 1,

479, n.

1,

481, u.

1, col. 2, 1.

497, n.

1, col. 2,

1.

.,

,,

propeller
504,

1.

I,

510,

1.

2,

1.

who

4,

after does

add not

24,/or oppositions read opposites.
6, for one who stands ... in front of
stands in the line of the axis

for One read The
for has raised read surrounds

him read

in front of the

AEISTOTLB
AND THE

EARLIER PERIPATETICS
CHAPTER

I

THE LIFE OF ARISTOTLE

THE

lives

and circumstances of the three great philo
show a certain analogy to the character

sophers of Athens

and scope of their work.

As the

Attic philosophy began

by searching the inner nature of man and went on from
this beginning to extend itself over the whole field of
existence, so

was

we

find that the life of its
great masters

at first confined in

narrow

limits,

and gained, as

time went on, a wider range. Socrates
pure Athenian citizen, but a citizen who
to pass

beyond the borders of

his city.

is

not only a

feels

Plato

no desire
is also

an

Athenian, but the love of knowledge takes him. to
foreign lands and he is connected by many personal
interests with other cities.
Aristotle owes to Athens
his scientific training

and his sphere of work

;

but he

belongs by birth and origin to another part of Greece,
he spends his youth and a considerable part of his man

hood out of Athens, chiefly in the rising Macedonian
kingdom and even when he is in Athens, it is as a
stranger, not bound up with the political life of the
;

VOL.

i.

B

ARISTOTLE
ties from giving
and impartial
theoretic
that
to his philosophy
purely

and not hindered by any personal

city,

distinctive praise. 1
birth of Aristotle falls, according to the

character which became

The

its

most

in the first year of the 99th Olympiad,
probable reckoning,

The old accounts

1

stotle s life

DIOGENES,

now extant
v.

of Ari
are (1)

1-35 (far the most

of Halicopious) (2) DIONYSIUS
carnassus, Ejrist. ad Amnwum,
;

i.

5, p.

Kal

727

sq.

(3) Apicrr. pios
avrov, by the

;

(rvyypdiJ.iJ.aTa

BRANDIS,
Aristotelia i. 1-188
(fr.-rb iti.. Phil. ii. b, i. pp. 48-65
GROTE S Arist. (1872), i. 1-37,
and GRANT S Arixt. (1877) pp.
1-29. Stahr discusses (p. 5 sqq.)
the lost works of ancient writers
;

;

which treated

Anonymus Menagii (4) another
sketch of his life, known to us in

We

three forms
(a) the BIOS first
Aldine ed. of Arist.
printed in the
1490-98 (which is there
ascribed to Philoponus, elsewhere

basis

,

:

Ol&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;.

to

Ammonias,

neither),

here

but belongs to
the
as
cited

Pseudo-Ammonius (or.lww?.);
the Life published from the Codex
(/&amp;gt;)

Marcianusby llobbein 1861, cited
as Vita Marclana (or V. Marc.)
as the Latin Am(?) the Lif e cited
w-omus, preserved in an ancient
;

which

translation,

approaches

closely to theP/ /^ Marclana
than to the Pseudo-Ammonius

more

itself: (5)

Hrrux^w

MiA7?&amp;lt;Tiou

Trepi

ToG ApioroTcXovs (6) SUIDAS, sub
All of these,
Apio-TOTeArjs.
are to be found
except
in 1HJHLE, Arist. Opp. i. 1-79.
Westermann s appendix to Cobet s Dlof/enes, and his Vita
also con
(at p. 397)
;

rocc

(4/&amp;gt;),

Svriptorum

tain (3)
skives

and (4) Robbe, op. cit.
and (4^)- RoSE (An*t;

(4Z&amp;gt;)

Ord. 245), before the publica
tion of (4ft), ascribed the arche
type of (4) to the younger Olym-

*Lib.

which may be
piodorus a guess
called possible but not proven. Of
commentaries, cf. EUHLE,
Arist. Opp. i. 80-104; STAHK,
later

2

of Aristotle s

life.

cannot be sure, as to any of
the sources mentioned, what their
or

credibility

may

be.

view that they one and
all rest only on spurious texts
and fanciful combinations (p.
115) is entirely improved and
Hose

s

Their value, how
differs widely
we can only test each state
ment by its inherent probability.

improbable.

ever, beyond

doubt

;

According to APOLLODORUS
no doubt on
statement
the
(iUd. 10, DIONYS. and AMMON.)
which may be accepted as the
2

apud DIOG. 9
the basis of

;

safest fixed point as to the date
of Aristotle s life, that he died
in the archonship of Philocles
3), about sixty-three
old (eVai/ rpiuv irov Kal
^TjKovra, or more exactly, as in

114,

(Ol.

years

Dionys., rpia

Trpbs

ro7s

e^Kovra

Dionysius agrees,
but erroneously talks of Demo
sthenes as three years younger
than Aristotle, whereas he was
born in the same year, or at most
in the year before (in the begin
pLwa-as

6T7j).

ning of

Ol. 99, 1, or

4)

;

vide

STAHR

i.

end of
30.

01. 98,

Gellius

statement (JV.^l.xvii. 21, 25) that
Aristotle was born in the seventh
year after the freeing of

Rome

THE LIFE OF ARISTOTLE
Stagira, the city of his birth, was situated
in that district of Thrace called Chalcidice, 2 which was
B.C.

384. l

at that date a thoroughly Hellenic country, with

many

flourishing cities, whose people were no doubt in full
3
His father Nicomachus
possession of all Greek culture.
from the Gauls also agrees, since
that event is referred to the year
364 A.U.C., or 390 B.C. So also the
V. Marc. p. 3, and the Amman.
Latin, p. 12, assert that he was
born under Diotrephes (01.

99, 1)
sixty-three years old
under Philocles. An otherwise

and died

unknown

writer,

EUMBLUS

(ap.

DIOG. 6), asserts, on the other
hand, that Aristotle lived to be
seventy but there is little reason
;

to follow ROSE (p. 116) in prefer
ring this account, since his next
words, TTLOOV O.KOVITOV eTeAeuTTja ei/,
sufficiently show his lack of trust
In fact, as the
worthiness.

manner

of Socrates death is here
transferred to Aristotle, so is his
age also ; possibly by reason of

the spurious Apologia ascribed
to

Aristotle

p.

(v.

35,

n.

3,

infra) and its parallelism with
the Platonic Apologia of Socrates.

Bat apart from the probability
Eumelus is
completely displaced by the
agreement of all the other testi
mony, including that of so careful
of this explanation,

a

A

chronologist

as Apollodorus.

reliable tradition as to the age
of their founder must have existed
in the Peripatetic School.

How

could all our witnesses, except
this one unknown and badly-

informed writer, have come to
agree upon a false statement of
it when the truth could have been
easily ascertained
1

first

?

That he was born in the
half of the Olympiad, or

384 B.C., follows from the
accounts as to his death above,
and would also follow from our
information as to his residence
at Athens, if the figures are to
be taken strictly (cf. p. 6, n. 3,
For if, at seventeen, he
infra).
came to Athens and was with
Plato for twenty years, he must
have been thirty-seven years old
at Plato s death; so that, if
we put his exact age at 36^ and
bring down Plato s death to the
middle of 347 B.C., his birth
would still fall in the latter half
of 384 B.C.
It is, however, also
in

possible that his stay in Athens
did not cover the full twenty years.
2
So called because most of
its cities were colonies of Chalcis
in Eubrea.
Stagira itself was
originally colonised from Andros,

but perhaps (cf. DIONYS. v supra)
received a later contribution of
second founders from Chalcis.
In 348 B.C., it was, with thirtyone other cities of that district,
sacked by Philip, but was after
wards on Aristotle s intercession
restored (v. p. 24, infra). Vide

STAKE,

23,

who discusses also
name (^rdyeipos,

the form of the

or ^.rdyeipa as a neuter plural).
do not know whether Ari

We

stotle s family house (mentioned
his will, ap. DIOG. 14) was
spared in the destruction of the

in

town or was subsequently
3

rebuilt.

Bernays {Dial. Arist. ii. 55,
half
134) calls Aristotle a
Greek, but Grote (i. 3) and

ARISTOTLE
was the body-surgeon and friend of the Macedonian
and it is natural to suppose that the
King Amyntas
father s profession
long hereditary in the family must
l

;

have influenced the mental character and education of the
connection with the Macedonian
son, and that this early
Court prepared the way for the employment of Aristotle
On neither of these
in the same Court at a later time.

have we any positive information. We
Nicomachus took his family with

points, however,
rnav also assume that

Greek
Greek was spoken, could keep

whose surroundings and training
were so closely similar as those of
Schelling and Hegel, or of Baur
and Strauss.

their nationality perfectly pure.
Arisiotle was not an Athenian,

ippus),

Grant

2) rightly maintain
that a Greek family
colony in which only

(p.

against

him

in a

1

and

though

Athens

was

his

can

philosophical home, traces
yet be found in him of the fact
that his political sense; had its
training elsewhere but he was as
truly a Hellene as Pythagoras,
;

Xenophanes, Parmenides, Anaxthe rest.
agoras, Democritus, or

11 fie DiOG.i. (quoting HermDIONYS., Ps. Awm., V.

31arc.,

DAS.

Amman.

Latin.,

The family

of

and Sui-

Nicomachus,

according to these authorities,
traced its descent, as did so many
medical families, to Asclepius.
TZETZES, Clnl. x. 727, xii. 638,
gives no ground for doubting
The three recensions of the
this.

un-Greek clement which
Bernays and W. von Hum-

Pseudo-Ammonius repeat this
same statement as to the family

his letter to Wolf,
25} find in Aristotle is
doubtless to be connected not so
much with the place of his birth
as with the characteristics of his
generation and his individual
The full-born
bent of mind.
Athenian Socrates exhibits traits

of Aristotle

The

boldt

(in

r

\\

erJte, v.

1

more singular and seemingly
un-Greek as compared with his
own people and time than Ari

far

s mother,Phaistis, but
erroneously for Diogenes tells
us she was a Stagirite by birth,
and Dionysius says that she was
a descendant of one of the
This
Chalcis.
colonists from
connection might account for the
mention of a country house and
garden at Chalcis in the testa
;

comparison with Plato s, still, on
the one hand, this is not true of
his Dialogues, and, on the other
hand, equally great divergencies

The state
TOCC Nu&amp;lt;6/j.a%os, that a person of that name
had written six books of larpiita
and one book of
refers,
according to our text, not to the
father of Aristotle (cf BUHLE, 83,
STAHR, 34), but to an ancestor

are to be found between

of the

and if the typical writings
of Aristotle appear un-Greek in
stotle,

men

ment (DiOG. 14).
ment in Suidas,

siil&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;u&amp;lt;rt/ca

.

same name; though no

THE LIFE OF ARISTOTLE
him

to reside near the king, 1 but we cannot tell how
old Aristotle then was, or how long this state of things

what personal relations resulted from it.
knowledge have we as to the early develop
ment of his mind, or the circumstances or method of his
education. 2
The sole piece of information we have as
lasted,

or

Equally

little

remark of the Pseudo-

to this section of his life is the

Ammonius 3

that after the death of both his parents, 4 one
Proxenus of Atarneus 5 took over his education, so that
in later

life

the grateful pupil did the like service for

Proxenus son Nicanor, of whom he took charge while
he was a child, and to whom he gave his own daughter
Notwithstanding the untrustworthy cha

in marriage.

racter of our informant, 6 the story seems to be true
doubt the story did refer origin
The Anon.
ally to his father.
Menagii (with V. Marc. 1, and
Ammon. Latin. 1) mentions a
brother and sister of Aristotle.

For Diog. 1, following Hermippus, says expressly ffweftica
:

A./J.VVTO. rep Wlaite86j/(av

fiacri\e iiaTpov Kal (pi\ov

XP

He

lc

t-

must therefore have taken up his
residence in Pella and cannot
have
2

left his

Galen s

family in Stagira.
statement (Anatom.

Administr. ii. 1, vol. ii. 280 K)
that the Asclepiad families prac
tised their sons e TraiSwv in read
ing, writing, and di/are^ui/eij/, does
not help us much, as (apart from
the question whether the infor

mation
not
at

is

know

doubtful

human

fully credible) we do
how old Aristotle was

father

his

death.

s

It

is

whether Galen meant

or animal

p. 89, n. I fin.
3
In all three

anatomy

;

.

BUHLE,

1 sq.

(lege

;

rpo^s

10 sq. ROBBE.
In his will (DiOG. 16) Ari

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;-f)Ms)

4

mentions his mother and
monument to be erected
to her.
Pliny (H. Nat. xxxv.
10, 106) mentions a picture of
her which Aristotle had painted
by Protogenes. There may have
been many reasons why his father
stotle

orders a

1

[Nj/co/ia^os]

etc., cf

for

7

cf.

recensions, p. 43

was not mentioned

in the will.

Apparently a relative who
had emigrated to Stagira, for his
son Nicanor is called SrayetpjTrjy
and OIK?OS b-piaroreXovs (SEXT.
5

MATH. i. 258).
6
What trust is
in a writer who tells

to be placed
us, inter alia,

that Aristotle was for three years
a pupil of Socrates and that he

afterwards accompanied Alex
ander to India ? (Ps. Ammon. p.
44, 50, 48, V. Marc. 2, 5, Ammon.
Lot. 11,12,14).
7
Aristotle in his will(DioG. 12)
directs that Nicanor is to marry

ARISTOTLE
but it throws no further light on that which necessarily
interests us most, the history of Aristotle s intellectual
1

growth.

His entrance into the Platonic School 2 gives us our
earliest reliable data on the subject.
In his eighteenth
year Aristotle came to Athens
when she is grown
ho charges him to take care of
her and her brothers, ws Kalirarrip
&v KOL
lie orders that the
portraits of Nicanor, Proxenus,
and Nicanor s mother, which he
had projected, should be com
his daughter
ii])

;

d5eA&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;os

and

pleted,

ing

if

Nicanor

journey success

a votive offer
had promised should be

(r.

lie

that

his

completed
fully

;

h/f/

fi),

up in Stagira. These arrange
ments prove that Nicanor was
adopted by Aristotle, and that
set

Aristotle owed special gratitude
to Nicanors mother as well as to
Proxenus, apparently similar to
that he owed his own mother, of
whom a similar portrait is
ordered. If we assume the truth
of the story in the Pseudo-Am-

moniusit will most naturally ex
plain the whole. Dionysius notes
that Nicomachus was dead when
Aristotle came
to Plato.
It
might appear that, as Aristotle
died at sixty-three, the son of his
foster-parents would be too old

marry a daughter not then
but this does not
grown up
If Aristotle was a child
follow.
at his father s death, and Proxe
nus a young man, the latter
might have left a son twenty or

to

;

twenty-five years younger than
Aristotle, and some ten years
younger than Theophrastus (then
at least forty-seven) whom Py
thias was to marry in case of

3

and entered the

circle of

Nicanor s death (DiOG. 13). This
Nicanor is probably the same
Nicanor of Stagira whom Alex
ander sent from Asia to Greece
to announce his consent to the
return of the exiles at the

Olym

pian games of 824 B.C.(DiNARcn.
Adr. Denwsth. 81, 103, DiODOit.
xviii.S

;

cf the pseudo-Aristotelian
i, 1421, a, 38, and
.

ad
GROTE, p.
If/trt.

Ale,i&amp;gt;.

And

14).

the

vow

in

will
to a journey to

Aristotle

probably relates
Alexander s head
quarters where ho had given an
account of his mission and been
detained on service in Asia. It is
probably the same Nicanor who
was governor of Cappadocia under
s

Antipater (Arrian

apud PHOT.

Cod. 92, p. 72, a, 6) and who \vas
made away with, in B.C. 318, by
Cassander, for whom he had done
good service on sea and land
(DiODOR.xviii. 64 sq. 68, 72, 75).

The dates agree exactly with
what we know of Pythias, as
to

whom

see p. 20, n. 3, infra.
nothing of the
age at which Aristotle came to
Proxenus, nor of the manner or
place of his education, for it
was probably not at Atarneus
see above, p. 5, n. 5.
2
A silly story in Ps. Amm. 44,
1

V.

We know

Marc.

2,

and Ammon. Zatin.ll
was sent by the

relates that he
Delphic Oracle.
3

APOLLODOR.

7rapa/3oAeu

5e

ap.

nAaraw,

DIOG. 9
KOI

:

Sta-
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Plato

1

s

scholars,
avry

rptyai Trap

to

e/f/co&amp;lt;nv

which he continued to belong

eri],

tirra

This
ffvyravra.
testimony seems to be the basis
Kal

Se/co

of the

erwv

statements of Dionysius

728) that lie came to Athens
in his eighteenth year, of Diogenes
6, that he came eTrra/ccuSeKeTTjs,
and of the three recensions of
the Ammonius Life that he came
(p.

eTTTaKcuSe/ca

ercSj/

yei/o/xej/os.

We

have also the chronology of
Dion} sius, who places his arrival
in the archonship of Polyzelos
(366-7 B.C. Ol. 103, 2), while the

statement (F. Marc. 3, Ammon.
Latin. 12) that he came in the

archonship of Nausigenes (01.
103, 1) takes us to the middle
of his seventeenth year instead
Euseof the completion of it.
bius in his Chronicle knows that
he arrived at seventeen, but
places the event erroneously in
The statement of
01. 104, 1.
Eumelus (apud Dioa. 6) that he
was thirty years old when he met
Plato is combined by Grote (p.
3 sq.) with the accounts of Epi
curus and Timaeus as to his dis
but
solute youth (cf. infra),
without deciding between the
two accounts. We have already
seen how little credit attaches to
Eumelus account of Aristotle s

age and manner of death (p. 2,
n. 2) but the two statements are
connected and fall together, for,
as Aristotle composed an elegy
and the Dialogue named Endcmus
in memory of a fellow-student,
Eudemus of Cyprus (p. 11, n. 4,
infra), who went to Sicily with
Dion in 357 B.C. and was killed
;

there, it follows that Aristotle, if

he were thirty when he came to
Athens, would have been born
several years before 384. We do

not know, moreover,

for

when Eume

lus lived, or from whom he got
his information.
If, as is possi

he be Eumelus the Peripa
whose Ilept TTJS apxaia.
Ktafj-cfSias is quoted by a scholiast
to JEschines Timarcli. (ed. Bekker, Abk. d. Bert. Altad. 1836,
Hi3t.-pMLKl.23Q, 39; cf. KOSE,
Arist. Libr. Ord. 113), he would
belong to the Alexandrine, or
possibly even the post-Alexan
In no case, as
drine period.
above shown, can he merit our
As to Epicurus and
confidence.
Timagus vide p. 9, n. 1, infra. The

ble,

:

tetic,

Vita Marciana finds it necessary
to refute the story that Aristotle
came to Plato in his fortieth year.

The Latin Ammonius reproduces
this in a still more absurd form,
to which he adapts other parts
of his story

;

for he says that

it

was thought by many that Ari
stotle remained forty years with
His translation xl amiis
Plato.
immoratus est sub Platone pro

bably means that the text of the
archetype was p! CTT? yeyovws i\v
virb ITAarcoj/i, or ^ irSiV &v eVSiIf the latter be sup
eVpt/3ei/, &c.
posed, the mistake might well
have arisen by the dropping out
of &v in the translator s MS.
Plato himself was probably
at the moment absent on his
second Sicilian journey (vide
Stahr
ZELLER, Plato, p. 32).
that the above(p. 43) suggests
mentioned statement that he was
three years with Socrates and
after his death followed Plato (Ps.
Amm. 44,50, V. Marc. 2, Ammon.
1

Lat. 11, 12, OLYMPTOD. in Gorg.
42) arose from a misunderstanding
of this circumstance. The arche
type may have contained the

ARISTOTLE
It would have
twenty years until the master died.
been of the greatest value if we could have known
1

in detail something of this long period of
preparation,
which the foundations of his extraordinary learning
and of his distinctive philosophical system must have
in

been

Unhappily our informants pass over all the
important questions as to the movement and history of
his mental development in absolute
silence, and enter
laid.

tain us instead with all
life

and character,

One

manner

of evil tales as to his

of these writers had heard that

earned his bread as a quack-doctor. 2 Another
alleges that he first squandered his patrimony, then in

lit;

first

his distress

went

into military service, afterwards,
being
took
to selling medicines, and
unsuccessful,
finally took
3
This gossip, however, was
refuge in Plato s school.
statement that Aristotle spent
three years in Athens without
hearing Plato, in attending- other
Socratic teachers, for whom the
transcriber erroneously inserted
the name of Socrates himself.
On a similar supposition, we
might guess that the archetype
said that in Plato s absence,
Aristotle was with Xenoorates
or with Isocrates, whose name is
often confused with Socrates.
:

It

seems more probable,

how

1

Cf. p.

lit

supra

(j,

n. 3,

and Dionysius,
FIAaTom

(rvcrradels

:

Xpovov fiKocrafTri SieVpii^e ffvv avTco,
or as in Anun., TOVT^ ffvveffTiv
-

AHISTOCL. ap. Eus.

EC. xv.

P-rccjt.

2, 1 TTUS av TIS a-TroSf^aiTu
Ti/naiov TOV Tavpo/uLfj/LTOv \tyovTos
eV Ta?s iffropiais,
aSu^ov
Ovpas
avTbv laTpeiov rtal TO.S Tvxoixras
{hiatus) fye Trjs yXiKias /cAelo-ai.
The same is more fully cited from
:

ever, that the origin of the error
lay in the remark in a letter to

Timasus by POLYB. xii. 7, and
SuiDAS, Sub V. ApKTTOTeATjs.
3
Aristocl. ut supra
ir&s yap

Philip (whether genuine or spu
rious) mentioned in the Vita

ol6v re, Kaddnep &amp;lt;pr](riv
Eirtitovpos eV
TT) TTCpl TOOV
67Tt7riT7)$VJJ,d.TiaV

Marciana and the Latin Ammoniux, to the effect that Aristotle
made Plato s acquaintance in his

twentieth year perhaps because
Plato then returned from Sicily,
perhaps because Aristotle had till
then been of the school of
Isocrates.

:

(TTOA?/,

VQV

LLJS

OVTCL

avTbv TT]v irarpaiav oiiaiav,
5* eirl Tb ffTpaTtveaQai
KaKoos 5e irpaTTOVTa eV TOVTOIS
T^

(pap/uaKOTToahe iv

eA^etv,

according to Athen.

CTT!

eTretra

avaireTTTaju.Gi ov TOV Ti\d,Tcavos
iraTOv Traffi, 7ra/&amp;gt;aAa/3eIV a.vr ov

Trept-

(lege,
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Greater weight
rightly rejected even by Aristocles.
attaches to the story of the breach between Plato and

his scholar

which

the former died.

is

sometime before
So early a writer as Eubulides the

said to have occurred

avrbv, sell, fls rbv Trepnnrroj/)

:

cf.

same

the

passage quoted, in
similar words, apud ATHEN. viii.
354, apud DIOG. x. 8, and less
closely apud ^ELIAN. V. H. v. 9.
In the first place, it is with
out any reliable authority. Even
in antiquity no other testimony
1

than Epicurus and Timaeus is
known, and except these two,
none, as Athenseus expressly re
marks, even of Aristotle s bitter
est opponents mentioned these
Timseus s reckless slanstories.
is
well
derousness,
however,
known, and he was embittered
against Aristotle by his state
ments (historically correct as
they were) as to the low origin
of the Locrians (cf. POLYB. xii. 7,
PLUT. Dlo. 36, Nic. \
10
DIODOR. v. 1). So also of Epicu
;

rus

;

we know

that

there

was

hardly one of his philosophic
predecessors or contemporaries
(not excepting Democritus and
Nausiphanes, to whom he was

under large obligations) whom
he did not attack with calumnies
and depreciatory criticism (cf.
DIOG. x. 8, 13 SEXT. MATH. i.
3 sq. ClC. N. D. 1, 33, 93, 26, 73
ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. I. p. 946, n).
Statements by such men, betray
ing as they do a tone of hatred,
must be taken with great dis
trust
and their agreement is no
;

;

;

;

guarantee, for it is possible that
Timaaus copied Epicurus, or (as
we may better think) that Epicu
rus copied him. Not only, how
ever, have we against them the
consensus of many far more

credible writers who say that
Aristotle devoted himself from
his eighteenth year to his studies
at Athens, but the other story is
in itself most improbable.
If
Aristotle were no more than the
(rofyHrTys Opaavs eu^epjs irpoireT^s
that Timaeus calls him. he might

perhaps have been

otyijbLaO^s also.

But when we know that apart
from philosophical greatness, he
was the foremost man of learn
ing of his time, and was also
famous as a writer for his graces
of style, we must think it un
paralleled and incredible that his
thirst for learning should have
arisen at thirty after a wasted
youth, and that he could then
have achieved attainments hardly
credible as the work of a long
lifetime. All we know of Aristotle
from his writings or otherwise
impresses us with a sense of per
sonal superiority incompatible
with these tales of his youth
not to speak of the argument
that if he had squandered his
property he could hardly have
found means to live at Athens.
Grote (cf. p. 6, n. 3, supra) does
too much honour to Epicurus and
first

;

Timaaus when he treats their tes
timony as balancing the other.
They are probably naked and
baseless lies,

and therefore we

ought not even to infer from
them with Stahr (p. 38 sq.) and
Bernays (Abb. d. Bresl. Hist.Gesellschaft, i. 193), that
Aristotle
probably
practised
medicine in Athens while he was
natural
studying
philosophy.

pliil.

ARISTOTLE

10

dialectician

master.

accused

of

Aristotle

his

to

ingratitude

Others accuse him of annoying Plato by his

1

2
manner, and his jeering.
Plato s lifetime he attacked

dress, his overbearing

showy

Others relate that even in

up a school of his own in oppo
atonic, and even that on one occasion

and

his doctrines

sition to the I

set

3

]

he took advantage of the absence of Xenocrates to drive
the aged master from his accustomed place of resort in
the Academia. 4

Many, even among the

Neithcr Aristocles nor any of the
trustworthy witnesses mention
medical practice, and the two
who do, refer to it in such a way
as only to raise suspicion; while
Aristotle apparently reckons him
self among the
laymen, ^77
Tex//iTcu, in medicine (Dirin. 1,
10:5, a. 0).
1

XV.

AitiHTOCL.

2,

Aois eV

!)

:

T&amp;lt;

Kcii

Kirs. /V. / Jr.
aj&amp;gt;.

Evfiov\i5iis 5e

/car

avrov

/3i/3Ai&i&amp;gt;

Trpoo-f)-

\fyevSe-

TlXdrwvi /Hi) irapayzvtcrOai rd re
Neither
/3i/3At a avrov Sm^feTpcu.
His
of the charges is important.

absence at the time of Plato s
death, if that is true, may have had

an easy explanation Plato, in
deed, is said to have died quite
unexpectedly (cf ZELLEK, Plato,
The injury to Plato s
p. 35).
books, if it means a falsilication
of the text, is an obvious and
;

N, F.-ff.iii. 19, describ

ing Aristotle

s style

3

DlOG. 2

:

aTreVrrj Se IlActT&Jj/os

TrepiovTos ware
flirelv Api&amp;lt;TTOTeA?;s

eri

TLCT

-rj/

ra
-and so ULIAN,

icaOairepel

T}\V |U7jTepa
iv. it, and JLELLADIUS

Ji

.

.

b.
5iJiJ,
Similarly
Our. Gr. Aff. v. 4G,
p. 77, says Aristotle often at
tacked I lato while he was yet
alive
PIIILOP. Anal. Poxt. 5 a,
StiltoL in Arist. 228, p. 16, that
Cotl.

271),

p.

Tiri-;oi)()]ti;r,

i

:

he had especially opposed his
and
master s Ideal Theory
;

AUGUSTINE, Oiv. Dei. viii. 12,
that he had established even
then a numerous school.
This occurrence

1

by our
V. II.

way

:

sole

iii.

is

19, cf.

iv.

9)

in this

when Plato was
and his memory was

that

though it is keen and not
always just, is no indication of
any personal misunderstanding,

Speusippus

Xenocrates

band

related

authority (^ELIAN,

eighty,
ing, Aristotle on one

see,

[

PHOT.

a).

as is pos
sible, it refers to Aristotle s cri
ticism of Plato, this, as we shall
If,

in

of dress

detail.

.

absurd calumny.

ancients, iv-

over
fail

occasion,

absent and
had gone with a
own pupils and

being
ill,

since to Aristotle

of his
started a debate with Plato, in
which he drove the old man into

also
Eubulides
109)
rejects
charges as a calumny.

a corner with such rude pertin
acity that Plato withdrew him
self from the halls of the Academy
into his own garden, and it was

it meant only
natural and impersonal polemics.
Besides Aristocles, Diogenes (ii.
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ferred to Aristotle the statement of Aristoxenus that

during Plato

was erected

Sicilian journey a school

s

All these
opposition to his own by strangers.
however, are very doubtful, and most of the
2
If the asser
actual statements deserve no credence.
l

in

data,

tion of Aristoxenus were to be understood of Aristotle

not

could

it

reasons in the

be

possibly
first

true,

for

chronological

but also because we possess

3

place,

undoubted proofs that Aristotle belonged

to Plato s

school long after the second Sicilian journey, and held
his master in the highest honour. 4
Probably, however,
only when Xenocrates returned,
three months afterwards, that he

reproached Speusippus for his
cowardice and forced Aristotle to
restore to Plato the disputed
territory.
1

AEISTOCL. ajrud Eus. Pr. Ev.

xv. 2, 2
VTT

8

TLS

5

Uv

peats and extends. For Aristides
the Latin Ammonius (11) sub
stitutes Aristocles but the Greek
Pseudo- Ammonius (p 44 sq.)
limits itself to the remark
ov
Ti
UVTOS TOV nAarcoz/oy
yap
a.VT(fKoS6/ji. rja v avrtf rb AVKGIOV 6
;

.

:

rots

Ap.,

ApHTTO%VOv TOV IAOVGLKOV Aeyo-

2

;

/jLevois

V T(f

eV

TTJ

yap

fiiq&amp;gt;

TreiffBeit]

TOV

o&s

Tii/es

Cf.

refuted

viro\a/j.fldvov(ri.

STAKE, i. 46 sqq., not
by HERMANN, Plat.

Phil. p. 81, 125.

irXavr) Kal rrj

3

avTCf TLVO.S irtp nrarov
ovras. aftovTai ovv fvioi TO.VTO. irepl

jitetV

his

When
last

Plato returned from
journey Aristotle was

Aelian (iv. 9), who in refer
ence no doubt to the words of

under 24 (cf. p. 2, n. 2, supra,
and ZELLER, Plato, p. 30 sq.) is
it (apart from other questions)
likely that he could so early
head a school against a master
who was then at the height of

Aristoxenus, says of

his

AptffTOT\ovs \eyeiv avrbv, Apicrro-

Among

the

Iftot

was

Aristotle

:

avT$ [Plato] 8taSo also the Vita Mar-

a.vr(fKo^6p.f](T^v
TpijSrjv.

ciana, 3
irpwros
(TTetSrys

;

OVK apa

fcrvKo^oLVT^cre

Kal

Apirevffrepov T]KoXov6r)(Tev

ferringto ARiSTiVES^Dequatuorv.
ii.
324 sq. (Dind.), who, how
ever, does not refer to Aristotle

by name any more than Ari
stoxenus, whose account he re

;

fame ?
The proofs

4

of this are
(a)
Aristotle published several Pla
tonic essays (cf. Infra and ZEL
:

LER, Plato, p. 26). For many
reasons (especially perhaps be
cause of their notable departure
from the method of teaching

down by Plato, cf. ZELL.
Plato, p. 517 sq.) it is unlikely
that these fall between the second
and third of Plato s Sicilian

laid

ARISTOTLE

12

that

statement did not

^Elian

refer

to

Aristotle

at

all.

1

s story as to

driving Plato out of the Academy
stands in contradiction with other and older 2 accounts

which show that Plato at that time had
long removed
his school from the open spaces of the
Gymnasium of the

Academia

to his

to Aristotle a

own

But

gardens.

besides,

it

ascribes

kind of behaviour which we could not be

man of otherwise noble character except on the
most conclusive proofs whereas here we have
nothing
but the testimony of a gossip-grubber, who is known to

lieve of a

:

repeat without discrimination things that are palpably
untrue.
Against the suggestion that Aristotle had by
journeys,
Aristotle

The End-emus of
was written

(/y)

htfrd}

(cf.

on the lines ol Plato s Pha-do,
and Aristotle was probably still
in the Platonic .School when he
wrote it, which was long after
the third journey, since it is in
memory of a friend who died

352 B.C.

(p)

Gory.
Supplement!).
1

r&amp;gt;(),

Olympiodorus (in

JAHN

in

S

Jahrb.

xiv.
and
395,
BEKGK, Lyr. dr., p. 504) has
some
verses of Ari
preserved
stotle s Elegy on Eudemus, which

thus describe his relation to Plato:
5

els

ov

oi/5

their

e4fusfts /uoi/os T)

alvelv rolcn

&c., to Socrates;

but this seems unlikely.
Aristoclcs (itt supra) says
expressly that Aristoxenus always
spoke well of Aristotle, against
which testimony, founded on a
knowledge of his book, the hint
to the contrary in Suidas Aprro|.
is of no weight.
The word TrepfTraros was used of other schools
1

cited p.

Qvqruv

/ca

it is

of

re picp
ayados re

oi/cetaj

us

/ecu fj.z965oi(n

Kal

\6ycov,

evSai/m.cai

yiverai o.vt)p.
ov vvv S fffTL AajSeTi/ ovfifvl

afj.a

raCra

7TOT6.

Buhle (Arist. Opp.

8,

s

;

cf.

n. 3, supra,

Index Herculanensis,

[Plato]

irpooros

i.

55) doubts

grounds

.

He refers avSpbs,

besides Aristotle
s,

on

genuineness

that are solved by our view of
their application to the Cyprian
Eudemus and Plato, instead of
to the Rhodian Eudemus and
Aristotle himself.
In the cor
rupt last line, Bernays (Rh. Jlfitx.
1\ F. xxxiii.
232) reads fj.ovva.%.

Epicurus,
and the

6, 5,

where

used of Speusippus, and
Heraclides.

Aristoxenus

may

The

7,

1),

of
have referred
Tivas

to Heraclides himself; cf. ZELLEK, Plato, p. 30, n. As to the
Index Hercul. see Hid. p. 553.
2
In DIOG. iii. 5, 41
ZELLER, Plato, p. 25, n.

;

cf.
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his general behaviour incurred Plato s disapproval
had so been kept at a distance by him, we could

and

1

many

bring
statements which imply that the relation between

the two philosophers was of an entirely different kind. 2
may allow no weight, therefore, to these accounts,

We

which in any case are insufficiently attested, and we need
take no notice of sundry other stories, whose inaccuracy
3
But we have beyond this decisive reasons
is apparent.

which negative, not only ^Elian s story and the other
similar tales, but the whole theory that there was before
Buhle, p. 87, sees a proof
this in the fact that Plato
does not mention Aristotle, to
1

of

which circumstance even Stahr,
58, attached some weight.
p.
But how could he name Aristotle
Socratio

in

dialogues

?

And

probably all Plato s works, ex
cept the Lams, were written be
fore Aristotle came to Athens at

27

TTJS

virb FlActrcwj/os

[ Ap.]
ayxivoias
:

riydcrOr},

u&amp;gt;s

TCKTOVTOV
vovs rrjs

avrov irpo(rayopeveSmrpt/STjs
and Ps. Ammon. 44, says
Plato called Aristotle s house oiitos
t*7r

&amp;lt;r0cu

patetic.

There

is

another theory

(PHILOPON. ut si^ra, 35, b, 2,
DAVID, ibid. 24, a, 6, AMMON.
ibid. 25, b, and the PseudoAmmon. p. 47, V. Marc. 5, Ammon.
Latin. 14) that the name of Peri
patetics belonged originally to

all.

vi.

Aous) and by David (ibid. 20, b,
16), that Aristotle was ashamed to
mount the teacher s chair while
Plato lived, and that this was
the origin of the name
Peri

:

cf.
also ZELLER,
avayvdffTOv
To the same
Plato, p. 559.
the
tradition belong
very doubtful
story cited in ZELLER, Plato,
and
the
account of the
p. 26, n.,
altar dedicated with a laudatory
inscription by Aristotle to Plato
on his death (Amm. 46, PHILOPON.
i.q.v., Schol. in Arid. 11, b, 29),
which arose, no doubt, out of a
mistranslation of the Elegy to
:

Eudemus,
3
Such

p. 11, n. 4, siq)ra.
is the idea mentioned

by Philoponus (ut supra,
sqq., where in 1. 25, lege

11, b,

23

the Platonic school; that

and

Aristotle

when

Xenocrates took

over that school after Plato s
death, or rather that of Speusippus, Aristotle s followers were
called Peripatetics of the Lyceum
and the others Peripatetics of the
Academy and that, in the end,
the one school were called Peri
patetics
only, and the other
Academics.
The
of
origin
this theory is doubtless Antiochus,
in whose name Varro in Cic.
Acad. i. 4, 17 tells an exactly
similar story
which indicates
that the whole is only an inven
tion of that Eclecticism,developed
by Antiochus, which denied that
there was any essential difference
between Plato and Aristotle.
;

:
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death any breach between him and his scholar.
Authorities which are beyond any comparison with
Plato

s

^Elian and the rest in their antiquity and credibility,
remained with Plato twenty years,

assert that Aristotle

1

which plainly could not be true if, although he lived for
time in Athens, he had separated himself from

that

Plato before the end.
that in

Dionysius, indeed, expressly adds
founded no school of his own. 2

this time he

all

So even

later

in

and in passages where he

years

principles of the Platonic School,
Aristotle constantly reckons himself as belonging to it 3

contesting the

is

;

and he uses language as to the founder of that school
and his own personal relation to him such as plainly
shows how

little

the sentiment of respect and affection

master had failed in his mind, 4 even where
their philosophic opposition was accentuated in the
for his great

So

sharpest way.
Platoiiist

we

also

find that

by contemporary opponents

Vide, p.

0,

n.

3,

and

i.

7,

p.

8,

supra.

1,

Kp. ad Ann)/,

2

i/i

eTTTa

Kal

Kal

riyovp.tvos

p.

Sier/n^e*/

rpiaKovra,
OUT iSiav

733:
eus
ovre
ire-

a lpecriv.

Aristotle of ten bracket shim-

3

and the Hatonists together
KaQ ou? rpoiiovs SfLKW/j-ev on
ecrn ra e i8r] Kara rrjv viroXri^LV
icad ^]v elfat
ras Ifieas, and
self

:

cf.

:

&amp;lt;pa/j.i&amp;gt;

the

like, Metapll. i. 9, 990, b, 8,
11, 16, 23, 992, a, 11, 25, c. 8, 989,

b, 18;
b,

14

iii.
;

990, b, 8
1C, 991, b,
1

of

997, b, 3, c. 6, 1002,
Alex, and Asclep. on
and Alex, on 990, b,

2,

cf.
;

3,

992, a, 10.

In a well-known passage
the
Ethics ^which ^itself

was treated

lie
5

for

;

as a

Cephisodorus

seems to point to charges which
his logical polemic against Plato

had

drawn

JttJt.

JY.

oAou

i.

down
taws

ySeArtoj/

SiaTropTJcrai

iflit.

4,

irws

upon
:

him,

TO Se KaQ-

e7ri(r/ce^/a&amp;lt;T#cu

Xeyerai,

Kal

Kaiirep

Trpovavrovs TT)S Toiavrf]S
Sid TO tyihov

yivo/jidvris

ejVcrycryeTi/
i

o ats

ra

fizXriov

ye

croor-rjpia

TTJS

oi/ce?a avaipelv,
cr6&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ovs

(f&amp;gt;i\oiv

Cf.
also

uvras

So |eie

ei Srj.

eli/at

Kal

5

5etV

av
firl

aArj0e/as Kal TQ
Kal (pi\o-

aAAcos re
a/j.Qo tv

yap ovroiv

offiov jrpoTip.S.v TT]V a\r]deiav.

ZELLEE, Plato,
ZELLER, Ph. d.

p. 512; cf.
6fr.i. p. 971,

as to Aristotle s own view of his
duty to a teacher.
5
NUMEN. apud Eus. Pr. Er.
xiv. G, 8.
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the Isocratean, in a book directed against Aristotle,
attacked the Platonic doctrine and particularly the
Ideas.

and Theocritus of Chios accused Aristotle of

Again, it is
exchanging the Academy for Macedonia.
established that he stayed in Athens until Plato s death,
1

and immediately thereafter left the city for several
years, presumably for no other reason than that then
time the

for the first

tie that

bound him to the city was
was then for the

dissolved, because his relation to Plato
first

time broken.

Finally,

we

are told

2

that Xenocrates

journeyed with him to Atarneus and it is probable
from the language in which Aristotle speaks of that
;

Academic

s

opinions

3

that they continued to be friends
of

But in view of the known loyalty
Xenocrates and his unbounded reverence for Plato, it

in later times.

is

not to be supposed that he would maintain his relations
with Aristotle and keep him company on the visit to
the latter had separated from his master in
a disrespectful way, or had, by any such rude conduct

Atarneus,

if

as ^Elian ascribes to him, insulted the

aged teacher not

long before his death.
It is of course altogether probable that so
pendent a mind as Aristotle s would not give

own judgment even
1

:

e /Aero

p.
vaitiv ai/r

A/mSrjjuetas BopjSo pou tv Trpoxocus,
B. being a river near Pella.
2
By STRABO (xiii. 1, 57, p.
610), whom we have no reason to
disbelieve,

Others have remarked that
mentions
Xenocrates, and that he avoids
3

Aristotle almost never

his

name

as if

up

its

in face of a Plato; that as time

In the epigram noticed at

20, n. 3, infra

inde

on purpose where

he

obviously alluding to him
the cases cited, ZELLER,
and notes on
Plato, p. 364, n.
(cf

is

.

;

p.

585,

whereas

and

later

Speusippus

passages),
is

named

in

This proparallel cases.
bably indicates not ill-feeling,
but rather a desire to avoid the
appearance of personal conflict

with

one

beside

him

who

was

at Athens.

teaching

ARISTOTLE
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went on he began

to doubt the unconditional validity of

the Platonic system and to lay the foundations of his
own and that he perhaps even in these days laid bare
many of the weak points of his teacher with the same
:

uncompromising criticism which we find him using later
If a certain difference between the two men had
on.
developed out of such relations, or if Plato had not been
1

more ready than many others since, to recognise in his
scholar the man who was destined to carry forward and
to correct his own work, it would be nothing wonderful.
Yet that any such difference actually arose cannot be
2
proved, and cannot even be shown to be very probable
:

while

we have

patent facts to disprove the idea that

Aristotle brought on

intentional offence.

any open breach by ingratitude or
The same facts make it very im

probable that Aristotle opened any philosophic school of
If he had
his own during his first residence in Athens.

done

his

so,

with Plato and the

friendly relations

gone on, and it
would be unintelligible that he should leave Athens

Platonic

circle

could

hardly

have

exactly at the moment when the death of his great rival
left the field free for himself/
5

1

Even

in

the

books

On

Fraym.

10,

Philosophy

(Arist.

11. p. 1475),

apparently written

before

Plato

s

death,

he

had

combated the Ideal
openly
Theory, and in the same treatise
(Fragni. 17, 18) had maintained
the e ternity of the world.
2
We have no right to ascribe
to Plato and his circle of friends
the later ideas of school-orthoin any such sense as to

doxy,
suppose that the master could not
tolerate the independence of such

a scholar as Aristotle. Besides,
not to mention Heraclides and
himself
Eudoxus, Speusippus
dropped the Ideal Theory,
The remark of the PseudoAmmonius that Chabrias and
:1

Timotheus prevented Aristotle
from setting up a new school

Who
against Plato is absurd.
could hinder him, if he chose ?
in
358
Chabrias, moreover, died
B.C. and Timotheus w as banished
from Athens for life in the f ollowing year,being then a very old man.
r

;
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If, then, Aristotle was connected with
Plato, as one of
his school, from his
to
his
eighteenth
thirty-seventh year,
it follows that we cannot well
over-estimate the influence
of such a relation upon his course of
The effect

thought.
of that education on Aristotle s
philosophic system dis

closes itself at
every point.

The grateful scholar has
himself 1 commemorated the moral
greatness and lofty
principles of the man whom the base have not even the
But the reverence for the master would
right to praise.
c

obviously not prevent Aristotle from turning his at
tention at the same time to all other sources
which
carrry

him onward and help

might

to satisfy his insatiable

We

thirst for

knowledge.
may safely assume that he
did in fact
employ his long years of preparation at
Athens in busy acquirement of his marvellous

and
in

learning,

also that

he took a keen interest in researches

natural

philosophy, though Plato always treated
of secondary
It is also
importance.
possible
that even while he was still a
member of Plato s
it

as

circle

he

2
himself have
lectured, without thereby
with
breaking
Plato or
setting himself
up against him as the leader of a
school.

may

off his relations

competing

We

hear, for instance, that Aristotle
taught Khetoric
in opposition to Isocrates 3 but we
know that
;

the great

See the lines on

STEABO

12 supra.
57, p. 610)

(xiii. 1,

p.

says of Hermias that he heard at
Athens both Plato and Aristotle,
-Oio. De Orat. iii 35, 141:
Aristoteles,

cumjiorere Isocratem

Cicero seems to be

rersumnuav,

information]
Philocteta paullo

cnim turpt

CUm

ccSm

;

sibi ait esse tacere

larbaros:

to

j?Z2

Isooratem pateretur dicere

iL
noWitate diseipulorum mderet, ornavit et
illustrarit doeirinam
...
mutant rcpentetotamformam illam omneni, reruvnme
a
prope d^sc^pl^n (e
which tionem
tio
[which
cum
sounds as if Aristotle had even
tioteooKJuwit. Neue
then a school of his own,
though fugit mpieritisslmum re
-

su&amp;lt;e

VOL.1.
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orator s relations with Plato were no longer good and
have distinct
that he attacked the philosophers.
1

We

which lead us to assign to this same

indications also

of Aristotle s activity as a
period the commencement
writer and the fact that in the writings of this time
;

2
imitated his master, both in matter and form, shows
he took on the impress of Plato s
clearly how completely

lie

and made the Platonic methods his own. In time,
of course, and no doubt even before he left Athens, Ari
stotle acquired as a writer a more independent position
spirit

;

and

it is

manifest that he had in reality outgrown the
of one of Plato s pupils, long before that rela

position
tion came visibly to an end
in, qui Itunc Alexandra filio
doctorem aecicrit.
Again, ibid.
19, G2, Afht. Ixocratem ipsuin
/i/&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;/t

lacesslrit, and ilrid. 51, 172, quis
.. acrior Arist.
fint? quiz
impnrro Isocrati est adversatus
.

Cicero

pensius ?

In Tusc.

Isocrates

in his lifetime, which
in his first

i.

4, 7,

assumes that Aristotle attacked

would be possible only

residence at Athens, for when he
returned in 335-4 B.C. Isocrates
was many years dead. Cf QuiN.

TIL.

iii.

1,

14

seniore
sclwiis Arist.

jam

Eoque [Isoorate]

:

.

pomeridianis
pra-cipere artem
.

.

oratoriam caepit, noto qmdemillo,
ut traditur, rersu ex Philocteta
ffiunrv
frequenter usns : alff-xfbv
la-oKpar-nv [5 ] $p\4xcu .Diog.(3)
with less probability, reads e,evothe story
KpaT-nv, so misplacing
as of the time of the founding of
the Lyceum. Cicero (Offic. i. 1, 4)

speaks clearly of contests between
Isocrates in his
.
et Isocrate
quorum uterque suo studio delectatus contemsit alteruni), and Iso

Aristotle

and

life

Arist.

(de

crates himself, Ep. v.

.

ad Alex.

.

3,

by the death of the master.
makes a covert attack on Ari
stotle, which confirms the story

:

Panatli. 17 can hardly refer to
Aristotle, because of the dates cf
;

.

Bayer. Ahad.
vi. 470 sq.
Cephisodorus, a pupil
of Isocrates, wrote a defence of
his master against Aristotle, full
v. DIONYS. De
of bitter abuse
Isoer. c. 18, p. 577; ATHEX. ii.

SPENGEL,

Al&amp;gt;h.

d.

;

60, d, cf.

iii.

Eus. Pr.

ap.

MEN.

122,
Etc.

ilrid. xiv. 6, 8,

b

;

xv.

ARISTOCL.
24,

Nu-

THEMIST. Or.

This friction did
285, c.
not prevent Aristotle from doing
justice to his opponents in the
Hhetoric he quotes examples from

xxiii.

:

no one so readily as Isocrates,
and twice quotes Cephisodorus
(RUet. iii. 10, 1411, a, 5, 23). Cf.
as to the whole subject STAHB,
i. 68 sq., ii. 285 sq.
SPENGEL, Isokr. und Pla1

ton, Alh. d. Munch. Akad. vii.
731, and ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. i. 416,
ii. 459, n.
2
See for proof infra. Of the
Aristotelian writings known to

us the greater part of the Dia
logues and some of the rhetorical
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That event opens a new
chapter of Aristotle s
So long as Plato led the
Academy, Aristotle
would not leave it. When
took his
life.

1

Speusippus

place,

Aristotle had nothing to
since
keep him in Athens
he does not seem to have at first
contemplated the
foundation of a philosophical school of his
own, for
which Athens would naturally have been the fittest
Therefore he accepted, with
place.
Xenocrates, an in
2
vitation from Hermias, the lord of Atarneus and
;

Assos,

who had himself at one time belonged to Plato s school. 3
4
The prince was the intimate friend of
both, and
remained three years with him. 5
went to Mytilene. 6 This, Strabo

they
Thereafter Aristotle

says,

was

own

for his

because Hermias had fallen into the
power of
the Persians by
treachery it is probable, however, that
Aristotle had left before that event. 7
After the death
safety,

;

texts

perhaps

the

seem to belong
Athenian period.

l^xvSjv
first
1

DIONYS. Ep. ad
to the

This choice has caused sur

V but
T wrongly.
v r&v
that Plato had a

It is possible
greater personal

prise,
fi

liking for Speusippus
Aristotle, or expected

than for
from him

a more orthodox continuation of
his

teaching.
Speusippus was
a much older man, was Plato s

nephew, had been brought up
him,

had

followed

him

faithfully for a long period of
years, and was also the legal
heir of Plato s garden near the
Academy.
Besides, we do not
Know whether Plato did himself
bequeath the succession or not.
2

BOECKH, Hermias, Abk. d

Scrl. Almcl. 1853, Hist. Phil.
p.

XL

133 sq.
3

STRABO, xiii. 1, 57,
APOLLODOR. ap. DIOG,

p.

610,

9,

and

Amm.

i.

who

5,

that Aristotle went to
Hermias after Plato s death.
The opposite would not follow
from the charge
^^^^ j.wiii
from Eujju6- cited
bulides on p. 10, n. 1, supra, even if
that were true.
Strabo names
Assosasthe place where Aristotle

agree

lived during this period
*

Of. p. 17, n. 2,
supra. Aristotle s enemies
DIOG -}

ANON.

(apud
and
vt

MENAG.,
-

-^i

j

cAiAj.

uj\ a
SUIDAH
pu \j

JL

*

suggest that this friendship
one, but this
impossible
BOECKH, iUd.

A?.),

was an immoral
is

;

187.
5

Apollodorus, Strabo, Diony-

sius, etc., ut supra.
6
01. 108. 4 = 345-4

B.C.,

in

the archonship of Eubulus see
Apollod. and Dionys. Hid.
7
Boeckh, ibid. 142, refuting
Strabo, has shown this to be
:

probable, though not certain.
c 2
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of

Hermias the philosopher married

l

either the sister or niece of his friend

ing affection
memorial. 3
1

(see

for

them both he

to ABISTOCLES
citing a Letter to
redvturos yap Ep/j.eiov

According
next

note,}

Antipater

:

Sia TT\V irpbs eKflvov fvvoiav eyrj/iei/
Kal
crufypova
avTyv, a\\u&amp;gt;s /xej/

;

Pythias, who was
2
and of his last

more than one

left

Demetr. of
Magnesia
(apud
DIOG. v. 3) daughter or niece.
Cf.l&amp;gt;oECKH,?7y/d.

TION, SUID.

s.

140.

v.

HARPOCRA-

Mym.

Ep^ias,

aSeXfpbv avrrjs.

Strabo (at xtiprd}
says Hermias married her to
Aristotle in bis lifetime, which
is negatived by the
Letter, if

and PHOT, Lex., call her an
adopted daughter.
3
Diog. (6) says he had a mon
ument (whose inscription lie
Hermias at
cites) erected to
A contemporary lam
Delphi.
poon on this by Theocritus of

Aristocl. (ibid. 4, 8)
genuine.
says that Aristotle was accused

Chios (a witty rhetorician of the
Isocratean school and local leader

in his lifetime of having llattered
her brother to win Pythias, and

noticed by DlOG. 11, AuiSTOCL.

ofxrav,
aTV^ovcrav
ras Ka.ra.Xa ft ova as (rvftfyopas rbv
JJ.ZVTOI

ayaOrjv
SLO.

also that Lyco, the Pythagorean,
told a foolish story of Aristotle
sacrificing to her after her death

as

Derneter.

Diog. (v. 4) caps
the sacrifice
immediately after his marriage.
Lucian (Enn. c. 9) talks of sacri
cf. a like hint
ficing to Hermias
in ATIIEN. xv. 697 a.
The Anon. Menag., Suidas,
this

by placing

;

s. v. Ap. Ep^ias, and Hesych. call
her his daughter, the untrust
worthy Aristippus (apud DIOG. 3)
liis
concubine. Both are dis
proved by the fact that Hermias
was a eunuch (for the state

ments of Suid. Hesych. and Anon.
Menag. as to this arc irrecon
cilable with DEMETR. Da Eloc.
293). ARISTOCLES up. EUR. xv. 2,
8 sq. cites a letter of Aristotle to
Antipater, and a book by Apellicon of Teos relating to Hermias
and Aristotle, and says that
and
sister
Pythias was the

adopted daughter of
Strabo

(xiii.

610) calls

Hermias.
her niece,

J/.,

of

anti-Macedonian politics)

y/^.s-&amp;lt;//yw,and

603

;cf.

PLUT. DcExil.

MULLEK,

and supra,

Gr.

p. 15, n. 1.

also dedicated

poem

IList.

to

is

10, p.
ii.

86,

Aristotle

Hermias the
7, and
As to Pythias,

preserved in DiOG.

ATIIEN. xv. 695.

the will directs that, as she wished,
her remains should be laid beside
his own
as no other burial-place
is named, she was probably first
buried at Athens, and died, there
fore, after Ol. 111,2, but not very
long before Aristotle s death,
since the Pythias who was then
not marriageable was her daugh
ter (cf. ARISTOCL., SUIDAS and
the ANON. MENAG.). After her
;

death Aristotle married

(eyy/mf)

a certain Herpyllis of Stagira,
who bore him a son Nicomachus

and
(ARISTOCL. cf. DIOG. 14)
though their union was appa
;

rently irregular (r. Timaeus ap.
Schol. in HES. E. K. H. v. 375;

DIOG.

v. 1.

Hist.

6rr.

589

citing

c,

ap.
i.

MULLER, Fragm.

211

;

ATIIEN.

Hermippus and

xiii.

call-
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In the year 343 or 342

1

B.C.

(Olymp. 109,
to the Macedonian Court

2),
2

Aristotle accepted a call
to
take charge of the education of the young Alexander,
then thirteen years old, 3 which before that had not

been in the best hands. 4

The invitation probably found
have no reliable testimony as to
the special reasons which led Philip to think of Ari

him

in Mytilene. 5

stotle.

6

We

Most unfortunately, we are almost

ing her a ercupa; SuiDAS and
the ANON. MENAG.), yet he must
have treated her as his wife, and
his will speaks of her with
honour, provides for her, and
begs his friends eTn/ieAertrflcu
.

.

.

i^ov, Kal EpTruAAiSos,
6ri (nrovSaia Trepl /u.e eyei/erc, TUV

this is obviously wrong.
2
Cf. GEIER, Alexander
Arist. (Halle, 1856).
3

Diog.

jUj&amp;gt;77cr0ei/Tas

al

eav

entirely

ut supra. The Schol. in Arist. 23
b, 47, says Aristotle was at Alex
ander s Court at Plato s death, but

says fifteen,

und

which

must be an

oversight, for Apollodorus cannot be wrong in such

a date

(DiOG. 13). As to Ari
stotle s daughter we know from
Sext. Math. (i. 258), the Anon.
Menag. and Suidas s. v. Ap., that
after Nicanor she had two hus
bands, Procles of Sparta, and
Metrodorus the physician; by
the former she had two sons who
were scholars under Theophrastus, by the latter a son, Aristo-

(cf. STAKE, p. 85).
PLUT. Alex. c.v. QUINTIL.

4

5o6fj

who was commended (being
then probably young) by Theophrastus to his friends in his
will.
Nicomachus was brought
up by Theophrastus, but died in
youth (yuetpa/aV/cos) in battle (Aristocl. ap. Eus. xv. 2, 10
DiOG.
v. 29
and
SUIDAS s. v.
NiK6fj.., confirmed by the terms of
Theophrastus will, apud DIOG. v.
51). The six books of Ethics and
the work on his father s Physics,
teles,

;

;

&6(f&amp;gt;p.

ascribed to him by Suidas,
therefore very doubtful.

are

1
This date is given by APOLLOD. ap. DIOG. 10, and DIONYS.

;

i.

1, 9.
5

Stahr (p. 84, 105, A. 2) is
not averse to the view that Ari
stotle first

went back from Myti

lene to Athens, but none of our
biographers know anything of
On the contrary, DIONYS., ut
it.
supra,

expressly says he went
Ari

from Mytilene to Philip.
stotle in a fragment of a
ap.

DEMETR. De

letter

Eloc. 29, 154,

70; e /c p.ev Adrfvooi/ els ^,rd?)\9ov Sia rbv j8a&amp;lt;rtAf a rbj/
jj-tyav e/c 8e Srayeipajj/ e/s A0r/vas
Sta rbis ^ifj-uva. T~bv p-tyav, but

says

:

yetpa

this jocular expression, even if

the letter

is

genuine, proves no

thing, as it is clearly meant, not
as an exact historical statement,
but as a rhetorical antithesis
between the termini of his jour
neys, leaving out the interme
diate points.
6
According to a well-known
story, Philip had told Aristotle,

ARISTOTLE
without information as to the kind of education he gave
the young and ambitious prince, and the influence he
had upon him.
But we should be forced to assume that
1

before Alexander s birth, that he
hoped he would make a great
man of him (r. the letter #/&amp;gt;.GELL.
ix. 3),

but the letter

is

certainly

spurious, for Philip could not
have written in these extrava
gant terms to a young man of
had no chance
27, who had
to

distinguish himself; and,
again, if he had destined him
to be his son s instructor from

he

birth,

him

to

109,

2.

would have brought
Macedonia before Ol.
lint

who

the prince,

was deeply interested in science
and art, and no doubt well in
formed of what was going on in
Athens,

may have taken

notice

not certain that any are trust
Plutarch (Alex. c. 7
worthy.
praises Alexander s thirst
knowledge, his delight in
books and learned conversation,
sq.)

for

and

his passion for the poets and
historians of his people.
He as
sumes that he was instructed by
Aristotle, not only in ethics and

but in the deeper secrets
of his system, basing this on the

politics,

well-known letter (q. v. ap. GELL.
xx. 5, quoting Andronicus, and ap.
SIMPL. Phys. 2 b), in which
Alexander chides Aristotle for
publishing his aoroamatic doc
trines, and Aristotle replies that
those

who had not heard them

of Aristotle after he had become
one of the most distinguished of

not understand them.
Plutarch also connects Alexander s

Plato

fancy for medicine, which he
sometimes tried personally on
his
with
Aristotle s
friends,
These are, however,
teaching.

s

school,
though
weight attaches to Cicero

ment
iii.

.
&amp;gt;5,

to that

111).

little
s

state

effect (De Oral.
It is also possible

that through his father, Aristotle
had relations with the Mace

donian court, and he may him
self, as Stahr (p. 33) suggests,
have been acquainted in his
youth with Philip, who was the
youngest son of Amyntas and
about his own age.
There was a work, or per
haps a section of a larger work,
On the Education of Alexander,

would

more or less probable guesses,
and what appears most impor
tant

is least
trustworthy, for the
letters turn on the theory of an

acroamatic and esoteric teaching
confined to a few, as to the in
correctness of which r.p. 112, inf.

We

MULLER,

hear of two books which
Aristotle addressed to his pupil,
Uepl a&amp;lt;nAe/as, and TTrep ATrot/ccor,
d.q.r. p. 60, n. 1 inf. Plut. (Alex. 8)
says Aristotle revised the text of
the Iliad for Alexander. As fellowpupils of Alexander are named

morabilia (GEIER, Hid. 77; DIOG.
vi. 84),, Yet the accounts we have
of it are very scanty, and it is

sthenes (JUSTIN, xii. 6; cf. PLUT.
Alex. 55; DIOG. v. 4 ARRIAN.
iv. 10
but vide GEIER, Alex.
Script. 192 sq.), and perhaps
Cassander (PLUT. Alex. 74). At

1

by the Macedonian
Marsyas (SuiD. s. v.

historian
Map&amp;lt;r.;

cf.

Script. Alex. M. 40, and
GEIER, Alex. Hist. Script. 320
Onesicritus had treated of
sq.).
it also in a
chapter of his Me

Marsyas

(SuiD.

Mapo-.),

;

;

Calli-
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that influence was important and beneficial, even if we
had less distinct testimony as to the respect of the great
and as to the love of learning
pupil for his teacher,
1
Alexander
which the philosopher imparted to the king.

was not only the invincible conqueror, but also a farHe was ambitious
seeing ruler, ripe beyond his years.
arms only,
of
not
Grecian
the
to establish
supremacy,

He

but also of the Hellenic culture.

withstood for

to overweening pride to
years the greatest temptations
which any man could be exposed. In spite of his later
errors,

he

stands far above

still

all

other world-con

in purity of morals, in love
querors in nobility of spirit,
And for all this
in
and
of humanity,
personal culture.

the world has in no small degree to thank the tutor

who

formed his apt intelligence by scientific training and
fortified by sound principles his natural instinct for all
2
Aristotle himself appears to
that was great and noble.
use
of
the influence which his
a
made
have
kindly

for we hear that he interceded with
position gave him,
3
the king for individuals and even for whole cities.
the same time Alexander

met

Theodectes (PLUT. Aleac. 17),
and probably also Theophrastus
H. IV. 19).
(d. q. vide JELIAN. V.
DiOG. v. 39, but cf, 52. The
fabulous stories as to Alexander s
youth, preserved by the pseudoCallisthenes, may be ignored.
1
PLUT. Alex. 8: A/nrrroTeArj
8e 6av/j.dfav eV apxfj Kal ayaTruv ou%
fJTToj/,

us

5t

Ka\a&amp;gt;s

us avrbs cAeye, TOV irarpos,
Sia rovrov 8e

e /cetVoj/ ^.ez/

u&amp;gt;v,

(uv, varepov Se VTTOTT^T^OV
[v.

infra], ov%

tiffrc irotricrai

(piXotypovvvat rb
o8bj/ eKel^o Kal (TTtpKTiKbv OVK
/ca/cbv,

aAA

a:

rpbs a.vr bv

a\\oTpLOTif}Tos

tyevovro r^K^piov. 6
f^ire^vK^s Kal

tyiXoaofyiav
Opa/n/nevas
Kal ir6Qos

as

his

OTT

apx^s avr$

^

OVK ^fppvr]
^X^ 5
relation to Anaxarchus,
^

Xenocrates, and the Indian philosophers Dandamis and Kalanus
showed (notwithstanding TIIEMTST. Or. viii. 106, D.).
2
That he did not act in practice on Aristotelian principles
(PLUT. Virt. Alex. i. 6, p. 329
;

cf.

STAHR,

p.

99, 2;

DKOYSEN,

Gesch. d. Hellen. i. b, 12 sq.)
proves nothing to the contrary.
3

Ps.

Amni.

Amm.

46,

V.

Marc.

4,

lat. 13, JULIAN, V. ^T.xii.54.
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Of the

latter

we

are told that Stagira (whose refounda

2
tion he procured from Philip
and Athens, 3
), Eresus,
had at different times to thank him for his
]

advocacy.

When Alexander, at the age of sixteen, was appointed
4
Regent by his father, Aristotle s teaching must naturally
have come to an end. It cannot afterwards have been
resumed in any regular way, for in the

immediately

following years the precocious prince took a most active
1

So PLUT. Alex.

c. 7, of.

Adr.

112G, and DIG.
CHKYSOST. Or. 2/, Or. 47, 224 K.
On the other hand, DIOG. 4, Ps.
Col.

33,

Amman.

3,

p.

47, V.

Marc.

Ammon.

4,

Latin. 13, PLTN. 77. Nat.

vii. 29,
17,xii. 54,
VALER. MAX. v. 6, ascribe the re
storation of Stagira to Alexander.

109, JULIAN. V.

H.

iii.

Plutarch, however, seems on the
whole better informed, and is
confirmed by the expressions of
Aristotle and Theophrastus them
selves;

of. p. 25, n. 2,
infra. Pint.

(Adr. Col. 32, 9) and Diog. (4) say
that Aristotle also framed laws
for the restored city, which is
hardly credible. DION (Or. 47) re
lates that he had to contend with
great difficult ies in the restoration,
of which he complains in a letter,
which may or may not be genuine.
His work did not last long, for
Dion (Ibid.) and Strabo (vii. fr. 35)
describe Stagira as uninhabited
that it succeeded for the time is
:

clear from p. 25, n.2, & p. 37, n. 3 & 4.
2
A doubtful story in Ps. Amm.
47, and in V. Marc, and
p.

Amman.

Latin,

represents Ari
saving Eresus from de
struction by Alexander.
stotle as
:i

V.

Marc.

4

and Ammon.

Latin. (13) refer to the service
that Aristotle did the Athenians
in his letter to Philip,

and add

that a

him

monument was

erected to

consequence on the Acro
polis. The story may be suspecte 1
of resting on a spurious letter
yet DIOG. (6) also says (prjo-l 5e
in

;

:

/ecu
Ep/nnnros eV rot s fiiois, OTI
/Sfvovros avrov Trpbs

(TXO\T)S
877

VTT

Trpear-

E

avrbv K

AAco rr]v

KOLTOV T\)V eV AvKeiw.

Tills cannot
be true as stated, for at Speusippus
death, 339 r,.c., Aristotle had
long been Alexander s tutor, and
at that date there could be no
question of embassies to Mace
donia. Stahr s theory (p. G7, 72)
of an embassy in Aristotle s first
residence at Athens is untenable.

The story may relate to the two
years between the battle of Crueronea and Philip s murder, when
Aristotle, already influential at
the Macedonian Court, might by
his intercession have done some
service to Athens which Hermippus could describe by some such
term as 7rpecr/3eueij/. The favour
Alexander showed to the Athe
nians may have been partly due to
Aristotle s influence (PLUT. Alex.
c. 13, 16, 28, 60).

01.110. 1, = 340 B.c.,theyearof
Philip s campaign against Byzan
tium. (DiOD.xvi.77;
4
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though that

circumstance does not exclude the possibility of some
continuance of their intellectual pursuits in the intervals
of leisure.

1

Aristotle seems at this time to have with

drawn

to the city of his birth. 2
At an earlier period he
his pupil had already left Pel la. 3
After Alexander

and

ascended the throne, Aristotle must still have remained
some time in the north. But with the beginning of
the great war with Persia, the reasons that had bound

him

to Macedonia came to an end, and there was no
longer anything to keep him away from that city, which
offered at once the most congenial residence 4 and the

best field for his teaching work. 5
1

During this period Aristotle
might or might not be called
Alexander s tutor; which accounts

Stahr (104)
asum, near Mieza.
takes this to be near Stagira, but
Geier {Alexander und Aristot.

probably for the different stories
as to the length of his tutorship,
given by Dionys. as eight years
(his whole residence in Mace

shows it to be S.W. of
Emathia.
4
The fragment quoted p. 21,
n. 5, says it was the Thracian
winter that drove him from Sta
gira, but this could scarcely be

donia), and by Justin (xii. 7) as
five years, which is itself too long.
2
That the last period before
his return to Athens was spent in
Stagira, where his family house

was

(cf. p. 3,

n. 2),

is

assumed

in the

fragment quoted p. 21,
n. 5, the genuineness of which
is not beyond doubt.
He must
have treated Stagira as his home,
since in his will (Dioa. 16) he
orders

the votive

offering for
Nicomachus to be erected there.
His second wife was of Stagira
(v. p. 20, n. 3),

owned land
52),

and Theophrastus

in the city (Dioa. v.

with which he shows himself

to be well acquainted.
Cf Hist.
Plant, iii. 11, 1 iv. 16, 3.
.

;

3
PLUT. (Alex. c. 7) says he and
Alexander lived at the Nymph-

33)

Pella, in

the chief reason.
5
The Ps. Amman. 47, says Aris
totle was, after Speusippus death,
called to Athens by the Athenians,

or, according to V. Marc. 5, by
the Platonic school, the leadership
of which he took over in common

with Xenocrates

(cf. p. 13, n. 3).

The three recensions

of this bio
graphy, however, contain at this
The
point a chaos of fables.
Ps. Amman, says Aristotle taught
after this call in the Lyceum, had
afterwards to fly to Chalcis, went
thence again to Macedonia, ac
companied Alexander on his In
dian expedition, collected in his
travels his 255 forms of govern
ment, returned after Alexander s
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He returned to Athens

1

in

Olymp. 111.2

(B.C.

335-4)

thirteen years after Plato s death.
The time thus left
for his work in that city was but twelve years, 2 but

what he accomplished in that short interval borders on
Even if we may assume that he had
already in great part completed the preparatory work
for his philosophy, and that the researches in natural
philosophy and the historical collections which supplied
the incredible.

the materials for his theoretic labours had perhaps been
brought to some kind of conclusion before his return to

Athens,
treatises

it

seems certain that almost

belong entirely to this

death to his native town, and
died there twenty-three years
after Plato.
The Latin. Amnion.
(11, 17) and the Vita Mar ci ana
(5, 8) send him with Alexander to
Persia collecting his 255 polities,

and returning home after the war,
and after nil this they make him
start teaching in the Lyceum,
Chalcis and die there,
ily to

The

r

ears
collection of

twenty-three

j

after

Plato.
in
polities

Alexander s campaigns is noticed
by AMMON. Categ. 5, b;
DAVID, ScJtol. in An. 24, a, 34;
Ps.-PoKPH. ibid. 9, b, 20 Anon.
fid Porpli. apud ROSE, Ar. pseud.

also

;

next

(sec

but

it

naming

01.

10,

indicate whether Aristotle came
in the first or second half of the
year, i.e. end of 335 or spring of
334.
For the latter it may be
argued that the hostility of Athens

was only terminated
Macedonian influence

Apollod.

arrival in
Ol. 1 14, 3, for his death
Ol.
therefore,
114, 2, for the
flight to Chalcis.

Athens

2

ev

;

lit

supra

AvKeici) -^povov

Se

rcf

;

DIONYS.

ei&amp;gt;

v6ff(f

both agree in
Ill, 2, but do not

life.

note) may be quoted,
probable that this is
own deduction from

the years given by
Ol. Ill, 2, for the

June

suj}.,

is

merely his

APOLLOD. apud DIOG.

and DIONYS. ut

his systematic

restored after the destruction of
Thebes in the summer of 335,
and that Alexander did not start
on his march into Asia till the
For the other
spring of 334.
view the calculation of Dionys.

393. To seek any grains of truth
in this confusion would be lost
time.
1

all

last period of his

TpKTKai5tKd.Tq&amp;gt;,

AAeai/5poi&amp;gt;

:

eV&amp;lt;z&amp;gt;

reXevTrjf,

eVxo AaScoSe/ca

/u.ra
eirl

rr)V

Kftyuro-

XaA/a5a
&p-)(ovros, airdpas
TeAeura. As Alexander died
fls

&amp;lt;apov

323, and Aristotle in autumn
p. 37), this reckoning
will be exact if Aristotle came
to Athens in the autumn of 385
and left in the autumn of 323.
It would also coincide if Aristotle
went to Athens in spring 334 and
to Chalcis in summer 322, which,

322

(cf.

to Alexander

however,

and the

as

is

is

shown

otherwise unlikely,
at p. 36, n.

1,

infra.
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Parallel with this comprehensive and strenuous labour
as a writer went on his work as a teacher, since he now
at last began to compete with his
great master on a

The
footing of equality as the founder of a new school.
of
the
were
the
resort
that
he
chose
open spaces
Lyceum

He was wont

for his hearers. 1

converse with his

to

up and down in that gymnasium
between the rows of trees and from this custom his
school derived the name of the Peripatetics. 2
For a
more numerous audience, however, he would naturally
scholars as he walked

;

have to adopt a different form of teaching. 3
It was a gymnasium con
nected with a temple of Apollo
Lykeios, and lay in one of the
suburbs (of. SUID. IlARPOCRATiON,and Scliol. inAristopli. Pac.
1

v. 352.
2

DIOG. 2,
etc.
Cic. Acad. i. 4, 17; GELL.
N. A. xx. 5, 5; DIOG. i. 17;
GALEN. H. pliil. c. 3 PHILOP.
op.

;

;

in q. v. Schol. in Ar. ii. b, 23 (cf.
in Categ. Scliol. 35, a, 41 sq.
AMMON. in q. v. Porpli. 25, 6
DAVID, in Categ. 23, b, 42 sq.,
;

;

and

p. 13, n.3 supra) ;
Scliol. in Ar. 20, b,

with DAVID,
16; SIMPL.

in Categ. 1 Jin. That this deriva
tion is correct rather than the
opposite view of Suidas (s. v.
3

and Sco/cpaTTjs) and Hesych.,
which derives the name from
Ao.

the Hfpi-jrctTos of the Lyceum as
the meeting-place of the school
is proved, lirst, by the form of
the word, which can be derived
only from the verb, and also by
the fact that the word Ucp nraTos
in the earliest times was not
confined to the Aristotelians (v.
p. 13, n. 3)

so limited, and they were called
of e/c (or
a?ro) TOV TrepiTrcxTov (or
of eK T&V TTfpnrdTwv, STRABO, xiii.
1,54), as the other schools were
called of OTTO rfjs A/caSrj/Jas, or
of a-n-b TTJS o-roas

HERMIPPUS

;

though

later it

was

Therefore,

181

iii.

Math.

;

(v.

SEXT. Pyrrh.
331, 369

vii.

;

xi. 45, etc.).
3

GELL. ut supra, says that
Aristotle gave two kinds of in
struction the exoteric and the
acroamatic. The former related
to Khetoric, and the latter to
= Meta
(
Philo&opJiia remotio?
:

physics) with Physics and Dia
The acroamatic instruc

lectic.

tion,

for

which was intended only
who were tried and

those

well prepared, occupied the morn
the exoteric lectures, to
which the public was admitted
the afternoon (cf. QUINTIL. iii. 1,
ing;

,

14,

scholis

pomeridianis

Ar.

prcecipere artem oratoriamccepit).
The former was called the ew9ivbs,

the latter the

SetAii/os Trepi-

iitroque enim tempore ambulans disserebat.
It is impos
sible, however, to address a large
iraTos

:

audience

walking

;

therefore

ARISTOTLE
had already happened more or less with Plato, the
Socratic fashion of the dialogue had to give place to that

as

whenever he was dealing either

of a continuous lecture,

with a large number of scholars or with subjects in which
there was something essentially new in form and matter
to be explained or

some inquiry

to be carried

through

On the other hand,
accuracy of detail.
wherever these difficulties did not arise, he did no doubt
retain the habit of philosophic dialogue with his friends
with

1

scientific

an alternative method. 2

In addition to his philo
sophical teaching he appears also to have revived his
earlier school of Rhetoric, 3 in connection with which
as

there were exercises in oratory. 4
is

Diog. (3)

doubtless more cor

rect, eVeiSr/ Se ir\eiovs
ijSr] KOI eKa.6i.crev.
1

eyevovro

Such lectures must be meant

when AKISTOX. {Harm.

clem.

p.

30) says that Aristotle in his
teaching indicated the objects
and method of his inquiry before
giving the development of indi
vidual points. It is, as will be
seen, probable as to many of the
Aristotelian writings that they
were either made up from notes
of lectures, or intended as pre
paratory notes for lectures and
at the end of the Toplca Aristotle
directly addresses his audience
(Soph. El. 34 ym.).
;

2

This appears partly from
nature of the case, since
Aristotle had among his hearers
ripe and notable men like Theophrastus
partly from the fact
that at least in earlier years he
used the form of dialogue even
in his writings partly from the
fashion of peripatetic teaching,
which suDposes conversation of
the

;

;

:

DIOG.
dAAct

It is this,
iv. 10,

and not

speaking of Polemo

:

ovSe KaQifav

\eye irpbs
ras Gea-fLS, (fiacrl, Kepnrarwv 5e eVeThe continuous lecture
X P ei
on a definite theme is expressed
by Trpbs Gecrw \eyeiv a more cur
sory treatment by eTrixeipeij/ (cf.
following notes).
3
Diog. (3) is not a good
witness, since what he appears
L

}JiT)v

-

:

to state of Aristotle s later time
seems to be taken from a source
relating to the earlier period of

contest with Isocrates

(cf. p. 17,

how
probable,
ever, from Aristotle s Rlielorio
itself that in the oral
philosophic
teaching rhetoric was not for
gotten, and GELL., ut supra,
speaks expressly of rhetorical
teaching in the Lyceum.
n. 3).

1

It

DiOG.

is

3

:

Kal Trpbs OetTiy ffvv-

eyv/LLvafc TOVS jJiaQ^ras a^a Kal pr)ropiK&s eiraaituH , the Oeffis being

a general topic, not a particular
question (cf. CiC. Top. 21, 79,
QUINTIL. iii.
Ej). ad Att. ix. 4
;

5.

5^ x. 5.

11;

andFREi,

Qucest.
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any popular lectures addressed to large audiences, that
referred to in the story that he received in the morn

is

ing a small and select circle only and in the afternoon
1
At the same time we must also
everyone freely.

think of the Aristotelian school as a society of friends
having on many sides a common life. For friendship its
founder, bred in the intimacy of Plato, always showed
by word and act a tender and beautiful enthusiasm ; and
that, following the fashion of the

we hear accordingly

Academy, he was wont to gather his scholars about
him at common meals and that he introduced a plan of
definite regulations for these meetings and for the whole
of their

common

life.

2

It is said that the aid

needed

and appliances which Aristotle
were provided for

for his far-reaching labours

him by the favour of the two Macedonian rulers, and
of Alexander. 3
especially by the princely generosity
Prot.

ClC. Orcut. 14, 46:

150).

In liac Ar. adolescentes, non ad
pMlosnplwrum morem tenuitcr
disscrcndi, sed ad copiam rketorum in utramque partem, ut
omatiiis et uberivs did posset,
Neither says whether
excrcuit.

which may refer, however, to the
work mentioned p. 99, n. I, infra;
and Diog. (4) preserves a hint of
his arrangement for the internal
government of the school by offi-

e l&jrepi/ca

dice-

changing every ten days. Of.
ZELLEK, Ph. d. Or. i. 839, n. 1.
3
According to ^LIAN ( V. H.
iv. 19), Philip gave him ample
means to pursue his investiga-

rlietoricas

modi-

tions, TT\OVTOV cb/evSeT), especially

argutiarum ciriliumque rerum notitiam
illas vero exotericonducebant

in Natural History ATHEN. (ix.
398) speaks of Alexander devoting 800 talents to that work

cas auditioncs exercitiumque di-

and PLIN. (H. Nat.

cendi.
1
Cf. p. 27, n. 3,

says Alex, placed under his
orders all the hunters, fishers,
and fowlers of the kingdom, and
all overseers of the royal forests,

the earlier or the later school of
rhetoric is meant: probably both;
cf.

GELL.

ibid,

ad

bantur, qua}

tationes facultatemque
.

.

.

and GELL.

Hid.
2
ATHEN. (i. 3, v. 186 b, cf.
186 e) says he wrote for their

common meals

v6u.oi

(rv^iroriKo\,

cers

;

;

viii.

16, 44)

ponds, and live stock, numbering
many thousands. Ph uy g story,
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However exaggerated the stories of the ancient writers
on this subject may seem to be, and however wealthy
we may fairly suppose Aristotle himself to have been by
1

inheritance, it is yet clear that the vast scope of his
researches forces us to infer that he possessed

advantages
which he probably could not have commanded but for
such kingly assistance. The deep and wide acquaintance

with the writings of his people which his own works 2
disclose to us could hardly be possible without the
possession of books and on this head we are expressly
;

told that he
3

library.

was the

first

who accumulated

Such works, again, as the

a great

and the

Politeiai

collection of foreign laws could not be produced without
laborious and no doubt costly investigations. The books

on Natural History especially and the kindred treatises
presuppose researches such as no one could have brought
he had at his disposal or could set
in action something more than the resources of a
private
individual.
It was therefore a happy circumstance that
to completion unless

man whose

the

grasp of mind and rare powers of ob-

however, is disproved (r. BRANDIS, p. 117 sq., and HUMBOLDT,

studies, implies that he

hampered by poverty.

was not
As to the

osui. ii. 191, 427) by the fact
that with a few exceptions, such
as elephants, Aristotle shows no
knowledge of things which would
be discovered in Alexander s ex-

worthlessness

tales

pedition.

His will proves nothing as
earlier years, but apart
from the calumnies of his oppo1

to

his

nents, as to his pride and love
of display, all we know of his
way of life, his choice of resi-

marriage, and the
means necessary for his extensive
dence,

his

of

the

Epicurus and Timajus,
n. 1

and

cf.

of

p. 9,

3.

2

Besides the extant works,
we know of others concerning
Ehetoric, Poetry, and the History
of Philosophy.
3
STIIABO, xiii. 1, 54, p. 608
-/rpwros &v fcr/uej/ crvvayayuv /3i/3Am
:

Kal 8i5a|as TOVS eV
AlyvirTy fiaffiCf.
/3i,6Aio07jK7js
&amp;lt;rtWa|n/.

Aeas

ATHEN.

i. 3, a. GELL.
(iii. 17, 3)
says Aristotle paid three Attic talents for the works of Speusippus.
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marked him as the ablest founder of empirical
and of systematic learning, should have been so

servation

science

favoured by fortune that the needful equipment for his
great calling was not denied him.

In the

last years of Aristotle s life the

between him and

his great pupil

good relations
were disturbed.
The
1

philosopher may well have taken offence at many of the
things which Alexander did in the intoxication of suc
cess, at many measures which he found necessary for
the consolidation of his conquests, but which were re
pugnant to the Hellenic traditions and to the self-respect
of independent Greeks, and at the harsh and passionate
excess into which the young conqueror was betrayed

when he was surrounded by flatterers, embittered by
2
personal opposition and made suspicious by treachery.
There would be no lack of tale-bearers to carry gossip
true and false to the king, for the learned and philosophic
members of his Court were plotting in their personal
3
jealousies to oust each other, and even the courtiers and
generals doubtless sought to use the scientific proclivities
of the prince as points in the game of their ambitions.
As the king s relations with Antipater grew more un

seems he was prejudiced against Aristotle 4
because of the close relations between the philo

friendly, it
also,

5
sopher and the general.

But the

Cf. p. 23, n. 1, supra.
The
exchange of letters which is
cited as a proof of their friend1

ship is unreliable, because we do
not know how much is genuine.
2
Plutarch (cf. p. 23, n. 2,

was dissupra) says
satisfied with Alexander s whole
Aristotle

political idea of the fusion of
the Greeks and Orientals,

severest blow to the

3

For examples v. PLUT. Alex.
ARRIAN, iv 9-11.
Cf. PLUT. ibid. 74 (though
is
that
after the death of Calli-

c. 52, 53,
4

sthenes)

;

as

to

Antipater,

cf.

PLUT. Alex. 39, 49; ARRIAN, vii.
12 CURT. x. 31
DIODOR. xvii
;

;

118.
5

This friendship is proved
from the fact that Antipater s
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king

attachment to his tutor came through the action

s

of Callisthenes.

The stiff-necked opposition of that
new Oriental fashions of the Court

1

philosopher to the
the bitter and reckless tone of his diatribes against
them the pointed way in which lie vaunted his inde
;

;

pendence and drew upon himself the eyes of all the
malcontents of the army the importance he assumed to
himself as Alexander s historian, and the arrogant airs
;

he gave himself accordingly, had long caused the king
This made it
to look on him with anger and mistrust.
the easier for his enemies to persuade the king of his
complicity in the conspiracy of the nobles which had

the gravest danger, and
with the conspirators, though
he was doubtless innocent of their treacherous design.

placed Alexander s
Callisthenes lost his

in

life

life

2

In the heat of his anger the king s suspicions turned
3
against Aristotle also, for he had brought up Callison, Cassander, was a pupil of
Aristotle (PLUT.Alex. 74), by the
letters of Aristotle to Anlipater
(Aristocl. aim A Kirs. Pr. Er. xv.
2,

1)

;

DIOG. 27

DEMETR.

;

Eloc.

//. xiv. 1), and
225 ^-ELIAN,
especially by the fact that Antipater is named as chief executor
in Aristotle s will, npud DIOG. 11.
The false story of his complicity

23, 2; and of modern
STAKE, Arist. i. 121 sq.
DROYSEN, Gesch. Alex. ii. 88
GROTE, Hist, of Greece, xii.
sq.
vi.

(t )it.

writers,

;

21)0 sq., etc.
2

I&quot;.

;

in

on

Alexander s death is
this
circumstance

based
(?.

in-

fro).

As to Callisthenes, see
PLUT. Alex. 53-55 Sto. rep. 20,
1

p. 1043, Qit. conv. i.G. p.

623;

CURT.

viii.

ARRIAN,
434 d
Tusc.

iv.

10-14

CHARES

18 sq.;
;

;

a/jvd

THEOPHRAST.

iii.

10,

21

;

ATHEN.
ap.

x.

Cic.

SENECA, Nat.

It

is

highly improbable he

was an accomplice, though we
cannot say ho\v far he was to
blame for exciting by reckless
talk his younger friends,
Alex, writes to Antipater
(PLUT. Alex. 55) ol ptv TrcuSes
vir}) rwv MaKedoi/ai/ KaTf\V(rdri(Tav
TOV 5e (TO^LCTTTJV [Callisth.] 67^
:i

:

KoAacra&amp;gt;

;

6.

;

KCU rovs tKirep.tya.vTas

avrov

KOL rovs inroSexo/^fVovs rais TroAecr:

Accorde/jiol f-jriftovXevovras.
ing to Chares (ap. PLUT. Hid.),
he had at first intended to try
Callisthenes in Aristotle s pres-

TOVS
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sthenes as a kinsman and had afterwards recommended

him

to the King, 1 though,

reckless

no doubt, he

also

warned the

2
young man against imprudence. The suspicion

however led to nothing worse than a notable coolness
in his relations with Alexander. 3

A

story to the effect
concerned with Antipater in the

that Aristotle was

alleged poisoning of Alexander was connected with the
death of Callisthenes, 4 but the completely groundless

nature of the charge has long ago been proved. 5 So far
indeed was Aristotle from having any cause to desire
his

princely pupil

s

death that that event in reality

brought serious dangers upon himself.
The statement of Dio.
Chrys. (Or. 64, p. 338) that Alex
ence.

ander meant to

kill Aristotle

and

Antipater is merely a rhetorical
exaggeration.

PLUT. ibid. ARRIAN, iv. 10,
1
DlOG. 4 SuiD. KaAAto-0.
2
DIOG. ibid.\ VALER. MAX.
vii. 2
PLUT. Alex. 54.
1

;

;

;

;

3

I.
Arrian (vii. 27) and
Pliny (H. Nat. xxx. 16) mention
it,
but, like Plutarch, treat it
as an
invention.
Xiphilinus
(Ixxvii. 7, p. 1293) says the
Caracalla
peror
deprived the
Peripatetics in Alexandria of

gonus

Em

their privileges on account of
the alleged guilt of Aristotle.
5
The disproof of the charge (cf.

Plutarch says this expressly
n. 1, supra), and the
story in Diog. 10, that Alexander,
to mortify his teacher, took

STAHR, AT. i. 136 sq. and DROYSEN, Ge&ck. d. Hellen. i. 705 sq,)
rests, apart from its moral im

Anaximenes of Lampsacus and
Xenocrates into favour, would

possibility, on
(a) Plut. ibid,

not prove the contrary even if it
but it is
were more credible
unworthy of both Alexander and
Aristotle.
Plutarch, ibid., on the
contrary, sees in the king s kind
ness to Xenocrates, a consequence

that the suspicion of poisoning
first arose six years after Alex
ander s death, when it afforded the
passionate Olympias a welcome
pretext to slake her hatred

(cf. p. 23,

;

of Aristotle s teaching.
Philoponus (a/pud ARIST. Meteor ol. ed.
a
i.
cites
Ideler,
reputed
142)
letter of Alexander to Aristotle

from India, which proves nothing.
4
The earliest witness to this
story is a certain Hagnothemis
(apiid PLUT. Alex. 77) who is said
to have heard it from King Anti-

VOL.

I.

these grounds
shows expressly
:

against Antipater s family, and
to excite public opinion against
Cassander who was said to have
administered the poison
(J)
equal suspicion attaches to the
;

testimony of Antigonus, which
must belong to the time when he
was at enmity with Cassander,

though we do not know whether
he made any charge against
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For the unexpected news of the sudden death of
the dreaded conqueror called out in Athens a wild
excitement against the Macedonian rule, which, as
soon as

news was fully confirmed, broke into
Athens put herself at the head of all who
to fight for the freedom of Greece, and

the

open war.

were willing
before the Macedonian regent Antipater was fully pre
himself beset by superior forces, which
pared, he found
succeeded in mastering after a long and risky
he
only
struggle in the

From the first this
Lamian War.
movement threatened, as was to be expected, the pro
minent members of the Macedonian party. Aristotle
Aristotle;

it

(0)

1

is

ander s service, and intrusted
with important missions (cf. p. 5,

significant

that the bitterest opponents of
Aristotle,

to

whom no calumny

n.

is

Lamian war brought Antipater

publication ot the
rumour and was well fitted to catch
the popular fancy) that it was ac
complished by water from the
Nonacrian spring i.e. the Styx
a proof that we are not dealing
with history
(r) the accounts
Arrian and Plutarch give us
from the court chronicles as to
the course of Alexander s illness
do not in any way suggest poison
s motive was the
( /) if Aristotle
fate of Callisthenes, that could
a
hardly have caused in him
hatred that would lead six years
later to murder, nor could he,
after so long a time, have had
any fear as to his own safety
it is probable that Aristotle s
own adopted son was in Alex
iirst

;

;

;

(&amp;lt;/)

;

Alexander s
events afterwards.
death was the signal for an out
break in Greece, which in the

story (which was clearly connected

with the

the
(//) finally,
snjtra}
of Alexander s poisoning
refuted by the movement of
7,

rumour

amiss, such as Epicurus, Timieus, Demochares, Lyco, etc.,
know nothing of the charge;
almost all who speak of
(rf)
Alexander s poisoning preserve the

is

himself to great straits. Any
one acquainted with the politics
of the day would clearly foresee
such a result. If Antipater were
not as much taken by surprise as
everyone else was by the king s
death, he would have made pre
parations either to stem or to
head the rising. If he had been
known as the author of that
which the Greeks acclaimed as
the beginning of freedom, they
would not have begun their revolt

by attacking him and if any part
in it had been attributed to
Aristotle, he would not have had
to fly from Athens.
For details, see DKOYSBN,
;

1

Gesoh. d. Hellen.

i.

59

sq.
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may

not have played a political role

his relation as

35

*

but, in any case,
tutor to Alexander and his
friendship
;

with Antipater were so well known, his

own name was

so famous, and his personal enemies, no
doubt, so
that he could not escape attack.
The charge

many,

brought

him

against

in itself

a

pretext

of offences against the established
religion

enough must have been simply
wreaking political and personal ven

baseless
for

2

But Aristotle found it best to retire before
geance.
the rising storm. 3 He escaped to Chalcis in Eu1

According to Aristocl. ap.
Eus. Pr. Ev. xv. 2, 3, Demochares
(doubtless Demosthenes nephew,
cle
quo cf. Cic. Brut. 83, 286: De
Orat. ii. 23, 95 SENECA, De Ira,
;

2; PLUT. Demosth. 30;
Vit.
Orat. viii. 53, p. 847, and
SUIDAS) had alleged that letters
of Aristotle s had been found
which were hostile to Athens;
that he had betrayed Stagira to
the Macedonians, and that after
the destruction of Olynthus he
had betrayed to Philip the richest
citizens of that city. As the last
two are impossible, the first is
probably untrue, as Aristocles
iii.

23,

X

himself recognised.
2
The charge was brought by
Demophilus on the instigation
of the Hierophant
Eurymedon,
related to the deification of
Hermias, and alleged as proofs
the poem noticed (p. 20, n.
3),
and the alleged sacrifice (p. 20,
n. 1) cf. ATHEN. xv. 696
a, 697 a;
:

DioG.5 ANON. MENAG., SUIDAS,
and HESYCH. Origen (c. Gels.
;

65) suggests, out of his own
fancy, nva Soy/nara TTJS (piXoffofyias
avrov & ei/6/ui.Lcrai tivcu ao-efif) oi
i.

A07?i/a?oi.

The weakness of the
it was only

charge proves that

a blind, although
perhaps the
Hierophant may have hated
the philosopher s liberalism. An
honest charge of atheism in the
Athens of that day was hardly
possible, although the mass of
the people could still be moved
by it. Grote (18 sq.) shows how
in this connection the Athenians
would be impressed by the story
that Aristotle had given heroic
honours to an eunuch who was
first a slave and then a
tyrant.
Grote also notices (p. 14) how
the
mission
of
Aris
mortifying
totle s adopted son was for Hellenic
pride (v. p. 5, n. 7). The further
suggestion of Grote (p. 37. cf.

GRANT, p. 24) that the enmity of
the school of Isocrates had to do
with the prosecution of Aristotle
be true, but the fact that
Demophilus was a son of Ephorus,
and that the latter, and perhaps

may

both, belonged to that school is
not sufficient proof.
have
still less ground to accuse the
Academic school of having any
share in it.
3
His remarks that he would
not give the Athenians a second
chance of sinning against philo
sophy, and that Athens was the

We

D

2
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where he had a country house, to which he had
2
sometimes retired before, and his enemies could only
1

boea,

To Theophrastus 4
a
he gave over his teaching work at the Lyceum, as
it was not given
But
absence.
his
substitute during
on him unimportant

inflict

place spoken of by

insults.

Homer where

e 7r

in allusion to the
DiOG.9
sycophants, are quoted by
f,

;

^LIAN, iii.36; ORIGEN,?^ supra;
EUSTATH. in Odt/ss. H 120,
p.

8;

1573

;

AMMON.

p.

Amman. Latin.

48

;

V.

Marc:

17, the

last

them in a
letter to Antipater. FAVORINUS,
Homeric
apnd DiOG. 1), says the
mentioned placing

what we
ad Amm.

ness.

One does not

why

see

Aristotle, once in safety, should
write a useless defence. It was no
doubt a rhetorical exercise in imi

tation of theSocratic.4y;r&amp;gt;%z(cf.

the fragment given by Athenaeus
with PLAT. Apol. 26 D sq.).
DiOG. 10 is
Apollodor. apnd
made to say that this was in
Ol. 114, 3, i.e. in the latter half
This is improb
of 322 B.C.
and
able, for Strabo (x. 1, 11)
Heraclides ap. DiOG. x. 1 speak
as if he lived a considerable time
in Chalcis and besides it is more
on Aristotle
likely that the attack
1

;

happened in the first uprising
against the Macedonian party
than that it was begun after
_

s decisive victories in
fled
Thessaly, and that Aristotle^
in good time instead of waiting
Lamian
through the whole of the
war. Probably, therefore, he left
Athens late in the summer of
said
323, and Apollodorus only

Antipater

DiONYS. Ep.

lind in
i.

that Aristotle

5,

died in 01. 114,

3,

having

fled to

not possible to
assume (with STAHR, i. 147) an
earlier emigration of Aristotle to
Chalcis, oii the authority of the
statement of lleraclides that
Aristotle was living in Chalcis
when Epicurus came to Athens,
It is

Chalcis.

vTos 8
tV

line occurred in a written Apologia,

which is known also to the Anon.
697 a,
Menag. and to ATHBN. xv.
both of whom doubt its genuine

3

[

.

AAe|cu/5pot&amp;gt;

EiriKOVpoi

For Aristotle

]

s

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;S&amp;gt;va.

els

.

.

KoAo-

flight

was

only to the danger that
threatened him at Athens, which
arose only on Alexander s un
expected death and he cannot
therefore have gone to Chalcis
before the news reached Athens,
Either
in the middle of 323.

due

;

lleraclides or Diogenes must be
inexact. The Pseudo-Ammonius

David
(cf p. 25, 11. 5 supra) and
im
(SchoL in Ar. 26 b. 26) assign
.

possible dates.
2

Cf.

STRABO,

x.

1,

11,

p.

448.
3
In a fragment of a letter to
Antipater probably of this time

xiv. 1, cf. p.
(ap. JULIAN, V. II.
44, n. 4 infra} Aristotle makes

mention ruv
dfVTWV

fJLOL

KCU

eV
U&amp;gt;V

AeA&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;o?s

^TJC/HO--

OU^rfp fyU.CU

VVV.

whether a monu
ment, proedria, or other honorary
If it
privilege we do not know.
was given him by Athens, it may
be connected with the services

What

this

was

noticed p. 24, n. 3, supra.
4
DIOG. v. 36 and following
lines, SUID. s. f.
eo&amp;gt;p.
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enjoy his retirement long.
322
following year, that is, in the summer of
Aristotle

to

37

In the

to

B.C.

1
,

he

2
succumbed to a disease from which he had long suffered.
So it chanced that of his two great contempora
ries he survived Alexander by less than a year, and
a short interval. His
predeceased Demosthenes only by
3
His last
to
taken
Stagira.
body is said to have been
4
will is preserved to us, and it is a monument of his

Apollod. ap. DIOG. 10, F.
Marc. 3, Amman. Latin. 12,
and DION. Ep. ad Amm. i. 5, give
1

It was
01. 114, 3 as the year.
about the time of Demosthenes
death (APOLLOD. ibid.}, but a
little earlier (GELL. N. A. xvii.
As that date is given
21, 35).
by PLUT. (Dem. 30) as the IGth

of Pyanepsion Ol. 114, 3 = Oct. 14,
322, Aristotle must have died be
tween July and Sept. of that year.
2
That he died by illness is
stated by Apollod. and Dionys.
ut mpra\ cf. GELL. xiii. 5, 1.
Censorin. (Di. Nat. 14, 16) adds
:

ferunt naturalem stomachi
infirmitatem crebrasque morbidi
coTporis offcnsiones adeo virtute
animi din sustentasse, ut magis
mirum sit ad annos sfixaginta tres
eum vitam protulisse, quam, ultra
The statement
non pertulisse.
liunc

of

Eumelus

ap.

DIOG. 6 (de quo

v. p. 2, n. 2, p. 6, n.

3 supra) fol

lowed by the Anon. Menag. and
Suidas, that he poisoned himself
with hemlock, or (as Hesych. has
it) that he was condemned to
drink hemlock, is probably a con
fusion with the death of Demo
sthenes or of Socrates.

be

historic,

evidence

is

because

It cannot
the best
because it

against
is contrary to Aristotle s own
principles (Eth. N. ii. 11, 1116 a,
it,

1166 b, 11),
does not fit the
circumstances, for in Euboea he
was in no danger. The tale (found
only in ^LIAS CEETENSIS, p.
507 D) that he threw himself into
the Euripus because he could not
discover the causes of his visions,
and the variant of the same in
JUSTIN, cohort. 36, GREG. NAZ.
12, v. 16 init., ix. 4,

and because

it

Or. iv. 112, or PROCOP. De Bella
Goth. iv. 579, that his fruitless
meditations on a vision wore him

out with worry and fatigue, need
no refutation, though Bayle (art.
Aristotle, n. Z) thinks the latter a
fitting end ; cf STAHR, i. 155.
.

3

4

Related only by

and Ammon. Latin.

Marc.

F.

and

13,

with the addition that an altar
was built on his grave and the
council meetings held there and
that a festival ( AptfrroTeAeio) was
instituted and a month named
The evidence is not
after him.
good but as he was not only the
most illustrious citizen but also
the re-founder of Stagira (cf. Dio.
;

;

Or. 47, 224, who says that Aristotle
alone had the fortune to be TTJS
-jrarpiSos o lKiffr^s ) the story is not

wholly improbable.
4
Apud DiOG. 11 sq pro
bably (cf v. 64) taken, like the
wills of Theophrastus, Strato,
and Lyco, from Aristo, a noted
;

.
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attachment and careful provision

faithful

for

all

were connected with him, including his slaves.
Peripatetic circ. 200-250 (letje
ApiffTuv 6 Kelos), who will be
mentioned in his place. Hermippus (circ. 200-220) cited the

same
589

record

(?;.

ATIIEN.

xiii.

which according to F.
and Amman. Latin. 17
quoted by Andronicus

r;.),

Marc. 8,
wns also
and Ptolemajus fort lie catalogues
of Aristotle
V.

s

writ ings, dc q. infra.

Marc, says

SiaO-fiirn

.

.

.

$?

a
irapd re Ar-

Aristotle

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;epeToi

left

Spov ucy Koi riToAe^aiV /J.ra \TUIV~]
TrivaK^wv] roov avTOv ffvyypa/j.fj.a.Tcov

(Amman. Latin, cum volumicf.
nibus suorum tractatuum
HEITZ, Verl. Rchr. d. Ar. 34).
The external evidence for the
the more
will is therefore good
because it is likeby that the wills
of Aristotle and his followers
;

;

would be carefully preserved by
the Peripatetic school (for which
those of Theoph., Strato, and
Lyco were a kind of foundation
charter), and because Aristo was
himself the immediate successor
of Lyco. The document has also
internal signs of genuineness,
and the objections which have
all

been urged against it (cf. GRANT,
It is objected
26) prove little.
that it mentions neither a house
in Athens nor a library, both
A
of which Aristotle possessed.
never
forger, however, would
have omitted the latter, which

was the thing of chief

interest

for the school but it is very pos
sible that Aristotle had already
;

made

arrangements

which did not require

about it,
to be re

who

Tlieo-

others quoted, a regular disposi
tion of his whole property. Grant
thinks it unlikely that Pythias
was not yet marriageable or that
Nicomachus was a lad but this
is not so.
Why may not Ari
wife Pythias, perhaps
stotle s
after the death of older children,
have borne him a daughter ten
;

years after their marriage ? or
why might Aristotle not have by
a second wife, for whose remar
riage he provides, a son who
would be a lad when his father
Besides, we
sixty-three?
other sources that the

was

know from

education of Nicomachus was
taken over by Theophrastus. The
naming of Antipater arouses
in Grant a suspicion that the

him

forger inserted

name

;

but

it

as a historic
clearly natural

is

that Aristotle might appoint him
in order to place the carrying
out of his directions for the
benefit of those depending on
him under the protection of his

And

powerful friend.

this is all

meant when he

named

that

is

first

in the honorary position of

eirirpowos

TTO.VTMV,

carrying

out

of

is

whereas

the
business

the

provisions of the will is left to
Theophrastus and the other eVi-

Objection is taken to
the provisions for four statues of
animals which Aristotle is said
have vowed to Zeus Soter
to
and Athene the Preserver, for
Nicanor s safety (DiOG. 16), as
being an imitation of the Socratic
/j.\T]Tai.

votive

offering

peated in the extant will, that
being rather a set of directions

(PLAT.
however,

to friends than, like the three

point

is

PktPfl.
is

for
118,

Asclepios
A).

far-fetched

unimportant.

This,

and the
Little as
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phrastus

him he

We

lie

named

as the chief of his school, 1

and

to

the best part of his inheritance, his books. 2
are but poorly informed as to the personal traits of
left

Excepting a few

Aristotle s character.

details as to his

3

personal appearance, almost the only statements we
Most of these
possess are the attacks of his enemies.
been
shown
to
be
have
such
worthless
already
charges

concerning his relations with Plato, with
with
his two wives, and with Alexander, his
Hermias,
in youth, and the political turpitude
misconduct
alleged
those

as

What remains of the stories told
of his later years. 4
Aristotle believed in vows or in MENAG., Sum, PLUT. And. Poet.
the mythic personalities of Zeus
and Athene, yet it is quite
natural that he should erect a
monument of his love for his
adopted son in their common
home, Stagira (to which the
statues were to be sent), in a
fashion which accorded with
Greek custom. He himself in
Ethics iv. 5 reckons votive monu
ments and offerings among the
forms in which the virtue of

shows itself.
The pretty story as to the
way in which he expressed his

/j.ya\OTrpeTrLa
1

choice

is

N. A.

xiii.

well
5,

known (GELL.
Eudemus

where

*

must be substituted for Menedemus ). It is quite credible,
and not unlike Aristotle.
2
STRABO, xiii. 1, 54, p. 608
PLUT. Sulla, c. 26; ATHEN. i. 3, a,
with which cf. DlOG-. v. 52.
3
V DlOG. 2 calls him
and fjUKp6/jiiJ.aTos, and an
abusive epigram in the .Anthology
(iii. 167, Jac.), which deserves no
weight,
$aAa/cpbs, and
;

I&amp;lt;TX

8, p. 2G,andAdulat. 9, p. 53) refers.
Pausanias (vi. 4, 5) mentions a
statue said to be of Aristotle as to
;

others, ?;. STAHE, i. 161 sq, and as
to those exi ant, especially the lifesize sitting statue in the Palazzo
Spada at Kome, v. SCHUSTER,
ErTialt, Portr. d. griecli. Philos.

Leipz. 1876, p. 16, where they
are photographed.
The sitting
statue has a lean face, earnest
and thoughtful, showing the
lines of severe mental labour,
and with a delicate, clear-cut
It impresses us with its
profile.
life-like truth to nature, and the
workmanship is so excellent that
it may well be an original work
dating from the time of Aristotle
or
his
immediate
successor.
Directions are given in Theophrastus will (DlOG. v. 51) that
the Movarelov begun by him should

be finished

&amp;lt;r/j.iKpbs,

TTpoyda-rcap.

We

pronouncing

K,

word rpav\bs

(wp.

hear of a lisp in
to which the

DlOG.

2,

ANON.

e-rreira

:

et /crfva

&amp;lt;TK\))s

ev

rsQrivai

T&amp;lt;

tfp&amp;lt;p,

r^v
els

ApHTTOrb itpkv

which pro

to be understood of a
statue already erected.
4
Cf. p. 8 sq.
19, n. 4 ; 20,

bably

is

;

n. 1, 2;

33,

n.

4;

35, n.

1,

5,
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his

by

has for the most part little
do the accounts we have give us

many enemies
Nor

2

probability.

]

to Aristotle s charge either a selfany right to lay
a jealous
or
and
of
sort
shrewdness,
seeking
3
The first of these
greed for fame.
with the
his
relations
charges concerns chiefly
to
the criti
refers
The
second
Macedonian rulers.

little-minded

allows himself to

cisms he

make

in writing of his

But it cannot be
cotemporaries and his forerunners.
ever sought the favour of Philip and
he
that
proved
Another calumny is TerAr. familiarem suum
Jlermiam turpiter loco excederc
fecit (Apofaget. 46), which in the
context can only mean he betrayed
him, a tale so senseless and wicked

supra.

tullian s

that it required a Tertullian to
invent it. The story of Philo of
to
Byblos ap. SuiD. Ha\ai(f&amp;gt;., as
immoral relations with the his
torian

Pal:ephatus of Abydos

equally baseless.
1

is

xxiii.

285

xv. 2) and
(tip. Eus.
Diogenes (11, 10) the following

Aristocl.

named

Epicurus, Timrcus,
CephisoEubulides, Alexinus,
dorus, Lyco, Theocritus of Chios,
Demochares, and Dicaaarchus,
within a generation of Aristotle.
2
Such as the accusations to
be found in ARISTOCL. and DIOG.,
ATHEN.
tit supra; SUID.
:

Api&amp;lt;rr.

;

342, xiii. 566 PLIN.
xxxv. 16, 2; ^ELIAN, V.
viii.

19

;

;

THEODORET,

H. N.
H. iii.

Our. Gr. Aff.

LuciAN, Dial.
and Paras. 36
5,
that Aristotle was a glutton, and
for that reason went to the
xii.

51, p.
Mort. 13,

173

:

Pythias and Herpyllis, and was
also enamoured of Theodectes of
Phaselis and again that he was
so effeminate that he bathed in
:

warm

(doubtless for medical
16 and p. 37,
and so miserly that
n. 2,
or
lie sold the oil afterwards
that in his youth lie was too
fashionable for a philosopher
oil

reasons, cf. DIOG.
tf?//&amp;gt;ra),

THEMIST. Orat.

talks of a ffrpar^s 6\os of Ari
stotle s calumniators.
By him,

are

Macedonian Court and flattered
Alexander, and that at his death
75 (or even 300) dishes were
or that
found in his house
he was immoral in relation to

;

:

(which, as he was rich and brought
and
up at Court, is possible)
that he was impudent and sneer
If there were any facts
ing.
:

underlying these stories, we may
conclude from the character of
the narrators that they were in
trivial
and we can see
in the passages of Lucian and
Thcodoret and his quotation from
Atticus how Aristotle s own state
ments as to wealth and pleasure
were twisted to support these

any case

;

suspicions.
3

;

too

Even Stahr

much

charges.

(i.

173 sq) pays

attention

to

these
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Alexander by unworthy means, and it was not to be
expected that he should applaud or imitate the follies
1

To impute

of a Callisthenes.

it

to

him

as an offence,

that he attached himself to the Macedonian party, is to
apply to him an erroneous and inapplicable standard.

and training he was a Greek. But while all
him to the royal house to
which he and his father owed so much, no one can say
birth

By

his personal ties attached

that the consideration of the general position of politics

ought necessarily to have turned him against their
policy. So satisfied was Plato of the untenable character
of the existing political relations, tha,t he

Plato

s

had advocated

follower could the less evade

sweeping changes.
the same conviction, since he had a keener insight into
men and things, and had clearly detected the con
ditions

on which the

vitality

government depends.

With

of States and forms of
his

practical

acumen he

could not put his trust in the Platonic ideal of a State
he was forced to seek the materials for a political re
construction from

among

;

the political relations as they
At that day no

were and the powers already existing.
Stahr thinks

1

flattery

Alexander

(Arist.

apud 2ELIAN,

611,

54)

it sounds like
Aristotle writes to

when

6

iffovs

Qvjjibs

(1.

Eose
TOVS

KO.\

opy^j

ov

-n-phs

with Rutgers,
Heitz) aAAa irpbs

^ff&amp;lt;rovs

and

KptiTTovas

ovSels tffos,

but

Aristotle said
truth,

rj

Fragm. No.
V. H. xii.

yivcTai,
if

ffol

no more than the

and he wrote, according

,&amp;lt;Elian,

in

5e

this is genuine

order

to

to

appease

Alexander s wrath against certain
persons, for which purpose he
tells him that one cannot be

angry with inferiors, and that he
stood above all men, which was
surely true of the conqueror of
the Persian Empire. We cannot
tell whether the letter is genuine.
Heitz ( Verlor. Sclir. d. Arist. 287)
suggests that this fragment does
not agree with that in Plut.
(Trcvnqu. An. 13, p. 472; Arist.
614, 1581, b) in which
Aristotle is made to compare

Fragm.

himself with Alexander, but the
much the more doubtful
of the two.

letter is
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new foundation

could be found except in the Macedonian
Greek States were no longer able at
kingdom,
once to maintain their independence against the foreigner
for the

and to reform their inner life. The whole course of
history so far had proved this so conclusively, that even
a Pliocion was forced to say, in the Lamian War, that
unless the moral conditions of Greece were altered
there was nothing to be expected from an armed rising
against Macedon.

Doubtless such a conviction would

1

far less readily to an Athenian statesman than to
a friend of the Macedonian kings, who was a citizen

come

of a small city like Stagira, once destroyed by Philip,
Can
and then reorganised as a Macedonian town.

we blame him

if

he accepted that view, and, with a

just appreciation of the political situation, attached
himself to that party which alone had a future, and

from which alone, if from any, Greece could still find
salvation from the dissension and decay within, and the
loss of

power

condemn him

to
if

the

face

he

felt

the Greek cities must

enemy without

come

to

an end, when

in the civic virtue of their citizens
if

object

fulfilled

he believed that in his
the

condition

all

its

basis

was gone ? Can we
pupil Alexander was

under which

2
monarchy was natural and just

out so clearly beyond

Can we

?

that the old independence of

he

where one

held

man

others in efficiency as to

that

stands

make

Can we complain
their equality with him impossible ?
of
Hellas rather in
the
see
if he preferred to
hegemony

man than in those of the great
of Persia, for whose favour the Greek cities had

the hands of such a

king

1

PLUT.

PJioc. 23.

2

Polit.

iii.

13

fin.
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been bidding against each other ever since the Peloponnesian War, and hoped that he would give the
Hellenes the

only thing they lacked to become the
a political unity ?
As for the charge of jealousy of others fame, it is
true that his philosophical polemics are often
cutting and
rulers of the world

But they never take on any personal

sometimes unfair.
colour,

and

it

l

would be impossible

to prove that they ever

on any other motive than the desire to make his point
as sharply, and establish it as
completely as possible.
If he does sometimes give us the impression of
insisting

rest

on his own

we ought

to set off against this
the conscientiousness with which he seeks out
every
seed of truth, even the remotest, in the work of his
discoveries,

predecessors; and remembering this, we shall find that
all that remains is but a
very intelligible and very

pardonable self-appreciation.
Still less
to pass over minor matters

2

need we

attach any importance to the allegation that Aristotle
3
If he did, it
hoped soon to see philosophy completed.

would have been only the same self-deception of which
many other thinkers have been guilty, including some

who have not been,

as he was, the teachers of

mankind

1
Polit. vii. 7, 1327 b, 29,
reckoning the merits of the
Greek race St6irep e\i&amp;gt;0p6v TC

c.

StareA-eT ital ^fXriffra

teles reteres pliilosoplws

:

vov

Kal

8vvd/j.evov

Tro\irv6/j.e-

&p-%tiv iravruv

rvyxavov Tro\iTias
Like the tale told by Valer.
Max. viii. 14, 3, as a proof of
Aristotle s sitis in capessenda

/j.ias

.

2

laudfi, which is plainly an idle
invention based on a misunder-

standing of the Rket. ad Alex.
\fin. (cf. Rhet. iii. 9, 1410 b, 2).
*

ClC. Tusc.

iii.

28,

(59

:

Aristo-

accnsans

qni existimavisscnt pliilosoplviam
suis ingeniis essc perfectam, ait
eos aut stultissimos aut gloriosissi-

mos fuisse

:

sed se videre, quod

paucis annis magna accessio facta
esset, ~brevi tempore pTtilosophiam,
plane absolutamfore.
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for tens

In

of centuries.

fact,

the remark seems to

have occurred in an early work of Aristotle s, and to
have related not to his own system but to Plato s,
which professed to open out a prospect of an early com
1

pletion of

So

all

far

science. 2

as

Aristotle s

writings, the
provisions of his

philosophical

scanty fragments of his letters, the

and our incomplete accounts of his

will,

life

afford

personality, we cannot but
any
of
honour him.
principles, a just moral
Nobility
a
a
keen
susceptibility to all beauty,
sense,
judgment,

us

a

picture

warm and

of

his

lively feeling for family life

and friendship,

gratitude towards benefactors, affection for relatives,
benevolence to slaves and those in need, 3 a loyal love for
lofty conception of marriage far tran
such are
theories of Greece
traditional
the
scending
back to
all
us
the traits that we can see.
They
carry

his wife,

and a

that faculty of moral tact to which in his Ethics he
all virtue, backed as it was in him by a wide

reduced

knowledge of men and by deep reflection. We are
bound to suppose that the principles he asserts in his
Ethics were the guides of his own life, 4 the recoil from
all manner of one-sidedness and excess, and the orderly
1

In the dialogue

Ilepl

0tA.o-

personally served

him should be

which it is rightly sold, and that several should be
referred by Hose ( Ar. Fr. No. 1) freed and even started in life,
As to the latter, cf. his saying,
and Heitz (Ar. Fr. p. 33).
2
As
Bywater (Jo urn. of ap. Dioo. 17, ov rbv rp6-n-ov, a\\a
(Tofyias,

to

vii.
G9) also says. In
Aristotle s extant works he often
refers to the need of further

rbv avepwrrov TjAeTjtra.
4
Cf. his expressions in the
Letter to Antipater, ap. ^LIAN,

investigation.
3
As to the former, cf his
will, which provides inter alia
that none of those who had

In the former fragment he says
as to the withdrawal of former
honours (de q. v. p. 36, n. 3,

Pllilol.

.

V.

H.

xiv. 1

and ap. DIOG.

18.
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appreciation of things which despises nothing that has
human nature, but attributes an absolute

its roots in

value only to the spiritual and moral factors of

And

life.

if his character, so far as we know it,
spite
of any little weaknesses which may have attached to
us lofty and honourable, still more are
it, seems to

and in

his powers

and

achievements altogether

intellectual

so great a wealth of know
astounding.
of
careful
so
observation, and so untiring
powers
ledge,
a zeal for acquisition, been found in combination with

Never have

such keenness and power of

scientific thinking,

of

so

piercing

with a

into the

capable
philosophic insight
essence of things, with a width of view so fully capable
of at once seeing the unity and coherence of all know
ledge,

and embracing and subordinating

all its

branches.

In poetic swing, in richness of fancy, in the insight of
His powers lay
genius, he cannot compete with Plato.
of art.
That
not
of
the
side
on
knowledge,
wholly
1

fascinating witchery of speech with which Plato holds
us is hardly ever to be found in the extant works of the
Stagirite,

though many of those that are

lost are praised,

But
doubtless with justice, for their literary grace. 2
he outstrips his master in all those qualities which

mark the

full

supra) OVTUS
&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;S5pa

manhood of

e^co,

/xe A.ejj/ v-rrep

jUTjSei/ /xe Aeti/

;

&s

fj.r,re

avrSov [lyre

in width

science

p.oi

17

JJ.OL

letters

in the latter, as to
reviled him behind

one who had
his back: airovTa/j.Kal /j.aa-TiyovTw.
The few poetic attempts we
have show no great gift. On the
other hand his wit was noted
1

(DEMETK. Zte Eloc. 128), and
the apophthegms (ap.
DIOG.

and

solidity

and the fragments of

sq)

DEMETR. 29, 233)
give proof of it. That it went
with a tendency to banter and
sauciness of speech (&Kaipos ffru(ct/j).

as ^lian ( V. H. iii. 19)
us of him in his youth, is
possible, though not proved by
the existing testimony,
fj.v\ia),

tells

2

De

quo infra.
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of research, in purity of scientific method, in ripeness
of judgment, in wary discrimination, in his compact
brevity and inimitable keenness of statement, and in

the definite use and comprehensive development of a
He cannot inspire us, lay hold
scientific terminology.

and the moral
His
energies, at all in the same way as Plato does.
work is drier, more professional, more closely confined
of our hearts, weld in one the scientific

to the field of cognition

than Plato

s

had been.

But

within these lines he has, so far as one man might,
For thousands of years he showed
achieved success.
her
For the Greeks he inaugurated
way.
philosophy

In every field of knowledge then
the age of learning.
open to him he enriched the sciences by original in

and advanced them by new conceptions.
at their highest possible measure the
from
his forerunners, and the assistance
he
derived
help
he obtained from scholars and friends, and perhaps also
from trained slaves, the range of his achievements

vestigations,

Even

if

we put

1

still

runs so far beyond the

common

standard, that

we

can scarcely understand how one man in a short life
could accomplish it all, especially since we know that
his restless soul had to wring from a weakly body the
needful vitality for this gigantic work. 2
Aristotle has
fulfilled his historic vocation and solved the philosophic
task it set him, as scarce any other ever did.
Of what

he was as a

man we know

unhappily too

little,

but we

1
Callisthenes of Babylon is
said to have sent him information of astronomical observations
there (SiMPL. De Ccelo, Schol.

the story is suspicious because of
the addition that these observa
tlons went back 31,000 years,

503, a, 26, following Porph.), but

16.

2

Cf. p. 37, n. 2,

and DiOG.

v.
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have no reason to believe the attacks of his
to refuse to accord to

47
foes, or

him that favourable judgment

which his own Ethics with many subsidiary indications
must demand.
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CHAPTER
ARISTOTLE

WRITINGS

Consideration of the particular works seriatim

A.

THE

S

II

of Aristotle startles us at the outset
literary activity

both by

its

extent and

have under

which we

manysidedness. The
name extend over

works

its

his

all

a vast
brandies of philosophy, and they exhibit
Yet
wealth of wide observation and historical learning.
a
add
great
to these extant works the ancient catalogues

number of others, of which only the titles or slight frag
have
ments now remain. Two of these catalogues we

:

21 sqq.),
the first in two recensions, that by Diogenes (Y.
other
the
and that called the Anonymus Menagii
1
list
first
The
contains, in
in certain Arabic texts.
3
2
of which the Anonymus
14-6 titles, most
:

Diogenes,
5
4
seven or
has preserved, leaving out a few and adding
new ones. An appendix adds forty-seven titles-

eight

many

of those
1

however, are only repetitions or variants
and ten Pseud epigrapha.
already entered

of which,

See

Praam

of\.

both

of Rose

6

in

the

1463, Berlin ed.,

Isn Paris ed)
* According
g

Arist.

and Heitz (Ar.
iv.

b,

to the earlier
as completed by
Rose from an Ambrosian MS. 132.
^
According to Rose s probable
(Ar. Libr. Ord.

text

mbut

coiSectoe

was Hesychius of Miletus,
lived about 500.
As to the possible gronnds
omission cf. HEITZ,
of tlns
Verlor. Schr. Arigt. p. 15.
14 by one text, 27 by the other.

48) he

who

If our count is right there
are 9, .e. Nos. 147, 151, 154, 156,
167, 171, 172, 174, 182, repeating
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Both the sources agree in
putting the total number of
books at nearly 400.
The author of the first catalogue
cannot be (as Rose imagines 2 identified with Andro)
nicus of Rhodes, the well-known editor and
arranger of
Aristotle s works, 3 though it is not to be doubted that
l

that Peripatetic did
compile a catalogue of Aristotle s
4
For even if we could set aside the fact that
writings.

Andronicus

is said to have
given the total number at
5
1,000 books, and the circumstance that the extant
index includes 6 the Us
7
pi EpfjLTjvslas, which he

rejected,

remains clear that we should look to find in Andronicus s edition those
writings above all that are in
cluded in our extant
Corpus Aristotelicum, which is
it

derived, speaking broadly, from his own.
This
from being true of the extant
catalogues, for

is

far

many

important parts of the extant Corpus are either alto
gether absent or at least are not to be traced under
Nos. 106, 7, 111, 91, 98, 16, 18,
39 and LI of the main list.
DIOG. 34, and the ANON,
MENAG. at the beginning of his

list. The titles in
Diog. (reckoning
the Letters as one book for each
named
and the
corresponclent
Uo\iTfLai as a single
book) give
375 books those in the Anon, as
completed by Rose, 391.

which did not at all correspond
with his own work. A similar
catalogue of the writings of
Theophrastus is ascribed to him
by the Scholia at the end of his
Metaphysics and at the beginning
of the seventh book of the Hist of
Plants.
5

;

Ps&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ude

!

nf ?
/ELLEK,
Uf.

iyPh.

6

8 sq.

Or. Pt.

d.

a, 549, 3 (2nd edition).
1 his is clear from the a hove-

111.

10 6

^,

o

?
?
teholw

*HP W

&amp;lt;x

&amp;lt;,Ar

f

PaSSagG

JT;/
(bulla 26) from the

24, a, 19.

Plut

-

Marc. 8
and David,
V.

It is

not

credible that Andronicus
merely
adopted the catalogue of Her-

mippus

VOL.

(y.
I.

DAVID, Schol in Ar 24 a

19.

HEITZ, Ar. Fr. 12)

This is the more remarkable
because we gather from DIOG 34
that the catalogue was to include

only works
nuine

recognised

as

ee

BernaysCDwZ.d.^.m)

therefore

supposes

that

the

book was inserted in the catalogue of Andronicus by a later
hand.

ALEX, in Anal. Pri 5?
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in their later form.

names and

their later

The con

1

Diogenes was meant to
verse theory
were left out of
which
contain only those writings
Andronicns s collection of the didactic works, is nega
2

that the

in

list

tived by the fact that the list contains many important
claims to
sections of the Corpus, and that it distinctly
3
For
be a complete review of the philosopher s works.
it can owe
that
is
it
similar reasons
equally impossible
4
or any other to
orio-in to Nicolaus of Damascus,

its

omits

Of the books contained in
Dio
Corpus Aristotelicum
the
genes list mentions only
1

The

following: Nos. 141,
f/orics

,

epwveias
ava\vTiK&v
50,
IT.

142,

adds

npoTf pwj/

Cnte-

,

19,

text is right, dc- quo infra}. The
First Analytic is his 134, with

Ai/aA.

;

n.

bffTtpuv; 102,

9 books

&wv,

the History of
(meaning no doubt
Animals, \he spurious tenth book
of which is afterwards, No. 107,
TOV
ytwav} ^ 123,
called

w

&quot;Tirep

yiriXaviKfav
o-ecos

,H

75 noAiTJK^s-

a

l&amp;gt;ooks

78, TexvTjs

pi-jTOpiKT)?

Uoi-nriKuv a

:

a

/3

;

and probably

111),

also

;

and No 39, n. ffroix^v a ft y
two
probably the
(meaning
books n. yeveveus with our book
book iv.
or
De Mo,
iii.
.

eVets

70,

litiwWV-

--

of

fee
(no doubt a recension
the P-roltlsms) 36, H. r,v iroffathe trea
Xws \ryo/j.&amp;lt;EVcav (doubtless
Ar. under that
tise, often cited by
the
name, which is now book v. of
and 38, HBiKwv
Metaphysics^
Even assuming
(only 5 books).
that all the suggested correspon
dences are correct, the list still

TIKOL

;

;

n]

148, $V&amp;lt;TIKT] aKp6aais,
149, FI. 7ej/cVeo&amp;gt;s Kal
155,
150, II. juerewpwj-

(le//c

:

t\

;

;

,

;

&QW

IfTTopias

!

;

&MV

15(5, II.

157, n.
158,
frfwv /jLopi&v (only 3 books)
II. {touv yevefrews (also 3 books)
174, IT. i]dLK(t)v NiKo^aax^iwi
2
Of Dernays, Dial. Ar. 133,
and l?ose, 1/t supra: cf on the

(as 3 books);

KLvf]&amp;lt;rews

,

,

dix adds

n.

;

the Topic*, under two different
names, of. infra. Also Nos. 90,
n. tyvvtus a! ft y and 45 (115),
a
(which are
O.
Kivfiff&amp;lt;DS
of the Physics )
probably parts

Meteor^

books, and the Ethics is 39,
HOiKwv K (lege o -/c ). His appen

2

(f)0opas

a/cpoa-

28, Omovoniicbs a

;

our

of

parts

important

Corpus. The Anon. Menag.
the Topics under that mime (his
No. 52) and the Metaphysics, to
which he gives 20 books (if the

our

;

;

.

o])])osite

side,

MEIT/,

Vcrlor.

Sekr. p. 19.
3

^vvfypcLil/f

airep

5e

o.KO\ovQov

itavTas
8ia T^V
ai
Trepl
\6yovs ravSpbs aperTji/, are the
introductory words in DIOG. v.21,
but that does not mean that he
would exclude the main philo

The same is
from 34, where Aristotle s
power of work is said to be proved
sophical treatises.

clear
e/c

T&amp;lt;av

4

irpoyypap.^fV(av avyypafj.-

numbering nearly 400.
For his works on Aristotle

/ndrwv,
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the edition of Anclronicus was already known.
must have been a scholar of the Alexan
l

Its compiler

drine period, most probably Hermippus 2 and he must
either not have had the means or not have taken the
;

more than a

trouble to give us

list

of the manuscripts

which were to be found 3 in a library accessible to him,
presumably that of Alexandria. Otherwise it would
be impossible for him to have omitted important works

which can, as we shall see, be clearly proved to have
been in use during the two centuries preceding the date
of Andronicus. 4

The

first

catalogue, therefore, only

shows us what writings appeared under Aristotle

s

name

in the Library of Alexandria,
Of far later date is the other catalogue of Aristotelian
writings, which two Arabic writers of the thirteenth
5

copied from a certain Ptolemy
probably a
Peripatetic of the second century A.D., mentioned also
6
His list seems to have reached the
by Greek writers.

century

cf.

ZELLER,J%. d. Gr. Pt. iii. a.
and HEITZ, Verlor.

556, 2nd ed.,
Schr. 38.

So HEITZ, 46 sq., followed
by GKOTE, i. 48, SUSEMIHL, Ar.
1

ii.

Dichtk. 19, Ar. Pol.

d.

xliii.,

NIETZSCHE, RheAn. Mug. xxiv.
181 sq.
2

We are not expressly told that

this scholar

and

Peripatetic,

who

wrote about 200 B.C., catalogued
the works of Aristotle but it is
hardly to be doubted, seeing that
he wrote a biography of Aristotle
in at least two books which Diogenes used (cf. DIOG. v. 1, 2, and
ATHEN. xiii. 589, xv. 696), and
that his Afcrypac/)^ rwv QeocppaffTov
;

j8ij8A.iW is

cited,

p.

mentioned in the Scholia
49,

n.

4,

supra

HEITZ, ibid. 49, Ar. Fr. 11).
Through what channel it came
to the knowledge of
Diogenes,

we do

not know.
Brandis (Gr.-rom. Phil. ii.
b, 1, 81) has shown that this
is
probably true of both the
catalogues of Aristotle and Theophrastus given by Diogenes,
4
Diogenes himself elsewhere
cites works of Aristotle which are
not in his list (BRANDIS, ibid.
HEITZ, 17), but this only proves
that these references were taken
from other sources than those
from which he got the Cata3

;

logue.
5

6

(cf.

Do

q.

v.

ROSE, Ar.

Opp.

p. 1469.

One

of these Arabic writers

E 2

ARISTOTLE
Arabic copyists in an incomplete form. For while
of Aristotle s works at 1,000
Ptolemy put the total

some 100 treatises,
Books, their lists comprise only
Of
the
Books.
component parts of
counting about 550
are
wanting, and their
our extant Corpus only a few
1

absence

partly accidental.

may be

ROSE,
1248,
Ptolemy was an
admirer of Aristotle, who wrote

(Ibn el Kifti,
ibid.) says this

&amp;lt;1.

aj&amp;gt;.

book, Historlrc Ar. et Mortis
urn Ordo, addressed
jus at Script or
c
to Aa las (or A tlas) the other
a

i-

:

(Lbn Abi Oseibia, d. 12G9, ibid.)
also speaks of his Liber (id
(i lux tie, ritd Ar. et escimiapietate testament I ejits et iadice
m. Both
script or irm t-jux notary
de
copy from him biographical
tails as well as the Catalogue, but

seem

to

know no more

of

him

than that he lived in prorincia
Roman. Empire),
Jiiim
(i.e. the
and that he was a different per
son from the author of the AlWhat they say, how
wayext.
with
ever, corresponds exactly
what David, Schol. in Ar. 22, a,
10 (after Pruclus, cf. 1. 28), says
of a Ptolemy who reckoned the
total of Aristotle s books (as did
Andronicus, cf. p. 49, n. 5) at

Some

2

others are

Strato(DlOG.v.58). The fact that
the Ptolemy who compiled the

Catalogue came after Andronicus
clear from the mention of
is
Andronicus at No. 90, and of
Of the
Apellicon at No. 80.
writers of that
us,

name known

to

Rose (Ar. Libr. Ord. 45) sug

gests as the same the Neoplatonist Ptolemajus, named by JAMBL.
ap. STOB. Kcl. i. 904, and by
PKOCLUS In Tim. 7. Another was

a contemporary of Longinus, but
he is said (by POKPII. V. Plot. 20)
no scientific
to have written
works. The most probable iden
tification would be with the Peri
attack
patetic Ptolemy, whose
on a definition of grammar by

Dionysius Thrax is quoted by
SEXT. MATH. i. GO, and by the
Schol. in BEKKER S Anecd. ii. 730,
and whose date therefore must
lie somewhere between Dionysius
and Sextus (70-220 B.C.).
An exact reckoning is not
into the
possible without going
variations of the numbering in
1

1,000, avaypcKpriv O.VTWV iroififfa^vos
Kai rbv &iov avrov KCU TT?Z/ Siddecnv
and with the remark in 1 Marc. 8,
as to the same, that to his list of
Aristotle s works he added his
:

&quot;.

David takes this Ptolemy
be Ptolemajns Philadelphus,
but this merely proves the igno
will.

to

rance of David, or the pupil who
recorded his lectures though we
know that Ptolemaeus Philadel
of
phus himself was a collector
;

s works (ATHEN. i. 3,
DAVID, and AMMON. Schol. in Ar.
of
28, a, 13, 43), and was a pupil

Aristotle

the different texts. If the 171

Po

were counted separately,
they would raise the total to
about 720.
2
The most important omis
sions are the Ethics and the
(Economics besides which there
litics

;

are the Rhetoric, ad Alex., the
book upon Melissus, &c.; and the
tracts n. aitovffTuv, U. avairvoris,
n. eVvimW, n. vavTiKris TTJS eV
rots virvois,

II.

feor-rjros Kal
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over.

The

fact that this

was taken from a Greek original
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Arabic catalogue

is

proved by the

hopelessly miswritten, which are
set against most of the items.
It is obvious that catalogues of such a character

Greek

titles,

often

no sufficient security either for the
of
their
reckoning or for the authenticity
completeness
of the writings they include.
Nothing but a full and
and origin

offer

accurate inquiry into the merits of each case can enable
us to decide as to the claims of those texts or fragments

which are handed down to us under Aristotle

s name.
Such an inquiry cannot here be fully carried out but
it will not be out of place to combine with a complete
;

the writings ascribed to Aristotle a concise
appreciation of the points to be considered in passing

review of

all

judgment on their authenticity.
To begin at the point where the old catalogues end,
we may distinguish from the philosophical treatises
the
those writings which dealt with personal matters
is
number
Their
letters, poems, and occasional pieces.
relatively small and if we exclude those whose genuine1

;

n. v-nvov Kal eypriytpffews,

and

II.

XptofjidToov; the II. K6fffj.ov, TI. aper&v
al KaKtwv, n. 0av/j.a(ri(0v aKov(Tfj.d-

and the Qvo-ioyvufj.^. But
as No. 40 includes the De Memoria
et SotnnOy so it may be that others
of the small scientific tracts
are bracketed in the list under
Twit,

one

title

and number.

to the works known only
by titles or fragments, cf. the
thorough inquiry of Heitz ( Verlor.
1

As

ScJirift.

d.

Val. Rose,

De

Ar.

Ar.,

1865), refuting

whose learned essays,
Librorum Ordine ct

Auctoritate, 1854, and Ar. Pseud1863, rejected too
summarily all the lost and several
The writings
of the extant books.
named in the ancient Catalogues
will be cited in this chapter by
Rose s numbers (p. 48, n. 1) of
the Catalogues themselves, that of
l)iogenes will be cited as D.,that
of the Anonymus Menagii as AN.,
and the Ptolemy of the Arabic
Ar. Fr. will be
texts as PT.
used for the collection of the
fragments by Rose in Ar. Opp. v.
1463 sq., Berlin ed.; and Fr. Hz.
epigraplius,

;

ARISTOTLE
ness

is

doubtful or which are certainly forged, there

is

A

1

few poems and poetic fragments,
very
and perhaps some part of the matter said to be cited
from his Letters, 2 may stand. The so-called Apologia
of Aristotle, 3 and the Orations in praise of Plato and
little

left.

4
Alexander, must be rhetorical inventions of later date.

for that of Heitz in Ar. Opp.

iv. b,

Didot edition.
For these, with the notices
relating to them, v. BERGIIK, Li/r.
Gr. 504 sq.,Ross, Ar. Pseud. 598
and
sq., Ar. Fr. 621 sq., p. 1583,
The most im
Fr. Hz. 333 sq.
portant are those above cited
1 sq.

of the

1

n.
(p. 12, n. 4, p. 20,

3),

whose

genuineness we have no reason
to doubt. D. 145 mentions Inland
4jKdofj.ia ^
e7a, and AN. 138
appear in AN. App. 180.
;

The Letters of
by DEMETK.

3

Aristotle,
Eloc. 230,
SIMPL. Cdtey. 2 7, Kchol. in Ar.

extant Fragments seem to come
from the editions of Arternon and

321) considers

If:.

and others (cf. ROSE,
587, HEITZ, Verl Schr.

and

Ar. Fr. 604-620, p.
Fr. Hz. 321 sq.) as the highwater mark of epistolary style,
were collected in eight books by
one Artemon, otherwise unknown

285,

if

all

the letters

That the six now ex
forged.
Ar. ii. 169,
tant
(tip. STAHK,
and Fr. Hz. 329) are so is
clear, and Heitz holds that they
could not even have been in

Artemon s
3

collection.

Cf.

Fr. 601,

An

1

p.

Ar.
Fr. Hz. 320.

35, n. 3, sitprci;

]&amp;gt;.

27, a, 43,
l&amp;gt;s.

say

Ps. 585, Ar. Lllr. Ord. 113) but
also Heitz ( Verl. Sclir. 280,. Fr.

praised

Ar.

It is difficult to

Andronicus.

any are genuine, since some are
certainly not. Not only Hose (Ar.

1578

;

EyKw/Aiov

UXarwvos

quoted by Olympiod.
166

in-

is

Gory.

Jahrl. f. PMlol., Suppl.,
and Jr. Fr. 603, Fr. Hz.
319); but it is more than suspi
(v.

1571),

xiv. 395,

DEMETK. Eloc. 223,
ScJwl. in Ar. 24, a, 26,

no one used what
would have been the best source
A Pane
of Platonic biography.
gyric on Alexander ap. THEMIST.

(r.

DAVID,
and PT.

No. 87). Andronicus is said to
have reckoned twenty books (PT.
No. 90, cf. GELL. xx. 5, 10), but
perhaps it was only twenty letters,
which is the number in AN.
144 names letters
D.
137.
to Philip, letters to the Selybrians, four letters to Alexander
DEMETR. Eloc. 234, Ps.
(cf.
Amm. 47), nine to Antipater, and
seven to others. The letters of

or to Diares (de quo

v.

SIMPL.

Phys. 120), mentioned by PHILOP.
De An. K. 2, are not in D. All

cious, since

Or.

iii.

55 (Ar. Fr. 602, Fr. Hz.

condemned by the Fr.
ap. RUTIL. LUPUS, De Fig. Sent.
i.
18, if that belongs to it, Bernays theory of another Alexander
319)

is

(Dial. Ar. 156) being very im
probable. An EyK\r}ff{a AXf^dvSpov is named by AN. (No. 193) as
spurious. Books n. AAeldvSpot; are
ascribed by Eustath. ap. DIONYS.
Per. v. 1140, and AN. App. 176,
to Aristotle through some con
fusion between his name and
Arrian s. Cf. HEITZ, Verl. Sclir.
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second section of the writings may include those
with scientific questions, but were yet

which dealt

essentially distinct in form from all the extant treatises,

that

use

We

2

have repeated proofs
Dialogues.
Aristotle, in one class of his works, did make
l

namely, the

of the form

of

dialogue.
those

differed from

Dialogues

It

is

said

that

in the

of Plato

his
fact

that the individuality of the persons conversing was
not carried through, 3 and that the author kept the

own

lead of the conversation in his

known works of this kind,
books On Philosophy 6 and
291,

and MULLER,

Script,

rer.

Alex. pref. v.
Cf BERNAYS, Dialoye d. AT.
(1863), HEITZ, Verl. Schr. 141221, ROSE, Ar. Pseud. 23 sq.
1

.

2

Ad

Cf. Cic.

Att.

xiii. 11),

4,

BASIL. Ep. 135 (167) ap. ROSE,
AT. Ps. 24, PLUT. Adv. Col. 14, 4,

Dio CHRYS. Or. 53, p. 274, ALEX.
DAVID, Scliol. in Ar. 24, b,
33, DAVID, ibid. 24, b, 10 sq., 26,

ap.

b, 35; PHILOP.
and De An. E.

ibid.

2

35, b, 41,

PEOCL. ap.

;

hands. 4

Of the

5

the three
the Eudemus,
the four books On Jusq. v. BERNAYS, 21, 143
and Rheln. Mus. xvi. 236

(de

etc.,

sq.,

ROSE, AT. Ps. 52 sq., Ar. Fr. 3243, p. 1479, FT. Hz. 47) is called
Evr]fj.os (THEMIST. De An. 197,

and

quotations in

cf.

Ar&amp;lt;

41), or Ilepl ^v X ris (D. 13,

AN.

Fr.
13,

PLUT. Dio 22), or Evr]/j.os ?) IT.
^VXTIS (PLUT. Cons, ad Apol. 27,
p.

115,

and Simpl. ap. Ar. Fr.
learn from PLUT. Dio

We

42).
22,

and Cic. Divin. 1, 25, 53,
it was dedicated to Aristotle s
friend, Eudemus, who died in
that

JKteT-n. M. 2, 2 (cf.
AT. Fr. 10) and In Tim. 338 d;
AMMON. Categ. 6, b (ay. STAKE,
AT. ii. 255) SIMPL. Phys. 2, b
PRISCIAN, Solid. Proaim. p. 553 b.
3
BASIL. Ep. 135 (167) ap.
ROSE, AT. Pseud. 24. Ar. Fr. 1474.

was probably written soon
after (KKISCHE, Forsch. i. 16).
Of the Fragments ascribed to it by
Rose, more probable places will be
indicated infra for Fr. 36, 38, and

HEITZ, 146.

43. Aristotle himself seems, in

Ad Quint.
ClC. ut supra.
Fr. iii. 5 does not refer to Dia
Aristotelius mos, in ClC.
logues.
Ad Fain. i. 9, 23, has a wider sense;
and refers to the in utramqiie
partem disputarej cf De Orat. iii.
21, 80 but see HEITZ, 149.

An.

PHILOP.

;

;

4

.

;

5

This remarkable

Dialogue

Sicily 352 B.C. (cf p. 11 n. 4 supra),
.

and

it

De

to refer to a discus
sion in the Eudemus, cf Ar. Fr. 41
6
D. 3, AN. 3 (who
by
i.

4, init.

.

oversight

gives

four

.

books),

ROSE, Ar. Ps.
27, Ar. Fr. 1-21, p. 1474, HEITZ,
Verl. Schr. 179 sq., Fr. Hz. 30 sq.,
BYWATER, Aristotle s Dialogue

BEENAYS,

47, 95,

ARISTOTLE
}

tice

seem to have been the most important.

The first two

are of particular interest, because
they stand in such close
relation, not only by their form but by their subjects,

work of Plato, that there is much to be said for
the conjecture that they were written in the
period
when Aristotle still belonged to the circle of Plato s

to the

and had not yet fully passed over to his later
2
There are certain other works

scholars,

indepeiide//. position.
on Philosophy,
vii.

ROSK, Ar. Ps.

,faurn. of Plillol.
Priscian tells us the

71-77,

sq.

was

a

Mir.

C&amp;gt;4

work

Proii-tn.

p.

dialogue

55;}),

and

(tioltit.

it

(ton-

is

firmed by the statement (1 LUT.
AtJr. CoL 11, 1, Prod.
PHILOP.
^Ft. M. 2, 2; v. Ar. Fr. 10)
thai Aristotle had in his Dia
logues attacked and renounced
the Tdenl Theory; of. Ar. Fr.
11
from the second book n.
arguing against the Ideal
Numbers.
These three books
/&amp;gt;.

$I\O&amp;lt;T.

are referred to (besides D.) by
PHILODEM. n. ev&amp;lt;reBeias, col. 22,
and following him, by Cic. N. 1).
i. K-i,
).
The apparent reference
in AIUST. Phyx. ii. 2, 1!)4, a, Ji5
(5r\/o&amp;gt;s
yap r6 ov fveitcf etyrjrcu 8
eV rois wepl (pL\oa-o(pias~)is as Heitz
says ( crl. tichr. 180) very sus
picious, since Aristotle nowhere
else cites his Dialogues
but on
;&amp;gt;,

I

;

the other hand the reference will
not apply either to the Book on
the Good (which could not be
called n.
infra},

1072, b,

4&amp;gt;iAoo-.,

cf.

p. 61, n.

nor to Meiapk.
2,

xii.

1,
7,

since as Aristotle left

that book unfinished he could
not quote it in the Physics.
Rose s rejection of the n.
is followed by Susemihl, Genet.
Jtfnt. d. plat. PHI. ii. 584
but
the arguments are insufficient.
D. 1, AN. 1, FT. 3, Ar. FT.

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;iAoo-.

;

1

1487,

p.

16!),

BERN AYS,

87,

HEITZ,

Fr. JI:. ID.

CiC.

48,
Verl.
lfej&amp;gt;.

this as a
8, 12, mentions
work in four
comprehensive
books.
According to PLUT. Sto.
was attacked by
15, (!, it
Chrysippus ( Ap. Trcpl SiKaioavvys

iii.

re/&amp;gt;.

avTiypdcpui

)

:

and the attacks of

Carneades mentioned by LACTAXT. jK/tit. 55 (ajt. Cic. Rep. iii.)
seem to have been also specially
directed to this work. DEMETR.
Floe. 28 cites a passage from it.
We are not told that it was a
Dialogue,

but

that

is

inferred

from its position at the head of D.
which begins (Bernays, p.
with the Dialogues arranged ac

i;&amp;gt;2)

cording to number of books. It
that in the
is, however, true
midst of the Dialogues (as No.
12) the Protrepticus comes in,
which probably was not a Dia
Neither probably were
logue.
Nos. 17-li).
It is a question,
therefore, whether the Anon, has
not here preserved the original
order
so
that the Dialogues
really include only the first thir
teen numbers of AN., together
with the Symposion which was
misplaced in that list by reason
of the textual error (?\ p. 58, n. 1).
2
This is specially true of the
Eudemus. All the fragments of
:
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which are supposed to have been dialogues,
mainly
by reason of the place assigned them in the catalogues
but some of them are only
distantly connected with
;

this dialogue prove that it was
built on the lines of the Pltccdo.
They have in common not only
their subject, the Immortality of

the Soul, but also the artistic

and philosophic method
it is

treated.

in which
Like the PJucdo

(60 E), the Eudemus was intro
duced (Fr. 32) by a revelation in
a dream, the direct prototype of
which is to be found in the other
Dial, relating to the last
days of
Socrates (Crito, 44 A). As Plato
concludes his work (108 D sq.)
with an imaginative myth, so the
Eudemus had also its mythic

ornament
the words

Fr. 40, where
Silerms, Salpovos
eirnrovov, etc., remind us also of
(of.

of

617 D, and Fr. 37, which
taken in a mystical
As the PJicedo (69 c)
sense).
refers to the doctrines of the
Mysteries, so Fr. 30 of the
Eudemus recognises the validity
of the customary honours to the
dead. But the most remarkable
resemblance between the two
Dialogues is in their philosophi
cal contents.
Aristotle in the

Rep.

x.

must be

Eudemus

insisted .not only on
Immortality, but also on Preexistence
and Transmigration,

defending in his own way the
theory that the soul in its
entrance into this life forgot
the Ideas (Fr. 34, 35). As the
Phcedo based the decisive argu
ment for immortality on the
relation of the soul to the idea
of life (105 C sq.), so the Eudemus
also called the soul elSos n

As Plato worked up to
argument by a detailed refu

(Fr. 42).
this

tation of the theory that the soul
was the harmony of its body,
here also Aristotle followed him
(Fr. 41).
Exactly on Plato s
lines is likewise Fr. 36, where the
misery of the soul tied to the body
is imaged in a
striking compari

son

and even

By water (Jwirn.
60) and Hirzel
(Hermes, x. 94) are right in refer
ring this Fr. to the Protrepticus,
still
this also seems to have
been on the same lines as the
of

;

Phil.

Eudemus

if

ii.

(of. p. 60, n. 1, infra).

took a more inde
pendent position against Plato in
the books On Philosophy. It is
true that the Frs. in which he
defends the belief in the gods,
the unity of God, and the rational
Aristotle

nature of the stars (Fr. 14, 13,
16, 19, 20, 21, and the Fr. ap.
Cic. N.D. ii. 49, 125, de q. r.

BRANDTS,

ii.
b, 1, 84; HBITZ,
228, refuting ROSE, Ar. Ps. 285),
read like Plato, and that Fr. 15
(de q. v. BERN AYS, 110, and Fr.
Hz. 37) is evidently modelled on
Rep. ii. 380 D.
Nevertheless,
Aristotle decisively declared him
self in this work (Fr. 10, 11, cf.
p. 55, n. 6) against the theory of

the Ideas and Ideal Numbers,
declared the world to be not only,
as Plato said, unending, but also
beginningless

(v.

Frs.

17,

18,

with which BYWATER, 80, well
compares PLUT. Tranqu. An. 20,
p. 477) and gave in Book I. (v.
;

Bywater s reconstruction thereof
from PHILOP. in JVieom. Isar/
Cic. Tusc. iii. 28, 69; PROCL. in
EuCL. p. 28 cf. Ar. Fr. 2-9) a
;

;

general theory of the develop-
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the philosophic

1

system,

and others are of doubtful

2

authenticity.

ment of humanity to culture and
philosophy, which, although it
connects with Plato by the re
mark (ap. PIIILOP.) that the
spiritual and divine principle, in
spite of its own
to us dark Sta

light,

appears

eVi/cei^eVTji/

077 A, 081 E), indicates
clearly an independent view of
history which goes beyond Plato
not only in relation to the eternity
of the world (JMcor. i. 14, 352 b,
10; Polit. vii. 9, 132!) b, 25;
cf.
Metaph. xii. 8, 1074 a, 3S
BERNAYS, Theophr. ii. d. Frommiijh. 42), but to the process of
iii.

;

spiritual
1,

1)81

development (Mctajih. i.
and 2,982 b, 11 sq.).

b, 13,

Aristotle s interest, in scholarly
inquiries appears in the passages
of this work on the Magi, on

Orpheus, on the Seven Wise Men,
and on the development of philo
sophy from their time to his own
and his critical sense is shown in
his discussion of the story of
Orpheus in Fr. 9. Taking all
this into consideration, the books
;

Philosophy show, as compared
the Jfudemus, a remark
able advance in independence of
thought, leading to the suggestion
that they were written later, per
haps at the end of Plato s life.
Krische (Forsch. i. 205) sought to
identify the 3 bks. n. fyiXoa. with
Metaph. i., xi., xii.; but this is
now untenable (cf. HEITZ, 179,
and infra, p. 76 sq.). It is more
probable that they were used for
various passages of Metaph. i.,
xii., and for the bk. n. ovpavov
Oti

with

BLASS, Rhein. Mas. xxx. 1875,

There must be, how
481).
ever, much variation, and Blass
view that certain passages are
taken verbally from the n. (pi\ocr.
is

improbable.

To this class belong the
3 bks. n. TTOL-riTwv (D. 2, AN. 2,
1

TT?I&amp;gt;

vv, and by the
theory of periodic floods whereby
humanity was thrown back into
savagery (cf. PLATO, Tim. 22 D,

Laws,

(v.

p.

PT. 0; BERNAYS, 10 sq., 00, 139;
HOSE, Ar. Ps. 77; Ar. Fr. 59
09, p. 1485; HEITZ, V.8. 174 sq.
Fr. Hz. 23). That this work was a
;

Dialogue is doubted by MULLER,
Fr. Hist. ii. 185 but it is proved
not only by its place in the
Catalogues, but also by an express
statement in V. Marc. p. 2, and
by the form of Fr. 01. It was
probably used as a genuine work
Aristotle
of
by Eratosthenes
arid Apollodorus, but we cannot
be sure that their references
Dioc. viii. 51) may
(Fr. 00
not point to another work, pos
Aristotle,
sibly the Politdai.
however, himself refers at the
;

aj&amp;gt;.

end

of Poet. 15 to a discussion
in the e /cSeSo^eVoi Ao 70i, which it
is most natural to apply to the
n. TrotTjTwj/, as in the Rhetoric

(which HOSE, Ar. Ps 79, suggests)
there is no corresponding pas
sage. The few. references we have,
which are mostly historical notes,
show nothing that throws doubt
on the genuineness of the work.

Fr. 06 contains statements as to

Homer, evidently from a tradition
current in los, which (notwith
standing NITZSCH, Hist. Horn.
ii.
87, MULLER, ut supra, and
KOSE, Ar. Ps. 79) do not prove
the

spuriousness of

the

book,

might .well have been
introduced in the Dial, with
out being believed by the author.
since they
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With

the Dialogues may be connected another
set of writings, which did not take that form, but were
For the title II. Tronjrwv we find also
(Fr.65, 66, 69 cf. SPENGEL, AbJi.
;

d.

Munchn. Akad. ii. 213 BITTER,
x.
HEITZ, V. 8. 175)
;

Ar. Poet.

;

TroiTjTt/cf/s, which, unless
a mere confusion, indicates
that the work was not purely
historical, but contained discus
sions on the Art of Poetry as well
as information about the poets.
After the Dialogues, which made

that of n.

it is

several books,

there follows in

RoAm/cbs, which
consisted, according to D. 4, of
2 books, according to AN. 4, of
one (Fr. 70, p. 1487; ROSE, Ar.
Ps. 80; BERNAYS, 153; HEITZ,
and there
V.8. 189, Fr. Hz. 41)
after the following, in one book
each; n. prjTOpt/crjs ^ FpuAAos (D. 5,
the addition of 7 is
AN. 5
the

lists

the

;

;

obviously a false reading, though
PT. 2 b, ap. IBN ABI OSEIBIA
has De Arte Rituri iii.
Cf. Ar.
Fr. 57 sq. p. 1485
ROSE, Ar.
Ps. 76 BEENAYS, 62, 157 HEITZ,
Fr.
V.8. 189,
Hz. 41); the
NfyivQos (D. 6, AN. 6 ROSE, Ar.
Fr. 53, p. 1484, Ar. Ps. 73;
BERNAYS, 84; HEITZ, V.S. 190,
Fr. Hz. 42), doubtless the same
as the 8taAo7os Kopivdios, of which
THEMIST. Or. 33, p. 356 speaks
;

;

;

;

;

the 2oj&amp;gt;TT$js (D. 7 AN. 8 PT. 2
Ar. Fr. 54-56, p. 1484 Ar. Ps.
75 Fr. Hz. 42), of which nothing
remains except a few remarks on
Empedocles, Zeno, and Prota
goras the Mej/t ej/os (D. 8, AN.
10), of which there are no frag
ments the Ep&m/cbs (D. 9 AN.
12; Ar. Fr. 90-93, p. 1492; Ar.
Ps. 105; HEITZ, V.8. 191, Fr.
Itz. 43); the ^,vp.Tr6(nov (D. 10;
AN. 19, where vvKKoyiaiMav is a
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Fr.
Ar.
miswriting
p. 1495; Ar. Ps. 119;
;

V.S.

HEITZ,

cf.

44;

107 sq.
Fr. Hz.
192,

who

rightly questions the application
of PLUT. N. P. Suav. V. 13, 4 to
this Dialogue)
the n. trXovrov
;

(D. 11; AN. 7; Ar. Fr. 86-89,
p. 1491; Ar. Ps. 101; HEITZ,
V. S. 195, Fr. Hz. 45) probably
attacked by the early Epicurean,
Metrodorus, if the proper reading
in

PHILODEM. De

Virt. et Vit. ix.

col. 22, be (as seems
cf. SPENGEL, Abh. d.

Aluid, v. 449,
II.

TToAireias.

Dial, is

probable;

Munchn.
and HEITZ, Z.c.) not

but

II.

TT\OVTOV

the

nowhere quoted by name,

and of the fragments reckoned
as belonging to it Heitz rightly
and the n. et^s
rejects Fr. 88
;

(D. 14; AN. 9; Ar. Fr. 44-46,
Ar. Ps. 67 Fr. Hz. 55
p. 1483
;

;

;

BERNAYS, 122), to which we pos
sess only one reference that can
be identified with certainty, i.e.
Fr. 46, which is too closely re
lated to PLAT. Rep. vi. 508 E
to permit its rejection.
If we could say absolutely
that the Dial. n. evyeveias (D. 15;
AN. 11; PT. 5; Ar. Fr. 82-85,
p. 1490; Ar. Ps. 96; BERNAYS,
140; HEITZ, V. S. 202; Fr. Hz.
55), which was already ques
2

tioned by PLUT. Arist. 27, is not
genuine, it would follow (as Heitz
suggests) that the story that
Socrates was accused of bigamy
in

it

rests

upon

some

mis

This, however,
understanding.
seems hardly probable, because
the story in question appears so
frequently and so early in the
Aristotelian School. As to the
genuineness of the Dialogues
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yet distinguished, as

it seenis,

from the strictly scientific

by their popular style of treatment. These are
least in part) ascribable to the same period of

treatises
(at

work.

Aristotle s

1

To that period must

also

belong

conversational re

named

a

form an approximate judgment
but there do not seem to be de
cisive grounds for rejecting any

marks, which may therefore as
properly be called TT par pcirr LICOS
as Me neaeennsvfithits longer con
could be
versational preface

of them.

called

in the previous note, there
are very few as to which we can
:

1

To the same period with the

Endemiis belongs also the ProPT. 1
jrtwm (I). 12 Ax.

tri

;

H

;

where it is probably transposed
with the n. (piXoo-. and is there
fore said to have three books.
Ar. FT. 47-50, p. 148:5; Fr. J/z.
40).
According to TELES, circa
250 Ji.C., it was addressed to the
Cyprian prince Themiso, and was
known to Zeno and to his teacher
Crates (.-. STOU. Flwil. 1)5,21).
PK. 08 (with a fort-asm},
Journ. of Phil. ii. 55,
and USENET, nitrin. ^Fus. xxviii.
372, suppose it to have been a

1

JOSE, .

1

r.

BY WATER,

and BERNAYS, 110, gives
no opinion but HEITZ, V. 8. 190,
and HIRZEL, Hermes, x. 01, seem
to be right in saying that it was
a continuous essay. The reasons
Dial.,

;

are

(1)

that

Teles

says

Ap.

and although a Dial, like
a drama may be dedicated to a
man, nv\ irpoffypafytiv, yet it can
not be written to anyone, irpos
Tiva ypdcpav
(2) that all other
TrporptiTTLKol that we know were
essays and not dialogues even
the pseudo-Platonic Clitophon,
which got an unsuitable second
:

:

;

of nporpeTn-i/cbs (Thrasyll.
ap. DIOG. iii. 60), is no exception
to this, for it is not a dialogue,
title

but a speech introduced only by

couple of

AR.

eiriTdtyios

Rltet.

iii.

ilrid.

(Thras.

;

11, p. 1415, b, 80).
it as a model for

If Cicero used
his Hortensliis (Script. Hist. Aug.
V. Sal. Galllcm, c. 2), it may still
be questioned whether the dia

logue form was part of the imi
As Usener, ut supra,
tation.
shows, Cicero also used it for
the Somniu-m Scipionis, Rep. vi.,
and, mediately or immediately,
Censorinus, D. Aat. 18, 11. Bywater, id xitjtra, has also shown
(but cf. Hirzel) that Jamblicus
used it for his own Protrepticus.
Of a kindred nature apparently
was the II. iraiSeias (D. 19 AN.
10; PT. 4; Ar. Fr. 51, p. 1484;
Ar. Ps. 72; HEITZ, V. S. 307,
Fr. Ifz. 01). As no fragments
are preserved, we cannot tell
whether the II. r/Sov7js (D. 10, cf.
GO; Ax. 15; PT. 10; HEITZ,
V. S. 203; Fr. IIz. 59) was a
;

The book
or not.
n. pcHTiteias (D. 18; AN. 10;
PT. 7 Ar. Fr. 78, 79, probably
dialogue
;

Fr. Hz. 59),
p. 1489
which was addressed to Alexan
der, and apparently referred to by
Eratosthenes (ap. STRABO, i. 4,
9, p. 66), was more probably an
essay (v. HEITZ, V. S. 204) than
a dial. (KoSE, Ar. Ps. 93/and

also

81,

BERNAYS,
hand, the

;

56).
title

On

the other

AAe |av8pos

(irepl) airotKwv [-KIWI/],

if

if)

inrfp

the text

ARISTOTLE S WRITINGS
the treatise

On

from or of

it

It was an account of the
and what little is recorded

the Good. 1

substance of Plato

s lectures,

6]

2

gives no reason to doubt

its

genuineness.

3

be correct, rather suggests a dial.
(D. 17; Ar. Fr. 80 BERNAYS, 56
Fr. Hz. 61. HEITZ, V. 8. 204, 207,
suggests irpbs AAe |. virtp airoiiccav

that he was not sure whether Ari
stotle s reference referred to the
n. ray. or to a special work.
If
so, this makes rather for than

Kal

against Alexander
of the n. ra.ya.Qov.

;

;

TT.

j8a&amp;lt;riAeias.

A

conjecture would be,
TT.

/Bao-iAems a

).

preferable

vir.

airo iKuv

a

.

Other fragments

which Eose places among the
Dials, will be referred to infra.
The n. rayaOov consisted,
1

according to D. 20, of three books
AN. 20, one book; PT. 8, five books:
ALEX, ad Mctaph. iv. 2, 1003
b, 36, 1004 b, 34, 1005 a, 2 re
;

peatedly quotes Book II., and
the regular form of citation is ev
roTs TT. ray. Apart from the Cata
logues, we never hear of this
work except in the Aristotelian
notices
Commentators, whose
are collected and discussed by
BRANDIS, Perd. Ar. Libr. de
IdeisetdeBono, Gr.-rom. Phil.ii.
b, 1, 84
KRISCHE, Forsck. i.263
ROSE, Ar. Ps. 46, Ar. Fr. 22-26,
;

;

p.

1477,

and HEITZ,

V.

S.

209,

Fr. Hz. 79. Brandis (ibid.) has
shown that none of them except
Alexander possessed the work
Heitz, p. 203, doubts this
even as to Alex., because he in one
itself.

s

knowledge

SlMPL. De
An. 6, b, PHILOP. De An. C. 2
(cf. Ar. Fr. p. 1477 b, 35), SUID.
Ayad. p. 35, b, believe that the

words

ev rots Trepl

(f)i\ocro(f){as Aein AR. De An. i. 2, 404,
b, 18, refer to this work, whereas
they really refer to Platonic

yo/u.evois

(cf. Zeller, II. a. 636, 4).
this proves only that these
writers knew the n. rayaOov at

writings

But

second hand.

Hose

s

view that

work was a Dial, is
futed by HEITZ, V. 8. 2 17.
this

re

We

cannot tell whether Aristotle
published in his lifetime his
notes upon the lectures of Plato,
or whether they became public
after his death.
If the tKhoy^ r.
evavr., cited by himself, formed
part of them, the former would
of course be true.
It is clear
that the book was in use before
the end of the third century B.C.,
and certainly before the time of
Andronicus, because of the men
tion of it in Diog. s list
cf.

place (p. 206, 19) distinguishes
the K\oyi) rcav evavriwv noticed
Ar. Mctapli. iv. 2, 1004 a, 2 (de q.
infra} from the second book n.

and

raya9ov, and in another place
(p. 218, 10, 14) identifies them.

SIMPL. (Pkys. 32, b, 104, b, Schol.
334, b, 25/362, a, 8) mentions,

These passages seem, however,
only to show that Alexander
knew of no e/cA. r. eV. as a sepa
rate book, but saw in the second
book n. ray. a discussion to
which, as far as the sense went,
Aristotle might be referring, so

besides
Aristotle,
Speusippus,
Xenocrates, Heraclides and Hestiaaus as having published the
Platonic lectures.
3
This is proved, against SUSE-

;

p.

48 sq. supra.
2
Referred to by Aristoxenus
others, cf. Zeller, Plato, 26.

MIHL, Genet. Entm.
2,

d. plat. Phil.
533, in teller s Plato, ad loo.
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There

more doubt about the date of the work On

is

the Ideas

l
,

whicli Aristotle apparently refers to in the

The
and which Alexander possessed. 3
4
Extracts from some of Plato s writings and the mono
5
graphs on earlier and cotemporary philosophers
Meta-pliysics*

Tliis work is named in D.
and AN. 45 (which give it
one book only) n. TTJS iSeas or
We have references,
n. (Seas.
however, by ALEX. inMeta/tli. 564,
b, 15 to the 1st book n. tSeo;;/, in
573, a, 12 to the 2nd, and in 566,
1

54,

the 41 h (but in the last case
well read A for A, with
HOSE, AT. Ps. 191, AT. FT. 1509,

TOV;

94

1&amp;gt;.

TOV

fTTLTO/ui^V
&amp;lt;x7nj|iWe)

5

;

:

named
Schol.

title

indicates that

fdTi niduln

their Greek text read not n. eiSwi/,
but n. eiSoiAoji/ cf. ROSE, AT. Ps.
;

185; Ar. FT. 180-184 p. 1508;
Fr. Hz. 86 sq.
we have
I. 990 b, 8 sq.
not only Alexander s statement
that this passage refers to the
work on Ideas, but it seems to be
the natural inference from Ari
stotle s text itself that he is re
;

ferring to some
discussion of the

which

more detailed

Ideal Theory
already known to his

is

readers.

/f

Tr\s TroAn-ei as a

in
p.

Hemp.

350

j8
;

PllOCL.
Ar. FT. 176,
TOU Tijuaiou Kal
(I). 22.

Ta e/c
Apx^TeiW (alia*

1507).

ru&amp;gt;v

n.

HvdayopiKGov

TTJS

TTJS

:

Kal

Apx^-

35)

;

(THEO. Arithm.

(ALEX. Mctapli. 660,
n.

is

;

(ibid. 505, a, 24,

nv6ayopiid&amp;gt;s[-ov ?]
;

101

by SlMPL. De Ccelo,
a, 26 and b, 41 sq.

HvOayopiKTJs
V. Ptjtli. 31).

80^77$

b, 25),

and

(f&amp;gt;i\o(ro(pias

Probably
Upbs rovs
separate title
UvOayopfiovs, D. 1)7, is only a part
of the same work, as D. gives
each of them one book only,
while Alexander and
Simpl.

(JAMBL.

the

quote from book 2. The refer
ence in DIOG. viii. 34, of. 19,
probably belongs to this treatise
(whether we there read evr$ -n-epl
TT.
Kvdfj.&i&amp;gt;
Kvd/.L(tiv, or
only, cf.
Other notices of the
Cobet).
work are collected by ROSE, AT.
Ps. 1D3, Ar. Fr. 185-200, p. 1510
FT. Hz. (58.
We find also three
books n. TT)S Apxvreiov [-TOU ?]
;

in D. 92, AN. 83, PT.
Ar. Ps. 211, and Fr. IIz.
Also ripbs
77, and cf. last note.
TO.
A\K/j.aiwvos, D. 90, AN. 87;
TWV Af]/j.oKpirov, 7
n^o/SATJjtiaTa e
(? 2) books, D. 124, AN. 110 (cf.
Ar. P.N-. 213, Ar. Fr. 202 p. 1514,
Fr. Hz. 77 ;) Upbs ra MeAia-o-ou, D.
95, AN. 86
rip. ra Topyiov, D.
98, AN. 89
Up. TO. s.vo(pdi&amp;gt;ovs,
[-xpdrovs in MSS.] D. 99 Tip. rd
$i\offo&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;tas

Rose (AT. Ps. 186) doubts
this, bat Alexander s own state
ments (cited in Ar. Fr. 183 fin.,
184 fin.) indicate as much.
Ta e TUV v6/J.(av HXdrwvos (D.
Ta e/c
21, as 3 P,ks., AN. 23 as 2).
3

1

41)2,

UvOayopiKa
5)

ypd(pflV OVK

Fr. Hz. 79.

~2,vvay(ayr) TOOV TlvOayopelois

apeffK.6vT(i&amp;gt;v

l

Tl/J.O.ioV

of.

STMPL. De

;

37: ffvvo^iv^

no doubt the same as

we may

SYRIAN, In Metapk. 901,
a, 19, 942, b, 21 speaks of a work
The
n. TWV tiSwv in two books.
same is meant in PT. 14 by the
three books DC imafi milnis, utrum,
existant an non; but the Arabic

1),

Tcav Tlvdayoptiwv, 1).

II.

AN. 88

b, 16 1 o

b, 36).

AN. 85

;

Ccelo, Schol. 491,

9

;

cf.

;

;

;
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must, however, have
been mostly compiled during Aristotle s first residence
in Athens, or at least before his return from Macedonia.
so far as these

A

of

collection

Platonic

1

Divisions

ascribed

to

him

was no doubt a forgery. 2
Far above all these in historic importance stand the
works which set out the peculiar system of the Master in
strict philosophical form.

Speaking broadly,

alone which have survived the
our treatise DC
s, D. 100
Melissa, &c., to which, besides the
lost section as to Zeno, another
cited at second hand by PHILOP.
Phys. B. 9 as rip. r^v Uap/j-eviSov
5o|oi/ seems to have belonged.
know that this work was used
:

We

by Simplicius (of. Zeller,i.474 sq.).
There was also the Flepl rrjs ^TrevffLTrirov

Kal Eei/o/cpaTOus^iAocro^ias],

D. 93, AN. 84.
We cannot judge as to the
genuineness of several, of which
we have the titles only. It is
not impossible that Aristotle may
1

have

left,

extracts

among

his

papers,

and criticisms on various
written

systems
philosophic
down in the course of his studies,
of these were
that
recensions
and
It is also possible
published.
that similar collections may have

passed themselves off under his
name. That the latter was the
case with the tracts in our Corpus
on the Eleatic School is proved
in ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. i. 465 sq.
It is more difficult to decide as
to the authenticity of the work on
the Pythagoreans. If all the fables
(see ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. i. 285)
which appear in Fr. 186, were
related as historic fact, the book
could not be Aristotle s, but in

first

it is

these

century A.D., and have

view of the character of our
informants it is very possible
that they presented as history
what he had only stated as a
Pythagorean tradition. Similarly
the meanings of the Pythagorean
symbols (Fr. 190 sq.) and the
contents of Fr. 188, which Isidor.
ap. CLEMENT. Strom, vi. 641
attributes to Aristotle
himself, are merely references to
Pythagorean theories. The rest
of the passages cited from this
book as to the Pythagorean
system give no reason to reject
it.
The apparent contradiction
falsely

between Fr. 200

(ap. SJMPL. De
Schol. 492, b, 39 sq.) and
AR. De Ccelo ii. 2, 285, b, 25 is
quite reconcileable, without fol
lowing Alexander in assuming a
falsa lectio, for which, however,
Ccelo,

Fr. 195, ap. SIMPL. iUd. 492, a,
18, gives some ground.
This is named in the exist
ing lists only by PT. 53, as Divisio Platonis
(formerly mis
translated jusjuranduin or tes(

amentum PIS}.
the same as the
t

It

was, perhaps,

Aristotelian

5toi-

peVets (v. p. 75, n. 2, infra) else

where mentioned.
A similar
work, obviously a later recension
of the Pseudo-Aristotelian text

ARISTOTLE
thereby transmitted to medieval and modern times a
first-hand knowledge of the Aristotelian philosophy.

Their preservation itself is no doubt primarily due to
the fact that it was in them that that philosophy was

expounded in the systematic maturity in which he

first

set it forth

If

during the years of his teaching at Athens.

we take what

now

is

extant or otherwise

to us of this class of works, that
is

first

known

meets us

the important set of treatises which laid the founda
all later logic
the Categories,
the book on

tion for

1

:

used for the account given of
Plato by DiOG. iii. 80, is printed
by llosio, Ar. J x. 677-01)5 (and
a ter him by Fr. Ih. 1)1), under
i

llie litle,

deq.

Aiaipeaeis ApifrroreAofs,

ZELL.,/%.C/.

r.

The
the

(Jr. ii.a.

of this

title

:&amp;gt;82.

work by

common (and

probably corbut
Karrjyoptat

rect) account

is

we

named

find

it

also

Ka.Tr]yopi&i&amp;gt;,

;

as

Karyyoplai

:

n. rSiv

5e/ca,

IT.

Se /ca Karrjyopicov, IT. r&v Se/ca
yevwv, IT. TOOV yev&v rov UI/TOS,
i

which

WV

Kariiyopiai tfroi
yvwi&amp;gt;,

TT.

rwv Se /ca yeviT&V Kad6\ov

IT.

think thorn the same.
Andronicus was probably right
SIMPL. vt supra, Schol. 81, a, 27)
in identifying- the title of Ta
jrpb r. roirwv with the spurious
appendix of the so-called Post(&amp;lt;i/&amp;gt;.

pnedicamenta and it may have
been invented either, as he sup;

poses, by the writer of that tract,
or by some later editor who found

the original name, Karrjyop/cu,
too limited for the treatise as
enlarged by the spurious addition.
Aristotle himself refers to
his theory of the Categories
An. i. 1,5, 102 a, 23,^410 a, 14,
Anal. Pr i. i.
cf. the quotar/
tions, Mf/ra, p. 181), n. 2,

(!)&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

\6yiiOl
cf.

,

Tlpl)

TU)V TOTTLKCOf

(Ol&quot;

WAITZ, Arist. Ory. i.
SUM PL. in Cat. 4, )8, and DAVID,
Schol. in AT. oO, a,
Tlie title
Ta irpb rSiv ruiruv was known to
Andronicus according to Simpl.
ibid. 95
Schol. 81, a, 27, and
to lioethius, In Pr&amp;lt;ed. iv. p. 11)1
(who obviously got his knowledge
from the same source as Simpl.,
i.c. Porphyry).
Herminus, circa
160 A. D., preferred it to the or;&amp;gt;.

C&amp;gt;

dinary name.
(Schol.

81,

b,

David, however,
D. 51), and

25),

AN. 57 name a book called Ta
?rpb T&V Toiroav, besides the Karriyopiai, which is D. 141, AN. 132,
PT. 25 b and do not appear to
;

.

&amp;gt;7,

&amp;lt;/.

as

known

assumes

to his readers,
this
in
other

and he
places

which seems to indicate
had dealt with it in a
published work. There is a more

also,

that he

definite reference in Etli. N. ii.
T1 in.it. to Catey. c. 8
(cf. TREN

DELENB.

Hist.

Heitr.

i.

174).
1217,
may possibly refer not to
the Categ. but to some work of
Eudemus, and those in Top. ix.,

That
b 27,

(8oj&amp;gt;k.

5,

in

Etli.

El.}

4.

End.

i.

8,

22. 166, b, 14. 178, a,

no doubt refer to the passage

as to categories in Top.

i.

9, init.,

ARISTOTLE S WRITINGS
so brief

is itself

which, however,

and undeveloped that it presup
poses an early and better account.
SoJtol. 30, b,
Simpl. (Categ. 4
36) and David (Scliol. 30, a, 24)
say that Aristotle had also re
ferred to this work in another
place not now extant under
the title of Karriyopiai or Ae /ca
Kar.
We are told also that, fol
lowing Aristotle s example, Eu-

32, 94, b, 14

;

i.

1827, p. 270, rightly denies this as
to Theophrastus, and doubts it as
to Eudemus). The references in
SIMPL. Cat. 106, a, 107, a, sq.,
Schnl. 89, a, 37, 90, a, 12 do not
prove that Strato referred to Ari

On

the other
hand, the ancient critics never
doubted the genuineness of the
extant book, although they re
jected a second recension (r.

SIMPL.

Cater/.

4

Cat.

a,

28

and these appa
derived from
The internal cha

not

of the book,
are in many ways

how

ever,
open
which Spengel
criticisms,
(MuncTin. Gel. Anz. 1845, 41 sq.),

to

Rose (Ar. Libr. Ord. 232 sq.),
and Prantl (Gescli. d. Logik, i.
90, 5, 204 sq. 243) have used to
combat its genuineness, the latter

VOL.

I.

;

[i.ova.

sq.,

Andronicus.
racteristics

KaT7j7.

ovfflai

AMMON.

;

33,

speaks of Seurepcu
but we find as parallels to
this not only irpGncu ovaiai (e.g.
the

PuiLor.

rastus, a noted critic circa 100
A. D. cf. Fr. Hz. 114). The only
doubts suggested are by Schol.

rently were

never

;

all

113,

time than he did later.
assumed, as will be
shown later, a fixed number of
them. Again, it is objected that
earlier

He

;

and BOETH. In
following Ad-

17,

13,

Prce.d.

;

either that he here adduces all
the ten because his object was
logical completeness, or that he
counted more Categories at an

vii. 7, 13,
1032, b, 2,
1038, b, 10), but also rpirai ova-iai
(ibM. vii. 2, 1028, b, 20, 1043,
The words of Kar^y.
a, 18, 28).
fiicSTws
29
C.
b,
5, 2,

Scliol. 39, a,

36 ANON. ibid. 33, b, 30
ibid. 39, a, 19, 142, b, 38
;

;

number but that may only mean

a, 34, 30, a, 5,

but Brandis in the Rhein. Mvs.

stotle s Categories.

(iJi&amp;lt;7.)

Scliol.

(AMMON.

DAVID, Scliol. 19,
ANON. ibid. 32, b,

following Chrysippus (p. 207).
Their critical positions, however,
Prantl
are
not all tenable.
takes exception to the
number 10 but in the Top. i.
9, the same ten Categories are

Porph. 15m,

demus, Theophrastus, and Phawrote not only Analytica,
but
IT.
and works
ep/mriveias,
q. v.

saying that its compiler might
be found in any master of a
peripatetic school of the age

given, and we know from Dexipp.
(In Categ. 40, Scliol. 48, a, 46)
and Simpl. (ibid. 47, b, 40) that
Aristotle named these ten in
other works also. It is true that
Aristotle generally uses a less

nias,

also Karriyopicu
28, a, 40, and in
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Metaph.

:

.

.

.

TO.

ei Srj

.

Kal

TO.

.

.

yevrj

Seurepcu ovfffai Ae-yovTCU, are not
to be translated * the term Seur.
ova-, is used for genera and species
and rightly so, since it was not
commonly so used before Ari
stotle, but rather, there is reason
to treat as a second class of sub

stances only genera and species.
when it is remarked in

Again,
KcLT-ny.

c.

7,

8,

a,

31, 39, that,

speaking, TT/JO S TI in
cludes those things only which
not merely stand in a definite
relation to some other thing, but
have their essence in such a re
oTs rb eivai ravr6v etrri
lation
strictly

F

ARISTOTLE

G6

the

kinds

and

parts

T Trp6s ri TTWS ex&quot;? there is no
need to suspect here any trace
Stoic

of
irp6s

ri

since

the

X etv appears

also

influence,

TTOJS

e

in AR. Top. vi. c. 4, 142, a, 29,
c. 8, 164, b, 4
Phys. vii. 3, 247,
;

X. i. 12,1101,
however, that
all the objections cannot easily
be set aside. Nevertheless, the
treatise bears in general a de

Etli.
a, 2, b, 3, and
It is true,
b, 13.

it is

cisively Aristotelian impress
the Topics in
closely related to
;

tone and contents, and the ex
ternal evidence is heavily in its
The best conclusion
favour.
seems to be, not that the whole
is spurious, but that the seem
are
ingly un- Aristotelian elements
to be explained by the assump
tion that the genuine body of
the work extends to c. 9, 11, b,
7 only, but that what followed
has dropped out of the recension
we possess, and is replaced only
by the short note, c. 9, 11, b,

The

8-14.

so-called

Tostpne-

dicamenta (c. 10-15) were sus
Andronicus
pected as early as
(SiMPL. lit snprct, Schol. 81, a,
27;

AMMOX.

ilrid.

81,

b,

37),

and Brandis has now proved they
are added by another hand ( U.
d. Biicher d. Ar.
Berl. Altad. Hist.
and Gr.-rdm.
pUl. Kl. 1833, 267,
It is another
Phil. ii. b, 406).

d.

Reihenfolge

Or?.,

Al&amp;gt;li.

d.

question whether

rt

was compiled

from Aristotelian fragments, as he
suggests. The concluding para
reads
graph, at c. 9, 11, b, 8-14,
exactly as if it came in the place
of further discussions which the
editor cut out, justifying himself
was
by the remark that there
did not
nothing in them which
In
in the earlier part.

appear

1

of

on

those

propositions,

the body of the work it is pro
bable also that passages have
been left out and others added
but much of
in this recension
the inconsequence of exposition
and language may as easily be
due simply to the fact that the
Categ. were the earliest of the
logical writings, and were written
probably many years earlier than
the Analytics.
This book, n. ep^Tji/ems, was
in ancient times rejected as not
;

1

genuine by Andronicus (so ALEX.
52 a, and Schol. in Ar.
Anal.
1G1 b, 40; AMMOX. DC Interpr.
BOETII.
6 a, and Schol. 97 b, 13
Axox. Hid. 94 a,
ibid. 97 a, 28
PHI LOP. De, An. A 13, B -I),
21
j&amp;gt;ri.

:

;

:

followed recently by Gumposch
(Log. Sehr. d. Ar., Leipz. 1839)
and Hose (Ar. Ps. 232;. Brandis
(A hit. d. Jierl. Ahad. 263 sq., cf.
DAYIU, Scliol. in Ar. 24 b, 5)
takes it to be an incomplete
sketch of the work, to which c.
1

Ammonius

4 (rejected as earl)7 as

and passed over by Porphyry

DC

AMMOX.

;

cf

.

Interjn: 201 b
Scliol. 135 b) has probably been
added by a later hand. The ex
ternal evidence for the work is
good enough. Not only do all
three lists agree in naming it (D.
152, Ax. 133, PT. 2), but we are
told that Theophrastus referred
to

it ill

/ecu

;

his essay

IT.

&amp;lt;z7ro(pa&amp;lt;rea&amp;gt;s(DlOG.

Kara^afreco.T
v.

44;

ALEX.

124, Schol. 183 b, 1;
explicitly, after Alexander,

Antil.jtri.

more
BOETH. Hid.

ANOX.
97, a, 38
cf. the
Schol. in Ar. 94, b, 13
Schol. aj). WAITZ, Ar. Org. i. 40,
;

;

who, on De Interpr.
remarks irpbs TOVTO
:

Qpao-Tos.

17, b,
6

&amp;lt;pr)(riv

etc.;

Intcrpr. 73,

a,

cf.

16,

0eo-

AMMOX. De

122, b).

It

seems

ARISTOTLE S WRITINGS

also

that

Eudemus

(ALEX. Anal. pri.
Metapli. 63, 15;

6,

Aeews

n.

b, Top. 38,

ANON.

Schol. in

24) may have been
an imitation of this book (not,
as Schol. 84, b, 15, wrongly sug
gests, of the Categories cf the

Ar. 146,

a,

.

;

quotation from Ammon. in pre
ceding note). This last sugges
tion, however, is uncertain, and
the notices as to Theophrastus
are not absolutely clear, for the
texts show that he did not name
the FT. epwv. at all. Alexander
thought he saw, from the way in

which Theophrastus dealt with
the subject (tkema) in his own
book, reason to infer that he had
Aristotle in mind but whether
he was right in that inference or
not, we cannot judge. The Schol.
ap. Waitz has nothing to show
that the reference there quoted
from Theophrastus referred, to a
passage in this book, and was not
;

rather a general reference to the
frequently recurring Aristotelian
law of the excluded middle.
On the other hand, it is sin
gular that while the n. tp^yv.
is
never cited or referred to
in any of Aristotle s books (cf
.

BONITZ, Ind. Ar. 102,
it

not

cites

Analytic
46, 51,

only

(c. 10, 19, b, 31

6,

36)

a,

the
:

27),

First
Anal.

and the Topics
26:

Top. ix. 17,
175, b, 39), but also the n. i^i/xfa
(c. 1, 16, a, 8), and that for a
proposition which neither the
ancient opponents of Andronicus
nor modern scholars have been
able to find in it, (cf. BONITZ,
(c.

11,

20,

6,

in general, 1 on the

method

conclusions and scientific

Ind. Ar. 97, b, 49, whose sug
gestion, however, is not satis
factory). Its remarks on Rhetoric
and Poetry (c. 4, 17, a, 5) have

67

no relation to the corresponding
It should
treatises of Aristotle.
be added that the work accords
throughout with Aristotle s line
of thought, but frequently en
larges in a didactic way on the
most elementary points in a
fashion which one \vould suppose
Aristotle would not have found
necessary at the date at which

must have been written, if by
him. The question, therefore, is
not only whether it is by Ari
stotle or by another, but whether
it may not, as Grant suggests
(Ar. 57), have been written out
by one of his scholars from oral
lectures in which the difficulties
of beginners would naturally be
it

kept in view.
Syllogisms are dealt with
1

by the Ai/aAim/ca irp6rpa in two
books, and scientific method by
the Ai/aA. vffrfpa, also in two. The
fact that D. 49 and An. 46
give nine

books to the AvaA.
(though An. 134 repeats
the title with two only) points
probably only to a different divi
but it is also possible
sion;

Trp6r.

that other tracts are included,
for the ANON. Schol.
in Ar.
33, b, 32 (cf. DAVID, ibid. 30,
b,

PHILOP. ibid. 39, a, 19,
and SIMPL. Categ. 4

4,

142, b, 38,

says that Adrastus knew of forty
books of Analytics, of which only
the four which are extant were
counted genuine.
That these
are genuine is proved beyond
doubt, both by internal evidence,

by Aristotle s own
and by the fact that

references,
his earliest

pupils wrote works modelled on
them (cf p. 65, supra, and BRAN.

DIS, Rhein.

BR.

i.

Mus.

267).

NIEBUHR and

Thus

\ve

F 2

know
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and on

1

proof by probability,
of

an

to
ava\.

Dporepa

(ALEX. Anal.

of

Theophrastus

pri.

39, b, 51, a,

stotle cites certain passages of
the .First Analytic with the word
(v Tols -rrepl (rv\Xoyi(r}jt.ov (Anal.

9,
131, b, ScJiol. 158, b, 8, 161, b,
DC, Cwlo, Schol.
184, b, 36 SIMPL.
Alexander, in his
500, a, G).
;

on
commentary, quotes from both
numerous points in which they
Aristotle s
developed or improved
Ava\.

TpoT.

Propr.

of Theophrastus through Alexan
der (ANON. Schol. in Ar. 240, b,
EUSTUAT. Hid. 242,
2 and
a/&amp;gt;.

THEMIST. ibid.
17), through
FniLor.
199, b, 4(5, and through
an
ibid. 205, a, 46, and through
Anon. Schol. iUd. 248, a, 24, of
of

to refer to the Second
know as to Theo

PL

ii-

2,

v.

vol.

and

213,

26) that he did
it
write a Second Analytic, and
as in
is probable that in that,

ALEX. Qu. Nat.

i.

the text, he followed Aristotle.
both
himself cites
Aristotle
Analytics under that name Top.
:

162, a, 11, b, 32
Ehet. i.
105, b, 8
1356, b, 9, 1357, a, 29, b, 24,
vii.
?5, 1103, a, 5, 12; Metaph.

viii.

2
ii

12

13,

11,

iiiit.

26, 32

;

El. 2,

Soph

;

,

;

N.

Etlt,

also

vi.

3,1139, b,

Do Interpr.

31 N. Mor.
Eth. End. i.
1222, b, 38,

ii.

6,
c.

10, 19, b,

1201, b, 25
1217, a, 17, ii. 0,
10, 1227, a, 10;
6,

De

Lilr.

xix. 41) chooses to
as he says, for the

titles,

;

GUMPOSCH,

Log.

ffv\Xoji&amp;lt;Tfj.ov

and

Ar. 115) n.
Me0o5iKa. Bran-

d. Ar.
justly remarks (Uc.
ii.
Orq. 261 sq.; Gr.-rom. Phil.
b, l, 224, 275) that the First
Analytic is far more carefully
and evenly worked out than the
can
Aristotle
Second (which

dis

Analytic. We
from the form
phrastus, not only
of the title of the AvaX. irporepa,
but also from express testimony
(r Dioo.v.42; GALEN, Hippo&r,
ct

;

Pills.

ffvXXoyiff^ov

a

all

7(!5

(Dc

the names n.
and n. a7ro5et|ews
nor have we any right to name
them on internal grounds (with

common

;

Eudemus,

vol.

substitute,

the references are less
but we know of passages

which seem

vol. viii.

iv, Jin.,

O.TTO-

Analytic

or that Galen

SeiKTi/oj,

~

a remark of

11, 73, a, 14, 77, a, 33),

Second

the

call

Wimmer], p. 177 sq. 229;
Eudcm. Fr. [ed. Spengel], p.
For tne Secon d Ana
14-1 sq.)copious

3,

or that Alexander (J\Ietapli. 437,
12, 4S8, 11, 7 IS, 4) and Pt, 28

[ed.

It/tic

i.

post.

Fr.

Theophr.

(cf.

dis-

(cf.

70),

references

and their

other references ap. BONITZ,
It is
Ind. Arid. 102, a, 30 sq).
therefore the original title, and
has always remained in common
use, notwithstanding that Ari

by Eudemus
and we have
book i. of the

Analytic

(ALEX. Top.

fallacies

;

hardly have considered as com
that the two books of
plete), and
the First Analytic do net appear
to have been written together,
but with an interval.
Aristotle dealt with this
several books, no
in
doubt in connection with his
1

subject

rhetorical

We still
teaching.
eight books,
the last, and
and seventh

have the Topica in
of which, however,
perhaps the third
also, seem to have

been worked

after the others (v.
BRANDTS, Ue. d. Ar. Org. 255;
Gr.-rom. Phil. ii. b, 330). The
work and of
genuineness of the
its name is established by cita

out

long

tions in

Aristotle himself

(Dc
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Besides these, which are the component parts
of our Organon, we have also the names of a great
1

proof.

.l}, 20, b,
11, 24, b. 12; ii.

i.

37, 65, b, 16

;

26; Anal. pr.
15, 17, 64, a,

Rket.

i.

1,

1355,

a,

28, c. 2, 1356, b, 11, 1358, a, 29
ii. 22, 1396, b, 4, c. 23, 1398, a,
28, 1399, a, 6, c. 25, 1402, a, 36,
iii. 18,, 1419, a,
c. 26, 1403, a, 32
;

;

For the art of proof by
24).
probabilities Aristotle uses the
term Dialectic (Top. init., Rlit t.
init., etc.), and he refers to the
Topics in a similar way as Trpayr^v Sia\KriK^)v (Anal.
It is pro
bable, therefore, that by /xe0o5i/c&
(Rhet. i. 2, 1356, b, 19) he meant
the Topics, which in the opening

pare ia

pri.

TT.

30, 46, a, 30).

i.

words announce as their object,
etc., and in which

jue floSoi/

et&amp;gt;peIV,

viii. 2 init. )
(i. 12, 105, a, 16
the relative passage is to be
found, rather than, as Heitz
(p. 81 sq., FT. Hz. 117) sug
cf ROSE,
gests, a lost work
Ar. Lilr. Ord. 120
VAHLEN,
Wien. Aliad. xxxviii. 99 BONITZ,
;

:

.

;

;

Ztsclir.

ester r.

Gymn.

It seems, also,
774.
in several MSS. the Topics
11,

1866,

that

were

headed with the title MefloSiKa,
so that
an idea arose that
they were distinct works. This
idea has been attributed to Dionys.
(Ep. I. ad Amm. 6, p. 729, on
Rhet. i. 2), but he speaks only of
Kal /xeot/cr/ Trpay/j-area,

and does not specially include the
Topics in the latter. But D. 52
inserts MeOoStKa in eight books,
and AN. 49, the like title in

cluding seven books, although
both know the Topics as well.
So Diog. (v. 29) distinguishes rd
re

TOTTIKO. Ko.1 fj-fOo^LKa

and Simpl.

(Cat. 16 a, ScJiol. 47, b, 40), after

Porphyry, appears to regard the
as belonging, and the
former as not belonging, to the
In
Hypomnematic writings.
D. 81 we even find a second
latter

entry of

Me0oSi/cbi/ a

.

The theory

of Spengel (Abh. d. MilncJin.
AJtad. vi. 497) that our text of
the Topics contains grave lacunce
does not seem to be proved by

the passages he quotes (Rhet. i.
2, 1356, b, 10; ii. 25, 1402, a,
As to the former, which
34).
refers to the Topics only for the
difference

between

ffv\Xoyi(r/j.bs

andeirayayTi (cf. BRANDTS, Ue. d.
Khet. Ar. ap. PMlologus, iv. 13),
satisfied by Top. \. 1, 12.
to the second, which does not
apply to Top. viii. 10, 161, a,
9 sq., the words Kaddirep Kal eV
it

is

As

TO?S TOTrj/coTs, etc., need not be
taken as referring to a particular
passage, but may be taken as

meaning of objections there are
in Rhetoric, as in Topics, many
kinds, i.e. in oratorical use as
opposed to disputation, a remark
that might well be made even if
these distinctions were not taken
in the earlier book.
For similar
V TO?S TOTTi/CoIy,
USeS Of &0&quot;JTp
etc., cf. BONITZ, Ind. Ar. 101 b,
44 sq., 52 sq., and VAHLEN, iit
supra, 140 (where the phrase in
Rket. ii. 25 is explained as mean
ing Instances are here used in
the same way as in Topics, and
those of four kinds, etc.).

The n. (ro^LffriKcav i\&y%otv
ALEX. Solwl. 296, a, 12,
29, and Boeth. in his transla
1

t

or
21,

(as

have it)
e\yxoi.
Waitz(^r. Ora. ii. 528), followed
by Bonitz (Ind. Ar. 102, a, 49),
tion

2o&amp;lt;/n&amp;lt;TT.
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number

of kindred writings

on Knowledge

treatises

:

on Definition, 2 on Classification by
Opinion,
4
Genera and Species, 3 on Opposition and Difference,

and

1

5
on Particular Kinds of Conceptions, on Expression
7
in Speech, on Affirmation and Negation, on Syllog5

shows that Aristotle in the DC
Interpr. c. 11, 20, b, 2G, and

titles in PT.: i.e.

Anal. pri. ii. 17, G5, b, 16, refers
to passages of this work (i.e.

same

c.

and

17, 175, b, 39, c. 30,

c. 5,

under the name
To7rt/co?s
that lie reckons

eV

167, b, 21),
TO?S

;

knowledge
Dialectic
ch. 11

fin.;

of fallacies as part of
(Soplt. El. c. 9 Ji-n. f
of.

i.

1,

T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;.

and that

100, b,

34 is the epi
logue not only for these but for
the whole science of
Topics.
Again, however, Aristotle seems
cf. Illiet. i. 3,
(in c. 2, 165 b, 8
23)

;

c.

;

1359,

cf.
b, 11
Pltll. ii. b,
;

BRANDTS,

(, r.-

148) to distin
guish the two, in a way, however,
which proves, not that the two
were not meant to form a whole,
but that the treatise on fallacies
was composed later than the
The lists of
rest of the Topics.
do not name the
1). and An.
2o0. eA. (for that reading in AN.
125 is, as Eose shows, wrong),
and yet give the Me0o5t/ca only
eight books, whereas PT. 29,
separates them from the Topics
possibly, however, in
(26 b)
D. 27, n. epia-TiKuiv two books,

rom.

;

and
two

AN. 27, n. epia-riKuv \6yuv
books, are the same as our

four books

No. 60,

DiOG.

v. 50, for the
the list of Theophrastus works) 63, on the objects of
63 b, I)e
Definition, two books
Contradictione Definitionum 63 c,

(cf.

title in
;

;

;

De Arte

Dvfiniendi

6ptfflj.ovs,

two books

64,

;

(cf.

Upbs rovs
the same

from

Theophr., DIOG. v. 45),
translated De Tabula Dcfiniendi.
As to the collections of defini
tions
3

and divisions, cf. infra.
n. tfSuv Kzl ytvwv, D. 31

ciScDj/,

AN.

;

IT.

unknown.

28, otherwise

As to the opposition of
concepts there was a book IT.
rwv a.VTiKfi/n.ei to))/, doubtless the
4

same

as n. eVai/rtwi/ (D. 30, AN.
Simplicius, in his comment
ary on the Catey. (v. Ar. Fr. 1 15Fr. Hz. 119),
121, p. 1497, sq.
32).

;

gives us some further informa
tion as to this book and its
casuistical discussions. Rose (Ar.
Ps. 130) refers it to the age
of Theophrastus.
PT. 12 has n.
Siatyopas,
5

six

De

four books.
lleiato

books (PT.
6

rov

(II.

irpos ri~),

84).

DC

PT.

78
Significations
is given as GaramAs
ItunJ i.e. Ypa.jj.iJ(.a.TiKbv or
another related title, n.
to
Ae es, cf infra. PT. 54:,Partitio
Conditionum qucc statuuntuT in
roce et ponuntur, four books, may
also have been a grammatical

its

t

;

Greek title

-&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;v.

.

1

n.
,

tviffr-fifjnis, 1).

D. 26, AN. 25

A pp.

AN.

-

162.

;

;

n.

n.

The genuineness

work is doubtful, because
nowhere else referred to.
To this subject refer several

of the
it is

40

treatise.
7

a,

ALEX. Metaph.

26,

cites

this

286, 23, 680,

simply as

eV
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on subjects belonging

and

1

isms,

Topics and
r$

if.

Eristics.

Karacfxiffews

;

2

probably,

Probably,

how

it

uwv a! ft (D. 56, AN.
54); ZvKXoyiffriKbv Kal opoi (D. 57
AN. 55 -KWV opwv) ~2v\\oyiff/j.ol
a (D. 48).
2
To this category belong in
the first place the treatises placed
next to the Me0o5j/ca in the lists
Ta ?rpb rwv roirwv (D. 59, AN. 57);
rwv roiriKwv, 7 books
&quot;Opoi
irpb
(D. 55) TOTTIKWV irpbs rovs opovs
a ft (D. 60, AN. 59, PT. 62 as
;

:

;

:

;

named Tabula defini-

three books

tionum

quae,

in

Ilpbs tipovs TOTTIKWV}

i.e.

Topica,

adhibentur

sphere of
however, the most
the

to

that
&quot;Opoi irpb
The
the text of D. is wrong.
AN. gives instead two titles 51,
j8i/3A;o/ a
52, TOTTIKW (
&quot;Opwv
Here it is natural to refer the
to book 1, the first half of
&quot;Opoi
which (c. 1-11) consists in de

books of

should be (like the corre
sponding, or possibly identical,
work of Theophrastus, named by
DlOG. v. 44) II. Kara(pdo*ws teal
ever,

71

;

On
Dejiniendo Topico (i.e.
Definition in Topics, PT. 61);
II. tyur-fiffftas
n. IStcov (D. 32)
Kal a.TTOKpi(T(i)S (D. 44, AN. 44).
Brandis, however, believes (?/
supra} that these names indicate
only particular parts of our
Topica. He takes Td ?rpb rwv
roirwv (elsewhere used for the
cf. p. 64, n. 1) to be the
Categ.
I)e

;

;

book, which in fact we know
to have been so called by some
(ANON. Schol. in Ar. 252, a, 46)
the &quot;Opos rwv roTrwv [as Br. reads
be books 2-8; Tow. -n-phs
it] to
n. ISicov,
roits opovs, books 6-7
first

;

;

r6ir&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;v

ru&amp;gt;v

:

.

;

finitions and their explanation,
and the seven Topica to books
2- 8.

We conjecture,

therefore, in

view of the fact that both lists
have the number seven, that in
D. also the &quot;Opoi was originally
distinct from the Tojnca, and that
his text read &quot;Opoi irpb rwv roTOTTIKWV a
D. 65 and
iriKwv a
AN. 62 name also E7rix e P 7?f TWI/
D.
of ft (PT. 55, 39, B, 83, 1, B)
33 AN. 33, TTro/Livfj^ara eVixeiprjD. 70, AN. 65, eVeis
pariKti, 3 B
:

-

.

:

t

;

;

;

eTriX^pUuaTi/cal

Progymn.

p.

/ce

165

;

cf.

alsoTlIEON,
(Blwt. eel.

W.

Hp. IT, 69), who ascribes to Ari
stotle and Theophrastus vroAAoi
de
ftiftxia Oeff(i)v fTuypa(p6p.va,
scribed by ALEX. Top. 16, Scliol.
254, b, 10, as containing ryv els ra
a.vriKfi/nva Si evSoj-wv
Tux*ipe iv
(FIp^s Oeffiv

7nx ft/ P r

means

?

(r I/ -

to

develop the pro and con of a
given proposition, v. Ind. Ar.
283, a, 6: 0e erew
therefore
are
themes for dialectic development
or dialectical exercises with an
introduction to the way of work
282, b,

57,

^irix^ipri^ariKal

I

book 5 and II. epcor. K. O.TTOKO. ing them out.) The E7nxf p77/uaTa
book 8, as to which we learn from are no doubt identical with the
ALEX. Schol. 25)2, a, 14, that many AoyiKa eVix^tp. the second book
named it so, and others again, of which is quoted by PHILOP.
with a reference to its first words, Sflhol. 227, a, 46, and the &quot;fvofiv^.
These eVtxfp. with that which is cited
n.
K.
airoKpicrfws.
suggestions seem to commend simply as TTro^i/^aTabyDEXTPP.
themselves
except that it is Cat. 40, Scliol. 48, a, 4, andSiMPL.
I

;

Taeo&amp;gt;s

:

easier to suppose as to the seven

Schol. 47, b,

39 following Por-

ARISTOTLE
ancient of these tracts were in reality productions of
the Peripatetic school at dates subsequent to Aristotle s
death.

Next

the Topics in order of subjects come the
Some of these were written

to

Works.

Rhetorical

1

before the Topics in order of time
wards and at a long interval.

others only after

;

Of the many books

alleged Aristotelian origin which
2
dealt with the theory of skilled speaking, or treated

of Aristotelian

or

phyry. PT. pives three entries of
ifnmsmata ( =
arnusmata or
i. e. No. 69, 2 books;
inro/ji.v fiiJiaTa),
S2, .16 books; and 82, b, 1 book.
The references in ATHEN. iv. 178,
and xiv. 65 to Ap. ?} e6&amp;lt;ppa(Tros
eV TO?S vTro u.vfi u.aa are not to a
defined book so named, but are
not to be identi
vag-ue and
fied. What relation the nporacreis
1

ancients (cf Ar. Fr. 11 8, p. 1 496
Piosio, Ar. Ps. 12S; Fr. If;. 1KJ).
Jt dealt probably (cf. SojtJi. El. 4)
with the fallacies Trapa r)]v Ae|u/.
Ax. 196 names amonp: the Pseud.

in PT. (No. 7 .)

=

88[? 28]
81
[? 7]

books, and No. 80 =
eVeis eVi^.
books) bear to Hie
we cannot say, but we also find

two entries in 1). (46 and 47),
and one in AN. (88) of UpoTaa-eis a.
The ^E-m^eipriinarLKol Aoyoj, cited
by Aristotle in the opening of
IT.

2.

c.

work
the

(of.
first

itself

80

sq.,

I/id.

head

iJ-vri/j..

not a separate

is

THEM.

97, a, p. 241),

chapter

(449, b, 18
450, b, 11 sq.

Ar. 99,

a,

of Topics

of the
sq.,
cf.

;

but

work

450,

a,

BONJTZ,

Under
88).
fall also the

Cf.

rt.

,

,

.

Ae liy,

a,

25

;

.
8&amp;lt;&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;Ji

l&amp;gt;esides

2,

El, 84, 184, a,

8.

two

extant
includes pri

the

works, this class
marily the Thcodectean Pihetoric:
82 and Ax. 74, Te xi/Tjs rrjs
i.e.. D.
in one or three books.
The ex
tant Rhetoric- alludes (iii. 9 ffti. )

an enumeration eV roTs 0eo5e/cwhich must mean a work of
Aristotle, and proves, even if
llhet. iii. be spurious, the exis

to

rei ots,

tence of this book in early times.
The compiler of the Il.het. ad
Alr.c. 1. 1421, b, 1 makes Aristo
tle

speak of rats

vir

t/j-ov

Te ^i/cuy

and

ference also must be
anterior to Andronicus.
The
words leave it doubtful whether
the writer meant a Rhetoric de
dicated to Theodectes, or one
written by Aristotle but published

;

rV

-

Ei/-

,

Epio-TiKol Acfyoj, cf p. 68, n.

1856,

riept ,ue0o5ou.
1
in it.
c.

i,

0coSe/cT?; ypafyfiaais

;

;

tract riapa

If. It

the

D. 85, Ax. 86, PT. 55, b
the Yipord(TiS epiffriKal 8 D. 47,
AX. 44 Avo-eis epio-TiKal S D. 28,
Ax. 29 and Aicupe creis (rocpitTTiKal,
5
D. 29, Ax. 81. As to the
(TTaffeis,

A

work

ejii^rapha a

i

l

l

named

;

1 fin.

named by

SIMPL. ScJinl. 47, b, 40, was
doubted, as he says, even by the

by Theodectes

;

in his

this re
at least

own name.

Later classical writers several
times attribute to the name
Pthetoric of Theodectes
the

ARISTOTLE S WRITINGS
the

of

atter

history

meaning, in

probable

ANON,

of

itself

1

most im

in Ar. Fr. 125, p.

Fr. Hz.

125

1499,

QUINTILIAN, ii.
this
10,
15,
gives
explana
f/
tion with an ut creditum est
;

:

VALEE. MAX. viii.
more distinctly)
;

14, 3 gives it
or else they

name Theodectes directly as the
author (Cic. Or at. 51, 172, 57,
194 QuiNTlL.iv. 2, 63 and later
writers ap. EOSE, Ar. P&. 141,
Ar. Fr. 123 Fr. Hz 124 sq. com
pare the similar treatment of
the title Rieomachean Ethics by
Cicero and others, de quo p. 97
or else they ascribe to Ari
inf.
stotle and Theodectes the opin
ions they find in this book
(DioxYS. Comp. Verb. 2, p. 8, De
Vi Demos. 48, p. 1101
QUINTIL.
i.
4. 18
Ar. Fr. 126). If it is
genuine, which the Fr. at least
give no reason to doubt, we
should consider it certainly not
as a work written by Theodectes
and published by Aristotle after
his death, but as a work of Ari
stotle dedicated to Theodectes, in
which view, since that orator did
not survive the date of Alex
ander s Eastern expedition, and
had become known to Alexander
through Aristotle (PLUT. Alex.
\1 fin.), it would have been com
posed during the years of Ari
stotle s residence in Macedonia.
The name Te xfcu (in the Rhet. ad
Alex.; cf. ROSE, Ar. Ps. 139)
seems to indicate that it had
more than one book, though the
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

plural

eoSe/creio (Rhet.

would not necessarily do

iii.

so.

9)

For

further details ?. ROSE, Ar. Ps.
135 sq., and HEITZ, 85 sq.
As to the remaining titles in our
lists

which

relate to

Rhetoric,

set

out rhetorical

the Te x^O]

eoSeKTtKcu Te x^ai,

(cf.

or

rhetoric,

73

a! of D. 79, AN. 73
probably meant the extant Rhet.
ad Alex. In D. 80 the MSS.
vary between &\ATJ re ^i/r? and
&\A.r)
rex v ^ v crvvaytoy-f). If the
former is right it would mean a
second recension of our Rhetoric
if the latter, a recension of the
Tcxv&v avvaywy-f] in neither case
would it imply separate works.
Of the special tracts, the Tpv\\os
has been mentioned p. 58, n. 1,
:

:

probably AN. Ap-p. 153,
merely a duplicate
it.
In the title, n. Ae
a
(D. 87, AN. 79, n. Ae. KaOapas cf
on a similar book by Eudemus,
p. 698, n.
3) Brandis in the
Gr.-rom. Phil. ii. b, 1. 79 detects
book 3 of our Rhetoric, whose
first twelve
chapters deal with
that subject. This is the more
probable that D. 78 gives the
Rhetoric only two books, al
though AN. 72 has three books.
The others, i.e. D. 85, AN. 77,
n. /j-eyeBovs a! (de quo cf. Rhet. i.

supra

n.
of

:

prjTopiicrjs is

eo&amp;gt;s

:

3,

1359,

16,

a,

ii.

.

18 sq. 1391, b,

31, 1393, a, 5); D. 88, AN. 80,
n. ffvufiovXias [-??s] a (v. Ar. Fr.

136, p. 1501. Ar. Ps. 148, Fr. Hz.
126): AN. App. 177, n. p^ropos
$ TroAiTi/cou AN. App. 178, Te xvTj
eyKu^iaartKr), were doubtless all
spurious, as was also the Mi/^ovii&v (D. 117, AN. 109) which
would be dealt with as an aid to
:

Rhetoric.

FT.

68, Hapayye\iuaTa

seems to be the same
Tlapayy.

prjTopiKTJs

as the
attributed to

Theophrastus by DIOG. v. 47, but
in any case not by Aristotle.
An exposition of all the

was

1

rhetorical theories (rexvat) down
to Aristotle s own time was given
in the
(rwaycay^) (D. 77,
as two books: AN. 71, and FT.

Tex^

ARISTOTLE
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2

to us, in which,
examples, we have only one preserved
mature state
most
the
doubt
without
however, we possess
addressed to
The
Rhetoric
doctrine.
ment of his rhetorical
1

Alexander
24, as
yrjs

a

universally admitted to be spurious.

now

is

one book), D. 89,
ft

,

and D.

awaywyj]

80,

that

(if

*2,way(a-

&quot;AAATj

T^V^V

the right

is

\6yov and ILyKup-iov
TT\OVTOV, are counted as pseudepiThe
grapha in Ax. 190, 194.

proverbs and apoph
quoted from Aristotle
(ROSE, Ar. P.t. 60(5 sq.; .Fr. Ih.
337 sq.) are collected from dif

to be duplicates
hear of it in Cio. Dr.
only.
Inrcnt. ii. 2, 6, J)e Orcif. ii. 38,
v.^lr. / V.
1(50, Unit. 12, 48, etc.
Ps. 115;
1 HO- 135,
p. 1500; y/r.
The same work or
122.
7 V.

various

an abstract of it seems to be
meant by Demetr. Mngn.
G. ii. 104) by the title ETTI

Jfliriorie.

residing)

seem

We

:

77&quot;-.

(tt/&amp;gt;.

thegms

ferent sources.

the three books of the
The date of its com
resi
position must be the last
-

a,

pirropiKa

Ax. 76

Siaipea-eis

written
the same

;

and

I).

Evdv/j.fjfj.dTfDV

a (I). S4 Ax. 88, misTo
Ev0. KCU cupeVewJ ).
class belonged Ax. 127,
:

FlpooijUtW
in 1). 138.

a: but

/.

UapOL/j.iwv,

as

With these should be

a collection
striking remarks, like Plu

reckoned the XpeTcu
of

tarch

s

Apophthegms, quoted by

STOP,. Floril.

5, 8:5, 7, 30, 31

,

21),

70,

1)0,43, 140,57, 12, 93, 38, 116, 47,
Zeno
118, 29. But as a saying of
is quoted from it (57,
and as we can hardly credit

the Stoic
12),

Aristotle with such a collection
of anecdotes, it must either be a
of a
forgery or else the work
later writer of the same name,
like the

ap.

grammarian mentioned

DiOG.

v.

Rose believes

35.

(Ar. Ps. 611) that Apio-Torebovs
is

a misreading for

Apiffrowos.

The same book seems to be what
is meant in Stob. (38, 37, 45, 21)
by the citation e/c ruv KOIV&V
:

See its
Fr. ap. ROSE, Ar. Ps. 611, and
Fr, II:. 335, The two orations,
Apia&quot;roT\ovs

Siarpifiuv.

I.e.

Aristotle at Athens;
in Ar. Rhet. Pliilol.
That it has suffered inter

dence of

BKANDIS

cf.

84,

3

iv. 8.

polations and transpositions
in

book

cede

ii.

c.

(e.g.

18-20 ought to pre
1-17) was proved by
c.

SPEXUEL,

Altli.

(1.

Munchn. Akad.

483, followed by VAHLEX,
Wien. Akad.
Z. Krit. Ar. Schr.
xxxviii. 92,121. The genuineness
of book iii. has been questioned
by SAUPPK, Dion-ifK. n. Ar., Gott.
1863, p. 32; ROSE, Ar. Ps. 137
\\.

n.
HBITZ, p. 85, 89; SCHAARSCIIMIDT, Samml.Plat. ScJtr.10%,
whose viewr has been followed in
;

ZELLER, Plato, p. 55.
This work was known to
:i

author of our earliest list
D. 79, but its authenticity
of.
be thought
to
not
1$ 2
SPEXGEL (Sway. rex v

the
(v.
is

-

&amp;gt;

Ars

AXAXIM.
ix.
it,

Rlict.

Prolog,
attributes

99 sq.)
cf.
sq.,
excepting the first and last
to Aristotle s

chapters,

contem

porary An aximenes of Lampsacus.
This suggestion, however, is very
Lib.
questionable cf ROSE, Ar.
Ord. 100 KAMPE, in the Philol.
For, apart
ix. 106 sq. 279 sq.
.

;

;
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development of his

given to collections
philosophic system, the first place
2
and Divisions
of Definitions
regarded as aids to
is

l

from the

arbitrariness of the
separation of the part attributed
to Anaximenes from the rest, the
influence of the school of Ari
stotle betrays itself throughout,
not only in the persistence of a
method of didactic definitions
and divisions, but also in the

tenor of particular passages. Cf.,
Rhet. 1. 3)
e.g., c. 2 init. (with
c. 3, 1424, a, 12-19 (Polit. vi. 4,
1318, b, 27-38); c. 5, 1427, a, 30
(Eth. N. v. 10, 1135, b, 11 sqq.,
Rhet. i. 13, 1374, b, 6) c. 8, 1428,
;

;

19 sqq. (RJtet. ii. 25, 1402, b,
12 sqq.) c. 8, 1428, a, 25 (Anal,
pr. ii. 27 Init.} c. 9 init. (Rhet.
c. 12 init. (Rhet.
i. 2, 1357, b, 28)
ii. 21, 1394, a, 22); and the dis
tinction of vdvfj.fjfji.a and yvw/jL-r) in
c. 11 sq., though differently put,
is of Aristotelian origin (cf Rhet.
c. 17 (Rhet. i.
ii. 21, 1394, a, 26)
c. 28 init.
15, 1376, b, 31 sq.)
29 init. (Rhet. iii. 9, 1410, a, 23).
D. 64, AN. 61, Opiff/j.ol, 13
16 books,
books
PT. 59
&quot;Opoi,
was certainly a later work of the
School, analogous to the Platonic
As to the other
DefiniHones.
a,

;

;

;

.

;

;

1

:

:

AN.

title,

51,&quot;Opan/

frfrXtov

a!, cf.

p. 71, n. 2, supra.
2

Besides the

Platonic Divi
the

mentioned

sions

p. 63, n. 2,

name

the following of this
D. 42, Aiaipeffeis
[AN.
D. 43, AN. 42,
41, n. Smtpeo-ewj/l
AicupeTj/cwj/ a [Kose leg. -Kbv, as
in the duplicate title D. 62] PT.
52 gives the Aiaipea-eis (which
might extend to any length ac
cording to the subjects chosen),
26 books. Whether the work was

lists

class

i

:

;

;

different

from or

identical

(as

seems more probable) with the
Platonic AtcupeVeis, it cannot be

The quotation

genuine.

ALEX.

in

Top.. 126, Schol. 274, a, 42, from
Aristotle, eV rrj rSiv aya9wv Siaipeffei

(Ar. Fr. llO,

Hz. 119),

1496

p.

is satisfied

;

Fr.

by M. Mor.

i.

1183, b, 20 sq., cf. Eth. N. i. 12,
1101, b, 11, but may have found
its way from that source into the
Aristotle himself
names an EK\oyj
tvavrtov, in

2,

.

T&amp;gt;V

Metaph. iv. 2, 1004, a, 1, where,
after the remark that all oppo
sitions finally go back to that
of the ev or ov and its oppo
8 ^u7i/
site, he adds
Te0ecoprj&amp;lt;r0w
ravra eV rrj K\oyfj T&V tvavriuv
:

:

in the parallel passage, xi. 3,
1061. a, 15, it is only ta-TOMTav yap
avrcu TeOewp rj/j.evaL
cf. 1004, b,
:

33, TrctfTa Se Kal
(paiverai ets

rb

TaAAa
ei/

aj/ay6[j.ei&amp;gt;a

Kal rb Tr\r)0os

yap
avaywy^
the same refers also x.
29
e(TTi Se TOV /j.fv
7)

ei\-fl&amp;lt;pQu&amp;gt;

y/jui/.

:

ei&amp;gt;bs,

Kal

eV rf)

Siaipffei

rcau

rb ravrb

8iypd\l/a/J.ev,

To

1054, a,

3,

Sxrirep

ivavritav

Kal

6/j.oiov

etc.
and the Tavrbv and
were themselves given in
Metaph. iv. 2, 1003, b, 35, as
examples of the ^877 TOV ej/bs
treated of in the EwAoy^ r. ev.
cf. also x. c. 4 ad Jin.
But in
Met. xii, 7, 1072, b, 2 the words
T]
fiiaip*(ns SrjAo? refer, not to a
treatise, but to the division of
two kinds of ov eVe/co given just

Kal

*(&amp;lt;TOV,

;

6/,wiov

:

before.
Whether the reference
to the E:Ao7^ T. eV. indicates a
separate treatise or a section of

On the Good, even
Alexander did not know (cf. p.
61, n. 1); but since the subject

the work

ARISTOTLE
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but none of these
correct appreciation of tlie subject
Most
to
have
been
important, there
genuine.
appear

On

the treatise

fore, is

the First Philosophy

l

a torso

which is now arbitrarily bound up 2 with a number of
other fragments, some genuine, some spurious, to form
3

our

which Aristotle cites the
EK\oyrj seems to have been dealt
with in the second book n.
that
is
it
rayaOov,
probable;

on

Aristotle
view.

had only that book

in

This is the name by which
the work was originally cited
1

;

v.

De Motu Anim.

however,

Probably,

Metaphysics.

700, b,

G,

8.

named

the

genuine

a younger contemporary of Andronicus, the title (which never

appears before, and is permanent
after that date) may safely be
referred to Andronicus himself,
whose collection of Aristotle s
writings alone explains it for it
means, not as SIMPL. Phija. 1,
;

and theNeoplatonist HERENNIUS

BONTTZ, AT. Mctajili. ii. 5)
supposed, the Supernatural, but
102(;, a, 15, 24, 30, xi. 4, 1001, b, .that which in the order of doc
19: Phys. i. 9, 11)2. a, 35, ii. 2 trinal development, and of the
works as collected, followed after
i. 8, 277, b, 10; (icn.
/m. DC
An. i. the books on the Natural Sciences
Corr. i. 3, 318, a,

That Aristotle himself so
it,

is

probable from Nctapli.

:

C(flt&amp;gt;,

V

D&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

f&amp;gt;

;

403, b,
we also
1,

for Trpwrrj (piXocrotyia

!(&amp;gt;:

find

alone

fyiXocrofyia

taj)h. xi. 3, 4, lOlil, b, 5, 25),
6eo\oyiKr] (MctajiJt. vi. 1, 102(1, a,

(Mi
11),

Qela

xi.

7,

b,

10(54,

&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ia

,ue0o5os

TJ

(Mctapli.

irepl
1

3),

irepl

{Part. An.

(f)L\oo~o(j)ia

(145, a, 4),

and

(_aj&amp;gt;.

vi. 1,

rrjs

i.

i.

ra
5,

1, 2),

rfjs

ap%r?s

viii.

1, 251, a, 7),
TrpaJTTjy (JV/y.s
as Aristotle s expression for the
and accord
of
the
book
subject
ingly the book itself is also
trotyl a,
spoken of as arotyia,
Oeo\oyia (AsCLEP. Scliol. in Ar.
.

;

&amp;lt;pi\o

519, b, 19, 31).
Arixt. Nt tapli.

Cf.

BOXITZ,

v. 5,

3 sq.
first
find the name
/xerd TO, tyvaiKa in Nicolans of
Damascus, who (ace. to the
ii.

We

Schol.

to

THEOPH.

Metajrti.

p.

323, Brand.) wrote a Qewpia rwv
afterwards
Ap. juerd ra tyvffiKa
in PLUT. Alex. 7, and since then
constantly. As this Nicolaus was
:

127, 21; AS
It is
519, b, 19).
in the lists by Ax. Ill,

ALEX. Metapli.

(cf.

CLEP.

ScJial.

named

Ax. App. 154, and FT. 49. The
latter has the usual Greek reckon
ing of thirteen books; the former
which
has at 111 K at 154 i
;

,

leaves it uncertain whether the
editions referred to were incom
plete, the one having only A-K,
and the other A-I, or whether
K and I are corruptions of N,
i.e.

A-N.
3

The question of the arrange

ment

of our Metaphysics has
been so far established by Brandis in
Ar. Met. Abh. d. Berl.
,

Aliad.

1834,

Hist. Phil. Kl.
Phil. ii. b.

Gr.-rom.

p.

1,
G3-87,
541 sq., and by Bonitz (Ar. Met.
ii. 3-35), that it is sufficient to
earlier
for
refer the reader
theories to the comprehensive
account given by Bonitz at p. 30.
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portions were brought into this connection immediately
The main body of the work,
begun but not finished by Ari
stotle, is made up of books i., iii.
In these, after
(B), iv., vi.-ix.
the critical and historical intro
in
duction
book i., one and the
same inquiry, that as to Being as
is
such,
methodically carried on,
although it is neither brought to

a conclusion, nor in parts sub
mitted to final revision. Book x,
seems to have been intended for
a somewhat further advanced
section of the same inquiry (cf.
x. 2 in it. with iii. 4, 1001, a,
4 sq., and x. 2, 1053, b, 16 with
vii. 13), but as it is not brought
by Aristotle into any express

connection with book ix., it has
almost the appearance of a
separate treatise.

Between these

connected

books there is in
book v., an inquiry
serted,
into the different meanings of
in

thirty philosophical conceptions
and terms, which stands in no
connection with either the pre
ceding or the following book.
The Aristotelian authorship of this
section is beyond doubt.
Ari

himself

stotle

it

quotes
(in
cf.
Metajjli. vii. 1 in it., x. .1
Gen. et Corr. ii. 10, 336, b, 29,
;

Phys.

words

i.

8,

191, b

29),

with the

rov iroffax&s or
\zyerai fKaffrov. The
view of Susemihl (Genet. Entw,
d. Plat. Phil. ii. 536) that these
citations are not satisfied by our
book v., and that it is an unAristotelian tract which has taken
the place of a genuine book with
similar contents, is as decisively
disproved as that of Rose (Ar.
lAbr. Ord. 154) that the book is
entirely unworthy of Aristotle.
The book is alluded to in other
TT.

rov

eV TOIS

TTOCT.

iff pi

passages of the IMetapli.

(e.g. x. 4,

1055, a, 23, with which cf. v. 10,
1018, a, 25, and x. 6, 1054, b. 34,
cf. v. 15, 1021, a.
25); and a dis
cussion reserved in v. 7 ad Jin.
for another place is to be found
in ix. c. 7.
The tract IT. rov

however, cannot have
formed part of the
work On the First Philosophy.
It must have been written much
Trocrax&s,

originally

earlier
as is shown by the cita
tions in the Phys. and in the
Gen. et Corr. and as an aid to

the exact use and understanding
of philosophic terms
and as
such it appears in D. 36, and in
AN. 37 with the special addition
n. r. TTOO-. Ae 7. 3)
Kara. Trpoa;

r&amp;lt;av

Qto-iv.

Nevertheless, Ar. Met.
vi. 2 init.y alludes
unmistakably
to v. 7, 1017, a, 7, 22 sq., 31, in the
words
dAA eVei rb ov a?rAcDs
Aeyo jUei/oj/ Ae-yercu TroAAa^ws,
ei/ ,uei/ ty rb Kara
av/iL/Se^Kbs, etc.,
in a way which indicates,
by the
word ^j/, that the discussion had
already come under the reader s
5

:

a&amp;gt;i/

notice.
It appears, therefore,
that Aristotle actually intended
to incorporate our book v. or the
contents of it in this part of his
work, but never was able to finish
the literary connection. As to
book xi., the second half (c. 8,
1065, a, 26 sq.), is a compilation
from the Physics, obviously not
genuine. The first half exactly
content
with
corresponds in

books

iii.,

iv.,

and

vi.

;

and

is

therefore either an early sketch
of the

panded

argument afterwards ex
in them, or else, as Hose

(Ar. Lib?: Ord. 156) supposes, a
A point

later abstract of them.
in favour of the latter

the

objectionable

view

is

recurrence,
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seven times, of the particle 7^
which is otherwise unknown
in Aristotle s writing (EUCKEN,
Ind.
I)e AT. Die. Rat. i. 10
In view,
Ar. 147, a, 44 sq.)
however, of the arguments from
the contents of the book them
selves adduced in support of the
other view by Bonitz {Ar. 3fe-t.
fjiTlv,

:

not

15, 451), this peculiarity is
decisive, especially as the general
Aristotle s
style of the book has
characteristics, and as similar
phenomena as to particles are
re
re
found elsewhere.
ii.

[Tims

.

.

occurs in Aristotle almost exclu
sively in the. Etldcs and Politics
(EircKKX, 10); Se 76 almost ex
clusively in the Physics (ibid. ;W),
in which also /j.evroi, KOUTOI, and
Toivvv are much commoner than

works (ihid. 55, 51)
laler
apa recurs oftcncr in the
books of the Mctapli. than in Hit;
in the other

.

:

earlier (ibid. 50): and among
the ten books of the JWticx,
there are many variants as be
tween the three last and the sec
tions i.-iv. or v.-vii., which again
vary from one another in diction
In this first half
(ili-id. 75 sq.).
of book xi. live of the seven cases

Besides,
of 7e /J.TIV occur in c. 2.
the
7e is so often inserted by
copyists that it is always possible
some early scribe is partly re
sponsible.]

Book

xii.

appears as

an independent treatise, which
refers to none of the preceding
books, but seems to allude to the
17 sq.)
PJ/ys. viii. 10 (esp. 267, b,
in c. 7, 1073, a, 5, and in c. 8,
1078, a, )2, to Pliys. viii. 8 sq.,
and also to the De Coelo ii. 3 sq.
:-

is remarkable that while c.
6-10 develop in some detail the
views of Aristotle as to the God
head and other eternal Essences,
1-5 on the contrary give us
c.

It

the doctrine of changeable sub
stances and their causes only in
narrow compass, and in a style
condensed often to the point of
This, with the fact
obscurity.
that in these chapters the for
mula /JifTO. ravra
Ae/creW] on
occurs twice (i.e. 3 init., and 1070,
a. 4) indicates that it was not a
[,&amp;lt;?.

Aristotle, but
intended as a basis

book published by
a set of notes

for

lectures,

in

which

many

points were only hinted at in the
the briefest way, with the know
ledge that they would be made

by oral development. The
main theme of the lectures con
sisted of the points which in the

plain

half of book xi. are
treated with special care while
the more general metaphysical
inquiries which were to serve as
an introduction or basis for them
were only lightly sketched. The
matter the lectures dealt with

second

;

was no doubt intended to be
included in the work on the
First Philosophy; and c. 6-10
as far as matter is con
cerned, exactly fitted to be the
conclusion of it. C. 1-5, on the
other
hand, include
nothing
which is not contained in the
The polemic of
earlier books.
Hose (Ar. Libr. Ord. 160) against
are,

this book
which, as will be seen
in the next note, is specially well
fortified with external evidence
has no value as against its

Aristotelian authorship, but
as to its connection with
The relation of
Mctaj)h.
remaining two books to the

only
our
the
rest

not clear; but there is no
reason to hold with Eose (p. 157)
that only xiv. is genuine. Ari
is

stotle must have originally meant
to include them in the same
book, for xiii. 2, 1076, a, 39, refers
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Of the other writings men
tioned which would have stood in close relation with
1
after Aristotle s death.

998, a, 7 sq., xiii. 2, 1076,
to iii. 2, 997, b, 12 sq.,
xiii.
10, 1080, b, 14 to iii. 6.
1003, a, 6 sq., and in viii. i. 1062,
a, 22 he contemplates a treat
ment of Mathematics and the
Ideas, which, as appears by xiii.
init., was intended to serve as an
introduction to Theology (cf.

Anon. Urbin.~\ in the Introd. to
o, where the name is Pasicrates
and Asclep. Schol. 520 a, 6, ex
cept that he has erroneously
transferred the story from a to
That it was inserted after
A).
the other books were collected is
clear, not only from its designa
tion, but from the way in which

BRANDIS, 542, 413 a). On the
other hand, in xiv. 1, the obvious
reference to x. 1 is not noticed,
and vii. arid viii. are not referred
to at all in xiii. and xiv. (BoxiTZ,
It is inconceivable that
p. 26).

it

closely consecutive books A and
B, for which reason many of the
ancients wished to make it a
preface to the Physics, or at least
to book i. of the Metaph. {Schol.

Aristotle would have repeated a
considerable section almost word
for word, as is the case with the
present text of i. 6, 9, and xiii.
But book i., as a whole,
4, 5.
must, as well as book iii., which

SYRIAN (ap.
3) mentions that
some critics proposed to reject A.
These, like Asclepius, probably
confused it with a if not, Syrian
was right in thinking their sug

cites it (iii. 2, 996, b, 8, cf. i. 2,
982, a, 16, b, 4, and 997, b, 3,
cf. i. 6 sq.) be older than book
It seems to me, therefore,
xiii.

gestion laughable.
This seems probable (cf.
ZELLER, Alii, d. Berl. Akad.
1877, Hist. Phil. Kl. 145) because
of the circumstance that most of
the genuine books of our Met-aphysics were in use at the date
of the oldest peripatetic books or

to
b,

iii.

2,

39,

the most probable conjecture
that the argument in i. 9, which
is

apparently more mature than

that in book

xiii.,

was inserted

on a second revision of book i.,
after Aristotle had decided to
exclude books xiii. and xiv. from
the scope of his main work on
Metaphysics.

Book

ii.

(a),

a

collection of three small essays,
written as an introduction to Phy
sics rather than to Metaphysics
(v. c. 3 Schol.}, is certainly not by
The majority of the
Aristotle.

ancient commentators (ol TrAeious)
attributed it to a nephew of
Eudemus, Pasicles of Khodes
(Schol. ap. A r. Opp. 993, a, 29
the soSchol. in Ar. 589, a. 41
called
[BEKKER S
Philoponus
;

;

;

breaks the connection of the

589,

b,

1

SCHOL. 849,

sq.)

a,

:

1

fragments which

we

possess,

and

that they seem to have been
gathered together in the same
series of books with the rest at a
Book i., as
very early date.
above stated, was not only the

model

for Theophrastus in book
of his History of Physics, but
has also left clear traces in what
we know of Eudemus, and is the
source of the point of view taken
by the author of the treatise on
Books iii. (B) and
Melissus, &c.
iv. are referred to by Eudemus,
i.

the fourth by Theophrastus also

book

vi.

by Theophrastus

;

;

book
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the Metaphysics, only a few can be considered to be
like book xii., which
Mtiapli
did not in fact belong to the
main treatise, are in use as com
monly and at as early a date as
those parts which did, it must be
conjectured that the whole was
put together in the period imme

book ix. by
by Eudemus
book xii. by Theo
phrastus, Eudemus, the writer of
the Ma-tjna Moral nt, and the

vii.

.,

;

Theophrastus

;

writer of the n. fywv

Kivr-jCTfoos

;

by Kudomus book xiv.
apparently by Theophrastns ;and

book

xiii.

the

fifth,

jro&amp;lt;ra\ws

;

the

the

following:

J)S1,

a,

12

Speng.

by Strato

i.

(2)

;

:

Mrtdi&amp;gt;li.

(1)&quot;

sq.,

rov

n.

tract

\y6/u.evov,

Ei.

DKM.

3,

98H,

Fr.
b,

of.
1,

2,

20,

THEOPHR. Fr. 40; (3) Hid. 1.
5, 986,
.0, Ern. Ft: 117
(I)
i.

;

DC.

18;

b,

etc., see vol.

21

}.

Xenoph.

Hfclisxn,
i.

484; (5) ibid.

-108,

THEOPHR. Ft:
27, THEOPHR.

s(|.,

I.&quot;.;

(0)
43,

Ft:
Ft: 11, 8. 21, 7; (7) i,
THEOPHR. 7V. 48; (8) i. (5, 087,
ili

4

td.

1,

1.

Eri&amp;gt;.

Eun.

b, 32,

(9)
/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.

(&amp;gt;,

i.

8,

4H

;

11, S. 22. 7, Sp.
30, THEOPHR.

7-V.

:

a,

list),

iv.

990, b, 20,
19, Eui). 7 V. 4; (U)
iii.

(10)

2,

1005, a,
a, 999, a, (5, .AV7/. 7,W. i. 8,
1218, a, 1
(12) iv. 2, 1009, b, 12,
21, THEOPHR. Fr. 42; (13) iv.

:&amp;gt;,,

iii.

;

10.11,

6,

1012,

12. c. 7,

si,

THKOPHU.

a,

20,

Fr. 12, 20 (14) v. 11,
iStrato a/)iid SOTPL. Cc/te//. Scliol.
in Arixf. 90, a, 12-40
(15) vi. 1,
;

;

1020,
1

:

THEOPHR.

u, 13-1(5,

(10)

vii.

1028,

1,

EUD. Fr. 5; (17)
24.

xii. 7

I)e

ix.

THEOPHR. Fr.
init.,

ef.

Motu An.
1072,

xii. 7,

a.

c.

8,

a,

9,

12,

&amp;gt;&amp;gt;.

12,

10,

20,

1051, b,

25; (18)

107:?. a, 22,

700, b, 7; (19)

0,

20,

THEOPHR.

Fr.

12, 5; (20) xii. 7, 1072, b, 24, c.
9, 1074, b, 21, 33, 7#7/. Hud. vii.
12, 1245, b, 10, J/; J/w. ii. 15,

1213,

a, 1

;

(21)

xii.

10, 1075, b,

THEOPHR. Fi:

12, 2;
(22)
1070, a, 28, Etli. End. i. 8,
xiv.
22
3, 1090,
1217, b,
(23)

34,

xiii. 1,

;

b, 13,

THEOPHR. Fr.

therefore,

the

12, 2.

parts

of

Since,

our

Aristotle s
diately
following
death.
This theory receives re
markable confirmation from the
fact that already in the n. (uwv
KLvrjcrews

0,

(c.

700, b. 8),

which

belongs undoubtedly to the third
book xii. itself is
century
quoted by the title reserved by
p&amp;gt;.c.,

main

Aristotle for his

Metaph.
TrpctJTTjy

:

eV

i.e.

(t&amp;gt;i\o(TO(f)ius

l#d. At: 100,

treatise

TO?S

Trept

(cf.

on
rys

J&amp;gt;()NIT/,

the sus
47 sq.
picion thrown on the passage by
KRrsriTE, Forxch. 207, 3, and
a,

;

Y

II

182,

is groundless).
then, with some
probability that immediately after
Aristotle s death
the finished
sections of the work on First

KIT/,

I&quot;.

.S

.

We may assume,

Philosophy (i.e. books i., iii., iv.,
vi.-x.) were bound up with the
other sketches and notes of a,
like character left by him (i.e.
xi. first part, xii., xiii., and xiv.),
and that at lie same time book v.
was inserted between iv. and vi.
but that book a, and the second
half of xi., were first attached by
t

;

Andronicus to this work, with
which they were not connected
either by origin or contents.
Naturally, we cannot with cer
tainty affirm by whom the first
redaction was undertaken. But
the statement of ALEX. (ap.
MetajiJi. 760, b, 11 sq.), that it
was Eudemus, deserves all con
sideration
while the different
story told by ASCLEP. (Schol. in
Ar. 519, b, 38 sq.) is open to the
;
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genuine, and these must have belonged to Aristotle

s

earlier period. 1

The works on Natural Philosophy form the
bulk of

all

Aristotle

s

We

productions.

largest
first a

have

series of

important investigations which Aristotle him
connected together. They deal with the
general
basis and conditions of the material
universe, of the
earth and the heavenly bodies, of the elements with
self

their

and relations, and of meteorological
These are the Physics 2 the two con-

properties

phenomena.

y

gravest doubts. Cf. further, p.
155 sqq.
Besides the Books on Philo
sophy (p. 55, n. 5, and 57), on the
Good, and on the Ideas (p. 61, n.
1, 62, n. 1), the Uepl evxys was
1

probably genuine

(r.

p. 58, n.

1,

The three books n. rvx&quot;ns
(AN. Ajtp. 152) and the May iris
were not. The latter is named by
Diog. (i. 1. 8, ii. 45), and was also
evidently used by Plin. (//. N.
fin.).

xxx. 1, 2) as Aristotle s, but it is
reckoned by AN. (191) among
the Pseudepigrapha,and we know
from Suidas ( Ai/Ti(T0.) that it was
attributed sometimes to the Socratic Antisthenes, sometimes to
the Antisthenes who was a Peri
patetic of Rhodes circa 180 B.C.

by Bernhardy

(lege,

jecture,

PoS/co for

s

happy con

Po5o&amp;gt;i/i).

On

tM s book,
1479

vide Ar. Fr 27-30, p.
Fr. Hz. 66
HEITZ, F. 8.

;

294, 8
siders

;

;

ROSE,

A r.

Ps. 50,

who con

it to be a Dialog-lie.
Of
the eo\oyov/j.eva, which was as
cribed to Aristotle by Macrob.
(Sat. i. 18), the Theogony men
tioned by Schol. Eur. Rhes. (28),
and the revered spoken of by
Schol. Laur. in APOLL. RIIOD. iv.
973 (r. these and other quotations

VOL.

I.

Fr. Hz.
ap. ROSE, Ar. Ps. 615
347) seem to have formed part.
It is referred by Rose to* the
hand of Aristocles of Rhodes, a
contemporary of Strato but this
;

:

seems unlikely

:

cf.

Heitz, F. S.

294.
It cannot, however, have
been a genuine work of Aristotle,
and it seems to have contained, not

philosophical inquiries as to the
Godhead, but collections and pro
bably explanations of myths and

The n. apxrjs,
religious usages.
from its position in the list of
D. 41, seems rather to have been
a metaphysical or physical tract
than a political one, but we know
nothing of it. As to a Theo
logy of Aristotle, which ori
in
the
ginated
Neoplatonic
School and is
preserved to
us in an Arabic translation,
v.
AM. d. D.
DIETERCI,
Gesellscli.

morgenl.

1877,

1,

117.
2

^va-iK^j aKpoaais in 8 books
AN. 148, leg. t\ for n? ), as its
own MSS and those of SIMPL.
PJiys. init., AN. 148, PT. 34, &c.,

(in

,

name the treatise. Aristotle him
commonly calls only the first

self

books
(Phys.

(pvffiKa
viii. 1,

or ra
251, a,

irepl

(pvafus

8, cf. iii. 1,

G
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On

nected works

Heavens and On

the

3, 253, b, 7, cf. ii. 1, 192, b,
iii. 4
20, viii. 10, 267, b, 20, cf.
JJetajih. i. 3, 983, a, 33, c, 4, 985,

viii.

;

988, a, 22, c, 10, xi. 1,
34, cf. Phys. ii. 3, 7;
Motapk. i. 5, 986, b, 30, cf. Phyx.
xiii. 1, c, 9, 1086, a, 23, cf.
i. 2
The later books he
P/tt/s. i.).
calls TO. -jrepl Kivr.aews

a, 12, c, 7,

1059,

a,

;

usually

ix.

(Mrtaj)Jt.

1049, b,

8,

viii., vi.

Phys.

6

De

;

Cirlo

36, cf.
i.

5, 7,

272, a, 30, 275, b, 21, cf. Plti/s. vi.
viii.
7, 238, a, 20, c, 2. 233, a, 31,
cf.
.10; DC Cu lo iii. 1, 299, a, 10,
(Sen. et
15
7V///.V. vi. 2, 233, b,
;

Co rr.
viii.

;

i.

318, a,

3,

De

3,

cf.

Phys.

Sensit c, 6, 4 15, b, 19, cf.

Anal. post. ii. 12,95,
But in Phys. viii. 5, 257,

vi. 1

7V///.S-.

;

b, 10).
34 eV TO?S /cafloAov Trepl (pixreoos

a,

refers to B.

and

1,

vi. 1, 4,

to

(pva-iKa

JFctajtlt. viii.
B. v. 1; in

Meta-pli. i. 8, 989, a, 24,
1073, 32, the phrase TO. TT.

xii.

8,

Growth and

cluded book v. with book vi.,
with which it is so closely con
nected, under the name n. KIV-I)For though in the time of
trecos.
Adrastus (ap. SIMPL. 16, 2, a)
many may have named i.-v. n.

as others named
apx&v
tlie whole, while vi.-viii. bore the
title n. KIVII&amp;lt;T(DS under which
Andronicus (SlMPL. 216, a) also
cited them, yet it cannot be
[&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;ni&amp;lt;wv~],

shown that

this

was

:

SIMPL. 216, a). When Damasus
the biographer and follower of
SIMPL. 216, a,
Eudemus
where it is impossible to read
(aj&amp;gt;.

J)ainas&amp;lt;n-ii$

speaks of

the
e /c

Neoplatonist)

TTJS

Trepl

TWV

refers not

the

he means

merely to the whole of
Physlca, but also to other
works on Natural Science (cf.

BONITZ and SCHWEGLERfldfoc.).
For more general references see

DC

B,

iii.

eV

roTs Trepl

vi. 1,
Trepl

4,

Ccelo

274, a, 21,
ras apx^-s, B. iv. 12,

De Cu lo
xPv v KOL

iii.

i.

6,

4,

303, a, 23,
and see

Kivrjffeus,

IND. ARIST. 102, b, 18 sqq.
1).
90, 45 (115) names a IT.
and a IL Kivficrews, but the
(^ucreco?
former with three books only,and
the latter with one (cf. p. 50, n. 1).

SIMPL.

(PJit/s.

190, a, 216, a, 258,

and 320, a) says that Aristotle
and his ircupoi (i.e. Theophrastus
and Eudemus) spoke of the first

b,

5 books as *ua-i/ca or n. apx&v
and
fywiKuv and of books vii.
No doubt
viii. as n. Kinrjtrecos.

however, was right
SIMPL. 190, a) when he in

Porphyry,
(av.

Theophr.

cited book v. as e/c TIV fyvaiKwv
he may easily have meant not
only this whole treatise but
and cf.
others also (itt supra

Trpay/j.a.Tfias rrjs Ap.
o-ews Tpia, it does not

&amp;lt;pvafws

so in the

When

earliest period.

vi.,

vii.,

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v(T(t&amp;gt;s

Trepl Kivi]-

follow that
and not

viii.,

rather v., vi., viii. (cf. ROSE,
Ar. Libr. Ord. 198 BRANDIS, ii.
;

Indeed book

vii. gave
even ancient critics the impres
sion of a section not properly

b,

782).

fitted into the general connection,
and SIMPL. (Phys. 242, a) tells

us that

Eudemus passed

it

over

whole work.
e
It need not on that account
classed as spurious (with ROSE,
199), but rather (with BRAXDIS,
in his revision of the

1

ii. b, 893 sq.) as a collection of
preliminary notes which do not
belong to the Treatise on Physics.
The text has taken on many in

terpolations and alterations from
a paraphrase, known even in the
time of Alexander and Simplicius
and
(v. SIMPL, 245, a, b, 253, b,
cf.

SPENGEL,

Abli.

d.

MuncUn.
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and the Meteorology. 2 Connected with these
leading works (so far as they are not to be classed
as sections of them under special names, or as spurious),
l

Decay

Aliad. iii. 313 sq.), but the
original text is to be found in the
smaller edition of Bekker and in
that of Prantl.
The Aristotelian
origin of B. vi. c, 9, 10 is rightly

Plac. v. 20) infer that the n.
ovpavov was originally more com
plete or existed in a recension

maintained by Brandis

different

against Weisse.
The n. ovpavov in

(ii.

Kal

yei&amp;gt;f(T&amp;lt;as

889)

4,

fyOopas

and the
in two

books. The current division of
these books, however, can hardly
be derived from Aristotle, for
books iii. and iv. of the IT. ovpavov
are more nearly connected with
the other treatise than are the
earlier books.
Aristotle recog
nises both by a short reference
to their contents in the beginning
of the Mcteorol., and by citing
De Ccelo ii. 7 in Meteorol. i. 3
fV
TTpl rbv &VCO TOTTOV
rols irepl rov iroitiv Kal Tcdff^iv
to the Gen. et Corr.
SiupHT/jifvois
1. 10 (not Meteor,
iv.) De Sensu
c, 3, 440, b, 3, 12 (eV TO?S irepl
to the Gen. et Corr. ii.
M/|ews)
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

De An.

ii. 11, 423, b, 29, De
Sensii, c, 4, 441, b, 12 (eV rotsirepl

2,

A work II. ovpavov is
(TTOtxei ojj/).
ascribed by SiMP.(Zte Ccelo, Schol.
in Ar. 468, a, 11, 498, b, 9, 42,

502, a, 43) also to Theophrastus,
is said to have followed the
lines of Aristotle s book.
With
this exception the earliest wit
nesses to the existence of the
work are Xenarchus and Nicolaus
of Damascus (v. BRANDIS, Gr.-

who

rbm. Phil.

ii.

b, 952),

but there

is

no

doubt of the authenticity
either of these books or of the
^
n. yevfo-as.
From STOB. Eel. i.
486, 536

we

cannot, with

IDELER

415,

i.

ii.

199 (nor

ii.

15,

and PLUT.

from ours.
AN. App. 150, MerewpoAo-

2

1

IT.

b,

Ar. Meteorol.

from Cic. N. D.

8 $ /xePT. 37, n.
PT. 76 do. with two
books only. This work, as above

yiKa

;

p.Te&amp;lt;ap&amp;lt;av

reupoo-KOTrid

observed,

;

places

itself,

in

its

opening chapter, in immediate
connection with the works last
discussed and its genuineness is
beyond doubt. Aristotle himself
;

does not
ii.

name

822,

2,

b,

it

(for

32

is

De

Plant.

a spurious

book), but he frequently recalls
its doctrines; cf. BONITZ, Ind.

Ar. 102,

b,

49.

According to

ALEX. Meteor. 91 and Olympiod.
ap. IDELER, Ar. Meteor, i. 137,
222,

286,

Theophrastus in his

/j.erapo-io\oyiKa(DiOG.y. 44) seems
to have imitated it. Ideler (ibid.
i.
vii. sq.) shows that it was
known to Aratus, Philochorus,
Agathemerus, Polybius, and Posi-

donius.

Eratosthenes, however,
seems not to have known it cf.
ibid. i. 462.
Of the four books,
the last seems from its contents
not to have originally belonged
;

to

the same

ALEX.

treatise.

(Meteor. 126, a) and AMMON.
(ap. Olympiod. in IDELER, Ar.
Meteor, i. 133) prefer to connect
it with the n. yevto-fus
but it
is not adapted to
that work
either.
Since it has all the ap
pearance of being Aristotelian,
and is cited by Aristotle (Part.
An. ii. 2, 649, a, 33 cf. Meteor.
;

;

G 2
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are a variety of other treatises on natural philosophy.
Gen. An.
Meteor, iv. G,

iv. 10,

cf.

must

33), it

743, a, G;
384, a,
be taken to be an
ii.

G,

5583, b,

&amp;lt;,

isolated section, which was not
when
contemplated, in this form,

the Meteorology was begun (v.
Meteor, i. 1 ad fin. ), but which
in the end took the place of the
further matter that remained
to be dealt with at the end of
book iii., which obviously docs

not

the treatise to a
As Pxmit/ (1ml. Ar. J8,

itself bring-

(

close.

b, 53) notices in criticising Heitz,
this book
8, 384, b, 33) cites
(c.

on
iii. (577, 378, a, 15 (cf.
this subject lDELER,i&w&. ii. 347-

Meteor,

Ucb. d. Reihennaturwissensch. Schriften
d. Arist., Alilutndl. d. MilncUn.
BiiANDiS, (1r.Aliad. v. 150 sq.
Phil. ii. b, 1073, 107
rihu.
HOSE, Arhf. Llln: Ord. 1 .)7).
The doubts alluded to by Olvm3P&amp;gt;()

;

SPENGEL,

folo-c d.

;

&amp;gt;;

(

ns to book i.
piod. ibid. i. 131,
the reasons
are unsupported
for
given by Idelcr (i. xii. sq.)
that two recensions of
;

holding
the Meteor, existed in antiquity
are not convincing. The points
which he supposed to have been
found in another edition of this,
are for the most part referable to
other works, and where that is

not so (SEN. Qu. Nut. vii. 28, 1
our
cf. Meteor, i. 7, 344, b, 18)
;

may be in error. But
possible that these points may
it

informant
is

have come from an edition that
had been expanded by a later
cf.
hand or largely added to
BRANDTS, p. 1075.
The Physios have the^ fol
lowing titles n. apx&v ft
a (AN. 21), eV Tols TT. rwv apx^v
De
rr,s o\-ns Qvfftws (THEMIST.
An. ii. 71, 76), eV rols v. ruv
;

1

:

&amp;lt;^&amp;lt;reo&amp;gt;s

(ibid. 93), IT. Kivycrews (D.
115; AN. 102, 1 B; FT. 17,
the same again as Auscul8 B
and
tatio physics, at No. 34
perhaps also as n. apxys at D. 41).
In what relation the same work
stands to the titles n. ^utrews
as three books, AN. 81, as
(I). 90
one); QvaiKbv a (D. 91); or n.
a (AN. S2) is not clear.
85: n. xpw v
AN. App. 170,
might also be only an extract
iv. 10-14, though
including 7V/
it is preferable to think of it as
a special treatise by some of the
Aristotle himself
Peripatetics.
refers with the words eV ro7s TT.

apx&v
45,

;

;

:

(pv&amp;lt;nK&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

l&quot;r.

//.&amp;lt;?.

.

423, b, 28, and the ])e Scmv^ 4,
411, a, 12, to the Gen.et Con:
2 sqq. Whether in D. 31),
ii.
AN. 35, the title n. ffroixeiwv y

only refers to this work (possibly
in connection with De Ccelo iii.
or with
156), or
whether it means a special collec
tion of several Aristotelian tracts
the elements, or
relating to

and

iv., cf. p. 50, n. 1 ;
iv., cf. Fr. 7/r.

Meteor,

there

whether

was a

separate

(which could not be con
sidered genuine) must remain an
open question. So, again, as to
the book TI. TOV -nv.(r\iv 7} TTCTTOZ/Qivai (D. 25): Aristotle in Ue An.
treatise

ii.

and in Gen. Anim.
768, b, 23 refers by the

5, 41 7, a, 1,

iv.

3,

formula, eV TO?$ TT. TOV TTOL^V Kal
et Con: i. 7 sq..
Trao-xetv, to Gen.
a reference doubted by Trendelenburo-

(Be An.

ibid.)

and by

but which it
seems impossible, on compari
son of the passages, to reject
An. p. 324, a, 30
(cf. with Gen.
with De An. 416, b, 35, and
sq.
323, a, 10 sq. with De An. 417
Heitz

(T~.

8.

80),

;

;
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a, 1,

TOVTO Se

varov,
b, 25,

Tr&amp;gt;s

eipriKa/j.cv,
Trois

Svvarbv

etc.,

/)

and

Se eVSe^erat rovTO

fiatveiv, TraAii/

\eycafjiev,

a5v-

325,
ffvfj.-

It

etc.).

therefore, either
to apply the title in DIOG.
to this section only or to the
whole of book i. If, however, a
separate treatise is meant, then

suggests

it

itself,

seems more likely that

analogous to the Gen.

et

TREND.

than that (as

it

was

Corr.
Gesch.

supposes) it
treated generally of the cate
d.

l&itegor.,

130,

gories of Action and Passion.
With Physics also was connected
the tract De qu&amp;lt;vstionibus hylicis,
PT. 50, and perhaps also PT. 75,
De accident ibus unirersis, both

without doubt spurious. So must
be also AN. App. 184, n. KOCT^OV
which cannot have
7i/e (Tws,
been written by Aristotle, who
so decisively combats the idea
of a beginning of the world.
The book n. n6ff{j.ov (which is not
even known to our three lists) was
written at the earliest 50-1 B.C.
cf. ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. iii. a, 558.
The so-called quotation from a
;

work n.

[j.iews, given by Minoides
Mynas, in his edition of Genna-

dius against Pletho (Fr. Hz. 157),
belongs perhaps to the SmtpeVeis
spoken of p. 75, n. 2. Many
of the books we hear of as re
lated to the subject of tbe Meteor.

seem to
A work

are the

class of writings, less directly akin,

have
n.

been

spurious.

(ACHILL.
TAT. in Ar. c. 33, 158 A; Fr.
Hz. 350 ROSE, Ar. Ps. 622) was
ascribed to Aristotle, probably
by a confusion between him and
Theophrastus (de q. v. DiOG-. v.
ave/A&amp;lt;av

;

42; ALEX. Meteor. 101, b, 106, a,
and so with the S^era
etc.)
;

xeip.uvwv (D. 112, or ap.

AN.

27j/xao-m[t] xe/iwj&amp;gt;a&amp;gt;i/, or in
title ap. Ar. Opp. ii.
973,

the
n.

which v.
o-rj/xetW), for the Fr. of
Fr. Hz.
Ar. Fr. 237 sq. 1521
157 Ar. Ps. 243 sq. The n. TTOrafMcav (Ps.-PLUT. De Flui C. 25
ad Jin.-, HEITZ, V. S. 297; Fr.
Hz. 349) seems to have been a
;

;

.

late compilation.

Of much ear

date

(according to Ptose,
either by Theophrastus or of his
time) is AN. App. 159 PT. 22,
n. TTJS rov NeiAou dj/a/8a&amp;lt;rews, do
Ar. Fr.
t/.v. KoSE,^lr. P.S-. 239 sq.
The
Fr. Hz. 211.
p. 1520;
lier

;

;

treatises

De Humoribus and De

Siccitate, ap. PT. 73, 74,

cannot

genuine, as they are men
tioned nowhere else. As to the
n. xpco/uarcoj well founded objec
tions have been raised by Prantl

be

,

u. d;

Farlen, Munch., 1849,
107, 115, 142, etc.),-

(Ar.
82 cf.
Alex, in Meteor. 98, b, and OlyrnIDELER,
piod. in Meteor. 36, a
Ar. Meteor, i. 287 sq.) allege that
v
Aristotle wrote a book n. x v
but neither seems to have known
it.
So Michael of Ephesus, De
Vita et M. 175, b, remarks that
p.

;

(#/&amp;gt;.

^

^

Aristotle s IT. fyvT&v Kal xvAo&amp;gt;y
was lost, so that it was necessary
Ari
to rely on Theophrastus.
stotle himself alludes in Meteor.
ii.
3, 359, b, 20, to some more
extended inquiry into the quali
ties of things relating to the
sense of taste; and since in tbe
late De Sensu, c. iv. ad fin., fur

ther inquiries on the same sub
ject are projected as part of the

work on

a question
refer the
allusion in Meteor, ii. to a sepa
an d not
rate book IT. x vfj-^
consider it rather as a later in
terpolation referring to De Sensu

whether

Plants,

we

it is

should

&amp;gt;l/

i

1

99,

ARISTOTLE
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mechanical,

mathematical,
tracts.

tinilDe An.

c. 4,

and astronomical

optical,

1

Aristotle

10.

ii.

O(l

fitl.}.

The

FI.

arojuoov

rpa/u.[j.&amp;gt;i/

contemplates at the end of Me
teor, iii. a work on Metals, and
the commentators mention a
See
TT.
jUeraAAwi/.
fj.ov6$ifi\o&amp;lt;i
SlMPL. Phys. 1, a; DC Carlo,

(Ar. Ojijt. ii. 908 sq.), which in
our lists is only named by PT.
10, and never cited by Aristotle
himself, was also ascribed with
much likelihood to Theophrastus

DAMASC.
Sehol. in Ar. 408, b, 25
DC 6 ?fo,ibid. 454, a, 22; PHILOP.

by SIMPL. De Cwlo, Schol. in
Ar. 510, b,10, and PHILOP. Gen. ft
Corr. 8 b, whereas PHILOP. ad
(fen. et Corr. 37, a, and ad PJiys.
m. 8, treats it simply as by Ari

;

Phys. a, 1, m. (who, however, on
the Meteorolof]\a,\. 135 id., speaks
as if he did not know such a

OLYMPTOD.

tract);

///

Meteor,

i.

Some, with more reason,
attribute the book to Theophras133

id.

tus

(POLLUX,

x. Mi);

J)e

Onoinast. vii. 99,
DIOG-. v.44; THEOPHR.

cf.

init.

Lajiid,

120,

101

ii.

a,

JriV.

KOSE,

;

ALEX. Meteor.
see
Id.; and
254

jft?.

sq., 201
S. 1523

Jr. Fr. 242 sq.
sq.
Fr. Hz. 101). Against the idea
that Meteor, iii. 7, 378, b, 5 iv.
;

;

;

8,

384, b, 34, refers to the n.

Its genuineness is doubted
by Rose (Ar.Ultr. 07Y/.193).
The reference in EUTOC. ad Ar
c/nut, do Circ. Dlmens. pro&m.
stotle.

also

does not mean that Aristotle
wrote a book on squaring the
the allusion is mereby to
circle
;

Xoph. El, 11, 174, b, 14 or Phys. i.
Without further
2, 185, a, 1(5.

^r.

(on which see HEITZ, p. (58), see
BONITX, Tnd. Ar. 1)8, b, 53. We
know nothing of the De metalli
fodinis
(Hadschi Khalfa,
WENRICH, DC Anct. Gr. Vers.
Arab. 1(50). The tract on tlic
Magnet (n. rrjs \idov, D. 125;
AN. 117; PtOSE, Ar.
242;
Fr. H. 215) w as probably spuri
aj&amp;gt;.

1

explanation Simpl. (Catey.

names

)

Aristotle s yewfj-erpLKa re Kal
a /3(/3Ai a
but the extant
iKa (in D. 123; AN. 114,
;

called n-nxo-viK^v [-&/], but more
correctly ap. PT. 18, Mrj%. Tpo^A^^ara) are certainly not from
the hand of Aristotle cf. ROSE,
Ar. Libr. Ord. 192. D. 114,
OTTTLK^V a [-&3i/, sc. Trpo/SA^aTCov]
;

;

AN.

OTTTIKO.

That D& lajndibiiK, which
was much used by the Arabs

cf.
fr0\la
DAVID in Catcg Schol. 25, a, 3(5
ANON. Proleg. in Metaplt. ap.
ROSE, Ar. Ps. 377, and Fr. Hz. 21 5

(HADSCHI KH. loc. cit. 159; see
MEYER, Nicol. Damaso. De plan-

OTTTIKCI. TT/JO^AT]/*., T Marc. p. 2
p. 8. It is clear from a reference

1&amp;gt;*.

r

ous.

tis,

ROSE, Ar. Libr.
Ar. Px. 255 sq.),

praef. p. xi.

Ord. 181

sq.,

was certainly

;

so.

1

yLadijfjLariKbv

53),

II.

TTJS

eV

,

;

;

and

.

in a Latin translation of

;

AN.

Aj&amp;gt;j).

;

;

Hero

s

230 B.C.) ap.
ROSE, Ar. Ps. 378 Ar. Fr. 1534
Fr. Hz. 210, and from the Pseud.
KaroTTTpiKa

(fire.

;

a (D. G3
TO?S

(AN.
100), IT.
(D. Ill; AN. 100), n.
(D. 85 AN. 77, unless this was
a Rhetorical tract see p. 72, 2
jffia.s

103,

;

1 ad fin., that
such a book had currency under

Ar. Problems, xvi.
Aristotle s
Its

name

genuineness

assured, though

at an early date,
is
it

not, however,
is

very pro-
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Next to the Physics and the related treatises come
the numerous and important works dealing with life.
Some of these are descriptive, others are inquiries. To the
and the
former class belong the History of Animals
l

that

bable

genuine

Aristotle s

among

Problems

were

there

The De Spcculo,
in Optics
attributed by Arabic and Chris
tian Middle-Age writers to Ari
stotle, appears to be only Euclid s
Karo7frpiKa (ROSE, AT. Ps. 376).
D. 113; AN. 101, report an

some

*A(TTpovo[jiiKbv

self

and

;

him

Aristotle

such a work in
339, b, 7 (^877 yap

to

refers

Meteor, i. 3,
dmTat 5ia ruv affTpoXoyiKuv 9ewpr]/uLarcav ^/itV), ibid. C. 8, 345, b, 1
eV TO?S
Se iKwrai
irepl
(Ka.Qd.irtp
affTpoXoyiav
ii.

Ccvlo,
rf)s

10,

raj-ecus

6capr]/j.a&amp;lt;nv),

291, a, 29

avT&v

etc.

and De
(Trepl
e/c

Se

TUV

AeacrT po\oyiav
06a&amp;gt;peiT0co
yerai yap iKav&s) ; SlMPL. on the
DC Caelo, Schol. 497, a, 8, ap
pears to have the same in his
mind.
The existence of the
book is accepted, of modern
&quot;

Trepl

scholars, by
(Ind. Ar.
104, a, 17 sq.) and Prantl (ad
n. ovp. p. 303) while Heitz (S. V.
p. 117) thinks it probable, though
in Fr. Hz. 160 he refuses to de
Blass (Rhein. Mus. xxx.
cide.

Bonitz

;

504) applies the references to
writings by other hands. Ideler
(Ar. Metapli. i. 415) assumes a
varying recension of the De Ccelo,
which has no probability. It
does not seem probable that
or as Ari
this Astronomical

would have called it (v.
HEITZ, ibid.*) Astrological work
took the form of Problems, since

stotle

speaks of
but to
it,
6ap-f]/j.aTa.
late interpolated tracts, are the
Aristotle

repeatedly

Not

to

to be referred which are
mentioned by Hadschi Khalfa

titles

(p.

De sideruin arcanis,
sideribus eorumque arcanis,
stellis labcntibus, and Mille

159-161)

De
De

:

de astrologia judiciaria.
to the accuracy of the other
mathematical and related writ
vcrba

As

we can decide nothing. The
attempt of Rose (Ar. Libr. Orel.
192) to prove that none of them
does not
can be Aristotle s
ings,

succeed.
1

ra

II.

&amp;lt;a

laropla

(IT.

&amp;lt;f&amp;lt;av

the
AN. App. 155
meant by D. 102 and

i

io-Topias

;

,

same is
AN. 91, IT. Ccpwv, nine books, and
by FT. 42). The Arabic writers
count ten,

or nineteen

fifteen,

and had no doubt ex
panded the extant text by
various added tracts cf. WENbooks,

;

De

EICH,

Auct. GrcBC. Vers. 148.

Aristotle

it

quotes

by various

o
TO
TT.
(Part. Anim. iii. 14, 674, b, 16
iv.
iv. 8 ad Jin.
iv. 5, 680, a, 1
iv. 13, 696, b, 14
10, 689, a, 18
Gen. An. i. 4, 717, a, 33 i. 20,

names

ia-roptai

:

[-to]

;

;

;

;

;

;

728, b, 13; Respir.
IffToptai
11,

TT.

1, init. c.

Anim,

i.

3,

iii.

16, init.)

;

;

716, b, 31

12, 477, a, 6),

Anim.

c.

tywv (Part. Anim.
Gen.
17, 660, b, 2

TWI/

Jiespir.

;

fritc}] Iffropia

5, Jin.),

lorropia

c.

(Part..
(pvcrtK-t]

(Part. Anim. ii. 3, 650, a, 31
Ingr. An. c. 1, fin.), and simply
;

or taropta (De Reajrir. 16,
Gen. Anim. i. 11, 719,
478, b, 1
a, 10; ii. 4, 740, a, 23; c. 7, 746,
c. 2, 753,
iii. 1, 750, b, 31
a, 14
b, 17 c. 8 Jin. c. 10/w-. c. II Jin.
Iffropiai

;

;

;

;

;

;
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In its contents, however, it is
rather a Comparative Anatomy
and Physiology than a descrip
tion of animals. As to the plan
13.
of it, cf. J.
MEYER, Ar.
Its genuineness
ThierJt. 114 sq.

beyond question, though as to
the tenth book, it must be taken
to be, not merely with fSpengel
Hist. Anini.
(J)e AT. Libro
Heidelb. 1842), a retranslation of
a Latin translation of a section
written by Aristotle to follow
book \ ii., but wholly spurious
with Sci neider (iv. 262, i. xiii.),
Rose (Ar. Libr. Ord. 171), and
Brandis (dr. -rout. Phil. ii.
is

X

;

(

,

Apart from any thing else
the un-Aristotelian assumption
of a female semen would prove
this of itself.
No doubt this
book is the same as that in
1). 107,
AN. 00, v-n-fp [Trepi] rou
As to Alexander s re
yew/ay.
ported assistance for the whole
work, cf. p. 2!) sq. suj/m and as
to the sources used by Aristotle,
cf. HOSE, Ar. Libr. Ord. 200 sq.
1257).

IJI.T]

;

Besides this History of Animals,
there were known to the ancients
various similar works. Athensms,
for example, uses one work dif
ferent (as is clear from his own
words) from our Hist. An., under

the names eV T$ TT. ZoW, eV TO??
IT.
Z. (ROSE, Ar. Ps! 277, and
HEITZ, 224, unnecessarily read
eV

T&amp;lt;

ZouVccSi

TT.

Zcp iKty, eV
Ix#iW, eV TOJ

iJ.i (p

$

[/ecu]

Kal IxQvav, eV

at the
cites
IT.

T&amp;lt;

TT.

v Ttp

,

T&amp;lt;

TT.

^l-^Qvuv

;

but

same time he curiously

our Hist. An.

ywv

/u.optwi

v., as ne^irrov
(see the notes of

Schweighiiuser on the passages
in question e.g. ii. 63, b iii. 88
c. vii. 281 sq., 286, b; and the
Index, and see ROSE, Ar. PK.
276 sq.: Ar. Fr. Xr. 277 sq.;
;

;

;

HEITZ, 224

sq.

;

Fr. Hz. 172). So

CLEMENS, Picdag. ii. 150, C (cf.
ATHEN. vii. 315, e) seems to
refer to the same lost work, and
Apollonius (Mirnbil. c. 27) men
it,
distinguishing it ex
pressly from the extant Hist. An.
(n. &W). Parts of this lost work
are probably indicated by the
tions

names:

n.

(ERATOSTH.
c.
41, and there
from the Scholion in GERMANICUS, Aratca Plurnom. v. 427,
6i)pio&amp;gt;v

CatasterisDti,

Arat.
TWI&amp;gt;

ed.

BUHLE,

iJ.vQo\oyovfj.4vuv

AN. 95);

virep

r&amp;lt;av

ii.

88);

TTT^

(pwv (D. 106;
(Tvi Qtruiv
(wv

105; AN. 92); n. ruv $00Aeuoj/Twy (I TOL. 23, fari t ltfu-

(D.
lln

).

DIOG.

v.

44 attributes a

treatise of that name, doubtless
the same, to Theophrastus, from

which come the Fraym. 176-178,
Wimrn.
ATHEN. ii.
c. iii. 105 d; vii.
To it
314, b.
also refers the notice in PLUT.
Qu. Conr. 8, 9, o, which ROSE,
Ar.
Fr. 38,
refers
to
the
Dialogue Eudemus, and HEIT/,
(&amp;gt;;&amp;gt;

aj&amp;gt;ud

Frayin,.

The

Ar. 217, to the

;

larpiKa.

from this and simi
lar works, sometimes under the
name of Aristotle, sometimes of
Theophrastus, will be found in
ROSE, Ar. Ps. 276-372; Ar. Fr.
citations

Fr. II;.
257-334, p. 1525 sq.
171 sq.
PLIN. (//. Nat. viii. 16,
44) says Aristotle wrote about
fifty, and ANTIGONUS (Mlrab. c.
60 [66]) says about seventy books
on Animals. Of all these it is
clear that none but the first nine
of our Hist. An. were genuine.
The work which Athen. used
(which is not Aristotle s style, to
judge by the Fr.} seems to have
;

been a compilation from them

and other

sources, belonging, in

view of the passage quoted from
Antigonus,to the third cent u ry B C
.

.
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Anatomical Descriptions.
the three books

On

anthropological

tracts

The

1

the

The latter class begin with
SouL 2 on which several other
follow. 3
The further investi1

(seven books,

Avaro/j.al

in D. 103, AN. 93) are very often
cited by Aristotle (of. BONITZ,

2nd. Ar. 104,

and

4,

a,

and FT. Hz.

not possible with
Eose (Ar. lAbr. Orel. 188) to explain these references away. We
160),

it is

know from H. An.
iv.

1,

525, a, 8,

Gen. An.

An.

iv. 5,

ii.

7,

i.

17, 497, a, 31,

vi. 11,

566, a, 15;
Part.
746, a, 14
;

680, a, 1

;

and DeRespir.

that the A.j/aro/j.al
were furnished with drawings,
which were perhaps the principal
point of the work. The Schol. on
16, 478, a, 35,

Ingr. An. 178, b (after Simpl. De
Anima), can hardly have cited
the work from his own know
ledge.
Apuleius (De Mac), c. 36,
40) talks of a work of Aristotle,
n.
ava.roij.ris, as universally
&amp;lt;p&amp;lt;av

known; but

it

seldom

is

men

tioned elsewhere, and Apuleius
himself possibly meant the n.
The extract from
/u-opicav.
the work e/cAo-y^ ava.ro IJL&V, D.
C&amp;lt;jW

AN. 94, APOLLON. J/irab. c.
was certainly not by Ari

104,

39

Heitz (Fr. 171) rightly
rejects Eose s opinion (Ar. Ps.
276) that the ava.To/j.a.1 were one
work with the tptica. AN. 187
gives an avarofj.}} avOpwirov among
the Pteudepigr.
Aristotle did
no human anatomy (cf. H. An.
stotle.

iii.

see

3,

513,

a,

12,

i.

16 init. and

LEWES, Aristotle}.
The n. tyvx?is is often

De

DC,
11 ad
earlier
than these books. Ideler (Ar.
Meteor, ii. 360) is not correct in
saying that the reverse follows
from the end of Meteor, i. 1. The
words in the In (jr. An. c. 19 ad
a, 30,

cited
by Aristotle in the lesser trea
tises presently to be mentioned
sq.),
1, 7,

736. a. 37, 779, b, 23, 786, b, 25,
288, b, 1, Part. An. iii. 10, 673,

Interpr.

i.

16, a, 8,

Motu An. c. 6 init. and c.
fin., and must therefore be

which name this book as only
projected and the n.
,uopiW
as in existence, are (with Brandis
ii. 6,
to
be
considered
as a
1078)
gloss only. Of its three books the
first two seem in a more com
Torplete state than the third.
slrik, in the preface to his edition
of 1862, has shown that there are
preserved traces of a second re
cension of book ii., and that

fin.

&amp;lt;puv

confusing repetitions have crept
into the present text of book iii.,
through a combination of two
recensions made before the date
of Alexander of Aphrodisias and
the same appears to be true of
;

book i. also. Singularly enough
D. and AN. do not mention the
work but FT. 38 has it whereas
D. 73 and AN. 68 give
eWs
TT.
The Eudemus ought
$VXT)S a
also to be reckoned with Ari
;

;

.

stotle s

see
psychology
accounts of it at pp. 55, n.

the

:

4, 56,

n. 2, supra,.
3
To this class belong the fol
lowing extant treatises, which all

relate to

-

(BoKiTZ, Ind. Ar. 102, b, 60
and in the Gen. An. ii. 3, v.

89

the

KOLVO.

&amp;lt;rd&amp;gt;(j.a.Tos

Kal

tyvxys epya (De An. iii. 10, 433,
20)
(1) n. aia6r)(Teias Kal cuV07j:

T&V.

Its

proper

name probably

was IT. aiad fjffttos only (cf.
IDELER, Ar. Meteor, i. 650, ii.
358) and it is cited by Aristotle
in the n.
popiuv and the n.
;

.

ARISTOTLE
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all the
anthropological treatises which
are introduced by n. alaQ. 1 init.,

wide sense, as including

(BoxiTZ, In (I. Ar. 103,
a, 8 sq.),

DC Manor,

De Somno

2,

c.

1,

init.,

456, a, 2 (J)e Mot-u

by a common
same explanation

Anim. c. 11/w.), and announced
as coming in the Meteor, i. 3, 341,
118 (106)
T/? 5r.

;

(contra ROSE, Jr.

Od.

Gr.-r om.

284

sq.

21 .), 220; BRANDTS,
ii.
Phil.
b, 2, 1191,

BOXITZ, Ind. Ar.

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;!),

b, 54,

100, b, 30, 40) believes that the
IT.

alaO. is

mutilated, and that

it

a separated section of it -which
is preserved as the e/c rov Trept
It
ii. 800 sq.
aKovarwv, Ar.
is certain tliat some of the re
ferences in later writing s cannot
be satisfactorily verified in our
present text. According to the
Gen. An. v. 2, 781, a, 20, and
Part. An. ii. 10, 65(5, a, 27, it was

is

Op]&amp;gt;.

explained

eV 70?$

-rrepl

cuVflrjcrews

that the canals of the organs of
sense started from the heart
but, on the contrary, in the only
applicable passage of the extant
treatise (c. 2, 4:58, b, 25) we are
told that the organs of smell and
sight are seated near the brain,
out of which they are formed,
but those of taste and touch in
the heart. It is not until the J)c
Vita ct M. c. 3, 469, a, H) that he
adds that the heart is the
seat of perception for the other
senses also (only not tyavepws as
and here 1. 22 sq.
for these)
refers to the passage of the n.
al
just cited (for it is only
there, and not in the Part. An. ii.
10, as cited Ind. . 1 r. 99, b, 5, that
the different positions are as
signed to the organs of sense).
From these facts it does not follow
that a section dealing with this
point is omitted in our text, but
rather that the words eV ro?s IT.
alffd. in Gen. An. v. 2 and Part.
An. ii. 10 are to be taken in a
:

;

&amp;lt;T0.

The
preface.
will account
for the statement in Part. A-*i.
ii.
7, 653, a, 19 that Aristotle
would speak ei/ re roTs TT. cuVflrjo ecoy
Kal 7T. VTTVOV 8 ItopHT/uLfVOlS Of the
causes and effects of sleep. The
subject is to be found only J)e
Somno, 2, 3, 458, a, 13 sq, and no
fitting place for its introduction
as

can be found in our IT. aia-0.
Probably it did not occur in the
original text either and we are
to understand the reference as
indicating by n. cuV0. the general,
and by n. UTTJ/OU the particular
description of one and the same
treatise (in which view re should
:

perhaps be dropped).
in Gen. An. v. 7, 786,

So finally
b, 23, 788,

a, 34 there are allusions to inves
tigations as to the voice eV ro7s
TT.

tyvxys

and

TT.

cuV0^rreo&amp;gt;s.

These

are to be referred chiefly to De
An. ii. 8, and secondarily to c. 1,
437, a, 3 sq., 446, b, 2 sq., and 12 sq.
whereas the beginning of c. 4 of
the DcAn. itself tells us that it was
beyond the plan of that treatise
to give any detailed account of
voice and tone, such as we find
n.
extant fragment
the
in
,

The last-named work
never cited by Aristotle, and

aKovtrruv.
is

contains no express references to
of his books. In fact its own

any

broad and sketchy methods of
exposition show it to be the work
not of the founder, but of a later
scholar of jthe Peripatetic school,
probably however of one of its
earliest generations.
/j.r)s

Kal

ava/j.vf)(Tcas,

(2)

PT.

IT. ^1/17-

40,

is

quoted in the DC Motu An. c. 11,
ad Jin. and by the Commentators.
The book of Mnemonics noticed

ARISTOTLE S WRITINGS
p. 72, n. ^ fin. supra,

to do with

has nothing

(3) n. virvov Kal
eyp-nySpo-ews cited De Longit. V.,
Part. An., Gen. An., Motu An.,
and announced as in contempla
tion (Ind. Ar. 103, a, 16 sq) by De

An.
c.

it.

9, 432, b, 11, De Sensu,
It is fre
436, a, 12 sq.

in.

1,

quently connected with (2) (but
clearly for external reasons only)
as if they were one treatise, n.
^1/77,107$

Kal VTTVOV

(GELL.

vi.

6,

ALEX. Top.
copied

279, Schol 296, b, 1,
SUID. /UI/T^UT?, Alex. De

Sensu, 125, b, MICHAEL, in Arist
De Mem. 127, a, Ptol. 4). It is,
however, clear from Arist. Divin.
in Somn. c. 2, Jin., that it was in
fact bracketed with (4) H. EWTTviuv and (5) n. TTJS /ca0 &quot;Virvov
H.O.VTIKTIS. (4) is also in the De

Somno,

2,

456, a, 27,

as in preparation.

announced

(6) n. yua/cpo-

)3iOT7jTos KOI fipaxvfiidTrjTOs, cited,

not by name, Part.

An

iii.

10,

673, a, 30, and by name ATHEN.
viii. 353, a, PT. 46, and
perhaps
also AN. App. 141.
(7) n. farjs
Kal Oavarov
to which (8) n.
:

view so
closely related that they form
one whole (De Vita et M. c. 1
a.vairvoris, is

in Aristotle s

,

init.

467, b, 11,

De

Respir.

c.

21,

There was a third
veoTfjTos Kal yrjpws, spoken

486, b, 21).
tract,

IT.

of

by Aristotle (467, b, 6, 10), to
which our editors ascribe the
h rst two chapters of the n. (WTJS
but clearly without
reason, for it seems more probable
either that Aristotle never wrote
the tract or that it was lost at a
very early date (cf. BEANDIS,
1191, BONITZ, Ind. Ar. 103, a,
26 sq, HEITZ, p. 58). Inasmuch
as the De Vita et Morte, c. 3, 468,
Kal 6a.va.Tov,

b, 31 (cf.

De

JResjnr. c. 7, 473, a,

27) mentions the Essay on the
Parts of Animals as already exist

91

ROSE, Ar. Libr. Ord.,
refers to Hist. An.
iii. 3, 513, a,
21), and as the Essay
on Life and Death is spoken of

ing

(cf.

who wrongly

in the De Longit. V. c. 6, 467,
the
b, 6 as the conclusion of

concerning animals,
(1192 sq.) suggests that
the
first
half of the so-called
only
Parva Naturalia (Nos. 1-5) was
composed immediately after the
De Anima; and that the rest of
these (which in Ptolemy s cata
logue stand at No. 46 sq. divided
from the books on Sense, Sleep,
and Memory by the books on
Zoology) were not written until
after the works on the Parts, the
Movement, and the Generation
inquiries
P&amp;gt;randis

of

Animals,

though projected
And it is true that in
Generat. Anim. iv. 10,
777, b, 8, we hear that inquiries
into the reason of the varying
duration of life are projected,
and these are not further dealt
with in that work. But on the
other hand the Part. An. iii. 6,
earlier.

the

De

669. a, 4 refers to

De

Re&pir.

c.

and the same iv. 13, 696,
1, and 697, a, 22, to DeRvspir.
10, 13; and Gen. An. v. 2, 781,

10, 16,

b,
c.

20, as already observed, to De
Vita et Morte, 3, 469, a, 10, sq.
(cf. Ind. Ar. 103, a, 23, 34, sq.,
where the other references are
a,

more problematical).
is

right, these

If

Brandis

references

must

have been added, as does some
times happen, to works previously
completed. As to the genuineness
of the writings already named, it
is guaranteed not only by inter
nal evidence, but by the re
ferences referred to. Another
projected tract,
flas

(De Sensu

v6ffov Kal vyi1,

436, a, 17,

Vit. c. 1, 464, b, 32, liespir.
21, 480, b, 22, Part. An. ii. 7,

Long.
c.

IT.

c.

ARISTOTLE
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with the connected
gations On the Parts of Animals,
2
the Movement of
and
essays on the Generation
1

653, a, 8), was probably never
written (though licit z, p. 58 and
Fr.Ar. 169, thinks otherwise). It
is

/v

unknown
??*&amp;gt;/,

91,

ALEXANDER, DC

to

and therefore

that the

])&amp;lt;

known by

it is likely
Sanitate- ct Morbo
the Arabic, writers

(Hadschi Khalfa o/;w7 WENBICH,
books II.
(iO) was a forgerv. Two
173) and one n.
ityeajs (Ax.
1

Peripatetic cf. further ccy;. ROSE,
Ar. Lihr. Ord. 107, sq., and
;

Brandis, p. 1203,
1

&amp;lt;tov

Ax.

157, three books)
cited in the I)c Gen. An., Infjr.
An., Mot n An. (cf. Ind. Ar. 103,
a, 55 sq), and the T)e Vita ct Jf.

(in

and

:

A]&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;.

DC,

llc*i&amp;gt;

A]&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;.

(pwvris (ilriil.

could

1(&amp;gt;!)

hardly

be genuine (cf. p. 8(5, n. 1). A
book n. Tpofpyj* seems to be re

ferred to as existing in the DC,
5 (the re
Soinno, c. 3,
),
ference in Meteor, iv. 3, 381, b,
13 being too uncertain), and it is
spoken of as a project in DC An.
].&quot;)(

1&amp;gt;,

1 fin., Gen. An.
Purl. An. ii. 3,

ii.

v. 4,

784, b,

2,

b, 10, and e.
c. 14, (J74 a, 20,

C&amp;gt;5&amp;lt;),

7,

053,

and

and

b, 14,

iv.

4,

The re
078, a, 19.
DC Motif An. 10,703,

ference in
a, 10 (cf. MiuiiAKL, K PITHS, ad loc.
p. 150, a) is not to a n. rpo^s,
but to the n. jrvev/u.a.Tos for the
words ris /ttei/ oitv T] crooTypia rov
:

-Kvev/Liaros

(TVjJ.&amp;lt;pvrov

efprjTai eV

aA-

iii. 3,

6(&amp;gt;5,

matters in an aphoristic style;
and that it is later than Aristotle
is clear from the fact that it
recognised the distinction of
veins

and

unknown

arteries,

to

him

109, b, 22, sq.).

which was

Ind. Ar.
In any case it is
(cf.

a,

p. 91,

DC
be

10 sq.,

than by ])c

It is
438, b, 25
spoken of as jirojected in Meteor.
i. 1, 339,
a, 7, and Jlixt. An. ii.
The iirst book is
17, 507, a, 25.
a kind of introduction to the
2,

.SV//.-W,

s&amp;lt;\.

including the
and the
and conditions of life,
cannot well have been

zoological works,
treatises
activities

and

it

on the

tSoul,

meant for this place
SPEXGEL, On the order of

originally
(cf.

Aristotle s books on Natural Phi

cited).

&amp;lt;?.

r.

paralleled by Part. An.

better

(So UOXITZ, Ind.
but ROSE, AT. Lllir.
. Ir. 100, a, 52
makes
them refer to the
Ord. 1(!7
n.
Kivria-. itself, and HELTZ,
Fr. Ar. 168 to the n. rpo^s.) The
work is named in FT. IST o. 20,
where it is wrongly given three
books. It dealt with food and other
;

(de q.

Sens//, 2, -138, b, 28, though
Sonnio, c. 2, 155, b, 34 may

losophy,

itiit.}.

ir.

supra} but the 1)6 Soinno, 3, 457,
28 iniiiht be referred to ])c,
1),

Xois clearly relate to the words
ris TJ rov e/j.fyvrov irvvp.a.ros Sia/xoi/r? ;

(n. Trveu.

who both with

15onitz reject the book.
n.
/j-opiuv four books

iv.

159,

Al&amp;gt;h.

and

d.

the

Mii tic h.
others

AMd.
there

II. &&V yevecrews, five books
Ax. App. 158, three books,
PT. No. 44, five books, ibid.
No. 77, the same work in two
books the errors are of no signi
-

(in

;

It is often referred to
ficance).
by Aristotle, but only in the
future (cf. Ind. Ar. 103, b, 8 sq.).
DIOG-. omits it ; but its genuine

ness

is

beyond doubt.

Book

v.,

however, seems not to belong to
it, but to be an appendix to the
works on the Parts and Genera
tion of Animals, just as the
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Animals, complete his zoological system. Later in
date, but earlier in their place in his teaching, were the
1

books On Plants}

lost

Other treatises touching this

Parva Naturalia are to the De
For summaries of the
Anima.
contents of the Part. An. and

{Psych. d Arist. 237) accepts it
as genuine.
Of the Indices, AN.
App. No. 156, and PT. No. 41,

the Generat. Aniin. see MEYER,
Arist. Thierk. 128 sq.,and LEWES,
Ar. c. 16 sq. The tract De Coitu
(Hadschi Khalfa, ap. Wenrich,
p.
159) was spurious: for it
cannot be referred, as Wenrich

have the IT.
/cti/^o-ews, and
PT. No. 45, n. fycov Tropeias.
n. QVTWV ft (D. 108, AN. 96,
PT. 48). Promised by Aristotle
in Meteor, i. 1, 339, a, 7, De Sensu

to the title n. ,ufecos in
De Sensu, c. 3 (cf. p. 83, n. 1,
supra). As to the book n. rov
refers

fj.T]

it,

yevva.v, v. p. 88, supra.
1

n.

that

iropeias,

cp(av

name

in Part.

cited by

An.

iv.

11,

690, b, 15 and 692, a, 17, as the
n. iropeias /cat Kivf]fffcas ruv &wv
in Part. An. iv. 13, 696, a, 12,
and as n. TUIV qxav /av7j(rea&amp;gt;s in

the

De

284, b, 13, cf.
704, b, 18;
yet it itself cites (c. 5, 706, b, 2)
the Part. An. iv. 9, 684, a, 14, 34,
as an earlier work.
According
to its concluding words in c. 19
as
already suggested at
(which,
Ccrto,

Ingr. An.

p. 89, n. 2,

later

ii.

2,

c. 4, 5, c. 2,

may

be spurious)

than the n.

it is

&W fjiopiuv,

to

which also its introductory words
seem to refer back; and yet it is
frequently cited in that work,
and at its close (Part. An. 697,
b, 29) there is no hint of an
essay on Movement as still to
come. Probably it was, in fact,
composed while the larger work

was in progress.
&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;av

The tract n.

can hardly be
among other reasons,

KivTia-tws

authentic
because it cites the n.
;

Trvi&amp;gt;fj.aros

Rose (Ar.
3//i.).
Libr. Ord. 163 sq.) and Brandis

(cf. p. 89, n.

(ii.

b, 1,

spurious

p. 1271,
:

482) declare it
St. Hilaire

Barthelemy

&W

c. 4, 442, b, 25, Long. Vita, 6,
467, b, 4, De Vita 2, 468, a, 31,
Part. An. ii. 10, 656, a, 3, Gen.
An. i. 1, 716, a, 1, v. 3, 783, b, 20,
and cited in H. An. v. 1, 539, a,
20, Gen. An. i. 23, 731, a, 29 (in
the last, it is wrong to change
the perfect tense into the future
in the words of citation). Though
both
these
references
must
have been inserted after the

books were complete,

it is possi
that Aristotle may have
inserted them. ALEX. p. 183, on
De Sensu, I.e., remarks that a
book on Plants by Theophrastus
was extant, but none by Ari

ble

stotle.

De

So

MICHAEL EPHES. on
M. 175

b, SIMPLICIUS
PHILOP. .fee. (ap iid ROSE, AT. Ps.
261, HEITZ, Fr. Ar. 163) say the
contrary, but we need not sup
pose they spoke from personal
knowledge of the n. fyvr&v.
Qtiintil. (xii. 11, 22) proves no

Vita et

thing for, and Cic. {Fin. v. 4, 10)
nothing against, their genuine
What ATHEN. (xiv. 652 a,
ness.
653 d, &c.) cites from them {Ar.
Fr. 250-4) may as probably be
taken from a false as from a
genuine book. The two Aristo
telian references

mentioned make

however, overwhelmingly pro
bable that Aristotle did write
two books on Plants, which were
it,
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still

extant

the

in

time

of

though they were
afterwards displaced by the more
elaborate work of Theophrastus
(so HEITZ, AT. Fr. 250, and
Verl. ScJirift. 61, though PiOSE,
AT. Pa. 261, thinks the books by
Theophrastus were ascribed to
Aristotle).
According to ANTIHermippus,

GOXUS

(Miralil.

c.

169, cf. 129,

Ar. Fr. 253, Fr. Hz. 223)
Callimachus as well as Theo

ap.

phrastus seems to have borrowed
from these two books.
80 did
the compiler of the &VTIKO., as to
which POLLUX, x. 170
Ar.Fr.
252, Fr. Hz. 224) could not say
(ti/&amp;gt;.

whether they belonged to Theo
phrastus

Aristotle, but
doubt, like the fa iKa

or

to

which no
mentioned at p. 88,
compiled by a later

.sv/yy/r/,

were

disciple for
lexicographical purposes. In like

manner,

Athenseus

and

other

similar collectors also used these

HOSE and HEITZ,
and they sometimes dis
tinguish between the phrases
used by Aristotle and by Theo
books

what Aristotle elsewhere says, or
promises to discuss in his n.
for we know how con
&amp;lt;UTO)J/

:

stantly

the

earlier

Peripatetics

adopted the teaching and the
On
very words of Aristotle.
the other hand, the only passage
cited verbally from Aristotle s
books (ATHEN. xiv. 652 a, ap,
Ar. Fr. 250) is not in those of
Theophrastus, so far as we have
them and the latter contain no
direct reference to any of the
Aristotelian writings a circum
stance which would be incredible
in a work so extensive which
touched at so many points the
;

earlier Aristotelian treatises.

The

very passage (Cans. PI. vi. 4, 1)
in which Jessen rinds one main
proof of his theory points to
several later modifications of an
Aristotelian doctrine which had
arisen in the School after his
death.
Theophrastus, in con

ibid.)

trast with Aristotle s view, speaks
of male and female plants (cf.

Fr. 254, Fr.
phrastus (Ar.
Hz. 225).
The two extant
books IT.
are emphatically

But a decisive argument is
to be found in the fact that not
only dees the text of Theo
phrastus speak of Alexander and

(cf.

(f&amp;gt;vru&amp;gt;v

un-Aristotelian.
In the older
Latin text they have passed
already through the hands of
two or three translators. Meyer
(Pref. to NICOL. DAM. I)e Planed. 1841) ascribes them in
their original form to Nicolaus of
tis, ii.

Damascus, though possibly they
are only an extract from his book,
worked over by a later hand.
Jessen s suggestion (Rhein. Mus.
1850, vol. xiv. 88) that Aristotle s

genuine work is contained in the
work of Theophrastus is in no
way supported by the fact that
the latter closely agrees with

Cam. PL

i.

22,

1,

Hist.

iii.

9, 2,

&amp;gt;S:c.).

his Indian expedition in a way
(Ifist, iv. 4, 1, 5, 9. Cans. viii. 4,
5) which would be hardly possi
ble in Aristotle s lifetime, but it
also refers to what happened in
the time of King Antigonus

(Hist. iv. 8, 4) and the Archons
Archippus, B.C. 821 or 318 (Hist.
iv. 14, 11) and
Nicodorus, B.C.
314 (Cam. i. 19, 5). It would
likewise be clear on a full com
parison that the diction and
manner of statement in the Theophrastic books makes it impossi
ble to attribute them to Ari
stotle.
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work, such as the Anthropology, the Physiogno
4
3
mies, the works on Medicine, Agriculture, and Hunt1

field of
2

1

II.

named

AvOpuTTov

(pvffsws,

only

AN. App. 183. There
are a few items which seem to
have belonged to this tract, ajmcl
HOSE, Ar. Ps. 379, Ar. Fr. 257264, p. 1525, Fr. Hz. 189 sq.
in

2

^vffioyv(a^.oviKa.
[-icbv

(Bekker, 805),

a in D. 109, but

AN.

An

-KO. j8

in

extended

recen
work is indicated by
numerous references to
the
physiognomic theories not to be
found in our text, which occur in
a treatise on Physiognomy writ
ten probably by Apuleius (apucl
ROSE, Anecd. Gr. 61 sq. cf Fr.
ffz.Wl, and RoSE^lr. Ps. 696 sq.).
3
D. mentions two books of
larpiKa the ANON, two books IT.
ibid. APP. 167, seven
iarpiKrls
PT. 70 five
books n. larpiKTJs
97].
sion of this

.

;

:

:

:

books of TIpoP\-h/j.ara iarpiKa(from
which it appears that the larpiKa
in the list of Diog. were also
problems, book i. of our extant
Problems being made up of such
medical questions and answers)
Vita Marc. p. 2 R, npofi\-f](j.ara
:

PT. 71

IT.

larpiKa

:

74

De Pulsu

b,

book larpwbs

:

:

ibid.
Siairys
ibid. 92, one
:

Hadschi Khalfa

op. WENRICH, p. 159, De Sangninis Profusions COEL. AUREL.
Celer. Pass. ii. 13, one book De
:

Adjutoriis (perhaps a mistake
in the name). Galen in HIPPOCR.
De Nat. Horn. i. 1, vol. xv. 25 K,

knows of an larpiKT] ffvvaywy)) in
several books, bearing Aristotle s
name, which was nevertheless
recognised as being the work of
his pupil, Meno; and this is pos
sibly identical with the ~2,vt/ay&amp;lt;ay^
in

two books named by Diog. 89

(as

WENRICH,

p.

158, suggests).

For the little that remains of it,
see ROSE, Ar. Ps. 384 sq., Ar. Fr.
335-341, p. 1534; Fr. Hz. 216,
but on Fr. 362 cf. p. 88, supra.
The genuineness of these wri
tings, or at least of some of them,
cannot be maintained. That Ari
stotle held that medical subjects
should be treated in a technical
way, and not from the point of
view of natural science, is evi
dent from his own declaration
which he makes, p. 9, 1 fin. (cf.
De Sensu, i. 1, 436, a, 17 Long-it.
De Itespir. c. 21,
V. 464, b, 32
Part. An. ii. 7, 653, a, 8),
fin.
and such an indefinite statement
;

;

;

as that of

^lian

( V.

H.

ix.

22)

cannot prove the contrary. As
to the composition IT. v6ffov Kal
Galen (as
vyieias see p. 91 Jin.
Heitz iltid. justly remarks) can
have known no composition of
Aristotle on
medical science,
since he never mentions any
such, although he quotes the
philosopher more than six hun
dred times.
4
AN. 189 mentions the TeoapyiKa
amongst the Pseudepigrapha.
PT. 72, on the other hand, gives 15
for 10) books De Agricnltura as
genuine, and the statement in
GEOPON. iii. 3, 4 (Ar. Fr. 255
sq. p. 1525) on the manuring
of almond-trees seems to have
been taken from this, and not
from the treatise on plants.
Rose (Ar. Ps. 268 sq. Hz. Fr.
165 sq.) mentions other things
which may perhaps have come
from this source. That Aristotle
did not write about agriculture
;

or

similar

from

Polit.

i.

subjects
11, 1258,

is

clear

a, 33, 39.
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The Problems 2
ing, are, without exception, spurious.
3
but our
are no doubt based on Aristotelian materials
1

;

extant collection under that

name can only be

described

productions of the

and unequally developed
Peripatetic school, which must

have existed in

other forms parallel to our own. 4

as a set of gradually gathered

many

In the Index of Ptolemy,
lladschi Khalfa gives
2)!,
J)c AH Irwv fywXzvovTwv)

1

Xo.

:

(IT.

))i(d in ni

Cii]&amp;gt;1

itr,

quihtis

Jjoc-is,

dt Htt Svunt,

/

(Jo

at quo

i.

With regard to

-

linn

&amp;lt;

deversantur

this treatise

sec the exhaustive article by
Prantl Ucb. d. Probl. d. Arist,

AUt. d. Miincli.
AJtad.vi. 311-377; HOSE, Arht.
the

among-

LUir. Ord.
s&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;].;

15)!)

sqq.

;

Verl.

HKITZ,

Ar. Px.
$chr.

21/i
1(&amp;gt;;J

Fr. AT. 191 sqq.
in seven
Aristotle refers
the Upo^Xri/aara or
places to
sqq.,
:i

npo/3\r)/j.aTiKa (1 llANTL,
Intl. AT. 10)5, b,
sci.
;

/

bid.

364

17 sqq.),

but only one of these quotations
suits to a certain extent the
and the same
extant Problems
is true (Pli. ibid. 367 sqq.) of the
majority of the later references.
PRANTL, ibid, lias abundantly
also
proved this, and he has
shown (Munch Gel. Anz. 1858,
No. 25) that among the 262 fur
;

1

.

ther problems which are given by
Bussemaker in vol. iv. of the
Didot edition of Aristotle, and

some of which were at one
time erroneously ascribed to
Alexander of Aphrodisias (of.
Aplir. Probl., Lib.
Berl. 1859, p. ix. sqq.),
nothing writl en

USENER, Alex.
iii.,

iv.,

there

is

probably

The same is true
of those which Rose (Ar. Ps.
6GG sqq.) takes from a Latin MS.

by

Aristotle.

of the 10th century.
The cha
racter ascribed in the text to Ihe
collection of
Problems
may
also explain the many varying
statements as to its title and the
number of books it included.
In the MSS. they are sometimes
called
sometimes
npo/3\ f]/ua.Ta,
fyvcriKa

eJSos

and

TrpofiX h/j.a.Ta.,

times with

the

(rwaywyris

accordance

some

addition

/car

arranged in
the matter ),

(

with

generally says, Prollc(xix. 4), Prob. pltysica (xx.
(juoting Proll. xxx. 10): TIpo-

flellius
i&amp;lt;it(i

1,

fyitvK\ia

fi\r]/ui.aTa

Apul.

;

51) has

c.

Mayiti,,

(7A

Problem ata

;

Athemeus and Apollonius (rid.
Indices and Prantl, !H)0 sq.) al
ways npo0\-&amp;gt;]/aara (pvffiKfi Macrob.
(tidt. vii. 12) Physh -cc qufrstiones.
To collections of problems are
;

also referable the titles

:

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;u(n/cc3i/

AT/ Kara OTci^lov (D. 120, Ax.
110; as to the words K. o-Totx-,the
explanation of which in Eose,
Ar. Ps. 215, is not clear, they are
to be understood of the arrange

ment

of the different books in
the alphabetical order of their
headings); Upo/SX-fj/j-ara (68 or 28
!
E7rtTe0ea
PT. 65)
irpoj8
CD. 121, AN. 112):
(D. 122, AN. 113,
cyKvK\. 4 bks., PT.
,

ueVa&amp;gt;i

;

/

67) Physica Probleinata, Adspec;

tiva

Pi obl.
v

p.

58)

;

[aJSmra/CTwi/

LATIN.

(AMMON.

Ara/cra
j/3

iff

(D.

AN. 119).

127,
Prce-
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Turning to Ethics and Politics, we have on the
former subject three comprehensive works, of which,
1

missa Quccstlonibus (FT. 66, says
the Greek title is brbimatu brua-

and then again

grawaj

viroOyKas (which seems to be an
extract from the same work) PT.

i.e.

npofi\v)/j.dTwv
irpo7pa$r?, or Upoavaypacf)-}))
Su^t/cTtov
66
with
r)vr)iJ.d,T(t}v oft
(AN.
;

the additional clause

:

&s

($&amp;gt;t](nv

Eu-

David
Kaipos 6 a.Kov(TTr]s CCUTOU)
(Schol. in Ar. 24, b, 8) also speaks
;

of 70 books n. ffvp,u.iKT(av ^VjTTj/uaTCDV, and the Vita Marc. p. 2, R of
&v(TLKa 7rp6/3A.7]uaTa in 70 books
;

EfrTatT/ueva) Kara
yevos iS (D. 128, AN. 121). With
regard to the UpoMnara /j.^x aviK ^
Efyyn/uLeva (or
f

oiTTiKa, larpiKa, cf. p. 86, n. 1, and
The spurious composi
95, n. 3.

tion n. Trpo/DATjjudTcoj/, to which be
sides D. 51 (and also AN. 48,

although the irepl

is here wanting)
Alex. Top. 34, Schol. in Ar. 258, a,

16, also refers,

seems to have con

tained a theory as to setting and
answering problems. See ROSE,
Ar. Ps. 126, Fragm. 109, p. 1496,
Fr. Hz. 115. On the other hand,
book xxx. of our Problems cannot
well be meant (as Heitz, 122, be
lieves) by the eyKvitXia, Etli. N. 1,
Aristotle seems
3, 1096, a, 3.
rather to indicate what he calls
in other places e|&jTept/col \6yoi,

and De

Carlo, i. 9, 279, a, 30 Ta
Cf 13ERfynvKXia (fnAocro^rj/xara.
NAYS, Dial, of Arist. 85, 93 sqq.
171 BONITZ, 2nd. Ar. 105, a, 27
.

;

More on

this infra.
10 B.,
NiKO/ndxeia
H0i/ca EvS-fifjua 7 B., H0i/ca ^eyaAa
2 B.
Of our
D. 38

sqq.

1

H6iKa

catalogues

only names

HOiKw

e

al.

8

;

(al

though DIOG. elsewhere (Vita,
21) cites the seventh book of the
Ethics in connection with Eth.
End. vii. 12, 1245, b, 20)
AN.
;

39 has ueiKuf K (e.g. the Eth.
Me., the last book of which is /c),

VOL.

T.

174

IT.

:

in the

rjOwv (-IKWV)

Appendix

N iKojuaxd&v
;

30 sq. the Great Ethics in two
books, the Eudemian Ethics in
Aristotle himself quotes
eight.
(Hfetaj)k. i. 1, 981, b, 25, and
in six passages of the Politics)
the rj0i/ca, meaning doubtless the

Nicomachean Ethics (cf. BENDIXEN in Pkilologus x. 203,
290

sq.

sqq.,

;

and

Ind.

Ar.

101,

b,

103, b. 46
19 sqq.). Cic.

5, 12) believes that the
(Mn.
Libri de Moribus of Nicomachus
are ascribed to Aristotle, inas
much as the son would write

v.

very much like his father. Dio
genes also (viii. 88) quotes Eth.
N. x. 2 with the words
$r)al Se
Nj/coVaxos 6 Api(TTOT(\ovs. On the
other hand Atticus (apnd Bus.
Pr. Ev. xv. 4, 6) gives all three
Ethics with their present names
as Aristotelian; likewise Simpl.
:

in Cat. 1, C 43, e and Schol. Porphyr. Schol. in Ar. 9, b, 22, who
says the Eudemian Ethics were
addressed to Eudemus, the M^aAa
NiKo/jLaxia (J/. Mor.) to Nico
machus the father, arid the MiKpa
NiKondxia (Etli. N.) to Nicoma
The
chus, the son of Aristotle.
same story is told by DAVID,
Schol. in A r. 25, a, 40. EUSTEAT.
(in Eth. N. 141, a cf. Arist, Eth.
vii. 4 init. c. 10, 1242, b,
2)
speaks of the Eudemian Ethics
as the work of Eudemus, that is
to say, he repeats this statement
after one of the earlier writers
;

End.

whom

he used

(cf. p. 72, b),

who was, it would seem,

and

not alto

on the other
gether unlearned
hand, on his own supposition, or
:

H
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however,

the

one

only

Nicomachean Etliics is of
A mass of smaller

directly Aristotelian authorship.
that,
following an equally worthies
authority (1, b, m), he represents
Eth. N. as dedicated to a certain
Nicomachus, and Eth. Eud. to a
certain Eudemus. A Scholion also
which is attributed to ASPASIUS
On the Ethical Wri(rid. Spengel
gs under the name of Aristotle,
&quot;

iniheAbh.d. Munch. Akad.

iii.

439-551, p. 520, cf. Schol. in Ar.
Eth. Class. Joiii iiul, vol. xxix.
to
117) mu&amp;gt;t suppose Eudemus
be the author of the Eudemian
Ethics, since on this supposition
alone can lie attribute the trea
tise on Pleasure to him, Eth. N.
The Commentaries
vii. 12 sqq.
known to us (by Aspasius, Alex
ander, Porphyry, Eustratius) are
concerned only with the Nico;

machean

Ethics.

materials,

cf.

For

STENGEL,

further
145

ibid.

Schleiermacher ( On the
Ethical Works of Aristotle, for
1817, IT. W. Z. Philos. iii. 306
his opinion that,
sqq.) gave it as
of the three ethical works, the
so-called Great Ethics is the
and the Nicomachean
oldest,
Ethics the latest, but the treatise
1

of Spengel already cited makes
the opposite view clear, viz. that
the genuine work of Aristotle
is the Nicomachean Ethics, that
the Eudemian Ethics is a supple
^

7

mentary work by Eudemus, and
that the Great Ethics is an ex
tract taken directly from the Eu
But the position of
demian.
which are
the three books
common to the Nicomachean and
Eudemian Ethics (Me. v.-vii.,
Eud. iv.-vi.) is still a moot
Spengel (480 sqq.) be
point.
lieves that they belong originally
to the Nicomachean Eth,, but

1

after the corresponding sec
tions of the Eudemian Eth. were
lost at an early period, they were
employed to till up the blanks in
the Eudemian Eth.; he is in
clined to look upon the treatise
on pleasure, Me. vii. 12 sqq.,
which Aspasius also attributes to

Eudemus

(see preceding note,
a fragment of the Eude
mian Ethics (p. 518 sqq.), but
without wishing to exclude the
possibility of its being a sketch
intended by Aristotle for the

Jin.}, as

Nicomachean

Eth.,

and

later

on

replaced by x. 1 sqq. In his A rist.
Stud. i. 20 (against which Walter
argues in Die Lchre v. d. prald.
Ycrnunft, 88 sqq.) K\e. vi. 13 is
On
also attributed to Eudemus.
Etldcis
the other hand Fischer
(l)t&amp;gt;

Eadtm. et IVicoin.
1847),
and with him also Fritzsche
(Arist. Eth. End. 1851, Prolegg.
P&amp;gt;onn,

xxxiv.) refer or\\j Nic. v. 1-14 to
v. 15,
the Nicomachean, and
vi., vii., to the Eudemian Ethics,
Grant (Ethics of Aristot. i. 49
sqq.) refers the whole of these
three books to the Eudemian
whilst Bendixen(P/i?7o%?/s, x.199
sqq., 263 sqq.) on the contrary, for
reasons worthy of note, defends
the Aristotelian origin of the
12-15.
whole,
including vii.
Brandis (Gr.-rom. Phil.ii. b, 1555
sq.), Prantl (D. diano dt. Tngenden
d. Ar. Miinch. 1852, p. 5 sqq.),
and in the main also Ueberweg
5th ed.),
( Gcsch. d. Phil. i. 177 sq.
and Kassow (Forsch. nb. d. nikom.
Etkik, 26 sqq. cf. 15 sqq.) agree
with the conclusions of Spengel
the last-named with this modi
has much to
fication, which
support it, that Me. v.-vii.,
j\&quot;ic.

;

;

though essentially Aristotelian,
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tracts is also

named,

Of the

genuine.

1

but probably few of -them were

sociological writings only one

has been submitted to the afterwork of another pen, and has
perhaps, in consequence of a
mutilation, been supplied from
the Eudemian Ethics.
Such are (besides the Dia
1

logues mentioned on p. 56, n. 1,
59 sq., n. SiKaioavvris, Epa&amp;gt;Ti/c&s,
n. TT\OVTOV,

IT.

evyeveias

and n.

the following the small
still
IT.
extant,
composition,
Kal
KO-KIUV (Arist. Opp.
aperuv
1249-1251), which is the work of
a half-Academic, half-Peripatetic
Eclectic, hardly earlier than the
first century before Christ
Upo.
:

r^Soi/rjs),

;

Tcto-ets

IT.

apcrrjs (D. 34,

AN. 342)

;

n. aprrjs(A.y.A^). 163); TI.SiKaicai/
(D. 76, AN. 64 PT. 11, 4 B.) ;
n. rov fte\riovos a (D. 53, AN.
Kovo-iov

ffv/j.pefiTiK6ros

a! (D. 68,
(- uav]
rov alperov KOI rov
a (D. 58 IT. aiperov

Kal

Tos,

50)

;

II.

AN. 58)

;

IT.

ffv/j.paii oi

;

AN.

It is

56).

not probable that Aristotle com
posed a treatise IT. eiri6v/ji.(as
In the beginning of the De Sensu,
he proposes future researches into
the faculty of desire, but we do
not hear that they were carried
out what we find in Seneca (De
:

;

Ira,

i.

3. 9, 2, 17, 1, iii. 3,

l)may

more probably have been con
tained in the writing IT. ira.6uv
(or -ovs) 6pyi)s (D. 37, AN. 30),
the supposed remnants of which
Rose (Ar. Ps. 109 sqq., Ar. Fr.
94-97, No.
1492) and Heitz
(Fr. 151 sq.) have put together.
Whether it was a dialogue (Rose)
or a treatise (Heitz) cannot with
be determined
the
certainty
latter seems the more probable
;

opinion.

say the

Its

genuineness is, to
undemonstrable,

least,

99

and the

the

does not sound

title

Aristotelian.
D. 61, AN. 60 have
also Ude-n of. Further (besides

the EOUTIKOS mentioned on p. 59),
Epwr iKa (AN. App. 181 PT. 13, 3
eVeis fpwriKal
B.) and 4 B. of
(D. 71, AN. 66 PT. 56, 1 B.) are
;

;

mentioned, both of them doubt
less equally spurious.
AN. 162
reckons IT. ffw^poa-wTjs among the
IT.
$iAms a
Pseudepigrapha.
(D. 24, AN. 24, PT. 25) is sup
not to be a copy from JEth.
posed
r
A viii. ix., but a special treatise,
which can hardly be genuine.
Still
less can Aristotle have
been the author of eVets
P (D. 72, AN. 67). Of the
.

&amp;lt;pi\iKal

two writings
Kal

and

IT. ffv/j-ftuao-eias
avSpbs
yvvaiKds (AN.
App. 165)
Noyuous (-ot) avSpos Kal yape-

rrjs (ibid. 166% the former is men
tioned by other writers several
times (e.g. by Clemens, Olympiodor., and David in the passages
given by ROSE, Ar. Ps. 180 sq.,
Ar. Fr. 178 sq., p. 1507). Rose (De
Ar. Libr. Ord. 60 sqq.) has pointed
out two Latin translations of these

No/xot (or the writing n.

ffvpfiicfxr.,

both are not merely different
titles of the same book) which
profess to be the second book
of the Economics see Ar. Pai itd.
644 sqq. Fr. Hz. 153 sqq. PLU
if

:

;

TARCH, ATHEN^EUS, and others
quote from a writing IT. /jLf6r)s,
cf. ROSE,
perhaps a dialogue
Ar. Ps. 116 sqq., Ar. Fr. 98-106,
p. 1493 sq. Fr. Hz. 64 sq. It was
certainly not genuine ; it may
have been identical with the
writing of the same name by
Theophrastus (HEITZ, ibid.), only
in that case Athenaeus, who,
;

;

H2
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but though
is preserved
the Politics l
eight books of
it contains some of his most mature and admirable
;

work

is

it

finished.

left,

;

was known by

-

a not

different

auxiliary

names

very probable supposition.

:

Noftoi

avcrcTLTiKol

(in

the

1.

(TVffaLTiWV

not

(rVfJ-TTOfflCOV

7)

(AX.

identical with it;
so, however, the three books

101)

is

the title of which makes us think
not so much of questions with
regard to meals, as of questions
such as are proposed at a meal,
like Plutarch s Su^Troona/ca trpojSA^ara. For the Hapayy\/j.ara
cf.

p. 72, n. 2 Jin.

politics (Itfk. JV
a, 2(5 sqq., 1095, a,
.

39, c. 13, 1332, a, 7, 21,

d.

;

r

to

he does not mean both to be
merely two parts of one composi
tion (cf. 7W/Y. vii. 1, 1323, b,

that there was a discussion in it
on the arrangement of, and good
behaviour at symposia, or Heitz
(Ar. Fr. 307), in believing that
it
contained a collection of
the customs relating to them.

,

1,

101)4

c. 13, 1102, a, 5, vii.
12 init.; met. i. 2, 135(5, a, 2(5).
He expects from politics the
realisation of the principles laid
down by Ethics (Ibid. x. 10). But

a,

I!.

everything

2, c. 2 init.

MSS., of D. 139, Noyuo? (TvcrrarLKus,
Of AN. 130 NO/.IWV (TV(TTO.TIKUV c
the circumstance of the
for
Platonic republicbeingmentioned
in it (PiK)CL. in Jfcwjt. 350, Ar.
Fr. 177, p. 1507) gives us no
hence we cannot
indication
determine whether Rose (Ar.
J x. 179) is right in supposing

A/y&amp;gt;.

lost

1

is

of the

we have

Aristotle puts this work in
the closest connection with the
Ethics, by treating the latter as

quoted from it is con
cerned, partly with historical,
discus
partly with physiological
whether drunkenness was
sions
regarded also from a moral point
of view wedonot know. Nor do we
know any more as to the contents
AVhat

cannot

rest

in addition to these two, quotes
a third by Chama-leon, must
have been indebted for his quotations to various writers, to whom
it

Metaphysics, un
be
considered

like the

(Economic*

5

genuine

unhappily

The
Of all the

2

30,

iii.

9,

ii.

1280, a, 18.

1,

1261,
c.

12,

Even apart from
1282, b, 19).
the citation iHtet.i. 8 .A ;/., and the
mention of it in the catalogue (D.
75, AN. 70), its genuineness can
not be doubted, however seldom
it is named by ancient writers
(see the remarks of SFENGEL,
d. Politik d. Arist., AWi.
jM iincltu. Altad. v. 44 infra).
For further information, see
the section on the political philo
&amp;lt;Ueb.

sophy of Aristotle, ch. xiii., infra.
3
Of the second book (as to
the beginning of which see ROSE,
Arid. IAbr. Ord. 59 sq.) this has
long been admitted, but Gottling
(Arist. (Ecun. p. vii. xvii.) con
siders the first to be a section of
a genuine Aristotelian writing
it seems more probable that it is
the work of a later writer based
on Polit. i. (See end of ch. xxi.,
infra. } D. 23, AN. 17 name OIKOVOon
fj.utbs (or -oi/) a. Cf p. 99 supra
another pretended second book.
;

.
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Among them

1

The political writings named,

1

besides those

quoted, are the
following: (1) noAjTemi, a col
lection of facts with regard to 158
states (D. 145, AN. 135, the text

which BEENAYS,

of

Rh. Mus.

289, with the approval of
HOSE, Ar. Ps. 394, has evidently

vii.

improved), which, according to
the fragments and the statements
of Cic. Fin. v. 4, 11, and PLUT.
N. P. Su. V. 10, 4 (who names
the work KTiVeis /col 7roAn-e?cu)
not only treated of the consti
tution, but also of the usages,
customs, situation of the towns,
the history of their foundation,
their local traditions, c.
PT. 81
gives the number of cities as 171
(or 191, according to the view
of

PIEEBELOT, BiU. Or. 971, a)

AMMON.
Ammon.

AT.

:

48

gives 255:
Lat. p. 56, Ps.-Porphyr.
V.
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the

loss of

ness of the work, which Rose
(Ar.Libr. Ord. 56 sq., Ar. Ps.
395 sq.) disputes, has no weighty

arguments against

it

(as

HEITZ,

246 sqq. shows); and even if
the external evidence, of which
p.

that of TIM^EUS (apuA POLYB.
xii. 5, 11) is the oldest produc
did not utterly exclude
ible,
Rose s supposition that the work
was published and circulated in
his name soon after Aristotle s
death, nevertheless the internal
of that theory
improbability
would be much strengthened by it.
The declarations of DAVID, ibid.,
arid the Schol. to Porphyry s Isago(je (vid. ROSE, Ar. Ps. 399, Ar.
Fr. 1535) favour the supposition
that the different states in the
Polities are taken in alphabetical
order; and this explains why the

about
but the increase does not
seem to be founded on any later
extension of the collection, but
merely on clerical mistakes (cf

Athenians (according to Fr. 378,
where, however, the reading is
uncertain) are treated in the 1st
book, and the Ithacans in the
42nd (Fr. 466).
The circum
stance that the numerous frag
ments all contain merely isolated
notes, without reference to a

Ps. 394). Simpl.( Categ.
Schol. 27, a, 43) seems by the

uniform complete treatise, will
not (as ROSE, Ar. Ps. 395

in

Sehol.

Ar.

David, ibid. 24,

and Philop.

b,

9,

a,

26,

and

34, say 250,

ibid. 35, b, 19,

250,

.

RosE,&quot;j.r.

2, y.

words

eV rats

ytft]&amp;lt;ria.is

Teiais to point to the

avrov TTO\Iexistence of

spurious Polities pvn (158) in
stead of yvyaiais may be the true
;

reading (HEITZ, Ar. Fr. 219),
though IDELEE, Ar. Meteor, i.,
xii. 40 can hardly be right in sub
stituting eVto-ToAcusfor TroAtreiats).
The numerous
fragments of
the large collection are found
in MULLEE, Fragm. Hist. ii. 102
sqq. (cf BOUENOT, in Philolog. iv.
266 sqq.) ROSE, Ar. Ps. 402 sqq.
.

;

Ar. Fr. 343-560,
Fr. Hz. 218 sqq.

1535 sqq.
The genuine

p.

holds) serve as a proof of the
spuriousness of the work; but,
in conjunction with the fact that
the Aristotelian writings nowhere
refer to the work in question
(for even Eth. N. x. 10, 1181, b, 17,
refers to the Politics; cf. HEITZ,
231 sq.), it supports the view
(HEITZ, 233 sq.) that the Poli
ties was not a literary
com
pleted whole, but a collection by
Aristotle, for his own use, of

which he had gathered
by personal observation
and inquiries, and partly from

;

facts

;

partly

ARISTOTLE
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Aristotle

simply irreparable.
Poetics

writings.

If this

2

only a fragment

is

be

so,

would only be circulated

copies
after

A

chapter out of the
IToAiTeta A.dT]vaio0vma,y have given
rise to the title n. TWV 2oAo&amp;gt;j/os
(Ax. App. 140 cf. MULhis death.

:

d|oVo&amp;gt;i/

LKR,

A

109, 12).

ibid.,

similar

was (2) the N6/j.i/j.a
fiapfiapiKa, which are quoted under
this title by APPOLLOX. Miralnl.
vii. 70
11
Ax. App.
VARiiO, i.

collection

1

;

18(5

,

;

;

been wrongly

them the

To

transcribed.

v6fj.i/j.a

P&&amp;gt;/ucua&amp;gt;z/

(Ax.

App. 185) and the v6/jLiim.aTvpprivu:v
(A niEX. i. 23, d) probably be
longed. Among the few fragments
(npud MULLER, ibid. 178 sqq.,
ROSE, Ar. Ps. 537 sqq., Ar. Fr.
561-568, p. 1570, Fr. If:. 297 sq.),
Kos. 562, 563 and 564 can only be
attributed to Aristotle under the
supposition that he did not give
their contents in his own name,
but as traditions
somewhere
current.

The

(3)

TroAewi/

Ai/caiw/iara

(AMMOX.

Differ.

VoCCtb., NTjey) or Ai/c. EAATjz t Swj/
n-oAewv ( F. Marc. p. 2, R) seem

to

but not even so

;

cf. p. 57; on II.
Yirep airo iKccy, p. 60,

Ho\iriKbs

and

Oil II.

f&amp;gt;r)TOpOS

have

dealt

with

between the Hellenic

;

72,

crt tidii

secretorum

(or, Aristotelis

ad AlcxandruDi

rcijeni dcmoribits
cf. GEIER, Arist.

di{/nis\
iind Alex. 234 sq; ROSE, Arist.
Libr. Ord. 183 sq, Ar. Ps. 583 sq.
Since this was written the
Athenian noAtreio has been re
rcf/e

quarrels

states

and

covered.
This writing, in our editions,
is entitled: n. TroirjriKris. Aristot.
himself mentions it in the Polities
(viii. 7, 1341, b, 38), as a future
in the llhetorie (i. \\Jin.,
1404, a, 38, c. 2, 1404, b, 7,
28, 1405, a, 5, c. 18, 1419, b, 5,
with which cf. p. 74, n. 1), as al
ready existing, with these words
eV roils Trepl irottjTiKris, or (1404, b,
28) eV T. TT. iroil](T&amp;lt;i)s. The Indices

work;
iii.

1,

:

name
TIKTIS

:

83), re xi/Tjs

;

and AST,

eV

120,

HARPOCRAT.

The eff(LSTTO\lTLKa.i
3 (Ax. 69 the same is the right
reading in D. 74) were in any case
The AXON. 5 applies
spurious.

A/JUyllOs).

(4)
;

name

IT.

TroAm/cTjs to the Gryl-

but that must be a mistake
On the
(see above, p. 59).

j8

T&amp;lt;

named more
(D. 129, Ax.

TTOJTJ-

TTOITJT.

(Ax. 75), DC arte poetica secundiim disciplinam Pt/thaf/oree, PT.
Fr. (this addition is caused by
the combination of two different
titles: cf. ROSE, Ar. Ps. 194).
PS.-ALEX. Soph. El. Schol. in
Ar. 299, b, 44, has eV
TT. Tronj-r.

HERM.

they are also
briefly Aj/catw^ara

Te^Tyy

Tlpay/maTeias

& (D.

likewise

los,

fin.

]).

;

their settlement;

the

sub

TTO\ITIKOV,

fy

towards the end on n. apx^is,
p. 81, n. 1, Jin.; on a bungling
forgery of the Middle Ages, Sen. 2,

1

fiapfi.
crvvaywyT])
this title also the designa
tions NO/AOI a |8 y 8 (D. 140),
j/o/zi/zwj/ 8 (Ax. 131), seem to have
(i&amp;gt;o/j.i/j.ow

from

TWV

in various

government

1

cities, is

Our

collection of forms of

s

r$

in Phecdr.

TT. TT.

;

Ill,

SlMPL. Cat

Schol. 43, a, 13, 27: eV T

TT.

DAVID, iltid. 25, b, 19, rb TT.
on the other hand AMMOX.

.

TT.

;

IT.

;

I)e
interpr. Schol. 99, a, 12, eV TO?S
TT. TTOI.;
BOETH. De, interpr. 290,

in

libris

scripsit.

thorities

quos

de

arte poetica

The more ancient au
are acquainted with two

ARISTOTLE S WRITINGS
much

as this remains of Aristotle s other contributions

and history of Art or of

to the theory

on the poets.

Nor

1

books on Poetry (a third

is

there

is

men

;

mised in Polii. viii. 7, 1341, b, 38,
which would naturally have come
in the section on Tragedy, and,
as we learn from sure traces,
actually did occur
BERN AYS, Grundz.
lib.

160 sqq., 197

sq.

VAHLEN,

d.

d. Trag.
Ges. in Brcslau,
;

p.

SUSEMIHL,

p.

81 sq. of his

edition, and others); the exam
ination of Comedy, promised
Poet. c. 6 init., and quoted
Rhet. i. 11 Jin., of which Bernays

(Rh. Mus. viii. 561 sqq.) has
pointed out valuable remnants in
Cramer s Anecd. Paris., vol. i. app.
(now in Susemihl, p. 208 sq., Vahlen, 76 sq.) and the discussion on
;

Synonyms,

his dissertations

of the other

left

after chap. 18), which suf

ficiently prove that we only p ssess Aristotle s work in a muti

lated and hopelessly corrupt con
cannot here inquire
dition.
how its present condition may be

We

explained (SUSEMIHL,

ibid., p.

:&amp;gt;

gives an enumeration of the
different and in part widely di
verging attempts at explanation).
It may be true, as SUSEMIHL
concludes, that the carelessness
of the writing, the caprice of
the copyists, and the freaks of
accident account for most of the
sq.,

,

mischief ; but we cannot make
these factors responsible for the
interpolations, except in so far as

may have rendered possible
the introduction of some mar
ginal notes into the text.
Of the Dialogue IT. Troi-nruv
they

1

(cf.

Abh.

Wirkung

d.

A bh. d. Tiist.-pMl.
12;

there
d.

much

come

tioned only in the quotations
given on p. 58, n. 1, with regard
to the writing IT. TroirjTwi/), the
more modern only with one
except in so far as they copy
more ancient writers, as we must
suppose was the case with AmFrom
monius and Boethius.
this alone we might suppose that
the writing in question originally
had a greater extension than it
now has, but this becomes certain
from the references to such
parts of it as are missing in our
recension, as for instance the
discussion on the Catharsis pro

Arist.
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which Simpl. men

tions, Categ. Schol. 43, a, 13, 27.

In other places also our text
shows many greater or smaller
gaps, as also interpolations (as c.
12 and many smaller ones), and
inversions (the most considerable
that of chap. 15, which ought to

y we have already spoken on p.
Besides this AN. 115 gives
68.
KVK\OV TT. iroiTiT&v, likewise in
three books. This title may have
arisen, by duplication and cor
ruption, from that of the Dia
logue, or

it

may

(according to

HEITZ, 178) designate a work
distinct from it but the KVK\OV
may also have sprung from the
which is
(or
eyKi&amp;gt;K\iov
found in No. 113. Allied to it, it
would seem, are n. rpay^Siwt/ a
(D. 136, AN. 128) and Kupticol
(EROTIAN, Exp. Vac-. Hippocr. s.
:

-io&amp;gt;/)

v.

Hpa/cA. voffov}.

Miiller

(Misf.

Gr. ii. 82), though not rightly,
takes the AtSao-waAiat (D. 137
AN. 129 HOSE, Ar. Ps. 550 sq.,
Ar. Fr. 575-587, p. 1572 sq.
HEITZ, 255, Fr. Hz. 302 sq.),
seemingly a chronological cat a;

;

;
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books named to

which dealt with subjects outside
and among

us,

the main lines of the Aristotelian system;
logue based on the existing in
scriptions of the tragedies per
formed in Athens as a part of
the book on tragedies.
Fur
ther, a series of writings relating
to poets is named, which took
the form of problems: ATropijyuoTWV iroiriTiKuv a (AN.
145)
:

Aj&amp;gt;j).

Amot

(ibid. ] 40, where
seems to indicate the form
of treatment which is proper to
TrotTjTt/coi

alriai

the airopri/jLara or Trpo^\ri/j.ara, viz.
that the 5m TI is sought, and Hie
reply consists in giving the Sto rt
or the cuV/a); Airoprj/Ji.dT(t)v O/XTJ-

pMuv C (U. 118; Ax. lOi!
HEITZ, 258 sq., Fr. II:.
KOHE, ^lr. 7V 148 sq., J/-.

:

(,&quot;

12&amp;lt;&amp;gt;;

7-V.

(104, 124) give us in two places,
is identical with the

and which
musical

noticed by
116 (see
BRANDIS, ii. b, 94) but it is no
more genuine
than the
n.
KO.XOV (D.
AN. 63, n. KA-

1)1

AMMON.

;

LAT.
of

A pp.

(AN.

i

51,

the

HcrioSov
Airop.

T*.

PTOL.

147;
41

.I/-.

&amp;lt;;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,

Aous).

To these belong certain minor,

1

mostly historical works, O\v/u.iriovlKai a (D. 130, AN.
122); UvQLOVLK&V

a

Avrop^uaTa

;

(Ax.

1 4.
Ajip.
!)
Ei /JiTTi8oi/s,
ApxiAo^ou,
To these
(ibid. 144).

;

y

Xoipi\ov
the Awop^/nara 0e?cc
seem also to belong.
tise

:

Ei Se

TTore

&quot;O
:

(AN. 107)
Tlie

trea

uripos eiroirjaei

ras

HA/oi; /3oCs ; (AN. ^pp. 142),
no doubt only one of the Hom
eric problems.
Of these writings
the ones which are more likely
to have an Aristotelian origin
are the Queries on Homer but
even these may have had later
additions made to them.
On the
other hand the genuineness of
the UeirXos (AN. 105 AN.
169 ROSE, Ar. Ps. 563 sqq., At:
Fr. 594-600, p. 1574 sq.
Fr.
Hz. 309 sqq. cf. BERGK, Li/r.
Gr. 505 sqq. MULLER, Frag in.
is

;

;

Aj&amp;gt;j).

;

;

;

;

f\ey^oi a

and

131

(D.

probably also AN. 125) UvdiovlKai
a
(1). 131, AN. 123, with the
;

eV

title,

TlvBioviKas

MeVat^yUoj/ eV/KTjfre^)

d&amp;gt;

&i&\iov
TlvdiKus

;

(1). 133), possibly only a dif
ferent title for the same writing
NT/ecu AiovvffiaKal a
(D. 135, AN.

;

AMM.

:

probably a duplication
airopi i/uiaTa)

iiora,
;

a

KUU

Jiibl.

i&amp;gt;,

{rjTTip.a.Ta

0/n.rjpi-

problems

LA BE us,

strange

Tlpofi\ri/j.drwi

1

Hist. ii. 188 sqq.) cannot be
maintained. More ancient seems
to be the book n. povaiK^s, which
both DIOG. (116, 132) and AN.

137-175, p. 1501 s(j.) or, as the
Vita Marc. p. 2. names it, O,u.
;

l

126, NIKUV

avTiKuv Kal \TJvziuv a). About these writings
cf.
os io, Ar. J x. 515 stjq., Ar.
FI-. 572-574, j). 187; HEITZ, 254
sq., Fr. 7/~. 300 sq.; MULLEE,
Hist. Gr. ii. 182 s(].~ Further
n. fvpijfjLdrtav (CLEMENS, Strom.
i.
308, A, where, however, an Ari
stotelian work with this title
which could not be genuine
seems to be designated notes
which may have conic from the
1

Atoj/.

1

:

work are given by MULLER,
181

sq.).

IT.

quoted by ATHEN.
&av/ji. O.K. c.

ibid.

Qavp.acrifava.Kovn p.drwv

cf.
(xii. 541
96) and, with the title
;

eV BavjULaa-iois,
perhaps also by ANTIGON. Mirabil. c. 25 (cf. cu;^.
collection of
aKovar/it.. c.
30), a

strange phenomena, the genuine
ness of which cannot be admitted.
For further information on this

ARISTOTLE S WRITINGS
these also there

have crept

is
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no doubt that many spurious

titles

in.

General Questions touching the Aristotelian

B.

Writings.

ON
or

a general survey of the works which are preserved
to us as Aristotelian, it is evident that they

known

apart from the letters and
kinds.
The component

were of two different

poems

parts of our Corpus Ariare without exception didactic treatises in
scientific form.
And almost all of these which can
stotelicum

1

be called genuine

are,

as

be seen, connected

will

together by express references in a way that is only to
be explained by the theory that they were addressed to

one

circle of readers as the

connected and mutually ex

It is quite different in
planatory parts of one whole.
the case of the writings which were afterwards styled
hypomnematic
notes, that is to say, made by

work

see

WESTBBMANN,

Uapa-

xxv. sqq., and especially ROSE, Ar. Libr. Ord. 54
Pseud. 279 sq., who
sq., Ar.
refers the main body of the
work, consisting of chaps. 1-114,
130-137, 115-129, 138-181, to
the middle of the third century,
An enlarged treatment of this, or
a more extensive specimen of the
same sort of work, is perhaps the
riapaSo|a, from the second book of
which Plut. (Parall. Gr. et Horn,
8o6ypa&amp;lt;poi,

p.

c.

29, p. 312) quotes something
which is not found in our av/m..
O-K.
Tlapoifjiiai a (D. 138; cf. Ax.

127), a collection of proverbs, the
existence of which seems to be
proved, inter alia, by ATHEN. ii.

60

d,

although

Heitz

(Verl.

Schr. 163

sq.
Fragm. 219) is
doubtful whether there was an
;

work on this

Aristotelian

We
N

subject,

prove whether

cannot

references

in Eustath.

in

the
Od.

408 and SYNES. Eno. Calvit.

22 (Ar. FT. No. 454, No. 2)
belong to this or to other works.
In
addition
to
these there
are two titles which are so
indefinite that they furnish no
safe clue to the contents of the
c.

writings to which they correspond: Ilapa0oAal(D.126); &quot;ATO.KTO. (to which Trpo/SA^uaro or VTTO-

may

^i/Tj/xara

127

;

!

be supplied)

ifi

(D.

stories

are

cf p. 96, foot),
.

The wonderful

perhaps the only exceptions, but
they are not Aristotelian.
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Aristotle merely for his own use, and therefore not
thrown by him into any such literary form and unity
None of the
as the works designed for publication.
1

2
extant works which are genuine is of this class, but
several of those which are lost seem to have belonged

to

it.

From these two

3

classes of works, however, there

be distinguished a third.
Cicero, Quintilian, and
Halicarnassus
of
praise Aristotle not only for
Dionysius

is to

scientific greatness,

ness

his

of

exposition

Oifff/. Scliol. in

1

Sirnpl.
a,

the

This must have referred to works designed

1

speech.
Ar. 24,

(in.

-12):

TiKa.

v-Kop.vrifjt.a.

ova

QlKtidV Kal TT\f(oVa

TTpOS VTTUp.VT](TlV

avitra^fv 6 (})i\6&amp;lt;TO(pos
these writings cannot, however,
fidcravov

:

be taken as Travry rrTrofSf/s
and hence we may not draw from

a|f&amp;lt;x,

them any proofs

for

stotelian doctrine

6 /UL(VTOI

TO,

avSpos

:

the

Ari

AAe |-

inro/j.vr)/J.aTiKa (rv/j.irf(pvp-

eVa
for tliis
very reason the others are dis
tinguished from them as ffwray&amp;lt;pr)(rlv

(TKoirov

avcKpfpzaBcu,

David

Aum/m.

viro/uLvr]/Ji.arLKa

ra

jj-ova
Si

xa

TT}S

KOI

efi/cu

/j.fva

Cf.

-nobs

38):
\eyovrai eV ois

ite(pd\aia
Kal

irpeTrov(rr)s

/mr)

and

(ScJiol. 24, a,

jj.lv

Trpooi/Aiwi

\ias.

grace and rich
golden stream of his

for the

but equally

aireypd&amp;lt;p-n(Tav

eiri\6ywv Kal

eKSufffffiv

HEITZ,

airayyz-

Ycrl. Schr. 24

our Cr/)n* were; intended to serve
as the basis for lectures, or were

compiled from them, they would
not on that account be merely

hypomnematical writings.
those mentioned on
E.g.,
also the
p. G2, n. 4, 5, and perhaps
Polities (p. 101); whether the
Ufpl rayaOov is also one (as al
ready noted on p. 61, n. 2 Jfn.\
seems doubtful.
Cic. Top. 1, 3: the works
of Aristotle are not only recom
mended by their contents, wd
:l

4

dicendl quoquc. incrediMli quadarn cum. cop I a turn etiam sit artDC Invent, ii. 2, 6 (on the
tate.
Aristotle has
~2,vvay(t)yr] Texi/cDy)
left the old orators suarltate et
Itrcritate dlccndi far behind, lie
Orat. i. 11, 49 si item Aristoteles,
:

:

sq.
2

The Problems, which might

occur as an instance, cannot have
been written down for his owr n use
alone, since Aristotle often quotes

them

(see above, p. 96), thereby
implying that they are known to

Other instances, such
as the Melissus, etc., cannot be
supposed genuine. Even if it be
his readers.

true that particular portions of

Theophrastits, si Carneadcs
eloquent es et in dicendo snares

si

.

.

.

atque ornati fnere. Be Fin. i. 5,
14 (on Epicurus) quod ista PlaAristotelis
tonis
Theophrasti
:

orationis

Aead.

ii.

orationis

ornamcnta

flumen

aurcnm fundens Ari-

QUINTIL.
quid Aristotelem ?

stoteles.

neglexerit.

38, 119: reniet

Inst. xi. 83

:

Quern dulito

ARISTOTLE S WRITINGS
by him

It is not applicable to

for publication.

those which are

now
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extant

and of

;

any of

these, indeed, the

two Latin writers probably knew but a small part.
We are driven to suppose, therefore, that it was to other
1

works, lost to us, that they ascribed this kind of excel

The

lence.

critic

who judges

of literary form

scientific criteria will find, it is true,

our extant Aristotle.
crimination of

all

He

will

much

by purely

to praise in

acknowledge the apt

his ideas, the inimitable

dis

precision

compactness of his diction, and his masterly
handling of an established terminology. But of the

and

qualities

ment

which Cicero emphasises, or any graceful move
and rolling eloquence, he will find even

of a rich

most popular of the extant books but little trace
while in other parts the dry methods of treatment, the
rough brevity of statement, the involved construction
in the

;

long sentences, often broken by anacolutha and
parentheses, stand in plain contradiction to Cicero s
of

We can, however, gather for ourselves,
even from the scanty fragments of the lost books, that
some of these were written in a style far more rich and

description.

scicntia

rcrmn

an scrrptorum

copia an eloquendi snavitate
clariorem putein.
DIONYS. DC
Verb. Cop. 24 of the philoso.

.

.

:

phers, Democritus, Plato, and
Aristotle are the best as to style,
De Cens. Vet. Script. 4: irapa8e
TTJS

Kal

re

Kal

rov r)Sfos Kal

ApjoToreArj

els

Trepl Trjv epfji-nvtiav

rrjs

aa^-rjvfias

/cat

Tro\v/j.aOovs.

Except the Topics and lllietorw, we have no reason for supposing that any of them knew
by personal reading the extant
1

boots. Of the others, however,
Cicero used several of the writings mentioned on p. 55 sqq., the

books on Philosophy, the Eudemus, the Protrepticiis, perhaps
also the rioAm/c&s, n. fia&amp;lt;ri\ias
and IT. ir\ovrov; cf. Fin. ii. 13,
r
J\
40 ;
cad. ii. 38, 119
D. ii.

A

;

15, 42, 16, 44,

Dirin.

i.

37,

25, 53

;

.

95, 49,

125

;

Fragm. Hort.

apud Augustine c. Jul. iv. 78
Fin. v. 4, 11 Ad Quint. Fr. iii.
5
Ad Att. xii. 40, 2, xiii. 28, 2
;

;

;

Off.
n. 1.

;

ii.

16, 56

:

and above,

p. 60,
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ornate,

and approached

graces

of

the

treatises

scientific

far

more

closely to the literary

Dialogues, than any of the
in
our Corpus.
to be explained, not merely by the

Platonic

This difference

is

now contained

1

earlier date of the writings in question,

but also by the

that they were not intended to serve the same
purpose as the others, nor designed for the same
fact

audiences. 2
Aristotle himself occasionally refers to certain state

ments of his doctrine, published by him, or then in
common use, in terms which seem to imply that a
portion of his writings (including these writings in
which the references in question occur) were not in
the same sense given to the public.
And from his
15

On

what is pre
17 sq.,
12-14,
3(5, 40, 48, 45), 71, 72 of the
Fragments (Academy edition)
from the tide-mint, Protr optic us,
n. (pi\o &amp;lt;TO(pias, n. Si/ccuocrwT/s, and
above, p. 50, n. 2.
We shall discuss this im
1

this point see

served in

Xos.

(

:

&amp;gt;2,

E

mediatel.
3

1154,

1),

17: tfprjrai

avT& v eV TO?S eKSeSo^eVois
s.

DC An.

i.

4

ittit.:

TLS

o|a irapaSeSorai
iridavri ^uei/ TroAAoTs
Aoyovs &(rirep 5 evdvvas (for which
a\\~&amp;gt;]

.

JJernays,

erasing

Dial.
\6yovs,

8e)

The predicate e /o
would certainly not be
there without a purpose, but is
meant to distinguish the \6yot
e
/cSeSo^eVoi from certain other
is

d.

AT.

15

.

,

sqq,

reads:

5eSw/cina

ital

\6yois

In
yap TWO. avrfyv Afyovcri, &c.
the first of these places, Bernays
that
says
(ibid.
13)
pub
lished here means the same as
already published
(the same
explanation of the words is given
by KOSE, Ar. Ps. 79), yet one

allowable.

5e5o,ueVot

Ao 7ot.

Neither can we translate
in such a way as

e/cSeSo^eVoi

to

Poet. 15

Se TTpl

may well doubt whether this gloss

make

*

the writings published

by me a mere periphrasis

for

my

writings
partly because such a
turn of phrase is not found in
;

Aristotle. When he refers, with
out indicating a particular work,
to something
that
has gone

before,

he

merely,
irporepov.

accustomed to say

is

eV

#AAois,

eV

ere pois or

Again the fact that he

does not say

UTT

eyuou

e /cSeSo/xeVoi

shows that the emphasis
t,

falls

on

as such, and that the
t are meant as
an

antithesis to

^

we have no

Only
assume

e/cSeSo^eVot.

right

to

that things ^77 e/cSeSo^ieVoi mean
things published later. The anti-
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commentators we further learn that one of the points
published is not later
published, but not published;
and from the perfect c/cSeSo/ieVot
to read such as had already been
published at the time of the
writing of the Poetics, and so were
earlier than that work, is shown
to be impossible by the reflection
of UEBERWEG on this passage
(Arist. iib. d. Dichtlt., p. 75) that
every author puts himself, in
regard to the reader, in the time
at which his work will be in the
reader s hands.
Hence, if the
Poetics were to be laid before the
thesis to

whole reading world,

pub

i.e.

lished, just like the A^ot to which
they referred, they would not be
designated in contradistinction to

by the predicate e/cSesince each of them would
be, in relation to their reader,
equally a \6yos e/c$e8o/ie i/os. Rose
wished to refer the \6yoi e /cSeS.,
first to former passages in the
Poetics (Ar. Libr. Ord.
130),
and later {Ar. Pseud. 79) to the
the

latter,

SofjLfvot,

Rhetoric, but he was subsequently
{Ar. Ps. 714) right in withdraw
ing both, since the discussion for
which the Poetics refer to the
\6yoi ewSeS. is found neither in
the Rhetoric nor in the Poetics

BERNAYS, ibid. 138) and,
even apart from this, the lat
ter could never have been so
Nor can we on the
indicated.
other hand (as ROSE, Ar. Ps. 717,
maintains) refer the expression
to writings on Poetry by the Pla
(cf.

:

tonic school, for we clearly must
confine it to Aristotelian writings:

and in the second passage, De An.
the ^.0701 V Koivcf yiyvoiJLzvoi
cannot be understood (as TORSTRTK, Arist. de An. 123 supposes,
he being perhaps preceded by the
i.

4,

authors of the variant \eyofj.ei/ots
instead of ytyvo/j.. ) of conversa
tions, such as would occur in
educated circles, or (as Rose, Ar.
Ps. 717, thinks) of expressions of
opinion coming from the Platonic
school for the evOwas SeSw/cuta re
;

fers to

some

criticism,

known

to

the reader, of the supposition that
the soul is the harmony of its
body, and cannot mean vague
conversations of third persons
(cf. also BERNAYS, ibid., 18 sq.).
Neither can one refer them to
oral statements made by Ari
stotle to his pupils (PHILOP. see
following note), partly because
Aristotle never elsewhere refers
to such statements, and in a
:

treatise which, though perhaps
primarily intended as a text
book for his school, yet gives
no indication anywhere of being
meant only for his personal
pupils, he could not well appeal
to them
partly because the
Philosopher had really inserted
the criticism referred to in
;

one of his own writings (cf. fol
The latter fact
lowing note).
indicates that it is wrong (as
SIMPL. does see following note)
to refer the \6yoi eV KOIVU yiyv. to
the Platonic Plucdo, for which
;

this

expression would not be a

sufficient

indication, nor would
correspond (cf. BERNAYS, p. 20)
with the manner in which it is
in other places mentioned (cf.

it

Meteorol.

ii.
2, 355,
b,
32).
Finally, though Ueberweg ( Gesch
d. Phil. i. 173, 5th
ed.) under

.

stands by the \6yoi eV K. yiyv.
(extending the explanation of
Philoponus) discussions which
occurred in actual conversations,
or in writings arranged in the
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was to be found in the Eudemus.
We find other and more frequent references of his to
the Exoteric Discourses as the place where he had
2
dealt with such and such a subject.
Opinions, how
of
that
name aod the
the
to
as
differ
meaning
ever,
which he

to

1

so refers

form of dialogues,

it

seems clear

that the latter could not be so
named, and that there was here
no reason for mentioning the

dialogue form of such discussions.
From the point of view of gram
mar, owing to the present tense of

yiyvoptvois (to which BONITZ, Ind.
Arist. 105, a, 4G, rightly calls

attention), they cannot be ex
the speeches sub
plained as
:

mitted

(i.e.

which

have been

submitted) to publication, for in
that case it would have been
It can only mean, as
yevo/ji.(i&amp;gt;ois.

Bernays translates it in his
the dis
Dial. d. Arist.
29,
courses existing in a state of
publication, available for the use
of all, taking the cv KOIV$ here in
the same sense as in the expres
sions

:

tV

Koivct)

afyievai

Koiv(f

inedio

and DC

De

Ca-lo, Schol. 487, a, 3:

where he says that Aristotle uses
tyitvK\.

(j&amp;gt;i\.

Ccclo,

i.

30 (KO! yap KaQdirfp eV

b, 315 sqq.,

and Ft:

irpo(paiverai ro7s

6ri

Dialogues.
84 sqq., 93

&C.).

well as eV KOIV$
yiyv6fMfvos, mean in media positus
Bernays rendering, Dial. d.
as

t

77, 1488,

15, 147(5, b, 21,

BERNAYS,

Cf.

ibid.

110 sqq.
It is shown by the passages
quoted in Hose, Ar. Fr. 41, p.
1481 sq., and Hcitz, Ar. Fr. 73,
sq.,

1

from Philoponus, SimpliThemistius, and Olympiodorus (the common source for
51,

p.

cius,

sages in question must refer to
this dialogue, although Philopo
nus (De An. E, 2) leaves us the

choice between

and
a)

?vot,

just

Kara

that the matter for which Ari
stotle refers to the tyKVKXta, was
actually treated in two of his

crvvova iai

can,

the

i.e.

trporidf/J.va,

We also see from Ar. FT.

&amp;lt;f)oi

TO.

signify ra

to

whom may have been Alexander),

jap Kal ev rots eyKVK\iois

efyTjrcu irepl avTuv*)

is

that Arist. in the Jludemiis, after
following the PJuedo, devoted
a searching examination to the
theory that the soul is the har
mony of its body, the principal
heads of which examination are
Hence the pas
given by them.

qnere, Mctapli. i. (5, 987, b, 14).
similar meaning to that of the
\6yoi eV KOii/0) yiyv6/j.evoi seems to
be attached to tyKVK\ia or eyKvof
which
K\ia
(pLXoao^/Jt-ara,
mention is made in Etli. i. 3, 109(5,
roinuv
a\is
a, 2 (na\ Trepl /J.ff

9, 279, a,

phrase
cius(in

common

not so appropriate. The
so explained by Simpli-

ev

A

IKO-VMS

writ ings in the

12-1,

strain, is

relin-

KaTCtTiOecrOai,

(In

Ar.

it

and the

&yparovs eraipovs,

irpos

Simplicius
connects

(De
it

An.
with

1

4,

the

Phft do.
-

All the passages are quoted

below.
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of these

relation

Corpus.

always referred
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to

onr ex

The ancients who mentioned them
to them as a separate class of Aristotle s

distinguished from the technical scientific
But
treatises by a less strict method of treatment.

works,

1

they

differ

among themselves

Cicero

as to details.

2

3

and Strabo speak of the exoteric works in general
The former, however,
terms as popular statements. 4
5

unmistakeably thinking only of the Dialogues,
which we also find described as exoteric in Plutarch. 6
According to Gellius, the treatises which dealt with
is

The only exceptions are two
Byzantine and altogether

untrustworthy interpreters of the

the Aristotelian writings are
divided into acroamatic and
exoteric, ofa TO. ia-rcputa Kal ra

Eustratius (90, a) and
the Pseudo-Andronicus (Helio-

aKpifieias

1

late

Ethics,

dorus, eirc. 1367, cf. p. 69, n. 1),

the former of

whom

understands

by f&repiKol \6yoi the common
tion.

Fin.

v.

5,

12

:

o\&amp;lt;as

TO.

&Kpas

/u.fy

-PHILOP.
De An. E, 2 (ap. STAHE, Arist.
261)

ii.

IJ.ara,

)V

(ppovri^ovTa.

ra

:

etVt

|corepi/ca

Kal ol

aTrep 8ia TOVTO
ort ov irpbs robs yvr](riovs a-Kpoaras

opinion, the latter, oral instruc
2

SiaXoyiKa Kal

about the

highest good, Aristotle and Theophrastus have written duo ge
nera librorum, unum populariter
scriptum, quod eotrfpiKbi&amp;gt; appellabant, alterum Umatius [ct:/&amp;gt;j/3eo-repws, in a more severe style],
qiiod in cominentariis reliqucruntj
but in essentials they both

5
Cf. Ad Att. iv. 16, 2
quoniani in singulis libris [of the
discourse on the
iitor
State]
ut Aristoteles in Us
2}ro(Kiniis,
qua; tfarepiKovs vocat. In contra
distinction to the Dialogues, the
strictly scientific works are called
:

the

(see preceding note) couimentarii,
continuous
corre
expositions,
sponding to the avroTrp6&amp;lt;rwira or
aKpoariKa of the Greek interpre

Kal p.a\iffra

ters (see p. 112, n.l, and 113, n. 2).
B
Adi-. Col. 14, 4, p. 1115
Aristotle everywhere attacks the

agree.
3

XIII.

1, 54, p.

609

:

because

TheoPeripatetics, after
phrastus, had not his works and
those of Aristotle, irXty 6\iywv

happened

r&v

f^carfpiKuv,

they

ex iv Qi^oo-oQt iv
[going deeply into

^?j5ei/

irpay/jLariKus

:

Ideas: eV ro?s

the subject, scientific] d\Aa 0eVets

mtintarii

X-nKv6ieiv.

rots

*

Likewise SIMPL. Phys.

;

b

:

{

see preceding note), eV

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;riKo

2,

ytiiKo is \)Tfo^.vr p.o.(nv
s com-

(synonymous with Cicero
is t

Sia

r&v
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exoteric,
Rhetoric, Topics, and Politics were named
and those which related to Metaphysics, Physics, and
{

the reason being that the former,
the
Galen explained, were meant for everyone

Dialectics
as

l

acroatic,

;

2
latter only for the philosopher s scholars.

Alexander,

which appears in Andronicns, 3 is supposed to
complain to his master of the publication of the acroatic
writings but inasmuch as Aristotle is expressly stated
in a letter

;

have published them, the notion that Jie objected to
their publication cannot have been in the mind of the

to

At

writer of that fragment.
4

assumption also,

and we

a later time

we do

find connected with

find this

the further

it

theory that Aristotle purposely adopted in his

acroatic

J. xx. 5: Aristotle s shows that the distinction be
tween the \6yoL aKpoariKol and
and writing s were di
vided into two classes, the e
f^wrepiKol must have been known
to the author of the letter.
TfptKa and the aKpoanxo.
Thus PLFT. Alc.r. c. 7
ad I/rtorh-as
piKadicelantur
1

jY.

ler.turcs

o&amp;gt;-

Ea&amp;gt;Te-

4

/

:

f/i&amp;lt;f

ditatione* facultatemque
drill unique Tcriini
fit/ruin
iiH

ar&amp;lt;/ii-

toiKe

AAe ^avSpos

S

ov JJ.QVOV
TroXiriK^v TrapaAajSeTi/

tio-

riQiKbv

Kal

conducebant)
aKpoariKa
a iitc ni rocdliii ntnr
quibus philt*xoplda TcmotloT subtiliorf/ne fi /itdbatiir qutrqiie ad nature- rou

Ao*yov,

aAAa

t it id

&amp;gt;n

/

te nip lationcs

disceptai ioncsyuc
In the
dialecticas pcrtinebant.

the morning was de
voted to the latter, the evening
to the former (cf. p. 27, n. 3).
Libros qiioquc suos, carum omnium

Lyceum

rcrum comment arios, seorsuni
risit,

d\-

ut alii exotcriri diccrcntur,

partim

acroatici.

DC Sulist. Fac. Nat. vol. iv.
758 K ApHTToreAous $ &eo(ppd(rrov
ra fj.ev ro7s 7ro\Ao?s ytypafyoruv,
:

Cf.

GELL.

ibid.

;

Alex. 7; vide supra, p. 22,

The wording

OVK opdws
e:5ous TOUS aKpoariKOVs TUV
:

TWV

a.Tropp fjTwv

Kal

fiapvrepow \fia6vT.^ SiSacTKaXiutv, &y
ot ai/Spes
iSicos
aKpoa/uariKas Kal
(iroiTTiKas [as in mysteries] irpoffayoptvovTzs OVK e^efyepov els TTO\-

CLEMENS, Strom.
not only the Pytha
goreans and the Platonists, but
all schools have secret doctrines
XovStfjLtTaffxtLv\.

575,

and

A

:

secret writings

Kal ol ApKTTOTe Aous

:

ra

Xeyowi
/ufj/

Se

eVoxre-

T&amp;gt;V
avyypaiJ.jj.a.rwv avrwv
[-ov] TO. 8e KOLVO. re Kal f^carepiKa

piKa slvai

On the same theory, in the HUct.
ad Alex. c. 1, 1421, a, 26 sq., Ari
stotle is requested by Alexander
to observe the strictest secrecy

TO.S Se aKpodfffis rots fraipois.
3

Kal

Tl&amp;gt;v

PLUT.
n.

1.

with regard to this work, while
Aristotle, on his part, lays a reci
procal duty of silence on Alexan
der.
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works a form of exposition which must make them unin
while at the same
telligible to any but his scholars
time it is said that it was here only that he disclosed his
l

;

On this theory
writings were broadly distinguished from
the acroatic, just by the fact that they were intended
for a wider public, and that
they were therefore put in
views in their

the

exoteric

full logical

connection. 2

?

a more popular form, did not cover the more difficult
of inquiry, and substituted for a severe and

classes

scientific

method of proof one more accommodated

general comprehension.

This idea is expressed in
the answer of Aristotle to Alex
1

ander (see GELL. iMd.~), when he
replies to the reproach of the
latter with regard tothed/cpoaTt/coi
VffQi

\6~yoi
/ueVous KOL
:

elffi

oiiv

aurovs

/ecu

e/cSeSo-

uj/6Tol
e/cSeSo^ueVous
p.6vois roils f)/j.uv aKoixracriv.
/JLT]

yap
See also THEMIST. Or. xxvi. 319,
sq., where it is said that Ari
stotle did not find the same dis
courses suitable for the masses
as for the philosophers, and there
fore withdrew the highest secrets
of his teaching (the re Aea tepa,
the fj.vcrTiKbv) from the former by

A

irpbs 8o|av.

He

Topics, the p-nropLita
/cal

TpiKa.
Kal

irepl

yap
rwv

ej/

eKeij/oi? 7rAe?(rTa

i]OiKa&amp;gt;v

Kal irepl

of

Ae

7&amp;lt;rTCU.

RJietorio shows that this only
refers to the basis of the opinions
laid down in these writings, the

argument from the universally
acknowledged (the ej/5o|oj/), and
not to the teaching as such. The
later writers, as a rule, express
themselves in the same sense
thus SIMPL. Phys. 164, a:
;

e|&&amp;gt;-

Se

repiKa

eart

ra

KOIVO.

eV5o|wi/ Trepaiifo/j-eva dAAo
SeiKTiKa (UTjSe aKpoafj.aTi.Kd.

&c. For the same view see Catey.
Schol. 27, a, 38, DAVID, Categ.
Schol. 22, a, 20; 27, a, 18 sq. In

p. 4.

:

AMMON. and DAVID,

same sense LUCIAX, V. Auct.
26, calls Aristotle 5nr\ovs, &\\os
fj.fv 6 GHTOcrOev &amp;lt;pa.iv6fjt.tvos a\\os 8e
c.

exoteric and esoteric.
Alexander remarks, Top. 52,
that Aristotle speaks at one time
vroo-9ev,
-

\oyiK&s in order to unfold the
truth as such, at another 5mAe/c-

VOL.

I.

Kal
/j.})

St

airo-

As to
see follow

and cf PHILOP. Phyx.
the other hand DAVID,
Schol. in Ar. 24, b, 33, changes
the statement of
Alexander
(which he quotes in order to re
ing note

the

rS&amp;gt;v

But the
the Topics and the

fyvffiK&v eV5(5|cos

example

instances the
and the e|w-

using obscure language. SIMPL.
Pkys. 2, b, referring to the letters
eV rols
just mentioned, says

6

to

3

.

;

On

fute it) into on eV ^ue*/ rots d/cpoara SoKovvra avrtp Ae-yet Kal
:

fj-ariKols

ra

aAr?077,

eV 5e TO?S StaAo7i/co?s ra.

&\Kois SoKovvra, ra
3

tyevSrj.

Besides the testimony al
ready adduced, the statements
found in the Neoplatonic com-
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as

The theory just mentioned can be traced as far back
but this does
Andronicus, perhaps even farther
l

;

not put its correctness beyond question. It is, however,
confirmed in the main, even if it requires correction in

one point or another, by the utterances of Aristotle
It is true that
himself as to the Exoteric Discourses.
in a general sense he

may describe as exoteric any
which
does
not
topic
belong to the inquiry immediately

mentators

go to establish this
point. Thus the so-called Ammon.
in Catc/j.
sqq. (see also STAHR,
(&amp;gt;,b

255 sqq.), who,

ii.

Aristotcli-a,

after some other divisions of the
the Aristotelian writing s, among

ones distinguishes

syntagmatic

Kal a.i(poa/j.ariKa

avToirpocrocira
8ia\oyiKa Kal

mer

The

t^wrepiKa.

and
for

written -rrphs yvnaiovs
aKpoaras, the latter irpbs rr]v TWV
TroAAoJi/ oxpe Aeiaz/
in the former
are

;

own
his
expresses
opinion with a strictly scientific
argument, in the latter ra 80Aristotle

KOVVTO,

a.vTq,

&amp;lt;xAA

ov 8i

a,7ro8eiK-

/
e7ri^eip7/ aaTcoi Kal ols oloi re
^ Iff iv ot TroAAol tTra.Ko\ovQt1v. Simi

TIKWV

,

l

at
greater length,
DAVID, Schol. 24, a, 20 sqq., who
likewise divides the trvvTay/^anKa
into avTOirpocrc jTra or aKpoafj.aTLKa
and SiaXoyiKa a /ecu t^wrepLKa Ae-

larly,

only

yovrai and considers the former
to have been written Trpos rovs
tTTiTrjSeiovs

TT?

&amp;lt;pL\offO(pia,

the

latter Trpbs aveTrirribfiovs Trpbs (pi\o(Totyiav,

and hence the former

avayKaffTiKuts
8ta Tridavwv.

\6y&amp;lt;av,

Si

the latter

Cf. p. Ill, n. 4.

In proof of this statement
we cannot attach so much im
portance to the passage just
given from David as Heitz does
The fact
( Vcrl. Sclir. 25 sq.).
1

that David (24, b, 5) expressly
appeals to Arnmonius (n. fpwj/ems) and to the commentary on
iheCatcf/orics passing under

Am-

monius name (which, although in
form it does not
its present
come from Amrconius, yet seems
to have originated in one written
by him), indicates that Ammonius
was David s proximate authority;
and though he (Ammonius) cer
tainly made use of earlier writers
(and principally Alexander, whom
David at 24, b, 33 attacks, and
from whom his quotation of the
Aristotelian Eudem.ns is probably

taken, like that in PHILOP. IJc
An. E, 2 sq. Ar. FT. p. 1481,
No. 41), still \ve do not know
;

how much

has been added to
On the other
their testimony.

hand we must trace the state
ments in Cicero, Strabo, and
Gellius(vide supra, p. Ill, n.

2-(5,

112, n. 1), to Tyrannic and An
dronicus, and the letters men
tioned on p. 112, n. 3 etc., prove
that the latter was aware of the
distinction between exoteric and
acroatic writings, and of the sug

gestion that the last mentioned
were only intended to be un
derstood by the pupils of the
philosopher.
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in hand, 1 or

any discussion which does not go very deeply

into the subject. 2

It is also true that the title does not

and

always

necessarily denote a distinct class
Nevertheless there are passages where

3

writings.

have every reason to refer
1

Polit.

raura

i.

5,

it

aAAa
1254, a, 33
e^urepiKwrepas
Similarly, ibid. ii.
;

ftreos

/uez/

fffrl ffittyews.

in the IlepuUlc
1264, b, 39
Plato has only imperfectly treated
aAAa TO?S
of legislation, TO.
(5,

;

6&quot;

The term e|a&amp;gt;0ei/ Acfyo: covers in
this case writings of the most
In like
speculative character.
manner Eudemus Fr. 6 (SiMPL.
Phys. 18, b), where instead of the
e^et 5

airopiav

....

iffws 8e ov irpbs

rbv \6yov of Aristotle {Phys.
185, b, 11) we read
%x l
TOVTO airopia.!/ f^wrepiK-^v.

i.

2,

:

2

Phys.

115

iv.

10,

init.

to such a class

4
;

as for the passage

in question,

such a rendering is forbidden by
the strictly dialectical and ge
nuinely Aristotelian style of the
discussions from p. 217, b, 32 to
p. 218, a, 30.
3

Thus, besides the passage
given in the preceding note from
the Physics, the Eudemian Eth.
ii. 1. 1218, b,
33, introduces the
division of possessions into the
external and the spiritual with the
Kaddirep 8iatpov/j.eQa
kv TO?S ecoTepi/coTs Atfyois.
In

[TOU xpovov] Kal Sia ruv e
The e|a)T. A^oi here
\6ywv.
mean the discussion which fol

lows immediately, and which

is

we

and that

at that time were everywhere in
vogue even at social gatherings.
That this does not fit other pas
sages will be shown immediately;

remark

:

of

Kal

:

the

r

i.
parallel passage, Eth. J\
8,
1098, b, 10, Aristotle says: he
wishes to speak about happiness
.

fK

Kal

T&V

\eyo/jLva)j/ irepl avrTJs,

called exoteric (in the same way
as Aristotle, in other places, puts
the logical in opposition to the

by which, according

physical, rid. infra, p. 174, n. 2),
a
it does not aim at
strict and adequate notion of

meant.

It is to these, therefore,

that the

e

because

6 xpovos, 21 8, a,
time (the ri
31), but only takes into consider
ation certain preliminary proper
The question is not
ties of it.
but
here of exoteric wntin-gs
Prantl is none the less wrong

to the con
only the prevailing views
concerning happiness can be
text,

must
4

&amp;lt;TTIV

;

(Arist. Pkysik, 501, 32) in main
taining that by the exoteric dis
courses we are to understand, not
only in the present instance but
everywhere, only those conversa

tions

on interesting subjects which

This

out/

TWV

Eudemus

Acfyoi of

true especially of
1323, a, 21
vo^iaaviicavas iro\\a XeyetrOai Kal

Polit. vii.
-TO.S

o&amp;gt;r.

also refer.

fv

is

i.

roiy

:

e|wTepi/co?s
Aoyois
Cw ^ s Ka^ v ^ v XP 7

irepl rrjs api(TTr]s
ay-rots.

?&quot;

areW

That by this lie
does not mean mere oral expres
sions of opinion in the conversa
tions of daily life is clearly

shown by what immediately
lows. For Aristotle continues

fol
:

us

a\f]0ws yap trp6s ye /uiav 8iaip(rii/
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the writings referred to were of a more popular type
than our extant Aristotelian texts is made probable
His
etc.
be staled thus: from
the arguments in the e
re
X6yoi, it will be univei sally
of
cognised that the conditions
happiness include not only exter
nal and bodily good things but also

oi/Seis

ava\vTiKo is

port ion of such spiritual good.
This line of reasoning necessarily

implies that the e^wrepiKol XoyoL
in quest ion, with which the current
to be in
opinion of society is said
agreement, are not the

partial
same as any form of expression
of that current opinion (cf. I5KRXAYS, Dial. (I. Arist. 10). Then,

again, the words
aipe(rii&amp;gt;

ye

irpos

:

ouSels au.tyia PriT

iia

81-

/J.iav

eifv

point

to definite explanations, set down
in writing, not merely existing
in the intangible medium of oral
It would be easier
conversation.
to connect them with oral dis

courses of Aristotle himself (as
Arixt.
ONCKKN does in Staatxl.
AVc cannot, however,
i. -14-59).
base this view on the present
with the SiopiXeyo/j-ev (together
&amp;lt;1.

Pol. iii.
1278, b, 32),
6fjLe6a,
since Aristotle not only quotes
the writings of others very fre
not unquently in this way, but
cf.
frequently even his own
(&amp;gt;,

;

Pol. vii. 13, 13:52,
V T(HS

251, a,
iii.

!);

1); J)e

\6yos

8

rjOlKOlS
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;a/iei/

Co

]

:

&amp;lt;pav.ev

PJt&amp;gt;/S.

87?,

lo, i. 7,

ro7s

fv

a, 8

etc.

8e

\\\\. 1,

(Phys.

275, b, 21

irepl

;

/aircrews

Netapli. v. 30/.; \6yos
Htli. vi. 3,
8e TOVTOV eV erepois

(eVrtV)

;

139,

b,

;

1

26

;

tiffirep

/ecu

eV

hand, the vvv ^pTjcrreoj/ avro?s is
adverse to this explanation. That
is meant to designate what fol
lows as something extracted from
but Ari
the exoteric discourses
stotle would be far more likely to
use such a formula if he was quotingsomcthing from a former work
than if he was merely repeating
in writing what he had already
orally delivered. This latter, from
the nature of the case, he must
have had occasion to do as often
as a modern university teacher
does it. The fact, then, that he
expressly mentions that he is
making an extract from the
repiKol XoyoiS points, as in the
;

it is

although

:

:

TrpoffSiopi^o/j-eQa eV TOIS
a.va.\vTiKo1s.
And, on the other

spiritual good
true that in
common life we are wont t o content
ourselves with far too small a pro-

things

32

ibid.

;

aAAa

offa

and pre-eminently

KOI

Xiyop-^v

a/u&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i(rj8rjT^&amp;lt;T6tej/,

may

oint

Tols

e|o&amp;gt;-

DC.

ii.

(
i

.

iii.

2 J5, a, 2, and
372, b, 10 (where

13,

/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,

Met co
some

2,

of the writings which we
possess arc quoted with the same
Xpr](rreov) to an existing written
work. And an Aristotelian writ
ing must be meant, since that
which follows out of the e lwrepIKO Xoyoi sounds perfectly Aristo
telian, and forms a whole with
what Aristotle gives in his own
I

name

(reel s

8e

fpov/j.ev,

1.

38).

something si
milar to that which is here quoted
from the e|wr. A^ot is found in
Lastly,

although

some passages of the Ethics (i.
6 sqq. x. G sqq.), which Zeller,
in his second edition, brought
into connection with this quo
tation, yet
to Bernays

ONCKEN,

he

now

(ibid.
ibid. 13,

Arist. Aiifs.

ii.

71

concedes
sq.

;

cf.

5; VAHLEN,
G) that Aristotle

would not by the

designation
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both by the express distinction that
l

\6yoi have mentioned

the Ethics, which in the Politics
he repeatedly quotes as rjfli/m, and
puts in the closest connection

with them

(rid.

127, n.

p.

2,

of

Zeller s 2nd ed.). Bernays the
ory (73 sqq.), that the first chapter
of the seventh book of the Politics
strikingly diverges from the usual
style of his scientific works, and
bears distinct traces of having
been extracted from a dialogue

can scarcely be supposed after
Vahlen s
forcible
objections
( Arist. Avfs. ii.)to be established
feels
bound to
Zeller, however,
agree with Bernays that by the
;

exoteric discourses

in this pas
sage is meant a written work of
the philosopher s which is lost to
us, and which Aristotle here seems
to follow pretty closely, for which
very reason he refers to it, and
not to the Ethics, though the
parallel passages in the latter

were closely connected with it
in meaning.
Less convincing
with regard to this, in spite of
what Bernays says to the con
trary (ibid, 38, 51 sqq.), appears
to be Polit. iii. 6,1278, b, 30:
ciAAa

/j.r)v

Kal

rrjs

OIKOVOIJUK)),

and the

teAetV

Kal yap eVroiS

\6yoLs 5iopi6/j.Qa
avToov

iroAAa/as.

irepl

These

words,
looked at in themselves, might
refer not only (as ONCKEN, Hid.,
suggests) to

oral

disquisitions,

but also (by taking the

5iopi6/j.eQa

as the collective we ) to conver
sations not connected with the
School or even with scientific

philosophy. That Aristotle here
refers to the
\6yoi, not for
the existence
(more correctly
e|o&amp;gt;T.

drawn between

distinction ) of different kinds
of dominion, but for the exact
limitation of their difference
(as Bernays, p. 38 asserts), can
not be inferred from the 5w/&amp;gt;i$-

since this expression desig
nates not only the exact distinc
tion, the carefully- weighed logi
cal antithesis, but any kind of
distinction whatever.
If
we
compare with it the perfectly
use
of
analogous
Aeyo/xej/, 8iopi6/j.eOa, &C., in the passages given
yuefla,

above (p. 115), we shall be pre
pared to give the same meaning
to the 8iopi6/j.eOa here,

and when

we have persuaded

ourselves,

from other passages, that Aristotle

names

certain writings \6yoi

e|o;-

the passage appears to
this interpretation.
(And
there are certainly some among
the lost Aristotelian writings in
which
the
distinction
here
T-epiKol,
fit

touched upon may have been
given particularly the TroAm/cbs
;

and

Ft.

n. 1,

Paffi\eias

and

8

:

v.

60, n. 1).

true of Etli.

vi.

supra, p.

The

4 init.

158,
v

like is
:

erepov

Kal Trpa^is
TTKTTeuo/xci/ Se irepl avr&j/ Kal ro7s e|coT6ptKots \6yois.
The connection here
(rrl Troiriffis

unquestionably allons us to sup
pose that the words refer to

\yo/j.evovs rpoirovs [the

the

is
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discussions in Aristotelian writ
ings of a character different from
that of the scientific works which
we possess, as for instance the
Dialogue on the Poets or Gryllos
but that it forbids any other sup
position Bernays (p. 39, 57 sqq.)
has not made out. If anybod}^
wished to give to the passage,
instead of the narrow meaning
assumed by Bernays, the broader
one, this has already been proved
in my other writings, neither the
;
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meaning of f^wrepiKbs nor the
context would stand in his way,

words

since the rendering of the former

Xoyois apKovi/Tws fvia Kal xpTjcrreoi/
avro7s. dlov TO /uei/ &\oyov CU/TTJS
^ or
Se
e /Vat
\6yov ^X ov
though it is by no means so
incredible as Bernays, p.
believes, that the distinction be
tween the rational and the irra
tional in the soul may have made

would be analogous
amples quoted on

ex

to the
n.

115,

p.

TT?S

1,

the
question whether Aristotle here
refers to scientific or popular
If, on
writing s, is indifferent.
the other hand, we wished to un
derstand the e|wT. \6yoi of the
what is said by others
Xfyo/meva
we could parallel the expres

and

sion

regards the latter

as

by an appeal to Eudeums

(see preceding note).
referring to this, finds
sible to believe that

Bernays,
it

impos

we

are te

dra-w the explanation of such a
corner-stone of the Peripatetic
system as the connection of trni-

Tjms-and irpu|ts, from the common
conversation of well educated
persons: but if so, he ought to
find it no less absurd to draw
from the Very same; source an
explanation of the centre of
gravity of all Ethics, the notion

And

of EuScuyuoi/ia.
in AY//,

i.

(TKfTTTfOv

8,
Sri

wo

yet

find

iuit. in contest ably

avTrjs

Trepl

.

.

.

:

Kal

This
XeyojJ.V&v irpl avrr]s.
that we are to seek
the scientific definition of hap
piness in the conversation of the
educated but neither would this
be affirmed in Etli. vi. 4 I nit.
about that of iroi^ffis and 7rpa|is,
if we were to understand the
e|o;T. \6yoi in this passage of the
The appeal to uni
\fy6fieva.
versal conviction would be to
establish a general distinction of
and this is
Tro iycris from irpa^is
e/c

TU&amp;gt;V

may not mean

;

;

Aristotle s

way

iravTO. ffvvo.Sei

:

TO?

70^

ra virdpxovTa

Much more

ctATjfle?

(Jtt/i.

definitely may
we discern in Eth. i. 13, 1102, a,
26 an intention of appealing to
some Aristotelian writings in the

i.

8).

:

\fyerai Se

irepl avTTJs

vpux^s] Kal ev TQLS

[sc.

e|a&amp;gt;Tept/coTs

-

T^&amp;gt;

!&amp;gt;(!,

way from the Platonic school
into wider circles (Epicharmus,
at a much later period, comes
very near to it with his vovs opa,
its

&c.), and though it could scarcely
be said to be an actual impossi
bility to interpret the words e
Ao 7oi as referring to opinions
current outside the school, yet the
introductory words here too much
resemble those given above from
J olit. vii. 1, and the Ae^erou
ws evict Kal vvv XpTrjffTfOV
here points too obviously
to written discussions, for us to
be able to refer this quotation
|o&amp;gt;T.

mere Xty6fj.eva. ]f it refers
an Aristotelian work, this
must be one of the lost writ
ings-most probably the Eude-

to

to

for the quotation does not
agree with n. ^ux*?s iii- 9, 432, a,
22 sqq., and this work would not
be cited by such a reference, but,
as always in other places, by ev
wiifi

,

Neither in
a, 28 (on
the Ideas as such he will only
speak aTrAcDs Kal oaov VO/ULOV x^P LV
ro is

TTfpl

Metapli.

\j/uxf;s.

xiii.

1,

107G,

yap ra iroAAa Kal
v

\6y&amp;lt;av}

understand by the
oral

discussions

can

ecoT.

uTrb

we
Affyot

It
of others.
of Ari
since this alone

must mean the work
stotle himself,

could dispense him from a fuller
criticism of the doctrine of Ideas
and that we are to look for
such work neither in the philo;
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the exoteric and the scientific treatises, and by the terms
2
It is not to be
that are used in describing the former.
1

sopher s doctrinal discussions nor
in his strictly scientific writings
is

solution, in the Dialogue

on Phi

losophy.
-

suggested not only by the de

:

E|o&amp;gt;TeptKbs

in Aristotle means

which

\6yoi, but also
signation
by the Kal (/col VTTO T. e. A.),
by which the e|coT. Xoyoi are dis
tinguished from other not exo

(1) that

more clearly
teric \6yot.
does this appear from Eudemus,

former

when the latter, probably remem

an

bering this passage, in Eth. i. 8,
1217, b, 22 says likewise of the
Ideas eVeV/ceTrrcu 8e TroAAoTs irepl
avTOv rpoiroiS Kal fvrols
\6yois Kal fv rols Kara

1272, b, 19), or when hand and
foot are styled ej-carepiKa ^prj
(Gen. An. v. 6, 780, a, 26); to
these uses cf the e|o&amp;gt;TepiKa ayada,
Pol. vii. 1, 1323, a, 25.
In the
second meaning the expression
is
used in the combination

e|o&amp;gt;T.

Still

:

following note.
This is indicated by the ex
press statement in the passages
quoted in the preceding note,
especially from Polit. vii. 1, Eth.
i. 13, Mctaph. xiii. 1, that certain
points have been sufficiently ex
plained even in the exoteric dis
that is, inasmuch as we
courses
should less expect such discus
Cf.

1

:

sions in

more

Eudemus puts

them.

definitely,

it

by putting the

e&TfpiKol \6yoi (see precedingnote, fin.) in opposition to the
Since the
\6yoi Kara (f&amp;gt;i\ocro(f)iav.
latter are
scientific
inquiries,
the former can only be popular
discourses and, since (as we have
seen) writings are meant by
;

the

which

apx^l (Polit.

e|onrepK$7

1,

loc.

clt.

refer,

would of

all

things have been least suited for
popular writings but we have
already seen on p. 76, n. 3, 5G,
n. 2 med. that he opposed this
doctrine, with the greatest re
;

ii.

10,

.

:

eci&amp;gt;TfpiKal

irpdj-eis

1325, b, 22, 29).

vii.

(Pol.
If

3,

now, in the

\6yoi, we propose to
phrase
give it thefirst meaning, we can
ea&amp;gt;r.

not, by exoteric discourses, in
those passages whereAristotelian
writings of a particular class or
the inquiries contained in them
are meant, understand such dis
courses as lie outside the dis
cussion in which they are referred
to as other discourses (like the
and the e|coe^arepiKCDTfpa
&amp;lt;TKf^/is

dev \6yoi, p. 115, n. 1 and 3) ; nor
yet (as Bernays thinks in Dial. d.

Ar. 92 sq.) such as do not enter
into the essence of a thing, but
are external to

deed appear that the criticism
of the doctrine of Ideas, to which
Eth. End. i. 8, and Mctaph. xiii.

the

for in
stance a foreign province is called

The

popu
might in

has

meaning when

lar writings.

it

outside,
(2) that
refers to the

goes out,
external.
The word

them, they can only be

Now

exists

and

external;

suit,

it

(as p. 115, n. 2).

meaning would not
partly because this would

latter

be a strange way of speaking of
popular treatises, partly because
it would not fit those cases in
which Aristotle again takes up in
later works, as being suitable and
adequate, what he had said in
the QurepiKol \6yoi (as in the
passages of the Polities Ethics,
,
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inferred either from the words s^cjorspi/col \6yoi them
selves, or from the surrounding facts, that Aristotle s

Dialogues alone were meant. There may have been, and
in fact there appear to have been, other works also which

were adapted to the understanding of the general public.
As to the later theories, the idea that the Master did
1

not intend his strictly scientific work for publication at all
is refuted by the
contemporary record of the complaints
that were

made because he published them

2
:

and the

designedly chose for them a style obscure
and unintelligible to the lay mind is disproved by the
idea that

visible

truth

lie

characteristics

is that,

of the

except in cases

texts

The

themselves.

where we ought

to con

them as mere sets of notes for his own use, he takes
manner of trouble to aid the reader, by the use of a

sider
nil

strictly devised scientific

terminology, by clear defini
and
by explanations
illustrations, by methodical
of
and
processes
thought,
by warnings against possible

tions,

If it be true
obscurities, ambiguities or misconceptions.
nevertheless that there occur many particular points of

and Metaphysics given on p. 1 15,
Such writings could only

n. 4).

he called exoteric, in this use
of the, word, in the sense that
they were known and in use even
outside the Aristotelian school,
it comes to very much the
same thing also if we start (as
Heller prefers to do), with the
second meaning of e tyre paths, and
understand the
\6yoi to signify such works as were intended
for outsiders or for the general
public, the same, in fact, as are
]&amp;gt;ut

ea&amp;gt;T.

included in the terms \6yoi
Sojuei/ot

or

eV

KOIV&amp;lt;P

e /cSe-

yiyv6p.voi.

That such writings were of a more

popular character was implied in
the designation, but not directly
expressed in the adjective
e|o&amp;gt;Te-

piitbs

as

such.

When Eudemus

puts the Xoyoi e|wT. in opposition to those Kara. (pi\oao&amp;lt;pia.v
(see preceding note), we might
understand the latter to mean
such as were intended to serve
for scientific instruction
but at
;

the same time there is nothing
against the translation both in
those intended for the general
public and in the scientific treatises.
l

2

Cf. p. 60, n. 1.
Cf. p. 22, n, 1, 112, n. 3,
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the reasons are to be found anywhere rather
s intention.
Besides, it is obvious

than in the writer

that any such theory attributes to the philosopher a
very childish sort of mystification, wholly destitute of

any reasonable motive.
It does seem, however, to

be true that

it

was only a

portion of his writings which Aristotle published, in the
sense of making express provision for their dissemination
to a

wide

circle of general readers.

Others which were

closely connected with his oral teaching seem to
have been designed primarily for the use of his scholars
It was in the case of the former only that
as classbooks.

more

1

he took pains to cultivate that eloquence and

artistic

completeness and that popular style of exposition for
which his exoteric works were famous. The sole aim
of the second set of texts was scientific investigation for
its own sake, and they were therefore distinguished by a
c

stricter logic

and a

less artistic dress.

It

seems that of

the former class by far the greater part, if not the whole,
consisted of those writings which Aristotle wrote before

the opening of the Peripatetic School at Athens, and
of
chiefly while he was still one of the Platonic circle
:

all

of which nothing

remains but a few fragments. 2

But without our Laving to
suppose that they were forbidden
1

to

communicate them to
2

In this sense

others.

says Prof,
I had already expressed
Zeller,
myself in the second edition,
p. 98, as to the probable state of
facts with regard to the distinction between exoteric and esoteric writings.
On the other
hand, I then believed that, in the
,

Aristotelian passages

which men-

On

tion the f^urepiKol \6yoi, I could
everywhere translate that phrase
as meaning such discussions as
do not belong to the sphere of

the inquiry actually under investigation. (Thus also SCHWEGLEE, Gescli. d.griech. Phil. 194.)
I have now rejected this opinion, and think that the general
meaning of e fare paths, to designate something external, or relating to the external,

is

more
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such a theory there may have been a great difference in
form between the exoteric and the- acroatic texts,
appropriate. It follows that even
in the combination e&TfpiKol \6yoi this expression will apply not
only to such discussions as lie
outside a specified subject (as
p. 1 1 5, n. 1 ), or are concerned only
with what is external to it (p.
115, n. 2), but also to such as
are current outside a particular
circle (p. 115, n. 3), or such as
are intended for outsiders (p. 115,
n. 4).
According- as we begin
from this or that passage in
Aristotle, and extend the mean
ing of the expression in that
particular passage to all the other
cases, we get this or that render
This is
\6yoi.
ing of the
the explanation of the fact that
even now there are the most
diverse opinions on the matter.
Of these, the farthest removed
from the explanation which has
prevailed since the time of Aneo&amp;gt;T.

dronicus, which

understands by

this expression a particular class
of Aristotelian writings, is the

supposition of MADVIG (Exc. vii.
on Cic. l)e Fin.}, PRAXTL (Arist.
PJtyslJt,
(

p.

501,

Arist. Studien,

Akad.

x.

(Arist.
of.

181 sq.),
und die

32),

SPENGEL

AWi.

d.

bai/r.

FORCHHAMMER
cxoter.

lie den,

particularly pp. 15, 64), and
(Pkilol. Anz. v. 674

SUSEMIHL

that only the conversations
are
\6yoi.
designated by the
Bather nearer to it are KAVAIS-

sq.),

of non-philosophical circles
e|o&amp;gt;T.

SON (Metapli. d Arist. i. 209 sq.)
and THUROT (Etudes sur Aristote,
209 sq.), who understand by them
such dialectic discussions (in con
tradistinction to the strictly scien
tific), as proceed by arguments
Trpbs 8oaj/, occurring either in

Aristotelian writings, or in the
oral disputations of the school.
These, in their view, may be
called exoteric, either because
they always have to deal with
something foreign to the matter
(cf.

the

10,

76, b,

always

and

ecru \6yos, Anal. i.
24), or because they
treat the subject exter

e|o&amp;gt;

GROTE (Aristotle, 63 sqq.)
agrees with them, except that,
besides the Aristotelian Dia
logues and some extracts from
the acroamatic works, he thinks
conversations outside the school
are referred to. In like manner
(though with the exclusion of
conversations outside the school)

nally.

UEBERWEG

(Gesch.

d.

Plnl.

i.

143, 5th ed.). ONCKEN (Staatsl.
d. Arist. i. 43 sq.) refers the term
to oral discussions, allied to the
scientific lectures in which the
eo&amp;gt;T.
\6yoi are mentioned, but
of a different class from them.

On the other hand HITTER ( Gesch.
Phil. iii. 21 sqq.) holds more
closely to the statements of the
ancient writers about the two
classes of Aristotelian pupils and
writings, in assuming (p. 29)
d.

that

all

the

strictly

scientific

works were only written by Ari
stotle as a help to his lectures

and were only published, at a
later period, by himself or his
pupils, and perhaps at first only
for the latter
whereas the re
maining writings (which are lost
to us), were designed for the use
;

of cultured persons arid might, to
gether with any corresponding lee
tures,

be called exoteric. A like
is held, in the main, by

position

BERN AYS (Dial. d. Arist. ), who
by the exoteric discourses under-
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and it may be very true that the matter of the former was
advanced than the systematic doctrine of the Master,
but it is entirely
as we have it from his riper years
beside the mark to suggest that he sought in either the
less

;

one case or the other to conceal his opinions or to with
draw them from the reader s eye.
It is riot only, however, the distinction
c

these

or

published

which points

noted between

books and the others,

exoteric

to the conclusion that the extant, closely

reasoned writings of Aristotle were written primarily for
In the texts them
his scholars, as classbooks only.
selves there are

many

indications which

hard to

it is

reconcile with the idea that they were really published,
in the full sense of the word, during Aristotle s lifetime.

In the

first

place there

that a book which

stance

l

stands

such
lectures chiefly,
(Verl. Svhr. d. Ar. 122

HEITZ
sqq.),

is

though agreeing with him

in substance, prefers to give the
expression (with reference to

Pkys. iv. 10 init.) the broader
meaning, and to make it imply a
point of view farther removed
from true science. BONITZ (Incl.
Arist. 104, b, 44 sqq. Zeitsohrif776
ten fur ostr. Gymn.
sq.) takes a similar view. STAHR
ii.
239 sqq., cf.
(Aristotelia t
especially 275 sq.), and BRANDIS
;

18(&amp;gt;(&amp;gt;,

(Gr.-rom. Phil. ii. b, 101 sqq.)
express themselves less decidedly
the former believing that by
the exoteric writings are meant
partly those in which something

was treated merely in passing,
and principally those
which did not essentially belong

is

the remarkable circum

cited in another nevertheless
the philosophical writings, such
as the Dialogues, partly a special
manner of philosophising; the
latter broadly identifying the
exoteric writings with the popuones, but abstaining from
further definition of them or
of
the expression
exoteric
lar

&quot;

THOMAS (De Arist.

discourses.&quot;

Aoyois) stands quite isolated
with his strange whim of looking
&amp;lt;F|COT.

for Aristotle s exoteric discourses
in the greater Ethics. Space does

not permit me a more searching
examination of these various
the principles on
suppositions
which it would be based are
contained in what has been said
above.
STAHR, ibid., gives all
the earlier references Which bear
;

partly

upon the question.

to the systematic connection of

DIS

&amp;gt;

BITTER
(ii.

b,

(iii.

113)

29)

and BRAN-

have

already
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cites that other

book

itself:

or that an earlier treatise

speaks of an inquiry as already completed, and yet a
later treatise says

it

These

in contemplation only.

is

The Topics

frequently cited in the
the
latter
four times. 2 All four
and
cites
yet
Analytic*
may belong to a later- written portion of the Topics, but
cases are not rare.

is

*

any rate they cannot be later than the Analytics, in
which these same books are cited as well as the earlier
ones. 3 AVhen the J hi/xicn refers us back to discussions
at

we know them, exist only in the Metaphysics,
be
said that the reference is to a section which
might

which,
it

ens

existed as a separate treatise before the Metaphysics was
but it cannot be doubted that the zoological
compiled
l

;

noted this and explained in a
similar way.
J .ONITZ
Cf.
07, n. 1.
1

]&amp;gt;.

102 sq.) gives the
passages on which the Following
explanation is based, so far as
they have not been expressly
cited here.
2
vuv
e/c
VJI. a, 15:5, a, 21
(Tn&amp;lt;l.

Arixt.

n

:

T07rj/co?s) to

4,

107,

follows
In

the passage Top, ix.
with which what
closely connected.

b, 21,
is also

1

i.

PJiyg.

1D1, b, 2

8,

remarks, after a discus
sion on the possibility of comingfls /AW Sfy
into existence
OUTOS, a\\os 5 OTI eVSe^erat raura
\eyeiv Kara TT]V ftvvap.iv xal TT\V

x\ristotle

:

Tp6-rro&amp;lt;;

TOVTO 8

eV a\\oi$ Siupi-

8e Se? KaracTKevd^tiv [sc. ffuXXoyicro pou] SioSpirrrcu p.ev eV ertpois

evepyeiav

d/cpi/SeVrepov (cf. Anal. Post. ii.
viii. 11, 102, a, 11: tyavepov
]:-)),

most probably to a
passage in the Metaphysics (for
to refer it to one of the lost
writings is forbidden by the fact
that Aristotle is not accustomed
in other places to quote these
latter, as he cites the dogmatic
simple eV
writings, with the

JJLOV

8

T&V

e/c

2),

viii.

ava\vriKu&amp;gt;v

7r ^

apxy
KO.T

&amp;gt;s

a\ridtav
)

\A)Uil. l r.
8o|av Se vvv

(Anal. Pr.

1G2, b, 32

13,

ii.

TO 8 eV

6 tpwroov,
eV TO LS a.vaXvTLKols

o-lreiTai

{J.tv

ii.

:

10]

eiprjTcu,

Ae/cre oi/, ix. 2

Kara

(ftojrft

.

b, 8: Trepl /j.v ovv r&v
aTTofieiKTiKwi [sc. &amp;lt;Tv\\oyi(r/j. jiv~\ Iv
TO LS a.va.\vTiKols e/fprjraj.

7vY.), 105,

3

Anal. Pr.
8e 8:

(e&amp;lt;rrt

a\\wv

15, 04, a, 30
epwrrj/xaro;!/ cruA-

ii.

\oyi(racrdai Odrepov 7) &s eV TO?S
ToiriKols eAe^;0T} Aa/3etV) refers to

Top. viii. and Anal. Pr. ii. 17, 05,
15 (oTrep ei pTjraf KOL eV TO??

b,

(TTai

St

aKpifieias

reference

&AAois&quot;;

This

fj.ci\\ov.

is

cf.

p. 108, n. 3).

In the

Metaph., however, it not only
sqq., but also
agrees with ix.
with v. 7, 1017, a, 35 sqq., i.e.
the treatise riepl TOV iroa-ax^s,
cf. p. 76, n. 3.

The same

of Gen. et Corr.
29, as compared
v. 7.

ii.

10,

with

is

true

336, b,
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tract cited in the

work.

!

Coelo

The Meteorology

2

was written

125

later

than that

De Sensu

refers to the

3
:

and

yet in its own preamble it described itself as the close
of the series of investigations as to inorganic nature, after

which the works on Animals and Plants were to be taken

The Natural History quotes the book on

up.

which

spoken of

is

in texts that are

Plants,

demonstrably later

4

as being still unwritten.
The same treatise 011 Plants
is referred to in an early section of the Us
pi tywv
as already existing, and in a later one as yet
The lost book on Food is quoted in the

&amp;lt;ysv(T(0s

to come. 5

6

De Somno

the later

in

;

works on the Parts and

7
promised as in the future.
There is a similar relation of cross reference between
these same tracts and one of the lesser physiological

Generation of Animals,

1

De

ii.

Ccelo,

284, b,

2,

it is

13

eV

:

rr;

deupiq

rfj irepl

the world had a right and left
side, it would also be obliged to
have an above and below, a before

the other hand this
composition, as has been shown

and behind

in

if

fii&piff ra.i /j.ev

;

TOVTWl eV TO^S

TTepl

TO.S

KivTja-ets (Incjr.

An.

2,

sqq., ibid,

4

c,

sq.)

ovv

T&V

Trepi
a)J/
C&amp;lt;P

704, b, 18,
rb rrjs

Sia

On

on

n. 1, is first promised
works which on their part

p. 93,

quote in many places the History
of Animals, De Vita et M., Part.
An., and Gen. An.
5
I. 23, 731, a, 29
aAA& Trepi
:

-

This

Ncteorol.

proved not only from
I fin. but also because

is
i.

the History of Animals and n.
see Ind.
/jLopiwv are quoted
Arist. 100, a, 55 sq.
(,Vcoi&amp;gt;

3

;

III.

rovTfav

2

fin.

r/jtaV

Se

eo-Tco

:

irepl

ev rols

Te9ecapr)/j.evov

S

us vTrdp^ovcn xp n^^f^^

-

O.VTWV.

more clearly must we, in
Meteor, ii. 3, 359, b, 21, refer
the etprjTcu eV a\\ois to De
Still

Sensu,
4

4.

II.

An.

v.

1,

539,

&amp;lt;pvTwv

On
23

iv

the other hand

dAAa

:

falling-

eTreV/ceTrrat.

erepois

v.

3,

783, b,

TOVTOW (the
of the leaves in winter)
irspi

fj.fi/

eV &\\ois rb cCinov Ae/creov (cf
1,

716, a, 1

aura

/ca0

.

i.

(pvruv,
aura %a;pls eV/aKeTrTeoj
:

irepl jj.v

ot&amp;gt;v

,

ras

atV^Tjtreiy Sei/cyu^ueVoty (De
Senstf, 3) 8ib TO. ju.fi/ Aeywfj.fv, roZs
Trepi

yuez/

a,

20:

and
6

irepl

p. 93, n. 1).

C. 3,

45G, b, 5

TOVTWV ev ro7s

:

Trepi

efyTjrcu

8e

rpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;T]s.

&quot;

Cf. p. 92,

and on the chro

nological relation of the writings
IT. VTTVOV, PI. (tjJcoi
luLopicav, n.
7ej/eVec&amp;lt;js, see 15ONITZ, Ind. Arist.
103, a, 1G sqq., 55 sqq.

(^o&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;
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1

texts,

making it impossible to say which comes before
The tract on the Parts of Animals is cited

the other.

once in that on the Motion of Animals, which
three times itself. 2

How

it

cites

we to treat this peculiarity ? Are we so to
formula)
of reference in all these cases as to
pervert the
read what ostensibly refers to an earlier writing as if it
are

were only an indication of something intended in a later
one ? This would be negatived by the number of cases in
which the phenomenon recurs itself a notable fact and
also by the circumstance that in several cases the

assump

tion of the later treatise as a thing already in existence is
too intimately interwoven with the tenor of the passage
3

The like reasons stand equally
abnormal references crept
that
these
the
theory
against
But there is a far
into the text after Aristotle s death.
to allow the

change.

1

n.

1

O&amp;gt;T}S

3

An. 5, 70(5, a, 33
many animals have the front and
hind parts near one another, olov
-

:

Iiif/r.

rd re jj.aXa.Kia Kal ra aTpo/u^wSr)
TWV CHTTpaKoStp/J.wi efprjTai 5e jrepl
TOVTWV irpoTcpov fv frepots (Part.
.

iv. 9,

the same

681, b, 10 sqq., 31, where
is said of the /j.a\a.Ktd

re Kal (rrpo^ySwSrj

On

nwv).

An.

iv. 11,

efyrjTcu eV

&vv

offrpaxoSfp-

1-4:^8

690, b,

TO&quot;LS

avrwv

(of

atria

snakes)

nepl rrjs Tropeias

TWV

708, a, 9 sqq.) Siwpur1U(1. 692, a, 16: irepl 5e

(c. 8,

Hfvois.
rrjs

TO&amp;gt;I/

the other hand, Part.

airodias

rijs

TWV

OUTIOV fV rots Trepl Tropeias Kal

avairvoris,

cf. p. 91 sq.

AH.

8

Kal Qa.va.Tov, together

with the connected n.

Ka/JLirvXcav

Thus Top. vii. 3, 153, a,
where two lines would have to
be thrown out in order to remove
the reference, and Metewrol. iii.
where
2 fin. (p. 125, n.
3),
24,

the

ells

xpTjcrw/jieda

Ka/uL^/eus eV ro7s
4

iTpl Troptias (c. 7, 707, b, 7, sqq.)
eVeVtfeTTTCu
KOivrj
nepl
irporepov
With reference to the
irdvruiv.

same passage,

vTrdp^ovcn,

plainly shows that the reference
is not to a future
exposition.
more violent than the
Still
changes of text here contested is
the resource (Ar. Libr. Ord. 118
sq.) of giving to e^rou, when
necessary, the meaning of pr)6r]and of denying the
o-ercu,
reference to the future in expres
sions like ets e/celvoj/ TOV Ka.ip bv

iv. 13,

696, a, 11

:

in

Besides the passages given
the
preceding note, this

suggestion seems especially ob
jectionable in De Cwlo, ii. 2 (rid.
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simpler explanation, if it be true that he did not at once
publish those books in which we find references to later
texts as already written, but used them for a time only
among his scholars and in connection with his oral
lectures.

troduced

In such manuscripts addenda would be in
and among them references to works written

would come in from time to time. If the author
was never able to give to such a work any final revision
later

for the purpose of publication, it might well happen
that in one place a reference would stand in its origin
ally correct form, as to a future work, though in another

passage of the same or an earlier text a note might
have been incorporated which spoke of the same work
as already written.
fact that the Politics

The same theory will explain the
which we have every reason to

a book never finished by Aristotle, and
in
unfinished form after his death
its
is cited
published
in the Rhetoric, along with the Poetics, 2 which is itself

consider as

!

Politics in the future tense.

spoken of by the

3

The

fact

that Aristotle had written a part of the Politics before
he wrote the Rhetoric and Poetics. Therefore he could

is

the Poetics a future book in the Politics, and yet
quote a passage of the Politics in the Rhetoric. If he

call

p. 125, n. 1) since the et
Se 8et Kal
ovpavtf, &c. (line 18)

supra)

T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

corresponds with
fj.fv

olv (line 13).

sage from

&

the

Siupia-rai

The whole pas-

5io&amp;gt;pt&amp;lt;rrat

to

etiXoyov

airy (line 20), could
be dispensed with, and it would
all have to be taken as a postinra.pXfii

Aristotelian interpolation.
1
Of. infra, ch. xiii.
2
The Politics i. 8, 1366, a,
21 (StrjKpijSwToi yap eV roTs TroAm-

/co?s

irepl TOUTCOJ/),

the Poetics fre-

quently, vid. supra p. 102, n. 1.
3
VIII. 7, 1341, b, 39: on the
catharsis vvv fitv air\&s, ird\iv 5
eV

TOLS

irepl

(rcubfcrTfpov,

(Abk.

d.

TronjTiKrjs

which,
hist.

as

jrfiil.

epov/uLev
r
s

Berna}
Ges.

in

JJreslau, p. 13 J) rightly supposes,
probably refers to a lost section

of our Poetics, and not to one of
the Politics (HEITZ, Verl. Schr.
100 sq.).
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had published the

Rhetoric,

he could not in

it

have

1

referred as he did to the unpublished Politics.
The closing words of the Topics 2 seem to indicate

that Aristotle
scholars.

s

treatises

Addressing

were meant primarily for his
he bespeaks their

his readers,

indulgence or their thanks for the theory he has un
3
folded to them, referring specially to those who have
This does not imply that our Topics
are only the lecture notes of the Master, or the note
book of one of his hearers. Such a view is negatived
both by the wording of the passage, and by the fact

heard his lectures.

1

that

in later
5

writings

he often refers to the Topics

words which cannot be explained away as
himself
or to another
relating either to a lost book of his own
in

Such an address would be out of place in
work which was tendered to an unlimited circle
author.

a

of

readers by formal publication, but it is entirely natural
if the Topic* was then issued only to Aristotle s scholars
It is more difficult to explain the strange fact that llkct.
iii. 1, 1404, b, 22 speaks of the
actor Theodorus as if he were
still
living and acting, whilst
Polit. viii. 17, 133G, b, 27 treats
him as one belonging to the past.
1

But here the question arises,
whether we possess, in the third
book of Rhetoric, the work of
Aristotle himself, or the work of
a later writer, who, in this passage, w hich seems to be in the
r

genuine style of Aristotle, may
have used one of his earlier
works.
-

Cf.

]).

72, n. 2.

Soph. El. 33 Jin.

had no predecessor for
of demonstration;
ois vfjuv

.

.

Aristotle
his theory

8e ^aiVerai
ZX* LV V t*edo$os

el
.

:

iKav&s irapa ras a\\as -rrpay/j-aretas
raseit irapa56(reus Tjulrj^eVas, \oiirov
av to? Travruv
/j.tv&amp;lt;ai&amp;gt;

VJJLUV

tpyov Tins

vois TT}S /j.06Sov

^v

v^lv

Some
and

ruv

rjKpoa-

crvyyvufj. ^v TO?S 5

eupTj^ueVots iroAAr?!/
3

T)

irapaAeAei^e-

^x eLJ/ X^P LV

-

MSrf. read, instead of

v/j.wv, rj/juv

and

ri/nwv

;

but

Aristotle could not possibly have

included himself among those
whom he thanks, and to whom
he apologises,
4
AVhich distinguishes among
the
readers the
TiKpoapfvoi
from the rest only by striking
out the ^ before rwv ^Kpoa^vuv
could we get a simple address
to listeners, but the MSS. all have
;

it.
5

Iild. Arist. 102, a,

40 sqq.
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as a memorial of the contents of his lectures or as

an
That this was true of some of his
The
books, must be inferred from other passages also.
of
of
which
now
forms
words,
synopsis
varying meanings
the fifth book of the Metaphysics, could never have
been published by Aristotle in its present form as a
1
auxiliary to them.

It can only have
glossary without beginning or end.
been placed in the hands of his scholars simply as an
aid to his teaching.
Yet he often refers to it, and

that even in texts earlier than the Metaphysics. 2
The
same argument applies to the often-cited anatomical
3

texts,

which must have been limited to a narrow

circle

because of the drawings which were an essential part of
them. If it be true, however, that writings which
Aristotle cites were published only to his scholars, it
follows that the same must be true of those in which
for no one could in a published
an unpublished one, or say that a subject
not gone into was fully explained in an inaccessible

these citations occur

book

;

refer to

tract.

The same theory by which we explain the group of
peculiarities already noticed, will explain others also.
trick of carelessness in style which is so often re

The

marked, the repetitions which surprise us in an expo
sition otherwise compact, the insertions which
upset a
naturally well-ordered

explained most

movement of thought are all
we suppose that the author

easily if

never put the finishing touches to the
writings in ques
tion, and that various matters were at the time of the
1

As

Stahr,

ibid.,

has

sup-

posed.
2

3

About

which

see

p.

n. 1.

Cf. pp. 76, n. 3, 124, n. 4.

VOL.

I.

K

89,
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posthumous publication added to the original text either
from parallel copies or from the author s notes.
This
theory becomes extremely probable when, as in the
1

books On

the

Soul? we find throughout considerable

sections clear traces of a double recension, without any
reason to say that either recension is not Aristotle s. 3

The same kind of argument would apply also to the
Politics and Metaphysics, but as to these we have
independent grounds

for the belief that

they remained

4
unfinished, and were only published after his death.
If this be so, a further inference is forced on us ; for we

must conclude that

if

a certain book

which refer to

all

publication only,
to show that they follow

been issued in Aristotle

it

was a posthumous
it

in such a

in the series

way

as

cannot have

This line of argument,
with high probability to

s life.

we could apply it
than the De Anima, would take us a long
more
nothing
that
work is cited in many of the books on
for
way
even

if

;

natural philosophy. 5
The scope and the modifications of this theory as to
the way in which the Aristotelian books were produced,

can only be settled by a detailed examination of theindiA supposition which a number
Cf. p. 89, n. 2.
It may be
1

of scholars have been led to adopt,
with various particular modifications thus BITTER, iii. 29 (rid.
BEAN121, n. 2 mid.)
*uj&amp;gt;ra, p.
:

;

DIS, ii. b, 113 UEBEEWEG, GescJi.
(I. Phil. i. 174, eighth ed., SussMIHL, Arist. Poet. p. 1 sq., BEENAYS, Arist. Politik, 212. It is also
probable that Aristotle, instead of
writing, usually dictated: which
would account for many of theirregularities of style, such as the
;

lengthy and involved anacolutha.

otherwise with

the

repetitions

and disarrangements of the connection in the Ethics, especially
bks. 5-7. Cf. p. 97, n. 1.
As in Bk. vii. of the Physics,
on which Spengel has written in
:i

Abh.

d.

Munch. Akad.

iii.

2,

305

sqq. Cf PEANTL, Arist. Phys. 337.
4
Cf. p. 76, n. 3, and infra, Ch.
.

xiii., init.
5

Vid. supra, p. 93, n. 2; Tnd.
b, 60 sqq.

Ar. 102,
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peculiarities above referred to,

the reference to a class of published or exoteric works,
the habit of citing later books in earlier ones, the tricks
i

of repetition and disorder which indicate the absence of
s final revision
all these extend
through

the author

almost the whole of the extant Corpus. From this and
fact that, though the Topics and the De Anima

from the

were apparently written only

for Aristotle s pupils,
1
are
cited
later
yet they
frequently
by
treatises, it seems
that
the
whole
of
our
very probable
Corpus, so far as it

genuine, consists of books which were produced in
connection with the teaching in the Lyceum, were
is

intended at

made

first

for Aristotle s pupils only,

generally accessible

after the

master

s

death.

and were

by formal publication only
Of the great majority of them

also be

assumed, not only from their contents,
may
but also from their express internal correlation that
Aristotle is in them working up in
writing what he had
it

2
already given his pupils by way of oral lectures, though
it is also
likely that when they came to be published

by third

parties explanations were added

and whole
from
Aristotle
s papers or his
passages interpolated
other lectures. 3 A few of the texts
may have served him
as aids in his
teaching, without

of lecturing. 4
1

2

One

Cf. p. 129 and 130.
Cf. what has been remarked

on

p.

to

the

128

sq.

closing

with
words

regard
the

of

Tojncs.
3

said

As,

on

seems to

from what has
pp.

7(5

have been

being themselves matter

of the books of the Metaphysics

and
the

been
130,

case

in the Metaphysics

5

and the De

Anima.
4

Like the composition Tlepl
TOV iroo-axws (cf. p. 76, n. 3, at
p.
One is inclined to think
77).
the same of the Avaro/nai.
5

The

twelfth, cf.

same

note,

at p. 78.

K2
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for a lecture course,

seems to have been a plan
not intended, in
to his

its

though
communication

present shape, for

This, however, cannot well be true of

pupils.

any great portion of the extant writings. That theory
is excluded in the first place by the all-pervading
system of cross references, which both in number and

manner go

in

far

beyond

by the

in

fact that,

referred to, these

view

more

far

have been

own

if

spite

that

anything

could have wanted for himself.
of

works are

1

Aristotle

it is

Again

negatived
the defects already
from a literary point of
all

worked up than they would

carefully

they were merely sketches for the lecturer s
again, the unusual recurrence of formulas

Then

use.

of introduction, transition and conclusion, shows that

the author

is

2
writing, not for himself, but for others.

xii. of the Metaphysics
has in the first half none at all,
and in the second, which is
worked out much more fully
(since the Se Set/cTcu, c. 7, 1073,
1

P&amp;gt;k.

to c. 6, 1071, b, 20), a
single reference (c. 8, 1073, a, 32
a, 5, relates

:

SeSetKTca 5 ev rots (pvffiKu ts
It is otherwise in
TOVTWV).

of the other works.

Trepl

most
more
the form of
Still

decisive, however, is

the references. No one uses for
the
himself
expressions like
mentioned in p. 115, n. 4, or
(pa/j.ei
circumstantial formulas, like e/c
re TTJS Iffropias rrjs Trepl TO, ^ya
Kal

&amp;lt;pa.Vpbv

vcrrepov

rwv

\fx^ fferai

yevea-ews (Part.
a, 18),

and the

avarojj.cav
*v
ro ?s

An.

iv.

10,

Kal
ir

P^

689,

like (the Ind. Ar.

97, b, sqq. furnishes examples), or
like those quoted on p. 115.
2
To this class belongs the

conclusion of the Topics (see p.
the vvv 5e
128, n. 2)
;

(Soph. El.

c.

2../W.; Metapli. vii.

and

12, init., xiii. 10, 108(5, b, 16

(ixnrep
\eyo/j.ev,
supra),
uxrirep
e\eyonev (Eth. N. vi. 3, 1139, b,
26, Metapli. iv. 5, 1010, a, 4, Rhet.
i.
1,
1055, a, 28 and supra),

8iei\6/j.e6a

&

1076, b, 39),
vii.

(Metaph.
eV

Sii&amp;gt;}pi(ra/nei/,

X.

(Mctaph.

Ka.dd.Trep eTri]\6o/uLfv

init., xiii. 2,

ofs

2,

Ka.Ga.Ttep

1,

init.),

8iwpi(Ta./.LeOa,

TO. 5i.wpt.(T/j.eva ?i/juv

(Mctapll. I. 4,
4,/w., i. 7, 1028, a,
4), STJAOJ/ rifjutf (Rhet. i. 2, 1356, b,
9, 1357, a, 29), re9e&amp;lt;apr]rai ^iaV

985, a, 11,

IKO.VWS

vi.

TTfpl

avra&amp;gt;v

(Metaph.

i.

3,

cf. also those sen
983, a, 33)
tences in which what has been
;

discussed before

is

summed

up,

and what is going to be treated
is annoimced (e.g. Metapk. xiii. 9,
1086, a, 18 sqq., Rltet.
b, 10 sqq.
a,

33

ONCKEN
cites,

;

Soph.

sqq.

;

EL

i.

c.

2,

33,

Meteorol.

(Staatsl. d. Ar.,

1356,
183,

init.).
i.

58)

from the Nicom. Ethics and
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Another unlikely theory is that which suggests
that the whole or a great part of our Corpus consists of
transcripts in which Aristotle s pupils had set down the
l

We

contents of his lectures.

have seen that they are

in all probability closely connected with the lecture
But whether they are a mere transcript of
courses. 2
these, or a free working-up of the same matter, whether
they were designed to repeat as correctly as might be
the words of the master, or to leave us a spiritual re

production of his thoughts, whether in fine they were
written by his pupils or by himself, is a very different
The note-theory may rely on the suggestion
question.
that

it

would explain the carelessness of the methods of

the Politics alone, thirty-two pas
sages with such formulas. No one
will believe that Aristotle would
have had to write down all such
expressions in his lecture-book,
like a man beginning to teach,
who is not sure of a single

word.
48 sqq. fol
O. there re
marks (62 sq.) that he thinks
he has only made this supposition
probable with regard to the
Ethics and Politics, but his
reasons would hold equally for
the majority of our Aristotelian
1

ONCKEN,

ibid.

lowing SCALIGER.

writings.
2

Oncken, in proof of

this,

appeals, besides other
passages (p. 59 sq.), to those
passages of the Ethics in which
an audience is spoken of Eth. i.
rightly

:

5tb rr^s troKn iKris
1095, a, 2, 11
OVK
oi/celbs aKpoartjs & v4os
1,

:

e&amp;lt;m

TTfpl p.\v

.

aKpoarov

roffavra.

Ibid.

.

C.

.

.

.

.

Tr&amp;lt;ppoi/JLid&amp;lt;rd(a

2,

1095, b, 4

:

?repi

.

.

.

TUV

TToA.iTt

(Eth. x. 10, 1079, b, 23, 27 vii.
are not relevant
5, 1147, b, 9,
here and Pol. vii. 1, 1323, b, 39
;

:

;

ere pas

yap effriv epyov &amp;lt;r%oA7js
this be
Tuvra, only means
another
inquiry. )
longs to
Oncken further proves that, in
referring on any point to other
works, only such expressions are
used as are suited to a person
who is sneaking, such as efy^Tcu,
&\\os \6yos, &c.
but
Ae/creoi/,
such language was certainly used
in referring to writings (like the
Problems and the ffarepiKol \6yoi,
;

see above, p. 96, and p. 115, n. 4),
is often so used in our own
days. He also refers to the title

and

TTO\ITIK^

aK.p6a.cris

(ap.

DlOG.

v.

24) (pvffiK^] aKpoaffis is likewise
universally used for the Physics
;

(vid. supr. p. 81, n. 2)

we do
titles

;

but since

know with whom these
originate, not much can be
not

inferred from them.
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1

statement.

comes

But on closer inquiry, this argument
For it is not here a question of any
as commonly arise in the redaction of

to nothing.

such defects

well-ordered lectures badly reported, through omissions
and repetitions and the erroneous piecing together of
the broken argument.
It is more a question of
peculi
arities of style

not restrained by the writer, which are

too characteristic and too constant in their character to

allow us to

make chance and

the errors of third persons

them. 2

Such an origin might be thought
if
possible
they appeared in some books and not in
others.
But as they in fact extend, though in varying
answerable

for

degrees, through the whole, they can only be ascribed
to Aristotle himself.
The very style and form of the
1

And

this

is

the

chief

ground on which Oncken bases
his
The defects of
opinion.
our texts arc most easily ex
plained from the natural defects
of
a peripatetic monologue
(he says, p. 62), hastily copied
and badly edited from the
note-books of the audience.
2
With
these
must
be
reckoned the formation of the
sentences
inves
(searchingly
tigated by BOXITZ, Arist. Stud,
ii.
3 sqq.) especially
the ex
planations, often of consider
in

able length, which are parenthe
and the anacolutha consequent on this the
frequent use or absence of certain
particles (proofs of which are to
be found in EUCKEN, I)e Arist.
Dicendi Ratione, and in Bonitz s
notice of this work in the Ztschr.
tically introduced,

;

Gymn. 1866, 804 sqq.),
and similar points. The same is

f. d. ostr.

the true view as to the questions

occurring so often in all Aristo
telian writings, which are put at
one time in simple form, at

another (as in DC An. i. 1, 403,
b, 7 sqq., Gen. ct Corr. ii. 11,337,
and in the passages ex
b,
plained by BOXITZ, Arist. Stud.
ii. 16 sq., ibid. 6, 333, b,
30) in a
disjunctive form, but are not
answered. That such unanswered
questions could not have occurred
in a composition ( ONCKEN, iMd.
cannot allow
how
61), one
many, for instance, are found,
only to mention one modern
Neither can
writer, in Lessing
one admit the supposition (ibid.
59), that they were answered, in
oral discourse, by the audience or
the teacher.
They seem to be,
both in Aristotle and Lessing, a
very natural diversion of an
acute and lively Dialectic, which
would have been more likely to
be removed than retained by any
r&amp;gt;,

!

reporter.
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writings therefore afford a strong indication that not
only their contents but their language is Aristotle s own.

A

like conclusion follows also (as

the series of cross references

might allude

to one or

;

we have

seen

!

)

for in a lecture a

two past

courses,

from

man

but could

hardly refer to a whole series of lectures widely distant
in date, as to which he could not assume that the details

were in the memory of his present audience. 2 It seems
moreover that in many cases, as in the Natural Philo
sophy, the matter of the various treatises goes too closely
into detail for the purposes of oral teaching.
Such
lectures would have taxed the attention and memory of
the most zealous hearer, and it is difficult to see how
3
Yet
they could have been transcribed so perfectly.
these treatises stand on no different footing from the
rest.

We

learn that Theophrastus and Eudemus in their
Analytics followed Aristotle, not only in the general
4
plan, but in details, and we can bring proof that these
followers adopted word for word several passages of the

Eudemus adopted

extant Metaphysics?
1

Anima, De Sensu, Part. An.,

See pp. ]28, 131.
in

-Note,
point,

relation

how one and

composition

to

this

the same
re-

is

frequently
the most remote
and
on the other
how,
places,
hand, the most widely differing
texts are cited in the same treatise.
Thus the Physics, De Ccelo, Gen.
f erred

to

in

Corr., Meteor., De Anima, De
Sensu, Part. An., are quoted in
many passages of the Metaphysics
and in the Ethics the books on
Generation and Corruption in the

et

;

Meteorology,

the Ethics of

Metaphysics,

Do

Gen. An. the Metaphysics quote
the Analytics, Physics, De Cmlo,
evavTiwv
Ethics, the K\oy))
inthe Rhetoric, the Topics, Analyand the
tics, Politics, Poetics,
;

r&amp;gt;v

eoSe/creta are

;

quoted,
of formal dictahardly be suggested,
but if it were, it would imply
that our Aristotelian writings
were the work of Aristotle him3

tiori

self
4
5

The notion
can

and not
Cf

.

his pupils notes.

p. 67.

Cf. p. 78, n. 1.
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and

Aristotle,

still

more the Physics* often

verbally,

own corresponding texts. We actually possess
in which Eudemus consults Theophrastus as to

into his
letters

the text of a particular passage and receives his answer. 2
These facts clearly justify Brandis remark. 3 that the
fashion

master

in

which Aristotle

s

followers

clung to the

writings presupposes that they were dealing
with his actual words. As to the Topics in particular,
s

has been already proved that it is not a mere tran
by another hand, but that on the contrary it
bears to be and must have been the work of Aristotle
it

script

(see p. 128).

If
stotle

it

be true that the philosophical works of Ari
at his death beyond the circle

had not yet passed

of his personal hearers, this circumstance would make
also intelligible that they
might for a long time,

it

even after his death, have been withheld from general
publicity, or that they might even by an unlucky acci
dent have been lost to the Peripatetic School. And,
according to a curious and well-known story, such an
accident was said to have occurred, involving, as was
supposed, the

loss

for

two centuries of the texts of

Aristotle.
1

See the section dealing with

Eudemus, etc., infra, Ch.
and notes thereon.
2

These

have

reference

xix.,

to

Phys.

v.

2,

226,

b,

14,

and are

found in SIMPL. Phys. 216
Schol. 404, b, 10.
3
Gr.-rom. Phil.

ii.

b, 114.

a,
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III

HISTORY AND ORDER OF THE WORKS OF ARISTOTLE

STRABO and Plutarch say that the works of Aristotle
and Theophrastus passed, at the death of the latter,
to his heir, Neleus of Scepsis, and that they were
stowed away in a cellar by the heirs of Neleus, dis
covered only in the early part of the last century B.C.
by Apellico of Teos in a decayed condition, brought by

him to Athens and thence by Sulla as spoils of war to
Rome, where they were afterwards used and republished
From this story the
by Tyrannio and Andronicus.
1

named argue that to the Peripatetics who
followed Theophrastus, not only the master s chief works,
but also his true philosophical system was unknown,

writers

but they do not

tell

us whether this allegation

grounded on their own opinion, or on
The date of this edition must
have fallen somewhere about
the middle of the last century
For as Tyrannio was in B.C.
B.C.
71 taken prisoner in Amisus and
released by Murasna (cf. ZELLER,
Ph. d. Gr., pt. iii. a, 550, 1), he
could hardly have settled in
Rome before Lucullus return to
1

Rome

(66 B.C.).

We know

that

is

definite evidence,

and Atticus (Cic. Ad Qu. Fr. ii. 5,
His work at
Att. iv. 4, 8).

Ad

Rome could not, therefore, have
extended very far beyond the
middle of the century, even
though he perhaps lived on into
the last third of

it.

(He died

ac-

cording to Suid. s. v. ytipatbs, in
the third year of an Olympiad
the number of which has un-

he was even at the time of his
capture a scholar of renown,
that he was instructing in B.C.

fortunately

67 the sons of Cicero, and had
some intercourse with the latter

above, p. 49, n.

been

miswritten.)

About Andronicus cf. ZELLER,
Ph. d. Gr., pt. iii. a, 549, 3, and
6.
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1

what the nature of the evidence might be.
Later critics found in the tale a welcome explanation of
the incompleteness and irregularities of the existing
1
If in truth the case were exactly as Strabo
Corpus.
and Plutarch say, we should not only not wonder at the
and

if so,

we should rather have expected a
wider and more hopeless corruption than appears in
For if it were true of the most important
fact to exist.

existing defects, but
far

1

Our

authorities

for

the

Tols nlv TraAcu TO?S
TOV OVK e^ovffiv oAcos

above narrative are, as we have
remarked, Strabo (xiii. 1, 54, p.
608) and Plutarch (StilJtt,
for Suid SuAAas only copies Plu
The latter, however, un
tarch.
doubtedly gets his information
The only thing
from Strabo.

aAAa
ov,

\r\Kv

ov

TO,

l

pose this
Andronicus,

We

formation; the supposition that
it was Andronicus is very unsafe.
Strabo, after the statements as
to the purchase of the Aristote
lian books by Apellico, and as to
his faulty editing of them, says

:

T&V TrenrdTow,

TroAAa

TO.

7rA?j0os

T&V

But we can only sup
to have been taken from

a/u.apTiu&amp;gt;v.

vvv (pfpo/Aevovs TrivaKas. Plut. may
have added this from what he
knew from other sources, or also
(as Stahr
supposes in Arixf.
ii.
23) from Strabo s historical
work (made use of immediately
afterwards for an incident in
Sulla s residence at Athens).
have no right to suppose ( HEITZ,
Verl. Schr. 10) a source for his
information about Apellico s dis
covery of books, independent of
Hence our only stable
Strabo.
witness for this item is Strabo.
But we do not know to whom the
latter was indebted for his in

e/c

a&amp;lt;p*

yueVroi
Sia T^

tained copies of the Aristotelian
works through Tyrannic, pub
lished them, and wrote the rovs

8e TO?S

fle crejs

O.JJLZIVOV jjifv

which the latter does not give is
the remark that Andronicus ob

crvvfftt]

/3i/3Aia

X etI/

TjSey

2(&amp;gt;),

ra

if

we

limit

the

younger

(roTs
Peripatetics
5
vartpov, &c.) to those pre
decessors of Andronicus who
were able to use the editions
of Apellico and Tyrannic, and
is very questionable whether
anyone could attribute to these
men, who are quite unknown to
us, an improvement of the Peri
patetic doctrine, and a closer
it

insight

into

Aristotle,

such

as

might with reason be ascribed to
As little can we
Andronicus.
assume Tyrannic or Boethus
(to whom Grote ascribes it, Ari
stotle, i. 54) as Strabo s source of
information, since the former
would have taken a different view
of his own edition, and the latter
of the younger Peripatetics.
2

Thus BUHLE, Ally. Encyld.
i. vol. v. 278
sq., and lately
HEITZ; see next page, n. 2.
Sect.
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works that the only source of our extant text was to be
found in these MSS., which rotted for a century and
more in the cellar of Scepsis, till Apellico found them
worm-eaten, ruined by damp, and tossed into a dis
ordered heap if it be true that he, as Strabo says,
supplied unskilfully the

also

scripts they could collate

that in any

number

and that
had no further manu

missing portions,

Tyrannic and Andronicus

who then

could guarantee

of cases there would not have been

foreign matter, found among Neleus MSS., adopted
into Aristotle s text, or connected parts of his own

works separated, and other portions blunderingly bound
together, or lacunge great and small filled up by the
editor s fancy ?

Modern
Strabo

criticism has, however, raised doubts about

which even

l

its defenders cannot alto
That Theophrastus bequeathed his
3
That the MSS. of
library to Neleus is beyond doubt.

gether

s

story

silence. 2

After the isolated and disregarded voice of a learned
Frenchman, about the beginning
of the eighteenth century, had
raised doubts as to this narration
(see what Stahr gives in Arist.
ii. 163
sq. from the Journal des
Sqaravs of the year 1717, p. 655
sqq., as to the anonymous comde la
position Les Amcnitcz
Critique}, BEANDis ( Ueb. die
Schicksale
d.
arist.
Bucher.
1

llltvin.

Hits.

v.

Niebuhr

and

Brandis, i. 236 sqq 259 sqq. cf.
Gr.-rom. Phil. ii. b, 66 sqq.) was
the first to deal with it seriously,
KOPP (Rhein. MV.S. iii. 93 sqq.)
,

;

supplemented his criticism, and

STAKE

has discussed the
question with exhaustive partifinally

cularity (Arisfotelia,

ii.

1-16G, cf.

294 sq.).
Later scholars have
mostly followed them,
2
HEITZ, Yerl. Schr. d. Ar.
9 sqq., 20, 29 sqq.
GEOTE, Aristotlc, \. 50 sqq.
GRANT, Ethics
;

;

of Ar. i. o sqq., Aristotle, 3 sqq.
Certain errors in Strabo s and
Plutarch s representation are indeed admitted by these scholars,
but in the main it is said to be
correct.
It is impossible here to
examine in detail the reasons

given for this opinion, but the
for its rejection
fully dealt with in the text.

grounds
3

are

will,
Theophrastus
ajntd
DIOG. v. 52 cf. ATHBN. i. 3,
where it is added that Ptolemy
Philadelphia bought the whole
;
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and Theophrastus belonging to that library
Neleus and were by them hidden

Aristotle

passed to the heirs of

escape a royal book-collector
and were afterwards found by Apellico in a desperate

in a canal or cellar

condition,

there

which Strabo

is

to

no need to doubt.

relates as to the matter

1

All the fads
therefore be

may

And it is also beyond question that
correct enough.
Andronicus* edition of the Aristotelian text-books was
epoch-making importance both for the study of the
how
system and for the preservation of the text. If,
were
ever, it be maintained that these writings

of

nowhere

to be

found outside the Scepsis cellar and were

therefore to the Peripatetic School after the
death of Theophrastus, there are the strongest arguments

unknown

against any such theory.
In the first place, it

is

almost incredible that an

event so singularly notable as the discovery of the lost
been even
masterpieces of Aristotle should never have
alluded to by any of those who, since that time, have
concerned themselves with Aristotle, as critics or as
Cicero says not a word, though he had
abundant occasion, for he lived at Rome at the very

philosophers.

time when Tyrannio was working among the literary
intercourse
booty of Sulla, and was, in fact, in active
with Tyrannio himself. Alexander, the Exegete, says
who used
nothing nor does any one of the Greek critics
the very works of Andronicus, either at first or at second
;

collection of Neleus

and had

it

brought to Alexandria,
For when Athenseus, or
the epitomiser of his introduction, ibid., asserts that the whole
library of Neleus was taken to
1

Alexandria, this may easily be
an inexact expression, just as
the opposite
it is inexact, in

way, when, in v 214, he makes
Apellico possess not the works,
but the library of Aristotle.
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Andronicus himself seems to have ascribed to

Apellico s discovery so little importance that he based
neither the inquiry into the genuineness of a tract nor

the discussion of a various reading upon any reference
to the MSS. of Neleus.
Later editors did not in any
1

way

themselves bound

feel

by

his

2

text,

though

if

Strabo were right, it could be the only authentic one.
On the other hand, the theory that by the loss of
the works of Aristotle, the followers of Theophrastus
strayed from the original teachings of their school and
lost

themselves in mere rhetorical developments, is an
facts.
It may be true that

obvious contradiction of the

the Peripatetics of the third century strayed
away as
time went on from the study of natural philosophy and

metaphysics, but this change took place not on the
death of Theophrastus, but at the earliest on the death

So far was he from confining
himself to ethics and rhetoric, that he devoted himself,
on the contrary, with a one-sided preference to physics,

of his successor Strato.

though he by no means neglected logic and meta

He frequently contradicted Aristotle;
physics.
that could not be by ignorance of the Aristotelian

but

system,

because he attacked

it

3

expressly.

1
With regard to the first,
the account given on p. 66, n. 1.
as to his doubts about the

cf.

n.

&quot;Epwvdas

:

with respect to

the second point,

In Arist. Categ.

cf.

p.

DEXIPP.

25,

Speng.

(Schol. in Ar. 42, a, 30) : irpiarov
OVK.
cv
Hiraa-i
rots
avril*.tv
6 5e \6yos TTJS ova-las&quot;
ypdcpois rb
&quot;

Trp6ffKirai, us Kal BoTjflby ^vt\^.ovevfi
Kal
it is not
A.v8p6viKos
said that he has settled the dis-

It does not appear

pute by means of Sulla s MSS.
(or, if he had not access to the
latter, at least by means of the
copies of Tyrannio, which, according to Plutarch, he used). It
seems, therefore, that these MSS.
were not the only copies nor
even the original ones of the

works in question. Cf. BRANDIS,
liliein. Mus. i. 241.
2
Cf. SIMPL. Phys. 101, a.
3
The proofs will be given,
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that the scientific activity of the School came at once
The theory that
to an end, even after Strato s death.
1

the falling away of the later Peripatetics from Aristotle
was due to the loss of his writings from Athens is in
every

way

correlate

which

it

unnatural.

nevertheless

much more reasonable to
movement in the Academy,

It is

to the parallel

was

at

no

loss

for

texts

of

Plato.

But who can

believe that the most important works
were not extant at the date of

of the great philosopher
his successor s death in

any other MSS. than those

or that not only in Aristotle s
nine Olympiads between his
the
in
also
but
lifetime,
that
of
and
death
Theophrastus, not one of his many

which Neleus inherited

?

had ever been willing and able to possess
himself of the most important sources of the Peripatetic
teaching? Who can think that Eudemus, the most
followers

or Strato, the shrewdest
loyal of the Aristotelian circle,

of the Peripatetics, would have done without the Master s
or that Demetrius of Phalerus did not include

k 00 k s

them

in his zeal for collecting learned

works

or that

Ptolemy Philadelphus bought other books of Aristotle
and Theophrastus for his Library of Alexandria, but
omitted to obtain copies of their essential texts ?
The story also supposes that the possessors of the

Ari
manuscripts objected to such uses of them that
and
under
lock
his
key, and
writings closely
kept
:

stotle

that Theophrastus, for no apparent reason, kept up this
in part, in the following piges.
They will also be found in
the section on Strato, infra,
Cli. xx., and notes thereon.

See, at end of vol. ii., the
section on the Pseudo-Aristotelian texts (infra, Ch. xxi.).
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secrecy, and laid it as a duty on his heirs.
too absurd to need serious refutation.
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All this

is

not

are

The materials

left, however, wholly to conjecture.
are very scanty for the
history of a time

whose philosophic literature by an
unhappy accident
we have almost wholly lost but we can still
prove, as
to a great part of Aristotle s books, that
they were not
unknown to the learned men of the two centuries that
elapsed between Theophrastus death and the occupation
of Athens by Sulla.
Whether Aristotle did or did not
;

himself publish his strictly scientific
treatises, they were
in any case destined to be the text-books of the
School,
and to be used by its members. Even those numerous
passages in which they refer one to the other offer us a
palpable proof that, in the view of the writer, they were
not only to be read by his
studied
scholars, but
closely

and compared, and, by
consequence, that copies were to
be kept and multiplied.
That this was done is
clear,

not only from the notices which we find of
particular
books, but from certain general considerations also.
If

it is

true that the Peripatetics lost the
genuine
when the library of Theophrastus

Aristotelianism

disappeared, it must be because the sources of that
But we hear
teaching were nowhere else to be found.
not only of Theophrastus but of Eudemus
also, that he
imitated Aristotle * not only in the titles but also in the

contents of his books; and how close was the imitation
both in wording and in the line of
thought, we can see
for ourselves

1

in the Ethics

For references see pp. 65
and C8
-

and Physics of Eudemus. 2
2

and in the secat Ch. xix., inf.

Of. p. 148, n. 4,

tion on

Eudemus
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To do

this,

Eudemus must have

possessed Aristotle

s

tells us, he used
texts; especially if, as a reliable story
2
was
not
he
when
time
a
at
them
living at Athens.
1

doubt that the Alexandrian Library
Again, it is beyond
3
The
included a large number of Aristotle s works.
Aristotle
who place
compilers of the Alexandrine Canon,
the model writers of philosophy, may have had
the more careful style of his exoteric
chiefly in view
4
the foundation of that great collection
in
but
writings
works of Aristotle
not
it is
possible that the scientific

among

;

can have been

left

out of account.

If the Catalogue of

comes from the Alexandrine Library, it is
were there but even if that
proof positive that they
itself
extremely
probable) were erroneous,
(in
5

Diogenes

:

conjecture
the Catalogue

still

proves in any case that the compiler of

Vide- supra, p. 130, n. 3.
(Verl. ScJtr. 13) in

1

HEITZ

2

deed thinks that if the Aristo
works had been univer

telian

known and

published, it
would be incomprehensible that
sally

Eudemus

in his Physics (and
Ethics) should have imitated the

words

of

Aristotle

so

exactly.

if
that
Eudemus had hesitated to do
this with regard to published

It

seems,

however,

works, a plagiarism on unpub
lished ones

must have seemed

to him.
It is impossible, however, to re
gard his conduct in this light

much more unlawful
at

all,

and he himself probably

never so regarded it. His Ethics
and Physics were never in
tended to be anything but elabo
rations of the Aristotelian works
universally known in the Peri
patetic School, adapted to the
needs of his own tuition.

3
been
Besides what
lias
remarked on p. 142, \ve have the
fact that Ptolemy Philadelphia

busied himself zealously about
Aristotelian
books, paid high
prices for them, and thus gave
occasion to the forgery of such
texts (AMMON. Schol. in Arist.
28, a, 43
DAVID, ibid., 1. 14
;

;

And such
SIMPL. Catcy. 2, e).
accounts as those noticed at p.
64, n. 1 and 67, n. 1, about the
two books of the Categories and
the forty of the Analytics which
Adrastus found in old libraries,
must refer especially to the

Alexandrian Library. But it is
not to be supposed that the
latter obtained only substituted
works, and did not possess the
genuine ones, by reference to
which the forgeries were proved.
4
See STAKE, iUd. 65 sq. on
this point.
3

For which see

p. 48 sqq.
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lived later than
Theophrastus

and earlier than
Andronicus, had before him a great part of our extant
Its probable author,
Herm
Corpus Aristotelicum.
ippus, was acquainted with the works of Theophrastus
it,

1

(which according to Strabo and Plutarch were buried in
Scepsis along with those of Aristotle), as is clear from
his catalogue of them,
preserved, apparently,
2
That he at all events knew
genes.

by Dio

nothing of the
disappearance of the Aristotelian writings, may probably
3
be inferred from the silence of
Diogenes on that subject.
Another strong evidence of the use of the Aristotelian
books in the third century B.C. is to be found in the

which in

Stoic teaching,

its most
systematic exposition
by Chrysippus follows both in logic and in physics
more closely on the Aristotelian than could be

possible

if

the Aristotelian text-books were unknown.

indeed,

There

is,

some express evidence that
Chrysippus had

in

fact these texts in view. 4
1

Of. p. 50, n.

1.

2

Cf the scholion at the end of
the Metaphysics of Theophrastus:
.

TOVTO rb
Kal

fit/3\iov

&quot;EpjUtTrTros

AvSpoviKos IJLCV
ayvoovoiv ov8e yap

avrov 6\us neTTo iyrai lv TTJ
rwv Stocppaffrov $i$\iuv.
From the same list evidently is
taken the scholion at the begin
ning of the seventh book of the
History of Plants (apud USENER,
Anal. TJieoplir, 23)
QeoQpda-rov
fj.veiav

avaypatyrj

:

irepl

(pvruvlffTopiasrb

5e irepl

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;pvyaviK&amp;lt;av

Sp6vtKos

Se

trepl

i)

.

&quot;Ep/miinros

Kal iroiwfi&v,
(pvrciay

Av-

Iffropias.

DIOG.

(ii. 55) names a book by
Hermippus on Theophrastus, of
which it probably formed a part.

That the

lists in

Diog.

at least

in part

and

VOL.

I.

v.

46 sqq.,

indirectly,

originated with Hermippus, is
the more probable since that
writer is mentioned immediately
before in v. 45.
3
For, on the one hand, it is
not to be supposed that Herm
ippus in his copious work on
Aristotle (mentioned on p. 51, n.
2)
would not have mentioned this cir
cumstance, if he had been aware
of it and, on the other hand, it
;

is

very improbable that the author
to whom Diogenes is indebted for
his many quotations from
Hermip
pus would have passed over this
information. Diogenes, to whose
literary tastes

mended
upon
4

must have recom
would have seized

it

itself,

he found it.
For even if we were not

it, if
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If the works of Aristotle were

Apellico and

first

fully

first

unearthed by

known through Tyrannic and

said of Critolaus that he
Axidronicus, how could it be
Aristotle, that
imitated the old masters of his school
l
the Stoic
Herillus
of
how
or
?
and

Theophrastus

is,

that he based himself upon them,

he was always quoting them

mention

?

2

or

of Panaotius that

How

3

could

we have

of the constant tendency of Posidonius towards

Aristotle

?

How

4

could Cicero

s

teacher,

Antiochus,

have explained the Aristotelian teaching as one with
and
the Academic, and attempted their complete
5
or where could oppo
?
thorough-going amalgamation
the
nents such as Stilpo and Hermarchus have found
6
since
So
?
Aristotle
on
again,
material for their attacks

Andronicus gives us the alleged letter in which Alex
ander complains to Aristotle about the publication of
his doctrine,

7

follows that long

it

before

that

date

some of those which
writings of Aristotle, including
reckoned
exoteric, must have in fact
were afterwards
been public property.
sources open to us, we can our
Scanty as are the
selves demonstrate -the public use before Andronicus,
not only of many of the lost works, which, being
inclined to attach much importance to the polemic against one
of the discourses mentioned on
p 56 n 1, yet the expression in
PLUT Sto Hep. 24, p. 1045, sup-

poses

with

acquaintance

Ari-

stotle s dialectical writings.
1
Cic p-in v 5 14

Ph.

2

Ibid.

v. 25, 73.

3

Ibid

iv. 28,

d. ffr.pt.

iii.

79

a,

;

cf.

503,

3,

ZELL.,

2nd

ed,

4

Ibid. iii. a, 514, 2.
ibid.
Fuller
particulars,
535 sqq.
6
Stilpo wrote, according to
DIOG. ii. 120, an Apo-TOTeArjs,
Hermarchus (ibid. x. 25) Trpis
ApurroT&qv. From the expression of Colotes apud PLUT. Adv.
Col. 14, 1, p. 1115, we can, how5

ever, conclude nothing.
7
See pp. 22, n. 1, and 112, n.

3.
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exoteric or hypomnematic, are not here in
point, but
also of the majority of the scientific treatises
themselves.
1

In the case of the
Analytics we show this by the
Catalogue of Diogenes and by the notices as to the use

made

them by Theophrastus and Eudemus. 2 For the
Categories and the Uspl eppyveias, we have the Cata
of

3

As

to the former,

Andronicus found in his
Post-prsedicamenta added to them,
and was acquainted with several
recensions, having
varying titles and different readings. 4 It
there
logue.

MS.

the spurious

&amp;lt;

follows,

that the Categories must have been
long before
his day in the hands of transcribers. 5
The Topics are
6
in the Catalogue of
7
Diogenes, and
and
fore,

Theophrastus

1

The

vide
supra
the four books, FI.
p. 54, n. 2.
SiKaioa-vvrjs (p. 56, n. 1), taken into
consideration
by Chrysippus,
letters,

;

Demetrius (IT. e^u^i/.), pro
the
bably also by Carneades
Protrejrticus, which is known even
to Crates, Zeno. and Teles (p. 60,
n. 1), the Eudemus (p. 56, n.
2),
which at any rate Cicero used
the discourses on Philosophy
Teles,

;

;

55, n. 6)

(p.

and on Wealth

(p.

58, n. 1 end), which, before him,
Philodemus, and also Metrodorus,
pupil of Epicurus, made
use of the ep&m/cbs, which, ac
cording to ATHEN. xv. 674, b,
Aristoof Ceos knew; the dialogue
;

which Era
and Apollodorus seem

n.7roj?7Twj/(p. 58, n.l),

tosthenes

to have used
the
which Eratosthenes
;

OAi/^Tncw/cai,

pud DIOG.

(a,

the Didascalies,
which Didymus quotes in the
Scholiasts to Aristoph. Av. 1379
(cf HEITZ, Verl. Sclvr. 56)
the

viii. 51),

quotes

;

.

;

Uapoifj.lat,

Aristotle

on account of which
(according to

ATHEN.

60, d) was attacked by Cephisodorus; in short (as has been
shown at p. 48 s^q.), all the
compositions given in the Cata
logue of Diogenes, not to men
tion the spurious but much-used
composition n. etryevtias (p. 59,
n. 2).
The writings on ancient
philosophers, among which is in
cluded ourextant tract on Melissus, &c., are found apud DIOG.
No. 92-101 (see p.62,n. 2,suvra\
ii.

2

3
*

5

See p. 67, n. 1.
See pp. 64, n. 1, 66, n. 1.
See pp. 64 and 66;
p. 141, n.l.

The same would follow
from the statement (SIMPL
C ateff., Schol. 79, a, 1), that An

dronicus followed pretty
closely
the Categories of
Archytas, since
the latter at any rate are imita
tions of the
Aristotelian; Simplicius,
however, bases what
is here said
merely on his false
supposition

of

their

genuine

ness.
ti

Cf. p. 68, n. 1,

7

Of

and

71, n. 2.

Theophrastus

this
i,

2

is
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his follower Strabo

!

The

had used them.

Rhetoric

imitated and referred to in writings which in

is

all likeli

2
and
hood are themselves earlier than Andronicus;
3
The
Rhetoric.
Theodectine
the
of
true
the same is
worked over by Theophrastus and
Physic* were
Eudemus, and the latter followed the text so closely

of the correctness of
actually cited in support
4
One of the scholars of Eudevarious reading.

that he
a

clear
p. 5,

is

from Alexander In Top.
m. (cf. 68. 72, 31), In Me-

2 (705, b, 30,
ta.ph, 342, 30, 373,
See SIMPL. Categ.
719, b. 27).
Schol. in Ar. 89, a, 15.

ALEX.

Top.,

(Schol. 281, b, 2).

Among

1

Cf.

infra
Strabo s

writings is found apud DiOG. v.
59, a TOTTWV -rrpooi/jua.
The former in the Rhetoric
ad Alex, (vide supra, p. 74,
n. 3), which Diogenes (No. 79)
knows (cf. p. 72, n. 2) as well
as cur Rhetoric (about which see

ad /ito.); the latter
apud DEMETRIUS, De Elocutione
p. 72,

n.

same author In Categ. Schol. 92,
20 sq., with THEMIST. Phi/s. 54,
b, 55, a, b (Schol. 409, b, 8, 411,
a,6,b, 28), and BEANDIS, Itliein.

b,

J/*. i. 282 thereon about Eu
demus, SIMPL. Phys. 18, b (Arltt.
;

also
2, 185, b, 11);
Phys.
^29,
a 6 Eij5t]p.os T$ AptoroTeAei Trdvra
\.

:

remarked on Phys.

is

&quot;

&quot;

r(re

&c.

;

TO.TOV K

b

so 121,

%v T

:

avrl
/cal

ovru

;

to it ibid.
(Rhet. iii. 11, imt.}
c 34 refers, which is earlier than
the author Archedemus, who was
probably the Stoic of that name,
circa 140 B.C.

Trapw;

n.

2)

Which
is

shown

at p. 72,
likewise given in Dio
(as

genes, and is named by the
toric ad Alex.
4

We

Rhe

get these facts, apart

from other proof, from the ex
to
ceedingly numerous references
for

the Physics in Simplicius
Theophrastus,
instance, about
cf. SIMPL. Phys. 141, a and b,
and 187, a, 201, b, and the
;

b

[sc.

TO
Kal

ypdtyti.

6

EuSrj^os 5e rovrois TrapaKoXovBcau, &c.
178, b
Eudemus writes, in Phys. iv.

Ev5ri/j.os

3

it

208,

8,

:

are
quotations from our Rhetoric
found here, c. 38, 41 ( Rhet. iii.
34 (Rhet.
8, 1409, a, 1); c. 11,
c. 81
iii. 9, 1409, a, 35, b, 16)
;

iii.

KO.\\IOV yap, olf^ai, rb
18
e|w
OVTWS aKOVSW, WS 6
TOV &(TTfUS
b,

2,

;

where

120, b,

Ka.Ta.KoXovQwv;

;

128,

:

:

;

222, b, 18, not Udpwv but
eV rots
EtfS.
201, b:
TO. TOV
eavTOv (pv(riKo7s
Eude
216, a:
ApiffTOTfAovs-,
13,

Trapa&amp;lt;f)pdfai&amp;gt;

mus immediately connects with
what is found in Aristotle at the
end of the fifth book, the be
223,
ginning of the sixth
in Aristotle an eVl raSe re
a
peated in a different context
;

:

an
(Phys. vi. 3, 234, a, 1) gives
ambiguity in expression, and so

Eudemus puts

&quot;

&quot;

eVe/ceii/a

instead

second eVl ra5e; 242, a
(beginning of the seventh book)
of the

:

E#8.

/J-^XP 1

T0 ^^e

O ATJS tr^eSJ)* Trpay-
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cited from the Physics of Aristotle the three books
It can also be proved that the same work

on Movement.

was known to Strabo, 2 and Posidonius the Stoic showed
no less acquaintance with it. 3 The De Ccdo cannot
be shown with certainty to have been known to any
writer older than Andronicus except Theophrastus. 4
however, very unlikely that this work disap
peared after his time when its continuation the Hepl
ysvEcrscos Kai (j)0opds
appears in the Catalogue of
Tt

is,

5
Diogenes, and when the Meteorology, which is closely
connected with both the one and the other, is known
to have been used by many writers of that period. 6

Posidonius, for example, appropriated from it the theory
of the elements, 7 and Strabo disputed its account of the

heaviness and lightness of bodies. 8
MecJitmicSj and the Astronomy, are

The
named

(spurious)
in the list

in Diogenes. 9

The Natural History was adapted not
10
but also by the Alexandrine
only by Theophrastus,
writer Aristophanes of Byzantium. 11
That it was not
rovro irapeXOhv ws TreptTTOj/ eVi TO
fv
TeAeuraiy j8t$Ai&&amp;gt; Kf(pd\cua
279, a: /cat 6 ye EvS.
/iT7jA0e
irapcKppdfav o&quot;%&l)v Kal avrbs TO.
Ap JO-TOT e Aous rid-riffi Kal ravra
ra T/trj/iaT a ffwT6/j.d&amp;gt;s
294, b:
Aristotle shows that the first
motor must be immovable to
which Eudemus adds rb irpuT-us
KIVOVV Kad i/cao-TTjj/ Kivrja-iv.
For
further details see ch. xix. infra,
T&amp;lt;f

;

;

:

and
1

p. 136,

n

Damasus

2.
:

Simplicius remarks that it is
based on Aristotle {Phys. ii. 2).
4
Vide supra, p. 83, n. 1.
5
That is, if No. 39,
IT.
ffTOixfi(ai&amp;gt;

a

& 7

refers

,

to

it

;

about which see p. 50, n. 1.
a
Vide supra, p. 83, n. 1.
7
SIMPL. De Ccelo, Scliol. in
Ar, 517, a, 31.
8
SIMPL. ibid. 486, a, 5.
9
The former No. 123, the
latter 113 vide supra, p. 86, n. 1.
10
DIOG. v. 49 names as his
:

vide supra, p. 82.

2

SlMPL. Pkys. 153, a
Cf.
(155, b), 154, b, 168, a, 187, a,
sqq., 189, b (cf. Phys. iv. 10),
214, a.
3

In the
fragment
apiid
SIMPL. Phys, 64, b of which
;

ETnro/j.uv Apio-TOTeAous n. Zc^wv r

n

According

to

Hipjriatr. Prof. p.

4,

.

HIEEOCL.
this gram-

marian had written an ETTITO/J.^ of
Oneiroit, which ARTEMIDOR.
crit.

ii.

14 calls

viro/j.vf)/j.a.Ta

e?y
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the Alexandrine period is also shown
by the Catalogue of Diogenes (No. 102), and by the
existence of a popular compilation from it which was

unknown during

The De Animci was used, after Theoauthor of the book on the Movement
the
phrastus, by
of [jiving Creatures, who used also the spurious treatise
As to the Problems* it is more
Tlspl TrvevfJLaTos?

much

in use.

1

2

than improbable that the working up of that book for
the Peripatetic School began later than the time of

The Metaphysics was used, as we have
by Theophrastus and Eudemus, but after
them by Strabo and other Peripatetics. It was pro
bably published by Eudemus; though some sections of
Andronicus.

5
seen, not only

it

do seem to have been

first

introduced by Andronicus
on the First

into the then extant Aristotelian treatise

Philosophy. ( )f the FAh /Vx, it is obvious that it could not
have existed only in Theophrastus s MS. so as to be lost
with it, for if so it could not have been worked over
either

Mag
the

it

by Kudemns or

at a later date

by the author of

The Politics, if we
Diogenes, was to be found

are to judge by
in the Library of

Mond

a

list

of

Alexandria,

6

ui,.

along with the

(see Schneider in
Demetrius
edition i. xix ).
also, De Elocnt. 97, 157 (cf. H.
his

An.

ii.

1,

41)7,

b,

28

;

ix.

610, a, 27, 619, a, 16), or
the earlier writer used
knows this epitome.
1

fin.

the

2.

32,

perhaps
by him,

About which see p. 87, n.

From this compilation
many quotations from

1

,

ad

first

book of our Economics,

For the present purpose it is of
no importance whether they are
mediate or immediate witnesses
for the use of Aristotle s work.
2
Upon which see THEMISTOCLES in De An. 89, b, 91, a
PHILOP. De An. C. 4. Cf. p. 89,
;

n.

1

,

also

3

the

4

Aristotelian History of Animals in

5

Antigonus Miralilia (c. 16, 22,
27-113, 115) are perhaps taken,

6

supra.
Cf. p. 89, n. 2 ad Jin.
As to which cf. p. 96.

See p. 79, n.
Vide supra,

p. 100, n. 3.

1.

p.

100, n.

1
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by Philodemus.
book 2 had the
that
of
the author
which

It is obvious that

1

cited

is also

that DicEearchus knew it also
The use
of his Tripoliticus*

151

him

Politics before

;

indicated by the notices
of it in the Magna Moralia
is

4
not so well proven, and we cannot tell to what
his
source Cicero owed the parts of it which he used for
5
but it is not doubtful that it
works
own

is

:

political

after the

must have been accessible to learned persons

same is true of the
death of Theophrastus.
in the Alexandrine
which
HoXirelat,, for the use of
6
That the Poetics
we have abundant proofs.

The

period

Vit. ix. ( Vol. Here, ii.)
col. 7, 38, 47, col. 27, 15, where
it is ascribed to Theophrastus.
1

De

Whom we

have rather to
or one of his
than
Peripatetic contemporaries
-

seek in

Eudemus

in Aristotle
3

:

see ch. xxi. infra.
see infra, ch. xix.

On which

ad fin.
4
Although happiness
i.

4,

is

here,

1184, b, 33 sqq., defined as

^

this

5 op^s,
Ivepytm Kal xp^ 15
has certainly a greater resem
blance to Polit. vii. 13, 1332, a,

7 (a passage to which NICKES, De
Arist. Polit. Libr. 87 sq. calls

attention) than to Etk. N.

i.

6,

x. 6, 7, Eud. ii. 1, since happiness
is here certainly called fisepyeia
KO.T

dperV

the
(or TTJS dpeT77s),but

and
conjunction of the evcpyeia
the
Xpyvis is wanting. Then
is also spoken of in Eud.
1219, a, 12 sqq. 23, Nio. i. 9.
1098, b, 31, and thus it is quite

Xpr)&amp;lt;m

possible that only these passages
were in the mind of the author
of the Great Ethics.
5

ZELLER had already proved

in his

2nd

ed.,

that in Cicero s
many things are

political writings

taken from the Aristotelian Po
citing Cic.

litics,

Rep.

i.

25

Leg.

(cf. Polit.

iii.

iii.

9,

6.,

1280,

i.
2,
6, 1278, b, 8, 19,
1253, a, 2) Rep. i. 26 (Pol. iii.
c.
1, 1274, b, 36, c. 6, 1278, b, 8,
i. 27
7, 1279, a, 25 sqq.); Rep.
c. 10, 11,
(Pol. iii. 9, 1280, a, 11,
1281, a, 28 sqq., b, 28, c. 16, 1287,
Rep. i. 29 (Pol. iv.
a, 8 sqq.)
Susemihl (Arist. Pol.
11).

6, 29, c,

;

;

8,

xliv.

this.
81) also agrees with

But since Cicero does not name
Aristotle in the Republic, and

6 only refers to him in
indefinite expressions, he
seems not to have drawn imme

Leg.

iii.

very

and the
where did he get
this Aristotelian doctrine from ?
Susemihl, p. xlv, thinks, from
Tyrannic, but we might also pre
diately

on

Aristotle,

question arises

:

sume Dicearchus, whom Cicero
was fond of using.
6
The oldest witness for this
is Timgeus, apud PoLYB.xii. 6-11,
and the latter author himself.

There is also, besides Diog.
(Herndppu*) No.l45,the Scholiast

of Aristophanes, who (according
to a good Alexandrine authority)
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was

also

known

to

the

Alexandrine grammarians

is

placed beyond doubt by recent research.
may sum up the case by saying that of the
genuine portions of the extant Corpus, there are only
the works on the
Parts, Genesis, and Movement of
Animuls, and the minor anthropological tracts, as to
which we cannot show either
express proof or high
for
the
assertion
that
probability
they were in use after
the disappearance of
Theophrastus s library from Athens.
Even as to these we have no reason to doubt it
only
we cannot positively prove it and
that, when we re
member the fragmentary character of our
knowledge ot
the philosophic literature of the
in
period
question, is
nothing strange. The belief of Strabo and Plutarch
that the scientific
writings of Aristotle were after the
death of Theophrastus all but
wholly withdrawn from
1

We

;

access

therefore decisively
A
negatived by the facts.
few of these
writings may possibly have suffered the
fate which
One book or
they ascribe to the whole.
is

another may have been lost to the School at Athens
when they lost the library of
Theophrastus, and may

have been again published
by Andronicus from the

damaged MSS.
happened
reasons

to

of Sulla

any or

all

antecedently

s

collection.

But that

of the important books

improbable.

quoted the noAn-e?ai very of ten; see
Arut Fr. ed. Rose, Nos. 352, 355370. 373, 407, 420 sq.. 426 sq.,
^8.
470, 485, 498 sq., 525, 533.
Their presence in the Alexandnan library is clear from the
Catalogue of Diog. (No. 83), and
their having been used
by Ari-

stophanes

this

is for all

There must have
of

Byzantium

and

Didymus from the proofs which
Snsemihl has collected at p.
20 sq., of his edition (following
Trendelenburg, Grammat. Grac
de Arte Trag. Judic. Pel ) from
the Introductions and Scholia to
Sophocles and Euripides
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been copies of the important text-books made
during
life of
He who cared so well
Theophrastus.

the long

for his scholars in every other

way, by providing for
them gardens and houses and a museum and the means
of maintaining it, could never have
deprived them of
his most precious and most
indispensable possession
his own and his master s texts
if a sufficient substitute
for them were not at hand.
Any theory, therefore, as
to

an individual book of our

collection, that its text

on a MS. from Apellico s library,
ought
to rest entirely on the internal evidence of the book
itself for Strabo s and Plutarch s
suggestion of a general
rests solely

;

disappearance of the texts could give it no support.
It is not, however, to be denied that
many of the
books show signs leading to the conclusion that in their
present form other hauds than the author s have been
work.
find corruptions of the text, lacuna? in
the logical movement, displacement of whole

We

at

sections,

additions that could be
additions which

designed

for

made only by

are Aristotelian

later hands, other

but were originally

some other context,

we should not expect

repetitions which
in so condensed a style, and

which yet can hardly be late interpolations.
Strabo s
story, however, does not serve for the explanation of
1

these

phenomena,

for the reason,

among

others, that

such peculiarities are to be found
equally in those texts
1

Cf. with regard to this, not
mention other points, what has
been said before as to the Gate-

to

ffories

(p. 64,

(p. 66, n. 1),
n. 2), the

n. 1),

n.

fp/j.rjveias

the Rhetoric

Metaphysics

(p. 72,
(p. 76, n.

the seventh book of the Physics
(p. 81, n. 2 ad Jin.}, the fourth
3),

book of the Meteorology (p. 83,
n. 2), the tenth book of the History
of Animals (p. 87, n. 1), n. ^VXTJS
(p. 89, n. 2), bk. v. De Gen. An.
(p.92,n. 2), the Hf7ti.es (p. 98, n.l),
and thePoetics (p. 102, n. 2); and
the remarks in ch. xiii. infra upon
the state of the Politics,
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which we can prove to have been current before ApelWe must explain them really as arising in part
lico.
from the circumstances under which these treatises
were written and issued, in part from the way they
2
were used for teaching purposes, in part from the
carelessness of transcribers and the many accidents to
1

which each transcript was exposed.
the discussion of the time and sequence
in which the writings of Aristotle were produced, we
If

we pass to

must remember that

this

is

of far less importance than

It is clear that
in the case of the writings of Plato.
Aristotle commenced his career as a writer during his
first

3
residence at Athens, and

it

is

probable that he

continued his literary activity in Atarneus,

The extant

and Macedonia.
all

Mitylene

writings, however,

seem

Athenian period, although
probably have been made for

to belong to the second

much

preparation

may

The proof

of this lies partly in certain
their
of
dates
the
traces of
production, which control
which
not only those books in
they occur, but also all

them

before.

that are later
i

14

4
:

and partly in the common references

cf. p. 108 sqq.
easily, by this

How

means,

explanations and repetitions may
find their way into the text, and
greater or smaller sections may
come to be repeated, is perfectly

and is proved on a large
by the parallel case of the
Eudemian Physics and Ethics.
3
See p. 56 sqq. He left Athens in
B.C. 345-4 and returned in 335-4.
4
Thus Meteor, i. 7, 345, a, 1,
mentions a comet which was visible whenNicomachus(01.109, 4,
B.C. 341) was Archon in Athens, its
plain,
scale

course and position being accurately described as from subseThe
quent personal inquiry.
Politics refer to the Holy War
as an event in the past (v. 4,
1304, a, 10), and to the expedition
of Phalaecus to Crete, which took
place at its conclusion about 01.
108, 3

(DiODORUS,

a vfoxrrl

(ii.

with
but the same

xvi. 62),

10, Jin.*),

to the assassination
of Philip (B.C. 336) in v. 10, 1311,
b, 1, without the least indication

book refers

of its having been a very recent
event.
The Rhetoric in ii. 23,
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which even the

earliest of

to the place itself

them contain

2

Athens and

to

where Aristotle taught.

view already indicated
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1

If,

then, the

as to the destination of these

texts for his scholars, their connection with his teaching,

and the character of their cross references be
1397, b, 31,

refers

1399, b, 12,

without doubt to past events
of the years B.C. 338-336
in iii.
17, 1418, b, 27 it mentions Iso;

crates Philippus (B.C. 345)
of
the Rhetoric also Brandis shows
(Philologus, iv. 10 sqq.) that the
many Attic orators quoted in it
and in the Poetics who were
;

younger than Demosthenes, could
by no means belong to a time
prior to Aristotle

s first

departure

from Athens, and the same is
true of the numerous works of
Theodectes which are used both
here and in the Poetics.
In
Metaph. i. 9, 991, a, 1, xii. 8,
1073, b, 17, 32, Eudoxus and the
still younger Callippus, and in
Eth. N.

vii. 14,

1153, b,

5,

x.

2,

Speusippus and Eudoxus
are spoken of as if they were no
longer living. Rose (Arist. Libr.
Ord. 212 sqq.) has shown with
regard to the History of Animals,
init.,

from

viii. 9, ii. 5. init.,

and other

passages, that it was only written
(or at least completed), some
time after the battle of Arbela,
in which the Macedonians saw
elephants for the first time, and
probably not before the Indian
expedition. The fact that even
much earlier events are intro
duced with a vvv as in Meteor, iii.
1, 371, a, 30, the burning of the

temple

of

4 sq.)

proves nothing, by rea

Ephesus (01. 106, 1,
B.C. 356), and in Polit. v. 10, 1312,
b, 19, Dion s expedition (01. 105,

right, it

son of the indefiniteness of that
Just as little does
particle.
it
follow from Anal. Pri. ii.
24, that Thebes was not yet
destroyed at that time we might
rather gather the contrarj with
;

7

-,

regard to this work,
iii. 5, 1278, a, 25.
1

ii.

Cf.

from

Polit.

BRANDIS, Gr.-rom. Phil.

We may

b, 116.

few further

give here a

instances, besides

those already noted.
a, 1, c, 9 Jin.

:

TTOV, olov

Categ. 4, 2,

h

Au/cei^.

Anal. Pri. ii. 24
Athens and
Thebes, as examples of neigh
bours.
Likewise in Phys. iii. 3,
:

219, b, 20:
Metapli. v. 5,
30, 1015, a, 25, 1025, a, 25: rb
TrAeucroi ets ftfyivav, as an example
of a commercial journey.
Ibid.
202, b, 13; ibid.
rb fv AvKeia)

iv. 11,

e7z&amp;gt;cu.

v. 24,./m.

:

the Athenian festivals

and

Dionysia

Thargelia

e.g. Hist.

An.

v.

11, &c.

(Ari

months

stotle also uses the Attic
;

but

it

not fair to attach any import
ance to this).
Rliet. ii. 7, 1385,
a, 28 6 eV Ay/cet^ rbv (fiop/j-bv Sovs.
is

:

Ibid.

iii. 2, 1404, b, 22, Polit. vii.
17, 1336, b, 27: the actor Theo-

dorus.
also

is

Very frequent mention
of Athens and the

made

Athenians (Ind. Ar. 12, b, 34
sqq.).
Again the observation on
the corona borealis (Meteor, ii. 5.
362, b, 9) suits the latitude of
Athens, as Ideler (i. 567), on this
passage, shows.
2
P. 108 sqq.
especially p.
123 sq. and p. 128 sq.
:
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follows that all of

them must have been composed during

Equally decisive, on this
head, is the observation that throughout the whole of so
is hardly to be found
comprehensive a collection, there
a single notable alteration of teaching or terminology.
All is ripe and ready. All is in exact correspondence. All
the important writings are woven closely together, not
but also by their whole
only by express cross reference,
There are no scattered products of the
character.
his final sojourn in Athens.

different periods of a

life.

We can only look

as the ordered execution of a

author, having

come

upon them
work planned when the

to a full understanding with himself,

had gathered together the philosophic fruit of a lifetime.
Even the earlier works which he proposed to connect
with his later writing, he revised on a comprehensive
is no
Therefore, for our use of these texts, it
plan.

book was written
great matter whether a particular
The problem, however,
sooner or later than any other.

must be

dealt with nevertheless.

A

certain difficulty is caused by the use of cross re
1
ferences already noticed. As such cases are, after all, only

the value
exceptions in the general run of the citations,
of these as an indication of sequence is not so slight as

has been supposed. There are, in fact, but few instances
in which our judgment as to the order of the writings is
both ways.
placed in doubt by the occurrence of references
Of the extant books, so far as they are open to this
2
the tract on
classification, the logical treatises, excepting
124 sqq.
however, is always
the case except with writing s
the genuineness of which can be
1

2

Cf. p.

This,

opposed on other grounds. Not
only are none of these quoted
in the genuine works, and only
a single one in a spurious compo-
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Propositions,

may be

considered to come

first.

natural and accords with Aristotle

itself

167

s

It is in

methodical

plan of exposition, that he should preface the material
development of his system by the formal inquiries which

were designed to establish the rules and conditions of
all

scientific thinking.

his

own

But

it is

made

also

evident by

citations that the Logic did precede the Natural

2
Philosophy, the Metaphysics, the Ethics and Rhetoric.
Of the logical tracts themselves, the Categories seems to

be the
cies,

The

Topics, including the book on Falla
and
then the two Analytics the treatise
next,

first.

came

:

but only very few of them
On the
other hand, there is not one
among the works which we con
sider as genuine, which does
not quote the others, or is not
quoted by them, or, at least,
sition,

refer to other writings.

implied, whilst in most of them
examples of all three connections
To explain more fully
occur.
:

Of
works

the

I.

decidedly spurious
(a) the following are
neither quoted nor do they quote
:

others
n. K6&amp;lt;r/j.ov, n. -^pw^aToiv,
n. a/cotxTTcDj/, ^vffioyv(t}/ui.oviKd, n.
(see p. 93), n. 6av/j.a&amp;lt;ricav
:

M^cm/ccx,
Ave/j.(av

ypa/JL/j.ciav,

tyavovs

aperuv

&C.,
Kal

the Categories is the
only work which quotes no other,
and neither is it directly quoted
writings,

(but cf p.64). The n. efttwjvefas. n.
T. Ka0
VTTVOV JJ.O.VT iKTjs and the
Rhetoric quote others, but are
not quoted n. fauv yevevews has
many quotations, but is only once
cited, as a book planned for the
future of the Metaphysics only
.

;

;

bk.

Hfli/co

bks.

n.

OiKovo/j.iKd,

AA.e ai/8poi/.

i.,

ones

:

and xiii. in spurious
and the Metaph. itself

xii.,

quotes the Analytics, the Physics,
De Casio, and the Ethics.

FI. a.TOfj.wv

/jiyd\a,

.

n.3, and 79,

fleVets, II. Eei/o-

KUKIUV,

quoted or used (cf pp. 76,
n.l) in genuine works,

v. is

on

1

On which

2

Besides the arguments given

p.

67,

we have
Anal.

in

n.

see p. 66, n.
1,

p.

68,

1.

n.

1,

the

decisive passage
Post. ii. 12, 95, b,

irpbs
(b)
n. TTj/ez^uaTos quotes no other, but
in
the
treatise
quoted
spurious
n. Cv uv Kivf)(rias.
(c) On the
the
latter
itself is never
contrary,

10
/LtaAAov 5e tyavepcos ei/ roTs
Ka.Qo\ov irepl /ai/Tjfrews 8e? Ae;^07jj&amp;gt;cu
TTpl avrSiv. The Physios, however,
is the earliest of the works on

quoted. But it names some other
writings as does also the JEudemian Ethics, supposing that
its quotations refer to Aristotelian
works. II. Among the remaining

Natural Science. A negative line
of proof also is found in the fact
that in the Categories, the Ana
lytics, and the Topics, none of
the other writings are quoted.

&quot;Pt}ropiKT)

is

;

:
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Later than the
on Propositions was added afterwards.
than the Physics may be placed
Analytics but earlier
the treatise which now forms the fifth book of the
2
The Natural Philosophy came next. In
Metaphysics.
1

It is projected in
that section the Physics comes first.
in
the fifth book of
to
is
referred
and
the Analytic*
is cited or
presup
Metaphysics but the latter
in the metaphysical and ethical works
not
only
posed
but also in the majority of the other tracts concerning

the

;

Natural Philosophy, while it on the other hand neither
3
That the De
cites nor presupposes any one of them.
Gran-tit, and Decay, and the
on
treatise
the
Ccelof
Meteorology,
is

very

Whether
next

is

follow

Physics in the order
stated in the Meteorology

the

expressly
the Natural History or the

not settled.

work, extensive as
but completed after

it.

is,
6

With

connect those lesser tracts

See pp. 64, n. l,p. 67, n.
of Brandis
sq., and the treatise
quoted in the first-cited note,
\vliich (p. 256 sqq.), by a comparison of the Analytics with the
Topics, establishes the earlier
date of the latter.
l
For, on the one hand, it
is mentioned in the Physics and
De Gen. et Corr. (vide supra, p.
76, n. 1, p. 124, n. 4); and, on the
other, it seems in c. 30 Jin. to re1

the

4

l,i&amp;gt;.

fertoJ.wa..P&amp;lt;w.i.6,75,a,18sqq.,
28 sqq. though the latter point
;

not certain.
3
Vide supra, p. 81 sqq., Ind.
Arist. 102, a, 53 sqq., 98, a, 27
sqq.

De Anima came

DC Anima we must

which point back

68

is

5

very possible that the former
was begun before the other

It is
it

given,
itself.

Which we

to

it

somelike

cannot,

Mus. xxx. 498,
505), consider a
hypomnematical writing, not merely because

Blass

(Itltein.

of the references

made

on other grounds

also,

5

Meteor, i.
further p. 83, n.

1,

it,

but

whereon

cf.

to

Ind. Arist.
1)8, a, 44 sqq., and the quotation
of the tract n. $wv iropdas in
the De Ca;lo, ii. 2, given p.
1,

125.
6
That the completion of the
History of Animals should not
be put too early is clear from
what has been said on p. 154,

n. 4.
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and always by the nature of their

Some

of these were no doubt composed after
or with the writings on the Parts, the Movement, and
contents.

2
That group of tracts
of Animals.
later
than
the Natural History, the
undoubtedly
Anima, and the treatises which followed upon

the

Genesis

On

the other hand,

it

is

is

De
it.

3

probably earlier than the

Ethics and Politics, inasmuch as it can hardly be sup
posed that Aristotle would have broken in upon his
studies in Natural Philosophy by undertaking extended
works lying in a wholly different direction. 4 It would

be

less difficult to suppose that the ethical writings as
a whole came before the physical. 5 This view is not

excluded by any express internal references, excepting

We

the reference to the Physics in the Ethics. 6
must,
nevertheless, decide in favour of the earlier construc
tion of the Natural Philosophy texts, for a thinker
was so clearly convinced as Aristotle was that

student of ethics must have a knowledge of the

who
the

human

7

must be supposed to have put his inquiry into
the soul before his researches into the moral activities
soul,

and

relations.

There

are, indeed,

in the Ethics very

unmistakable traces of his theory of the soul and of
thereon. 8
Immediately after the Ethics

the treatise

1
Thus II.
n. VTTVOV,
n. fvvTrviuv, n. avairvoris (Ind.Ar.
102, b, 60 sqq.).

5

ai&amp;lt;re-f)&amp;lt;Tws,

2
3

n. 1
4

:

Vide supra, p. 89 sqq.
See pp. 89, n. 2, 89, n. 3,87,
Ind. Arist. 99, b, 30 sqq.

The further

question of
the relative order of the three
writings named has been already
discussed on p. 91 sq.

Thus ROSE, Arist. Libr. Ord.

122 sqq.
6

Mh.

Phys.

x.

3,

1174, b,

2.

Cf.

vi.-viii.

7

Etli.

8

Though

i.

13, 1102, a, 23.

Aristotle

in Mil.
26 sqq. refers, not
to De An. iii. 9, 432, a, 22 sqq.
ii. 3, but to the
f^urepiKol \6yoi,
i.

13, 1102, a,

yet

ii.

2 init.

seems to presuppose
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comes the

Politics.

1

Judging by the internal

refer

ences, the Rhetoric should be later than both, and
the Poetics should be later than the Politics but

before the Rhetoric.

This, however, is probably true
or rather only of those
only of a part of the Politics
Aristotle
himself
which
for his death
published,
parts

seems to have intervened before he had completed that
So, again, in our so-called Metawe have in all probability a work which

text as a whole. 2
2&amp;gt;hijsic#)

and with which several other
fragments, some genuine, some spurious, have been

Aristotle left incomplete,

amalgamated

since. 3

the bulk of the theoretical writ
But that there are not
ings.
many more of such traces may
perhaps be explained by the fact
that Aristotle did not wish to
interfere with the practical aim

an ethical work (Kth. i. 1,
1095, a, 4, ii. 2, i-nit.) by any dis
cussions which were not indis
pensable to its purpose; cf. i. 115,
of

1102, a,
1

-

2:5.

See
See

ch. xiii.

p. 100, n. 1.
p.

127 supra, and infra,
if this supposition

And

would also go to make
improbable that t lie Ethics, so
closely allied with the Politics,
should have been written before
the works on natural science.
is

it

correct, it

3
Cf. p. 76 sqq.,
and with
regard to citations of the Mcta-

phi/sies, see p.

15f&amp;gt;,

n. 2.

Hose

s

supposition (Arist. Lihr. Ord.
135 sqq. 18G sq.) that the Meta
physics preceded all the writings
on natural science, or at any rate
the zoological ones, makes the
actual condition of that work an
But there
inexplicable puzzle.
is also the fact that the
Physics,
as well as the DC Carlo, are quoted
in numerous passages of the
Metaphysics (Ind. Ar. 101, a, 7
sqq.) as already existing, while
the Metaphysics are referred to
in Pliys.i. 9, 192, a, 35, as
in the future.

merely
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CHAPTER IV
THE STANDPOINT, METHOD, AND DIVISIONS OF THE
PHILOSOPHY OF ARISTOTLE

As

Plato connects directly with
Socrates, so Aristotle
Yet he made a comprehensive use of the

with Plato.
earlier

philosophies as

than any of the
writings

of his

well.

He was

earlier teachers in

forerunners,

and

versed

better

the theories and

it

is

with

him a

method

to preface his own
inquiries with a
He is wont to let them
retrospect of earlier opinions.

favourite

designate the problems to be dealt with.

He

is

eager

to refute their
errors, to resolve their doubts, to bring
out the truth which
underlay their views. But the

influence of the pre-Socratic
systems upon Aristotle is
far less
apparent in the general structure of his

system

than

in the treatment of
In prin
special points.
ciple, Plato had refuted them all.
Aristotle is not
it is

under the same necessity to
distinguish his position
He does not, at least in
accurately from theirs.
1

of the extant
writings, devote
paideutic efforts as those by

any
any space to such prowhich Plato established

the claims of
philosophy and the true
Even in Metapli. i. 8 their
principles are merety criticised
briefly from an Aristotelian point
of view, and the Eleatics and
1

VOL.

I.

meaning of know-

Plato
Heraclitus, about whom
himself so much, are
passed over altogether,

busied

M
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the ordinary consciousness on the
and the Sophists on the other. Aristotle

ledge, as against

onehand,

that general point of view which
presupposes throughout
of Ideas.
characterised the Socratico-Pl atonic Philosophy

His task

is to

work

out,

on these general
a

of knowledge,
perfect system

lines, a

more exact

more

definition

by
by a stricter accuracy
and improvement of
method, and by an extension
of the

leading

principles,

ot
all

own writings
his
teacher are
with
the rare expressions of agreement
of by comparison with his keen and
almost lost
the scientific data

?

It is true that in his

sight

views.

1

Yet

in

Platonic
polemic against
his
whole
the
in
agreement with Plato is
reality and
2
far greater than his divergence, and his whole system

constant

cannot truly be understood until we treat

it as a develop
and
as the com
Plato
ment and evolution of that of
of Ideas which Socrates
pletion of that very Philosophy
founded and Plato carried on.

In the

first place,

he agrees

for

the most part with

Plato in his general views as to the meaning and office
To him, as to Plato, the object of
of Philosophy itself.

We

shall deal later on with
this polemic, especially as it was
the doctrine of
directed
1

against
Ideas in Metaph. i. 9, xiii., xiv.
&c.
Only a few passages are
found in which Aristotle expressly
declares his agreement with Plato,
Besides the passages noted on
n. 4, see Eth.
p. 12, and p. 14,
N. i. 2, 1095, a, 32 ii. 2, 1104, b,
\\\De An. iii. 4, 429, a, 27;
;

Polit. ii. 6, 1265, a, 10.
2
Cf. also the valuable

marks of STRUMPELL,
theor. Phil.

d.

re-

Gescli. d.

Gr. 177.

Ari-

stotle, as we have shown on p.
\ 4, n. 3, not unfrequently includes

himself in the first person along
with the rest of the Platonic
school.

But

his

way

of treating

the opposite
Whilst Plato
to that of Plato.
puts his own view, even where
it
contradicts the original one
of Socrates, into the mouth of
his teacher, Aristotle not unfrequently attacks his teacher
even where they agree in the
main point, and only differ in
opinion as to secondary matters.

such a relation

is
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Philosophy can be only Being as such, i.e. Essence, or,
to speak more accurately, the universal Essence of that
1

which

actual. 2

is

Philosophy treats

the

of

solely

and basis of things, 3 and in fact of their
highest and most universal basis, or, in the last
4
For the
resort, of that which presupposes nothing.
like reasons he
ascribes to the philosopher in a
causes

sense

a

knowledge of everything, thinking,
of course, of the point of unity where all
knowledge
5
As Plato had distinguished knowledge,
converges/
certain

which

as the cognition of that

1

Anal. Post.

5

fj.TTipias
7Ti(TTrj^.7JS,

19, 100, a, 6

ii.

:

rxyi]s Q-PX?)
taV p.V TTpl yfVfO~lV,
.

.

.

tQ-v Se irspl rb ~bv, &rj&amp;lt;7T^7JS.
T
Metapli. iv. 2, 1004, b, 15
uvrt y ~bv Hffn riva ftha, Kal TOUT
tffrl irepl 3)v rov &amp;lt;pi\ocr6(pov firiIbid. 1005, a,
(TKf^acrdai. TaA7?0e s.
,

:

100, a, 6, i. 24, 85, b, 13
vi. 6 init., x. 10, 1180,
More infra, in chapter v.
b, 15.
3
Anal. Post. i. 2 init.
(rraaOai
5e
e/cao&quot;Tov
.
oiJ^uefl
init.,ii. 19,

and

Etli.

Metapli. iii. 2, 996, b, 14
TO eiSeVcu eKcurTov
TOT
sqq.
olofjLfda virdpx^tv, orav etSaytei/ ri
eo-Tii/, &c. vii. 1, 1028, a, 36: ei SeVcu
TOT ol6/j.f6a ZKCUTTOV yuaAiora, orav
ri tffTiv 6 &v6p(airos yvy/j-ev 7) TO
irGp, JJMKKOV ^ TO TTOiOV ^ T^) TTOCrbj/
c. 6, 1081, b, 20
TO
1) rb TTOV, &c.
cTriaTaa 6ai fKacrrov TOVTO
T^ ri
.

.

:

.

;

:

;

eo&quot;Tt

and

cf
b, 5:

f-rriffraa-Oai,

ibid.

1.

.

6

;

xiii.
the
9,
1086,
determination of the notion of
the tiling is indispensable, &vev
rov Ka06\ov OVK
/J.fv yap

5t

alriav

fyv

eVSe ^eo

.^]

Metaph.

vi.

b,

33

:

6 Jin.

111.

irdvTwv;
firia

fv

e7T{O~T7^u77

f]

Taa Oai.

ITTI

4,

TTCOS

TrdvTw

,

xi.l,1059,b, 25.

999,
0&quot;TOi,

b,
ft

fj.-i]

26:

TO

ri Hffrai

iMd. a, 28, b, 1
Anal. Post. i.U

.

.

79, a, 23,

ii.

7, 1141, a,

11
17.

1, 981, a, 28, 982, a, 1,
982, a, 12, 982, b, 2 sqq.,
/*.
Cf. SCHWEGLER,
1,
Arist. Metupli. iii. 9.
c.

2,

4

P/ty*.

yap
Hrav

i.

ol6/u.6a
ra a iria

184, a, 12

1,

yivwcntfLv
yvwpi&amp;lt;Tw/ui.fv

:

ToVe

eKaffrov,

ra irpura

ras

ap^as ras irpuras Kal
Ibid. ii. 3
/ie xpt rwv ffroix*iwv.
init.
Metaph. i. 2, 982, b, 9
Kal

:

Se?

yap ravri]v [that science which
deserve the name o-o^n a] r&v

is to

Kal

alricav

apx&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;v

10,

ewLO rri/j.ai

.

a\\us

i.

c.

3 init.

alriav

olcafMcOa

;

at

fcrriv

vi.

1086,
r&v Kado\ov

KaQ6\ov

:

iii.

c.

.

yiyvJ&amp;gt;-

TOUT

flcu

c. 14,

Eth. N.

init.

oica/uLeOa

TO Trpay/nd

eo&quot;Ttj/

Xafie iv,

(TriffTTipriv

M-

.

rf,v T

Ibid.

2

tivcu

;

N.

:

orav

1005, b, 10.

2, c. 3,

f)V

Eternal and Necessary,

is

/cao-To&amp;gt;/,

irpcarr)v
iii.

2, 996, b, 13, iv. 2,

iv. 3,
5

;

iv. 2,

:

elj/ai

rore yap
orav rr}v
yvwpifetv

;

1003, b, 16,

1005, b, 5 sqq.

Metaph.

i.

2,

982, a, 8, 21,

1004, a, 35.

M

2
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from Fancy or

whose sphere

Opinion,

is

the contin

know
To
gent, so also Aristotle.
of
bewilderment
out of the
ledge arises out of wonder,
him, as to Plato,

common

the

consciousness with

itself.

To him,

1

its

is universal and neces
exclusively that which
object
be known, but only
cannot
the
for
contingent
sary
is an opinion, when we believe that a thing
It
opined.
when we recog
might be otherwise it is knowledge,
is

;

;

nise the impossibility of its being otherwise.

from

and

&amp;lt;

Opinion

Knowledge

all

being

So

far

the same,

rather true, as Aristotle holds, that it is utterly
about the same subject
impossible to know and to opine
2
time.
at the same
Knowledge cannot
So, again,
us
tells
that
consist in Perception, for
only of individual
3
of
facts, not of causes.
things, not of the universal, only

it

In

is

manner

like

Aristotle

Knowledge

distinguishes

from mere Experience by the test that the latter gives
us in any matter only a
Tliat, while the former gives
us a

Why

also

4
:

used to distinguish

which
c

is

.

;

tank.

c.

8,

vii.

I

nit. c.

15,

vi.

Etlt.N.vl.

sqq.
c. Qinit.

30 sqq.
2,
3,

Me-

1026, b, 2
1139, b, 18,

To this line of thought
belongs the refutation of the printhat is true
ciple, that for everyone
which seems true to him, which is
dealt with in Metapli. iv. 5, 6, much
as it is treated in Plato s Theatetu*.
3
Anal. Post. i. 31 ou5e St
:

mark

that Plato

True Opinion.

from

Knowledge

12: Stct
i. 2, 082, b,
vvv
yap TO eavp.deiv ol &vQpwiroi KCU
KCU rb Trparov ijp^avro tyiXoffotyelv,
&c. IMd. 983, a, 12. Cf. ZELLER,
Ph. d. Gr.,pt. ii. div. 1, p. 511, 4.
Anal. Post. i. 33 cf. ibid. c.
6 fm.

the very

For
^(ffTaffBai.
atV0^o-es
perception has always to do with
individuals (more on this subject
e&amp;lt;rru/

infra),
vatrtv

rb Se
aSiWroj/

K a.66\ov

Kal

atV0aj/e&amp;lt;r0cu,

eVl

&c.

Even though we could

see that
the angles of a triangle are equal

two right angles, or that in an
eclipse of the moon the earth

to

stands between the sun and the

moon, yet

this

would be no know-

ledge, so long as the universal
reasons of these phenomena remained unknown to us.
4

Metwph.

i.

1,

981, a, 28.
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this, that

both of them proclaim Philosophy to be the mistress of
all other sciences, and Science in general to be the

man can

highest and best that

and the most

reach,

essential element of his happiness.

1

Nevertheless, it is also true that the Aristotelian
notion of Philosophy does not completely coincide with
To Plato, Philosophy, regarded as to its
the Platonic.

which includes

a term

is

content,

all

and

spiritual

moral perfection, and
comprehends therefore the
practical as well as the theoretic side ; and yet, when
regarded as to its essence, he distinguishes it very
it

from

sharply

every other

form

human

of

activity.

Aristotle, on the contrary, marks it off more strictly
from the practical side of life
while, on the other
;

1

See Metapli.

i.

2, 982, b,

4

:

Kal

T^S

/j.a\\ov apxiKT]

TWOS

yv&amp;lt;apiovcra

virriptTOVfffis,

eVe/ceV eVrt

r]

irpa-

TOVTO 5 ecrrl Taya6bv (v fKaffTois.
But that science
KTfov

Ka(TTOv

which investigates the
highest reasons and causes, since
and
the highest
the good
end are included among these.
is

one

Ibid.

24

1.

8r?Ao/

:

us

olv,

Si

24

e

uvdpwiros (pafiev
O.VTOV eVe/ca Kal /J.ri

facrirep

6

\fvdfpos

&\\ov &v

OUTCO

t

ovffa

Sib

/cat

ai/TTj

fj.6vi]

ruv

;

avBpwirov, Kal 6 KUTO.
Trpbs rbf
TOVTOV fiios 0e?os Trpbs Tbv avQp&irivov
ov XP*1 ft* KaTa TOVS Trapaiftiov
vovvTas av6p(t&amp;gt;Tnj/a cppove iv
ovTa
6vr]Ta T^
oi&amp;gt;8e

vofj.toiTO
ofrre

TO

avrrjs T) Kr^ffis
delov (pQovepbv ^v5
oijrf rfjs TOiavTt]s

(lva.1,

.

vojAifciv

.

.

.

XP*I

a\\

Tifjuwrepav
Ttfj.LUTd.Tri

.fv

olv

.

ira.&amp;lt;rai

r)
.

.

6

5r)

ToGro

ovros

apa Kal

1178,
fj

b,

ain&amp;lt;f

KaTa

Tbv vovv

/ioAto~Ta

vii.

15 Jin.

9,

?
6&amp;lt;rov
e&amp;gt;

rj

jSi os,

Srj

;

c.

5m-

evSaifj-ot/ia.

22, Eth. End.
See further in chapter

1179,

infra.

a.v-

avftpviros

v5aifj.ovffTaTos

28:

Kal

c.

Kttl

KpOTLffTOV
Kal T$

e/cao&quot;T(^

6f&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;pia,

Of.

xii.,

fv

yv Kara TO
... TO oj/celov

rb

irpbs

(pllfffl

fffTtv

e^Trep

Tfivei

yap
avay-

T&V

Trj

Kd(TTCf)

8,

.

l

KpaTicrTov

dpu&amp;gt;TT(f)

adavaTifciv Kal

evSe^erai

iravTa iroitiv

^Sio&quot;T&amp;lt;5i/

yap avTT] avr^js
Kal SiKaiws &/ OVK

1072,

:

offov

aAA

xii. 7,

;

Otwpia Tb tfSiffTov Kal
In Eth. N. x. 7 theoria
apia-Tov.
is the most essential ingredient
of perfect happiness
of. e.g.
1117, b, 30: el Sri Qtiov 6 vovs

^

:

e&amp;lt;^)

,

ouSe^ui a

5

a/meivoov

b,

a,
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hand, he brings

it

into

a

with the

relation

closer

His view is that Philosophy is
experimental sciences.
He dis
the
theoretic faculty.
of
exclusively an affair
very sharply the practical activities
have their end in that which they produce
(Tr/oaf is), which

tinguishes from

it

and which
(not, like Philosophy, in the activity itself),
to
also
but
to
not
opinion and
thought
purely
belong
the

unreasoning part of the

also

the

artistic

creative

He

soul.

effort

distinguishes

(TTOLTJCTLS:)

which
1

is

With

likewise directed to something outside
Experience, on the other hand, he connects Philosophy
itself.

more closely. Plato had banished all dealings with
the sphere of change and becoming out of the realm
Even as to
of
Knowledge into that of Opinion.
the passage from the former to the latter, he had only
the negative doctrine that the contradictions of opinion

and fancy ought

to lead

go further and to pass

us to

the pure treatment of Ideas.
Aristotle, as we shall
to
allows
Experience a more positive
presently see,

* to

relation

to

The

Thought.

latter,

with him, proceeds

out of the former by an affirmative movement that,
namely, in which the data given in Experience are

brought together into a unity.
Furthermore, we find that Plato was but
*

little

interested in the descent from the treatment of the Idea
to the individual things of the world of appearance

the phenomena.
1

Besides

the

To him, the pure Ideas
passage

just

given, see Etli. N. vi. 2, c. 5,
1140, a, 28, b, 25; x. 8, 1178, b,
20; vi. 1, 1025, b, 18 sqq. xi. 7
De An. iii. 10, 433, a, 14; and
;

;

DC

Ccelo,\\\. 7,

same
Eth.
of

are the one

306, a, 16.

i

The

repeated by Eudemus
5 fin., and by the author

is

MetapU.

ii.

1,

993, b, 20.
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concedes that scientific knowledge has to do only with
the universal essence of things yet he does not stop
for he regards it as the peculiar task of
at that
;

point,

from the Universal
Philosophy to deduce the Individual
has to begin with
Science
vide
in
a7ro8sfct9,
infra}.
(as
it must pass oil
but
Indeterminate
the
the Universal,
;

It has to explain the data, the

1

to the Determinate.

think

of

It must not, therefore,
phenomena.
there inexhausthowever
insignificant, for even
anything,
2

little

3

It is
treasures of possible knowledge must lie.
for a like reason that Aristotle makes for scientific

ible

thought

itself rules less strict

eli/ai

10:
KadoXov

^Xiffr

airopiav

ffv^e^Kora

ni. 10, 1087, a,

rb 5e

TT/I/

iraffav

.

.

.

e-mffriiiJ.yi

ex

l

^v

aAA

than Plato

r^v
roiv

ou

fJL^v

/j.ev

KaQ6\ov Kal aopla-TOv

ffT\i/,

Ka\
etttpyfia wpiff^v-f]
ro Se rt olffa rouSe rivos.

r/

5

/cal

Travruv $

T)

KaKXiffra

(pavep&v

rb

a iriov, TOVTO

/J.ev

airavres

e&amp;lt;rri

airias
ovffiais

ru&amp;gt;v

.

,

arv/j.^e^KorMV

oAAo

Kal

rals

645,

5,

fy iKrjs

5

a,

:

(pvfffws

els
irapaXiirovras
arip.6repov jUTjre rmia P lff Kal yap Iv ro7s pr]

fjaiSev

wrepov

^re

KX

avrwv irpos rfy atffQ-nw
Kara rfy Bewpiav 6/J.ws T] S^tovpy-f]irope xei

/J.ei&amp;gt;

i.

TTJS
^

etVe?j/,

re\os 5e rrjs
iroirjTiK^s
eTrtcTTTJ^Tjs rb epyov, rys 5e QvffiKris
rb &amp;lt;paiv6iJ.evov ael Kvp ws Kara TTJI/
De An. i. 1, 402, a, 16:
aiffQt]ffiv.
eoiKe 5 ov /j.6vov rd ri
yvwvai
Xp hffi/J.ov elvai -rrpos rb Oewprjffai ras
:

KCVUS

Kal

fipt]vrai

irepl

p.evois

16

Kaff^

.

.

Cf. C. 5, 409, b, 11 sq.

Part. An.

(ovOev yap \eyo/J.v Trepl
TJ\S alrias 6Qev r/ apx^ TT}S perafie Cwlo, i\\. 7, 306,
/SoA^s) &c.
a,

r6r

\ryfiv

airo^fi^ws
oaovs

1

.

tivvafjuv

eldKafJLev

yap

irda&quot;ns

^

gAws 8e
rS)V

e|o,uei/

rwv bpiff^v
ffv/J.fta vt ra
ffvy.SfjAov ori
)3e)37}K:oTO yvwpi&iv

3

:

rru^/Be^rj/o-

Tr\ei(TT&amp;lt;ev,

ri tffriv, &ffre

apx^J

Xoiirbv

ffo(pias Trepl

TU&amp;gt;J/

ovarias

TT)S

Trepl

Metapli. i. 9, 992, a, 24 (attacking the doctrine of Ideas)
rr)S

r&v

(pavraffiav irepl

SiaAe/CTi/caJs

wpifffj-fvov

2

frroiHrris

fj.eya

a-u^aAAeTc^

effriv
irp&s rd et SeVat rb ri
eireiSav yap ex^P-ev a^oSiSdi/ai Kara

fffrt

AexfleVrajj/,

takes

jtiepos

us a\r)&S rb \ty6fj.evov, eari 5
us OVK aATjfle s
rj
yap eVto-Trj^,
Kal rb fTriffra(r6ai, Sirrbv,
faff-jrep
T]
S)v rb pev Svi/a^et rb Se evepyeia
ws U ATJ [TOU]
o iiv
5vva/j.is
fjifv
ovffa Kal
Ka96\ov
a6pi(rros rov

TWV

He

s.

ffaffa

QIHTIS

rots

yvwpi&iv Kal

&amp;lt;bv&amp;lt;rei

(pi\o(r6&amp;lt;pois

^ Svffxepaivtw
rwv

81^ Se?
Trepl

ffKetyiv

TratSiKtos

aripwrepw

ev iraffi

.

.

.

rV
tiri-

&amp;lt;f&amp;lt;av

yap rois (pwiKols

eveari ri 6av/j.affrov, &C.
12, 291, b, 25.

ii.

ySovas
^
ras alrias

awxdvovs
Suj/a/teVots

De

Ccclo,

ARISTOTLE

1G8

the content of

Knowledge, and of

scientific proof, to

include not only the Necessary, but also the Usual
(TO
ws sTrl TO 7ro\v).
He deems it a sign of philosophic
crudity that a man should demand the same logical
1

2
strictness of all kinds of
investigation, when in fact
depends on the nature of the subject matter what

it

amount of exactitude can be attained
sciences. 3

Where

coercive proof

Anal. Post. i. 30, iii. 12 fin.
Part. An. iii. 2, 663, b, 27. Me-

in each of the

him, he

fails

is

content

1

vi.

tapli.

2,

1027,
Etli.

10(54, b, sqq.

a,

20,

N.

i.

1,

xi.

8,

1094,

b, 19.
c.

7,

1098,

i.

1,

a, 2(5,

1094, b, 11-27,
ii. 2, 1104, a, 1,

vii. I Jin. ix. 1, 11 Go, a, 12(Polit.
vii.
7 fin. is not in point here).

It is chiefly as regards the ethical
discussions that Aristotle here de
nies the claim they have to a tho

rough accuracy, because the na
ture of the subject does not allow
of any such result for in judging
of men and the issues of human
action, much rests on estimates
which are correct only in the
main and as a rule.
3

According to Anal. Post.
science

is

\.

more exact

(aKpifieffrepa), which besides the 6ri
settles the SioVt that which has
;

to deal with purely scientific ques
tions, not with their application
to some given case (^
/ca0
xad
[d/cpt/3e&amp;lt;rTepaJ rrjs

^

olov
viKrjs~),

apid^TiKr]

ap/j.o-

and

deduces

which
lastly that
its results from a smaller

number

of

assumptions

(e.g.

Arithmetic as compared with
Geometry), or in other words the
more abstract (^ e fXarrovuv rr}s
e/c

Trpoffdfffeus,

Mctapli.

i.

as

is

also said in

2, 982, a, 26,

the same

The

adduced).
:

T$

irpoTepuv

Xoycp
its

(that which,
notion or na

ture, is earlier, or stands nearer
to the first principles
cf.
p.

;

330 sqq.)

Kal

roff-

cnrXovarfpuv

From

fl

%x
ra-Kpt&fs.
naturally follows, that the
philosophy, according to
is
of
the
Aristotle,
capable
greatest accuracy (cf. Metapli. i.
2, 982, a, 25
a.Kpi^(rrarai Se TWV
oi&amp;gt;T(f&amp;gt;

this

jUnAAoi/

it

first

:

a! ^.aXiffra

;

27, that

being

according to

Mh. X.

2

example

latter is thus expressed
(Metaj)h.
xiii. 3, 1078, a, 9)
foe? S^ kv Trepi

T&V

and

that
iVi),
is capable of

every other science
so much the less
according as it descends more
and more to the world of sensible
(cf. iftid. 1078,
for in the latter TroAA^

things

ffrov tyvffis evvirdpx*i
5,

1010,

cli. vii.

a,

a,
f)

11 sq.)
rov aopi-

;

(Metaph.

iv.

3; further infra, in

sec. 2).

Therefore the na

tural sciences are necessarily less

accurate than those which are con
cerned with what is constant, like
the first Philosophy, pure Mathe
matics, and the doctrine of souls
(of

which De An.

i.

1 init.

extols

the aKpifaia); and those which
have the transient as their object
are less exact than Astronomy( Me-

KAMPE
tapk. 1078, a, 11 sqq.).
(Erkenntnisstlieorie d. Ar. 254)
says, that in the scale of
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up with arguments possible and probable, and
more definite decision until a further

to put

to postpone a

1
analysis can be had.

It is not, however, the essential
problems of philosophy which Aristotle so treats, but

always special questions of ethics or natural philosophy,
which Plato himself had relaxed the strictness of

for

his

and put probability in the
The real difference between
place of scientific proof.
them is only this, that Aristotle includes this kindred *
dialectical procedure,

branch of knowledge in Philosophy
whereas Plato
on treating everything except the pure Science
;

insists

of Ideas as merely matter of intellectual
discourse, or
as a condescension of the
philosopher to the pressure of
2
practical needs.

man who

the

Why,

thirsts after

at least a little,

asks Aristotle rightly, should
knowledge not seek to learn

even where he cannot establish

all ?

3

Aristotle cannot be justly accused of
having com
promised the unity of all spiritual effort by dividing
the science of nature takes the
lowest place
but this would
rather, as has been said in the
preceding note, be true of Ethics
:

and

Politics.

De

1

Ccelo,

ii.

287,

5,

b,

28

sqq. c. 12 init. Gen. An. iii. 10,
760, b, 27, where to a discussion

on the reproduction of bees he
adds the remark ov ^v tf\r)TTTai
yf TO ffvp.fia.ivovra. tKavws, oAA eai/

rbv

-

Tore TT?
Arj00?7,
at(T0rj(ret
/iaAAoi/ T&V \6ywv TriffTfvrfov, Kal
TO?S
eav
\6yois,
6/j.o\oyov^va.
^

SfiKvvua-t roTs
ix.

37 fin.

c.

Metapli. xii.
1074, a, 15.
irepl

r&amp;lt;3

v

vop.ifyij.ev

&amp;lt;paivop.4vois.

H. An.

629, a, 22,27.
1073, b, 10 sqq.

42,
8,

Meteor,

fyavuv

i.

-rrj

79, init.:

alaQfafi

iKavcas a7ro5e5e?^0at

/cra

els

rb

vi.

511, B, sq. vii. 519,
173, E; Tim. 29, B,sq.
andalib. Cf ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr.,
Pt. i pp. 490, 516, 536 sq.

Rep.

C, sqq.;

PL

.

De

8

:

irore

eav

\6yov,

avaydyu^ev. Cf. EUCKEN, Metlt.
d. Arist. Forsch. 125 sq.
See
further on this subject in the
next chapter.

Ccelo,

ii.

12

init.

:

iretparfov

\eyeiv r6 (paiv6fjLfvov, aiSovs a^ iav
elvai
vopi^ovras rr/r
TrpoOv/j.iav
^uaAAov ^ dpdffovs (it does not occur
to liim that he himself might be
accused rather of an unphilosophi-

calmodesty), tfTisSiardQiXoffoQias
Sityrjv

Trepl

Kal /j.iKpas

VTropias

&v TO.S

Cf. ibid.

ayaira

/j-fylffras %xo/j.ev airoplas.
292, a, 14, c. 5, 287, b, 3L

Part. An.

i.

5,

644, b, 31.
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That
theoretic from the practical activities.
but the
distinction is undeniably justified to the full
1

off the

;

note of unity is expressly preserved in Aristotle
ment by the fact that while he presents

treat

s

as the

&amp;gt;pia

he also represents the
completion of the true human life,
as
an
indispensable element therein,
practical activity
a moral upbringing is an indispensable condition
2
If it be true that
precedent of ethical knowledge.
as
*

back of Theory upon itself, this exclusion
from the notion of Philosophy of all practical need and
the
it becomes
effort (as
apparent, for example, in

this shutting

Aristotelian sketch of the Divine Life) did in fact pre
for the later withdrawal of the Wise Man
the

way

pare

from practical usefulness, nevertheless we should not
overlook the fact that even here Aristotle only followed
in the direction indicated before

Philosopher

would

also,

if left

by Plato

;

for Plato s

to himself,

live

for

in the life of the
theory alone, and only take part
all can one agree
of
Least
Republic on compulsion.
he conceived
because
with those who criticise Aristotle
not from the point of view of an
the office of

Philosophy,

humanly unattainable, but in a way that could
3
be carried out in the actual world, or with those who

ideal

attack

him by praising Plato

for distinguishing

between

the ideal of knowledge and the scientific attainment of
men. 4 If such a view of the relation of the ideal to
itself and in Aristotle s view well
actuality were in
had sought, as
founded, it would only follow that he
1

RiTTEB,0*.d.P/&amp;lt;,iii.50sqq.

Besides the passages to be
cited infra, on the inquiry into
the highest good, cf Eth. F.
2

.

x. 10, 1179, b,
b,

20 sqq.

i.

1,

1094,

27 sqq.
3
4

HITTER, ibid, and
IMd. ii. 222 sqq.

p.

5G

sq.
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every philosopher should, not abstract ideals, but the
Even this, however, is less-*
actual essence of things.

than the truth.

To

Aristotle the Idea does in truth

reach out beyond the phenomena
realised in
it

not

is

it

is

not entirely

any individual phenomenal thing, although
Aristotle
an unactual ideal even so.

recognised both sides with equal clearness.
that the goal of knowledge is set very high

cannot
best

it

He

sees

that

it

reached by everyone that even by the
Yet he is
can only be imperfectly attained.
be

1

call it wholly unattainable or to limit
the demands he makes upon Philosophy (as such) by the
weakness of humanity. Indeed, the whole course of

never content to

this account
is

his

must have already shown how complete
agreement with Plato on just

real

this

very

point.

In his philosophic method Aristotle likewise follows
all essentials the lines which Socrates and Plato

out in

opened

His method

out.

it

the dialectic method, which

is

highest perfection. With
method of the student
the
observational
he combines

indeed he himself carried to

of nature

;

its

and even though

it

be true that he does not

succeed in getting a true equilibrium between the two,
he combined them was one of
yet the mere fact that
the highest services rendered to philosophy among the
Greeks.
By that advance he made good the one-sided-

ness of the Philosophy of Ideas, so far as that was
restatement of its principles.
a
possible without complete
As Socrates and Plato always began by asking for the
Metapli. i. 2, 982, b, 28, xii.
1072, b, 24 Etli.N. vi. 7, 1141,
1

7,

;

2 sqq., x.
1178, b, 25

h,

;

7,

1177, b, 30,

cf, ibid. yii. 1,

c.

8,
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idea of each thing they dealt with, and set this kind
of cognition as the basis of all other knowledge, so also
does Aristotle delight to begin with an inquiry into
the idea of whatever his subject for the time being
be. 1

may

As

Socrates and Plato

commonly

set out

on

such inquiries with the simplest questions examples
taken from everyday life, commonly accepted beliefs,

arguments from uses of words and ways of speech so
is Aristotle wont to find his
starting-point for the

too

definition of such ideas in prevalent opinions, in the

and particularly in the

views of earlier philosophers,

expressions and names which are in common use on the
2
Socrates sought
subject and in the meaning of words.
to correct the uncertainty of such beginnings by means
of a dialectical comparison of various opinions and

experiences gathered from
this process is far

more

As

sides.

more complete and

consciousness to

explicit

view.

all

a rule, he

But
is

in

Aristotle

directed with

the scientific ends in

commences every important inquirv

with an accurate investigation as to the various points
of view from which the matter in hand can be treated,
as to the difficulties and contradictions which arise
from the different views that might be taken, and as to
the reasons which make for or against each view and
;

the task which he sets before the philosopher is simply
that of finding, by a more accurate definition of the
1

Thus, for instance, in Phys.

10 sq.
the notions of Nature, Motion,
Space and Time are investigated
in De An. i. 1 sqq., ii. 1 sq. the
notion of the Soul in Etli. N. ii.
4 sq. the notion of Virtue
in
ii.

1,

iii.

],

iv.

1

sqq.

iv.

;

;

;

Polit. iii. 1 sqq. the
the State, and so on.
-

It will

notion of

be shown later what

significance universal opinion

and

the probable arguments deduced
from it, had with Aristotle as a
foundation for induction,
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ideas involved, the solution of the difficulties disclosed. 1
Aristotle

thus working in truth wholly on the ground
lines of the Socratico-Platoiiic method of

is

and along the

He developed the Socratic Induction into a
conscious technical device, and he completed it by the
theory of the syllogism which he invented and by all

dialectic.

c

the related logical inquiries. In his own writings he
has left us a most perfect example of a dialectical in
vestigation carried through with keen and strict fidelity
from all sides of the subject. If we did not know it

we should

before,

recognise at once in Aristotle

s

philo-

sophic method the work of a scholar of Plato.

With

this dialectical process he combines at the

same time a mastery in
of facts, and a passion

all

that concerns the observation

for the physical explanation of

them, which are not to be found in Socrates nor in Plato
either.
To Aristotle the most perfect definition of an
idea is that which exhibits the causes of the thing, 2 for
1

On

more

this also

definite

information will be given
2

u.6vov

De An.

later.

TO STI

:

ciAAa Kal TrV
\6yov SrjAoDi/
ahiav evvTrapxeiv Kal ifjupaivfffdai,
.

vvv 8

.

.

wtTTrep crv/jLTrepd.a /ui.ad

rcav opwv

;

ri

olov

eicr .v

TpaLy&amp;lt;avi(r^6s

TO

iffov

ol

\6yoi
fo~n re-

Irepo/iiTj/cei

bpQoy&viov tlvai l&amp;lt;roir\vpov 6 Se
TOLOVTOS opos \6yos TOV arv/j.TTfpdo /U.CTOS

6 Se

TfTpayuvio-/m.6s

8rt

Xzy&amp;lt;av
/j.O&quot;r]s

Trpdy/j.aTOS \eyei

eo&quot;Tii/

evpe&amp;lt;ris,

T& atriov.

6

TOV

Anal.

Post. ii. 1. sq.
every inquiry
deals with four points, the cTi,the
:

the TI ecrTiv.
These may, however, be reduced
to the two questions et
/j.4ffov
and TI eo&quot;Tt,To
T^ u.tv yap

Stdrt,

the

et

eo*Tt,

:

p.4&amp;lt;rov

eo&quot;Tt

eV aVao-t 5e rovro

/xeVoz/,

And

^jTelroi.

2 init.
ov yap
Se? TOV
dpiffTiKov

ii.

TO

afaiov

examples

after quoting

eV

:

airaa-i

some

yap TOVTOLS

tffTiv on TO avro e oTt TO TI
eVTt Kal Sta ri eo~Tiv, &tc.
Jbid. c.
3 init. c. 8 init. ibid. i. 31, 88, a,
5 TO 8e Ka66\ov TLJJ.IOV 6n 877X0? rd
a iriov.
Metdpli. vi. 1, 1025, b, 17:

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;avp6v

;

:

Sta TO TTJS avTTJs elvai Siavotas T6 re
etrri STJ\OV TroteTi/ Kal et tffTiv.

TI

Ibid. vii. 17, 1041, a, 27
tpavtpbv
TO IVVVOTI (V/reT T^ atTiov
TOVTO S
eo-rt T^ ri i\v eli/at, ws etVe??/ ^074:

K(2s

.

eVewa,

o
.

e?r
.

.

irp&Tov.

Tapes

.

.

eVn T LVOS

Cf.

Anal. Post.

T^V
.

p.zv

eviwv

init.: eirel Se
etSoJ/xej/

kv(u&amp;gt;v

eV

Se

ri

e /a j/Tjo-e

11
6rav

ii.

Trio~Ta(r6ai olo/J-fQa

airiav, alrlai 5e TeVOVTOI Sia TOV /ueVot;

iraffai

^
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philosophy ought to explain the phenomena.
fore, in his view (as

we

There

1

shall see presently), it

ought to

take account not only of the idea and the final cause of
a thing, but of the efficient and the material causes

Holding as decisively

also.

as

we

see he does

shall

that a thing is to be explained by its own causes, he
could not well be content with a method which should

Idea gives, and
look only to the Universal which the
the
of
definiteness
immediate
the
things them
neglect
2
that
careful
of
reason
This
is
the
selves.
regard for
1

-

Vld. snpr. p. 167.
tliis sense Aristotle

In

av TIS us oiKfiois iriffTfvfffK \6yois,

not

OvrOl

rOlOVrOL

KCU

riVSS

tlfflV

fTTHTKOirOVffl KaV (K TCOvSe
unfrequently contrasts the logical \OyiKWS 8
consideration of a subject (i.e. 8o |eie rcf rav^}) rovro ffv/jL^aiveiv.
that which is only concerned with Gen. An. ii. 8, 747, b, 28 \4yu Se
what is universal in its con
\oyiKrjv [ci7ro8ej|i ] Sia rovro on
Kado\ov yitaAAoj iroppcarfpw r&v
cept), either with the analytical, b(T(^
which enters more deeply into oiKfiuv ecrrlv apx&v. And after a
the peculiarity of the given case, proof such as this has been brought
(and which he also calls e /c rwv forward, he adds (748, a, 7): ovros
ovv o \6yos KaQo\ov \iav Kal
Kei/jLtvuv), or with the physical jj.\v
research which draws its result Kvos. ol yap fj.r) e /c r&v oiKftuv
not from the concept of a phe
apx&v \6yoi Ktvo kc. (similarly
nomenon merely, but from its J)e An. i. 1, 403, a, 2 SiaAe/crj/cws
concrete conditions. The former, Kal KCVWS Et-h. End. i. 8, 1217, b,
Hence in
for instance, Anal. Post. i. 21 Jin., 21
\oyiKws Kal
c 23, 84, a, 7,cf. c. 24, 8(5, a, 22, c, such cases he much prefers the
82, 88, a, 15), 30; Metaph. vii. 4, physical treatment to the logical
1029, b, 12, 1030, a, 25, c. 17, (e.g. Gen. et Corr. i. 2, 31(5, a, 10
:

i,

:

;

:

/cei&amp;gt;ais).

:

The latter, Phys. iii.
1041, a, 28.
5, 204, b, 4, 10 (cf. a, 34, Metaph.
xi. 10, 10(5(5, b, 21), c. 3, 202, a,
21
DC Ccelo, i. 7, 275, b, 12

;

;

?5oi

&v ris Kal

8

5ia&amp;lt;p(pov(nv

rovrcav, oo~ov
ol (pvffiK&s Kal XoyiK&s
e /c

(TKOirovvres, &C., see ZELLEE, Ph.
d. 6-V.,pt. i. p. 869, 1), whereas in

metaphysical researches on Ideas
(MetapJi. xiii. 5 Jin.) he thinks tlie
\oyiKcarfpOL \6yoL are the a/cpt/3eitaB6\ov, De Carlo, i. 10 Jin. c. 12,
But here he takes a-rcpoi. See further, WAITZ, Arist.
283, b, 17).
the logical to be so much the Orff.ii. 353 sq. BONITZ, Arist.
more imperfect, the further re Mttaph. ii. 187; 2nd. Arist. 432, b,
moved it is from the concrete 5 seq. RASSOW, Arist. de not. def.
Cf. doctr. 19 sq.
deriniteness of the object
Phys. viii. 8, 264, a, 7 ois /j.fv olv

Metaph.

xii. 1,

10(55), a,

27, xiv.

1087, b, 20 (similarly Qvatnios

1,

and

;

;

:
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which has drawn down on him often enough the
He was
reproach of an unphilosophic empiricism.

facts

1

not only one of the highest speculative thinkers he
was also one of the most accurate and untiring observers,

and one of the most erudite men of learning that the
As in his general theory he conceived

world knows.

of experience as the condition precedent of thought,
and of perception as the matter out of which thoughts

come

he did not fail to provide for
broad substructure of experiential
knowledge, and to base his philosophic dicta upon an
all-round appreciation of the data of fact.
Especially
forth, so in practice

own system

his

in regard to

should

first

for their

a

any theory of nature he insists that we
the phenomena and then look about

know

causes. 2

We

could not, of course, expect to

him the sureness and accuracy of method which
In
empirical science has in modern times attained.
Aristotle s day it was only in its infancy, and it suffered

find in

from the complete lack of the proper aids to observa
tion and of the support of a developed mathematics. We
1

Thus

SCHLEIERMACHER,

Gesch. d. Phil. p. 120, says of
Aristotle:
cannot deny that
there is a great want of speculative genius, &c., and on p. 110
he contrasts the older Academics
with him, as being more speculative
buthe sets out with aprinciple, according to which Aristotle

We

;

must certainly come off badly
Never has one who first went
through a great mass of empirical
work become a true philosopher.
Thus also S TRUMPELL, Theoret.
:

Phil. d. Gr. 156, who delivers
the judgment which, however,
can scarcely be reconciled with his
own observations on pp. 184 sqq.,

and appears to be

in every way unthat Aristotle s general
bent made him more suited for
the collective comprehension of

tenable

and

empirical

historical

data,

than for the solving of metaphysical difficulties.

Thus Part. An. i. 1, 639, b,
7 sqq., 640, a, 14.; Hist. An. i.
Meteor, iii. 2,
7, 491, a, 9 sq.
Anal. Pr. i. 30, 46, a,
371, b, 21
-

;

;

17 sqq. Aristotle appeals here (as
in Part. An. 639, b, 7) especially
to the progress of astronomy
about which see infra, ch. ix.

(middle). Cf. EUCKEN, Metlwde
d.Arist. Forsch. 122 sq.
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also notice that in Aristotle the empirical effort is still

often crossed by the speculative and dialectic
methods which he took over directly from Platonism.

too

Indeed, so far as natural science goes, it would be more
just to charge him with too little empiricism than too

much.

1

But

would be

he carried both methods as
his day.

far truer to say

simply that
be expected of
The science of the Greeks began with specu
it

far as could

The empirical sciences only attained to any
development at a late date, and largely by the
efforts of Aristotle himself.
Therefore it was natural
that the dialectical method of Socrates and Plato, with
its logical dissections and connections of ideas, guided by
current opinions and the indications of language, should
lation.

sort of

take precedence of any strict empirical rules.
Aristotle
stood in a close relation to the dialectical movement, and

brought
to

it

in theory

completion.

It

and practice, as we have just said,
was not to be expected that the

art of empirical investigation should find in

him an

equally complete exponent, and therefore an accurate
discrimination between the two methods was as yet far

That could only come after the fuller development
and the direct investigation

off.

of the empirical sciences

of the theory of knowledge, which the modern centuries
have brought to pass. All the greater is the credit
due to Aristotle that his wide and direct scientific
instinct led

him even

so soon to turn to the

This charge has been made
by Bacon, and, since the above
was first written, by Lewes (Aristatic,
91, 97)
and, through
1

;

methods

of

a one-sidedness not uncommon
with him, by LANGE, Gesch. d.
Mater, i. 61 sqq.
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them

as

well as he then

could with the dialectical treatment of ideas.
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1

had to do with a far more
extensive range of empirical data than Plato had to deal
with is the reason why Aristotle s methods of
exposition
are distinguishable at a glance from Plato s
by that air
of formal logic which they wear. Aristotle does not limit
s dialectic

himself to that unfolding of pure ideas which Plato ex
2
pected of the philosopher, though his own attempts at it
were in truth but rare and partial. The ideal

processes
are for ever interrupted, in
Aristotle, by references to
experience, by examinations of ambiguous terms, by
criticism of other views.
The more extensive is the

matter which he has to bring under the
yoke of science,
the more eager is he to see that
every step in his farreaching investigations should be assured on the one

hand by a copious induction, and on the other
by a
careful observance of the rules of
His
manner
logic.
of presenting his work seems often
dry and tedious as
compared with Plato s; for the texts we now possess
yield us but rare
for

which

master
artistic

s.

examples of that richness and charm
were praised no less than his
miss wholly the dramatic
the

his writings

We

life,

the fine

finish,

mythical presentment which

make us

love the Dialogues. 3
But the Corpus Aristotelicum exhibits the
peculiar qualities of a philosophic
style in so high a degree that we ought not

only

For fuller information on
the methodological
principles of
Aristotle and their application,see
the next chapter and
EUCKBN,
Die Metliode d. Arist.
Forschung
;

VOL.

I.

cf. especially
(1872)
pp. 29
sqq. 122 sqq. 152 sqq
*
See Zeller s Plato passim
Cf. p 106 sq
;

=
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not to call

him

him a bad

!

writer,

but ought rather to

in this respect far above his great forerunner.

set

He

formalism, though where the discussion
his physics or ethics, this
grows more concrete, as in
but it will not be regarded as a blemish by
falls

is

accused of

away

those

;

who remember how

this strict logical effort

among

ideas

needful even in Plato

s

view

how much bewilderment

was

must have been cured by keen

distinctions

how many fallacies will have
in the meanings of words
exact
been avoided by the
analysis of the syllogism.
Kather has Aristotle done the world immortal service
in that

for

he established a fixed basis

all

scientific

a security
procedure, and won for thought thereby
whose value to us we only overlook because we have
that it is great.
grown too used to it to remember
If,

again,

this point

to appreciate, so far as at

we endeavour

we

can, the standpoint

we can

the universe which

and general view of

call Aristotelian,

we

shall

On the one hand, no one can overlook
find two things.
Yet,
the basis he inherited from Socrates and Plato.
on the other hand, there is an element of originality
so notable and so sustained as to make us stigmatise
the notion that Aristotle was a kind of dependent
follower of Plato who did nothing but formally work

up and complete

his

master

s

as

thought,

an error

2

&amp;gt;

utterly unjust.
Aristotle adheres not only to the Socratic proposition that Science has to do with the idea of things, but
also to the further consequence

heart of Plato

s

1

BITTER,

2

BKANISS, GescU.

iii.

which takes us into the

system, that that which

is

truly actual

28.
d. Phil.

;

see

KANT,

i.

179 sqq. 207 sq.
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essence as thought in the idea of
is
actual
only in so far as it

partakes of that ideal essentiality.
Plato this Essential Being was a

Yet, whereas to

thing existing by
itself, which he relegated to a separate ideal world
beyond the world of experience, his follower

recognises
the truth that the Idea, as the essence of
things, could*
not stand separate from the things themselves. There
fore he seeks to present the
Idea, not as a Universal
existing for itself apart, but as a common essence of
things indwelling in the particular things themselves.
In lieu of the negative relation to which the
of ideas and

phenomena had

led with Plato,

sundering
he posits

rather the positive relation of each to the other and
their
sible

mutual dependence. Therefore he calls the sen
element the Matter, and the insensible essence the

Form.

He

puts it that it is one and the same Being,
here developed into actuality, there
undeveloped and

So it comes that, for him,
lying as a mere basis.
Matter must, by an inner necessity, strive
upward to
and
Form
must
itself
in Matter.
Form,
equally
present
In this transformation of Plato s
it is
to

recognise

whose aim

is

metaphysic,
easy
of the natural philosopher
the explanation of the actual.
Just this
the

realism

his strongest and ever recurrent
charge against the
Ideal Theory, that it leaves the world of
is

the things of
his

own

part,

phenomena,
For

Becoming and Change, unexplained.

he finds the very root-definitions of his

metaphysic in his treatment of those processes wherein
is the secret of all
genesis and all change, whether by
nature or by art.
N 2

,
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*

\

barred from completing his
these directions by just that dualism of
philosophy in
Plato.
the philosophy of Ideas which he inherited from
Matter
together,
Hard as he tries to bring Form and
two principles, of
still to the last they always remain
he can neither deduce one from the other, nor

Yet

Aristotle, too,

is

which

both from a third.

Fully

as

they are worked out

finite things, still the highest
through the range of
but the pure Spirit, left outside
entity of all is nothing
in man is
the world, thinking in itself as the highest
and
that lleason which enters into him from without,

which never comes into any true unity with the indivi
In this way, Aristotle is at
dual side of his being.
Idealism of
once the perfection and the ending of the
it is the
because
its
Socrates and Plato
perfection,
whole
the
most thorough effort to carry it throughout
of
world
pheno
realm of actuality and to explain the
but
Idea
the
of
the
from
standpoint
menal things
to light the im
also its ending, since in it there comes
Idea and the
the
ever
of
holding together
possibility
have once
we
after
real
in
:

&amp;lt;

;

Phenomenon
posited,

&quot;1

unity,
any
in our definition of the ultimate basis of the

between them.
world, an original opposition
If we follow out the development of these principles
to
Aristotelian system, and seek for that purpose
the
in
we are
take a general view of the divisions he adopted,
neither
unfortunate
the
difficulty that,
at once with

met

in his

own

account of
writings nor in any trustworthy
that point
on
is
satisfactory information

his method,

to be found.
1

Of. for

any

1

If

we should

what follows

:

trust the later Peripatetics

RITTEK,

iii.

57 sqq.

;

BRANDIS,

ii.

b,

130
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Nee-Platonic commentators,
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had

Aristotle

philosophy into Theoretic and Practical,
to
the former the office of perfecting the
assigning
cognitive part of the soul, and to the latter that of
divided

all

In Theoretic Philosophy,
appetitive.
he
again distinguished three parts Physics,
they say,
perfecting the

:

Mathematics, and Theology, also called First Philosophy
or Metaphysics.
Practical Philosophy likewise fell, it
1
into
three
Ethics, Economics, and Politics.
said,

is

:

There are not wanting indications in the Aristotelian
Ari
writings which serve to support this statement.
and
other
the
to
each
theoretical
stotle often opposes

He distinguishes between in
directed
are
to Cognition, and those
which
quiries
which are directed to Action. 3 Accordingly we find,

the practical reason. 2

sqq.

TBlCHMULtBE,

;

Forscli.

9

ii.

Die Lelire

v. d.

sqq.

Arist.

WALTEE,

;

prakt. Vern. 537

sqq.

Thus AMMON. in Qu. voc.
7, a, sqq. (who adds the
fourfold division of Mathematics
into Geometry, Astronomy, Music,
and Arithmetic), and after him
DAVID, Schol. 25, a, 1 SIMPL.
Phys. init. Categ. i. e PHILOP.
1

Porph.

;

;

Schol. in

ANATOL.

Ar. 36,
in

Phys. init.
Fabric. JSiM. iii.
a, 6,

;

EUSTRAT. in Etli. N.
init. ANON. Schol. in Arist. 9, a,
31. The division into theoretical
and practical philosophy had al
ready been given by ALEX, in
Anal. Pri. init. and DlOG. v. 28.
462 H.;
;

Further, the latter, in part diverg
ing from the others, divides
theoretical philosophy into Phy
sics and Logic (which, however,
he does not consider so much a

part as an instrument of
Philosophy), practical philosophy
into Ethics and Politics, and
Politics into the science of the
State and the science of the
household.
ALEX. Top, 17,
gives as philosophical sciences,
real

Physics, Ethics, Logic and Meta
physics but as to Logic cf. below
:

p. 187, n. 2.

De An.

2

432, b, 26, c.
1139, a,
Polit. vii.
6, cf. i. 13 rers. .fin.
For further in
14, 1333, a, 24.
formation see chap. xi.
3
rb
Eth. i. 1, 1095, a, 5
reAos [TTJS TroAm/crjs] 0~rlv ov yvSxris
10, 433, a, 14

iii.

;

9,

Eth.

vi. 2,
;

:

a\\a
10,

irpaj-is.

1179,

a,

&amp;lt;?7reiS^

Likewise, ibid.
35,

ii.

2, init.

:

x.

tirel

ovv T) jrapovffa Trpayfj-areia ov Ofwpias
fVfKa tfTTiv (aarirep al &AAcu (ov yap
iv

fiSoa/uei/

TL
/

etrrtj/

^ aper)) o Kcirro-

ayaQol yV(a/Ji.da,
TTJy),

c.

irel
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at an early date in his School, a division of Science
He himself, however, is
into theoretic and practical. 1

accustomed to add a third

c

the

poietic

2

science

because he distinguishes troika is or production from
nrpa^is or action, both by its source and by its end,
saying that the former originates in the artistic faculty,
3

the latter in the

end

outside itself in the

has

being, but action
1

19

:

and that production has

will,

work

to

be brought

its

into

end in the activity of the

its

Jfetaj/Ji. ii. (a), 1, 993, b,
bpttws 8 e%ei Kal rb KaXtlffQai

speaks merely of an eVKrr^uTj (not
of a

tyiXoaofyia**) TTpaKTiKr)

and

irotrj-

these passages would justify
our using the latter expression,
since ^tAotroc/x a is synonymous
with
TTL(TT^^ when the latter
signifies not merely knowledge in
general, but science in the special
sense of the term. And since in
ri/cr?,

Qfias. OfwprjTiKTJs fjCtv yap (wherein,
however, the whole of philosophy
is here included) rt\os a\f,Qeia,

irpaKTiKrjs 8
],

1214,

6eupi]/J.dTuv

KOI TTfpl

.

.

Tf vfL irpbs

rlt

TO.S

i.

OVTMV
ra fj.ev avrwv ffvvyvuvai JJ.OVQV, ra 8e
TTO\\WV

8

.

Kal irfpl ras

KT&quot;f](Teis

6ffa juev ovv

irpd(is rov Trpdy/j.aros.

X

End.

Etli.

epyov.

8:

a,

l

$&offo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iav

/novov dewptiTiKriv,

&C.
2

Nctanlt, vi
18 sq.
T]
(pv(TiKTi
ST)AOI/

6n

TTOJTJTi/CT}

Tri(Tr-f)/j.r]

otfTf irpaKTiKT] fffTiv

....

TTttfTa

o6(TT

iroirjTiKr]

4

b,

(xi.

7)

e-TTi^eAes

eVio-TTjjUT?

(Tu,uj3ej8TjK:oTos]

O(JT

TroirjTi/fTj

same
Top.
a,

.

f^T]

.

ovre

5iai&amp;gt;0ia

,

r]

C. 2,

ouSe^m yap

:

avrov

of/re

[so.

irpaKTiKr)

ovTf 6eupr)TiKfi. The
division of
eVi^Ti^ in

vi. 6,

10.

tx.V

irfpl

TOU

b,
.

0ecoprjTi/crj,

T)

TLS

102(5,

1025,

1,

:

viii. 1,

145, a, 15;

Further

cf.

EtJi.

157,

N.

vi.

8-5, c. 2, 1139, a, 27, x. 8,
b, 20, and on the
between poietic and

1718,
difference
theoretic

science in De Coclo, iii. 7, 306, a,
16
Metaph. xii. 9, 1075, a, 1, cf.
ix. 2, 1046, b, 2, and Bonitz on this
passage. Though Aristotle here
;

Metaph. vi. 1 (rid. inf. 183, n. 3)
he gives three fyi\offo&amp;lt;piai
this undoubtedly supposes
Kal,
0ea&amp;gt;pr?Ti-

that there is a non-theoretical, i.e.
a practical or poietic philosophy.
But one cannot believe that by
the latter is meant, not that
science which treats of 7iyw|jsand
7roi7j(m (Ethics, Politics, and the
science of Art), but the faculty of
the 7rpa|isand7roi
itself, namely
?7&amp;lt;m

&amp;lt;ppovr)(TLS

Lehrc

and

rex^n

(WALTER,

Ve-rn. 540 sq.).
never has this meaning,
and even ^TTKTTTJJUTJ cannot have it
in this context. So again since cer
tain branches are distinguished
r. d. praltt.

&amp;lt;bi\o(ro&amp;lt;pia

practical and poietic from
Physics, Mathematics and Meta
physics, which are the theoretic
sciences, the former must like

as

wise

be really sciences.

what other place would be
for Ethics, &c.
3

And
left

?

Metaj)1i. vi. 1, 1025, b,

22:
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as opposed to
the theoretic activity in this, that they have to do with
the determination of that which can be either one way
actor.

coincide,

another, whereas

or

however,

Knowledge has

do with the

to

determination of that which cannot be any otherwise
than as it is. 2 Aristotle does also speak of three
first concerning
things which
and
the
second referring to
are movable
corporeal,
things unmoved though corporeal, the third dealing with
these being
that which is incorporeal and unmoved
3
and
the
First
Mathematics,
Philosophy, which
Physics,

theoretic Sciences, the

:

r&amp;lt;av

yap

jj-tv

ovvri
rts,

r&amp;lt;av

TOVTI

eV

iroirjriKSiV

8

8 e irpaKTiKwv eV rip TrpdrHence Etli. vi.

.

:

;

1

b,

Etli.

4

vi.

TrollJfftS

3

rb reAos,

kv

2(TTi

efrj

Hrepov 8
1140,

:

C. 5,

;

Eth.

rrjs 8e irpd^ftas

yap

Ibid.

T*\os.
2

init.

Kal 7rpa|is

#AAo rb yevos Trpd$cas Kal
.... T7js/nej/ yap Troi-f]fffws

:

aAA. ws eV i/Ap.
Kal ?r

[sc. 0tAo(TO(|)/a]
we re Tp
a/ciVr/ra
.

.

-rrpoaipeffis.

T\

in the province of
5, 1140, b, 22
art it is better to err voluntarily
in that of morals involuntarily.
t

?o&quot;cos,

apx^l $ vovs

T)

i.

aurJj

r)

1139,
3,
ovv ri fffnv

...

fvirpaia

1 init.

vi.

p.tv

OVK

b,

18:

&amp;lt;j)v(riKTi,

Simi

deohoyiKr).

1096, a, 30, c, 6 init.
De An. i. 1, 403, b, 7 sqq. About
the name of the first philosophy,
cf. also p. 76, supra. As to Mathe
matics as the science of numbers
larly xii.

1,

;

and quantity, and the abstraction
peculiar to it, whereby it does not
consider a body according to its
physical properties, but only from
the point of view of magnitude in

space, and, in determining num
ber and quantity, disregards the
of that in
intrinsic condition

Trdvrfs yap

which they occur, see Phys.

ii.

2,

Anal. Pont. i. 10,
193, b, 31 sqq.
Anal.
76, b, 3, c. 13, 79 a, 7
Pri. i. 41, 49, b, 35
Metapli. xi.
4, c. 3, 106J, a, 28, vii. 10, 1036,
a, 9, xiii. 2, 1077, a, 9 to c. 3/w.,
iii. 2, 997, b, 20, Hid. 996, a, 29
De An. iii. 7 Jin. Detached state
;

Cf. C. 2,

Kal TTpaKTOV, SCG.

2 sqq. Ue Ccelo,i\\. 7, 306,
a vld.supr. p 167, n. 2 Part. An.
i. 1, 640, a, 3
r; 7p
px^ T0 ^
[the theorists] rb S/, roTs 5e [the
eo-6/j.tvov.
technicists]
3
Metaph. vi. 1 (xi. 7) where
other
things 1026, a, 13
among
1139,

a,

:

;

:

/&quot;&quot;

ri&amp;gt;

:

yap

(pvcriKr) irepl

a.y&piGTa. p\v

OVK OKlV /JTO, T7JS
ej/ia

Trepi

86

d/ctvrjra

(J.aQt]IJLa-

/iey

oi

;

;

;

ments 011 Mathematics are found
in man} places, e.g. Metapli. i. 2,
T

De Ccelo, iii. 1, 299, a,
An. i. 1,
15, c. 7, 306, a, 26;
Cf. BRANDIS, p. 135
402, b, 16.
982,

a,

26

;

De
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he names also Theology, and treats as the pinnacle of
all
knowledge.
1

If,

however,

we attempt

to apply the

suggested

division to the contents of the Aristotelian books, 2

The contradiction which

sqq.

73 sq., finds in Ari
stotle, viz. that a sensible subtratura is first denied and after

HITTER,

iii.

wards attributed to Mathematics,
and that its object is now de
signated as removed, now as not
removed, from what is sensible, is
partly solved by the distinction
of the purely mathematical from
the applied sciences, and partly
and chiefly by the remark that
Aristotle nowhere says that the
object of Mathematics is a x u P l ~
o-Tbv, but only that it is considered
as such, l.e .by abstracting from its
sensible nature in Metapli. xii. 8,
1073, b, 3, moreover, Astronomy
according to the common reading
is not called
the truest philo
sophy, but the ojKeioTciTT], the
most important of the mathe
matical sciences for the discus
sion in hand still Bonitz is right
;

;

in reading
TTJS olKeioTarrjs
(To^i a
/J-aOrj/j-ariKuv ^irtoTTjjUWj
:

&amp;lt;piAo-

TU&amp;gt;V

1

.

1026, a, 21
(and almost the same in xi. 7,
1064, b, 1), after what is given in
vi.

Netapli.

1,

the preceding note
TO.TOV ytvos flvai.
:

rfyv Tt^i&rra-

Se? irepl rb

TT}v [eViO Tr^T]!/]

in 1064, b, 5

:

(For, as

/SeAricoz/

TL/J.IW-

is

said

knowledge

it

investi

gates what is most difficult to be
known because the science of
the last reasons is the most ac
curate (ctKpoSeo-TaTTj) and gives the
;

most perfect instruction as to
causes; because, more than any
other, it pursues knowledge for
its own sake
and because, as the
science of principles, and hence
also of final ends, it must govern
all others.
In Top. viii. 1, 157, a,
9, the following is given as an
example of a division on cVtTL(TT f)/ULT]S fi\TlWV j)
CLKpl;

:

TO&amp;gt;

Aristotle in Metapli. xii. 9, 1074,
b, 29 sq. also supposes that the
value of knowledge is propor
tioned to that of its object. The
universal pre-eminence of the
theoretical over the practical
and poietic sciences does not,
however, rest on this, nor on thengreater exactness, for some of

them

(the zoological and psycho
no su
logical sciences) have
periority over Ethics in either
respect but primarily on the fact
that knowledge is here an end in
;

itself; cf.

Metaph.

17 sqq. 982,
2

/ecu ^e/pcoj/

Ae -yercu Kara rb oiKtlov
at IJikv OVV BfCapIJTlKal
(TT7/TOI/.)
e/m(TTT7

because

;

we

a,

i.

1,

981, b,

I.

Thus Eavaisson (Essai snr
d Aristote, i.

CTTI-

la

T&amp;lt;JOV

244 sqq.),

Metaphysique

who wishes

to sub

ccAAwj/ 67ri(rT7j u.dJi/ aiptTtoTepai, aiiri]

divide

5e TUV QewptiTLKuv.
He discusses
at length in Mctapli. i. 2, why the
first
philosophy especially de
serves the name o-o^/a because,
as perceiving the most universal,

into Theology, Mathematics and
Physics, practical philosophy into
Ethics, Economics and Politics,
into
and poietic philosophy
Poetics, Rhetoric and Dialectics.

1

:

it

gives the most comprehensive

theoretical

philosophy
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stotle wrote, the
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that Ari

only thing which would fall under
the Poetics
for he himself rele

is

;

gates the Rhetoric to another section by indicating
that it is a side-branch of Dialectics and Politics, and
Dialectics cannot be disconnected from
Analytics or
1

2

Logic.
If we were to conclude from this
difficulty that the
division into two groups
theoretic and practical
was
preferable to the division into three, we should thereby
be cutting ourselves loose from the statements of Ari
stotle himself.

It further appears that in the
presenta

tion of his system he took no account of the existence
of Mathematics.
The one mathematical work to which

he gives a reference, and which can with
certainty be
taken to be genuine the tract on
Astronomy belongs,
according to the classification above indicated, to
1

Rhct. i. 2, 1356, a, 25 Sxrre
(Tvpfiaivfi
pr]TopiKr]v olov irapa(pvfs ri Trfs 5ia\fKTiKr)s flvai /catrffs
:

rV

V

irepl TO. tf6t]

8iKai6v
TTpayfjiaTfias,
eVrt Trpoo-ayopeveiv TTO\ITIKT]V. c. 3,
8
Kal
1359, b,
oVep yap
irporepov

re

ava\vriKrjs eVta-TrJAOjs Kal TT?S
fjQr) TroAtrt/cfjs, opo a 5 fcrrl

c. 2, 1356, b, 26 sqq.
rhetorical
theories are also called Te ^vai,

eipilKoTts rvyxdvofjifv o/Vr?0es carnv,

on
TTfpl

ra

j)

p-qropiKTi

o-vyKeirai

yite?/

/c

ra

/jLfv

r?7

Sia\KTiKfj

TO.

5e TO?S

\6yots. Etli. i. 1, 1094,
Se Kal ras evri/jLOTaras
6p&amp;lt;2fj.v

eroc/Ho-Ti/coTs

b, 2

TV

:

;

in itself an artistic
science, and designated as such
by Aristotle (e.g. ^Rhct. i. 1354, a,
11 sq. b, 21, 1355, a, 4, 33, b, 11,

:

TTJS

purposes of Politics and since the
character of a science depends
on its purpose, he includes it in
the practical section.
Hence,

Svva.fj.eut/

inrb

ofoas,

ravTrjv [r^v

TTO-

olov

ffrparnyiKriv,
iKr)v,pT)TopiKrjV xp^/ie j/Tjs Se
rals AotTrals TCUJ/ -rrpaKTiKuv

An-&amp;lt;;cV]

iuv, &c. These expressions
seem to have a direct reference
to the passage cited from the
Rhetoric. Aristotle sees in it an

application of Dialectics for the

although

;

cf.

supra,

p.

72,

2,

73,

1),

he does not seem to give
Rhetoric an independent place in
the system, as Brandis does (ii.
still

and still more decidedly
Doring (Kunstl. d. Arist. 78).
So in Top. i. 1 init. C. 2,
it is
plainly designated as an
auxiliary science to philosophy in
general, and especially to the
b, 147),

theoretical investigations,
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Of the

Physics.

or, in

others, they are

either

of doubtful

case, the absence of

any refer
authenticity
ences leaves us to suspect that these were not considered
an essential part of the connected exposition of his

The

1

system.
2

any

Physics,

spoken of as the
as if there were

is

again,

not the third, philosophy

second,

no thought of Mathematics standing between it and
and Aristotle himself refers
First Philosophy
the
:

Axiom*

Mathematical

the

the

to

First

Philoso-

phy.&quot;

Practical Philosophy, Aristotle does not
Economics and Politics 4 like the

As regards
divide

into Ethics,

it

commentators 5 who were misled in that matter by
He distinguishes in the first
the spurious Economics.
6
which he desires to
place the main Ethical Science
later

from the auxiliary sciences of Econo
8
and then in
mics, Military Tactics, and Rhetoric
Politics he distinguishes that section which treats of
call

Politics

7

:

1

About

these

writings

cf.

p. 86, n. 1, Hi/jtra.
3

Metaph.

TT)S fyvaiKris

;

1037, a, 14
Seure pas tyiXoao-

vii. 11,

/ecu

as the three parts of practical
science this division must consequently belong to the oldest

:

Peripatetics.
5

(pias.
3

MetapJt. iv. 3 inif. (xi. 4).
4
Aristotle in Eth. vi. 9, 11-12,
a, 9, besides typon-rivis which relates to individual action, certainly names otKOj/o^u/a and 7roA.tTeta
also: but in 1141, b, 31 he has
divided Politics (i.e. the science of
the life in society with the exelusion of Ethics) into oiWoufa,
i&amp;gt;ofj.odcria,Tro\iTiKr), so that, according to this, Economics forms a
part of Politics. Still more definitely
8,

Eudemus

121S,

b.

13,

End. i.
combines the

in Eth.

iro\iTiKr] Kal olKovo/AiKij Kcu

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;povr](ris

With whom, besides
HITTER,

son,

Etlt.
vi. 9,

i.

iii.

1,

Ilavais-

302, also agrees.
1094, a, 18 sqq.,

1141, b, 23 sqq.

i.
1095,
1, ibid., and
2 init. tindjin,., ii. 2, 1105,
a, 12, vii. I2init., cf. i. 13, 1102, a,
23. Rket. i. 2, 3, rid. sttjtr. p. 185,
7

a, 2.

n.

Eth.

i.

1.
8

Etlt. i. 1, 1094, b, 2; Rliet. i.
Also in the first
1356, a, 25.
book of the Politics, Economics,
as far as Aristotle has treated the
subject, is taken to belong to the
science of the State.
2,
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of the individual from that which

action

treats of the State. 1

important to remember that in the above
whether we take it to be twofold or threefold,

It is also

division,

there

is

no place

for Logic.

The

later Peripatetics get

by the theory which is a point of
that Logic
controversy between them and the Stoics
is not a part of
but
an
instrument
Philosophy,
only
over this difficulty

for

it.
3

tion,

2

Aristotle himself never hints at this distinc

although he does, of course, treat Logic as a

Methodology.

4

Nor

will the suggestion help us

much

;

had worked out his Logic with such
must have had some definite place in

for since Aristotle
scientific care, it

his system. 5

The only conclusion

is

that the scheme of

which we deduce from the above-quoted
remarks of Aristotle, seems to be in part too wide and
subdivision,

narrow

in part too

for

the matter which

his

books

contain.

A

different subdivision of the system

Etli. i. 1
1094, b, 7. So also
in the lengthy discussion, x. 10.
*
DIOG. v. 28 ALEX, in Pri.
Anal, init., Schol. 141 a, 19, b, 25,
in Top, 41, m, AMMON. apud
1

,

4

;

,

WAITZ,

Arist.

SIMPL. Categ.

and PHILOP.

Org.
1,

in

i.

44

-metl.

;

Schol. 39, b,
Categ. Schol. in

is

philosophy,
the point.
5

Supra,

p.

might be

built

of course beside

91 sq.

No more

trustworthy is Kavaisson s statement (loc. tit. 252,
264 sq.), that Analytics is no
special science, but the form of
all science.
It is much rather
the fawn-ledye of this form, which
constitutes a particular branch

Ar. 36, a, (J, 12, 37, b, 46. The
same in Anal. Pri. ibid. 143, a, 3.
ANON. ibid. 140, a, 45 sqq.
DAVID, in Categ. Schol. 25, a, 1,
where there are also further

just as

fragmentary subdivisions of Logic
and the logical writings.
3
That in Top. i. 18 fin., and
viii. 14, 163, b, 9, he speaks of
logical readiness as an organ of

even thinks that there can be no
doubt that the &quot;Mathematics&quot;
which forms a part of philosophy

much

as Metaphysics,
the knowledge of the
universal grounds of all Being,

which

is

MARBACH,

is

what

is

Gesch. d. Phil.

now

i.

called Logic.

247,
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propositions and problems
1
Under the
are either ethical, physical, or logical.
Aristotle here comprehends both
logical head, however,

on the other remark, that

all

2

formal Logic and the First Philosophy or Metaphysics,
and this alone would prove that he could not here have
meant to indicate a scheme for the presentation of his
so
system, in which these two departments are kept

obviously distinct.
If, then, we are forced to give

own

find in his

isolated

up the attempt to
remarks any key to the plan of

corresponds with the construction
but to gather from the actual
remains
itself, nothing
work as we have it, the method of the work he designed.

work

his

which

Abstracting from those of his writings which are in
tended only as preliminary essays, or devoted to histo
rical materials or collections

concerning natural history,

or taken up with philosophic criticism, we distinguish
among Aristotle s writings four main masses. These
are his investigations of Logic, of Metaphysics, of

A

Natural History, and of Ethics.
1

Top.

us
Kal

rwv

fj.fv

yap

XoyiKai

14, 104, b, 19

TWV

7rpo/3ATjjttaTa&amp;gt;i/

:

effn 8

irporafftuv

/uepTj

rpia.

al

T)QiKa\ irporda-fis flfflv, al Se

....

/SA^^uaTo
&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;piav

\.

7repiA.a/8eiV

rvircf)

6/j.oiws 8f KOI

....

Kar

irpbs /xev

o.Xr)Qfiav

TO.

olv

irept

iro-

&amp;lt;pi\o-

airwv

irpay/j.aTvTfov, Sia\KTiKws 5e -n-pbs
S6ai&amp;gt;.
It is of no importance as

against this, that, in dealing with
the difference between know-

ledge

and

representation, Ari-

in Anal. Post. i. 33
TO. Se \onra TTWS 5e? Siavel/mai
Jin.
eVi re Siavolas Kal vov Kal eVto-rrj^s
stotle

remarks

:

(ppovf]fff(as Kal ffoQias

TO

/uei/

p.a\\ov
-

fifth

would be the

ro5e
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;n/c7js

r;0iKf}s

Beapias

fffriv.

As an instance

of

logical

propositions Toj). ubi tup. mentionsthe principle, which belongs
equally to Methodology or Analytics and to Metaphysics (cf.
Metaph. iv. 2, 1004, a, 9 sqq.,
1005, a, 2), that opposites fall
under the same science. Again,
in the instances given on p. 174,
at one time
stands for logical, at another for
metaphysical inquiries for the
latter also in Eth. Eud. i. 8, 1217,

n. 2, supra, \oyiKbs

;

b, 16.
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Philosophy of Art, except that Aristotle did not work
He seems to
out any part of it except the Poetics.
have forgotten to deduce these various branches of

work from the idea and problem of philosophy as a
whole, or to reduce them to any simpler plan of divi
Of these five, the section of Logic and Methodo
sion.
of
logy ought to come first, not only in the time order
the important texts, 1 but also in the order of exposi
for Aristotle himself describes it as a propaideution
2
After the investigation of
tic for all other inquiries.

method, the First Philosophy must come.
For, although the connected exposition of it belongs in
3
time to the close of Aristotle s work, nevertheless it
scientific

contains the key to the philosophical understanding of
the Physics and the Ethics, and it is from it we must
obtain

all

the definitions, without which

we could take

not a step in either of these sciences such as the
definitions of the Four Causes, of Form and Matter, of
the different senses of Being, of Substance and Acci
dent, of the

Mover and the Moved,

See supra, p. 156 seq.
Metapli. iv. 3, 1005, b, 2:
6ffa 5
fyx_fipovffi TWI/ \ey6vro)v
rives irepl TTJS dA.7j0ias, bv Tp6-jrov
1

2

Se? a7ro5e xe&amp;lt;r0ai, Si aTraiSfvffiav
a.va.XvTiK&amp;lt;av TOVTO
Spwffiv Se?

T&amp;lt;I&amp;gt;

yap
TOVTWV %Keiv TrpoeTTttTTO/ieVoys,
a\\a fi^i aKovovras (j}Tiv. It is
much the same for the question in hand, whether the TOVTWV
Trepl

referred to ava\vTiK&amp;lt;Sv, or more
incorrectly to the investigations
dicated in the words irepl TTJS
from the
aATjflei as
&c., since
nature of the thing it comes to

is

the same, whether he says, One
must be acquainted with Ana-

&c.

The very

or
One must be acquainted with what Analytics has

lytics,

to discuss.
Inadmissible, on
the other hand, is Prantl s explanation (Gesch. d. Log. i. 137),
which refers the rovruv, not to
the words with which it is immediately connected, but to the

about which Aristotle
has spoken above. As a consequence of this translation, Prantl
thinks it monstrous that this
passage should be used as a
proof of the precedence of the
o|tco/iara,

Analytics.
3

Vid.

p. 160, n.

wpr.

p.

76 sqq., and
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name

c

of the

expresses the fact that
precedes all other material

First Philosophy

the logical

in

order

it

investigations, as being concerned with the discussion
1
The
of the most universal of all presuppositions.
First
and
the
Philosophy,
Physics follow on after the

the Physics, because the latter is pre
The Rhetoric must be taken
former. 2
in
the
supposed
The philosophy of Art, on the
as belonging to Ethics. 3

Ethics follow

other

hand,
into

forms a section by itself, which is not
any definite connection with the rest.

brought
can only treat

We

like position

it,

we must

To a
therefore, as an appendix.
Aristotle
s
occasional
relegate also

for a Philosophy of Religion,
utterances as to Religion
in the true sense was not within his view.
1

Still

more plainly than by

the superlative
this

irpurr]

is
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i\o&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ia

shown by the comparative:

150,

/jLady/uLa-

vi. 1,

Gen. et Corr.
-

3
&amp;lt;pi\o&amp;lt;ro(})iaTrpoT(pa((t)V(riKris,

Metaph.

1026, a, 13,
318, a, 5.
V ul. supra, p. 159.
See SUjwa, p. 185, n. 1.

Ti/cTjs),

i.
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CHAPTER V
LOGIC

FROM

of old, Aristotle has been

renowned

as the founder

We

must not,
of Logic, and he has deserved his fame.
that
the
fact
he
treated
overlook
however,
Logic, not as
but
from
the
an independent science,
only
point of view
of Methodology, as the

c

technique

In dealing with

investigations.

it,

of his philosophic
therefore,

he does

not contemplate by any means a full and uniform
account of the powers of thought as a whole, but rather
a simple inquiry into the forms and laws of scientific

Of the

proof.

first

admits this himself. 1

half of his Logic
the Topics he
Of the other and more important

the Analytics it follows partly from single
references which assign to it the place of a Propaideutic
of Science, 2 partly from the analogy of the Topics
section

aforesaid,

but more especially from the whole treatment

Of the two Analytics, the logical
of
Aristotle, the first is concerned with
masterpieces
3
Only
Syllogisms, the second with the laws of Proof.
of the

subject.

in connection with these investigations,
1

Top.

i.

1 init.

:

r/

p.kv

TTJS TrpayfJ-areias /J.46o$ov
ffS

5wTj&amp;lt;ro/xe#a

jravrbs

7rpJ0e&amp;lt;m

vpe?v,

&amp;lt;rv\\oyif(r9ai

a.&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;

Trepl

rov irpoTfOevros Trpo^\r,naros

e| eV5oa&amp;gt;j/ Kai avrol \6~yov vir^ovTs
HT}Qfv cpovfifv virtvavriov. Cf. c. 2.
c. 3
c|o/iev 5e reAewj r^jv ^iQo^ov,
:

QTQ.V

dfnoicas

prjropiKris KCU

and only in so
e^cw/iej/

tfjffTrep

eirl

KalroSvToiOVTCDV Swd/J-euv
TOVTO 5 fffrl rb
e /c rwv
4v9tXOfJitvuv iroitiv & irpolaTpucris

aipov/jicda.
2
3

Vid. supra, p. 189, n. 2.

The common theme

of both
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may be

necessary thereto, did he stay to consider
It was not until a later
the theory of Propositions.
2
period, (if at all) that he extended these hints into a

far as

1

separate treatise in the Hspl sp/jiTjvsias. In the same way,
from the consideration of the Syllogism that he is

it is

led to the logical treatment of Notions.
He touches on
Definition in the Analytics* merely as a matter con

nected with Proof; and, in fact, the logical properties
of Notions as a whole are only taken up as incidental
4
to the Syllogism.

The theory of the Categories, on the
hand, belongs more to Metaphysics than to
Logic, because it is not deduced from the logical form
of the Notion as such, or from the process of thought
other

involved in

its

construction, but

is

derived rather from

the natural

division of those real relations, to which
the Categories, according to their content, are referred. 5

The very name

of

Analytica

thus designated in Anal. Pri.
Trpwrov /*/ elirf7v Trtpl ri KO.\
TWOS
rj
a-Kf^is, 6ri irepl O.TTOis

init.

:

&amp;lt;TT\V

8eiu/

/col

eirHTT-h/jnis

airotieiKriKris.

Likewise at end of Anal. Post.
19 init.
Kal

:

irepi

^v

a7ro5ei|ecos, ri

Kal

n-tpl

ovv av\\oyi(r/iLov
re indrepov effn

a/na 5e Kal
yiverai,
eTna-TTj/irjs aTrotiLKTiKr)s Tavrbv

TTCOS

ydp

ii.

&amp;lt;pai&amp;gt;epbv,

Post.
-

3

Anal. Pri.

i.

1-3.

Anal.

2, 72, b, 7.
Vid. supr. p. 66, n. 1.
Anal. Post. ii. 3 sqq. and cf
i.

especially

Aristotle

is

analytical method,

he proceeds from
propositions,

going by an

and just as
syllogisms to

so in like

manner

he passes from propositions to
notions.
Both are merely considered as factors in the syllogism.
5
Some other writings on Concepts,

f&amp;lt;TTLi&amp;gt;.

1

that

indicates that in the

which were mentioned on

supra, seem to have had a
but
purely logical character
probably not one of them was
the work of Aristotle,
6
Aristotle not only calls both
the principal logical writings
AvaAvrutd (see p. 67, n. 1 ), but
p. 70,

;

.

c. 10.

The little that has to be
mentioned with regard to this
The dewall be adduced later.
4

finitionof the 6pos in Anal. Pri. i.
1, 2-4, b, 16 alone shows (#poi/ 5e
Ka\ca ejy &v SiaA-werot TJ Trp6ra(ns)

(vid. supr. p. 189, n. 2, and p. 185,
n. 1) he uses the same
designa-

tion for the science of
treat.

which they
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we should

class

under

Formal

Logic, Aristotle was chiefly concerned to determine
the conditions of scientific
procedure, and especially of
scientific processes of
proof.
Socrates had revealed the method of
1

forming Con

Plato had added that of Division
ceptions
Aristotle
was the discoverer of the
theory of Proof. This is to
him so clearly the one
that he
important
;

;

re

point,

solves into

the whole

it

follows, then, that

Logic

2

as an

when

science of

It

Methodology.

the later Peripatetics described

instrument

of

3

philosophy, and when
accordingly the logical writings of Aristotle were in
the end published
together under the name of the
4
this
was in no way
Organon,
contrary to the
means to reduce a
given thing to the parts of which
it is
composed, or to investigate
the conditions through which it
is
brought about. In this sense
Aristotle
uses a.vd.\vais
and
avaXvtiv regularly for the reduc
tion of syllogisms to the three
figures, e.g.

W

.

. ,

povs]

TOVS

Anal. Pri.

avaXvotjiLfi/ els

ffx-f)^ara,

32

i.

init.

:

yeyevr)/j.&amp;lt;lvovs [&amp;lt;rv\\oyi(r-

for

ra

irpoipii/j.j/a

which was written

immediately before TT&S 8 avdo/j.ev rovs ffv\\oyi(Tfji.ovs els ra
irpo:

Of.

eipr]fj.va arxr]fJi.ara.

BONITZ,

Ind. Arist. 48, b, 16. And since
every investigation consists in
tracing out the component parts
and conditions of that with
which it is concerned, avaXveiv
together with ftTtlv stands for
Thus Eth. N. iii.
investigate.
5, 1112, b, 15:
(tfouAeuercu ....
TOV Tf Aous-) dAA&
TTfpl
reAos rt, TT&S Kal 8ia T IVWV
.

VOL.

I.

.

k cos

ki&amp;gt;

e\0w&amp;lt;riv

rb

ahiov, &

Trp&Tov
&quot;XQ.T&V

tffTiv

6

eV

yap

rrj

/Sou-

eot/ce

fareiv Kal ava\veiv

zvov

Tp6irov

&cnrp

5ta-

;

)a vera.i 5 TJ /JL^V tyr Tiais ov
r?vatouAeu(ns,oIW cu /iaflrj/Ka5e fiov\evcris iraffa
^rrjffis,
tV^aToj/ eV rrj ava\v(Tfi
irpurov elvai eV rrj yevsffei.
(Of.

TiKal,

T)

rb

Kal

TRENDELENBURG,
Arist. p. 47 sq.)

Elem.

ThedmAur^

Log.
eVt-

(Rhet.iA, 1359, b, 10) desig
nates accordingly the art of scien
tific
inquiry, or the introduction
O-TTJ^TJ

which is scientific method
and similarly ra ava\vTiKa
means that which deals with
to

it,

ology

;

scientific inquiry,

of

i.e.

the theory

as in Metaph. iv. 3, 1005, b, 2.
On this designation, proved
to have existed since the time of
Cicero, cf. PRANTL, Geach. d. Log.
i. 514,
27, 535.
3
Vid. supr. p. 187, n. 2.
it

:

2

4

This name is not used
by
any of the Greek commentators
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Master

s

own

being the

The

view. 1

Organon

further theory that Logic, as
of philosophy, could not be also

2
a part of philosophy. he
In order rightly to

Method,

will

it

first

would hardly have approved.

comprehend

be necessary

this

Science

for us to

of

go more

the nature and
closely into Aristotle s views concerning
is the conception of
it
For
of
Knowledge.
origin

Knowledge which determines the aim and the
of the procedure of Science
ment of Knowledge in the

the

way
All

;

systematic development in Science also.
Knowledge relates to the Essence of Things
for its

Universal

the

to

direction

and the natural develop
mind of man must point

properties which remain identical
all individual things, and to the

with themselves in
Causes of

all

that

is

actual.

true that the Universal

is

is

the sixth century, as applied to
the writinffs it only came to this
use later (ct.WAiTZ,Arist. Org.ii.
293 sq.). On the other hand, the
texts are, before that time, called
by them opjavma, because they
refer to the tipyavov (or opyaviKbv

till

;

fjifpos)

1,

Categ.

Scho l.
25

}

SiMPL. in
PHILOP. in Cat.
15
DAVID, Hid.

(pi\o(To&amp;lt;pias

e;

36, a, 7,

cf.

;

;

a, 3.

PRANTL, Gesch.d.Log.
is in

this

i.

136,

respect unreasonable,
the school-

when he denounces

masters of later antiquity, who,
infected with the folly of the
Stoic philosophy, wished at any
as the
price to represent Logic
tool of knowledge. This is really

the position and meaning which
Aristotle gives it. Thetheorythat
in the same sense as Physics

3

Conversely, however,

it

known through

only to be

and Ethics it has its own end in
and its own object, or
that it is meant to be a philoso-

itself

phically established presentment
of the activity of human thought
and nothing else (ibid. p. 138
sq.), is a supposition which can
neither be proved from any definite
statements of Aristotle, nor from
the construction of his logical

writings. The real-metaphysical
side of the Aristotelian logic,
however, need not on this account

be disregarded. Even if it is re
garded as the Science of Method,
it may have its foundations in
Metaphysics and even though it
precede the latter, yet it may be;

come necessary,

in the end, to reduce it to metaphysical principles.
2
3

Vid. svpr. p. 187, n. 2.
Vid.suyr. pp. 163 sq., 173sq.
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the Individuals, the Essence
only through Appearances,
the Causes only through their Effects.
This follows in
part from Aristotle s metaphysical propositions about
the relation of the individual to the
universal, which
will

meet us hereafter
which can be

alone

;

for if it is individual existence

called originally

Universals exist, not independently as
in attachment to individual
things as
follows that the experiential

actual

Ideas

_

if

the

but only

_

c

it
properties
of
Individuals
knowledge

must necessarily precede the

&amp;lt;^

scientific

knowledge of
to Aristotle, will the same

Universals. 1 Quite as directly,
conclusion follow from the nature of

man s powers of
For while he unhesitatingly admits that

knowledge.

the soul must bear within itself the

ground-principle
of its knowledge, he is equally positive that it is not
possible to attain any real knowledge except by means
of experience.
All learning
presupposes, of course,
some present knowledge, to which it joins on. 2 Out of
this axiom there arises the
doubt, which had
the earlier thinkers so
bility of learning

at

much

3

trouble,

For

all.

given
about the possi

either, as it seems,

we

1

Aristotle himself points out
this connection of his doctrine of
perception with his metaphysics
in De An. iii. 8, 432, a, 2
eVel 5e
ou5e 7rp57.ua ou0eV effri irapa TO,
:

},

us

5o/ce?,

ra

aiVflrjra /cexco-

iseiStviTolsalffeiiTo is
pio-fj.evov^vjo
ra vot]ra dcrTt (cf c. 4, 430, a, G
eV Se rots exovffw v\r)v Swdfj.i e/co.

&amp;lt;rr6v

eo-rt

rwv

vot]T(av)

:

TO.

re eV

Ae7^/xei/a [abstract notions] Kal oea rwv ala-Qyrav e ets
Kal 7ra07j.
Kal Sia TOVTO ofae

^

alffOav6/n.fj/os

tya-VTaa-pd

TI 0ecope?j/

&We/&amp;gt;

irXty avev v\ys.
2
Anal. Post.
SiSaavcaAta Kal iraffa

n^

e /c

^(afffcas

ra yap

cuVd^/tarct eV-n

init

i.

:

/u.de-r](ris

ircura

Siavorj-

TrpovTrapxov&amp;lt;rr)s

which he immediately

proceeds to prove as to the difboth as regards
syllogistic and inductive proof.
f erent sciences,

.

-

ot/5e ^vvsiit)

a/j.a

&amp;lt;pavrdff/ji.ara

IJL^V ovOev kv /mdOoi
OTav re Qeupf],

The

like in Metapli.

30; Etli.
3

996,

vi. 3,

pt.

ii.

9,

992, b,

1139, b, 26.

See ZELL., Ph.

and

i.

d. Gfr. pt.

a, 696.

o 2

i.

&amp;lt;
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knowledge from which
which is not in fact true
all the rest is to be deduced
in which case the said
or else we have still to acquire it,
of that

must already be possessed

know
axiom does not hold for that which is the highest
to
Plato
that
this
sought
was
It
difficulty
ledge of all.
recol
latent
the
Anamnesis
of
avoid by his doctrine
But apnrt from all the
knowledge.
lection of a
1

prior
the proother objections which he finds to lie against
reconcile
to
unable
existence of the soul,- Aristotle is
to him un
himself with this theory, because it seems
without
thinkable that we should have in us a knotdetije
absurdities
various
the
all
of
to
speak
knowing it;* not
of the notion of the existence
a closer

which
analysis
4
His
lead.
of the Ideas in the soul would obviously
of
means
solution lies rather in that conception by
of the questions of
answered so

to

many
which he has
in the notion of
natural philosophy
and
metaphysics
in the distinction between the ground
Development
The
work of potentiality and the completed actuality.
in some
he says, mu.4 certainly bear within itself
Sense
Perception
sense its knowledge. For if even our

soul,

Anal Post. ii. 19, 99, b, 20
Every knowledge by argument
1

:

with the
supposes acquaintance
a PX al
highest principles (the
5 a.ueVo^ T
^o-oi, rid. inf.): TV

V

yvwcriv
lal

.

.

.

^repo,
epo,

8iairopj)ffeiV

o.v

TIS

.

.

.

.

^s [the
tyytvovrai *
& ^ fyo^

a,
e
ov K eVoSro,
-

of the a PX al-]
\eX*,0cunv.

*l

s7J/&amp;lt;&amp;lt;

**

*ai#*&amp;gt;oi*&amp;gt;

^

ypi(ow
potorap x

aSvyarov yap

.

.

.

t&amp;lt;&quot;l*

TO .VVV.

on

our

ayvooSffi K al

Z X tiv

^v

Te

X

vffiV

w^iai&amp;gt;

/

T

*t iv

tyy(veff0ai.
ti

*
CLthesectionastotherelaon of soul and body, infra, ch. x.

init.
&quot;

Anal. Po
.

loo.

cvt. t

33

and

Metapli. i 9 992 b,
4
if ideas
Top. n. 7, 113, a 25
were in us they would have also
btill Anto move with us, &c.
himself would scarcely
stotle
have laid much stress on tins
merel ^alectical line of attack.
:

y
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to be regarded, not as a passive
reception of things
given, but rather as an activity for which such

is

recep
the occasion, 1 then the same must a
fortiori betrue of Thought, 2 which has no outward
object at all.
tion

is

Because our pure thought
3

things thought,
the possibility of

is

not

from the

different

therefore there lies in

its

nature as such

knowing with an immediate knowledge

those highest principles, which are
presupposed by all
derivative and mediate
as
its condition and
knowledge
4

So

starting-point.

De An. ii. 5, 417, b, 2 sqq.
Aristotle here says that neither
consciousness nor thought ought
a irda~xtiv and an
dAAoiWis, unless we distinguish
two kinds of suffering and
to be called

b, 38

:

eV

v)

,a

Se

:

Kal

.

.

\4yerai
rov jj.lv ra

6fj.oicas

on

Se,

airiov 8

on

ivjpystav
rcav
etTTi

[tdffQJa/fffQcu]
rca Gecapetv

Siacpepei

TroLyriKa

rrjs

rcav /ca0 tKao~rov

a io-Orjo-is,

TJ

ravra

^U%T?.

8

8

-rj

/car

eVio-T-fyu??

eV avrfj

Trias

ulv

eV

Sib vorio~ai

avrcf orav fiovXyrai, aio-0dv(r6ai 8
eV avrca- dvayKolov

OVK

yap

X*u&amp;gt;

3

rb

inrdp-

aio-6r]r6v.

De An. iii.

eVifTT^yUTj

19, 100, b, 8

ii.

aKpivovs, al 5
/

f)

ccTracra

yuera

e 7TJO Tr; U7J

evrei 5

\6yov

fJ.V

/

OVK

eo~rl,

&&amp;lt;/

e^TJ,

ovfisv

d\i?]do~rpov tvSe^eTai
eiVcu e7ri(TT77/u,7]s /) vovv, vovs kv e^Tj
ruv a.px&v
ei ovv jUTjSei/ ^AAo
.

.

.

yevos
e^o^uei/
aATj^es, vovs kv efy eTrifTTTjjUTjs apx&quot;hHtll. vi. (5 TTJS apxys rov eVicrTrjTou
Tn.o~T7]/u.riv

:

OUT
OVT

&/

e7ri&amp;lt;rT^77

&amp;lt;pp6vr)o

e

o&Ve

/77

....

is

rex^n

Aei7r?Tai vovv

elvai rcav apx&v.
c. 7, 1141, a, 17,
6 fj.lv yap
b, 2, c. 9, 1142, a, 25
vovs rcav opcav,
OVK eoTi \6yos.
:

u&amp;gt;v

at 430, a, 2 (fol

c.

12, 1143, a, 35

(with which

TEENDELENBUEG, Histor.
ii. 375
sqq. WALTER, Die

192, 3 Kal avrbs 8e [o vovs~] voyros
tffnv &o~irep ra vorjrd. zirl /uev

d. pralit.
6 vovs
sqq.)

:

:

yap

rcav avev uATjs rb avro
Kal rb voov/j.evov
r\

0~n rb voovv

yap eVicrT^Tj r/
dfiapririK^] Kal rb ovrcas irio~rir]rbv rb
avro eo-T/. Ibid, iii. 7 init. rb 8
avro tar iv r] Kar cvepyeiav eTrio~r-fi/u.ir]
:

Metaj)k.

xii. 7,

1074,

:

eVa Trj U7js

ovSzv

.

,

lowing the passage to be cited
presently on p. 199, n. 2), he says

rep irpdy/j.an.

rb

voriais.

r)

a\\o yevos

Trap

KaQoXov
ri]

5e

r)

rcav diroSeiffcav yvcapLfAcarepai,

:

evepyeiav

fvicav

Anal. Post.

eeis Kal rrjv (pvffiv. Similarly in iii.
5, 429, b, 22 sqq., iii. 7, 431, a, 5.
2
JDe An. ii. 417, b, 18
Kal rb

Kar

be de-

may

Trpay/aa; tVi fj.lv rcav iron}riKu&amp;gt;v avv
v\7]s rf ovffia Kal rb ri $v elj/ai,
CTT! Se rcav
6ecapr)riKcav 6 \6yos rb

rrjv re eVl ras (TreprjriKas
oia6fo~eis jj.rafio\ f]v Kal rr\v tVi ras

change

the soul

then,

far,

1

;

r.

:

a/j:&amp;lt;p6rpa

Kal rcav

Kal

Vernunft,
rfav

yap

O&quot;xdrcav

cf.

Beitr.
LeJire
etc., 38

eVxaTwy

eV

rcav irpcarcav 6ptov
vovs (o~n Kal ov

X6yos, Kal 6 fj.lv Kara ras diroSfi^is
rcav aKivhrcav 6pcav Kal
irpiarcav, 6 8
eV
irpaKriKais rov eV^ctrou Kal
ra&quot;is

etc.

(More

will be
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and it may be said
place of the Ideas,
of the faculty of Thought that it is in itself all that is
scribed as the

said as to the latter, in ch.

and

rb
rb
e/Ti rovrwv rb avrb, ovrws
ouSe rb elj/at. a\A eerr: rb pev
a\ri9es rb 8c x|/ei/5os, TO /uej/ Qi-ytlv
Kal fyavai a\ir)des ... TO 8
cryi/oetV

xi.

eli/cu

infra.) This recogni
tion of principles is an imme
diate knowledge (a^uetroi/), for the
root principles of all argument
cannot, in their turn, be proved:
(cf. Anal. Post. \. 2, 3, 72, a, 7, b,
18 sqq. c, 22, 84, a, 80; ii. 9
init.c. 10, 91, a, 9 amlMettijiJi. iv.

os

xii.

fully later).

.

a,

De Iliter/tr.
iii.

8,

i.

Post.

i. 2, 23, 33, 72, a, 7, 84, b, 39,
88, b, 36), only those propositions

1(5,

which the predicate is already
contained in the subject, not
those in which it attaches to a

in

with pure
conceptions relating to no subject
distinct from themselves, which
we can only know or not know
but as to w hich we cannot be
deceived; De An. iii. 6 init.:
ovv r&v aSiaiperwis v6i?]ffis eV
?) jjikv

subject different from itself or
in other words, only analytical
In like
a priori judgments.
:

r

,

r

manner the
(ilnd.

&s

ovrmv

e&amp;gt;

I fTTi

8

7]

Sxnrfp

])

;

and

fiei/ (fidiris

the end

Kara,

rl

:

TJI/OS,

Kal a\f]6^s T)
vovs ov iras, a\\

Kard&amp;lt;pa(Tis,

6 8e

xJ/euSrV Tracra
6 TOV T I

tan Kara rb

s,

vo^jj.drwv

^7877

ibid, at

Kal ov rl

TI

rjv elvai

a\A

Kara TWOS

T^ opav rov iSiov aA7j0es, ei
6
avOpcairos rb Aeu/cb^ 7) yu.7/, OVK
ovrws ex ei offa avfv
aA-Tjfles ael,
uA?js.

Metapll. ix. 10 eVei 5e
eVl
^ tyevdos
:

.

v
.

.

ra

.

rS&amp;gt;v

ry

b oAij^es \ey6/j.vov
ff pi Se S^J

.

.

ffvyKelffdai ^
ir6r fo~rlv 3) OVK Hffrt

ecrrt
.

.

.

^

a&amp;lt;rvvOera

iJ/eC5os

rl rb

.

.

elj/ai

,

ii.

6pLff/j.bs

r&amp;gt;v

10, 94, a, 9) is

a/j.f(rcav

a 0eVis

ToO ri tariv awzTroSei/CTOs, in which
nothing is affirmed as to the
existence or non-existence of a
conception, nor of its connection
with a stated subject.
Lastly,
when the principle of contradic

rOlirOlS TTCpl a OVK t(TTl rb tytvdoS
eV ols 5e Kal rb t|/eC5os Kal rb
a\r]des, o~vvdo~is TLS

.

r

concerned

is

hand,

.

passages we should understand
by theTrpoTao-eiy a/j-effoi, w hich ex
press the ultimate principles (An.

a,

4)52,

.

aAA ^) i/oetV ^ ^UT]
rb
TO 5e a\r)des rb voiiv avrd
Se i|/eC5os oii/c eo~riv, ouS
airdrri,
aAA ayvoia. According to these
.

a, 12;
11); im
mediate knowledge, on the other
;

DC An.

.

o~riv airarriQTivai

account it is always true. For
error only consists in a false con
junction of perceptions, and hence
arises only in the Proposition by
reason of the conjunction of the
Predicate with a Subject (Categ.
4 Jin.

ovde

aTraTTjflryz/cu yap Trepl
Oiyydveiv
TO ri zanv OVK Zffriv aAA v) Kara
oVa Srj eo&quot;T/ clTrep
o-LiA/Se^Tj/cos
eli/a: TI Kal fvepyela, irepl ravra OVK

13; more
But on this very
1011,

6,

Kal

aA7]0es

&o&quot;rrep

/J.T]

;

1006, a,

4,

rb

Kal

/...?}

.

7)

tion (in Met-aph. iv. 3 sq. 1005,
b, 11, 1006, a, 3) is designated
as the /3e/3aioTaT77 ap^rj iraffuv Trepl
%)v Stai|/euo&quot;07ji/at ao~vj/aroi&amp;gt;, here also

only the fundamental principle
of all analytical judgments is
in question the formal identity
of every conception with itself.

De An.

Kal
iii. 4, 429, a, 27
\eyovres rV t|&amp;gt;vxV e ^ ai
roirov 6i8ajj/ (see on this ZELLER S
Plato), TTATJI/ ?Tt ovre 6 AT? oAA
1

ev

S);

ol

:

LOGIC
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This contained knowledge, however, can

only become actual knowledge in the
It follows, therefore,

cognition.

that, prior to experi

cannot be in the soul except in the way of a

it

ence,

active exercise of

possibility and a basis ; and so, according to him, it is,
in virtue of the fact that the soul has the
faculty of

notions out of itself by

its

forming

its

own

inherent

2

activity.

TO

Svvd/j.ei
1

etSri.

An.

Zte

irepl

eyreAe^ei a aAAa

ovre

vorjriKr),

77

iii.

TO.

ifyvxTJs

8 init.

vvv 8e

:

Ae;^0eVra

crvyite-

on

(pa\ai(f}(ravres f^iru/afv ira\iv

ra ovra irws
yap alffQrjTa ra ovra.
8

I)

77

8

TrdWa.

ea&quot;Tt

&quot;fyvx$i

eTTKTTT^UTJ fJ.V TO,

5 fin.

iii.

2

7n(TT7]Ta

Nous

.

ii.

7 init.)

An. iii. 4, 429, a, 15
apa 5e? e?j/at [before the
experiences the effect of
:

the wnrbv,
iraflos

TTCOS,

(Cf

Zte

airaBes

^

voTjra, ecrri

rj

ra atVO^ra.

atad-riffis

77

cf.

;

36 sqq.],

must be without

it

BONITZ, Ind. AT.
Se/crt/cov

5e TOV

72, a,
effious

roiovrov [sc. olov rb
TOVTO, Kal 6/J.oius
xnrep rb aladrjTiKbv irpbs ra
atV07jTa, ovrca rdv vovv Trptis ra
Kal

Svvd/jifi,

aAAa

JJ.-T]

...
vovs
rS)v

uvruv

6
.

.

apa /caAouuei/os
.

irplv

ovQiv
i/oe?i/

rrjs

evepyeiq
Kal ev 5^j

&amp;lt;rriv

.

.

.

etc. (vid. sitpr. p. 198, n.l). Ibid.
b, 30
tivvdfJLGi Trtias eVrt ra vorjra 6
:

aAA c^reAe^efa
vo. 5e? S

vovs,
&J/

ia yeypa/j./j.evov.

eVl TOU
ii.

5,

j/ou.

417,

accurate

a,

Here

ovSev,

irplv

6-Trep (rv/J-ftaivei

(b,

21 sqq. a

distinction

5)

and in
more

still
is

made

between two meanings of the
Swdfjifi we can call a man ^wdp.fi
:

sina-r

hij.cav

not only when he has as

yet learned nothing, but possesses
the capacity for learning some

when he knows
something, but has not at a
given moment this knowledge
It
actually present to his mind.
was in the latter sense that
Plato conceived of innate knowledge,whereas Aristotle conceived
of it under the former analogy.
This is the meaning of his com
parison of the soul with the book
that is not yet written on and it
was a misapprehension when this
comparison was understood in
the sense of the later Sensa
thing, but also

:

tion-theory of knowledge. (Cf.
HEGEL, Gesch. d. Phil. ii. 342
sq.;

TJKENDELENBURG, on

this

Aristotle
passage, p. 485 sq.)
only wants to illustrate by it the
difference between the 8vvd/j.ft
and fvepyeiq. He does not here
go on to inform us in what way

potential

knowledge

becomes

But, according to what
has gone before (429, a, 15), it is
not the otVSr/Ta but the vor]ra by
whose action the tablet of the
vovs, blank in itself, is written
upon, so that we have to deal
in fact with a theory far re
moved from the Sensationactual.

philosophy.
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whole treatment of this question,
Throughout
there runs a certain obscurity, the grounds of which we
can of course indicate, but which we cannot
altogether
remove without doing violence to the statements of the
his

Master himself. On the one hand, Aristotle contests
the possibility of any innate knowledge, and insists that
all our notions arise out of
On the other
perception.
1

hand, he speaks of an immediate knowledge of those
truths on which

others depend, 2 and allows that all
the knowledge which in the course of our lives we
gain
in

lay

all

our soul from

view

course, this last
t.lio

soul,

said

prior to

1

2
3

all

that the

merely to cause

it

205

Cf. pp.

1,

196, n.

and

199, n.

function of such experience was
4
brought out into consciousness.

sq.

197, n. 2,

1.

4

There is no necessity to interpret in that sense the passages
On the contrary,
given above.
when he says in I)e An. iii. 8
(si(jjra,p. 199,n. 1) that the soul
is in a certain sense
everything,
he

immediately

explains

this

phrase by adding (431, b, 28):
ra e^Srj eh/cu.
avdyftr] 8 77 avra
avra fj,ev yap 877 ov ov yap 6 \i6os
eV Tfj tyvxfi, a\Xa TO eTSos
uxrre r)
-f)

Kal yap
tyvxh &o-irep r? x^ip fffriv
T] %elp
opyavov tffnv opydvwv, ical
6 vovs elSos eiSwi/ Kal /; ataQriais
etSos aiffdr)Twi&amp;gt;.
Since the hand
indeed forms and uses the tools,
but still can only form them from

some given material,
rison does

Of

to be

Cf. pp. 105 sq.,
P. 197, n. 4.

L98, n. 1,

3
beginning in germ.

in so far as the content thereof is con

knowledge

cerned, or

the

not to be taken to imply that
experience, carried in itself the

is

this

compa-

not carry us further

than the thought that the soul is
everything inasmuch as it is
capable of having the forms (or
images) of all things within
itself.
That it produces them out
of itself is not stated. Onthecontrary, as the power of perception
is called elSos alveriTuv, because
it receires into itself the forms
of the a V0T?Ta, so the vovs may,
in the same sense, be called eTSos
et Swi/, inasmuch as it is the
faculty
to receive the insensible forms*;
and r6iros et SoJi (p. 198, n. 1) may
be taken in the same sense. The
statement that universals are in

the soul itself (in

De An.

ii.

5,

cited at p. 197, n. 2), occurs in a
passage which has no reference to
the growth of knowledge in itself, but where Aristotle is endea-

vouring to illustrate the progress
from the power of perception to

LOGIC
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would take us back again to the theory off
which Aristotle so decidedly rejects.

ideas

1

-

would be equally wrong, however, to make him a
pure Empiricist, and attribute to him the view that
It

the Universal, without
any limitation, comes to the
soul from the external world. 2 If this were his
view, he
could not possibly have derived the
highest concepts
of all
the prindpici of all
knowledge from that
which the Nous
faculty of immediate cognition

by

according to him, distinguished from

is,

all

other forms of

3

For it is plain that concepts which
thinking activity.
we can only come at by an ascent from individuals to
universals, cannot be the data of any immediate kind of
knowledge, but must be data of that kind of knowledge
which is the most entirely mediate of all. Our
cognitive
faculties,

he

asserts, do, in fact,

at these principia;

take this

way

to arrive

but he cannot have regarded the

thoughts in which these prindpm come for us into
consciousness as the mere precipitate of a
progressively
refined experience, or the act
by which we present them
to ourselves as only the last of these successive
geneactual perception by the relation
of eVio-TT^Tj to the 0eo&amp;gt;peTj/ (p. 417,
b, 5 Becapovv yap yiyverai rb e^oj/
rV eTTio-TTjyUTji/). Finally, in Anal,
Post. ii. 19 (cited at p. 197, n. 4,.?%pro) Aristotle says it is impossible to believe that we should
come to the knowledge of the
:

highest principles, without possessing previous knowledge but he
looks for that previous knowledge
not in any ideas innate in the
soul prior to all experience, but
simply in the inductive process.
;

Cf. infra, ch. v.

ad fin.

As KAMPE (Erltenntnissthcorie d. Arist. p. 192) objects,
not without reason, though his
citation of Metaph. i. 9, 993, a,
7 sqq. is not in point.
2
So KAMPE, ibid. but it is
hard to reconcile with this exposition his attempt in the next
following pages to reduce that
;

true perception which is, for Aristotle, the basis of all knowledge
to some kind of Intuitive Thought,
essentially differing both

Knowledge and Opinion.
3
Onthisseep. 197,n.

from
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in experience.
Each
of these generalisations consists in an induction, 1 the
result of which can only be expressed as a
judgment
ralisations

upon a matter given

and a conclusion, and
judgments,

either

false

which therefore

like

is,

all

on the other

or true.

But,
hand, the activity of the Nous in knowledge is by him
distinguished from all mediate cognition, and what we
attain

by

not judgments but ideas

it is

not that which

be either false or true, but that which is always
true
that which we may either have or not have, but
as to which, if we have it, we cannot be deceived. 2
So,

may

again, as all induction starts from perception, which
has relation to that which is compounded of Form and

Matter and

is

tingency, the

sensible,

and as the quality of con
being and not-being, is

possibility of

3
inseparable from all that is Matter, therefore by induc
tion alone we can never attain to anything which is

unconditionally necessary.

For those ideas which

rest

entirely on experience can have no higher certainty
than that on which they rest.
But of the knowledge

of the prindpia, Aristotle holds that it is of all know
4
ledge the most certain, and he w ill allow nothing to
rank among the prindpia except what is necessarily
r

I

true. 5

It follows, then, that the

immediate knowledge

and that it can
referred to can only be an intuition
with all
be
a
as
contrasted
only
spiritual intuition,
sensible

perception.
these ideas innate in
1

2
3

But the
itself.

spirit of

About which seech, v. infra.
Of. p. 197, n. 4.
Cf infra in the
.

of ch.

vii.,

on these

and the notes there

points.

Anal. Post.
25 sqq. ;

72, a,

second part

man

has not

Therefore, the intuition by
i.

2,

ii.

71, b, 19,

19,

9.
5

Anal. Post.

i.

6 init.

100,

b,

LOGIC
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consist in

any

self-intuition

or act of introspection, making us conscious of the
1
It must be
principia as of a truth already within us.

something whereby certain thoughts and ideas arise
through an action of that which is thought upon the
spirit

thinking

in

it,

which perception

arises

some way analogous to that in
through an action of that which

And Aristotle does,
perceived upon the percipient.
in fact, base himself on this very analogy when he says
that the NOILS is related to the thinkable as sense is to
is

the perceivable
it
touches it

2
;

or that

it

knows the thinkable because

3

or that as perception in itself must be
always true, so must thought be, in so far as it relates
;

to ideas as such. 4

In this way we get a theory which is for the
But the further
intelligible and consistent.
questions remain wholly unanswered What is this,

moment

by the intuition of which we get the principia of

all

mediate knowledge and the most universal of all ideas
and axioms ? What kind of being belongs to it ? In

what way does

act

it

upon our

are these principia which
This was Zeller
his second edition.
1

2

De An.

see p.

iii.

4,

s

view in

429, a, 15

;

.

3

Metaph. ix. 10, 1051, b, 24
(vid. supr. p. 197, n. 4): inperception of the

aavvQera

is

Oiyelv KOI tydvai aA.7j0es ...

rb p.ev
T& 8

we

Of what

spirit ?

so

attain ?

Do

sort

all

of

first
these
of
doubtless, the
passages, Theophrastus also says
in FT. 12 (Metapli.} 25
If we
begin with observation we can,
up to a certain point, explain
things from their causes: OTO.V Se
eV avra ra aitpa fj.eTa.Baiv p.sv OVKeri Suz/cfytefla, either because these
:

o&amp;gt;

ayvo?v fj.^) Qiyydveiv xii. 7, 1072,
20: avTbv Se voei 6 vovs [the
divine vovs\ Kara /AeraATjiJ/ij/ TOV
vof]rov
[by taking itself as a
VOTITOS
yiyvTai
vof\r6v]
yap

have no causes, or because our
eye cannot see in a full light, Ta%a

Qiyyavwv Kal vo&v. Eemembering,

supr. p. 197, n. 4.

;

b,

5 e/ce?j/o ahrjOecTTepov ws avrc^ rep vcS
rj 6upta Qiyovri Kal olov a^a/ieV^.
4

De An.

iii.

6 Jin.

;

cited
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them merely express the formal laws of thought (as
does the law of contradiction), or are there also meta
physical ideas which are so given, such as the ideas of

Being, of Cause, of God ? This might prove to be a
natural conclusion from the theory of Aristotle
but it
would take us very near to the Platonic teaching as to
;

the

intuition

of

the

Ideas, except that, since for
of things could not belong to
another world, the intuition of them would necessarily

Aristotle the

Forms

be transferred also from the future to the present.
The final explanation of Aristotle s want of clear
ness 011 this subject is, however, to be found in the fact
that he had only half emancipated himself, as we shall
The
see, from Plato s tendency to hypostatise ideas.

Forms

had

for him, as the
Ideas had for Plato, a
metaphysical existence of their own, as conditioning all
individual things.
And keenly as he followed the

growth of ideas out of experience,

it

is

none the

less

true that these ideas, especially at the point where they
are farthest removed from experience and immediate

metamorphosed in the end from a
logical product of human thought into an immediate
presentment of a supersensible world, and the object,
are

perception,

in that sense, of an intellectual intuition.

Plato conceived that the picture of the Ideas which

slumbers within us could only awake to any sensible
intuition by an actual recollection, and that the
spiritual eye could only

accustom

light of the

a long course of preparation.
it
self-evident that at the

So

with

Ideas by

Aristotle

is

itself to receive

beginning of our spiritual development

we

the

are at the

LOGIC
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farthest possible distance from that

knowledge which is
and
that
our
ascent to know
goal
consequently
come
a
can
ledge
only
by
gradual approximation to
that goal, through a progressive deepening of our
comprehension, advancing from particulars to universals,
from phenomena to the essence, from effects to causes.
Knowledge, which we neither possess as a perfect gift
its

;

of nature nor derive as a consequence from something
higher than itself, must issue out of that which is

lower

that

:

out of Perception.

is,

time of our ideas

The development

1

in

therefore exactly the inverse of

is

-

That which is absolutely first is
their logical order.
and whereas by virtue of its
to
us
last;
relatively
nature the universal has greater certainty than the
particular, and the principle than the deductions which

depend upon it, yet individuals and things of sense have
more of certainty for us. 2 And in like manner we find/

\

1

Anal. Post. ii. 19, 100, a,
cure S^ cvvirdp-%uvffiv atpupiffpevai a! ^is(md. supr. 196, n. 1),
OUT a?r &\\&amp;lt;av
e|ecoi/
yivovrai
10

:

yvuxrTiKurepci)!

dAA

,

and

alvQi)-

5 Jin.

a,

28

vii.

Anal. Post.

i.

2,

71, b, 33

:

itp6-

&
KalyvGopiiJ-dcrepaSixus
ov yap ravrov irporepov rfj (pvaei
Kal irp6s 7)fi.as Trporepov ou5e
repa

&amp;lt;rrl

yv&amp;lt;a-

pi/uLwrepoi/

Kal

Se Trpos

\eyu&amp;gt;

rifjuv
r]/jias

yvu&amp;gt;pi/m.(aTpa

alad^ffews,

ra

Trporepa

Kal

r& Troppdrepov eari.
/LLCV ra Ka6o\ov /x.cxAteKacrra.
ffra, eyyvrdrw 8e ra
Pkys. i. 1, 184, a, 16 ire ^u/ce Se
Kad&quot;

:

K r&v yvwpL/Awrepow

rjfjuv

r]

oSo s

Kal

ffatyecTTfpwv eVi rci ara(f)e(rTfpa
ov yap
rrj 0u(ret Kal yvwpifjicarepa

re

De An.

;

Eth.

yv(api/j.a

Kal oTrAws

;

2

ii.

i.

982,

2,

29 sqq.

;

sqq.; ix. 8,
4, 141, b, 3,
init.,

iii.

7,

1095, b, 2. (Still
more forcibly, referring rather,
however, to PLATO, JR,ep. vii.
init. than to Aristotle, is it expressed in Met a ph. ii. 1, 993, b,
;

9.)

i.

2,

The apparent contradiction

rov SfjAa Kal

airXws 8e

vi.

;

22

eyyvTepov

TT)?

4

1029, b,
1050, a, 4 Top.

in Pht/s.

l

rip.1v

Of. MetapTi.
11, 1018, b,

yvwpi/j.wTepov
fj.ev Trporepa Kxl

yvoopL ud!irfpa
8e Troppairdrci)

ravra

v.

;

4,

init.

o-ecos.
2

i.

i.

1

:

Herri
Tot

(ra&amp;lt;prj

vffrepov 5

8

T^/JUV

Trpu-

avyK^xv^va.

IK rovruiv yiv-

/iaAAoj
erat yvd&amp;gt;pi/j.a ra &amp;lt;rTOi%6?a Kal ai
dpx a Siaipovffi ravra. 5to e/c TOJJ/
v

KaQo\ov
irpoUvai.

eirl

ra

rb yap

/ca#

6\ov

e/cacrra

SeT

Kara

r^v

aiaO^o iv yvwpi/uK&rfpov, rb Se Ka96\ov 6\ov rl ecrriv
TroAAa yap
TTpi\aiJ.ftdvi ws fJ.fpr] rb Ka66\ov, is
only a verbal ambiguity. For (as
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that the kind of proof which proceeds from the particular
1
is to us more clear than a deduction from the general.
is
actual
which
evolved
from
in
The way
knowledge

The
we have remarked, sensible
no actual thought. 2
perception, Without this we can have
The man who is deprived of one of the organs of sense
must of necessity also lack all the corresponding know
the rudimentary possibilities of knowledge
first

stage

is

is this.

always, as

axioms of every kind of science
discovered
be
by induction, and induction

ledge, for the general

can only
rests

3

upon perception,

Now

particular things are the
4

but inasmuch as a
perception
proper objects
it may be as yet
universal, although
undistinguished,
is contained in every particular, therefore perception
of

is

;

also conversant mediately

speak more accurately,

with universals. 5

Or, to

what the senses perceive

not

is,

the individual substance of the particular as such, but
rather certain of

its

These again are re

properties.

lated to the particular substance after the manner of a
universal, for they are not a this (roSs) but a such
c

TllENDKLEXBUROr on Arist. De
An. p. 338, and KlTTER, iii. 105,
etc. remark) it is not the logical,
but the sensible universal which is
here dealt with the as yet indefinite presentation of an object,
when, for instance, we represent to ourselves a body as such,
as

before we clearly distinguish its
themIn
constituent parts.
selves, however, the simple elemerits are always prior to that
which is made up of them; De
Metaph.
Ccelo, ii. 3, 286, b, 16
xiii. 2, 1076, b, 18, c. 3, 1078, a, 9.
1
t
Anal. Pr. ii. 23 fin.:
;

4&amp;gt;u&amp;lt;re

^v

ovv -n-pdrepos Kal

6^ia
5

rov

/j.e&amp;lt;rov

&amp;lt;rv\\oyi&amp;lt;T[j.bs,

TU

evapyecrrepos 6 Sia rrjs ciraycayris
2
De An. iii. 8, 432, a, 4 (vid.
supr. p. 195, n. 1). DeSensu,c. 6,
voeio vovs ra e/crbs
445, b, 16
.

:

^ ^er
3

oi&amp;gt;Se

3

ai&amp;lt;r9r)crews

An. Post. i.
n Post.i.

\^
e /caaTov
-

/c0

^

ovra.
18.

18, 81, b, 6

a&amp;lt;rd-ri&amp;lt;ris.

:

ru&amp;gt;v

The same

idea recurs frequently, e.g. An.
Post. i. 2 (vid. supr. p. 205, n. 2),
c. 31 (vide p. 207, n.
l\Phys. i. 5
fin., De An. iii. 5, 417, b, 22, 27,
Metaph. i. 1, 981, a, 15.
5
DeAn. iii. 8, as at p. 195, n. 1.
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and although in perception they never come
(roiovSe)
under our intuition in the form of a universal, but
;

always as belonging to this or that thing, and in a
definite individual instance, yet still
they are virtually

and out of our perception of them the
of
the
universal can be developed.
Now the
thought
in
which
it
is developed is this.
In sensible per
way
universals,

1

ception itself the several sensible properties, and there
which inhere in the indi

fore also the relative universals,

vidual substance, are discriminated. 2 Out of such
percep
tion is next developed by the help of
memory a general
An. Post.

31, init.

i.

eo~TLV

:

ouSe

5t

et

eiricTTacrdai.

yap
tovS e

To
?} alffQ-tjais TOV
TOvSe T ivos [only the ro Se,
however, is an individual sub
Kal eo~Tiv

said in the text will establish
the agreement of these passages
with the general doctrine of
is

about which

HEIDER

Kalfj.))

Aristotle,

stance

(Veryl. d. Aristotel. und He
gel schen Dialektik, i. 160, sqq.)
makes too much difficulty. Nor

:

oi/Sei/

fffi^aivei

T&V

Koivrj

a TOIOV13, 1039, a, 1 of
e TI

vii.

5e; Metapli.

which more

:

infra],

aAA

ala-Qav-

TI Kal TTOV
ye avayKcuov
5e Ka06\ov Kal Trl iraffiv
aSvvaTOv ai&amp;lt;T0dv(rdai. ov yap roSe
ou5e vvv. ov yap Uv %v KaQoXov
fO~6ai

r&amp;lt;$5e

Kal vvv.

.

.

T&amp;gt;

7rei

.

ovv

Ka66\ov, TavTa S

at

airoSei^is
OVK effTiv alaOdvJLLGV

So in ii. 19,
aiffd-fiffecos ta-riv.
Tb
100, a, 17: aiffOdvtTai
o0 fKaaTov, ^5 at 6 TJ i s TOV

Si

^v

a&quot;

Ka66\ov
ov

effTlv, olov

avOpcairov, aAA.

KaAAta avdpwTrov

tion,

has, it

is

&amp;lt;r

:

i. e.

true,

Percep

a definite

individual Kallias for its imme
diate object; but what it gives
us is the image of a man with
these definite properties, and the
circumstance of this man s being
Kallias has no influence upon the
content of our perception. Cf.
further De An. ii. 12, 424, a, 21
sqq.;

andP%s.i. 5,

189, a,

5.

What

does Metaph.

xiii. 10, 1087, a, 15
contradict it, as KAMPE
believes (Erkenntnissth, d, Ar.
It is there said that know
85).
ledge as Svva/nis is TOV KaQ6\ov

sqq.

Kal aopiffTOv, TJ 8 ivepyeia
wpio fji.fvr)
Kal &pifffj.4vov r6Se TL ovffa, roGSe

TWOS.
All that this states is that
the capability of knowing extends
to everything that is knowable,
but that every actual perception
is the perception of a definite
object; and whether this object
an individual or a universal
conception does not enter into the
is

Ka06\ov here signifies
the indefinite, as to which cf.
xii. 4, 1070, a, 82
Gen. An. ii. 8,
748, a, 7 Eth. ii. 7, 1107, a, 29.

question.

;

;

2

De An.

Hence the
ii.

iii. 2,

a?o-6ri&amp;lt;ns

19, 99, b, 36, cf.

428,

a,

4,

c.

426, b, 8 sqq.
in An. Post.

De An.

iii.

3,

9 init., is called a

ffVfJ.&amp;lt;pVTOS
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representation, for that which has steadily recurred in
several perceptions is fixed and retained by the mind.

Thus

and next, when

arise in the first place experience,

several experiences have condensed into general princi

and science

ples, art

1

we reach the most

also, until at last

universal principles of all and of these in like manner
a scientific comprehension is only to be gained by a
;

further methodical repetition of the same process
in
The result may be put
other words, by induction.
Plato sought to get at the Idea by turning
thus.
the mental eye away from the phenomenal world, on
which, in his view, the most that was to be seen

was a

of

reflection

idea

the

and not the idea

it

theory of the ascent to knowledge rests
the
on
contrary, rather upon a striving after the
it,
in appearances as such.
In other
element
universal
Aristotle

self.

s

words, while both demand abstraction from the imme
diate data and reflection on the underlying universal,
the relation between the two elements

still

To Plato the

different.
1

tK

ii. 19, 100, a, 2:
eus yivcTai ui/i]/j.rj,

Anal. Post.

(itey

obv

al&amp;lt;rO

fl

a

K 5e

ufftrep Aeyo/zei/.

juj/^jurjs

TroA-

Kal

orav

5ta rr)s

re^i/rj

avOpwivois
e

/c

is

quite

from the given

abstraction

....

ro7s

e jUTreipms

yiverai 5e rex^f),

TTO\\WV T?]S e/j.Treipias eVi/07]KaQoXov ytVf]Tai Trepl TWV
VTroA-Tj^is. ?b fj.v yap Hy^eu/

Aa/ns TOV CLVTUV yivo/mevris e/.iTrei^ia.
at yap TToAAat JJ.VTJ/J.O.I TC!J apid/Liw
e /xTreipi as T)
/^ia iffriv. e /c 5

^.O.TWV /nia

fK iravT^s 7)p/j,f (ravTos TOV Ka6o\ov
iv r?7 tyvxy, TOV evbs irapaTairohXa,

Kal
(rvv^v^yK^
KaOeKaffrof
ovrca
Scowparet
5 ori
TroAAoIs, e/j.-rreipias fffriv

t/uureipia.

l

o

av eV

ev

aira&amp;lt;TLi&amp;gt;

evfj

^Ketvois T^

8e irepl rb ov, eTrtcTT^jUrjs. MetdpJl.
yiyverai 5 e/c TTJS
1, 980, b, 28
ro?s avBpwtrois al
^v)\p.fis /j.ireipia
i.

:

TOV avTOv Trpdy-

yap TroAAai

[jivy/uai

/.taros fn-ias

f/nireipias

8vva/j.ii&amp;gt;
i

8

airo-

d/noiccy

vTr6\r)\^iv OTL

ri]v

voaov

KaAAia KOL^VOVTI

TrjrSl

rodl

Kal

T^&amp;gt;

v6crov, avi^-fiVfyKev,
rfx vr s In
the same passages is also found
more to the like purpose. In
PJiys. vii. 3, 247, b, we have, e/c
yap Trjs Kara ftepos e/Airfipias Trjv
.

.

.

l

-
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is the first
thing, and only on the presupposition
of such abstraction will he recognise the
possibility of

To
mind upon the common

coming to any knowledge of universal essence at all.
Aristotle the direction of the

essence of the empirical data is the main point, and it
only as an inevitable consequence of this that abstrac

is

tion

from the particulars of sense comes

like

reason,

Aristotle

also

For a

in.

defends the truth of the

knowledge derived by sensation against the objectors
he shows that, notwithstanding the contradictions
and deceptions of the senses, a true perception is still
;

for

and that the actuality of what we perceive

possible,

beyond doubt, although

its

value

is

relative

:

is

in a word,

that the doubts attaching to sensible
perception are due
2
solely to want of caution in the use we make of it.
l

He

even maintains that perception of itself never leads
is in our
imaginations and our

us astray, and that it
judgments that we are
1

Of.

MetapTl.

iv. 5, 6,

first

1010, b,

where, among other things
(1010, b, HO sqq.), it is stated
that although we might say in a
certain sense that without a perceiving being there would be no
sqq.,

cuV07?T& as such, still
impossible to say that without the
it is

cucr^Tjcriy

uiffQriffiv
8)7

TJ

aAA

7 aiffQriais
eWt ri Kal

at&amp;gt;T-&amp;gt;]

a iirdrja ii
TTJS

the vTroKLfj.eva a Trote? TTIV
could not exist ov yap

,

eavrr/s eVrii/,

erepoz/ irapa rrjV
avdyKf] Trporepov elvai

b

rb yap KLVOVV TOV

alffO^aecas

Likewise

KIVOV/J.CVOV Trp6rfp6v fern.

Cat.

c. 7, 7, b,

trpoTepov TTJS

rb

/j.fi/

yap

36

:

cuV0rj&amp;lt;re&&amp;gt;s

VOL.

ato-flrjT&i/

So/ce? e?j/ai.

aicrOriTbu dvaipedev

aj/atpel r)]v atffdTrjffu/,

aiaBrjTbv

rb yap

ov
I.

i]

ffvv-

8e aiffOriffis rb

ffvva.va.ipsl

.

.

.

cov

3
exposed to error.

yap dz/cupe0eWos
trapa,

raAAa

afodrjcris v.sv arai-

aiffOfirbv

pelrai,

eep/mbv,
ocra ea-rlv

Se

eo-rai,

y\vKv,

olov

Kal

iriKpbv

al&amp;lt;rdr)Td.

To this refer Hetapli. iv.
1010, b, 3 sqq., 14 sqq.
xi.
1062, b, 13 sqq.
3
De An. iii. 3. 427, b, 11
-

5,
6,

;

cuffO Tjo is

yap

/j.ev

/ecu

aA7j0r?s
&&amp;gt;ois,

Trdcrtv

Siavoe taOai 8
teal

^/euSws

TWV

iSiwi/

inrdpxei.

eVSe ^ercu

&

ovStvl virdp-^fi

Ibid. 428, a, 11

^

:

^

del

rots
/cat

Kal

at (Atv
[the alffO^o eis^ aAyj^els alfl, at Se
al
(fiavracriai
TrAeiWs
yivovrai

\6yos.

:

Similarly ii. 6, 418, a, 11
sqq. and in Metapli. iv. 5, 1010, b,
2 ovS 7] OLarOfjcris ^evS-rjs TOV idiov

tyevSe is.
;

:

iffrlv,

aAA

i)

(pavraffia ov

ravrbv

rf) alaO-fiffci.

P
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He

simple-minded confidence in
the truth of sensible perceptions which is natural to
This is in his case
every uncritical consciousness.

shows in

fact that

the more easy to understand because he has as little
notion as the other Greeks of making any close inquiry
activity plays in the

which a subjective

into the part

construction
experience, and refers it simply
to an operation of the objects upon us whereby they
while, on the other
impress their images upon the soul
of our

l

;

hand, the philosopher who attributed so high a value to
observation, and the naturalist who required so wide a
basis of empirical facts, could hardly be expected to take
sufficient account of the attacks which some of his pre

decessors
2

senses.

had made upon the trustworthiness of the
Of course he does not seek to deny the delu-

See the account of Aristotle s
theory of sensation, infra, eh. x.
1

ad Jin.
-

n. 1,

It

has been shown at

how Aristotle, in

Cat.

p. 209,

7,

treats

as given objectively even those
sensible properties which Democritus had already shown to be

merely subjective (ZELL. Ph. d.
Gr.i. 772,1.783, 2).
Similarly
vn.Phys. viii. 3, in combat ing the
opinion (of Parmenides), iravra.
he follows up the striking
flpefi.f iv,
remark (254, a, 30) that such
a view could not explain So|a

and

tyavraffia

as

movements

of

the soul (it would have been more
exact to say of the changing series of mental images ) with the
sweeping observation that to inret?
vestigate such a view is 17
v % A 7 OU
fie\Tiov *x o
\6yov

w

oe io-dai,

Ka\

rbfj.^]

XT\V.

^

naitus Kpiveiv rb -jnar bv
TTiaT^v KaL a.pxn v
*P~

and

Ka&amp;lt;i

^

The same objection holds, in

his opinion against the theories

that everything is always being
moved, or that one thing is always
moved and another never, -rrpbs
a-jravra yap ravra
p. .a iriffris
iKavrj^

yap

6pS&amp;gt;fj.ev

ore 5

tvia ore

fy&amp;gt;e/xoiWa.

Kivofyeva
258, a, 33,

/*&/

Hid.

TTO.VT
in opposing the
^doctrine
fyepe ii he sa,js,To4TovfrTf iv \6yov
,

rV

cKpevras

aiaQf\&amp;lt;nv,

appwcrria ris

and such speculations
seem to him abnormal and non-

eo-TiSiavoias,

All

natural.

such questions as

how we know whether we
awake or asleep, whether we

are
are
in our sound senses, &c., Aristotle
considers altogether misleading
:

yap \6yov a^ova-tv ovroi
\6yov yap frrovvw
tan. \6yos
a7ro8e|ews yap

irdv-ruv

^

elvai

.

OVK

apx 7

?

iv. 6,

.

.

&amp;gt;v

K a7ro8ei|is eVrt. (Meta/ph.
1011, a, 8 sqq. cf. below, p.
&quot;

247, n, 2). He thinks it a self-evident proposition that we can only
decide upon the sensible properas upon the good
ties of things
ard the evil, the beautiful and the
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sions of sense, but he believes that our
sensations, as
are
not
to
blame.
He
holds
that
each sense
such,

represents to us always, or almost always, with truth
the special colour, sound, etc., which it
but
perceives,

that illusion

arises in the referring of these
pro
definite objects, and in the
first

perties to
of that which

discriminating

immediately given in perception from
that which is only got by abstraction therefrom.
To these views, then, as to the nature or origin of
is

1

knowledge, the arrangement of Aristotle
scientific

s

theory of

his Analytics

knowledge

corresponds. It is
the function of Science to explain the
phenomena by

which must be sought
and Laws. The deduction,

their principles,

versal Causes

for in the

Uni

therefore, of the

We

normal state of the
senses and the mind.
In this sense Aristotle him-

can only
1010, b, 14.
trust the deliverance of each
sense with regard to its own

self illustrates

particular objects, those of sight
with regard to colour, &c.

in a

ugly
1

De An.

his principle in
3,428, b, 18:

Hi.

T(av juev

f,a&quot;

8eo-0ar

OTL
,

.

Sev-

yap \evKbv, ov
TOVTO TO Aev/cbi/,
[whether the white
e.(j., a cloth or a wall],
(80 also at the end of
jji.fi&amp;gt;

8e

et

rt
is,

vJ/euSercu.

6.)

ToTs

Kal

ffvfj.fizftriK.oa iv,

Ae ^co

/5ia

TO.

uTrap^ei

T&V KOIV&V

5e

TpiTOV

eTro/xej/cot

KlVt](TlS

8

bis

olov

jU

Kara TTJV afff(x\bout these Koiva see
:

8i]criv.

De

De

c.

tirnsu,
437, a, 8.)
Sensu, iv. 442, b, 8
Trepl p.ev
Koiva
[the
just mentioned]
Se
T&V
loiuv
OUK
Trepl
i.

:

olo

aKo)] Tre

xpw/ioros
MctapJi. iv.

Trepl

Trepl
a/m,a

OVTQ)

e/mcTTTj

eV

ry avry

Tb avro ouSe Trore

(pifffiv

Kal

e yeti

ov%

OVTWS

.

dAA ovS

eV erepotf ^povcf Trepl Tb
irdOos ^^to-^r/TTjo-ei/, o AAd
Trepl Tb
a&amp;gt;

(ri^e jSTj/ce Tb

wine

irdOos.

The same

may

taste to us at one
time sweet, at another not: dAA
ov TO ye y\vKv olov *O~TIV OTO.V
57,

Kal

TO?S afV07}TO?s Trep2 a ^aAitrra

also

trewj/]

t&amp;gt;

%ov(ra Tb

b\iyiffTOv

C.

:

OTI

iStcoi/

Tepov 5e TOV cri /Li/SeySTjKe^at TavTa
Kal tVTavQa tfS-i] ei/Se ^erat 8/cuJ/ei;-

thing

5,

Oevei Trepl avTOv Kal effTiv e
dj/dyKfjs Tb so~6iJ.evov y\.vitv TOIOVTOV.

Perception shows us primarily
(as has been already said on
pp. 206-7) only certain sets of
The subjects to which
these qualities belong are not

qualities.

immediately and exclusively de
termined by perception nor are
those other properties which are
only inferred from what we per;

ceive.

v 2
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particular from the universal and of effects from causes,
or in one word Demonstration, forms the task of Science
:

for in

Proof.

such deduction, according to Aristotle, consists all
The premises, however, from which these deduc

tive proofs

the

must

start

cannot be themselves deduced by

Nor

same method.

are they immediately given
kind
of
innate
any
knowledge. It is only by working
from
upwards
phenomena that we can reach the principles
in

that underlie

them only from particulars that we can
To do this scientifically is the business
:

rise to nniversals.

of Induction.

Demonstration and Induction are accord

ingly the two component parts of the scientific process,
and the essential subjects of Methodology.
Both,

however, presuppose the general elements of Thought,
and cannot be explained without a knowledge of them.
Aristotle, therefore, prefaces his theory of Proof with

an examination of the Syllogism and in connection
with this he finds himself compelled to go more closely
;

into the nature of the

Judgment and

the Proposition, as

It was
being the component parts of the Syllogism.
his
we
have
of
work
a
later
not till
already ex
period
(as
plained) that he went 011 to treat them separately, and

even then this part of his Logic remained distinctly
undeveloped.

The same remark

strongly to his doctrine of Concepts.

applies

still

more

1

Nevertheless, it is
with these last that we must begin, in order to proceed
thereafter to the theory of judgments, and lastly to the

Syllogism

inasmuch

concepts are always

as certain

definite

presupposed by

discussion of Syllogistic Logic.
1

Cf pp. 192 sqq.
.

views

as

to

Aristotle in his
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was the search for general concepts which gave
philosophy under Socrates that new direction which
It

to

not only

Plato

essentials.

As

Aristotle,

but

also

Aristotle

followed

in

all

a natural result of this, we find that
generally speaking, takes for granted the

Socratico-Platonic theory of the nature of
concepts and
the problem of abstract thought. 1
But as we shall find

him in his metaphysics contradicting Plato s doctrine
of the independent reality of the Universal which we
think in the Concept, so also in the matter of the
logical handling of concepts he feels it necessary in
connection with this criticism to obtain more accurate

and

definite conclusions

on many

2

Plato had

points.

required that in conceptual definition attention should
be restricted to the essential as opposed to the accidental
3

and yet at the same time he had
properties of things ;
exalted all general notions to an absolute
independence

as Ideas, without

any further distinction between con
4
This distinction
ceptions of property and substance.
Aristotle introduces, for to him, as we shall
see, the indi
vidual thing alone is Substance.
But he does not merely
5
He goes on
separate the accidental from the essential.
Of. pp. 162 sq. and 172 sq.
cf. Anal. Post. i. 4, 73, a, 34
sqq.
2
For the following, besides Top. i. 5, 102, b, 4 Metaph. v.
1

;

;
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sqq.),

and the

7,
init.,
18, 1002, a, 24
sqq., c. 30, 1025, a, 14, 28, c. 6

works,

cf.

init.

(Gesch.

i.

Log.
other general
De
Xotionis
KUHN,

Definitions qual. Arist. constitucrit, Halle, 1844
RASSOW, Arist.
de Notionis Definilione Doctrina,
Berl. 1843.
3
See ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. pt. i.
;

P.

518
4

5

sq.

Ibid. 584 sqq.
As to the distinction of the
from the /ca0 avrb

9

c.

,

WAITZ,

c.

in Categ.

5, b,

16;

Anal. Post. 71, b, 10. According
to these passages everything belongs to any object /ca0 O.VTO
which is, mediately or immediately, contained in the concept
of that object; and all is Kara
tn^e/BTj/cbs which does not follow
from the concept. To be a biped
belongs to any man KO.& av-rb,
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to

make

a further subdivision of the latter head

by

dis

tinguishing the Universal from the Genus, and both
from the Concept or conceptual Essence of things.

A

1

Universal

is

that

everything

to

appertains

objects in common, not merely
2
If this
virtue of their nature.

accident, but

by

common element

by
a

is

some other

essence derived from

qualification of the

several

more general, then the Universal is a property-concept,
and indicates an essential property. 3 If it is of the
essence of the things in question, then the Universal
If to the common distinguishing
becomes a Genus.
1

as such,

for every

man,
To be educated

A

(Tv/JL^ejB^Kos.

is

to

is a

biped.

him Kara
is

rrvfj.pepr]Kbs

ibid.) b eVSe ^erai \nrdp\tiv
p.})
drcfiovv e^i Kal rw a jrcS Kal

(7

^//&amp;gt;.

is said of a
true of all things
which fall under the same con
but what is said K. crvp.cept
is only true in particular
cases and therefore all univer
sal determinations are Ka9 avro.
Metapli. v. 9, 1017, b, 35 ra yap
KaOo\ov Ka9 aura virdpx^^ T& 8e
(TVfj.Be[3Y]!c6ra ov KaO aura aAA e vrl

virdpx.iv.

Hence, wliat

thing KaV

a-jrb is

;

;

:

rSov

ica9

tKacrra

Cf. note 2, below.

the

ffv/ui.!3e^T]Kds.

part of ch.
1

&amp;lt;r

ia

in

vii.,

a/rAaJs

vii.

3 inlt.

usage means

:

ov-

many

different things: rl) r(r\v elvai Kal
Kal
rb Ka9o\ov Kal rb yevos
rzraprov rovrcav rb vTTOKfif.ifi ou.
.

2

.

.

73, b, 2G
Ka96\ov 5e Ae ycu & av Kara iravros
re virdpxy Kal Kaff aurb KO,} rj avr6.

Anal. Post.

(pavepbv
a.vdyKf]S

apa

i.

4,

;

30

on oaa

KaQoXov e^
rots irpdy/j-avw
4, 644, a, 24: TO. 8e
;

yap

TrXeiocriv
.

(Like-

c.

1017, a, 12, iii. 1,
995, b, 18, 25, c. 2, 997, a, 25
sqq. iv. 1, iv. 2, 1004, b, 5.
vi. 1, 1025, b, 12, vii. 4, 1029, b,
13; Anal. Post. i. 22, 83, b, 11,
fin.

7,

19, c. 4, 73, b, 5,
7, 75, a,

2,

iii.

4,

c. 6,

42; Phys.

i.

75, a, 18, c.
186, b, 18,

3,

193, b, 26, c. 3, 195, b, 13,
203, b, 33; DC An. i. 1,

met.
WAITZ, on Anal.

402, b, 16

;

2, 1355, b, 30
Post. 71, b, 10;

i.

;

TREXDELENBURG, De An.
sq.

;

4

:

virdpxei

Part. An. i.
ro.
Ka96\ov Kowd
Ka9o\ov

Aristotle calls a Kaff avrb
a Trd9os a0 curb, or a
Ka9 avro, understanding in the
last
case by (rv/m^e^K^s (the
term being used in a sense dif
ferent
from
that
discussed
above) broadly that
r
cf. Metapli. v.
/t, i.e. a qualit}

ii.

infra.

Thus Metaph.

common

Aeyerai.

For more about
see the second

wise Mt-tapli. vii. 13, 1038, b, 11.)
Cf. last note but one.
3
Such an essential quality

crrl

BONITZ, on Metapli. 1025,
Top. i. 5, 102, a, 31
rb Kara irXediHav Kal

rcav rep e?8ei
pov/^evov.

yopelffQai

e

ei/
T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

rep ri
TL

ra roiavra
airo^ovvai

effri

189

rb

rf effn

a,

yevos 8

:

5iad&amp;gt;epoi/-

e&amp;lt;TTi

&amp;lt;TTI

5e

KO.TT]-

\fyeff9ca, 6cra

ecoTTj^evra ri
in a man
:

TrpoKfi/j.evov {e.g.

Metapli.

V.

28,
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in the notion of the Genus are added
qualities included
other marks which are again essential with reference to

a certain part of the whole class,

part

is

and by which such

distinguished from the rest of the same Genus,

then we arrive at the Species, which, accordingly,

made up

of the

Genus and the

1024, a, 36 sqq., where, among
different meanings of yevos, the
following are given rb inroKei/m.vov Tals Siafyopais, TO irp&rov ej/:

wjrdpxov &
ov

\yrai

ri

V Tip

fffri

Xeyovrai at TroiOTrjTes (that these two descriptions
apply to the same meaning of
.

.

.

5ta&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opal

yevos is shown by Bonitz on this
passage). Ibid. x. 3, 1054, b, 30
ravrb
Xeyerai 5e ytvos o
Xeyovrcu Kara rfyv ovffiav TO. Sidrb yap
x. 8, 1057, b, 37
(f)opa
roiovrov yevos KaXu-, & &jn(pco ev
TCUTO Xeyerai, (ify Kara &amp;lt;rvfj.^e!3rjKbs
:

ap&amp;lt;p&amp;lt;o

:

;

X OV
17
ra

:

Top.

Siafpopdv.

Karriyope iTai 8
yevti

Kal

at

vii. 2,

TO?

ej/

Siatyopal.

153, a,
T/

e&amp;lt;rrt

Every

is consequently a Ka06\ov,
but not every Kad6\ov a yevos of.

yevos

;

998, b, 17, 999, a,
21, xii. L, 1069, a, 27, &c., with
i. 9, 992, b,
12, vii. 13, 1038, b,

Metapfi.

iii.

3,

BONITZ on
To the dis
between genus and pro

and
25 sq.
Netaph. 299 sqq.

16,

tinction

;

perty is also partly referable the
statement in Categ. c. 2, 1, a, 20
sqq. c. 5, that everything either
(1) naff uTTO/cet/xeVou rivbs Xtyerai,
fvy 5e ou5ej/t effriv, or (2)
a0 wTro/cei^eei/^) jU,eV iari
vov 8e ovSevbs \eyerai, or (3) /ca0
\eyeraiital ev viroKfiiv,

or (4) OUT

V

inroK.fLjj.4vcf

3,

specific differences

a,

these divisions, the fourth
comprises particular things the
first refers to genera and (c. 5,
:

21)

If,

differences:
specific
to properties, activi

the second
ties and conditions
in fact, the
ffv/ii^f^KOTa. To the first belongs
the term man, to the second the
term grammar, and to the fourth
the term Socrates. But the un
certainty of the whole division
immediately appears in the de
scription of the third class, for if
there are notions which are pre
dicated both KaO inroKfi/j.vov and
eV

vTroKiin.vcp

i.e.

which are at

once genera and properties (the
example Aristotle gives is the
concept of science, which is in
the soul as its vTroK^i^vov, and is
also predicated of each of the
the
particular sciences) then
genera and properties cannot be
distinct and co-ordinate classes
of universals.
undefined

How

was

boundary between a
genus and a property will be
seen also in his treatment of Sub
stance (on which see the first part
the

of ch.

vii., infra).
e/f
Metapli. x. 7, 1057, b, 7
yap TOV yevovs Kal Tcav Siatyopwis ra
eftJ7j
(for instance, the specific
concepts black and white are
made up of the generic notion
distinguishing
Xpwjita and the
1

:

&amp;lt;

qualities SiaKpiriKbs
KOS white is the

and

&amp;lt;rvyKpiri-

xp^ a BiaKpimebK,

:

black

Of

is

]
.

is

the XP^A10 &amp;lt;fvyKpiriK6v~).
5el yap rb
3, 140, a, 28

Top. vi.
lv
yzvos curb TWJ/ &\Xiav % (a p
[the generic concept distinguishes
:

fjikv

l

&
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an object is in this way, by the aggregate of its
marks, so defined that the definition as a
whole is applicable to no other object, then we have its

finally,

distinctive

The object of the Concept

1

Concept.

belongs to a genus from
other], TTJV 5e Sia^opai/ air6
TWOS eV raj
Ibid. vi.
yeVei.

and that they express something
substantial (Top. vii. 2, md. mpr.
and yet, looked at in
p. 214, n. 4

6, 143, b, 8,19. (Further instances
of the manner of using Sia^opa
are given by WAITZ, Arint. Org.
i. 279
BONITZ, Ltd. Ar. 192, a,

themselves, they are not sub
stances but qualities, for they ex
press not a ri, but a iroi6v TI (Top.

(what
every

avT&amp;lt;p

;

These distinguishing marks

j

23.)

I

of species, Aristotle calls Statyopa
elSoiroibs (Top. vi. 6, 1-13, b, 7;
Eth. x. 3, 1174, b, 5).
From
other properties he distinguishes
them by their being able to be
(predicated of a subject (/ca0 VTTOKzip.tvov \fyovraL~), but not being
in a subject (eV v7ro/cet/xeVa&amp;gt; OVK
i.e. they do not subsist in a
etVi)
subject which would exist before
themselves, or which might be
conceived independently of them,
but in one which /;// them alone

!

I
:

i

therefore the

is

is

this definite subject (Cat.

21 sq.
they are
essential
a,

;

;

jap

Top.

2J

1,

a,

1029, b, 14, 1030, a,
144, a, 24 ov5e/ua

iiiplt. vii. 4,

14

5. 3,

24 sq );
not accidental
but
determinations (Mcof. c.

vi. 6,

SLCupopa

:

r&amp;lt;av

Kara

&amp;lt;Tv/ufie(3riKos

virapxdi Twi eVrl, Kadd-rrep ovSe rb
ov -yap eVSe ^eTai T^V Siafyoyevos

nvl /ecu /j.r) virapxtiv)
they belong to the concept of the
of
which they are
subject
affirmed, and hence everything
that is implied in them is also true
of the species and of the indivi
duals to which they belong ( Cat.
c. 5, 3, a, 21 sqq. b, 5).
It can
hence be said of them, that they
(together with the genus) form
the substance (Neta/ph. vii. 12,
pav

virdpxei&quot;

1038, b, 19

:

;

cf

.

following note)

;

iv. 2,

122, b, 16,

c. 6,

128, a, 26, vi.

6, 144, a, 18,21
Pkt/s.v. 2, 226, a,
27 Mctaph v. 14 init.). The appa
rent contradiction between Ari
stotle s different statements on
the subject (brought out by TREN;

.

;

DELENBURG.TT? .^. Ee\tr. z. Phil. i.
56 sqq., and BoxiTZ,on Metaph. v.
14) may be solved in the manner
indicated cf. WAITZ, lit supra.
;

1

Anal.

Post.

ii.

13, 96, a, 24.

Many

properties of things are
also accidental to other things
which fall under the same genus.
Ta 5^ roiavra XTITTTZUV [in the de
termination of concepts] /mexpi
TOVTOV,

wv

ecos

e/cao-roi/

rocravra

^v

Xrjfpdfj irputrov,

eVl tr\e?ov virap^ti

accidental
also
to
[is
tilings], airai Ta 5e /HTJ eVi

other
TrAeoj/.

TavTijv yap avayKT] ouo lav zlvai TOV
which will be further
n-pdy/naros
illustrated below.
Ibid. 97, a,
18
we get the concept (\6yos
:

TTJS

oixr/as)

of

a

given object

by dividing the genus into its
species, and then the species to
which our object belongs into its
sub-species, and thus proceeding
till we arrive at a
group wi/^/ceVt
eVri Stacpopa, i.e. that which is
indivisible into any farther sets
of opposed species, to one or
other of which the object in

question would belong (but about
the actual tenableness of this
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Substance, or more accurately the determinate Substance
or peculiar Essence of the things in question
and the
l

;

cf.
BONITZ, Arist. MeSo also Metapli.
346, 1).
1037, b, 29 ovQlv yap eVeooV
eV T$ opifffty, TrAV TO re

theory,
tapJi.

ii.

vii. 12,

fffrtv

jrpwrov

:

\ey6/JLvov

yevos

Siatyopai (or as it stands
o 6pi.ff/j.6s ecrriv 6 e/c

8

:

The
Atryos).
its species,

&amp;lt;popiv

KO.)

a!

1038, a,

r&v Siagenus is

divided into

the latter
into their sub-species, and this
e
cos
is continued
hv eA07j els ra
a8iafyopa(iljid. 1. 15); and since in
this series every subsequent differ
entia includes the preceding one
(e.g.

the

SLTTOUV
includes the
therefore the interme

uTroVoui/),

diate terms which fall between

the genus and the lowest specific
difference do not need to be re
peated in the definition (cf. also
Part. An. i. 2 init.). So it fol
lows (Met. ibid. 1038, a, 28) OTI
TeAeuTcua Siaipopu f] ovffia TOU
77
:

Trpdy/naros effrai Kal 6

opifr/jLos

:

in
to

which, however, we have
understand by the reAem-cua 5ta$opa, not only the last specific
difference as such, but the specific

concept as determined by it,
which embraces the higher spe
cies and the genns.
For the designation of that
which is thought of in the con
makes use of
cept, Aristotle
1

various expressions. Besides ovaia
and e?os (of which we shall have
more to say in dealing with the
Metaphysics), we have to notice
in this connection his way of
marking out the idea which a

word expresses by placing a
before

it,

(Pliys.

3,

or oVep
oVep
186, a, 32 sqq.), for
One, as
Being, as such, or
such (cf BONITZ, Ind. Arist.
and
also his
533, b, 86 sqq.);
as

.

:

2&amp;gt;i/,

special use of elvat with a dative
(for instance, TO avdpdoTrc?
TO aSLaipercf
elfcu, &c., rb evl

annexed

e?i&amp;gt;cu

cffrlv elvai, Metapli. x.
o4u ydp effTi TO
16
:

1,

o&quot;ol

{jLovcriKcp

elvat, iltid. vii. 4,

1052, b,
eli/at TO

1029, b,

Ind. Ar. 221, a, 34); and
the phrase TO TI tfv elvai. In the
second of these expressions the
14, cf.

dative must (according to TEENDELENBUBG, Itk. MuS. 1828, 481
SCHWEGLER, Ar. MetapJi. iv.
371) be taken possessively, so
that ai/dpctnry elVcu is equivalent
to e?j/cu TOVTO 6 effriv a.vdpu&amp;gt;ir(p
to be that which belongs to
man
and so TO avQp&irq elVcu
designates the manner of being
that is peculiar to man = Man s
J

--=

;

Being

whereas foQpunrov

;

slvai

only signifies the condition of
one who is a man, or the actual
participation in human nature.
For the proof of this explanation
such passages as the following
will serve
TO elvai avrcp eVepoi
TO
TO eli/cu SCTTIV
r}v rots faffi
(BONITZ, Ind. Ar. 221, a, 42, 54
The
sq., Arist. Stud. iv. 377).
fact that the article is never put
before the dative (for Aristotle
does not say TO T$ avOpw-rrca
e?i/cu) does not stand in the way
for the
in this case after
would be very awkward as a
matter of diction and moreover
this very omission of the article
makes it clearer that in the
avQpdircf elvai we are dealing with
that
being which belongs to
man as such. The TI %v elvai is
also, as a rule, construed with the
dative of the object (TO TI i\v elvai
cf Ind. Ar. 764, a,
e/cao-Ty, &c.
60 sq.) for it is (as ALEX, says,
in Scfiol. 256, b, 14 on Top. 24 m.)
:

,

;

T&amp;lt;

T&amp;gt;

;

;

;

.
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Concept

itself is

eqxiivalent

to

auT&amp;lt;

ri

6

A 0705.

07]\(t}V

else

nothing

eVrt TO elvai
But to this

account must be added the ex
planation of the force of the

)eculiar imperfect, which is meant
to designate that in things which
does not belong to the moment,
]

but which throughout the whole
course of their existence has
represented their proper ease,
I.e. the essential as distinguished
from the contingent and transi

A

PLATO,

(Cf.

tory.

Tln-frt.

15(5,

the Heracliteans maintain us
rb TTUV Kivfiffis i]v Kal aAAo ovSev,
other
and
examples
a/nol
SCIIWKGLER, nt mpra, 373 sq.).
:

Hence

ro ri

i\v

eivai

avBpwirw

properly means, that which in
a man was his proper esse? the
true being of man, that belong
ing to him which is also called
the irpwrri ovaria i 5ios
(MetapJt. vii. 13, 1088, b, 10;
e/cao&quot;Ta&amp;gt;

vii. 7, rid.

inf.

;

vii.

5

fin.*)

But

this is simply his Ideal Being, that
of which we think, when we
abstract from what is contingent

phenomenal man before
and from the material element
on which that contingency rests
of. Metaph. vii. 4, 1029, b, 19
to the
us,

;

:

eVeVrai X6yu&amp;gt; avro,
Xeyovn avro. ovros 6 \6yos rov ri
So ch. 7, 1032, b,
})V elvai
14:
\eyct) 5 ovo~iav avev v\f]s TO ri
ev

&amp;lt;

dpa

fj.r]

e/cao~T&amp;lt;Ji&amp;gt;.

;

^v

elvai.

find. xii.

9,

107&quot;),

a, 1

:

ova ia. Kal TO ri i\v slvai [so. rb
ch. 8, 1074, a,
irpayfid ccrri].
v
35 rb 5e ri fy eTi/cu OVK e% 6t v
rj

And

:

^

rb Trpcarof eVreAe ^eta yap. The ri
fy elvai, therefore, goes with the
eI5os.
Mctapli. vii. 7, 1032, b, 1
elSos Se Xeyco rb ri i\v tlvai ettdcrrov
iav. Ibid.ch. 10,
Kalr)]VTrp(t&amp;gt;T r)vova
e?5oy Se \4yta rb ri
1035, b, 32
:

:

j\v

rov

but the thought of
elvai.
ei Sous

this

20:
In
one of the

PJiys. ii. 2, 194, a,
Kal rov ri i\v tiva.1.

Phys. ii. 3, 194, b, 26
four causes is rb e!5oy Kal rb irapdrovro 8 ^ffrlv 6 \6yos o
deiy/u.a
rov ri i\v e?i/at Kal ra rovrovyfvt]
:

this being what Aristotle, in Meiaplt. i. 3, 983, a, 27, calls r^v ovo-iav
Kal rb ri ^v elvai, but immediately

afterwards rbv \6yov also. In fact,
all these expressions are con
stantly interchanged by him. Com
pare, for example, the De An. ii.
1, 412, b. 10, where ovcria ri Kara
Xoyov is explained by rb ri fy
elvai
Mctf/ph. vi. 1, 1025, b, 28:
r1&amp;gt;v

:

ov Xoyov
vii. 5,
-f\v elf at Kal r
1030, b, L G TO ri -f]V elvai Kal 6
Part. An. i. 1,
6pio~/j.6s (similarly

TO ri

;

:

()42, a, 25, cf.

Kill.

ii.

ovffiav
elvai

6, 1

rov

xal

supra}
Kara ^ej/ TT?J/
ri -f\v
rbv
Xoyov

Phys.

ii. 2,?/

107, a, 6

Xeyovra.

;

:

The

ri

?]V

tlvai

stands 1o tlie simple ri ecrri as
the particular and definite to the
universal and indefinite. Whilst
ri i]v elvai
only designates the
form or peculiar being of a
ri eariv;
thing, the question,
may be answered by giving either
the matter only or that which
includes both matter and form,
or even by giving merely a pro
perty; and even when it is
answered by giving the ideal
form, the answer need not em
brace the whole concept of the
thing, but may be confined to the
genus, or the specific difference
(the proof of this

SCHWBG-LER,

is

given by

Arlst. MetapTi.

The

iv.

375 sqq.).
r\v elvai is,
consequently, a definite species
of the ri effri (hence De An. iii.
rov ri eVrt Kara rb
6, 430, b, 28
ri ^v elvai = Being on its essen
ri

:

tial side )

;

and thus,

as very

com-
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And this is arrived at by the process of
the
Universal of the Genus determinate by
making
2
But
of
the
means
aggregate of distinguishing marks.

Essence. 1

in Aristotle, the
used in the
narrower meaning of the ri ^v

monly happens

be

may

latter

whereas the other phrase
never has the looser sense of the
ri fffri, so as to designate merely
the matter of the thing or a
mere property, or a generic uni
versal without the specific differ
e1i&amp;gt;ai,

The like relation exists
ences.
between eli/cu with the dative and
rb
the accusative
elvai with
:

designates the idea of
what is white rb Aeu/cbi/ elvai, the
Cf.
property of being white.

\VK$

flvai

:

SCHWEGLEE,

loG. tit. p.

370

;

PklJS.

undoubtedly

Aristotle
introduced the for

mula

l\v

204, a, 23, et alibi.

iii. 5,

rb

ri

Even

flvai.

if

St.ilpo really used it (see ZELLEE,
Ph. d. Gr. pt. i. 223, 3), he pro

bably took it from Aristotle.
Again, Antisthenes could hardly
have used the mere ri r\v to desig
nate the concept at least, this
does not follow from the re
ferences in ZELL. ibid. p. 252, n.
:

1.
The following writers treat
at length of the rl r\v eTi/at and
the allied phrases TEENDELENBURG (who was the first to
examine this subject thoroughly),
:

Rhein. Mus. v. Niebuhr und
Brandis, ii. (1828), 457 sqq. De
Anima, 192 sqq., 471 sqq. Hist.
Beitr. i. 34 sqq.; SCHWEGLEB,
ut supra, 369 sqq. (who cites other
authors); HEETLING, Mat. u.
Form. b. Arist. 47 sq.
Anal. Post. ii. 3, 90, b, 30,
91, a, 1: opiff/J-bs
yap rov ri
;

;

1

,U6J&amp;gt;

fern

Kal ovaias

.

.

opia-fj-bs

ri eVri 877X0?.

init.

opi(T/j.bs

:

\6yos rov ri

.

effri.

.

.

.

o

IJLSV

ovv

Ibid. ii. 10
Ae yercu elvai

(The same ibid.

Top. vii. 5, 154, a, 31
Xdyos 6 rb ri $v elvai
trTjjUcuVct)!/.
Metapli. v. 8, 1017, b,
rb ri i\v elvai o5 6 \6yos
21
Kal rovro ovffia Xzyerai
e/cao-rou.
So also vii. 4, 1030, a,
6, cf. a, IH, b, 4, and ch. 5, 1030,
b, 26; also Part. An. i. 1, 642,
25.
Hence Aristotle also
a,
94, a, 11.)

:

6piff[M6s effri

:

opi.&amp;lt;T/j.bs,

designates the concept (in the
subjective meaning) by the ex
o \6yos 6 6picav r^jv
pressions
ova-lav (Part. An. iv. 5, 678, a, 34),
6 \6yos 6 rl
(rri \ey(i)v
(Metapli.
v. 13, 1020, a, 18) and similar
phrases.
(Affyos or \6yos rys
ouo-ias, in relation to the objec
tive meaning of \6yos, stands
for the
form or the Being
of things e.g. Gen. An. i. 1, 715,
:

:

a, 5, 8
2,

;

Be An.

414, a,

9,

&c.

i.

1,

403, b, 2

and

;

cf.

By the nature

ing note.)
case 6pos

is

;

ii.

preced
of the

synonymous with

in Top. i. 5 init.
eari
6pos /*V \6yos 6 rb ri -f\v tlvai
(Tf]fj.a,ivo}v. So ch. 4, 101 b, 21, and
Anal. Post. i. 3,
ch. 7,103, a, 25
:

bpifffjibs, e.g.

8

;

10, 97, b, 26 Metapli.
vii. 5, 1031, a, 8
ch. 13, 1039, a,
19 viii. 3, 1043, b, 28 ; ch. 6, 1045,

72, b, 23

:

ii.

;

;

;

26; Poet, ch.6,1449, b,23. But
the same word, in a further sense,
signifies either of the two terms
a,

(subject and
therefore the
standing expression for the three
Anal.
terms of the syllogism
Pri. \. 1, 24, b, 16
6pov Se KoAw
eis tj/ 8ia\vrai y irp6racri.s, etc., ch.
of

a

proposition

and

predicate),

is

;

:

4, 25, b, 32, ch. 10, 30, b,

34, 48, a, 2

;

Anal. Post.

i.

31, ch.
10, 76,

35 et supra.
2
Cf. pp. 215, n. 1,216, n. 1.
Aristotle expresses the relation
b,
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|

the essence of things, according to Aristotle, consists
It is therefore only with the
only in their form..
form that the Concept is concerned, and no concept of
1

2
such can be presented to the mind.
sensible objects
For although a definite relation of Form to Matter does
,s-

and therefore

belong to the peculiar Essence
between these two elements, by
designating the genus as the
matter and the specific difference
and
as the form of the concept
;

this he explains

by

how

in the

concept the two are one. The
is that, in other words,

genus

which, in

becomes
concept

itself

indefinite, first
definite in the specific

the substratum

ovv (sc. ovcriaC) OVTW [in the sense
of the (rvvoXov~\ AeyovTai, TOVTUV
Kal yap yeveais
(TTI (fiOopd
fj.lv
TUV 8e Xuyov OVK etrrii ovTcas
ouSe yap yeveffLS (oy
(bdeipecrBai
yap yiyveTaL Tb oiKia elvai aAAa Tb
&&amp;lt;rre

Sia TOVTO 8e Kal
T?78e TTJ OiKLa)
OIHTIGOV T(jCV atO O HTCjOV T(Jt}V K&0
.

ovT&quot;

6pi(r/j.bs

e^offTit v\f]v
&O~T
eV8e^e(T0a

ITTI

Sib

::}

6i

ovv

SfTTrep
ffTT}fj.f\v

$)

fyvais

Kal tlvai

T

TO.

Kad

a7roS6irts

6pi(r/j.bs

OVK

Kal

iKbs,

77

o

avayKaiav Kal

a-TToSfL^is

i]S

irdvTa

fyQapTO.

Ta avTwv.

exists

eVi-

eVSe ^erai,

ov5 firio T fj/J. rjV OTS fj.lv eTTiore 8 ayvoiav civai, aAAa

8y|a Tb ToiovT6v

&amp;lt;JTLV

(rid.

supra

;

:

:

:

:

:

1054, b, 27; P////S. ii. 9 fit/.; (fen. et
Corr. i. 7, 324, b, (5 (Part. An. i. 3,
043, a, 24, docs not come inhere).
Cf. p. 217, n. 1. More fully
treated, in the account of Aristo
tle s Metaphysics, infra, ch. vii.
1

p. 219, n. 1, and NeTOV yap
taplt. vii. 11, 1030, b, 28
KadoXov Kal TOV ei Sous 6 6pio~/J.6s. So
2

1

ovO

whose properties are the
matter, and whose form is made
up of the distinguishing marks.
But the substratum never actually

outside the species, but only in
looked, at in itself, it only
contains the universal presup
position, the possibility of that
which exists in reality in the
lowest species; ^fct(l|&amp;gt;Jl. viii. 6,
v. (5, 1010, a,
cf. ch. 2, 1043, a, 19
25 ch. 28, 1024, b, 3 vii. 12, 1038,
x. 8, 1058, a, 23
cf. ch. 3,
a, 25

.

OTL

,

fj-evov),

them

.

TCOJS

(vTroKei-

without properties, nor the
matter without form, and there
fore neither does the u entis exist

also to

See

dpi(T/J.bv,

av
as

aAAa 8o|a

avT&v ovTf

ei r;

we

perceive

etrrl

TOV eVSe-

As

soon
airodeL^is.
it no longer,

we

do not know whether it is now
the same as we think it to be. (Cf
Anal. Pri.
Top. v. 3, 131, b, 21
.

;

And in ch. 10,
21,07, a, 39.)
1035, b, 34 TOV \6yov /ue prj TO. TOV

ii.

:

eVSous u-ovov icTTlv, 6 8e \6yos eVrl

TOV

KaBoXov

Kal KVKXos Kal

Tb yap Ki/K\(p tivai
eli/at Kal tyvxb

$vxy

TOV 8e o~vv6\ov ^877, olov
rauTa
KVKXOV TOllSl, T06V KaQeKaffTO, TIVOS

by Substance is meant
sometimes the Xoyos alone, some

voyTOv (Ae^aj Se 1/077TOVS /J.aO TJU.aTLKOVS,
alffdriTovs 8e olov TOVS xaA/coDs Kal
v\ivovs
but
even the
TOVS

times the Xoyos

former have a I/AT?, only

:

ch. 15 init.

:

o~vv TTJ vXrj crvvei-

r)

al(r6-r]Tov

TOVS

fJ.lv

C

XTlfj.fj.evos

(the o~vvo\ov}.

6aai

fj.lv

J/OTJTT?,

TJ

oloV

it is

a

#A-j

1030, a, 9 sqq.), TOVTUV 8e
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the Concept of any object, yet it is not this object of
sense itself, but only this determinate mode of sensible
1

existence, only the universal form of the object, which
can be defined. 2 It follows as a consequence of this

that the conception does not relate to individual objects
of sense 3 as such but this applies also to all Individ
uals in general.
Knowledge, in fact, aims always at a
;

4
Universal, and the words of which a definition is made
5
Each concept
up are themselves general terms.

OVK tar iv opiates a\\a pera
ffews

$)

aire\d6vras

[-TCC]

5

vo~!]-

yvcopi^ovrai,

cuV077&amp;lt;rea&amp;gt;s

e/c

TTJS

eyreAe-

%6ias ov 5ri\ov Trorepov irore flo~lv
OVK eifflv, aAA ael Xtyovrai Kal

if)

Ka.96\ov \6ya)
7;
yv&pi^ovrai
#ATJ ayvcaaros /cad auT-f]v.
1
As in the concept of the
house (Jttetaph. vii. 15, see pre
ceding note), the soul, the axe
(De An. i. 403, b, 2 ii. 1, 412, b,
11), of the ffifjibv (Metaph. vii. 5,
&c.), in fact in all concepts of
T&amp;lt;

:

material and natural things. Of.
although the
Phys. ii. 9 Jin.
material causes are subservient
to the ideal or final causes, still
in explaining natural phenomena
:

we must
v

give both

tcrws 5e Kal

;

\6ycf earl rb avayKatov

T&amp;lt;

[i.e..

because the physical or material
causes belong to the concepts of
things]. dpiffa/jLevw yaprb epyov rov
Trpifiv,

OTL

Siaipeffis

OVK effrai, fl
OVTOI 5
roiovaSi
S

povs.
fj.6pia.

e&amp;lt;TTi

ws

roiaSt

/J.T]

|et

o&,

ft

avrr\

oSovras
/u.r?

(TiSTj-

yap Kal eV TW \6yaj svia

I/AT/

TOV \6yov,

Cf.

tapli. vii. 10, 1035, a, 1, b, 14,

ch. 11, 1037, a, 29.
2
If on the one

Meand

hand we
deny that matter belongs to the
concept of a thing, and on the
other are obliged to admit that

numberless things cannot be
without
giving their

defined

matter, this seems, at first sight,
a contradiction. In the passage
referred to (Metapli. vii. 10)
Aristotle seeks to escape this
contradiction by saying that in
such cases, not this individual
object, formed by the combina
tion of a specific concept with
this definite matter, is defined,
but only its form it is not this
or the
circle, but the circle,
KVK\CP elVcu, not this soul, but the
;

the

soul,

tpux??

f-Tvat.

difficulty is, indeed, by
removed in this way.

But the
no means

If, for
instance, the soul is the Entelechy of an organic body (Ue

An.

ii.

1),

the ri

?iv

elj/cu

ro5

ToiwSe o-6/j.aTi(Metaj}7t. ibid. 1035,
a matter consti
b, 16), then
tuted in a stated way belongs
to the concept of the soul.
3

Metaph. vii. 15, 1039, b, 27,
as at p. 220, n. 2, supra.
4
Vid. supra, p. 163, n. 2.
5
Metaph. iMd. 1040, a, 8:
not only are sensible things in
capable of definition, but also
ideas r&v yap KaQ fKaarov r) t5eo,
us fyao~l, Kal xovpLarrj. avayKaiov 8
1

:

e

ovo[j.aTtav elvcu TI)V

Xoyo

5 ov TroiTjo ei 6 6pi6fj.evos f a
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embraces several individuals, or at least can embrace
and even if we descend to the lowest species
several
T

;

we

are

always met by universal determinations

still

entities are dis

these, the individual

Within

only.

to species,
tinguished no longer by anything relating
2
Between
but only by accidental marks of difference.
ICTTOU.

yap

TTCKnv.

aairo,

o Kal
eVepwV
Loc. cit.
1

i

I

jJt.lv

*/

ere

Kal
6pL-

^^Kbv

77

inrap^ti.

11, Aristotle

poses the objection
^a; pis

ris

tr^oi/

aAAa&amp;gt;

1.

KOLVO.

virdpxeLV
e^

olov

qov epe

n

wei/iei/a

apa

ravra

aAAoi&amp;gt;

8e

TO.

avdyKT]

/mrjOfv

:

pro
KuXveiv

iravra 7roAAo?s,a,ua 8e

p.ov&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;

virapxtw (which is really
the case in the determination of

rovra&amp;gt;

concepts, rid. xuj&amp;gt;ra, p. 2.10. n. 1).
and he gives among other answers
this(cf\ BON IT/, on this passage)
even though an object
at 1. 27
be the only one in its species, like
the sun and the moon, still its
concept could only contain such
things oa a. eV a\\ou eVSe xera;,
:

olov

ytvrjrai roiovros,
on ]\LOS ec-Tcu KOIVOS apa o
&C.
Similarly, in JJr

e ai/

8f}Ao*&amp;gt;

erepos
-I

Ao7os,
t tt lo, i.
27S, a, S
supposing
there were only one circle, ovOev
r rrov aAAo earat TO KVK\O&amp;gt; tivai Kal
rw5e
/cu/cAw, Kal TO p.kv etSos, TO
:

!&amp;gt;,

t

T(j&amp;gt;

S

eI8os

eV

TT?

Kal

u A??

TUV

icaO

there is only
the ovpavf
tlvai and the rwSe TW ovpavy zlvai
are two dilterent things.
vii. 10 (rid. siijtr. p.
Jfetajrfi.
220, n. 2) o Ao7os e dTt TOV KaQ6\ov.
Anal. Post. ii. 13, D7, b, 20: alel
The
5 eVTi TTUS opos KaQuXuv.
determination of concepts may
fKcuTTov.

Ibid, b,

one world, but

.&quot;&quot;&amp;gt;

:

still

:

\
1

be
:

continued

till

all

specitic

differences are exhausted, and
the TeAfcUTa a Siatyopa is reached
;

but below this there only remain
individuals which are no longer
distinguished (see
specifically
Mrtapli. x. 9, 1058, a, 34 sqq.
and sitj;r,i&amp;gt;. 21 (5, n. 1), and are in
a sense 6/j.oia (Anal. Post. ii. 13,
(

these, however,
.)7, a, 37, b, 7)
continue to form a multiplicity,
and, in fact, an indefinite multi
plicity, and for this reason cannot
be the object of science and of
the concept Metaph. iii. 4, init.
etVe yap
eWi TI Trapa ra KaO(Kaara, ra 8e KadfKaara aireipa, TUV
;

:

;

/..-/;

airtiowv

5

lTTi(rrri/j.rjv

TTUS
;

cf.
ii.

sqq.;

Toj&amp;gt;.

Anal. Post.

i.

eVSe^eTtti
ii.

1)94,

2,

10!),

2,

24, 80, a,

Aa/3ei^
b,

20

b,

14;

3

sqq.

and ibid. c. 19-21. the proof that
argument cannot be continued to
inlinity either upwards or down
In this Aristotle exactly
wards.
follows Plato see ZELL. Ph. d. Gr.
Aristotle de
pt i. p 52 i, 3, 587, 1
signates singulars by the phrases
ra Kafl
(or K. eVcatrroj/), TO
iii. 4,999, b, 34
api0fjup
:

.

.

:

Ka&amp;lt;rra

;

tv(M(&amp;gt;taj&amp;gt;li.

Catey.

WAITZ
6 rls

supra see
on this passage), ra nva,

c. 2, 1, b, 0,

av9puiros, ^c.

et

;

(Categ. ibid.

b; Anal. Post. i. 24, 85, a,
34; Metaph. vii. 13, 1038, b, 33),
To5e rt (Categ. c. 5, 3, b, 10;
Mctaph. ix. 7, 1049, a, 27 et supra
see WAITZ on this passage of the
1. 4,

;

Categories ), also ra aro/uia (e.g.
Catey. c. 2, 1, b, 6, c. 5, 3, a, 35;
Metaph. iii. 1, 995, b, 29. It is true

LOGIC
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and the

specific differences lie

those attributes which belong exclusively to the mem
bers of a certain species, without, however, being directly

included in their Concept and Aristotle calls these Pro
But in a wider sense this name is also
perties (I Sta).
;

1

used by him to include specific differences on the one
side and accidental qualities on the other. 2

What

under one Concept must

falls

What

this is the case, identical. 3
that the lowest species, which
do not divide into sub-species
the a8id(popa, vid. supra, p. 216,
n. 1
are given the same name
but in that case, whenever this
meaning does not appear from
the context itself, he uses, not
merely ra aro/j,a, but &TO/J.O. eftJrj
and similar expressions (cf.
:

MetapJi. iii. 3, 999, a, 12, v. 10,
1018, b, 6, vii. 8 fin., x. 8, 9,
1058, a, 17, b, 10, xi. 1, 1059, b,
35) or TO. eo-%aTa, because in de
scending from the most universal

they come last (JMctapJi. xi. 1,
Etli. N. vi. 12, 1143,
1059, b, 26
De An. iii. 10, 433, a,
a, 29, 33
;

;

16

De Mem.

;

1

In Top.

distinguishes
o-i^jSejSrj/cos

;

8

^

c

forlv o

elyat,

/j-ovy

8

avTiKarriyopt LTai rov
it as
[is related to

Kal

an interchangeable concept],

olov

tSiov avQpdvirov rb ypa^p.ariKr\s eivai
Se/CTJ/cJ?/,
2

&c.

Already

marks such

tial
&amp;lt;$ov

TOS

Ovyrbj

,

rb

3

ov aOdvarov,

\l/v%rjs

Kal

(128, b,

ffu&amp;gt;p.a-

35,
Cf. preceding note.
Aristotle does not say so in

ffvyKei/jievoj/

129,

as

e/c

19,

a, 2).

meanings of ravrbv.

17: ftiov
v rb T I 3\v

irpdyfj-aros

5th book, which deals with the
treatment of the
8ta
(c. 1) he distinguishes the t8iov
teat)
avrb from the IfSiov npos
erepoi/, the del Wiov from the irore
He himself, however, re
ttiiov.
marks (129, a, 32) of the tttov
irpbs erepov, and it is true in any
case of the irore fSiov, that it be
longs to the ffv/j-Be^Kora. On the
other hand, he gives as examples
of the ?5. tcad avrb and del essen

yevos, ffiiov, and
and as soon as he
iStoi/

under

topical

these words, but it
his discussions on

4,

again into
opos and ffiiov in the narrower
sense, he defines the latter, c. 5,
a,

fall

451, a, 26).
101, b, 17, he

c. 2,
i.

has divided the

102,

be, so far as

does not

is

shown by

the various
In Top. i. 7

152, b, 31)
(cf. viii. 1, 151, b, 29
three of these are distinguished
7eVei ravrbv is what belongs to one
;

:

genus,

elfSet

ravrbi/

what belongs

to one species (cf. Metapli. x. 8,
1058, a, 18), and
TOLVTOV, &v
6v6/j.ara TrAefcw rb 8e Trpay/ua ev.
This last kind of identity may
be expressed in various ways
Kvpiwrara (Jikv Kal irpwrcas ^Tav
rb ravrbj/ airoSodrj,
api9/j.&amp;lt;p

:

opq&amp;gt;

(loo. cit.}
Trore ^

he distin

ri 18iov
guishes the
from the air\&amp;gt;s iawv, and in the

1/j.aTioj/

Xwnicp

orav Ty

iSici),

Kal

&amp;lt;fov

Sevrepov 8
KaOdtrep rb
vQpct&amp;gt;Tra&amp;gt;,

irp/&amp;gt;s
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one concept

different.

1

Complete Identity, however,
for individuals between
matter
of
also,
implies unity
which there is no difference of a species are yet
different numerically, because in each of them the same
is

2
Con
concept presents itself in a different matter.
in the highest degree gives us
ceptual distinction

whereas simple difference pro
Contrary Opposition
For Contraries (havduces Contradictory Opposition.
the
same
within
such
are
Genus, lie as far
as,
Tia)
3
asunder.
as possible
Contrary opposition, in fact, is
;

.

aj/0pw7rw,

orav

airu

rov

Kadrip-evov

?}

There

a

is

rp trov

.

.

(ru/j.(3firiK.6ros,

5

olov rb

&quot;ZaiKpareL.

somewhat

different

Ari
first,

the ravra Kara av^e^Ko^ and
ravra /ca0 aura; then the ravrbv

and

apidu.K,

:

ris

effriv

orav

v)

xpfjTcu

:

r\

ravrorrjs evorris
rov elvai 77
TrXeiocriv (as in

ir\i6v(i}v

ws

avrw TauToV). Since, ho\vever
(according to ch. 10, 1018, a, 35),
Unity and Being can be used in
different senses, the meaning- of
the ravrbv, erepov, &c. must vary
ai&amp;gt;To

9,

7rAf/w

r)

^

rj

vXf)

ch. vii. Infra.
:i

Aristotle states this defini

tion, Catcg.

c. 6, 6, a,

M

17;

h.

N.

1108, b, 33, as one already
in use (Spi&vrai) but in Jfetajth.
x. 4 init., he puts it forward in
his own name, and he there
establishes the proposition that
opposites must belong to the
same genus, by observing ex11.

8,

;

presslv ra jj.ev yap yevei
els aAA?jAa,
povra OVK e ^ei
:

8ia&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;e

68l&amp;gt;v

aAA
(e.g.

a-Tre^ei

TrAe oi/ Kal affv/j.^X rjra

a sound and a colour are not

opposed to one another, because
they cannot at all be compared,
Yet, on
they are do-t^t/SA^Ta).
read in
the other hand, we
evavr ia
i. v. 10, 1018, a, 25
rd re /m.T] Svvara apa
aurw -napelvai
fiia(pep6i T(av Kara
yevos, Kal ra irXelarov Siafyepovra
r&v tv TO? avra} yevei, Kal ra
:

accordingly.
Metapli. v.
ere pa 5e \eyerai
1

See preceding note and p. 222,
That the individual dif
ferences of things must be based
on Matter will be further shown
later on, in the second part of
n. 2.

both of which

are aflirmod partly of that which
has a flatter, partly of that which
has an Essence (fuller at x. 3,1054,
that is identical in number
a, 32
which both in Matter and in Form
As a general explana
is one).
tion he gives us a formula which
to the one
is easily reducible

cited above

38 sqq. and ch. 28,

2

TO fj-ovaiKhv

division in Mctdpli. v. 9.
stotle there distinguishes,

ei Set

10, 1018, a,
102-1, b, 9.

101
8,^

&amp;gt;v

6

T)

a,

TO.

Ao-yos

:

et 577

T^S

TO&amp;gt;

TU&amp;gt;V

7rAe&amp;lt;-

ravrw Xeyerai TO erepov. On
and yevei erepov, cf Hrid. x.
.

(Trov
8, v.

8ia(pepovra

SeKriKu&amp;gt;

(that

rS&amp;gt;v

the

ev

ravrcp
evavria are
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nothing but specific difference made absolute.
opposition, on the other hand,

tradictory

accidental to one and the

same

StKTiKbv is continued by Mctaph.
x. 4, 1055, a, 29; De Somn. No. 1,
453, b, 27), Kal ra irX^lffrov Sioupe -

povra riav

virb ryv avri]v fivvapiv,
&v T] Siafyopa pey iarr) $)
^
Kara yevos ?/ /car elSos. ra 5 aAAa
ivavria. Ae-yerat
ra p.ev ry TO.
roiavra ex^ii/, ra 8e rep 5e/m/ca eli/at

Kal

air\a&amp;gt;s

roiovrwv, &c. (and the like in
x. 4, 1055, a, 35), and Categ. c.
11 Jin. also has avayKi] 8e irdvra
ra evavria r) eV rep avrca yevfi
elvai [like black and
white], 3)
eV rols evavriois yeveaiv [like just
ra&amp;gt;v

:

and

unjust],

[like
cites

aura

^)

tivai

761/77

SIMPL.
good and evil].
something similar (In Categ.

Schol.

84,

a,

from the

vwv about which
t

Fr.

,4r.

6;

treatise

n.

cf. p.

117)

avriKfifj.^-

70,

n

4.

The more mature and correct
statement is that which is given
in Meta/ph. x. (e.y. good and evil
could not be contraries it they
did not fall under the same
generic concept, that of moral
and, in fact, Ari
behaviour)
stotle himself (at 1055, a, 23
sqq.) resolves the earlier state
;

ments by bringing them into

line

with the idea of the ivavr ov as

is

Con

1

the relation

belong to different genera, like
sound and colour, belong also to
different

sciences

:

cf

loc.

.

cit.

Further, from the
same definition of the tvavriov
(ibid. 1055, a, 19, cf. De Ccelo, i.
1055,

a,

31.

269, a, 10, 14, and Pkys. i. 6,
189, a, 13) Aristotle deduced the
principle that to each thing
2,

there can only be one contrary.
Between contraries there may lie
an indefinite number of inter
mediate grades, which are com
pounded of these contraries (as
colours out of light and dark).
fSuoh intermediate grades are
not found, however, between every
pair of contraries, but only be
tween those pairs of which one or
other predicate does not necessa
rily belong to the subject con
cerned, and in which there is a
gradual transition from one to the
other. (Metapli.^. 7; Categ. c. 10,
11, b, 38 sqq., 12, b, 2o sqq. cf.
SIMPL. Categ. iSchol.inAr.8i, a, 15
sqq.,28 sqq.) What Aristotle had in
his mind in this doctrine of the
tvavriov is the scale of
changes
in the natural sciences
for every
is
a
transition
from
one
change
condition to the opposite Pkys.
;

;

there defined.
It is only in
reference to that definition of the
tvuvriov that we can understand
Aristotle s important axiom (Metapli. iii. 2, 996, a, kO; iv. 2,
xi. 3, 1061,
1004, a, 9, 1005, a, 3
a, 18 ; An. Pri. i. 36, 48, b, 5
;

;

Ue An.
see

iii. 3,

427, b, 5, et alibi;

BONITZ and SCHWEGLBE on

Mttapli.
r uav fjLia

iii.

2, loo.

eVto-TTj^Tj.

ait.),

ru&amp;gt;v

That

tvav-

is

the

same science which deals with
the same things
things which
;

VOL.

I.

\.

226, b, 2, 6, i. 4, 187, a, 31,
188, a, 31 sqq. Gen. et Corr.
i.
To the above
7, 323, b, 29.
definition of the etSc-t tvavriov
corresponds that of the tvavriov
3,

c. 5,

;

Kara roirov in Meteor,
a, 30,

and Pkys.

v. 3,

ii. 6, 363,
226, b, 32.

The correct way of formulating
oppositions was dealt with in the
treatise n. a
70, n.

.

and SIMPL.

supra

loc.

cit.

83, b, 39 sqq.; Ar. Jf r. 116).
The Siatyopa re Aejos of

Me-

p.

4,

1

*Q
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such concepts as stand to one another in the
relation of Yes to No, of affirmation to negation, and
between which, therefore, no third or middle term can
1

and of which as applied to every given object one
3
This kind of opposition, to
or other must be true.
when everything which is not
put it differently, arises
a
certain
in
contained
concept is collected into one
2

lie,

4
where the aggregate of all
negative expression. i.e.
divided between two concepts
is
possible determinations
or difference from some
with
the test of

identity

by

given

Between contrary and contra
Aristotle places that of privation ami

determinant.

dictory opposition
5

^oxxe.sx/r///,

difference

;

establish the

though he is not able quite to
between this and the other two kinds of

x. 4, 1055, a, 10 sqq., 22
Since this opposition only
occurs between abstract concepts
and not between concrete things,
the tract IT. O.VTIK^L^VWV main
tained that only the concepts
iapli.

&amp;lt;\&amp;lt;i.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;p6vnffis

and aocrvvr

:&amp;lt;

Cfiti fl.

(

l

&&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ouv\

1

as Kardtpaffis Kal airofans avriKwetu. In a judgment
the like opposition is called

therefore,

ai&amp;gt;Ti(pa&amp;lt;ns

(rid. n. 6, &c., infra)

:

in Plnjs. \. 3, 227, a, 8 and
10 init.,
Metapli. iv. 7 init., v.
the opposition of concepts is

and

included under the same word.
Metaplt. iv. 7, xi. 6, 1063. b,
19; Phi/8, loc. cit., and cf. what
will be said presently about con-

kind of
tradictory judgment. The
there as
opposition is the same

a,

13,

C.

10, 11, b,

and

37 sqq.;

Ifi

sqq.,

Mclapli.

x.

1057, a, 33.

An

4

or

ovo/j.a

pri/J-a

fid. infra, p. 2)52, n. 2.
3

were

VaTled LrAws eWria, not the
beiim-s to which these concepts
apply (such as the ^povip-os and
SuiPL. loc. cit. 83. b,
the
?4 sqq., cf. PLATO, Plia&amp;gt;do, 103 B.
Aristotle s standing formula
for this kind of opposition is

ti)

c. 10, 12, b, 10.

here: see Catey.

sq&amp;lt;j.

&quot;E|is

ing and
lows, cf.

and

(rrepricris,

see-

e.&amp;lt;j.

For what folTREND I-LENBURC, Hut.
blind.

i. 103 sqq.
In Metapli. v. 22 (and, refer-

Jteilr.
&quot;

ring to this, x. 4, 1055, b, 3) Anstotle distinguishes three mean*
(1)
irigsof the

n

&amp;lt;rre&amp;gt;7&amp;lt;m^

TUV

TT&amp;lt;PVKOTUV

airb fy

ire&amp;lt;pvKbs

cxeffOai, KO.V fty
exetv, olov fvrbv

o^ndruv ^ffTfp?iff0ai \fyerat. (2) &v
ireQvicbs

f\fiv^a.vrb

t)

7re&amp;lt;

rb

761/05,

)UK ^ s Ka^ ^ Te 7re ^)u

/
*XV- C O ^- v
K v ex fiv rf *XV-

&quot;

Onl y in the

meaning would

privation
negation
= not-seeing ), and
(for blind
we could affirm of the opposites
Kara ffr^ffiv KCU ^iv that which
first

^

be synonymous
*.,M**.J*~~~~ with

we
20

&quot;

are told by Coteg. c. 10, 3
t
(that is to say, by
1

s&amp;lt;iq.

b,

LOGIC
Notions

opposition.

of relation are adduced as the

author of the Post-prcedicamenta)
can not be affirmed of them,
namely that everything is either
one or the other (either seeing
or blind ) in such a case, there
fore, the relation between o-reprjcris and eis would be reduced to
that of avricpaffLs. In the other
two senses of ffTeprjffis this is not
the case, for in them the o-reprja-is
itself, as is admitted in Metapli.
;

iv. 12,

1019, b, 3 sqq., expresses

something positive, and

is

a kind

thus, if we take
in this sense, the
privation
opposition of the e|ts comes
under the definition of the evavThe distinction of the two
riov.
in the Pogt-preedioatnenta ( Categ.

of

ets

;

and

c. 10, 12, b, 26 sqq.) is founded
on the following argument of
those ei/cw/Tia, which have no
middle term between them (as
straight and crooked ), one or
:

other must necessarily apply to
everything capable of the dis
tinction {e.g. every number must
be either odd or even ) when,
on the other hand, there is a
;

middle term between two tvavria,
such a conclusion never follows
Everything
(we cannot say,
which is capable of colour must
be either white or black ) but
;

in the case of (rre pTjcm and e|is,
neither one nor the other of these
we cannot say
results will arise
that to everything capable of the
distinction one or other of such
opposites must apply, for there
may be some time at which
neither of the two will apply to
;

it

T&

yap
OVT

/irjTrco

Trefyvitbs

otyiv

oure otyiv ex oj/
neither can we
\4ytrat
reckon this class of opposites
with those between which there
e^etj/

;

TU$&amp;gt;At&amp;gt;i/

but

227

is

a middle term

3)

6rav yap

X*IV, TOT6 ^
It is,
e^oi/ p-rjfyffe .-y.i.

TT(pvKbs
ehj/tj/

?7

O-fylV

how

be observed that (1) so
long as the thing in question is
not TTfcpvKbs otyiv ^x LJ/ i is n t
ever, to

&amp;gt;

ScKTiKbv
either, and there
fore the instance adduced is not
to the point; and (2), on the
other hand, there is much that is
o|/e&amp;lt;ws

between
posses
sion
and privation, for there
are all the degrees of partial
there are not only
possession
blind
seeing
things and
half
things, but also things
blind.
A further distinction of
the svavria from the opposites
Kara ffrep-riffiv Kal e|ti/ is said to lie
in the fact (Categ.c. 10, 13, a,
18), that in the former the trans
ition from one to the other is
intermediate

:

mutual (white can become black
and black white), but in the
latter only one-sided, from pos
session to privation, and not con
But this is likewise in
versely.
correct

:

not

only

can

things

which see become blind or the
rich poor, but blind things

may

become seeing and the poor rich;
and even if this is not possible
in every actual case, the same is
just as true of the fvavria them
neither can every sick
get well, nor every black
For the
thing become white.

selves

;

man

logical relation of concepts, such
a distinction would in any case
be of no importance. Lastly, in

MetapTi. x. 4, 1055, b, 3, 7, 14, it
said that the o-reprjo-js is a kind
of avTityaffis, namely the avrifyairis

is

eV

5eKTi/c&amp;lt;

T&amp;lt;

a kind of
xi.

6,

,

and the

fvavTi6rt\s

(thus also in
b,
17); so that,
this, these three

ffrepria-is

1063,

according to

Q2
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1
Of all these
a fourth sort of opposition.
subjects of
the
kinds of opposition
general proposition holds good,

that

opposites

fall

within one and the same science.

kind of
concepts would form a
to the,
gradation from the higher
this also can only be
lower.
said when the concept of oWpTjem
as
is not accurately determined
soon as this is done, the relation
&quot;But

;

of ffrep-nais

under

and

falls either

or under evavnolatter result Anal.

avri(J)a(ri.s

To the

Tf]s.

efts

eo-ri
Poxl. i. 4, 73, 1), 21 points
aimv) rrreprjo-ts v)
yap TO tvavriov
- _&amp;gt;._*_./..,.
?
x-,
eV TW avrw ytvfi, olov
:

aprioi&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;a(ns

TC&amp;gt;

for, to
irepirrbv eV apidf.Lo is
an evavriov, tlie (rrepTjcris must
;

fJ.1]

be

and
express a positive concept,
this not merely indirectly, like
the avri(pa(Tis from which it is
here distinguished. The same is
true of passages like Metapli.
vn. 7, 1033, a, 7 sqq., where the
sick personwho is elsewhere
the fvavrlov of the healthy per
son

is

given as

his

ibid. xii. 4, 1070, b, 11
eTSos [curia rwv ffia^a/ruv}
Kai

o-reprj
:

&s

rl)

a\\ov rp6irov TO tyvxpbv 17
for cold forms a contrary
o&quot;Tep-

rjo-ts,

and
opposition to warm,

if it is

n.

also

dvTiKei/j.fi ui

2

treated of

SoiPL. Scliol.
Ar.Fr.
in AT. 8(5, b, 41, 87, a, 2
119. We shall have to discuss
hereafter the metaphysical signi
rrTep7](ris

and

e|ts

;

;

fication of

o-repTjo-ts

and

its rela

tion to the
Cat. c. 10, 11, b, 17, 24 sqq.;
c. 8, 113,
TOJ). ii. 2, 109, b, 17,
b, 15, 114, a, 13, v. 6, 135, b, 17;
Metapk. X. 4, 1055, a, 38, C. 3,
J054, a, 23. Instances of such re
lative concepts are (see 6 o^., Zw?.
and c. 7; Nvtapli. v. 15):
double and half in fact, the ma
t&amp;gt;Ai?.

1

&amp;lt;/.,

and its part, the
and vTrepexwevov the active and
the passive the measurable and
the measure; the knowable and
knowledge. Though in Metaph. v.
10, two further forms of opposi
tion are named, yet BONITZ, on
this passage, and WAITZ, Arist.
nifold

;

;

i.
Or&amp;lt;j.

308, have demonstrated

that these latter come under the
four already given. Conversely,
Phys. v. 3, 227, a, 7 only mentions

two

(avrifyaffis

and

eVavnoTTjs).

cannot be merely a
and hence, though it
is given as a negation with other
analogous concepts (e.g. De Cailo,

Seen, on p. 225, and as to the
extension of the above principle
to all di/Tt/cei uej a,cf. Metaph.iv. 2,

286, a, 25), yet Aristotle
himself in other passages admits
it is a
that, in certain cases,

11.

an eTSos,
negation

ii.

it

;

3,

natural property, and not merely
a defect (Part. An. ii. 2, G49, a,
it has the power of
18), and that
acting (Gen.

et Corr.

ii.

2,

329, b,

cannot possibly be
true of a mere o-repTjo-JS. Cf.
TRENDELENBURG, loc. cit. 107
24),

which

sqq.,
tlieor.

and STRUMPELL, Gcsch. d.
PUl. 27 sq. The tract

2

/

9

Top. i. 14, 105, b, 33,
109, b, 17, viii. 1, 155, b,
The founda
30, c. 13, 1G3, a, 2.
tion of this proposition lies mainly
in the fact that, of opposites,

1004,

a,

;

2,

one cannot be known without
This has different
the other.
causes in different cases in con
:

tradictory

opposition,

it

arises

from the negative concept Non-A
immediately presupposing and
containing the positive one A;
in correlative concepts it arises

LOGIC
But concepts taken by themselves cannot,

so far,

produce Discourse of any kind ; they are neither true
nor false. Definite expression, and therewith truth

and falsehood likewise, are

found in the Propo

first

The coupling of the Noun or Name- word
with the Verb or Time- word, of the Subject with the
sition.

1

2

presents us with a

Predicate,

3

unit

and

spoken thought, \6yos)
the form of Assertion, if anything
;

we

of discourse (or
discourse takes

if this

affirmed or denied

is

as distinguished from other
4
thought expressed in words, the Proposition
in

it,

6

ment

modes

get,

(aTTo^a^o-ts-)

for

which Aristotle

5

or

of

Judg

regards the

A

as the type. 7

simple Categorical Judgment
judg
is true, when the
thought whose inner process is

ment

from their mutually presupposing
one another; in contrary oppo
sition, and in o-Tepyjo-ts and. e|is

Arist. Org.
is

i.

352). Interrogation
concept of

under the

put

but

irporaffis,

it is

distinguished

(so far as that applies here) it
arises because the knowledge of
the opposed specific differences
presupposes that of the common

as Trporacris SmAe/cri/c^ from irp.
airoSfiKTiKr), in that the latter is

genus.

other hand, cpdarrja-is avrupda-ews.
Similar definitions of irpdravis
will be found in De Interpr. ii.
20, b, 23, and Anal. Post. i. 2,

1

Vid. supra, p. 202, &c.

Interpr.

c.

Metaph.

vi.

d.

Gr. pt.
-

As

4;

17,

5,

De
17

a,

;

ZELLER, Ph.

cf.

p. 527, 5; p. 528, 1.

i.,

to

c.

4,

;

ovofj.0.

and

py/na (the

Barepov

\r)\l/is

(pda-fcas,

72, a, 8
8, 14.
5

latter of which, however, includes

fjiopiov

avri-

TT)S

and the former, on the

El. 6, 169, a,

cf. Sopli.

;

Uporacris

;

on the expression

both copula and predicate), see

cf.

De

Org. i. 368;
BONITZ, Ind. Ar. 651, a, 33 sqq,
6
De Interpr. c. 4, 17, a, 1 ;
Anal. Pr. i. 1, 24, a, 16.

Interpr.

c.

1, 16,

a,

13, c. 2,

Poet. c. 20,
3,
10, 19, b, 11
1457, a, 10, 14 PJiet. iii. 2, 1404,
is
26.
This
also
Platonic see
b,
c.

;

;

;

ZELL. Ph.

d,
n. 5, 532, n. 2.
3

De

Gr.

] ,

pt.

In Anal. Pr.
Top.

i.

;

22 ;
i.
a,
1, 24,
10, 104, a, 8 (cf. WAITZ,

De

7

fj.V

T]
r]

Se

Se

e/c
T\

c. 5,

Interpr.

a7r/\7j

sffTiv

/uez/

128,

i.

17, a,

airocpavfris

TOUTCOJ/ ffvyKei/jLevr]

a&quot;r]fJ.avriK^]
/j.7]

d. Arist.

Arist.

WAITZ,

2;

pp. 557,

Interpr. c. 4 and Rhet.,
ut supra.
4
Such as wish, request, &c.

BIESE, Phil.

a7rA^
Trepl

inrap^iv,

.

.

.

.

20

:

.

.

eo-rt

a.

TOV

oos ol

-^p6voi Siyprjvrai.
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1

by the spoken words, regards that as conjoined
or divided which is so conjoined or divided in actuality
2
The most fundamental
it is false in the opposite case.

signified

:

between judgments is therefore that of
3
affirmative and negative.
Every affirmation stands
opposed to a negation which forms with it an exclusive
distinction

in such wise
(contradictory) opposition (azm^atrtp),
that one or the other of them must be true and no

third

is possible.

On

4

the other hand, certain affirm

ative propositions are related to certain negatives (as,
for instance, universal affirmatives to the corresponding

On

1

as

TUJLOLTUV,

a,

the definition of speech

avfJifioXov

T&V

2 init.
El. c. 1,

Suplt.

c.

a.vri&amp;lt;pa.(Tias

TWOS

TO-Q-

rr]

vJ/t&amp;gt;X?7

see ])c Interpr.

c.

ii,

eV

c.

17,

4,

165,

:

els

irpuros \6yos airotpavriKus
KdTcu/xxcns eTra airotyaffLs ol 5 &\\oi

ibifl.c. 5,
a,

16

The

;

Further,

6; Anal. Pr.

Anal. Post.

irporacris

i.

24,
25, 86, b, 33.
i.

1,

Kara^aTtKT] is also

called Karr]yopiK7], the onro^ariKT?
Anal. Pr. i. 2,
also a TfprjTiK f].
c. 4, 26, a, 18, 31, c. 6, 28, a, 20,
b, 6, 15, c. 13, 32, b, 1.
4
De Interpr. c. 6, c. 7, 17, b,

16

;

Anal. Post.

air6&amp;lt;pav(ns

ovv
T)S

/u.6pLoi

OVK

i. 2,
72,
Se avTKpdffeus
a.vri(po.(TLS Se

a,

11

:

.

effri

/J.CTa^v

a0

2.

about the law ot contradiction
and the excluded middle. Ac

Jtfctaph. vi. 4. ix. 1 init.
De Intcrpr. c. 5 init. tari

els.

and

De

anotyaais.

differs in different persons.

rruvSeV/xoi)

Cf. p. 226, n. 1

KO.TO.

TWOS

We shall have more to say later on

hand, is (like written signs) a
matter of convention, and thus

Traj/res

T

1;

;

5e

/J,fv

16,

;

:i

Tt&amp;gt;

Se rl airo

1,

JfJu-t. iii.
Scusv, c. 1, 4:57, a, 14
The events in the
1, 1404, a, 20.
soul which words express are,
according to these passages, the
same in all men their designa
tion in speech, on the other

-

rl&amp;gt;

a,

6;

a,

KardcpcKTis,

avrrjv.

cording to DC Interpr. c. 9, an
exception to the rule stated above
is found in such disjunctive pro
positions as refer to a future
result which is contingent or
depends on free will. As is here
remarked, we can assert nothing
at all about them beforehand,
neither that they will happen,
nor that they will not happen

;

of

them (Gen.

et

C orr.u. 11, 337,

only #TI ^ue AAei, but not
true for the latter ex
cludes the possibility of the event
being otherwise. Hence of them
only the disjunctive proposition is
true, that they will either happen
Of the two
or will not happen.
#TJ

b, 3)

errrot, is

;

they
propositions,
they will not
them.
happen, neither is true of
The latter assertion is remark
able, for we should rather say,
that one of the two assertions
is true, but we only find out
categorical

will

happen and

LOGIC
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universal negatives) in the way of contrary opposition,
which does not exclude a third possible case. 1

we must not expect a perfectly clear
of
these
relations from Aristotle.
As he
exposition
was not yet able to distinguish the Copula expressly
from the Predicate, 2 he was naturally unable to dis
But

in truth

cover the true status of the Negative.
He nowhere
states that negation concerns the Copula alone, that it
which by the

But Ari

result.

true
those assertions which assert
actuality and since this, in the
stotle

only

as

regards

;

given case, is itself undetermined,
no definite proposition can, with
When
truth, be then affirmed.
it is equally possible that some
thing will happen, and that it
will not happen, the assertion
that it will happen is neither
it only becomes
true nor false
one or other, according as a cor
responding or a contradictory
;

state of fact arises.

Cf.

SIMPL.

according to later terminology,
are opposed as suboontraries, are,
in Anal. Pr. ii. 8, 59, b, 10,
reckoned among the evavrius O.VTIKei/uievai.
Aristotle, however, re

marks

(c. 15 init.) that this is
only according to the words, not
as to the thing itself.
2
lid. gupr. p. 229, n. 2. In De
Interpr. c. 10, 19, b, 19, a case
is certainly before his mind, orav

TO ecrrt rpirov TrpoarKarr]yop7)rai, as
in the proposition etrri SiKaios
This, however, does
avdpwiros.
not relate to the separation of

Bas. according to
the teaching of the Peripatetic
school only the disjunctive pro
position is true, A will either
be or not be
but which part of

the copula from the predicate,
but only to the fact that,
in existential propositions ecrriv
OVK effrtv &., &c., the
&v9p&amp;lt;airos,

this disjunction will be true, and
which false, &\^irrov eTj/cu rfj
rpixrti Kal HffTarov. Hence all that
class of assertions , $877 yuev OVK

means
which

8e

means
which

Catey. 103,

:

ft

;

effriv

T)

aArj07j

fy

eo&quot;Tcu
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;eu8f}

ro?a 3) rola.
It is from the
Megareans that Aristotle took the

r)

subject-matter of the
Aporia
which he discusses in the passage
cited : cf. ZELLEE, Ph. d. Gr.

:

can be expanded by
an added adjective,
itself may be put either
affirmatively (Siitaios #.), or nega
subject

of

tively (ou SiKaios

there

.):

e&amp;lt;n-t

5i/c.

6.

a

just man,
is different from &vQpwiros
is

man

Ari

SI KCUO S

fffri,

stotle

nowhere says that every

is just.

at pp.

proposition, or even that the
existential proposition logically
three
considered, consists of
parts; and the treatise IT. epAtrji/ei as even shows a
preference for

224-5, about the evavrior-ns. The
particular affirmative and parti
cular negative propositions which,

selecting examples from those
existential propositions which fall
into two parts only.

pt.
cf.

i.

p. 220, 1.

1

De

Interpr.

c. 7,

17, b,

what has been said

20:
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has to do only with the connection of the subject to
the predicate, and does not in fact deny the subject or
the predicate itself.
The omission caused him to
1

treat propositions with a negative subject or predicate
as a special class, 2 whereas there is in fact no ground
for

so. 3

doing

Aristotle

to

proceeds

the

consider

of

Quantity

Judgments, distinguishing between those which relate
to many objects at once and those which relate to one,

and then subdividing the former
particulars.

He

judgments universal,

In Anal. Pr. i. 4G init. c. 3,
25, b, 19, he shows that there is
a distinction between /*)) e7i/cu ro5t
e?j/cu jur;

rovro,

^ur?

el/cu

Xevukv

inasmuch as
propositions of the last kind have
the form of affirmative proposieJvai

ju?/

Aeu/cbi/,

tions but he does not detect the
real reason of this cither here or
;

in

De

Inlcrpr.

BBANDIS,

3

b,

Intcrpr. C. 3, 1C, a, 30,
12, he says: ovK-avdpa-jros is

and

vvo/j.a,

oi&amp;gt;x-vyialvei

no

but he wants to call the
former ovo^a aopHTTOv, .and the

pTJ/j-a;

latter
10,

pri/j-a

a.6picrrov

:

and

in

c.

along with the propositions
&v6punros, OVK e. &., &c., he

the form of the judgment

concepts
OVK

^CTTLV

:

tffriv

ovfc-a.,

ovK-favdpcairos,
HcTTiy ov-SiKaLos

the

definite conjunction of the subremains
ject with the predicate

the same, whether the subject
and predicate be positive or negative concepts.
And Aristotle
himself admits (Anal. Pr. i. 3,
25, b,

19,

cf.

c.

13, 32, a,

that expressions such
/^Sei/l

virdpxeLi

31),

as: eV5eetmi/ OVK

,

ayadbv, have a, vx^^a Kara^ariKov.
Still, this is only the case
in T)c Interpr. c. 7.
Universal

judgments, which are also called
etrl
T&V KaQoXov a.iro&amp;lt;pa(vovTai
xadoXov, and particulars, which
are also called eV

t&amp;lt;rTiv

introduces also the corresponding ones made up of negative

But

For that in which consists

x erai

p. 165, refers).

Do

2

no

12 (to which

c.

and individual. 4

particular,

1

and
and

universals and

into

has therefore a general division into

/u.&amp;lt;lpos

c.

2,

(Anal. Pr.
25,

a,

jtie pet

i.

10, 20,

1,

or Kara

24, a,

1,

17,
&c.), are

also designated as those
eVi

rwv Ka66\ov

aTTCKpaivoi/Tcu, i.e.

^

which

KaQoXov Se
in both the sub-

/j,ev

ovK-&v9p., OVK tGTiv ov-SiK. OVK&v9p. t &c.
Theophrastus called

ject is a Kado\ov, &

irl

Tre ^u/ce

but in the

these propositions e ^era^ecreajs
(AMMON. De Interpr. 128, b, 129,
in Ar.
ticliol.
a., and PHILOP.
121, a), or Kara /j.Ta9e(nv (ALEX.

affirmed of
whole extension, in the other not so.
The Analytics, on the other
hand, does not mention individual

:

Analyt. 134,

a.).

Kar^yopelffOai,

one the predicate

the

subject

in

is

its

TrXei6vcav

LOGIC
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and thus
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here

judgments,
a

as elsewhere,

really has nothing to

do with the

logical form of thought-connection at all, but solely
with the grammatical form of the expression.
Aristotle also devotes much attention to the Modality
of Judgments, on account of the importance of this
1

connection with the Syllogism.
He dis
between
which
assert
tinguishes
judgments
actuality,
2
necessity, and possibility, but this division does not
coincide with that which is now in use
of Assertory,
and
Problematic
for Aristotle in his
Apodeictic,
in

subject

does not regard subjective degrees
but the objective nature of things.
he does not mean what may perhaps exist,

classification
&amp;lt;

certainty,
*

possible

only what
therefore

may exist but does not
may or may not exist

judgments (see following note)
and although it is true that they
are without meaning for the
main object of that treatise,
which is the doctrine of the
;

syllogism, yet

we should expect

that, if Aristotle at the

time he

had already had his
attention called to this form
of judgment, he w ould have exwrote

it

r

pressly stated
over.

why he passed

We may infer, if

position

IT. ep^Tji/etos

it

the com-

be really

his,

exist necessarily,
3

TOJI/

evavriuv tlvai TT\V avr^v eVt-

O-TTJ^TJV,

rV rjSov^v ^

*&amp;lt;TTIV

Theophrastus designated under
name the particular negative

this

21, b), or perhaps
Interpv. 73, a,
states, particular propositions in

(ALEX. Analyt.

AMMON. De

general.

nothing as to indefinite judgments. In Anal. Pr. i. 1, 24, a,

Trporaa-is effriv

16

aBai virdpx^v.

1

etc.)

he says
juepet

\Trp6raffLs. ..
7)

a5i6picrTOS

3)

Ka66-

but the

elvai a.ya86v 1

belong, logically considered, to
the class of universal propositions;
others which might be adduced^
such as
&vQpwiros S/KCUOS,
are particular.
Aristotle himself
makes no further use in the Analytics of the Trpordo-eis a5i6pLffTOL.

himafterhe ha.dwTittenAnalytics.
In the De Interpr. he adds

Aou ^ eV

and

The

indifferently.

as

2, 25, a, 4, c. 4, 26, b, 3,

By
but-

examples which are there given

that the peculiar notes of individual judgments must have struck

(cf. c.

of

2

e|

Anal. Pr.

i.
2 wit.
rov virapx^i-v % rov
avdyRys virapx*iv /) rov eVSe xe-

3

\eyw

:

7rS&amp;lt;ra

/)

Anal. Pr.

i.

13, 32, a, 18

5 eVSe xecrflcu Kal
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which he deduced from

corollaries

were

his definitions

critics as old as Theophrastus and
partly confuted by
1
To what is called the Relation of JudgEudemus.
T60eVros

vov, ov /u?? OVTOS avayKaiov,
etrrai 5ia TOUT
8
V7rctpx eil/ ouSev
ecrrcu apa TO eVhSvva.Tov 1. 28
:

;

OVK avayKaiov Ka Irb
ix. 3,

1047,

TOUTO,
o-Tcn

.

/cai

.),

.)

eo-Ti
7]

8e Swi/arbr
eVepyeia, ou

likewise

c. 8,

10f&amp;gt;0,

b, 8

:

c.

4,

iroira

avTi

rb apa SvvaTov e^ai e
TO avrb apa
eli/ai Kai /xv; eti/at

fivvaruv Kal
(

:

au.a Trjs

5ui/a/xts
.

24

aSvvaTOv.

1047, b,
.

a,

eay inrdp^r)

a&amp;gt;

^

itlif.

.

ocra

etVat

xal

ftf]

tlvai.

;

ix.

yap Kara TO SvvacrBat

\fjfTai, TavTOV e fTTt
avTia: i.e. what can be licalthy
can also be ill, what can rest can
SvvaTiiv TO.V-

which may equally happen or
not happen (Anal. Pr. i. 13, 32,
Hence he maintains
b, 4 sqq.).
in Anal. Pr.

De

from

13, 32, a,

i.

29

(cf.

12, 282, a, 4), that
the eVSe xecrflcu t&amp;gt;7rapx ell/ the
i.

Ccelo,

eV8e xeo&quot;0cu

/&quot;??

virdpxtiv also invari

iravTl
ably follows, and from the
eV5e xe(T0cu the eV8e xeo-0cu ^Sevl
and jitrj iravrl (i.e. the possibility
in question
of the predicate
occurring to none, or not to all,

for

PRANTL,

Gcscli. d. Lot/,

i.

267,
for

explains the words wrongly)
since the possible is nothingall
necessary, the contrary of
that is (merely) possible may
And for the same reason
;

happen.

build can

Aristotle refuses (Ibid. c. 17, 30,
b, 35) to allow, in possible pro

a
says that in
of the
possibility, the possibility
contrary is also contained (see
preceding note, and T)e Interpr.
5e Tb OUTO
c. 12, 21, b, 12

positions, the simple
of the universal negative judg
ment.
For, since the negative

also move, he
also destroy.
Aristotle

who can

1

:

Svvacrdai Kal

eli/cu

5o/&amp;lt;:e7

Kal

fj.^

yap TO SvvaTov T/j.vea6aL
Kat

^

/SaSt^eij/

Kal

elVcu

Trav

v)

T

/urj

determining the
concept by taking that meaning
of SiWjns according to which it
or
designates a power of doing
SuvaToV,

&c.),

suffering QFetapli. ix. 1, 104G, a,
and it
12 -//ti^.)
v.
J sqq.,
matters not that this possibility
;

the contrary is not always
eVequally great, and that the
these two
Sexo^ej/ov or Swarbv (for
expressions are really synony
mous) at one time designates
T
something w hich happens as a
rule, though not without excep

of

tions,

at

another

something

conversion

judgment,

it is

possible that no

A, according to him, in
is
it
cludes the affirmative,
B is A, so the
possible that every
simple conversion of the former
would include the simple conver
sion of a universal affirmative
judgment; and universal affirma

B

is

tive

judgments cannot be con

verted simply. Theophrastus and
Eudemus denied these assertions,
because they understood by
that can
possible, everything
state
happen, and lost hold of the
ment that it must also at the
same time be able not to happen
and thus they included some
things necessary in the possible
(ALEX. Anal. Pr. 51, b, m, 64, b,
;

72,

a,

b,

m,

73,

a).

Aristotle
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ments Aristotle pays as little attention as to the
Hypo
and Disjunctive Syllogisms. Only in what he

thetical

himself admits {Anal. Pr. i. 3,
25, a, 37; De Interpr. c. 13, 22,
b, 29 cf. Meta/pli. ix. 2 init. c. 5,
1048, a, 4, c. 8, 1050, b, 30 sqq.)
with regard to the forces of
nature (8ui/cfyieis) which only act
in one direction, that the neces
sary also may be called a possible
;

(Swarbv), and that, allowing this,
universal negative possible-pro
positions can be converted simply,
and that we may conclude from
necessity to possibility but he
also adds that this is not true as
to Ms own concept of the pos
sible.
Two further points of

on

which Alexander
wrote a work (ALEX. Anal. 40, b,
83, a), arose between Aristotle
and his pupils upon the question
dispute,

mood of conclusions in
of
syllogisms, the
premisses
which are in different moods.
Aristotle says that where one
about the

premiss is a possible- and the
other an actual -proposition, a
perfect syllogism can only be had
in the case where the major pro
is a
possible-proposition
however, it is the minor, we
get, first of all, an imperfect
syllogism, i.e. one in which the
conclusion is only obtained by
a deductio ad absurdum, and not
immediately from the given pre
misses, and secondly, in the case
of a negative syllogism (more
correctly in all cases), the possi
bility in the conclusion must be
taken in the improper sense (i.e.
not as confined to that which
both can and cannot be) (Anal.
Pr. i. 15). Theophrastus and
Eudemus, on the contrary, were
of opinion that even in this case

position

;

if,

:

was a perfect possiblesyllogism (ALEX. loo. cit. 56, b).
Both sides are right, according to
their concepts of the possible.
there

If

we understand by

possible

everything that can be, including
also the necessary, the syllogisms
are quite correct and simple
Every B is A, every C can be B,
therefore every C can be A
:

;

No B

A, every C can be B,
therefore it is possible that no C
is A.
If, on the other hand, we
take possible to mean only that
of which the contrary is likewise
is

possible,

we cannot make such

syllogisms, because in this sup
position the minor, every C can
be B, includes the negative pro
position, every C can be not-B.
And also, as Theophrastus and
Eudemus merely adhered to the
principle that the modality of
the conclusion is conformed to

the weaker premiss (ALEX, ibid.),
they asserted, on the same prin
ciple, that when one premiss
is
assertorial
and the other
conclusion is
apodeictic, the
apodeictic (ALEX. ibid. 40, a, 42,
b,

and from him PHILOP.

Sclwl.

in Arist. 158, b, 18, 159, a, 6),
whilst, according to Aristotle
{Anal. Pr. i. 9 sqq.) it is apo
deictic when the major is so.
In
this case also, according to the
meaning which we attach to the
modality of propositions, both
assertions may be made. If the
propositions

B must

cannot be A,

be A,
B
are supposed to

express that between B and A
there is (or is not) not a contin

gent, but a necessary connection,
follows that between every-

it

ARISTOTLE

1&amp;gt;36

do we find the kernel of
says of contradictory opposition
On the
the late doctrine of disjunctive judgments.
!

other hand, he is copious in his treatment of the Con
2
version of Propositions, laying down the well-known
3
but he treats it solely in connection with his
rules,

theory of the Syllogism.
This theory of the Syllogism was expounded by
Aristotle at full length, and it may truly be called his

most original discovery. 4
duce the

As he was

the

to intro

first

name
5

of the Syllogism into the scientific
so lie was also the first to remark that all

vocabulary,
connections and

advances in our thought depend
A
syllogistic combination of judgments.
is a chain of thoughts, in which, from certain
Syllogism
matters assumed, and by virtue of these alone, there issues
6
some further matter different from them.
of
all

upon the

necessity

tbiny contained in B and A, by
the same necessity, there is, or

think connected or not connected
with B.

not. a connection (if all living

l

beings, by reason of a necessity
of nature, are mortal, the same
is also true of
every kind of
living beings, e.g. of men), as
Aristotle, LOG. eii. 30, a, 21 sqq.

-

is

shows quite

clearly.

If,

on the

other hand, these propositions
are meant to state that we are

obliged to think A connected or
not &quot;connected with B, the proposition, C must (or cannot) be
A can only be deduced from
B must (or
the
proposition
cannot) be A, when we are
obliged to consider C implied in
B.
If, however, we only know
as a fact (assertorially) that
C is B, then we only know as a
fact, likewise, that C is or is not
that which we are obliged to

Vid. supr. p. 230.

Anal. Pr.
32, a, 29 sqq.
ii.

sqq.
3

1,

i.

c.

2,

17,

3,

cf. c. 13,

36,

b,

15

53, a, 3 sqq.

Simple conversion of

uni-

versal negative and particular
affirmative judgments, particular
conversion (later so-called conversio per accidens) of universal
affirmative, and no conversion at
all

of particular negative judgfor the conversio per
was not as yet

ments

contrapositionem
to him.
4
As he himself says, Sopli. El.

known
c.

34, 183, b, 34, 184, b, 1.
5
Gescli.
Cf.
PRANTL,

Log.
6

i.

(L

264.

Anal.

a-v\\oyifffj.bs
Te0ej/To&amp;gt;j/

Pr.
Se

24. b, 18^
i.
eVrt \6yos tv $

TIV&V 4rep6v ri TUV

/cet-
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The

principle that this process in its simplest form in
volves no more than two assumptions, or more accurately
two judgments, from which a third is derived, and that

therefore no syllogistic conclusion can have more than
two premisses, is nowhere expressly proved by Aristotle
in the beginning of his treatise,

though he

refers to it

Now

1

the deduction of a third judgment from two
given judgments can only arise out of some bringing
into connection of the concepts, which in these
given
later.

2

judgments were

as yet unconnected.
This is impossi
a
mediation
be
effected
between them by
except

ble,

another concept connected with both of them. 3 Every
syllogism must therefore necessarily contain three con

no more and no less, 4 and of these the intermediate
connected in the one premiss with the first and in

cepts,
is

the other with the third, in such a way as to bring out
the connection between the first and third in the cone|
TO.VTO.

avdjKris

elvai.

r$

ffv/j./3aivet

(Likewise Top.

100, a, 25, cf. Sopli. El.

c.

1,

i.

1,

165,

Ae 7co 5e
ravra elvai rb
a. 1.)
Sia TO.VTO. &amp;lt;rujU./3cui/ea , rb 5e * Sia
T&amp;lt;p

Tavra
opov

7rpo&amp;lt;r5etV

rb

fj.r)Sevbs eca6ev
irpbs rb yeveffBai rb

ffv/j.l3aiveiv

2

A

principle

which

Aristotle

does not state in this form, but

which follows immediately from
his definition of Judgment, if we
apply
3

it

to the case before us.

Anal. Pr. i. 23, b, 30
but especially 41, a, 2.
Anal. Pr. i. c.25,init. Ibid.
42,b, 1 sqq. on the number of conCf.

sqq.,
4

avayiccuov.
1

Anal. Pr.

i.

25, 42, a, 32.

As regards terminology, the

pre-

misses are generally called

irpo-

rda-eis

1013, b, 20:
{Metapli.
rov a v/ji.Trepda f^aTos ); the
v. 2,

virodeffeis

minor proposition in Eth. N.
12, 1143, b, 3, vii. 5, 1147, b,
rj

Tpa

(or

vi.

9=

reXevraia) irp6raffis

;

the conclusion invariably = av/j.In Anal. Pr. ii. 1, 53,
trepaa-fjia.
17 sqq., however, ffv/j. irepaa iJ.a
stands for the subject of the con&amp;lt;M,

elusion.

cepts in whole series of syllogisms.
Of the three concepts of a syllo-

gism

(opoi, vid.

supr. p. 219, n.l),

that which occurs in both premisses is called /ieVos that which
comprehends the latter is called
the higher or greater (/U6?(bj/ or Trparov &Kpov~) that which is comprehended by it, the lower or lesser
(eAarroi/ &Kpov or ea^aTOf), Anal.
Pr. i. 4, 25, b, 35, 32, 26, a, 21 c. 38
init., and Anal. Pr. ii. 23, 68, b,
;

;

,
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But

elusion.
all

this result

judgments

with a predicate

and
as
and
reckoning),

leaves hypothetical
(for Aristotle

judgments out of

disjunctive

As
in three ways.
a
of
subject
connecting

may come

consist in the

his

the connecting of two judgments into a conclusion, or,
in other words, the deduction of the conclusion from the
the relation of the intermediate
premisses, rests upon
to the other two, it follows
term
concept or middle
that the mode of the connecting ( the form of the syllo
the way in which the
gism ) will be determined by
Now there are
middle term is related to the others.
three ways possible the middle term may either
1

:

only
be related as subject to the higher and as predicate to
the lower concept, or as predicate to both, or as subject
2
Aristotle does not take any direct notice of
to both.
a fourth possible case, in which it is the subject of the
lower and predicate of the higher but we need not
;

greatly blame him,

for

this

33 sq. or the major concept is
called briefly &K P OV, and the minor

fourth arrangement can

UEBERWEG S

;

TOJ/

.

Anal. Pr. i. 23, 41, a, 13, at
the end of the section on the
1

after
syllogistic figures, Aristotle,

having treated of the necessity
and significance of the Middle
concept as a connecting-link
between Major and Minor, continues
npbs
(j)

:

el

&fjL^ta

yap T U

ovv

ai/cry/crj

A

KCLT-rwopeffavTas,
(polv,

T)

eVriVa

6n

&fjut&amp;gt;w

6(T0cu

H&rtav.

Ka

et&amp;gt;Tj^eVa

Trai&amp;gt;ra

8ta

/xeVrt Aa/3e?i/

TOVTO 8 eVSe xerai
TOV T Kal rb T rov B

Koivbv,

%

rb T /car o/xToS r ) TtSTa 5

(rx^ara, Qavepbv

ffvXAoyiff/j.l&amp;gt;v

avdyKf) yiv-

TOVTUV Tiris

Cf. c. 32, 47, a,

ra&amp;gt;v

axn~

40 sqq.,

and the searching discussion in

Lofjik,

103, p. 276

sqq.
2
The position of the propositions has, as we know, no influence on the form of the syllogism,
The precedence of the major, customary since then, seemed more
natural to Aristotle than to us.

In laying down a syllogism, he
begins not, as we are accustomed
to do, with the subject, but with
A
the predicate of the major
:

B B

vPX

^avrl
r$ T so that, even in his form of
expression, there is a constant
descent from the greater to the
t-7rapx et

7rc

/T * T(?

&quot;

&amp;gt;

l

:

middle concept, and from that
to the lesser.
276.

loc. cit. p.

Cf.

UEBEKWEG,
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never occur in a single and rigorous chain of reason

We

1

ing.

then,

obtain,

three

Figures

(o-^fiara)

which together sum up the categorical syllogism.
so-called fourth figure of later logic

2

is

The

ignored, and

neither the hypothetical nor the disjunctive syllogisms
are treated of as special forms in any way. 3
If we ask what syllogisms are possible in these three

be observed that every syllogism must
contain a universal, and must also contain an affirmative
4
that the conclusion can only be universal
proposition
figures, it is to

;

when both the premisses

5

and that in every
syllogism at least one of the premisses must resemble
The proof of this cannot be
well given here.
2
Of. ZBLLEE, Ph. d. Gr.
and consult
iii. a, 738, 2nd eel.
1

:

especially
i.

570
3

or,

PRANTL,

Lug.

PRANTL

this

is

a failing

(Gescli. d. Leg.

i.

295) thinks, an advantage of
Aristotelian logic, it is not neces
sary here to inquire but when that
learned writer, as well as BIESE
;

155), endeavours
to find that Aristotelian account
(Pliil. d. Arist.

i.

of hypothetical syllogisms, which
others miss, in the remarks on

supposition-syllogisms (&amp;lt;rvX\oyuTroflea ews) at Anal. Pr. i.
iff/j-ol e
23, 40, b, 25, 41, a, 21 sqq. c. 29,
45, b, 22, c. 44, he confounds two
different things. Aristotle means
by a
hypothetical syllogism

that which begins with an un
proved supposition (cf. WAITZ,

on Anal.
stand by

;

coincide, for an unproved suppo
sition may be expressed in a
categorical proposition, and con

versely a hypothetical proposi
tion may be fully demonstrable.

The same statement,

sq.

Whether

as

Ge.scli. d.

are so

40, b, 25).
it

We

under

that of which

the

major is a hypothetical judg
ment. And the two classes do
not by any means necessarily

can, in fact,

without changing its meaning,
be expressed both categorically

and hypothetically. Our modern
distinction of categorical and
hypothetical propositions regards
exclusively the form of the judg
ment, not the scientific certainty
of the proposition.
4
Anal. Pr. i. 24 init. ert re
:

fv

airavTi

[sc.

Kar-riyopiKov riva

&amp;lt;rv\\oyur/j.$~\

ruv

6piar elVcu

5ei
tta\

rb KaQo\ov virdpxeiv.
The former
not further proved, as Aristotle
supposes it to be clear from his
preceding explanation of the
syllogistic figures.
By way of
proving the second, he proceeds:
&vev yap rov KaQoXov r) OVK eerrai
ffv\\oyicrfj.bs, r) ov irpbs TO Keiju.Gvov,
which will
t) rb e| apxtis aiT^fferai
be explained in detail in what
follows infra.
5
Loo. clt. 41. b, 23.
is
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the conclusion, botli as to

its

quality

and

also as to its

Yet Aristotle has nowhere deduced these

1

modality.

on general principles from the nature of the
They are merely generalisations
syllogistic method.
from his observation of the various forms of syllogism

rules

This analysis, however, he carries out with
He is not satisfied with proving the
very great care.
well-known mouda for the three figures, 2 but lie also
themselves.

investigates minutely the influence which the modality
of the premisses in pure and in mixed syllogisms must

exercise

upon the conclusion and upon the whole

He

3

syllogistic process.

regards the syllogisms of the

perfect, because, according to his
figure alone as
view, they alone immediately reveal the necessity of the
Both the others yield imperfect
syllogistic sequence.

first

syllogisms,

and require

Their

first.

to be completed through the
demonstrative value rests upon and is

proved by the fact that they can be reduced to the
These
first figure, either apagogically or byconversion.
1

syllogistic forms are of course
impossibile, as well

&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;l

as

employed in the

in

rcductio

arguments

hypothetical

5

generally.
1

Loc.

2

For the

cit.

1.

21.

first

7,

figure (to use

the Scholastic designations) the
moods: .Barbara, Uarii, Celarent,
Fcrio (Anal. Pr. i. 4); for the
second Cesare, Camcstres, Fesfor the
tino, Baroco (ibid. c. 5)
third Darapti^ Felapton, DisaDatisi, Bocardo, Freslson
mitt,
:

;

:

(c.

,

29, a, 30, b, 1 sqq.,
re Aejoj
24, b, 22
:

avXXoyiafjibv
Trpbs

Se

T^&amp;gt;

rbf

rbv

AnaL Pr. i.e. 8-23 cf the
discussion in n. 1 to p. 234, supra.
1
See the sections cited, espea

;

c. -ijiti.,c. 5/i?t.,c.

.

6ym.,c.

c.

^v

23, of. c.
ovv KaAa&amp;gt;

&\\ov

/iTjSe^bs

ra

napa

eiArj/xeW
(pav^vai ri auayKoiov, areAr)

Trpocroe^uei/oz/

ei/6s

%

n-poa-Sfo/j.^voi

%

TrAeiwwj/, & ecrri p.tv avayKaia 8to
T&V uTro/cet/ueVajj/ opuv ov fj.^v

d\-r}inai 5za irpoTdtrewv.

necessary here to

()).

cially

J

It is not

defend Ari-

stotle s view,
5
Ibid. c. 23, 41, a, 21
cf.

supra, p. 238, n.

1.

sqq.;
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With

equal fulness does Aristotle set forth rules
the proper treatment of these forms in scientific
He shows in the
use, and the errors to be avoided.
first
instance what kind of propositions are more
for

prove but more easy to confute, and vice
Next he provides rules for the discovery of the

difficult to

versa. 1

having regard to the quality and
2
quantity of the conclusion to be proved, and in doing
3
so he takes occasion to censure in passing the Platonic
fitting premisses,

On

division. 4

method of

this

head he treats minutely
must be observed in

of the rules and methods which

order to reduce the materials of proof so discovered to
the exact syllogistic form. 5
Furthermore he discusses
the capacity of syllogisms in relation to the compre
hension of their contents 6 the syllogisms giving true
conclusions from false premisses 7 the circulus in argu;

;

1

IHd.

-

Ibid,

c.

26.

c.

27-29,

here also

(c. 29) with express application
to
apagogic and supposition-

syllogisms.

To seek to define concepts
by means of continuous divisions,
lie says (c. 31), is of no use
we have then to suppose the
chief point that is to be proved.
When it is a question of the
concept of man as a &ov Qvr)Tov,
then, he says, from the proposi3

;

tions
All living beings
either mortal or immortal

;

are

the Platonic method is blamed
because (contrary to the rule
given at p. 216, n. 1) it multiplies
unnecessarily the intermediate
divisions, introduces the same
thing under different genera,
gives negative qualities, divides
from all kinds of opposite points
of view, &c.
Of. MEYEB, Arist.
Tkierkunde, 71 sqq.
4
See ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. pt. i.
523 sqq.
*
LOG. cit. c. 32-46.
6
Anal. Pr. ii. 1.

man

7

Ibid.

c.

2 init. (cf. Top.

viii.

a living being, it would only
follow that man is either mortal
or immortal
that he is a faov

e aXfiQuv
1G2, a, 9, b, 13)
/uey ovv OVK etrrt i^euSos (rv\\oyi(T-

a mere postulate. Hence

7rA?V ou 8i6n dAA on rov yap SIOTI
OVK ZGTIV e/c iJ/euSwi av\\oyL(r/j.6s
(because false premisses give the

is

:

0j/TjT^i/ is

Aristotle says of

division, that
it
is olov
[not valid]
vv\\oyi&amp;lt;rp.6s.
Similarly in Anal,
.5. Also in Part. An. i. 2 sq.,
a.&amp;lt;rQfV7]s

VOL.

I.

11

sq.,

&amp;lt;r0cu,

:

e /c

ground

i|/euSo)i/

itself,

8

eanv

dA^fles,

the Si6n, falsely

cf.swpra,p. 173,n.2).

;

Underwhat

B
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]

endo

;

of the syllogism

conversion

the

2

the Eedudio

;

from the
syllogisms
4
conversion of premisses into their opposites, together
with the various syllogistic fallacies and the means of
them. 5 Lastly he inquires into those kinds of

absurdum

ad

which

3

;

meeting
proof which do not

result

by demonstration, in the strict
sense of the word. and establishes the method of argu
arise

6

ment

peculiar

to

each.

We

7

conditions this
possible in the
different figures, is discussed in c.
2-4.

KVK\W

To

1

conclusion of a syllogism (which,
however, must of course be shown
to be true from other sources)
being used in conjunction with
the converse of one premiss to
prove the oilier. For the cases

where
c.

this is possible, see loc. cit.

f&amp;gt;-7.

in

circle
Post,

i.

IJ,

&amp;lt;

;

the vicious
Against
argument, see Anal.
72, b, 25.

The destruction of one premiss by the other in conjunction
with the contradictory or contrary
of the conclusion loc. cit. c. 8-10.
The Itedttctio ad absurdum,
6 5ia TOV dSwaTot (rv\Xoyicr/Ji.6s, c.
;

:f

at

Induction,

24

c.

25,

HO.l

This consists in the

cannot
6

is

ii.

this
23

Anal. Post.

(cf.

lihet.

c.

i.

20)

2,
;

;

i.

point

example,
1,

71, a,

1856, b, 2, 1357, b,
anaywyii (reduction

of one problem to another
e;usy to solve), c. 25; objection
c.

(ei&amp;gt;o-Ta&amp;lt;m).

2(5

;

the syllogism

from the probable (et /cbs) or cer
tain marks ((TTj^eTa), which Ari
stotle calls the
Enthymeiue,
The most important of
c. 27.
these is
Induction, which we
shall discuss later on. It consists
in the major proposition being-

proved by the minor and the
conclusion. Jfy/., we may prove
apodictically All animals which
have little gall are long-lived
man, the horse &c. have little gall,
and are therefore long-lived but
;

;

the inductive proof will go thus:
Man, the horse &c., are long4

ll-14,ci .y ^.viii. 2,157, b, o4,

c.

man

12, 1G2, b, 5,

lived

w here

therefore

r

proof

it is

is

and Anal. Post. i. 2(5,
remarked that direct

of greater scientific value.
cit. c. xv.

4

Loc.

3

The

petitio

jmncipii (TO

eV

viii.
apxfj cuVe?o-0ai), c. 16, cf.
13; the jin; Trapa TOVTO ffvpftalveiv
Toj&amp;gt;.

TO

i|/eC6os,

i|/et}5os,

rules

c.

for

c.

17

18, cf.

;

the

Toj).

irpwrov

viii.

10;

disputation deduced
on decep
c. 19, sq.

from this,
by too hasty suppositions, c.
21 on proving certain supposi
tions by the transposition of the
;

tion
;

propositions in a syllogism,

c. 22.

;

little gall

&c. have little gall
animals which have

are long-lived.

;

This,

however, only applies when the
minor concept ( animals which
have little gall ) has an equal ex
tension with the middle concept
when the minor
( man&c. ), and
little
proposition ( man &c. have
gall ) can be simply transposed,
so that in its place the animals
which have little gall are man
&c. can be put (loc. cit. c. 23).
See for a fuller discussion
of these points, PEANTL, p. 299-

LOGIC
him

follow

its

much

we un

although

researches,

them

to

in the application of the

method, and though they prove most clearly
with which the great logician worked out

syllogistic

the

these

into

doubtedly owe
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care

many-sided

detail.

The

syllogistic system forms the foundation upon
which Aristotle built the theory of Scientific Proof,
which he set out in the second Analytics. All proof

but not every syllogism is proof. It is
1
the
Scientific Syllogism which deserves this name.
only
Science consists in the cognition of causes, and the

is syllogistic,

cause of a

phenomenon

is

that from which

it

of necessitv

2

and apprehension by means of
are
when
proof
only possible
something is explained
from its original causes. 3 Nothing can be the subject
of proof except that which is necessary.
Proof is a
arises.

Proof, therefore,

conclusion from necessary premisses. 4
That which is
ordinarily (though not without exception) true can be
In the selection and se-

321.

quence of the different sections no
strict order is observed, although
related subjects are put together.
On the division of the Prior Anaa whole, see 13RANDIS, p.
204 sq., 219 sq.
Anal. Post. i. 2, 71, b, 18
lytiCS as
1

:

5e

airoSfi^iv

Ae

yco

truAAo yicr/u.oj

And after giving
tiriffT-qiJiOViKov.
the requisites for such an argument, he adds:
yap

/u.ej/

ffv\\oyi(T^l&amp;gt;s

Kal avev TOVTWV, air68eiis
ov yap iroiriffei e rrt-

&amp;lt;rrai

OVK ecrrai
(TTirj/iTjv.

2
(T&O.I

Loc.

ftrav T\\V
5t

cit.

c.

2 init.: eViVra-

8e oio/x60 eKacrrov air\(tis

$?v

Tb

.

.

.

T alriav oiw/ufQa yv&ffKsiv
irpayfj-d

cffTiv,

on

e tfeiVou

alria eVrl, Kal

^] eV8e xe&amp;lt;r0cu TOUT
*x* lv Further references in
support of this, sujjra,p. 163, n. 3.
3
Ibid. 71, b, 19: el roivw
rb eirio-rao-Oai oTov

&\\&amp;lt;as

-

c&amp;lt;rrl

avdyKr]
G~rr\^.T]v

TV

Kal
e|

a.-KotieiKnK

a\f]9wvr

Kal d^eo-wj/

[about this below] Kal
Kal
irpoTepwv TOV

yvcapi/j-caTepcav

ffv/j.Trfpdcr/ui.aros-

OVTOO

yap

Kal at apxal oiKelat TOV ^LK
2 bid. line 29:a?riaTe.
.

.

that from which a proof is
on rore iTTiard^Qa
deduced]
6rav T7jv aiTiav etSwjUe?/.
[sc.

.

.

.

4
Ibid. c. 4 init.
aSiWroi/ aAAws *X IV

7rio T77/x77

otTrAws,

:

eVel
v

ai/ayKaiou kv

TO eVicrTTjTOf T^ Kara

TV;Z/

S

fffrlv
C/ TJ

airoo eiK-
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1
included under matters of proof only in a limited sense.
On the other hand, the contingent cannot be proved

known

cannot even be
sary truth

And

2

scientifically.

since neces

that only which proceeds from the essence

is

and the idea of the subject, while everything

else is

it may be said that all proof relates to
founded exclusively upon the essential character
of things, and that the concept of each thing

contingent, so

and

is

istics

3

The purer and
starting-point and goal.
more perfect the information, therefore, which any
form of Proof secures to us concerning the conceptual
nature and the causes of an object, the higher is
once

at

is

its

the kind of knowledge which it warrants and so, other
ranks above a
things being equal, a universal proof
a
above
a
negative, a direct
proof
;

positive

particular,

above an apagogic, one which enables us to know the
4
cause above that which merely instructs us in the fact.
on t/c
8
airoSeiKTiKri
irpdyfj.acrij/
Ti/cV eiriffT-fifJiriv.
.

.

V e%o^6i/ TW

effrlv

e|
T]

avayKaiwv apa

ffv\\oyiffp.6s effrtv

Cf. note 3 infra.

air6oeiis.

Meiapli. xi.

1

OVTOS

/)

us

eVl

eV

rixbs

8,

1065, a, 4:
rov ael
5e
TroAu, TO

T-J

TOVTUV

oi/Serep^

Anal. Post.

i.

oO

Tray

:

yap

ava.yKa.iwv % Sia
TroAu Trporda-ewv

5i

as

ruiv

Kal

et

t

T^&amp;gt;

at TrpwTatreis

fj.fi/

avayKa iai,

avayKalov, el 5
ws eirl rb TroAu, Kal rb ffv/j.irepafffji.a
Cf. p 168, n. 1.
roLOvrov.
2
Anal. Post. i. 6, 75, a, 18,
vid.
cf C. 8, C. 33, &C.
C 30
Kal TO

av;j.irepa&amp;lt;T/J.a

.

;

supra p. 164,
3

Ibid.

C.

n. 2.

6 init.

:

el

ovv effrlv

avayKa ioav apxca^ (*o y&P fir io Tarai ov
^
Ka0
S
T^
fiv
a\\(as
ovvarbv
ex )
rots
OUTO
ai/ayneua
virapxovra

T)

airoSeiKTiKi)

iviffr-fifHi

e|

.

TOIOVTW TIVUV Uv

jpwepbv

ett]

6 airodeiKTiKbs

arrav

av\\oyi(riJ.6s

yap

ovrus

/)

TO 5e
% Kara
(ru/*j8e#WTa OVK avayKala. Ibid.
eVei S
at the end
e| avayKr)s
u7rapx ei irepl eitaffTov yevos offa.
avra virapx^i KCU y eKa
virapx*

yap iraaa

jiiei/

^iriffT-ii/jL-n

a.Tr65ei!-iV

%X* lv

1

&amp;lt;ru/i)8j8rj/ci&amp;gt;s,

:

^

ori irepl
al

rwv

ro0

tivi.&amp;lt;rTT}p.oviKa\

TOLOVTUV

rS)v

avra
airo5eiets Kal

OVK

ffv^fBeftrjKora

OVK avayKt] rb

ra

f Iff it/,

avayKala,
et

ol

ael

5ia

&ffr

floei/at

ffv/j.v(paff/j,a

oion virdpx*i, ou
Katf avrb 5e, olov

e /c

yap

/j.fv

6^77,

^y?

cr^eiW

rb yap /ca0
crvX\oyiff/uLoi.
avrb^ov
Ka0 avrb eTriffT-rjO eTai, oy5e OLOTI.
T^ oe OL6ri eTriVracr^at ecrn rb Sto
TOV alriov eiriffra&Oai. 8t avrb apa
oe? Kal rb fj.effov T$ rplrtp Kal rb
Trpwrov
P- 213
*

r$

n

imapxew.

/J-effcp

5 sul)ra

Anal. Post.

Cf.

-

i.

14, c.

24-27.
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as a whole,

and consider the

building up of a scientific system, it is an axiom that
the knowledge of the universal must precede that of

The same considerations lead up from
the particular. 1
another point of view to a principle which is deeply
rooted in Aristotle s whole way of thinking that nothing
:

own peculiar
inadmissible to borrow proofs
Demonstration, he thinks, should start

can be demonstrated except from

and that

principles,

from without.

from the essential

its

is

it

characteristics

of

the

object in
to another

question, and any properties which belong

genus can only accidentally attach to it, seeing that
2
All demonstration,
they form no part of its concept.
Its
consequently, hinges on the concept of the thing.
problem consists in determining, not only the properties
which attach to any object by virtue of the conception
of

it,

but also the media by which they are attached to
deduce the particular from the

Its function is to

it.

universal,

phenomena from

their causes.

Is this process of mediation unending, or has it
Aristotle takes the latter alternative,
a necessary limit ?

from three points of view.
1

ill.

Phys.
vffrepa yap

77

1,

200,

ru&amp;gt;v

irepl

24

b,

:

idiav Qecopia

r&v KoivSiv effriv.
Anal. Post. i. 7 init.

TTJS irepl
2

&pa

HCTTLI/ e

Sei|at, olov
TiKrj.

rpia
ev

Sfl^cffiv,

rb

&amp;gt;v

apLdfj.r)riK^v air68eiiv etyap/j.dcrai e?rl

ctAAou yzvovs /jierci&avTa

ra TO?S

rb

rb

rb avrb slvai.
airoSei^Ls
yevos ^ TTT/, et ^ue AAet
^AAcos 5 OTL aSvvaroi
/uera/Sao/eii
e/c
SrjXov
yap rov avrov yevovs

ej/

Se

avdyKr]

eVrlj/ e^

wv

ye(i)/j.fTpiKbv api9/j. f]~
yap etrri ra eV ra?s airo/J.GV

rb

airoSei.Kvv/j.ei

rovro 8

ffv/j.TTpa(Tfj.a

virdpxov yevei rivl
TO. a^Ka/uLara

OVK

:

5etis, eVSe xerai ra avra
5e rb ytvos erepov, &o~irep apL8/j.r]nnris Kal yeca/j.erpias, OVK fffri rfyv

/ca0

fffrl

avr6.

a^L(a uara 8
l

OV

rpirov rb
[sc. at O7ro5ei|eis
yevos rb vTroKeifievov, ov ra irdOr] Kal
ra Ka6 avrb &amp;lt;Tvnfif$T}K6ra STjAoI f)
e
wv /JL^V ovv y air6ei&amp;lt;rlv~\.

tiffr

/)

(jLtyeQeai avfj,fteftr]K6Ta
air\u&amp;gt;s

.

.

.

avdyicri

-f)

.

el

yap

TO.

aitpa Kal TO, fieVa

e?j/at.

KaQ avra, ffv^.ft^t]K6ra
5ia TOVTO
OVK ZO~TI
&\\r) tirLffr fjiJ.r) rb ere pas,

/u.7}

cffrai.

SeT^ai

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

aAA
I

3) oara ovrcas t^et Tpbs SAATjAa
XTT tlvai Odrepov v-,rb Gdrepov
c,
;
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We

from the particular to the general
from the subject, beyond which there is nothing of
which it can be predicated to continually higher predi
and we may, on the other hand, descend from
cates

may

vise

:

from that predicate which is
the most universal point
down to the par
other
no
of
the subject
predicate

But in any case we must arrive eventually
a point where this progression ceases, otherwise we

ticular.

at

could never reach an effectual demonstration or defini
tion.

The argument excludes

1

that there

may

exist

an

also the third hypothesis,

infinite

number

of intermediate

terms between a definite subject and a definite pre
If the list of middle terms is not infinite, it
dicate.follows that there are things of which there cannot be a
3
For wherever the
demonstration or derived knowledge.

middle terms cease, immediate knowledge must neces
To demonstrate
sarily take the place of demonstration.
ei-erythiny

is

not possible.

If

we attempt

it

we

are

progression ad
brought round again
annuls all possi
iiijlnitam already mentioned, which
to arguing in
or
else
and
of
Proof,
knowledge
bility
to

either

a

circle,

which

9 init.

5e?cu

:

(pavfp^v

OVK

e/cao-rou

ea-TLv

on

There remains, therefore, but one

4

tKavrov

O.TTO-

e/c

T&V

&amp;lt;iAA

&pxw, &c.

equally incapable of producing a

is

solid demonstration.

$)

We

return

to this later on.

For he says at

1

TO

a.TTLpa OVK fffri 5teeA0e?i

Cf. note 4 infra.
ch. 19-22. The details

:

2

supposes a limit to the number of
concepts above as well as below,
3
Ch. 22, 84, a, 30; and so Metapli.

83, b, 6,84,

voovvra.

a, 3

that

Hid.

of this treatment, in parts not
very clear, cannot well be repeated here. We have already
seen at p. 222, n, 2, that Aristotle

iii.

2,

997, a, 7

:

vrepi

iravruv

yap aSwaTov a.Tr68etu&amp;gt; elvaf avdyirn
yap e/c nviav elVcu /cat irepi n Kal
nvu&amp;gt;v T^V airoSei^iv.
4
After Aristotle (Anal. Post. i.
2) has shown that the proof -power
of syllogisms is conditional on
the scientific knowledge of the
in ch. 3
premisses, he continues,

:
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must

conclusion, that hi the last resort demonstration

from propositions which, by reason of their
immediate certainty, neither admit nor stand in need of
2
1
These principles of all proof must possess
proof.
start

conclude from

Many

this, that
all is possible

no knowledge at

;

be

others, that everything can

But he confutes both
Of the former he
assertions.
proved.
says

ol

:

elvai

[tcv

yap

&v

irp6repa,

fj.

avayKT]
(rT^jUrjv

ayvdacrrovs eivai

ctTro-

pd) ova&quot;r)s avruv, oirep
rb eTricrraffdai fj.6vov el
eari ra irpwra elScvai, ouSe ra

8ei|ews 76

elvai

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;aff\v

8e
e/c

fify

rovr&amp;lt;av

elvai eiricrraffdai air\ws

ou5e Kvpiws, aAA. e| vTToOtffeus, et
He admits that
fKelvd eanv.

what is deduced would not be
Imown if the principles (opxol)
are not known, and that if me
diate knowledge, by way of proof,
the only knowledge, then there
can be no knowledge of apx^Yet he himself in the same trea
tise denies this very thing at p.
cf. Metapli. iv. 4, 1006,
72, b, 18
ecrrt yap airat^eva ia rb /J.^
a, 6

is

;

:

Seiii/ Kal

yap

ov

Sc?

afivvarov

els
jU7]5

&amp;lt;5Ao&amp;gt;s

/u.ei/

a7r($8eiii/

aireipov yap ttv jSaSt^bt,
OUTCOS elj/ai ct7ro5et|tj/. As

to the second of the above pro
positions, Aristotle states it at
words
p. 72, b, 16, in other
ov5ev
irdvrwv
elvai
a7rJ8ei|ti/

yap

of the

e^

d\f]OS&amp;gt;v

Kvic\cp

and then at 11. 25 sqq.
same page he goes on to

T

irpcaruiv Kal ajj.ff(av Kal

po)V Kal

Trporepoov Kal

...

s.

Kal

elvai

yvaipi/j.(i}r-

rov

airicav

e/c

irpdbroav

8

6rt OVK ^TTio-TTjo-erat

avrwv [because
they were not avair6Sei/croi we could, likewise, only
know them by proof]; T& yap
firiffraffdai &v aTr68eij-is eVrt
Kara (TV[j.fi&r)Kbs, rb ex^ ll/ a7r ^otherwise

if

^

Se

ovre

fyajjiev

18

c. 3, 72, b,

8et|fi/ effriv.

Traffav

rififls

:

iriffrriiJ.T]v

iK^v eTvai, oAAa rr\v r&v
Kal ov
avaTr68eLKrov. . .
eTriffr
nv a\\a Kal ap-)(T]V
.

p.6vov

fifJi.

e Trtcrrrj/xTjs

elvai rivd Qa/J-tv,

rj

rovs

Cf. supra,p. 197,
210, n. 2, 179, n. 4, and

ftpovs yvwpioij.ev.

and

n. 6,

On the other hand,
the circumstance that a thing is
always so is no reason for reject
210, n. 2 fin.

the
ing proof by causes, for even
eternal may have its causes on
which it is conditional see Gen.
;

An.

742, b, 17 sqq.
Apxal, apxal airoSeQeus, apxal

ii.

-

eli/at

uxrre

rivcav

airdvTQW

eTTi-

Kal rfyv cbroSei/cTi/c^i/

opdws

\tyovres, aSvvarov yap ra aireipa
5te\0eii/. e? re laravrai Ka\ elfflv

apx^i ravras

1

els

ecrri Trp&ra,

h

v.

quo

^

avdyeffdai &s ou/c
TTiffra/j.evovs TO, vcrrepa Sta ra

Uv

(jHe
reasoning in a circle
supra, p. 242, n. 1).
20:
Anal. Post. c. 2, 71, b,

of

ovroi

aireipov a^Lovcriv

by reference to his
on the subject

it

earlier exposition

vTrode/j-evot

eiriaracrOai,

6\&amp;lt;as

refute

6,

(rv\\oyi&amp;lt;TriKal,

Upeffoi,
C.

10

a. a/xea ot, irpordffets

Anal. Post. 72,

init. (Ae 7w 8

yevei ravras, as

a,

7,

14,

apxas ev eKaarry

on ean

JJ.TI

eV-

Se xerat Se?|oi) ii. 19, 99, b, 21, cf
Gen. An. ii. 6, 742,
p. 197, n. 4
b, 29 sqq.; Metapli. v. 1, 1013,
.

;

;

a,

b,

14, iii. 1, 2, 995, b, 28, 996,
27, iv. 3, and also cf. Tnd,
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even a higher certainty than anything deduced from
Consequently, the soul must contain a faculty

them.

1

knowledge higher and more sure than
mediate
And, in fact, Aristotle finds in
cognition.
any
the Nous the pure reason just such a faculty; and
of infmediate

he maintains that
case
it

it

never deceives

either has its object or has

it

itself,

it not,

that in every
but never has

in aftilsc, or illusive way. 2

Yet

must be admitted that he has neither proved

it

the possibility nor the infallibility of any such

know

This immediate

ledge.
certainty, he says, is of two
There are three elements in every process of
kinds.
demonstration that which is proved, the principles
:

from which

it

The

prove(J.

knowledge,

3
proved, and the object of which it is
first of these is not matter of immediate

is

for

it

is

deduced from the other two.

These, again, are themselves distinguished in this way,
that the axioms are common to different fields of

knowledge, but the postulates relating to the special
In A/ial.
Arist. Ill, b, 58 sqq.
Post. i. 2, 72, a, 14, Aristotle
proposes to call the unproved
premiss of a syllogism 0e m, if
it
refers to a particular fact,
aiw/ui.a if it expresses a universal presupposition of all proof.
contains an
affirmation as to the existence or
non-existence of an object, it is
a v-jroOftns if otherwise, a opt&amp;lt;rwos.

Again,

a

if

0e&amp;lt;m

;

used in a broader meanAnal. Pr. ii. 17, Go, b, 13,
66, a, 2, and Anal. Post. i. 3, 73,
a. 9
in a narrower one in Top. i.
11, 104, b, 19, 35.
(For further
references see Ind. Ar. 327, b,
0eo-is is

irig in

;

18 sqq.)

For aiu/*a, which

is

also used in a wider sense, see
Anal. Post. \. 7, 75, a, 41, c. 10,
70, b, 11,

and Metapli.

a, 5, 12.

Afr-?j/*a is

from

vir60e&amp;lt;ns

in

23 sqq.
Anal. Pout.

iii.

2,

997,

distinguished

Anal. Post.

i.

10, 76, b,

sqq.;
2

cf. p.

Vide

247, n.

supra,

i.

2,

72, a, 25

1.

p.

197

sqq.,

where Aristotle s view of this immediate knowledge is explained.
3

Anal. Post. i. 7 (as cited
supra, p.245,n. 3), and ? #//#. ch.10,
76, b, 10: Traa-ayapairodeiKTiK)) eV/O-TTJ/XTJ Trepl

rpia

eVrii/,

#&amp;lt;ra

re

eli/cu

(ravrd 5 fan rb yei/os ov
T&V /ca0 aura TYaQ^^druv earl
Kal TO. Atyopsva
KOIVO.
prjriK^ ),
Ti flerai

0ea&amp;gt;-
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matter are peculiar to the particular science.

1

It

is

only upon postulates which are proper to a particular
department that he allows a binding demonstration to
be founded. 2
But these postulates are just as little
capable as the universal axioms of being deduced from
a higher law. 3 They must be supplied to us
by our
knowledge of that particular object to which

they

relate.

4

are therefore matter of observation

They

How

experence

wv Trpurwv airoSeiKwo i,

e

ai(a/j.ara

Kal rpirov ra Trddf]
rpia ravrd
eVrt, Trepl 6 re Se iKwai Kal a Se iKwat
Kal e
Mctaph. iii. 2, 997, a,
.

.

.

S&amp;gt;v.

8

avdyKr) yap

:

nvuv

irepi TI Kal

rivwv elvai Kal

e/c

In

r}]V diroSei^iv.

he gives yevos

ch. 6

viroKel/nevov,

TrdO-r], a^i(a/m.ara in another order.
1
Anal. Post. i. 7, cit. supr, p.
245, n. 3, and ibid. c. 10, 76, a, 37
effri 8
03V xpuvrai ev TCUS aTro:

(following on the passage cited
supra, p. 245, n. 3,) et 5e Qavepbv
TOVTO, (pavepbv Kal 6n OVK HO~TL
rds eKaffTOv ISias apxas airoSs t^ai
ecrovrai yap [for there would
be]
:

e/ceii/at

airdvTwv apxal Kal

4

iSiai

Anal. Pr.
5e

to-r^ytojs-

p.v olov

ypajUL/LLTjv

Kal rb eiidv, Koiva
airb iffuv
c,

Se

.

olov TO iaa

Uv a(pe\r) on tcra T
vas 5 avras
5

32

init.

:

airavrcav clvai rcav ffvXXoyiff^Siv dSv-

varov, and after this has been
proved at length he says at the
end at yap apxal Strral, e|
re
:

S&amp;gt;v

Kal Trepl o
at /j.ev ovv e|
at
5e irepl b tSiai, olov

Koival,

u&amp;gt;v

apid/j.bs,

More about the

/j.eye6os.

curo-

SeiKTiKal apxal or the Koival 56ai e
&v airavres SeiKvvova-ivvfill be found

in the passages cited at p. 247, n. 2.
2
Vid. supr. p. 245, n. 3
Gen.
An. ii. 8, 748, a, 7 OVTOS /J.GV ovv o
\6yos KaQoXov \iav Kal Ktvos. oi
;

30, 46, a, 17

\

ruv
ras

Sib

.

tliai ToiavSl

i.

/c

TO fjCev tSia
ra 8e Koivd
.

eVto-T^/iT]

eKiv(t}V Kvpia irdvT&amp;lt;av. Cf. ch. 10,
cited p. 248, n. 3 supra.
r\

eVtcTTTj/xois

tSia

of

such an experience could come to

apxas ras

/J.GV

/LLTTipias

Sovvai.

yiK^v

8

\y(a
fj.fv

&amp;lt;rrl

Trapa-

olov rfyv

/u.ireipiav

rrjs

yutris eVta-T^/iTjs.
\r)(pdevTa&amp;gt;v
yap
iKavcas riav &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aivo/j,evoov OVTODS eupeat
6r\&amp;lt;Tav
aarpoXoyiKal a7ro8ei|ets.
i. 7 init.
we have
to describe the peculiar pro
perties of animals, and then to
discuss their causes
OUTW yap

So in Hist. An.

:

first

:

Kara tyvaiv
oSov,

fffrl iroteurflat

inrapxovcnfjs
Ka&amp;lt;STOv

irepl
e
wj/ elvai

Trepl

T^V ped-

TTJS iffropias TTJS
&amp;gt;v

re yap Kal

Se? rrjv air68eiLV, e /c
rovrcov yiverai fyavep6v.
5
Cf. preceding note, and the

apx&v h6yoi

remark in Etli. vi. 9, 1142, a, 11
sqq., that young people can make
advances in the knowledge of

SoKovffiv elvai ruiv irpayCf. p. 174, n. 2,
fj.drwv OVK 6VT6S.

Mathematics, but not in Natural
History or the wisdom of life,

:

yap

/x^ e/c

r&amp;lt;2v

oiKeicav

dAAa

Ktvol,

supra.
3

Anal. Post.

i.

9,

70, a, 16

[Mathematics] 8t cupatan abstract
[is

e o-Tti/
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not further inquire.
Sense-perception he
pass, lie does
he does not
elements
whose
treats as a simple datum,

He even includes cases which are to
try to analyse.
us merely judgments upon given materials, among what
It is therefore im
he calls immediate certainties.
1

and sufficient account of the
possible to give a clear
faculties to which, according to him, we are indebted

immediate truths in question. 2
To enumerate the special presuppositions of

for the

various sciences
o-eneral

also obviously impossible.

is

view of the universal axioms

science], TWV 8

a!

61

e

dpx&quot;

fV&quot;&quot;

pias.
1

b,

It is said in Etli.iu. 5, 1112,

33,

that

(/3ouAeu&amp;lt;m)

Kad

practical
is

concerned with
diov

Ka(TTa,

reflection

el

apros

TO.

TOVTO

ws Se?
cuV07)&amp;lt;rews
yap ravra. Ibid. vi. 9, 1142, a,
23 sqq., Aristotle explains that,
in
contradiction to eVio-TT]/*!?,
/}

TreTreTTTcu

(ppuvTicris

like

is,

an im

vovs,

mediate knowledge but whilst
the latter is concerned with the
;

OVK
Hern A6yos (the
Siv
highest principles, which in this
case are practical principles),
a knowledge TOV
is
q&amp;gt;p6vr)cris

opoi,

eVxarou,

dAA

sensible

dAA

ov

(&amp;gt;VK

a^&amp;lt;707j(TiS,

fffTLV

otx ^

TWI&amp;gt;

properties

of

o la alarOavoiaeda, UTL

fTTLCTT^/jirj
t

SiW [the
things]

rb ev rots

Tpiyuvov (i.e.
the last thing obtained in analys
ing a figure is a triangle). Here,
therefore, the judgment This is
is
a triangle
explained as a
matter of atadria-is (and so also in

/j.adTf]fj.arLKo7s

eo-xaroi/

Anal. Post. i. 1, 71, a, 20) and
the minor premisses of practical
syllogisms, such as This deed is
This is useful, &c., are re
just,

is

the

all

Even a

not to be found

in like man
ferred to an
ner.
(See also the discussion of
So in
in ch. xii. infra.)
Eth. iii. 12, 1143, b, 5, referring
to the same class of propositions
aY&amp;lt;r0rj&amp;lt;m

(f&amp;gt;p6vr]&amp;lt;ris

he

says

aiffQ-tlffiv,

TOVT&V

:

although (as
fin.)

ovv

ex etj/

afcr07?&amp;lt;m

as in Polit.

^ e^

Now,

avTr) 8 fffrl vovs.
is

indicated in c. 9
here to be taken

i.

2,

is

1253, a, 17, in

con

the wider signification of

always means
immediate knowledge, as
an
distinguished from an eVio-TTj^Tj.
KAMPE (Erkenntnissl. d. Ar. 220
sq.) finds in the above passages,
a proof that Book VI. of the
Nicomacliean Ethics originally
belonged to the Eudemian but
sciousness, still

it

;

shows how unfounded
As little does
is this conclusion.
it follow from Eth. vi. 3, 1139, b,
33 where the et /xei/ yap irws
Polit.

i.

2,

ina-revr), &c.,

does not

mean

\ve

have knowledge when we have
any conviction, but knowledge
consists in a definite hind of con
viction based on known prin
ciples.
2

xii.

For proof of
infra.

this,

see ch.
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He

all

is

principles
1

unconditional,

251

merely seeks to determine which of

the most incontestable, obvious, and
so that it can involve no possible error.

Law

This he finds in the

of Contradiction.

No

2

one

can seriously doubt
though many may
pretend to do so but just because it is the highest
it
principle of all, it admits of no demonstration
this principle,

;

cannot, that

is

to say, be

deduced from any higher law.

It is certainly possible to defend

against objections of

it

either that

they rest upon
kind, by showing
misunderstandings, or that they themselves presuppose
the axiom in question and destroy themselves in attack
every

ing
1

it.

He has, however,

3

MetapU.

)8e fiaiordrT]

iv.

3,

8

carefully

1005, b, 1 1
iraa cav irepl fy
:

yv(apifj.(ard-

re

Tf\v

yap

dvayKalov elvai rfyv
yvwpi^ovcnv
yap a

roiavrrjv (Trepl
airariavrai irai/res)

^

/ecu

avviroOerov.

yap avayKouov e^eiv rbv driovv
tyvitvra rwv ovrow, rovro ov%
fyv

uir60effis.
2

Line 19

5 init.) rb yap
avrb afj.a virdp-^eiv re Kal /j.rj virdpX6iz/ afivvarov ry aurcp Kal Kara rb

avr6
&i/,

Kal

ea&quot;Tco

6&amp;lt;ra

(xi.

&\\a

:

TrpocrSiOptcraijuefl

TrpoffSicapia fji.eva irpbs

Kas Sutrxepeias. avrr]
/Se^atOTCiTTj
&quot;&quot;*

TWV

ST;

apx^&amp;gt;v.

\oyi-

iraffwv effri

:

(TrpoG$i&amp;lt;api&amp;lt;rQ(a

irpordffi

ra

5

Kal ravrr) rfj
tvavr ia S

r)fjuv

icc96ra),

ffrl 86}-a 5o|?7 T] rr\s avrKpaffeus,
(pavepbv tin aSvvarov a/J.a inro\afj.^dveiv rbv aurbv elj/ai Kal /J.T] tlvai rb

avr6

Tas ^vavria^
rovrov.
eVel S
6, 1011, b, 15:

a/j.a

8oas

6

yap Uv ex

Trepl

Ste^/eutr/xeVos

Ibid. c.
aSvvarov

rrjv avrtfyaffiv a.\t]QeveaQai

apa Kara rov avrov [for which at
line 20 he substitutes cfyia
va.i

on

al

aTTO(f)dv

ovOf ravavria

Se xerai

rS&amp;gt;

avrqj

Qdrepov

a/j.a
.

/j.ev

.

.

TTJ?

a\\

if)

ddrepov

The axiom

opposites cannot belong to
same thing in the same re
spect, is only a form of this. And
the further principle that no one
can really ascribe such opposites
at once to anything is so closely
connected that sometimes the
latter is proved from the former,
at other times the former from
the latter; cf. Anal. Post., ut
et 8e /j.rj eVSe xerat
supra, line 26
oiiio
VTrdeiv T a a JTc ra.va.VTia
that
the

guarded against any

3
In this sense Aristotle in
MetapJi. iv. 4 sq. confutes the

statement (which, however, he
only ascribes to certain of the
older schools as being in his view
an inference from their tenets
Gr. part i.
cf. ZELLEE, Ph. d.
GOO sq., 910, 4), that an object
can both be and not be the same
thing at the same time, by
proving that in every statement
the principle of non-cont radio;
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misuse of

sophistical

different properties in

it

to

deny the connection

of

one subject, or the possibility of

becoming and of change, by that detailed exposition of it
in which he shows that it is not absolutely impossible
that contradictions should be predicated of the same
subject,

but only that they should be so predicated

together and in the same relation.
By similar arguments to these with which he esta
1

Law

blished the

down

of Contradiction, he lays

the Excluded Middle

2

as

that of

an incontestable Axiom. 3

But he does not expressly deduce the one from the
other.

Though

Aristotle maintains so decidedly that every

kind of knowledge brought about by demonstration is
doubly conditioned by an immediate and undemonstrable conviction of the mind, yet he

is far

from repre

senting this conviction as itself incapable of scientific
The starting-point of all demonstration is
verification.
it is incapable of being deduced from
Yet it can be
other
principle as from its cause.
any
shown from the given facts to be the condition which

undemonstraUe

underlies
tion

is

l)ilt., c.

si.

G

them,

presupposed.
6 (cf. c.

itiit. ),

he

and
In

which their existence
c.

5

1007, b, 22,
reduces to the

4,

the dictum (de
ZELLEE, Ph. d. Gr. part i.
qun
982, 1, 988, 2) that that is true
for each one which appears so to
him and to this, amongst other

same

;

coinciding broadly
arguments
with the Platonic Thewtetus he
especially opposes the objection
(1011, a, 17 sqq. b, 4) that since

every

(pa.ivojj.fr ov

must be a

TIV\

the dictum would
everything a irpos TI.

(pa.iv6jj.svov,

make
2

principle

i&quot;.

presup-

x 6Tat
3

See preceding note,
OwSe /j.rav avrupaffecas eVSee

/oa

&quot;

&quot;5eV

MctapJi,

;

iv.

cf p. 230, supra.
in applying
7
.

;

has
argument, Aristotle
reasons
those
here
adopted
which are borrowed from the conhis

sideration of

Change

in Nature,

evidently wishing to prove his
theory not only as a logical, but
also as a metaphysical principle.
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So in the place of Demonstration, comes in
There are thus two lines of scientific
which
thinking
require to be distinguished the one
poses.

Induction. 1

:

which leads up
down from principles

the other which leads

to principles,
2

movement from the uni

the

versal to the particular, from that which is in itself the
more certain to that which is so for us ; and the reverse

movement from the individual, as that which is best
known to us, to the universal, which is in its own
In the former direction goes
syllogism and scientific demonstration in the latter
3
And by one or other of these ways
goes induction.

nature the more sure.

:

knowledge comes

all

to be.

1
Cf. with what follows the
references on p. 242, n. 6 supra.
The name tiraywy)] refers either
to the adducing of particular
instances, from which a universal
proposition or concept is ab
stracted (TRENDELENBURG, Elem.
Log. Arist. 84: HEYDER, Vergl.
d. arist. und liegel. Dialektik,
p. 212 sq.), or to the introduction
to these instances of the person
to be instructed (WAixz, Arist.
Org. ii. 300). In favour of the
latter explanation there are cer
tain passages, in which eir&ysiv
has as its object the person
knowing as Top. viii. 1, 156,
;

firdyovra p*v airb rcav Ka9eKaffrov eVl TO, Ka66\ov, but espe

a,

4

:

cially

on

Anal. Post.

fj.fi/

yap

bpQous facts,
.

AajSelV
TIVO.

i.

1,

71, a, 19

:

rpiywvov e^et Svcrlv
6n 5e rd5e
TTporjSei,

-nav

.

.

.

irplv 8

ffv\\oyi(r/J.bi&amp;gt;,

Vox^voi
rpoirov

.

.

?)

/zeV

taws (pareov firi&TaffOai, &C.;

C. 18,

81, b, 5

:

Ivax^vtu

Se

^

That which by virtue of

yeti

,

bSwarov.
however, also means

prove by induction, as in

its

ETrct-

to

*Tra.ytiv

Tb Ka.Q6\ov, Top. i. 18, 108, b, 10
Soph. El. 15, 174, a, 34.
2

cf.

2

;

Eth. N.

i.

2,

;

1095, a, 30;

ZELLEE, Ph. d. Gr. pt. i. 491,
and see p. 205, n. 2 supra.
3

Besides Induction,

HEYDER

Vergl. d. arist. und hegel. Dial.
232 sq.) finds in Aristotle (Phys.
i. 1, 184, a, 21
sqq.) indications
of another process, by which we
(

should proceed from the universal
of sensible perception to the con
cept, as the more particular and
definite
just as in induction we
go from the particular in percep
tion to the universal of the con
But he himself rightly
cept.
observes that this is only an
induction reversed (though this
case is not usually made very

prominent by Aristotle). When
a universal is brought out as
that which is common to many
individual cases,

it

is

thereby
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nature admits of no demonstration must be established

We have already remarked that this
by induction.
undemonstrable element of thought need not neces
but that Aristotle
sarily be abstracted from experience,
rather regards the universal axioms as apprehended by
2
But as he
the spontaneous activity of the reason.
1

that

sees

this

activity

of reason

is

only

gradually

under the guidance of
developed
are no other means of
there
he
believes
so
experience,
its content and deliverance but
scientifically verifying
individual

the

in

3
Many difficulties are
by a comprehensive induction.
For inductive reasoning is founded,
involved in this.

separated from the complex in
which it presents itself to per
and this is all that
ception
Aristotle has in his mind in the

tion of the whole will be gathered
from what is said in the text.)
Similarly Anal. Post. i. 1 inif.
Anal. Post. i. 18 ^avQavo^v 7)

passagccited; cf. p.205sq. supra.
Anal. Pri. ii. 23, 68, b, 13

errri 5
?/
eTraycoyfj r) aTroSet^ej.
/c
Ka96\ov, 77 8
/m.fv a7ro Sei|is

Sia ffv\Xo-

firaywyr] e/c -rSiv Kara /mepos aSvvaTOV 8e TO. KaQoXov Oeaprjcrai [Ay Si

;

1

:

airavra yap
yi&amp;lt;r/nov 7)

iricrrevo/j.fi

8: e Trayu&amp;gt;yr)s.

T)

Ibid, at line

:

ru&amp;gt;v

Ibid.

Eth. i.
rid. snpr. p. 206. n. 1
r&v apx&v 8 at fj.tv
7, 1098, b, 3
eTrayooy^ QtwpovvTai, al 8 aio&quot;07jo&quot;ei,
35

;

;

OTI

:

&c.

;

vi

1139, b, 26:

3,

yivocffKo/nevoov
.

.

.

TI

fJikv

irpoSe ircicra SiSafT/caAi a
81

yap

(TvX\oyicr/niS.

OVK.

^os

e /c

ocpvoti e^

wv

tTraywyris,

/xei/

r\

rov

edTt Kal

apa

e/c

77

Se

eTraywyTi
KaOoXov, b Se
877

rwv KaQuXov.

elalv

(TllEXDELENBUIlG, Jfist.
ii. 366
sq., and BEANDIS, ii.

b, 2, 1443,

would

like to cut out

Wo

the last
words, on the ground
that all unproved knowledge does
not rest on induction but the
form of statement is not more
universal than in the. other parts
;

of this passage,

12

fern 8e rb

:

SiaAe/CTi/caiv]

Xoyiff/nos

T&V

and the explana

.

.

ecpofios

.

.

.

TTLOavcartpov

r^v

TO.

:

irpoora

avayKOuov.

Top.

[eTSos Xoyuv
eirayuiyrj, rk Se ffvX-

.

^uei/

(irayocyr)

KadfKaffrov

Kara

(TTt

apa.
JJeitr.

iv
i.

19, 100, b, 3

ii.

rjfjuv

eirl

effri 8

Kal

77

ra

8e

77

pJkv eirayuyr)

aa(p(rTepoi&amp;gt;

cuffQf](nv

aTrb

KaQoXov
Kal

ywpt/j.&amp;lt;t)Tpov

Kal To?y TroAAoTs Koivbv, 6 8e crv\Xoyio-fjos fiiatTTiK&Tfpov Kal Trpos

rovs

avriXoyiKovs

Hid.
a.

35
-

;

eVap^ecrrepof.
8 inlt. Rhet. i. 2, 1356,
and cf siijwa, p. 205 sq.

c.

See

;

.

p.

197 sqq., and 246 sq.

supra.
3

See also the citation infra
(in note 1 on p. 256) from Top.
i.

2.
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we have shown, upon such
1

as

a mutual relation of

concepts as will admit of the conversion of the universal
It assumes that the minor
affirmative minor premiss.

and the middle of the syllogism have the same exten
In other words, no cogent induction is possible,
unless a predicate can be shown to be common to all the
sion.

individuals of that genus of which

it is

to be predicated. 2

Such an exhaustive acquaintance with every individual
It would seem, therefore, that
case is impossible. 3
every induction is imperfect, and that every assumption
which bases itself upon induction must remain un

To meet

certain.

this difficulty,

it

was requisite

to

introduce an abbreviation of the inductive method, and
to find something which would make up for the im
possibility of complete observation of every individual
This Aristotle finds in Dialectic or Probable
instance.

the theory of which he lays down in
the Topics.
The value of dialectic consists, he says,
not only in the fact that it is an intellectual discipline,

Demonstration,

nor that

it

4

teaches argumentation as a fine art

also of essential service in scientific research,

as

it

1

z

[rb

P. 242, n. 6.
Of. Anal. Pr.
irapdSeiyfjLci]

3n

aro/AODv rb
/j.4ff(j)

airavTcav

is

inasmuch

.

77

fin.

SicKpepei TTJS

p.kv e|

airdi

:

eVa-

Twv rwv

&Kpov fSeiKvvfv virapxew
OVK e
rb 5e
.,
.

.

Sfticvvfftv.

.

Ibid.

.

c.

23,

:

5ia -navrcav.

Even

if

all the cases which Jiad
occurred of a particular kind,
still we could never know that
the future would not bring other
experiences differing from them.

knew

24

ii.

Set 5e votiv rb T [the
68, b, 27
lowest concept in the inductive
syllogism] rb e | airavTuv T&V
Ka.eeKa.aTov
r)
yap
ffvyKelftevov
3

it

teaches us to explore and estimate the different

70)77? s,

rcf

:

we supposed we

The supposition

itself is

by the

nature of the case impossible, and
even more clearly unprovable.
4
On this narrower meaning
of the dialectical in Aristotle,
see WAITZ, Arist. Org. ii. 435
sqq.

;

cf following note.
.
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aspects under which an object can be contemplated. It
is specially useful in establishing the scientific
prin
for as these cannot be deduced by demonstration
from anything more certain than themselves, there is
nothing left for us but to get at them from the side of

ciples

;

Such an attempt must

1

probability.

from the

start

What all the world, or
prevailing tenets of humanity.
at least the experienced and intelligent part of it,
believes, is always worthy of consideration, since it
carries with it a

presumption that

upon a

rests

it

real

2

experience.
H

C

1

i.

Top.

nepl

1

Xoyov

e

.

.

.

.

TOIS

ei/5o|a Se TO. oonovvra
TO?S (TOfpo lS,
?)

?)

TTUtflV

J.bl(l. i.

Kara

irpos

Se

7TicrT?7 u.as
(

e crr: 5?;

:

,

Kai

irpbs Tpia

eTn&amp;lt;TTYifj.as

.

e

8e

TT

on

pus ra

Kcicrrr] v

IK

fj.ev

Swd/j-tvoi
Trpbs
pqov eV fKaarois

IT

pur a

eirio r

yap rwv

/ifJ.

nv

oiKfleav

r

uv

Tre pi

ap-^wv.

T&V Kara

TfLarri^riv apx&amp;lt;v
irporedeTcrav
o3ivva.rov eiVe?^ ri irepl avrcjov, eTretS/j
aTrdvrcov
ai
etVi, 8ia 5e
irpwrai
ap^al
TUII/

5)

Trepi

avr&v

jj-aXiffra.

68, n.

mpra.

1,

-

Dirln. in 8. c. 1 inlt. trpl
Se rr/s /u.avr LKTJ s TTJS eV rols VTTVOLS
:

ovre

pdfiiov

Trdvras

TreLcrdTJvai.

TroAAous

?}

eKacrra
SieA^eTi/.

e^erou iriffnv us
&c. EtJi.

y6jj.svov,

rb

/uej/

yap

vTcoXa.fj.fia.veiv

evoofav avdyKi)
rovro S iSiov

oiKe iov rijs SiaAeKri;f;s

far iv f^raffriKT] yap ovaa Trpbs
TCCS airaauv
ruv p.e065(av a

e

;

i.

eytnreipias

Ae-

8 init. vi. 12,

1
143, b, 11; Rhct. i. 1, 1355, a, 15
(of. the beginning of ch. xiv. infra).

For the same reason, Eth.
1153,
V

rijv

Trepl

THUROT,
syllogism eVi^e/p^a.
Etudes sur Arlst. 201 sqq., com
the
dili
erent
of
statements
pares
Aristotle on the office and use of
Dialectics; but he has laid rather
too much stress upon the partial
inaccuracy of Aristotle s lan
guage. Cf. on the Topics also p.

ras Kara (piXcxrofyiav

aiu.(p6Tepa SmTropTJrrcu

en

6Sbv e^ej. Aristotle (Tojy. viii. 11,
162, a, 15) calls the dialectical

irpos

ras eVTeu|eiS, irpbs

dpi\o(TO(p{a.v

irpbs

.

2

TOIS Tr\LffrOLS

yvupi/jiois

Trpay/naTfLo],

T?
,

.

T)

fjaiXiara

tV5o|ois.

TO.S

ipovfifv
Se

fj-riOev

evoowv avX\oyi-

rots TTAeiCTTOiS

Kal rOVTOlS
*&amp;gt;!

.

Trpo-

avrol

SiaXcKnitbs

.

.bs 6 e

/}

Kal

eVSo|a;j/.

vire^ovTts

virevavriov.

TTIKTLV

TTpoBfcris

/.Lev

rov irporedevros

Travrbs

/BAi^uaros

:

(

E. K.

b,
-rj/ui..

TJV

nva

Xaol

and SYNES.

Calv. Enc.
22 (Ar. Fr. No. 2) quotes as

TroXXol
c.

:

aTroXXvrai,

ird/JL-rrav

vii. 14,

27 appeals to Hesiod
763) (prj/J-Tf] S ov ri yt

.

.

.

Aristotelian
TraXaias

et cn

:

on

[sc. al n-apoifj.iai ]

(piXoffocpias

fj-eyirrrais avdp&ircav (pQopals

ej/

rals

airoXo-
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Such a foundation may appear unstable

;

and the

sense of this forced on Aristotle the need (which had like
wise driven Socrates to form his dialectic) of supplying
its deficiencies by combining the different points of
view which cross one another in popular opinion, and
by balancing them one with the other. From this he

got his habit of prefacing his dogmatic dissertations
with AiroplctL of enumerating the different sides from
;

which the subject may be touched of testing conclusions
by mutual comparison and by established standards
;

;

and,

finally,

of

raising difficulties by this testing
obtaining a ground for a scientific exposi

process and
tion from their solution.
tions prepare the

by clearing

1

These dialectical elucida

for positive scientific conclusions

way
up the questions which

are

in

issue,

by grouping the inductive results under a certain
number of general aspects, and by making them explain
each other and so combining them into an aggre r
gate result. From them, our thought is led on into the
5m ffWTO/j.iav

Kal 5ei^TTjTa. Cf. also

Etll. Eud.
1264, a, 1
i.Sinit., and, as to the belief in the
aiO))p,De Ctefo, 270, b, 19, Metaph.
Wi
xii. 8, and Meteor. 339, b, 27. With
this is connected Aristotle s preference for proverbial sayings and

Polit.

ii.

5,

;

.

gnomes, about which cf.
n. l(on the Tlapotpiai).
Metaph. iii. 1 init.

1

1

:

rois
701;

Siairoprlffai

5e

KaXus

^ yap

vffrfpov eviropia Xvffis rwv irpfcepov
\veiv S OVK
aTropoujueVcoj/ eVrl,
e&amp;lt;rriv

ayvoovvras rbv

N.

vii.

TOJV

1 fin.

:

5e(T/j.6v,

5cl

5

,

aXXuv, TiBtvTas ra

VOL.

I.

irXtiffra

AWTJTCU re

Kal

eai/

Kvpuarara-

ra SvaxepT)

yap

Kal KaraXei-

irrjrai TO.

&/5oa, SeSeiy^fvov &j/ eft;
De Ccelo, i. 10 init.
Anal Post. ii. 3 init., and WAITZ
on -this passage also Phys. iv. 10
init., Meteor ol. i. 13 init. DeAn.i.
2 init., Longit. Vit. c. 1, 464, b, 21,
c. In Top. viii. 11,162, a, 17, the
air6p n/j.a is defined as ffvXXoyia/j.ls
f/cai/ws.

Cf

.

;

eo-rt

fiovXofjievois irpotip-

eviropyffai
ri&amp;gt;

p. 104,

/col irpfarov SiaTrop^ffavras ovru Set/cvvvai fiaXiffra /uei/ irdvra TO. ei/5oa
irepl ravra TO. TrdOri, el 5e /AT/, TO.

&c.

Etll.

Sxrirep eVl
(paiv6/j.eva

t

StaXfKTLKbs o.vTKpdfffws. These Aristotelian
served the
Aperies
Scholastics as a model for their

disjmtatio pro ct contra.

S
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the true solution of
explicit problems,

which brings us

1

to philosophic knowledge.
It is true that neither this theory nor the actual

Aristotle can satisfy the stricter require
practice of
ments of modern science.
his procedure in the working
of the laws and definitions
facts
observed
the
from
out

Whether we consider

of Science, or in the establishment of natural pheno
mena themselves, we must admit that it shows serious

example, he
all the
from
consists in the collection,
says that it
instances of a given class, of a proposition which
as a universal law that which was true of all

omissions and defects.

Of Induction,

for

expresses
2
In truth, Induction consists in
these particular cases.
from all Hie cases known to
inferring such a proposition
us and in considering the principle on which the in
ductive method rests, the main point is to inquire how
;

are justified in concluding from all the cases known
Aristotle can hardly be
to us, a law for all like cases.
this
not
question, since none
blamed for
raising exactly

we

of his successors succeeded in stating

it

clearly until
find no

and even he could

Stuart Mill wrote his Logic
answer but an inadequate and self- contradictory theory.
But it was an inevitable result of Aristotle s position
;

that his theory of Induction does not help us over the
which is to ascertain how the correctness
real
difficulty,

of an inductive proof can be assumed in spite of the
is
fact that the range of experiences on which it rests
as
we
have
The fact is that Aristotle,
not
complete.

1

Hfetaph.

eo-Tt 5e
u&amp;gt;v

7)

T]

iv.

2,

1004, b, 25

:

SiaXfKTiKi] TreipaffTiK^ irepl

&amp;lt;pi\o(To&amp;lt;p

^

Of. supra, p. 242,

p. 255.

n. 6,

and
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already indicated, has tried to fill up the gap by the
invention of the proof from probability, and by the
In the latter his
dialectical treatment of the ajropiat.

acuteness and his scientific width of view are conspicuous
But it cannot make up for a satisfactory
throughout.

and methodical comparison of observed facts, if only for
the reason that the theories discussed are not themselves
based on pure observation, but on the svSogov

on

views, that is, in which guesses, inferences and fancies
have, or at least may have, become mixed up with

Even where Aristotle is dealing
actual experience.
with actual observation, he falls, in many respects, far
we are accustomed to set
As to the conditions of a

short of the standard which
to the scientific observer.

trustworthy observation, or the methods to be applied
for establishing the correctness of one s own observations
or

controlling

others,

As he

the accuracy of information given by
there a chance remark.

we have only here and
is

too

little

conscious of the part which a subjec

mental activity plays

tive

was natural that

in

all

1

so

perception,

it

method should not adequately

his

provide for the subjective control of the errors of obser
vation.

In his own work there
criticise.

It

is

true

is,

on

that he

this side of

it,

much

to

has brought together,

especially in the zoological writings, an extraordinary

volume of statements of

the overwhelming majority
of which (so far as they can now be verified 2) have been
1

2

Cf. p. 210 and infra, ch. x.
For this is not always pos-

partly because it
uncertain which animal

sible,

fact,

is
is

often

meant

by this or that name, partly
because not all the animals mentioned by Aristotle are sufficiently

known

to us.
s

2
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Most of

found to be correct.

to any observer
patent enough

of course, are

these,

but there are also

many
among them where careful investigation would be
The methods of experiment he did not
required.
;

cases

1

2

altogether neglect.
1

An.

His

Thus we see from
iii.

historical studies excite our

Part.

665, a, 33 sqq. (cf.
Arixt.
394), that he had
4,

LEWES,
made experiments on
ment
since
often
third
liver

the develop
in the egg,
he there remarks that we
find in eggs, even on the
the
day, the heart and
So in
as isolated points.
of the

embryo

Gen. An. ii. 6, he makes remarks
on the order of appearance of the
different parts of the body from
which, as even LEWES ( 475) ad
;

mits,

we

see that Aristotle studied
development. A state

embryonic
ment, long considered fabulous,
about the appearance of a placenta
in a kind of shark (//. An. vi. 10,
565, b, 1) has been confirmed (by
Joh. MiiLLER, Abh. d. Berl. Alt.
1840,

Pkys.

XL

math.

187, cf.

more odd is it that Lewes
should complain of Aristotle s
failure to mention the freshness
of the sea breeze, the play of the
waves, &c. This is to blame Ari
stotle for not having the bad taste
to drop from the realism of a
zoological description into the
style of a fcuilleton, or the im
All the

pertinence to explain to people
who had the sea daily before
their eyes the things they had

known all their lives.
2
EUCKEN, Meth.

De An.
Rcspir.

statements about
the embryo of the ink-fish ( Gen.
An. iii. 8, 758, a, 21) about fishes
which build a nest (H. An. viii.
the eyes of
30, 607, b, 19) about
the mole (De An. iii. 1, 425, a,
28 sqq.),
10, H. An. i. 9, 491, b,
and about a gland which a certain
kind of stag has under the tail

rather

;

(H. An.

ii.

15, 506, a, 23, cf.

ii.

2,

in Mutter s Arckiv. f. Anat.
his
1839, 363 sq.). With regard to
description of the cephalopods,
LEWES remarks ( 340 sq.) that it

could only spring from a great
and
familiarity with their forms,
we see in it the unmistakeable
traces of personal knowledge.

iii.

vi.

2, 560,
752, a, 4)

1,

413,

;

b,

De

16;

H. An.
was
an experiment, and not
471, a, 31

iii.

really

;

chance

a

observation).
in

Then again there are others
troduced with a

An.

\eyovffiv,

Gen.

765, a, 21 (which is
later on disputed by himself),
and Hist. An. ii. 17, 508, b, 4
iv.

1,

(though in Gen. An.
31 the

name).

same

is

Some

W. ments

Eapp

An.

//.

;

37, 580, b, sqq. (if this

vi.

;

22)

30 (Gen. An.

;

s

p.

590, a,
a,

LEWES, loc.cit. 205) the same.is
the case (cf. LEWES, 206-208)
with Aristotle

Arist.

d.

163 sqq., gives in
stances from Meteor, ii. 3, 359, a,
12, 358, b, 34 (H. An. viii. 2,
Forscli.,

iv. 6, 774, b,
stated in his own
of these experi

are of such a questionable
kind, that we may well doubt
whether Aristotle himself con
ducted them and, on the whole,
he appeals to experiments so
seldom that we cannot avoid see
ing how little he, or Greek
science in general, recognised
their value.
;
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high admiration by their extent and their accuracy.
received accounts he so far takes a critical attitude
1

To

that he

is careful

to correct

false views, 2 to direct

many

the untrustworthiness of some of his
and to attack even universally accepted
Where he lacks adequate means of observa

attention to
3

authorities,
4

myths.
tion, he

is

willing to reserve his

judgment

5
;

where there

might be a tendency to close an inquiry too precipi
tately, he gives us warning that we should first weigh
the objections suggested by the matter in hand
we decide. 6 In a word, he shows himself not

all

before

7
only an untiring inquirer whose thirst for the know
ledge of all things great and small was never satisfied,

1

Besides the numberless items

of information from the History
of the Greek States, of Philosophy,
of Poetry, and of Khetoric, which

extant works contain, we
refer here to what is quoted
to us from the Politics and other
lost works; de quo vide p. 101,
the

may

n. 1; 73, n. 1; 62, n.
103, n. 1, and 104, n.
2

5; 58, n. 1;

But, on the other

hand, in

37, 618, a, 18,
620, b, 23, he appeals to eye
witness.
4
As in doubting the genuine
ness of the poems of Orpheus,
and the existence of their sup
posed author; as to which see
d. Gr. vol. i. 50.
Cf. supra, p. 169, n. 1.
De Ccelo, i. 13, 294, b, 6

5

Thus in the cases named by
(loc. cit. 124), Gen. An.

755, b, 7 sqq., 756, a, 2
ch. 6, 756, b, 13 sqq., 757, a, 2 sqq.
iv. 1, 765, a, 16
sqq., 21 sqq.
H. An. viii. 24, 605, a, 2 sq.
3
As in Hist. An. viii. 28, 606,
a, 8, ii. 1. 501, a, 25, where cer
tain statements of Ctesias are
called in question as untrust
worthy in Gen. An. iii. 5, 756,
iii. 5,

;

;

;

29,

ZELLBE, Ph.

1.

EUCKEN

c.

6

fo iKaffi

ctAA.

aAA ov

Tivbs

p-^XP 1

7re/
^ Svvarbv TTJS
yap r]/j.?v TOVTO avvi]des,
irpbs rb irpaypa iroifio-Qai
T)]V (j}TT}(nv aAAo irpbs rbv ravavria

airopias

/A^XP 1

)

ira&amp;lt;n

^

Kal

yap avrbs sv avrif

/ue^pt irfp

av ov

6^77

/iTj/ceVi

avrbs

;

a, 33,

men

where he says that

fisher

frequently overlook the oc
currence in question: ouflels yap
avruv ov6fv Ttipfi TOIOVTOV rov
So in Hist. An.
yvuvai \a.piv.
ix. 41,

628, b, 8

:

avroirrrj 5

oviria

:

(/rjTeti/,

fffiav

TOV

rep ytvei, TOVTO 5
Trdo~as TfdccapijKevai

*&amp;lt;TT\V

Tas

K

Sm-

&amp;lt;popds.

7
Ti&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;pi\offo&amp;lt;pias

supra, p. 169, n. 3.

St^Tjv

:

vide
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but also an observer of care and
theless,

common

sense.

Never

we

find that glaringly incorrect statements are
in Aristotle, and occur sometimes in cases

not rare

where, even with the simple methods to which he was
limited, the correction of the error should have been

And still more
easy enough.
that he draws from insufficient
1

conclusions

commonly do we

find

and incomplete data
too rash and sweeping, or that he

much

conform to some general theory which
In his
no adequate experiential basis.
inductions he is often far too rash, and by basing them
on various popular assumptions he leaves them without

forces his facts to

has

itself

any sure foundation.
1

Cf.

EUCKEN,

lot-,

cit.

He

shows

155

149 sqq., 154 sqq., 315, 332,
347, 350, 352, 386 sq., 398, 400,
411, 486.
When, however, it is
said that Aristotle in the Part.

Such cases arc that Ari
stotle gives the male sex more
teeth than the female (Hist. An.
on the con
ii.
3, 501, b, ID;

sqq.

:

jectured cause of this error see
332, A. 19);
LEWES, Arist.
that the human male has three
sutures in the skull, and the

female only one running around
it (ibid. i. 8,

491, b, 2)

;

that

man

has only eight ribs on each side
a sup
(ibid. i. 15, 493, b, 14)
position, as it would seem, uni7
versall} held at that time, and
explained by supposing that it
was founded, not on anatomical
observations of human corpses,
but on observations of living
bodies cf p. 89, n. 1 that the lines
in the hand indicate longer or
.

;

;

shorter span of life (ibid. 493, b,
32 sq.) that the hinder part of
;

the skull is empty (H. An. i. 8,
Part. An. ii. 10, 656,
491, a, 34
Gen. An. v. 4, 784, b,
b, 12
;

;

35).

Further examples

in

LEWES,

himself but

little

An. iii. 6, 669, a, 19, asserted that
only man has a pulsation of the
heart (so LEWES,
399, c, where
he adds
According to this pas
sage one might think that Ari
stotle never held a bird in his
:

hand
is

;

and EUCKEN,

155, 2), this

an inaccurate accusation. Ari

stotle distinguishes, in De Rcspir.
20, 479, b, 17, the ff(pvy^s or

heart-beat
always going on,
from the Trr]dr](ris rfjs KapSias = the
throb
of the heart in pas
strong
And even the latter he
sion.
does not confine to men, for he
says in the tract referred to that
it sometimes becomes so strong
that animals die of it. All that
is said in the passage cited is
fv avdpanrcf re yap (rv/j./3aii&amp;gt;ei n6vov
&s e TT e ? v i.e. the passion-throb
occurs
almost
exclusively in
:

i

Man.
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phenomena methodi

cally into their real factors, of following out each fact
to its causes and the laws of its action, and of unravel

He has not
ling the conditions of the causal nexus.
mastered even in the degree which with the scanty
the best
technical skill of Greece was possible to him
methods of establishing and analysing facts, of check
ing observations and theories, or of applying experi

ment to science. He does not, in a word, come up to
the standard to which in our day a student of nature is
expected to attain. There is nothing strange in this ;
it be strange if it were otherwise.
If Aristotle were without the faults we note in his

rather would

theory and practice, he would not only be far more in
advance of his own time than in fact he was he would

much later period of
Before science could attain to that cer

have belonged to another and

human thought.

and exactness of procedure by which
it was necessary in all ranges of
and historical inquiry that the facts should be

titude, correlation

we

excel the ancients,

scientific

and all manner of experiments made, that the
laws of particular classes of phenomena should be
sought out and gradually universalised, that hypotheses
collected

should be proposed for the elucidation of various series
of facts, and these again continually checked and

by the facts themselves. To this end no general
but only scientific work
disquisitions on methodology,
Until the experimental sciences had
itself could assist.
passed far beyond the position at which they stood in
Aristotle s time, it was not possible that either the
methodology or the methods of experimental knowledge

revised
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should really
them.

stated

advance beyond the form in which he
In the then state of science it was

already a great thing that observed facts
collected in such vast masses

should be

and with such

care.

It

was not

to be expected that
they should also be with
the like care tested, or that his
observations

personal
should be exactly discriminated from information other
wise received, and the value of the latter

critically

Many

of

the

which we find
absurd, were probably taken by Aristotle from others
in all good faith, and were not doubted
by him, merely
appraised.

assertions

because the knowledge of nature which he
possessed
gave him no reason to think them impossible. When

we

are surprised by the rashness with which the Greeks
built hypotheses or theories
upon facts whose

often

falsity is

think

obvious to us at

how

first sight,

we do not

utterly they were ignorant of

accurate observation, and

how

all

stop to

our aids to

greatly this poverty of

must have hindered every sort of helpful
experi
ment. To fix time without a watch, to
compare

tools

degrees

of heat without a thermometer, to observe the heavens
without a telescope and the weather without a baro

meterthese and the like were the tasks which the
natural philosophers of Greece had to set themselves.
Where there is no basis for accuracy as to facts, the
difficulties that attend the classification of
phenomena,
the discovery of natural laws, and the correction of

hypothesis by experience are so vastly increased, that we
cannot wonder if scientific
inquiry rises but slowly and
The
insecurely above the levels of prescientific
fancy.

service

which Aristotle nevertheless did

for

the world in
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the collection of data, and the acuteness with which he
strove to explain the facts he knew, cannot but be

appreciated if we try to judge him by any standards
that conform to the knowledge and the
opportunities
of his day.
To enter into the details of Aristotle s Topics, or to
examine his refutation of the Sophistic fallacies, are

No wider view of
equally beyond our present scope.
his scientific principles is to be
got from them, but only
an application of them to a field beyond the limits of
Science properly so called.
But this is the proper
place to touch upon his researches into Definition,
1

which we find partly in the second Analytics,
partly
the Topics. 1 As the Concept forms the
starting
point of all scientific research, so we may say con
in

versely that a

cept

which

is

complete acquaintance with the Con
is the
goal toward which it

Definition

strives.
Knowledge is indeed nothing but insight into
the grounds of things, and in the
concept this insight
is summed up.
The what is the same as the f why.
&amp;lt;

We

apprehend the concept of the thing as soon as we
apprehend its causes? So far, Definition has the same
problem as Demonstration. In both we try to discover
the means by which the object has been
brought to be

what

it is.

4

Nevertheless, they do not, with Aristotle,
In the first place, it is clear that

entirely coincide.
1

BRANDTS, pp. 288-345 gives
a sketch of both.
2
Besides the general works
on Aristotelian Logic, see KUHN,

De

notionis definitione, etc., and
RASSOW, Arist. de notionis definitione (cf. supra, p. 212, n. 2)
;

HEYDER,

Vergl. d. arist. u. Jiegel.

Dialelitik,

KAMPE,

p.

247

sqq.,

and

Erkenntnissth. d. Arist.

195 sqq.
8

Vid. supra, p. 163, n. 2,

p. 173, n. 2.
*

Vid. supra, p. 173, n. 2.

and
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admits of demonstration does not

everything which
equally admit

of definition

;

for negatives, particulars,

and propositions predicating properties, can

all

be de

always universal and

monstrated, whereas definition is
with mere properties
affirmative, and is not concerned
The converse
but with the substantial essence only.
1

is

no

admits

not everything that can be defined
of demonstration, as may be seen at once

less true

from the

demonstrations

that

fact

undemonstrable

definitions.

2

Indeed,

must
it

start

from

seems to be

true in general, that the contents of a definition are

undemonstrable by syllogisms

:

for

demonstration pre

of the essence of the object, while
supposes a knowledge
The one points
this is precisely what definition seeks.
as
out that a
predicate to a certain

property belongs
the
other does not concern itself with indi
subject;
but with the essence itself. The one
vidual

properties,
4
and
-it-hat
that 3 the other for a
inquires for a
know
first
must
we
what
to
in order
anything is,
specify
5
that it is.
however, we must draw a distinction.
;

Here,

The

cannot be derived through a
cannot take that which is asserted

fact is that a definition

We

single syllogism.
in the definition of an object

and use it as the predicate
term in our major premiss, in order to attach
in the conclusion to the object which was to

of a middle
it

again
be defined

a process, we are dealing
of the properties, but
other
or
with not merely one
with the whole concept of the object, then it must
:

for

1

Anal. Post.

2

Ibid. 90,

if,

in such

3

ii. 3.

b,

18 sqq.

(cf.

Another
p. 246 sqq.).
kindred reason is there given
supra,
also&amp;gt;

STI %
OVK ttrnv.
4

&quot;

ri

T0/Se

Anal. Post.

Ka

ibid. 90,

cf. c. 7, 92, b, 12.
5
Ibid. c. 7, 92, b, 4.

sqq.

;

ToD5e ^
b,

28
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follow that both major and minor premisses would be
the one of the middle term and the
alike definitions

A proper definition, however, cannot
be applied to any other object except the one to be

other of the minor.

defined.

Consequently, in every definition, the subject

1

and the predicate must be equal in comprehension and
extension, so that the universal affirmative proposition

which expresses the
as

must always be simply
by such a process

definition,

Therefore

convertible.

it

follows that,

we have described, we should only be demonstrating the

same by the same, 2 and should

get, not a real definition,

but a verbal explanation. 3
Plato

s

division is
4

concept.

method of arriving
no better

;

at the idea

for the division

The same objection

also

by means of

presupposes the
applies to the

method 5 of assuming a definition and proving its
for
validity a posteriori by reference to individuals
how can we feel certain that the hypothesis which we
assumed, does really express the idea of the object, and
not merely a number of particular marks ? 6 If, lastly,
;

we endeavoured

to bring definition within the province

Vid. suvra, p. 216 sqq.
2
As an
Anal. Post. ii. 4.
illustration he uses the definition
a self-moving
of the soul as
number. If we wished to establish this by means of the syllog1

ism

everything that is itself
the cause of life is a self-moving
number; the soul is itself the
cause of life, &c, this would be
:

insufficient, for

in this

way we

could only prove that the soul is
a self-moving number, and not
that its whole essence, its concept,
is contained in this definition.
In order to show this, we should

have to argue:
that which

the concept of
the cause of

is itself

in its being a selfthe concept of
the soul consists in its being
itself the cause of life, &c.
3
Anal. Pout. ii. c. 7, 92, b, 5,
life consists

moving number

26 sqq.
11

;

cf. c.

10

;

init.

i.

1,

71, a,

Top. i. 5 init.; Metaph. vii.
4, 1030, a, 14.
4
Vid. supra, p. 241, n. 3.
3
Which one of the philosophers of that time (we know not
who) had likewise made.
6
Anal. Post. ii. c. 6, and also
;

WAITZ.
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of the epagogic process, we should be met with the
what,
difficulty that induction never brings us to a
but always to a that.
But although definition can
l

neither be obtained by demonstration nor by induction,
so long as they are separately used, yet Aristotle thinks
it possible to reach it
by a union of the two. When

experience in the

first

has taught us that

instance

certain characteristics appertain to an object, and we
begin to search for their causes, or for the conception

which links them

to their subject,

we

are so establish

2
and
ing by demonstration the essence of the thing
if we continue this
process until the object is defined
;

in all its aspects, 3

Although

we

at last obtain the concept of

syllogistic demonstration, therefore,

may

it.

be

insufficient to constitute a perfect definition, yet it helps
us to find it, 4 and in this sense definition may be said

be under another form

to

demonstration of

a

the

5

This process is admissible in every case but
that of things the being of which is not dependent on
essence.

any causes outside themselves
!

Loc.cit.

c. 7,

92, a, 37

:

Indue-

shows that something in
general is of such and such a kind,
by proving that it is so in all particular instances
but this is
equivalent to proving merely a
tion

;

on

not the TieoTt.
2
Ibid. c. S, 93, a, 14 sqq.
3
It is necessary at this point
to fill out the too short hints of
Aristotle s statement by reference
to the argument cited at p. 216,
n. 1 supra, from Anal. Post. ii.
f(rrii&amp;gt;j)ovK

forty,

13.
4

Anal. Post.

A.o*yt(r/xbj

ii.

8 fin.

:

&amp;lt;rv\-

/AW rov rl fffrivov yiverai

and the conception of

;

8m

ou5

o7ro 5ei|ts, lri\ov /xeVrot
Kal 5t cbroSei lews

\oyio-/j.ov

&amp;lt;rv\-

&&amp;lt;rr

ovr &vcv airoSfi^us
yvwvai rb
ri fcrriv ov evriv atrtov &\\o, oi/r
t&amp;lt;rri

tffriv a.Tr68eiis avrov.
5

&pa

Ibid.

c.

6pHT/J.bs

10, 94, a, 11:
fls

/J.fv

to-riv

\6yos rov rl

avair65ftKTOs, efs Se crv\\oyicr-

4&amp;lt;rriv

phs rov ri eVrt, irruo-ei
rfs cbro5e/ea&amp;gt;s, rpiros 5e r^srov ri
$ia.q&amp;gt;4pu&amp;gt;v

tanv

oTro5ei

o&amp;gt;s

o-u/tTrepoo-^to

:

the

explanation of which is
given above. That definitions of
the latter kind do not suffice,
Aristotle tells us in De An. ii. 2
fuller

;

vid. supra, p. 173, n. 2.
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these can only be postulated as immediately certain, or
elucidated by induction. 1

From

these researches into the nature and condi

we obtain some important rules as
method by which in practice it is arrived at.

tions of Definition
to the

Since the essential nature of an object 2 can only be
defined genetically by the indication of its causes, Defi
nition

must embrace those

by which the object

is

distinctive characteristics

made

actually

to be

what

it is.

be got at by means of that
by
which is prior and more known; nor must these
principles be such as are prior in our knowledge, but
Aristotle

It must,

s rule,

such as are prior and more known in themselves. It
allowable to prefer the former only in the case of

is

scholars who are incompetent to understand the latter
but in such a case they get nothing which really eluci
dates the essence of the object. 3 This rule, indeed,
;

axiom that Definition

follows from the

genus and the
1

ru&amp;gt;v

OVK
Tt

Anal. Post.

ii.

specific
9

c.

fern Je

:

/J.V erepAv TI atnov, rwv 5
fffrtv. faffTf 5rj\ov ef-rt Kal T&amp;gt;V

eoTt

TO

:

p.i

v

Kal

a/j.ffa

a Kal flvai Kal ri

apxai

fffriv faro-

5e? ^ oAAoy rp6irov tyavepa
Cf. preceding note and
Post. ibid. 94, a, 9 6 5e

Anal.

vS&amp;gt;v

:

dpiff^bs 6fffis fffrl rov ri
avairoiieiKTos.
Metaph. ix.

a/jLffftv

6,1048,

a.

35: SrjXov

rrj

\fjfiv,
^rjT?j/,

ffwopav;

Kal

5

eirl

r&v

firaywyfj 6 ftov\6/ji.f9a
ov SeT Travrbs 6pov

a\\a

Kal

and above,

rb
p.

avaXoyov
253.

To

Induction also belongs the process which is described in De
An. i. 1, 402, b, 16: towe 5 ov

consists of the

for the

differences:

pAvov rb rf
flvai irpbs rb

is

genus

yvuvat
ras alrias

f&amp;lt;rri

deccprjarai

TWV ffv/j.^0ijK6T(DV TO*? ovffiais
a\\a Kal avairaXiv TO. o~v/j.fteftr{K6ra
.

.

.

&amp;lt;rvu.&d\\Tai p.4ya fiepos
irpbs
flSevai rb ri fffnv for a definition

r2&amp;gt;

:

only correct when it explains
the crv^f^KOTa (i.e. the Kaff
avrb ffv^f^i]K6ra, the essential

is

all

properties vid. p. 214, n. 3 supra)
of an object. On immediate know;

ledge, cf. p. 246 sqq., 197 sqq.
2
Of course with the exception of the a^effa just mentioned, i.e. that which is conditional on no principle other

than
*

itself.

Top.viA-, cf.p.205,n.2swpra.
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and more certain than

prior

its

and the

contents,

which they mark
obtain the same result: for if

differentiae are prior to the species

Inversely we
Definition consists in specifying the aggregate deter

off.

1

mining

by which the object is conditioned
it must include the genus and

characteristics

in its essential nature,

are simply the scientific
in their coincidence
which
expression of those causes

the

differentiae,

these

for

2
But these, in their turn, are
produce the object.
in an order of supe
definitely related to one another

and

riority

The genus

inferiority.

narrowed by the

is

then the species so
of the differentiating marks
is further narrowed by the second, and so on.
produced

first

;

It is not, therefore,

order

what

in any de
separate properties shall follow
definition, in fact, implies not a mere

the

finition.

a matter of indifference in

A

3

of

enumeration
*

the

and

essential

marks,

4

but also
of

the

the

them. 6

proper sequence
in the
Bearing this in mind, it, will be found that
the
to
universals
from
descent
practice of
particulars

completeness

1

Loc. cit. 141, b, 28; cf.
p. 215, n. 1, 216, n. 1.

supra,

2
This follows from the passages cited supra, p. 173, n. 2,
compared with pp. 215, n. 1,244,
n. 3.
By reason of this cor.nection Topics vi. 5 sq., irnmethe
diately after the remarks on

irporepa Kal yvcapi/j.wTpa, gives
rnles for the correct determina-

tion of the definition

and
3

;

ovpeva, at TOV yevovs Sicupopai.

It

obvious thai .only such things

2, a, 20.

Categ.
5

on

It

has been already remarked

246, that

p.

the

number

of

intermediate grades must be a
Cf. also Anal. Post.
limited one.
12, 95, b, 13 sqq.

ii.

6

S

Anal. Post. ii. 13, 96, b, 30;
23 sqq.
ri eVrt KaryyopTo ev

23, 84, a, 13., Top. vi.

i.

and other passages WAITZ on

Anal. Post.

Se

TI&amp;gt;

8ia&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opai.

T&amp;lt;

is

b, 1 sqq.,

6

by yevos

cf. 97, a,
4

can occur in the definition; cf.
p. 217 sqq., Anal. Post. ii. 13, 96,

TO?

Aa/3e&amp;lt;V

ri

Trpurov
irai/rct.

13. 97, a,

rpiwv 5e?

Siaipefffwv

r v

ii.

23

:

KaraffK^vd^e iv 6pov 5ta TWV

eVrt,
r)

ra

ffTox&&&amp;lt;reai,

Karrjyopov/ji.fva

/cat

tv

ravra ra|at T I

Setrrepv,

na\ $TI ravra,
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our surest method, while a corre

spondingly gradual building up of concepts is equally
proper to the upward process towards the universal.
1

And

thus Plato

s

method, though Aristotle could not

as a satisfactory process for deducing definitions,
accept
was yet recognised and further worked out by him as a
means to their discovery. 2
it

Supposing, then, that we have denned and surveyed
the whole field of the knowledge of concepts on this

method, we shall obtain a system of ideas such as Plato
looked for, 3 carrying us in an unbroken line from the

Summa
down

Genera through

to

the lowest

all

the intermediate

And

species.

since

members
scientific

deduction must consist in the specification of causes,
and since each specific difference in the upward scale
implies the introduction of a new cause, and every
added cause creates a corresponding differentia, it
results that our logical structure must exactly corre

spond with the actual sequence and concatenation of
causes. Plato never undertook actually to set forth that
derivation of everything knowable out of unity, which
he saw ahead as the end and goal of science. Aristotle
1
Aristotle includes both, without further separating them, in
the concept of Division. For
this he gives full rules in Anal,

the object to be divided; and
lastly (to which Plato devoted
less attention), that it should
not proceed by means of deduced

Post.

or contingent differences, but by
the essential ones. Cf. preceding

b, 15-97, b,
6; Part. Anlm.
Plato
Like
3.
i.
(ZELLER,
2,
Pli. d. Or. pt. i. p. 524 sq.),
he also considers that the most
important thing is that the dishould be continuous,
vision
should omit no intermediate
grade, and should totally exhaust

25;

ii.

13,

Top.vi.

96,

5,

note.
2
Two further rules, contained
especially in the sixth book of
the Topics where he enumerates
at length the mistakes made in
defining are omitted here,
3

See ZELL.

ilrid. p.

525, 588.
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considers such a demonstration to be quite impracticable.
The highest genera, according to him, are no more

capable of being derived from any one higher principle
1
than are the special postulates of each science.
They

not

by any complete community of
2
nature, but only by a kind of analogy, and the reason

are

connected,

Anal. Post.

1

sqq., &c.

vid.

;

88, a, 31
p. 246. sqq.

32,

i.

supra

Aristotle says, in Metapli. xii. 4,
1070, b, 1 (irapa yap rrjv ovaiav Kal
Ta\\a TO. Karr)yopov/j.va ovdev
Koiv6v), that the categories especi
ally can be deduced neither from
e&amp;lt;TTi

one another nor from a higher
common genus v. 28, 1024, b,
9 (where the same is said of
:

Form and Matter)
b, 8

;

An.

i.

1096,

Phys.

iii.

5, 410, a,
a, 19,

xi.

;

1065,

9,

200, b, 34
13 Etli. N.

1,

23 sqq.

;

cf.

De

;

;

i.

4,

TREXDE-

LENBURG, Hint. Keitr. \. 149 Sq.
The concepts, which one would
be most inclined to consider the
and
Being
highest
genera,
One, are no yevt) Metaph. iii.
viii. 6, 1045, b, 5
3, 998, b, 22
:

;

;

x. 2, 1053, b, 21

27

sq.
ibid.;

;

xii. 4,

;

xi.

1070, b. 7

Anal. Post.

ii.

1059, b,

1,
;

Etli.

7, 92, b,

N.

14

;

Top. iv. 1, 121, a, 16, c. 6, 127,
26 sqq. Cf. TRENDELENBURG,
loo. cit. 67 BONITZ and SCHWEG-

a,

;

LER on Metaph.

iii.

3

(more

tion in Metapli. x. ], in which
the unity of analogy does not
occur) the unity of number, of
species, of genus, and of analogy.
Each of these unities includes in
it
the subsequent unities (i.e.
that which in number is one is
but not
also one in species, &c.)
Hence the unity of
vice versa.
:

;

Analogy can occur even in those
which belong to no
common genus (cf. Part. An. i.

things

26

5, 645, b,

:

ra ptv yap ex ttvffl

ava\oyiav, TO. 8e
It
7e i/os, ra 5e /car eZSos).
occurs in everything offa %x i &s
aA\o irpbs &\\o. It consists in
identity of relation (IO^TTJS \6ywv),
and hence supposes at least four
Tb

Koivbv

/COT

/caret

members
Its

31).

(Etli. N. v. 6, 1131,
formula is us rovro
:

a,
ev

rovrcf r) irp6s TOVTO, r65 eV T&amp;lt;8e ^
Trp6s r65e (Metaph. ix. 6, 1048, b,
It
7 ; cf. Poet. 21, 1457, b, 16).
is

found not only in quantitative

identity,

such

as

arithmetical

and geometrical (Eth. N.

v.

7,

276 infra). Therefore the
principle that eventually every
thing is contained in a single
highest concept as in a common

1131, b, 12, 1132, a, 1), but also
in qualitative identity, such as
similarity (Gen. et Corr. ii. 6,
333, a, 26 sqq.), or in identity of

genus, which STRUMPELL, Gescli.
d. tJicor. Phil. d. Gr. p. 193,
gives as an assertion of Aristotle,
is not really Aristotelian.
2
In Metapli. v. 6, 1016, b,
31, four kinds of Unity are dis

operation (cf. Part. An. i. 5, 645,
r6 avaKoyov r^v avrijv f%ov
b, 9
5vvajj.iv; ibid. i. 4, 644, b, 11;

tinguished (somewhat different
is the other fourfold enumera

passages just mentioned, other
instances are given in De Part.

on

p.

:

6, 652, a, 3), and in fact in all
categories (Metapli. xiv. 6, 1093,
Besides those in the
b, 18).

ii.

LOGIC
why

the sciences are not

all
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knowledge which applies to

among

the sciences

we
*

it.

just because each

is

one,

own

class of actual existences has its
1

peculiar sort of

If

which

find one

be true that

it

a science of

is

we must not
principles
it to develop its
subject-matter out of any single
On the contrary, we shall find it
principle of being.
the

first

First Philosophy

expect

necessary, before proceeding to any further researches,
that we should inquire into all the most general
points
of view from which the world of actual existence can

be considered,

or, in other words, enumerate the highest
generic concepts themselves.
This it is with which the doctrine of the Categories
is

concerned, and these form accordingly the true con

necting link, in Aristotle

s

philosophic system, between

Logic and Metaphysics.
Anim., Anal. Pri.

and Bhet.
cannot

i.

46, 51, b, 22,

That which
be deduced from any
iii.

6 fin.

8

erepo
/j.7)9

erepat

e/c

TO&amp;gt;V

eK

taph, ix. 6 (vid. sup. p. 269, n. 1);
1070, b, 16 sqq., and Phys.
This is the account
7, 191, a, 7.
given by TRENDELENBUKG in
Ana
bisHlgt. Beitr. i. 151 sqq.
logy is of special importance to
in
Aristotle
his study of Natural
History; see thereon infra, and
cf. MEYEE,
Arist. Thierkunde,

iv.

.

xii. 4,
i.

334 sqq.
Anal. Post.
1

8

eVitTTTJ/UTJ f(TT\V

VOL.

I.

i.
T]

28
fftis

init.: ftla

ftVOVS

.

.

.

:

a0

2,

1003,
KCU

cviffT fifjni.

Tocravra

deca-

Ibid.

19: airavros

b,

atcrQtivis

p.ia

Ibid.
fjicpri

aurci

ea-rl

So|a&amp;gt;j/.

ytvovs

o.vriav

MetapJl.
ovv rd avrd

2, 997, a, 21
irept
yevos ra (ruyu./3ej87j/coTa
TTJS a^r^s [eVto-Tirj/xr/s]
K Toiiv avT&v
prfffai

;

T ^ //

erepcav.

other thing (the highest prin
ciples), must be explained by ana
logy, as, for example, the concepts
of Matter, of Form, &c.
cf Me-

iii.

erepas,

fffrlv

eTrKTTfyUTj
A*^ 7

apx a ^

at

tiffCOV

hds

1004,

QiXocroQias

o&aLirfp ai ovfficu

.

.

.

a,

5e
Kal

3:

e&amp;lt;rrlv

virdpx*i yap

V

v6vs yivr] e^oj/Ta TO e^

/cat

TO ov

Sib Kal at eTTicTT^jUat a.KO\ovO-f)(rov(Ti

The relation between
and the concept of the First
Philosophy will be examined

TOVTOLS.

this

infra.
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CHAPTER VI
INTRODUCTORY INQUIRIES TOUCHING ARISTOTLE
METAPHYSICS
1.

The Categories

S

1

ALL

the objects of our thought fall, according to Ari
stotle, under one or other of the following ten concepts

Substance, Quantity, Quality, Relation, Where,

:

When,

2
Situation, Possession, Action, Passion.

These highest concepts

the Categories 3 neither
mean to him merely subjective forms of thought, which
would be utterly foreign to his Realism, nor are they

merely concerned with logical
1

TREXDELENBURG,

(resell.

Kategorieenlelire (Hint. Bcitr.
i.
1-195,
209-217;
1846), pp.
PONITZ on Aristotle s Cat ego-

d.

AristotcL 8tiid. vi. H. (first
the Sitzvnffsbepublished in
rii kt der Wiener Akad.,
Histphilol. Kl. 185:?, B. X. 591 sqq.);
PEANTL, Gcsch. d. Log. i.
90 sq.
SCHUrPE, Die
sqq.,
ries,

1&amp;lt;S2

;

Kategorievn.. (Gymn. progr.
of BRENTANO S
(lleiwitz, 1866)

arifit.

;

.

Yon der mawriigfachen
Bedeutung das Seienden nacli

essay

Ar., published in 1862.
2
TUV \eyoCateg. c. 2 init.
:

tiivwv

TO.

\4ycrai,

tJLev

KO.TO.

&amp;lt;rv,u7rAo/cV

5

&v*v

&amp;lt;rv/j.ir\oKris.

TO.

C.

relations.
4

init.

What they

ex-

:

truftirAo/c

ovffiav ffimatvei
irpos TI
%x fLV */

9

irov

/)

ifoifiv

init.

:

iroabv % iroibv %

1)
/)

TTOTC

v)

v)

/ce?cr0cu

^

Top.

i.

Trd&amp;lt;Txew.

roivw ravra 8e?
/j.era
TO. yevrj TWV
Ko.TT)yopiwv,

Siopi&amp;lt;ra&amp;lt;rOai

eV ols

virapx. ovfflv

rapes [opos,

yh os,

TC TpT}Qs
fSiov. crv^^^j]i&amp;lt;Tai

fan 5e TO.VTO. TOV apiO/j.bv
KOS\.
Se /ca, ri ton, iroaov, iroCov,
irpos TI,
irov,

TTore,

irdcrx^it

Ke?&amp;lt;r6ai,

X

7ro

lt/
&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;e

X

.

3

Aristotle uses various expressions to designate them (of.

TRENDELENBUEG,
p.

loc.

cit.

at p.

and BONITZ, ut supra, at
23 sqq., and in the Ind. Arist.

6 sqq.,
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rather the different forms of the Actual. 1

Not

all forms of the Actual, however, are categories or divi
but only those which represent the
sions of categories
;

different formal points of

may

be treated.

378, a, 5 sqq.)-

TO

(scilicet,

761/17

De An.

view under which the Actual

Therefore he does not reckon

He
rov

calls

them

ovros, cf.

402, a, 22), TO. irpwra
9, 1034, b, 7), also
SmipeVets (Top. iv. 1, 120, b, 36,
121, a, 6), and Trrcoo-ets (Metaph.
xiv. 2, 1089, a, 26, with which
cf. Etli. Eud. i. 8, 1217, b, 29), ra
Koiva irp&ra (Anal. Post. ii. 13,
i.

Metaph.

1,

vii.

96, b, 20,

1034, b, 9)

;

and Metaph. vii. 9,
but most frequently

Karyyopiai, Karv)yop f)fj,ara, ytvn or
(rxftnara

r&v

yopias).

Kar-rjyopiwv (TTJS Karf]-

BONITZ

(with

whom

LUTHE, Heitr. ZKT Logik, ii. 1
sqq. agrees) rightly explains the
last expression by simply trans
= assertion and
lating Kartiyopia
consequently yfvrj or (rxV aT T
K.O.T. =
the chief genera or funda
mental forms of assertion, = the
various senses in which an object
;

-

The same
can be spoken of.
meaning is conveyed also by the
shorter Kar-nyopiai = the various
modes of assertion, or Karnyopiai
rov OVTOS (Phys. iii. 1, 200, b, 28
Metaph. iv. 28, 1024, b, 13, ix. 1,
1045, b, 28, xiv. 6, ]093,b, 19, &c.);
the latter phrase implying that
every such assertion is concerned
with being. The meaning of
predicate, which xartiyopia often
has in other places, and which
BRENTANO (loc. oit. 105 sq.) and
;

SCHUPPE

give it here, does not
Aristotelian categories,
latter
designate the
different senses of the ra Kara

suit the
for the

among

the

whereas the predicate, as such,
can only occur in the proposition.
Hence it is needless to ask the
question (over which SCHUPPE,
loc. cit. 21 sq., gives himself un
necessary trouble) in what sense
Substance, which is notapredicate-concept (vide infra, ch. vii.
init.), can belong to the scheme
of the categories.
Any concept
becomes a predicate by being
asserted of something, and this
may occur even with concepts
expressing substance (cf Metaph.
vii. 3, 1029, a, 23, ra fj.ev
yap
.

a\\a

TTJS ovcrias Karrjyopf irai avrt]

For instance, in
vATjs).
this man is
proposition,
Socrates, Socrates is predicate.
From this logical function, which
5e

TTJS

the

a substance-concept may take on
in a proposition, it by no means
follows that such an idea, when
regarded out of this special rela
tion and with reference solely
to the content of the idea itself,
is to be regarded as
signifying
anything dependent, or in the na
ture of a property or trv^e^TjKos.
STBUMPELL is mistaken in
theor. Phil. b. d.
saying (Gesch.
Grieclwn, p. 211) that the catego
ries treat of the various

ways of

predicating or the distinctions to
be drawn in the ways of combining
concepts, though in other respects
he correctly apprehends the
merely formal character of the
categories.
5

Metaph.

v.

7,

1017,
T 2

a,

22:

ARISTOTLE
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categories either those concepts which are so universal
as to be predicable of things of the most different kinds,
to have a different

and

tion in

to the rela

meaning according

which they are used (such as the concepts of

Being and of Unity ), or any of those more definite
expressions which concern the concrete condition of
!

5e

e?i/

ra

als

yopas

rb

TTS

;

1

yap

elj/ou

Ae-yercu,

TO&amp;lt;T-

trfyucuVet

(cf.

T

Eth. J\ i. 4, 1096, a, 23). Hence
the categories are called KCCTTJyopiai TOV OVTOS (see preceding
That of which they re
note).
present the various meanings is
the *ov (Metapli.\i. 2 init, ix. 1,
DC An. i. 5, 410, a,
1045, b, 32
13 ert Se TroAAaxccs Ae-yo/xeVou TOV
.

;

:

OVTOS, (TTjjUa/Vei yap rb p.tv rd5e TI,
cf. Ind. Arlst. 378, a, 13
&c.)
Logical relations of con
sqq.
cepts, on the other hand (such as
(Tv/mfiefir)Kbs), are
opos, ywos,
not expressed in separate cate
;

&quot;iSioif,

but run
through them all.

indifferently
In answer to
the question ri eV-n ; for instance,
you may get according to cir
cumstances an ovffia, a -jroabi/, &c.
As little are the
see Top. i. 9.
gories,

:

categories concerned with the
opposition of true and false,
which has reference, not to the

nature of things, but to our rela
tion bo

and a fourth as to place cf.
following note.
These two concepts (which
Kara TrdvTwv /j.d\i(TTa Ae*yeTCU TUV

tity,

ffXTl/J-o-Ta

them (lletaph. vi. 4,

1027, b,

Yet Aristotle sometimes does
make, after all, an ontological
29).

application of the categories, as

when, for example, he deduces
the different kinds of change
from the circumstance that one
kind is concerned with things as
to their substance, another as to
their quality, a third as to quan

OVTUV, according to Metapli. iii.
3, 998, b, 22 sqq.; x. 2, 1053, b,
1(5 sqq.
viii. 1(5, 1045, b, 6, cf.
supra, p. 272, n. 1), are no 70/77,
;

predicates which may be
applied to all that is possible.
That they cannot be genera,
Aristotle proves in Metaph. iii. 3,
by observing that a genus can
never be predicated of the mark
which stands to it as a specific
difference, but that Being and
Unity must be predicable of
every mark which can be added
to the &v and the ovtrt a.
Both the
concepts are used in various

but

meanings. Metaph. v. 7, gives
four senses of Being, while ix.
10 (cf. xiv. 2, 1089, a, 26, where
the Kara

crufijSe/STjKbs

\zy6p.svov ov

omitted) gives three, one of
these being that Kara TO tTx^/J ara
rwv Karrjyopiai/, which suggests
that a different kind of Being cor
responds to each category, and
therefore implies that
Being
cannot as such coincide with any
is

-

single category.
true of * Unity
yevei

tffri

ris

The same
:

rb

(pvffis,

ej/

Kal

is

eV iravrl

ovQevbs

TOVTO y avrb }] tyvffis, rb ev (
there is nothing whose essence
consists in Unity as such ). It
likewise occurs in all categories,

METAPHYSICS
and

S7E
1

physical or ethical properties.
he
does
exclude
from the number of categories
Equally
those general metaphysical conceptions which serve to

any

object

its

explain concrete peculiarities and processes, such as
the conceptions of the Actual and the Possible, of

Form and

2
Matter, and of the four kinds of Cause.

The

but adds to the concept of the

be put in the category of Action

which it is predicated,
no new mark and Aristotle con
cludes from this, ftri Tavrb af\p.a!\.vti

and Passion (Top.

object, of

;

irws rb ev Kal rb %v

(Metaph. x. 2,
9 sqq.), the rb ev Kal rb

1054, a,
ravrbv Kal

&quot;bv

jtua

ovQslv aXX{]\ois

fyvffis

.

.

.

ao\-

T&amp;lt;

aAA oi% ws

Xo ycf SyXov/jLeva (Metapli. iv.
22), and that both
have the same extension (O.VTIxi. 3, 1061, a, 15 sq., cf.
ffrpe&amp;lt;pi,
fvl

1003, b,

2,

vii.

b,

5,

1030,

16).

Metaph.
ticular

10, c. 16, 1040,
cf also

b,

Upon

Unity,

.

(where in par
of measure
is

x. 1 sqq.

unity

treated of), and the references at
and see also
p. 272, n. 2 supra
HERTLING, De Arist. notions
unius, Berl. 1864. As to the bv,
see particularly BRENTANO, Von
der mannigfachen Bedeutung des
Seienden.
;

1

For

this reason

such a con

Movement (or Change)
not put among the categories

cept as

26

;

iv. 1,

120,

Pliys. v. 2, 225, b, 13,

b,.

iii. 1,

201, a, 23; De An. iii. 2, 426, a,
2 TRENDELENBURG, Hist. Beitr.
i. 135
sqq.), and in this sense it is
even used in Metaph. viii. 4, 1029,
b, 22, to illustrate how the cate
gories other than Substance have
;

a substratum, yet it does not
itself become a category.
Still
less would it be a category if we
were to accept the belief of the
later Peripatetics (which is not
established

26

by Metaph.

v.

13,

SIMPL. Categ. 78, 5,
29 Bas.) that it belonged to
the category of the iroabv, or as
others preferred (SiMPL. ibid. 35,
5,
38) to the irpos TI. So also,
when Eudemus (Eth. End. 1217,
b, 26) gives Motion (in place of
Action and Passion) among the
categories, it is not Aristotelian.
Other Peripatetics, notably Theo1020,

a,

;

a physical concept which, through
the different categories, receives
its further determination as sub
stantial change, qualitative or
quantitative change, or move
ment in space (Phys. v. 1 fin.,

phrastus, said more correctly,
that it runs through many cate
38
gories (SiMPL. ibid. 35, 8,
Pkys. 94, a). In the same way
the Good is to be found in
various categories (Eth, N. i. 4,
1096, a. 19, 23).
2
None of these concepts is

2 init., ibid. 226, a, 23, iii. 1,
200, b, 32 Gen. et Corr. i. 4, 319,
De Ccelo, iv, 3, 310, a, 23
b, 31
Metaph. xii. 2, 1069, b, 9 more
about this infra).
He allows
that, looked at in itself, it may

reckoned among the categories
or comprised under any one of
On the contrary, when
them.
Aristotle
is
the
considering
various meanings of Being, he
mentions the distinction of Svv-

is

it is

;

rather, according to Aristotle,

c.

;

;

;

;

;
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categories is not to describe things by their
actual qualities, nor yet to set forth the general con
ceptions which are needful for this purpose.
They are
confined to pointing out the different sides which may

purpose of

be kept in view in any such description.

In Aristotle

s

they are meant to give us, not real con
but
ceptions,
only the framework into which all real
are
to be set, whether they are confined to
conceptions
intention,

one division of the framework or extend to several.
and eWcAexeia, with the dis
tinction of truth and falsity, as
matters to be superadded to the
distinctions expressed by the
Afj.fi

v. 7,

categories (Metaj)li.
22,

7,

init.,

1017,

a,

31, 35, vi. 2 init., ix. 10
32, xiv. 2,
1, 1045, b,

c.

De An. i. 1, 402, a, 22,
TRENDELENBURG, Gench. der

1089,
cf.

a,

26

;

CatctjorieenMire, ut suj)ra, p. 15 7
BONITZ, ut supra, p. 19
sqq.
;

but themselves running
through the various categories
sq.),

200, b,
rb 5e
10 init.
iii.

indifferently (Phys.

2G

MetapU.

;

Kara.

8vi&amp;gt;a/j.iv

ix.
KO.}

1,

:

tyfpyeiavTOVTtiiv ).

Aristotle does not tell us why
they cannot be reckoned among
the categories
but the reason
seems to be that indicated above,
viz. that these ideas do not merely
relate, like those of substance,
quality, &c., to the formal cha
racter and the formal differences
of that which falls under them,
but designate definite real rela
;

tions of actual being.
Thus also BRANDIS,
1

394 sqq.

ii.

b,

On the other hand TREN

DELENBURG,

ibid.

1G2

plains the absence of

sq.

ex

Possibility

and Actuality from the cate
gories by saying that the latter
are separated predicates, whilst

1

the former is no real predicate.
It seems, however, that precisely
the opposite is the case. The
categories are not themselves di
rectly taken as predicates, but
only as designating the place of
certain predicates in the scale
whereas the distinction of Possi
ble and Actual is based on real
and definite facts, the contrast
between the different conditions
of development in individual
;

and the opposition in the
universe as a whole between the
corporeal and the spiritual. The
one kind of distinction is only an
things,

abstract, metaphysical expression
of the other.
But it is not possi
ble entirely to agree with BONITZ

when he

says on p. 18, 21, that
the categories are only meant to
render possible a survey of what
in the empirical
is contained
data, and hence that such con

excluded as extend
comprehension of
empirical data, to any kind of
For the
explanation of them.
concept of Motion is given by
experience just as much as that
of Action and Passion, and the
concept of Substance is as valu
able for explaining the data as
that of form and matter, or of
cepts are

beyond

the

METAPHYSICS
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of this framework, Aristotle is

how he came

convinced, but he nowhere tells us
1

and possibility. Nor
seem possible to say with

to set

35 sqq. MetapTi.

v. 20),

actuality

8,

does

he refers back with the words
Kal raAAa 5 cos Sirjprjrai irp6repov.
De An. i. 1, 402, a, 24: ^repov

it

BRENTANO (loc.

cit.p.82 sq.),that
the categories are real concepts,
if by this we are to understand
such concepts as designate the
common object-matter of a series
of experiences, such as are the
concepts of weight, extension,

For those very
thought, ifec.
categories which are most fre
quently and universally applied
substance, quantity, quality, re
and passion
lation,
action,
designate merely formal relations,
and hence are adapted to cover
and apply to a content of the
most diverse character
and
though this is not so absolutely
true of others such as TTOU, -n-ore,
or Keurflcu
that peculiarity only
proves that Aristotle was not able
strictly to carry out through
them all the point of view with
;

10, a,

:

rJ5e rt Kal
ris

/cat

ovaia.

aAATj

3}

iroibv

iroabv

7)

fy

rwv

SiaipfQeurwv
Kar-riyopi&v. Ibid. c. 5, 410, a, 14:
rb 8e
a&quot;rj/jLaivi
yap rb yiiei/ rJSe
Troffbv r) Troibv fy Kai riva a\\T)v

n

ra&amp;gt;v

Anal.
KarriyopiSov.
rb 5 virdpx*iv ToSe

Siaipe9ei(T&amp;lt;av

Pri.

37

i.

:

al

Karrjyopiai

1069, a, 20
rb iroibv, elra rb
vi. 2,
1026, a, 36: TO
Troff6v;
cr^Tj/aara TTJS Karrjyopias, oloy rb
/j.V rl, rb 8e iroibv, rb Se Troabv, rb
5e TTOV, rb Se irore, Kal ft ri &AAo
o Tjfcaii ei rbv rpoirov rovrov vii. 4,
Kal yap rb ri eV-ni/
1030, a, 18

Metapli.
77

xii.

ovffia,

1

:

,

elra

;

:

eVct yiiei/ rp6irov (TTj/uaiVei r-rjv ovtriav
Kal rb r6Se ri, aXXov 5e fKaffrov

rwv

troffbv,

icarriyopov/jifvwv,

iroibv

which he started his categoryscheme as a whole. BRENTANO

a,

himself, at p. 131 sq., admits
that the distinction of the cate
gories is not a real distinction.

erepai T) at avral ap^ai ffroi^la
ovffi&v Kal
irpos ri, Kal Kad
eKaffrnv 5e r&v Karrjyoptwi 6/j.oiws.

1

sqq.,

PRANTL, Gescli. d. Log. i. 204
denies that Aristotle adopted

any absolutely

fixed

number

of

Kal oaa

33

:

a\\a roiavra xii. 4, 1070,
it is a question of, ir6rpov

Likewise in Metapli.

some of the

at p. 274, n. 2 and p. 282, n. 3,
but also from many other expres
sions, that he did. Thus we have
in Soph. El. c. 22, init.
eVetVep

bility of

:

I^Oflty TO.

761/77

rSav KarT]yopiG)V

namely, the ten enumerated in
Top. i. 9, to which at c. 4, 166, b,
14, after mentioning rl (ravrb),
TTOlbf,

TTOffbv,

TTOIOVV,

iroibv,

TTaff^OV, Sia-

(really only a kind of
the 5ta0e&amp;lt;ns see Categ. c.

Kfi/j.fvov

:

vii. 9.

1034,

b, 9, xiv. 2, 1089, a, 7; Pliys. iii.
1, 200, b, 26, after mentioning

to

;

r&amp;gt;v

ru&amp;gt;v

but it is clear, not
only from the enumerations given
categories

;

categories,

he refers

at
the rest with a mere
&\Aai Karriyopia.1^ as to something
well known, and in Anal. Post.
i. 22, 83, b, 12, a, 21, the impossi

argument

an
is

infinitely extended
proved by the asser

tion that the number of categories
is limited to those there named.
The completeness of Aristotle s
list of categories
is
also sup
posed by the proof referred to
at the end of p. 276, n. 2, that
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out these categories and no others
and among the
categories themselves there is so little indication of
l

;

any fixed principles

for their evolution

there are only three kinds of
motion (in the narrower sense),

and
qualitative,
quantitative,
local (Phys. v. 1 sq.), inasmuch
as that theorem is proved by the
process of exclusion.
Motion,
Aristotle argues, does not occur
in the categories of substance,
&c. therefore only those three
categories remain.
Even in the lost writings no
:

1

such
have

demonstration seems to
occurred
otherwise
the
early commentators would have
appealed to it. Whereas, on the
contrary, SIMPL. Schol. in Ar.
;

79, a, 44, says
rrjs

:

S\o&amp;gt;s

ov5a/m.ov irepl

Ta|eo&amp;gt;s

alr iav 6
2

A

To TREXDELENBURG

DC

dissertation
[Berl.

(in his
Arist. Cateyorii*

1833] and the Elementa

Logices Aristotelicte, p. 54) be
longs the credit of having first
endeavoured to find one.
But

even his repeated explanation in
Hist. Beitr. i. 23 sqq., 194 sq. has
not persuaded us that he has
really succeeded in doing so.

It

seems rather that the objections
which EITTER, iii. 80, and still
more exhaustive^ BONITZ, loc.
cit. 35 sqq., have
brought against
his

opinion,

are well

justified.

TRENDELENBURG (and after him
BIESE, Phil. d. Arist. i. 54 sq.)
believes that in setting out these
ten genera Aristotle was proximately influenced by gramma
tical

distinctions.

that

ovffia

He

corresponds

substantive,
the adjective

irodbv

and

suggests
to the
iroibv

to

with irpos n cor
respond such forms of expres;

sion

as
c.

those
7

irov

2

that

we

referred

and

to

are
in

are re
presented by the adverbs of place
and time
the last four cate
gories are to be looked for in the
verb, for iroiitv and irdcrxfiv trans
late into a general
concept the
force of the active and
passive
Categ.

;

TTOTC

;

voices, as Kflffdat renders one side
of the intransitive, and
Zx flv the
special force of the Greek per
fect.
But, in the first place, as
BONITZ, p. 41 sqq., fully proves,
Aristotle himself nowhere
gives
any indication of his having
arrived at his categories in this
way. On the contrary, he does

not distinguish the
parts of
speech on any such method as
that
which
Trendelenburg s
theory of the categories would
presuppose, for lie &quot;nowhere ex
pressly distingirishes the adverbs,
he treats the adjective (as
prj/^a)
along with the verb, and in fact
the only parts of speech which
he names (apart from the article
and conjunction) are the uvo/ma
and the 77^0.
It is therefore
not probable that grammatical
forms to which, as
parts of
speech he paid no attention,
should nevertheless have guided
him in distinguishing the classes
of concepts.
And, again, the
two series do not in fact corre
spond to any such extent as we
should have expected if Trende
were
lenburg s
supposition
correct.
For
and
quantity
quality may just as well be ex
pressed by substantives (e.g. \ev/C&amp;lt;*TTJS,

9,

a,

fleftuoTrjs,

&c., Categ. c. 8,

29) or verbs
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reduced to supposing that he obtained them empirically,
by putting together the main points of view from which
It is
the data of experience can be practically treated.
true that a certain logical progress is to be found

We

begin with the Substantial the
in order to this, he deals with Quali-

among them.
Next
Thing.

action
&c.) as by adjectives;
and passion as well by substan
tives (irpa|ts,
&c.) as by
time not only by adverbs
verbs
but also by adjectives (xQi$&amp;gt;s,

there are two facts first, that
Aristotle in speaking of the cate
gories, never indicates such a

very many sub
stantives designate no substance
(Categ. c. 5, 4, a, 14, 21); and
a corresponding
for
relation
grammatical form cannot be
found. BEENTANO, loc. cit. p.
148 sqq., also seeks to defend the

Even in Brennaturally fit.
tano s ingenious scheme, this is
not the case. If the ten cate
gories had come about in the

Aristotelian categories against
the charge of having no scientific
derivation and suggests another
He believes that in
scheme.
arranging them Aristotle first dis

Instead of that, the trpos TI,
which, according to Brentano,
should come last, stands in the
middle in every enumeration (see

ir&amp;lt;0os,

;

ScvTfpaios, &c.)

;

substance
from
and,
accidents,
among the
latter, distinguished the absolute
from the relative and that he
went on to divide the former
tinguished

;

into (1)

inferences (material

=

and formal = nWv) (2)
affections (TTOIC IV and iraff^iv, to
which, at one time, Aristotle added
iroffbv,

*X

(3) external circumstances
and 7TOT6, and, for a time,

&quot;0

(-TTOU

;

I

The question is not,
KftffQai}.
however, whether it is possible to
bring the ten categories into
some logical scheme (for that
could be done with any series,
unless it were merely put to
gether at haphazard), but whe
ther Aristotle arrived at them by
means of a logical deduction.
And against any such supposition

:

deduction, and next, that none

can be found into which they

way he

suggests, they would
have been enumerated by Ari
stotle in a corresponding order.

land p. 282, n. 3), and its
regular place (the only exception
being Phys. v. 1) is immediately
after the
inherences.
After
it, again, the
affections do not
follow (as they should according
to Brentano s order), but the
external circumstances.
Nor is
the distinction of inherences and
p.274, n.

1

So
affections itself Aristotelian.
far as a logical disposition of the
categories ex post facto is con
cerned,

ZELLER

infra,

that

gives on p. 288

which

he

prefers,

although he does not believe that
Aristotle arrived at his list of
categories by any method in
which he had in his mind before
hand either that or any other
logical scheme into which they
were to fit.
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ties:

(in the

first

TTOCTOV

and

those

jroibv),

qualities

which belong to a thing in itself, and then (in the irpos
those which belong to a thing in its relation to
),

From

other things.
conditions of

And

these he passes to the external
existence
Space and Time.

sensible

he ends the

with the concepts which express
This
changes and the conditions thereby produced.
cannot be called a deduction in the strict sense ; for that,
list

according to Aristotelian principles, was not possible
1
in the case of the highest general
conceptions at all.

In

the

fact,

the same. 2

order
It

of

the

bitrarily fixed as their

number.

not

is

categories

even seems that ten

is

the

categories

ar

Aristotle himself so

far recognises this, that in his later
writings

over

always

somewhat

of Possession

he passes

and Situation,

in

places where he apparently intends to give a complete
enumeration. 3 It is possible that it may have been the
4
example of the Pythagoreans, and the predilection
Vide supra, pp. 24(5 and 272.
Examples will be found in
what follows, and also at p. 279,
n. 1.
The most striking thing
1

with regard to this is that in
Cat. c. 7, contrary to the otherwise constant rule, and even to
the order given in c. 4, irpos ri

No satisfactory
precedes iroi6v.
reason can be found for this, but
it would be rash to conclude anything from it against the genuineness of the work, since a later
writer would probably be less
likely to permit a divergence
from the order given than would
Aristotle

himself,

for

whom

it

was not firmly established.
8

Sxrre

Anal. Post.
r)

ev
r&amp;lt;p

i. 22, 83, a, 21
ri effriv [/faT777op?Tat]

:

1)

6n

ovv

iroibv

%

irocr bv

irp6s

y)

n

3)

iroi-

irdffxov f) irov % irore, 6rav ev
Katf evus Karr]yoprj9fj. Ibid, b, 15
?)

:

ra y^vt] r&v Karriyopi&v ireirepavrai
7)
yap iroibv 3) irocrbv 3) irp6s ri 7)
iroiovv 7) irdffxov r) irov y) irore
(the
ova-ia to which the latter are
opas
ffvn&e&T)K6ra has been
posed
already mentioned). Phi/a, v. 1
Jin.

el

:

ovv a! Karqyopiai Siypyi

ovffia Kal iroi6rr)ri Kal
TO? TroTe Kal rai irpos
Kal

r&amp;lt;$

n

Kal

r$

iroie tv

I)

irdffxeiv,

irov

r$
ai

rpels elvai Kiv^ffeis (cf. p. 279, n.

1

1017, a, 24:
Karr)yopov/ui.ev&amp;lt;i)v ra /u.ev rt effri
Se
ra
(n]/j.aivei,
irotbv, ra Se iroffbv,
Ta Se irp6s ri, ra Se irov ra Se irore.
4
See ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. pt. 1,

Jin.).

rwv

325.

j\Ietapli. v. 8,
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system inherited from them by the
made it at first seem to Aristotle
which
Platonists,
natural that he should find a round number of cate
decimal

for a

1

But we cannot well suppose any further con
nection between his doctrine and the Pythagorean 2
nor is the conjecture 3 much more probable, that he
gories.

;

borrowed his categories from the school of Plato. 4
true that almost
5

ings

;

all

of

them appear

It is

in Plato s writ

but we cannot attribute any great weight to this

coincidence, for the reason that in Plato they are merely
used as occasion arises, without any attempt to arrive
at a full

enumeration of

Among

all

ZELLEE, ibid. p. 857 sqq.
As PETERSEN supposed in
Philos. Chrysipp. Fundamenta,
1

2

p. 12.
3

ROSE, Arist. Libr. Ord. 238

sqq.
4

In the

first

place, there

no trace whatever of the

is

ten

among the Platonists
not likely that informa
tion about so notable a point
would neither have been trans
mitted through their writings nor
through Chrysippus and other
scholars of the Alexandrian pe
riod to the later Peripatetics,
categories

and

the categories in one scheme.
much the most

the categories themselves,

;

it is

and through them to us. And
again, the theory of the catego
ries is so closely connected with
the other opinions of Aristotle
that it is not likely to have
on

other

ground.
sprung up
Take, for example, merely the
fundamental statements as to
the ova- a and its relation to pro
whole
perties, on which the
in
division of the categories
These are
Aristotle is based.

certainly not Platonic in fact it
one chief point of dispute be
tween Aristotle and his master
that the latter conceded to ideas
of quality the position of sub
stances and made the iroibv an
ovffia.
might rather suppose
(as UEBERWEG does in his Logik,
47, atp. 100) that Aristotle was
led to his theory of Categories
;

is

We

in his recoil against the theory
of Ideas, and, in particular, by
the reflection that the Ideas only

represented

things

under

the

form

of substantiality, whereas
things in the actual world ex
hibit many different forms of ex
But as this explanation
istence.
itself

presupposes the distinction

of substance

from properties,

&c.,

much importance must

not
be attached to the theory.
5
See TEENDELENBUBG, Hist.
Seitr. i. 205 sqq.; BONITZ, ut
too

supra, p. 56. PRANTL, Gcsch. d.
Log. i. 78 sqq., and ZELLER, Ph.
d. Gr. pt. i. p. 589,
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important is that of Substance, which may here be fitly
treated at once in detail.
Substance, in the strict sense,
is

That which can be

individual Substance.

set out in

1

a

If these parts are divided, then
Quantum.
parts
the Quantum is a discrete Quantum, a multitude; if
is

they are interdependent, then it is a constant Quantum,
a quantity 2 if they are in a definite position
(Oetris),
the quantity is extensive if they are only in an order
;

;

(rd^ts)

without position,

then

it

non-extensive. 3

is

The undivided,
is

or the unity by means of which quantity
This is the dis
distinguished, is the measure of it.

tinguishing mark of quantity, that it is measurable and
has a measure. 4
As Quantitas belongs to a divisible
1

Metaph. v. 13 iwit.
\eyeTaiTb SiaifT^iv els
eKarepov

3)

n

CKCKTTOV ev

The

e TI irttyvKev elvai.

ber and time are also irocra, we
must not suppose that these

:

KOLI

fvvir-

parts are merely material ones

and in MetapU. v. 1 3, the r65e TI
must be understood not of indi
vidual substance, but in a wider

however, are, the consti
tuent parts as distinguished from
the logical elements of the con
cept. Thus, e.g., in Metaph. iii. 1,
995, b, 27, c, Sinit. he inquires
whether the yevr) or the ewirdpXovra are the highest principles
ibid. viii. 17 fin. the ffroix^ov
is defined as that els S Statpe^rai

sense, as signifying
anything
numerically distinct (apiOfj.$ ei/).
2
Metaph. v. 13 (where also
troa bv KaO avrb and KOTO ffvfj.f3e^-rjic6s is spoken of).
Cat. 6 init.

[Ace.] us v\t]v.
Similarly in viii. 2, 1043, a, 19, cf.
Gen. An. i.21,729,b. 3 wse jWp-

cial

Xov Kal ^pLov bv evOvs rovyivofjLfvov

loc. cit.

,

;

[so. rl] evvTrdpxov

:

(Tda/J-aros fj.tyvvfj.ej/ov rrj

18, 724, a,

24

:

v\p.

Ua. &s

e|

TRENDELENBURG,

3

ATJS

sqq.

c^
yiyvea-dai ra yiyv6fj.eva \fyo/j.ev, eK
nvos evvirdpxovTOS
ecrriv.
Cat. c. 2, 1, a, 24, c, 5, 3, a, 32,
&c. ( Ind. Arist. 257, a, 39 sqq.)

....

The itodbv is consequently that
which is made up of parts, like a
body, and not of logical elements,
But since num
like a concept.

ibid.

p.

discrete

82,

and

continuous quantities, with spe
reference to Cat. 6, Pkys. v.
3, 227, a, 10 sqq. and Metaph.

Ibid.
{/

further of

treats

press

c. 6 init., ibid. 5, a, 15
Aristotle does not here ex

Cat.

the

opposition

of

that

which has and that which has not
extension in any general form,
but merely by means of examples
former line, surface,
(of the
body; of the latter time, num
ber, word).
4

Metaph.

x.

1,

1052, b, 15
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and substantial whole,

so Qaalitas expresses the differ
ences whereby the conceptual whole is divided ; for
under Qualitas, in the stricter sense of the word, 1 Ari
stotle understands nothing else but the distinguishing

mark, or further determination wherein a given Uni
versal particularises itself.

As

the two chief divisions

of qualities, he notes those which express an essential
distinction, and those which express a movement or
2

Elsewhere he names four determinations of

activity.

the most important, 3 but these again

quality as

Cat. c. 6, 4, b, 32. This
sqq.
follows immediately from the
above definition of iro(r6v that
which can be divided into parts
can also be built up of parts and
;

:

be measured by them.

Further

marks of

Trovbv (Cat. c. 6, 5, b,
11 sqq.) are that nothing is op
posed to it, and that it is what it
is and neither more nor less, and
that the concept of equality and
inequality belongs peculiarly to
it.
1

The generic concepts

(Seure-

are sometimes also
called Troibv, or more correctly
Troia ovffia(Cat. c. 5, 3, b, 13
cf.

Kal al

TWV
ruv

Kivov/j.ev&amp;lt;0v

Kivf](Tfcov

77

Ktvov/j.eva

8ta&amp;lt;popai.

To

the first class belong, among
other things, the qualitative dis
tinctions of
numbers to the
;

second, aper)] and Kania. With re
gard to the $ia.&amp;lt;popa see supra, p.
Therefore Quality ex
215, n. 1.
presses a determination of form,
for that is true of the
Metapli. viii. 2, 1043, a, 19
:

6 p.fv 8ia

yap

Siacpopwv \6yos
TOV tfSovs Kal TTJS fvepyzlas elvot, 6
5

e/c

TU&amp;gt;V

T&

ova- tai)

pat

;

vii. 1, 1039, a, 1); and
sometimes the vij.fi efii] KOTO, are
comprised under the same term

Metapti.

&amp;lt;r

(Artal. Post.

i.

22, 83, a, 36).

2

In Cat. c. 8 the concept of
iroioTTjs is not explained except
by reference partly to forms of

speech and partly to examples.
In Metaph. v. 14, 1020, b, 13,
however, there is an enumeration
of its different
ffx*fibv STJ

&v rb
TTJS

meanings thus:

Kara 5vo rpoirovs Ae-yotr
Kal TOVTWV eVa rby

iroibv,

Kvpubrarov
rj

TrdOr]

fall

*

irpctTTj fjitv

ovcrias

fitatyopd

yap
.

.

iroi JTTJS
.

ra 8e

3

c. 8.
The four 6*877
(besides which, we are
told, 10, a, 25, others might
occur) are the following (1) e |is
and Stafleo-js, which are distin
guished inasmuch as e is expresses

Cat.

:

a lasting state, while SidOeffis is
used sometimes for every state
whatsoever, and sometimes for a
transitory one (cf. Metaph. v. 19,
20; BONITZ and SCHWEGLBK
TEEN DEL ENon this passage
BURG, Hist. Beitr. i. 95 sqq.
WAITZ, Arist. Org. i. 303 sqq.)
;

Instances of ets are

and

opercu;

health

and

eVto-TTj/tcu

of mere 8idOe&amp;lt;ns,
sickness. (2) &quot;Oatt
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under the same heads.

mark

He

1

treats as the peculiar

of Qualitas, the opposition of the like and the
But in dividing off this category from others

unlike. 2

3
Aristotle finds himself in difficulties.

To the category

4
of Relativity belongs that of which the peculiar essence
6
consists in a definite relation to something else ; and in

this sense Relativity is the category
Kara Swap.iv

$vcriKT}v ^ aSwafj.iav

\fyerai (a class which, however,
cannot be strictly distinguished
from the |ets and ttatifotu see
TRENDELENBUHG, ibid. 98 sqq.
More about the StW^ts later),
;

(3)

The passive qualities,

TrotoTTjres,

also

TraBrjT iKal

irddos

called

in

V

the meaning of iroiorris KaO
aXXoiovvOai eVSe xerai (Jfctaph. v.
21), and distinguished from the
the cateirde-ri (which fall under
goryof Trdffxetv), by their duration,
Aristotle,ho wevcr, understands by
them not only the qualities which
are produced by a ird6os (such as
white and black colour) but also
those which produce a ird6os or
an ctAAoiWis on our senses cf.
:

DC An.

ii.

5 init.

(4) Figure

first

of the third

two and a part

express activities
the rest, essen

and movements

;

tial properties.
-

Cat.

c. 8, 11, a,

15

;

on the

other hand (ibid. 10, b, 12, 26),
the eVai/TJOTTjs and the pa\\ov Kal
do
TJTTOJ/ ( = difference of degree )
not belong to all quantities. The
notion of Similarity, cf. Top. i. 17
;

1018, a, 15, x. 3,
1054, a, 3, and infra, p. 287, n. 2.
3
For, on the one hand, the re
mark in Cat. C. 8, 10, a, 16, that
the concepts of rarity and dense-

Metaph.

v. 9,

ness, roughness and smoothness,
designate no quality, but a situ-

expresses

bodily parts (i.e. a
TRENDELEN/ce?(r0cu), would (as
BURG rightly perceives, Hist.
Beltr. i. 101 sq.) equally apply

at ion of

tlie

other things which Ariincludes under Quality
whilst, on the other hand, the
impossibility of a constant definition of the categories is seen
from the fact that a generic
to

many

stotle

;

may
ivurrjiw)
concept
(e.g.
belong to the irp6s TI, when a
corresponding specific concept
belongs to the
{Cat. c. 8, 11, a, 20 Top. iv. 124,
whereas in Metaph. v. 15,
b, 18
1021, b, 3, larpiK^ is counted
under irpos TI, that it may follow
;

;

its

generic concept, CTTIO-T^/UT;).
4
That the category of Rela
in

Cat. c. 7, precedes
Quality (vide supra) is
contrary to the natural relation
of both, as is clear, not only in
all other enumerations and in the

tivity,

For the

which

that of

express explanation in Metaph.
xiv. 1, 1088, a, 22, but indirectly
also (in Cat. c. 7 itself) from the
fact that the o/moiov and

l&amp;lt;rov

and quantitative
(qualitative
equality) is in 6, b, 21 counted
as Trp6s TI cf. Top. i. 17 TEENDELENBURG, ibid. p. 117.
;

;

5

eo-rt

Thus
ra

Cat.

c.

trp6s TI ols

8, a, 31
7,
T& eTycu TUVTOV
:

where
eVrt T
irp6s TI irws fx lv
the earlier verbal explanations
are expressly declared (at the
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Aristotle distinguishes three kinds
which are again reduced to two. 3 In

the least reality.
of Relativity,

287

2

4
however, he is not consistent throughout, nor has
he been able to find any sure marks of this category, 5

this,

to avoid confusing it in

or

beginning of the chapter) to be
Cf Top. vi. 4, 142,
insufficient.
.

a, 26, c. 8, 146, b, 3.
1

ut

Metaph.

Trpo s TI irdvroiv

read

ira&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;v\

supra

[for

TO

:

5e

which ALEX.

T^/CIO-TO

ns

(pixns

%

Karriyopicav eo&quot;Tt, Kal
vffTfpa rov TTotoG /col iroffov, &c. b,
ot/re Suj/cfytei ovffia
2 TO 5e irp6s
ovffia

rS&amp;gt;v

dently from the fact that it is
measured or thought, and only
becomes a relative in so far as that
which measures and thinks enters
into relation with it). The like
also in Metaph. x. 6, 1056, b, 34,

1057, a,
4

;

n

:

ofaf eVep7eia.

Eth. N.

i.

4

;

3, 21 : irapatyvdb L yap TOUT
Kal ffVfj.{iffi-r)KOTi TOU ovros.

1096,
eoi/ce

Metaph. v. 15 the irp6s n
appears in the following forms
2

:

:

/ca0

apifyibi/ Kal

apiQ^ov irdQt]
to
in other related forms)

(1)

(and
this head belong the

;

tffov,

O/AOLOV,

7.

Another division

:

(6, b, 15, cf. Metaph. x. 6, 1056,
b, 35, c. 7, 1057, a, 37, and also

123 sqq.), the
the property of
correlatives to be simultaneous
( Cat. 7, b, 15), which is not found
in the relative of the second
class (the eVio-TrjToi/, &c., see note 3,
supra). But it is a universal mark
of every relative, to have a cor

TEENDELENBUEG,

pressions as

tallies

;

Stovo77ToV.

^ueTpTjTOj/,
first

The

e Tno

TTjroj

,

two kinds

come also in Pliys. iii.

1, 200, b, 28.
Mctapli. ibid. 1021, a, 26
In the first two of the cases
is called r$
adduced the -n-p6s
3

:

n

fffrlv

that

(double

which

is

OUTO&quot;

\cyf&amp;lt;r9ai

(what can be measured or thought
has its proper essence indepen

irpbs

avTiffTpctyovra \fytffdai, Cat. 6, b,
27 sqq.), which, in the main,

with the statement made

at first (c. 7 init.) and afterwards
repeated (8, a, 33), that the Trpos
Tt is &Va avTa airep farlv eTe
flvai \tysrai /) oirwaovv d\\us Trpos
eVepoi/, the latter statement dif
fering merely by being less exact.
pa&amp;gt;j/

ovffiai)

In the third case

dep/j.avTut6v).
it is Ty #AAo irpos

responding correlative (TO

Individual

^uureos

warms

found

the Kelative which are mentioned
in Cat. c. 7 are all found, as is
there remarked, only in a part of
that class
e.g. the evavTioT-rjs

/j.a\\ov Kal riTTov,

;

is

in Top. vi. 4, 125, a, 33 sqq.
5
The various peculiarities of

Tavrbv in so far as these are con
cerned with relations to a given
ravra fjikv yap wv /j.ia TJ
unity
ovffia, 0/j.oia 8 wv ^ iroidrrjs /aia, tffa.
Se &v TO Troirbv fv (the latter also
in Gen. et Corr. ii. 6, 333, a, 29)
Svva/niv TrotrjTi/cV /col
(2) KOT
iraOtjriK^v, like the Qfpp.avTiK~bv
and the Qep/j-avrov (3) in the
sense which comprises such ex
:

others. 6

many ways with

substances

(irpurai

cannot be relative

;

but

generic concepts (SeuTepot ovfflai)
may be. Cat. 8, a, 13 sqq.
6

Thus in

the ets,

Cat.

SidOeffis,

c.

7, 6, b, 2,

atffdrjffLS,

iri-
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The remaining categories are dealt with so briefly in
the treatise on the Calories
and, indeed, wherever
that an extended account of
Aristotle mentions them
1

them cannot be given here.
The essential meaning of the theory

of the

cate

fact that it indicates to us how to
gories lies in the
of concepts and the
distinguish the different meanings
Thus,
different corresponding relations of the actual.

in the first place, the original and unchangeable essence
or substance of each thing is distinguished from all that
derivative.

is

division

is

2

a
things which are derivative,
the
activi
the
between
qualities,

Among

again

made

Of the

and the external circumstances.

ties,

qualities,

one class belong to things in themselves, and in this
case they express sometimes a quantitative and sometimes
that is to say, they
qualitative determination
3
or to the form ;
substratum
the
to
either
have relation
a

Qeffis are referred to vp6s
of which, however, the first
four belong also to Quality, the
o-TTJyUT?,

TI,

to

last

irdffxeiv,

Position;

iroteu/

and

according to MetapJi.

v.

1020, b, 28, 1021, a, 21, are
relative concepts; the parts of
a whole (^SoAtoj/, /ce^oA^, &c.)
are also said to be relative {Cat.
c 7 6, b, 36 sqq., cf., however,
15,

24 sqq.). Also Matter (Pliys.
2 194, b 8); and if so, why not

8, a,
ii

Form
1

as

W ell

?

In the abrupt ending of the

(as to
genuine Categories, c.
which, see the latter part of n. 1
top 64, supra) it is merely said of
the category of iroiw and ire^eus
&amp;lt;J

that it is susceptible of opposition
and of More and Less. As to
the other categories, there is
nothing but a reference to what

has gone before. Gen. ct Corr. i.
more
7, treats Action and Passion
at length, but that passage deals
with the physical meaning of these
terms, and we shall have to menis discussed
tion it later on.
&quot;E&amp;lt;s

etymologically in Metaph. v. 15,
and in Cat.c. 15 (in the Postprco-

dicamenta).
2
Cf. note 4 on next page.
3
As TRENDKLENBURG, p. 103,
rightly remarks, the Quale is related to the Form, the Quantum
to the Matter vide supra, 284,
n. 1 and 4, p. 285, n. 2, cf. p. 219,
n. 2. Thus similarity also, which,
according to Aristotle, consists
;

in

qualitative equality (see p.
286, n. 3, 287, n. 2), is deanother place, as
in
fined,
equality of Form (Metapli. x. 3,
fyoia St tev
1054, b, 3
:

^
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another class belong to things only in relation to other
that

things

is

to say, they are relative.

With regard

1

most far-reaching opposition is that of
Action and Passion on the other hand, the categories
of Possession and Situation, as has been already re
2
marked, have only a precarious rank, and are afterwards
to activities, the

;

dropped by Aristotle himself sab

Finally, as

silentio.

regards external circumstances, these are taken on the
one hand in terms of Space, and on the other in terms

Where and

of Time, in the categories of the

the

When.

In

strictness, however, both of these ought to have been
ranged under the Category of Relation and perhaps it
was this kinship which led Aristotle to place them as a
;

rule next in order after that category. 3
All the cate
lead
back
to
as
Substance
their base. 4
gories, however,

.... Kara rb e?5os
in Metapli. iv. 5, 1010,
sqq. Trotrbv and iroibv are
IVTO.

TO.VTO. 77),

23
transposed with
a,

and

iroffbi/

and

e?5os,

in Metapli. xi.
1063, a, 27,
taken as Averts wpiffuevri,
(&amp;gt;,

iroibv is
Trocrbv

as

(like

Matter, vide infra}

1

All concepts of relation re

something which

is

ditioned; substances are not
vide supra.
2
Vide supra, p. 282.

n

trpos

:

Kal

Kara rfav

oixn&v

Kar-nyopelrai (about ffu/j.l3^r}Kbs
in this meaning see p. 275 sqq.).
Similarly 1. 19, iUd. a, 25, c. 4,
73, b, 5.
Phys. i. 1, 185, a, 31
ovdfv yap T(iv a.K\iav ^
:

I.

:

;

;

:

viroKt/j.6i&amp;gt;ov

rivbs

8ia

rb

\tyGcr0ai vtroKifj.vov ra 8 a\\a
irdvra Kara rrjs ovaias
iii. 4, 203,
;

this is not without ex
ception is clear from p. 282, n. 3.
4
Anal. Post. i. 22, 83, b, 11
iravra
yap ravra [iroibv, &c.]

VOL.

(but what is asserted /c0
a cru^jSe^Tj/cbs in the fur
ther sense Anal. Post. i. 4, 73,
b, 8
Metapli. v. 30 Jin. &c) c.
Kal yap iroffbv Kal
7, 190. a, 34
/j-evov is

yivzrai

That

(TUiU/Se /Sfj/ce

OVffiaS

con

:

3

TTJS

VTTOKlfJ.l/OV

irotbv Kal irpbs erepoj Kal irore Kal TTOV

a6pt,(TTos.

fer to

iravra yap /ca0

irapa TJ]V ovcr iav

b, 32 :
Metapli. vii. 1, 1028, a, 13,
Trdvrwv 7] ovcrta Trp&rov
ibid. 1. 32
:

Kal

\6yci&amp;gt;

Kal yvdxrei

ical

the whole chapter);

xpovu (cf

c. 4,

.

3029, b,

23, c. 13, 1038, b, 27, ix. 1 init. xi.
1, 1059, a, 29, xiv. 1, 1088, b, 4
:

v(TTpov yap

[TTJS ouo-jas]

iraaai at

Gen. ct Corr. i. 3,
Kar-riyopiai.
317, b, 8. Hence in all the enume
rations ovcrla goes first.
Cf. also
infra, ch. vii. init.

*U
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An

inquiry, therefore, into Substance, or Being as such,
must be the starting-point in the investigation of the

Actual.

The

2.

Fir.-d Plt.iloxojijLi/

a* the Science of Being.

AH Science in general has

for its task the investiga
1

grounds of things, so the highest Science
must be that which refers to the last and most universal
For this gives us the most
of the grounds of things.

tion of the

knowledge which

most

is

being com

else

comprehensive knowledge, everything
prehended under the most universal.

It gives us the

difficult to attain, as the

most

universal principles are the furthest removed from
It gives us the surest knowledge,
sense experience.
since it has to do with the most simple concepts and
It gives us the

principles.

because

it

points

out the

most instructive knowledge,
highest grounds, and all

setting forth of the grounds of things.
us
that
It gives
knowledge which is most truly an end
to itself, in thsit it is concerned with the highest object

instruction

is a

It gives us that which dominates all
of knowledge.
other knowledge, for it establishes that end to which
all

knowledge
1

this

Vide supra,

we

may

serves.

2

But any knowledge which

1G3 sqq.
especially

p.

-

For
cite

Mctapli. i. 1, where, with reference to prevailing \ iews as to
wisdom, it is shown (981, b, 30)
oiroiavovv
that 6 fj.fv &amp;lt;s/j.TTipos

Metapli.
is

thus

i.

2,

airavT^v ovv

T&amp;lt;av

ex^VTcoi/ aLffOrjfriv eh/cu 5o/ce? ffo^wrepos. 6 5e rex^tTTjs rtav e/j-Treiptov,

Se

XetpOTe;j/ou
6*ecoprjTtKal

Hence

:

on

j.ilv

riva? air i as xal
&amp;lt;TT7J//,7j,

apx tT6KTCt

rcav iron)TiK.S)V

STJ\OV.

ovv

ri

aL

l/

$*

&amp;gt;

fj.a\\oi&amp;gt;.

ffofyia irept

apxds eanv

eVi-

a.vrj}v

ru&amp;gt;v

tri(nri u.r)v
l

JJLGVOV uvofj.a

TUV

[Vo&amp;lt;i

-np&Tcav

C

1026,

Etli.

N.

a,

[eTTiO TTjwTji ]

yevos

e?j/oi.

f.

(982, b, 7)

TTLTTTL

:

^

KJ.\

iii.

2,

farov-

alriuv flvai

996, b,

Mctajjh.

TTJJ/

Set ire pi
at /uef

rl&amp;gt;

Set yap ravrriv

a]

vi. 7.

21

:

elpijij.fvwv (irl r^jv

apx&v

de(apr)TiK-f)v.

sqq.

where the above

summed up

T

to

is

T&
ovv

rutv a.\\tav fTn(TTt]^Siv
avTif] Se TUI* Qe^.p rjTiKw

8

vi. 1,
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the ultimate grounds of
things must clearly
for
these
ultimate
actuality,
grounds are
Other
simply those which explain Being as such.
sciences, such as Physics and
limit
set forth

include

all

1

may

Mathematics,

themselves to

a particular sphere, the
conception of
which they take no further. The science of the ultimate
grounds of things must go through the whole world of
things,

and must take them back, not to

finite

but to their eternaLcauses, and, in the
is

proceeds all
world. 2 This
1

77

science

iv.

Metaph.
rts

1

Qfupel TO

TOVTCf) vird.pxovTa /ca0
effflv ouSe/ita TWV

77

aurr) 8

\eyo-

/J.epei

K*d6\OV TTpl
avrov T
fj.tp.is
TOUTO J
Be
TTfpl

eiri-

~ov /cal TO.

auro.

fTTHTKOirf l

the First
Philosophy, which

is

ZffTiv

:

~6i/

fi&amp;gt;

ffvpfielBtiKos

.

.

.

T()

auras

avayncuov el^at /ca0 O.VTTIV.
TOV OVTOS p $v TO.S
.

.

Sib

/cat TJUUV

Cf

.

note 2 and

stij/ra, ch. iv.
-

passim.
See the previous note, and

see also Metapli.
Kal

TO.

afrta

vi. 1

el ea-Tiv

^

of

:

^re iTai TUV

apxal
OVTWV,

.

effri

dvai Siavoias TO Te TI

TroteTi/

is

183, n. 3)
Qt(apT]TLKr}s

and

tyvcriKJis

iraa-ai

avTa.1

:

5* T t eV

et

(pavepbv OTL

ye

TO yv&vai
.

.

o

oi5e

.

\_larpiKr], j^.ad^/j.aTtKT], &c.]
Trepl eV
Ti Kal yivos TI irpi-ypa\l/d/ji.va.i irepl
TOVTOV irpay/j.aTvoi/rai, aAA ovxl
irepl UVTOS air\us oiSe fj uv, ouSt TOV

dAAa

TI fffnv

Toi5Ta yap afoia TO?S
fyavtpols

ttAA*

(K

ovQtva.

TOVTOV

htrjov
at

TTOIOVVTO.I

yltEI/

alff9 flO fL

troii)(raffai O.VTO 8rj\ov, of 8 v
T() TI
(TTiv OUTCO TO.

/)

Kal el farif.
So
with Physics and Mathe
matics, the former being con
cerned with that which is moved
and in which the Form is not
separated from the Matter, the
latter being at the best concerned
with that which is abstracted
from Matter and Movement, but
which does not exist of itself as
immaterial and unmoved (cf p
it

on 77 ovra. Every science
has to do wiih certain principles
dAAa

pi o clan/

dpolus 8e 01-8
TO yevos Trepl 5

.

SJjAoi/ 5e

causes.

ire

avayKadTepov

T)
.

/XT?

TJ]S avTrjs

Kal Tas aKpordras alrias
ws (piHre&s TIVOS
5i)\ov

ulrias \rjTrTfov.

paXaKUTepoit.

f(rn STJAOJ/

Se ras

eir-el

virapxavTa TO? yivei
a.Tro8eiKi&amp;gt;vov(ni/

TtlV

p ov, dAAa
/J.evai

to

unmoved and incorporeal, from which
movement and formation in the corporeal

that which

ffT-(u.f]

principles,

last resort,

irpOTfpas

a/n&amp;lt;po

of this science

is

ii

d/aVtyra
avdyKr) Se
a^Tta aiSia e?i/ai, yiidA
6eiwi/.

Qelov

In them,

The object

.

the

if

^ ptfTo Kal

TI

a

o-

Se

/j.ev

TO,

anywhere, TO

must be sought with them
;

stands or falls the
possibility of

y 2
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names Theology, and its task is to inves
actuality and the ultimate grounds thereof,
1

Aristotle also

tigate all
which, as being ultimate, are necessarily also the most
universal, and concern, not any part of the actual, but

the whole.
It

open

is

to

true that the possibility of such a science is
How can one and the same
question.

much

science treat of causes which are of different kinds, and

which do not act collectively together ? And, on the
other hand, if we were to refer the causes of each yenus
to a special science, how could any one of these sciences
since in this
claim to be that which is described above
case the qualities claimed for it would rather be divided
2
Again, it is a
up among the special sciences ?

question whether the First Philosophy is to draw into
its
scope the principles of scientific procedure, or
definite science,
whether these belonsr
O at all to any
v
inasmuch as all sciences make use of them and it is
impossible to assign any definite object to which they
relate.

3

Or, again,

is it

to be a single science, or

more

than one, which will deal with all classes of the actual ?
If there are more than one, the next question is,

whether they are
of

them

then

it

is

all

of the

same kind or

and which

If there be only one,

the First Philosophy.

would seem that that one must include

if there is
a First Philosophy
nothing else besides natural substances, Physics is the first sci8 sa-ri ns OIHT LO. cue VTJTOS,
ence ;

ovra.

aurrj irporepa Kal
Kal Ka96\OU OUTWS

init.

:

(t&amp;gt;i\offo&amp;lt;pia

Trpwrri

OTl TTpUTT)

TOV OVTOS p Qv ravrrjs

Qfuprjcrai Kal ri eVrt

/cat

TO,

&j&amp;gt;

virdpx-

all

uv.
loc. cit.

etalib.

vid.

xu-pra.
-

KM
enj

rj

Metajsh.

i

irepl

no,

3

b,

MetCLfjTl. iii. 1,

lUd.

26;

cf.

995, b, 4,

C. 1, 995, b,
SUjwa, cla.

6, C. 2,

c.

2

996,
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objects of knowledge, and thereby the multiplicity ot
the special sciences would disappear.
Finally we may
ask whether this single science is to relate only to sub
1

The

stances or to their qualities also.

alternative

first

seems inadmissible, because it would be then impossible
to say what kind of science had to do with the qualities
of Being.
The latter seems untenable, because sub
stances cannot be known by the same method of

demonstration as qualities. 2
Aristotle answers these questions by remarking
that not only that which falls under the same conception,
but a^o that which relates to the same object, belongs
one and the same science. 3 This, he says, is the case

to

as regards Being.
Only that which is itself Substance,
is somehow related to substance, can be named
Being.

or

those conceptions which

All

either that

which

are

in question denote

Substantial, or else qualities, activi

is

and circumstances of Substance, and in the end they
all lead
up to certain elementary pairs of opposites, and
4
For these
opposites fall under the same science.

ties

reasons he concludes that

which has to deal with
1

2,

Metaph.

ibid. 995,

997, a, 15.
2
C. 1, 995, b, 18,

25.

Among

oixriais

the

C.

b,

2,

it is

all

10,

c.

TCUS

must be counted also the

concepts of ravrbv, frepov,
fvavriov, &c.

enumerated

o/ioioj/,

in 995,

1003, b, 34 sqq.
The furtl er
1004, a, 16 sqq.
Apories of the third book, which
are concerned not only with the
concept of the First Philosophy
but also with its contents, wiil
be mentioned later on.
b,

20;

Being

997, a,

cruyU,j8e/37j:oTa

cf. iv. 2,

one and the same science

3

as such. 5
Mctaph.

The

iv. 2,

difficulty

1003, b,

12:

ov ^ap H.QVOV T&V Kaff tv Ae-} o
eTna-r^u??* larl Oevpriorai /urns,
Kal TOJJ/ irpbs ^.(av Ae-yo ue
i/a&amp;gt;i

y

Jbid. 1. 19, 1004, a, 24, of. note
and as to the difference between
feoff* I? and Trpbs
see Mttajili.
\ii. 4, 1040, a, 34 sqq.
4
On this point see p. 221,
fi&amp;gt;,

supra.
5

Mitaph.

iv.

2:

TO

8e

~bv

A-e^erot pev iro\\ax^s. a\\a irpls
tv Kal p. av rti/a QIHTIV (for which

later

:

airav irls

lav

a&quot;

*i
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that this science must needs resume in itself the content
of

other sciences,

all

removed in Aristotle

is

s

mind by

the distinction he draws between the different senses of

As Philosophy in general has to do with
Essential Being, so there will be as many sections of
As
Philosophy as there are kinds of Essential Being.
Being.

1

Being determinate

is distinguished from
Being in
the First Philosophy as the universal
It
distinguished from the special sciences.

general, so
science

is

deals with the particular also, not in its particularity,
It abstracts from the peculiari

but as a form of Being.

whereby a particular thing distinguishes

ties

itself

from

others, in order to have regard to that only in it which
2
The objection that Substance
appertains to all Being.
itself

oi&amp;gt;x

must needs be treated

bfjitovvfjitois

.

...

TO.

yap

p.fv

OTI

\fyerai, TO. 8 OTI irdOrj
ovaias, ra 8 OTI 68us els ovviav, 7)

0-jffia.i

(pdopal

(TTeprjffeis

/)

if)

The consid

u.ri^)v elj ot /j.T]^)v(pa/j.fv.

One also belongs to
this science, for the ev and the *ov

eration of

are (Hid. 1003.
fyvais

0-PX.b

Ka

-i-

TCU/TOI/

22)

1),

aKo\ov6f7v,

TU&amp;gt;

oirtOJ

\ )yci)
OTI

,

STjAoi^ue^a
KCU TO. OVTO.

ctAA

oi/^

.

.

Soairfp
kv\

is

8f/Aof

.

KOI

ovv

6 ew pr\ a ou

yUias

y

8e
TravTaxov
Kvpiws TOV
Trp&TOV T] eTTITT^TJ KCU e | o5 Ttt
ciAAa r\fTr\To.i Kat Si o \eyovrai. el
ovv TOUT effT\v f] ovo~ia, rcav otVicov
&j/ Seoi
Tas dp^as KOI TO,S aiTias
OVTO..

fX

1

LV TOI/

OVTOS oVa

&amp;lt;pi^6cro(f)ov.

tfSrj

.

.

.

Bewprjacu
TO.

Further, 1004,

T

a,

2,

1004, a, 9 sqq.
Mctapli.
Since the concepts of the One
and the Many, of Identity and
Distinction, &c., relate to one
and the same object, therefore
one and the same science must

with them

deal

1004,

;

5

b,

:

eVei ovv TOV evbs p ev Kal TOV OVTOS
y ov TavTa Ka0 avT&amp;lt;i to~Ti irdOr],

aAA

oi&amp;gt;x

Sf/Aoj/

TI

us

^

apiQfjioi

ypa/n/j.al

fy

fKe/i/r/s TTJS

0&quot;Ti

yt&amp;gt;(apio~cu

7)

Trf p.

7rio&quot;T/;/U77S

Kat

Kal TO. av/iifteftrjKOT

avToTs.
As the mathematical
and physical properties of things
form a special province, OUTW Kal
TO)

OVTI

77

oj/

eo&quot;Ti

&&amp;gt;v

Tiva

TOV

?8icc,

KOI

(pi\oo~6&amp;lt;puv

TOV

Ibid. 1005,

This is further illustrated
a, 8.
in xi. 3, 1061, a, 28 sqq.

6?8rj

a,

1004,

2,

iv. 2,

fffTiv

Sib Koi
/J.LO.S

iv.

Mdapli.

&c.
-

TroioTTjTes

?*;

yevvf]TiKa. ovffias, v) ruv
Trpbs TIJV overlay \yop.4v&v,3)TovTwv
Tivbs ct7TO^&amp;gt;acreis v) ovcrias Sib Kal TO
TrotTjTiKa

p. a.

25, b, 27 sqq.

tvra.

?)

other ways than that

in

TWV

9 sqq.
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essential attributes

would

not trouble Aristotle, since the same thing would be true
of the fundamental conceptions of any science what
To the question whether the First Philosophy
ever.
1

also deal with the general principles of scientific
inas
procedure, Aristotle answers in the affirmative,

would

much

as these principles themselves relate to Being in
general rather than to any particular class of Being.

In

fact,

he proceeds immediately to a detailed investi

and the Excluded
gation of the law of Contradiction
to Methodology
its
relation
of
reason
which
Middle,
by
has been already discussed at p. 251.
By Aristotle,
in the present connection
however, these inquiries
;&amp;lt;L0

treated ontologically, as giving knowledge of the actual,
for which reason he includes them in his First Philo
2

sophy.
Tlie

3.

Fundamental Questions of Metaphysics and

tJieir

Treatment by earlier Philosophers.

The forerunners of Aristotle had

left

him a

series of

way of metaphysical inquiry for which
The
necessary to obtain a new solution.

problems in the

he found

it

most important of these, to the answering of which the
fundamental ideas of his system are immediately
directed, were the following
:

1.

First of

Is there

all,

how

are

w^tto

Socratic natural philosophy

and

beside
1

2

think of the actual

It is

above

that,

agsumed

somfthing

Or

?

is there,

uncorporeal,

nowhere expressly answered in the Metaphysics.

MetapJi.

iv. 3.

*
VOL.

?

nothing but corporeal existence, as the pre-

i.

.

\

u 4

as
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Anaxagoras, the Megariaiis and Plato said ? Are the
ultimate grounds of things of the nature of matter

form to be distinguished from matter as a
peculiar and a higher principle ?
2. Connected with this is the question of the rela
only, or

is

tion of the Individual to the Universal.

which

is

essential

and

What

is

in the last resort actual ?

that
Is

it

the individual things or the universal ideas, or is there
perhaps in truth only one universal Being ? The first

was the common view which had lately come out, bluntly
enough, in the Nominalism of Antisthenes the second
was the theory of Plato the third that of Parmenides
;

;

and of Eucleides after him.
Seeing that unity of being and manifold existence

3.

are both given in experience, how can we hold these
two together in thought ? Can the One be at the same

number of
Can the Many come together

time a manifold, including in

and

qualities ?

itself a

parts
in an

These questions also were variously
unity ?
Parmenides and Zeno had denied that the
answered.

actual

two

be

could

ideas

and had

reconciled,

be a

declared the manifold to

delusion,

therefore-

while

the

Sophists used the assumption of the manifold for their
theory of argument, as Antisthenes for his theory of

Empedoclean

The Physicists of the Atomic and
schools limited the relation between the

Many and

One

1

knowledge.
the

juxtaposition of

to that of

parts.

an external and mechanical

The Pythagoreans found

in

number, and Plato, with keener philosophic insight, in
his Ideas, a
1

means

of combining a multitude of different

See ZELLEB, Ph.

d.

Gr. pt.

1,

pp. 985 etc.
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determinations of being in an inner unity, while the
relation in sensible things explained
according to Plato, by impact.
Equally different were the views held as to the

corresponding
itself,

4.

passing of the one into another

is, as to the theory
can being become
How can anything

that

How

Change and Becoming.

of

not-being, or not-being being ?
to be or cease to be ?
How

come

is

movement possible,

change? Such were the questions that Parmenides
and Zeno had asked in doubt, and the Megarians and
the Sophists had repeated their questionings.
The like

or

drove Empedocles and Anaxagoras, Leucippus and Democritus to explain the coming to be and
ceasing to be of all things by the combinations and
difficulties

Plato himself so
separations of unchangeable matter.
far agreed with them that he confined change to the

sphere of appearances, and excepted

was truly

Aristotle has all these

To the

from

it

all

that

actual.

questions

clearly in view.

two problems related most of the airopiai
with which he opens his great work on Metaphysics,
[

first

after the introductory discussions of the first book.

Are

sensible things the only essential being, or is there
besides them some other ? Is the other of one kind, or
is it

manifold like the Ideas and mathematical entities

of Plato ?

2

The

limitation of

Being to sensible things
of arguments on which Plato

contradicted by the series
had already based his Ideal Theory

is

1

With the exception of those
which are con-

just mentioned,

cerned with the

office of

Philosophy in general.

the First

2

:

such

Metaph.

(xi.

1,

23),

iii.

iii.

as,

2,

1059, a, 38,
6, viii. 2.

that the

997, a, 34 sqq.
c. 2, 1060, b,
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particular things

of

sense, passing

and

indistinct as

and that all
they are, can be no object of knowledge
an
eternal
the world of sense, as passing, presupposes
!

;

as

moved, presupposes an unmoved as formed, presup
2
These Platonic assumptions,
a forming cause.

poses

all manner
presently find, are beset by
The problem returns in the form of the

we

however, as

of difficulties.
3
of things are
question whether the ultimate grounds
constituent
in
their
to be sought for in their genera, or
of their material
p ar t s the latter being the basis

formal deter
conditions, the other the basis of their
For either view plausible arguments may
minations. 4
On the one hand there is the analogy of
be adduced.
corporeal things, whose constituent parts
we have to explain their character.

we name when

On

the other

hand there are the conditions of knowledge, which we
attain to by a process of determination through concepts
And as
in the assignment of genera and species.
between these again there arises immediately the ques
tion, whether the highest genera or the lowest species
ought to be treated as the true piincipia. The former
would be universal, including all individual existence as
an ultimate principle should do. The latter would be
determinate conceptions, and out of such only could the
5
individual in its peculiarity of character be obtained.
1

iv
0,

5,

Mct-apli. vii. 15, 1039, b. 27;
1009, a, 36, 1010, a, 3, cf. i.

987, a, 34; xiii. 9, 1086, a, 37,

b, 8.
2

Ibid.

iii.

4,

3

Metajih.

T&

999, b, 3 sqq.
3
TrJrepoi/ 5e7

iii.

:

7eVrj (TToixeia Kal

ftdveiv ^ /u.u\\ov
f&amp;lt;TT\v

e

&amp;gt;v

apx^s

inro\a/j.-

ivvirapxtivrav

eKaarov irpSnov (xi.

1,

1059,

b, 21).
4

5

Vide supra, ch.

v.

Metapli. iii. 998, b, 14 sqq.
Among the
(xi. 1, 1059, b, 34).
varied and often intricate forms
of Aristotle s dialectic, it is only
possible to state here the leading
line of reasoning.
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On. the like considerations rests the other difficulty to
;

l

the
which Aristotle rightly gives special prominence
it is only individual things that are ac
whether
question

whether the universal of the genera be actual also. 2

tual, or

The former theory seems untenable because the sphere
of individual existences is unlimited and of that which
is

is possible, and since all
of universals.
The latter is

unlimited no knowledge

any case

in

knowledge

is

the objections which lie against the theory
of a universal existing independently, or the Ideal
3
An application of this question to a
Theory of Plato.

open to

all

particular case is contained in the further inquiry,
whether the conceptions of the One and of Being denote

anything substantial or are only predicates for some
Those who accept
subject of a different nature.
at

universals

all

must

Number)

(e.g.

as in

any way sub

but the
proposition
is
not
the
only supported by
opposite opinion
analogy
of the whole world of concrete things, but also by the

stantial,

the

affirm

first

;

argument that you cannot treat the One as substance
without denying, as did Parmenides, the existence of
1

Meta)h.

(cf. vii.

ibid.

13

iii.

4 init.

sq.), xiii. 6,

10GO,

19.

b,

passage this Apory

c.

xL 2

In the
is

6 Jin.
init.,
first

called the

iraa S}v)(_a\^Tr&amp;lt;ara.r-nKa.\a.va yKa.iora.rri
0ea&amp;gt;pfj(rcu
similarly in xiii. 10,
;

108(5,

a,

10;

and we

and

merely on the
opposition of Aristotle to Plato,
but also on the intrinsic contradiction involved in the foundadifficulty rest; not

-

with

That

own

system.

Apory coincides
that adduced on p. 298,

Aristotle

this

himself

oi&amp;gt;0ei/

asserts

in

iii.

eWi
ei rj

et /^ei/
999, b, 1
Trapa TO. Ka0 e/cacrra,
forjrbv aA\a irdvra

4,

:

and hence he here again
adduces the reasons, which were
cuVfl^ra,

there mentioned.
3

shall find

later on, that its importance

tions of his

Metapli.
ovv ^Qev
av

cf.

MetaphAu.

4, c.

161, 4.
expression for the
5,

p.

question
Jin.),

(iii.

4,

6,

1003,

a,

Only another
above is the

999, b, 24, xi. 2

whether the apxal are

e78et

i/
rt 70^ apidp.^ ei/
or
rb Ka6fKa(rrov \yeiv Siatyfpei
T)
ovGtv (999, b, 33 cf. c. G, 1002, b,

ei/

30).

api6/u.&amp;lt;

:
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the Many, as such.

To

1

same head belongs the

the

question whether Numbers and Figures are Substances
or no, and to this also opposite answers are possible.

For as the qualities of bodies are mere predicates from
which we distinguish the bodies themselves as their

and as these bodies presuppose, as their
the
elements,
surface, the line, the point, and unity, it
would seem that surface and unity must be as sub
stantial as body is
while on the other hand these have
substrata,

;

not any existence for themselves but only in corporeal
things, and they do not come to be and cease to be, as

Substances do. 2 Yet another difficulty which leads back
to the relation of the individual to the Universal is this.

The prinn pia must on the one hand,

as

it

seems, be of

a potential character, since possibility precedes actuality
on the other hand, they must be actual, since otherwise
:

3
Being would be merely accidental.

Individual things,
indeed, do actually exist whereas the universal concept,
except in so far as it has found for itself a place in
:

individual entities, exists only potentially. And finally,
there be besides the corporeal, an uncorporeal, and

if

beside the changing, an eternal, the final question must
4
be whether both ot these have the same prindpia or
not.

If

we say Yes,

difference
1

it

seems impossible to explain the
If we say No, then we must

between them.

Metaplt. iii. 4, 1001, a, 3
and, referring to this, x. 2,
1,
1059, b, 27, c. 2, 1060,

sqq.,

xi

of the Pythagorean
doctrines.
3

iii.

6,

1002, b, 32 cf.
this

BONITZ and SCHWEGLER on

a, 36.
2

Metaph. iii. 5 (cf. xi. 2, 1060,
b, 12 sqq., and on p. 1002, b, 32
viii. 5 init. c. 3, 1043, b, 15).

passage.
4

:

We

meet with further objections to this view in the criticism

shall

Ibid.

and Platonic

As Plato supposed, in

full

accordance with Aristotle s view,
Cf ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. pt. i. p. 628
sq. 805 sq.
.
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whether the prindpia of the changeable are
themselves changeable or unchangeable.
If they be
changing, then we must go back to deeper principia,
with which the same dilemma will recur.
If
be
decide

they
unchangeable, then we have to explain how it can be
that out of the unchanging, in one case the
changeable,
in another the
The like dif
unchangeable, arises.
ficulty, in truth, applies to all the different classes of
1

for example, is it
possible that things
under wholly different
categories, such as
those of Substance and Kelation, can lead back to

How,

Being.

which

fall

principles that are one and the same
The other questions stated above

?

2

those relating to
the unity of the manifold, and the
possibility of change-

were clearly present to Aristotle s mind, and he
sought
in the first principles of his
Metaphysics to find a solu
tion for them.
The combination of the manifold into
unity, concerns him chiefly as leading up to the inquiry
how the genus and the differentia can be one in con
3

ception

may

;

though he recognises that the same question
all cases where
things of a different

be raised in

nature are combined. 4

Aristotle s answer, in

all

such

i.
iii.
4, 1000, a, 5
sqq. (xi. 2, 1060, a, 27).
2
Ibid.
xii.
4.
Aristotle

1044, a, 5, and settled in the
manner stated in the text by viii

answers

Thus with regard to numbers (Metaplt. viii. 3, 1044, a, 2,
c. 6 init.)
and to the relation
between soul and body (c G

1070, b, 17) that
the iinal grounds of things are
only analogically the same for
a11

(ibid.

-

3

Tliis

question also occurs in
Anal. Pod. ii. 6, 92, a, 29. In

De

Iiitcrpr.

c.

5, 17,

a,

13, it is

proposed, discussed more fully
in Metaph. vii. 12, again touched
upon in viii. 3, 1043, b, 4 sqq.,

6.
*

t

Do An. \\. 1, 412 b
1045, b, 11
6 sqq.)
but also in many other
cases: cf. Mi-tapli. viii. (5, 1045,
KO.ITOI 6 avr os
b, 12:
\6yos eVl
travruv, &c.
;

;
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be seen, is in its essence
cases, as will

one and the

It is based upon the relation of the possible
same.
The problems
and the actual of Matter and Form.
of
still
are
and
greater importance
of Becoming
Change
a
If
Aristotelian
for the
thing comes to be,
system.
1

If a
of being or out of not-being ?
or
it
become
thino- ceases to be, does
something,
nothing ?
mean the becoming of opposite out of
Does

does

arise out

it

change

The one
of the same out of the same ?
opposite, or
seems to be impossible because nothing can come out
of nothing nor can anything return to nothing, nor
take on

the qualities of

it

of cold).

qualities

opposite (a.y. warmth the
alternative is equally

its

The other

absurd that anything should at
come to be that which it already is. 2 A

because

impossible,
a definite time

it is

is the
analogous problem whether those
3
act
which
upon each other are likes or opposites.
tilings
In all these questions, difficulties are brought to light

similar case

which are soluble only by
first

principles

where
Cf PItt/s. i. 2 fin
blamed
Lycophron and others are
for running into difficulties by
the inference that one must at
the same time be many: wo-rrep
,

OVK eV5exO;Uej/of ravruv ev re Kal
eivai,

yap

^

ev

rl&amp;gt;

rc-vTiKeifieva

Kal

Swa^ei

Se

Kal

exeia.

189, a, 22, c.
(5,
8 inlt. Hid. 191,
b 10 sqq., Gen. et Corr. i. B init.
ibid. 317, b, 20 sqq. Met-apli. xii.
-

7,

Cf. Phys.

190, b, 30,

i.

c.

this question coincides with the
other, as to Change, since that
which acts corresponds with
that which suffers: &crr avdyitr)
rb irdaxov elsrb iroiovv /j.&amp;lt;-rapa.\\ftv
(Gat. ct Corr. i. 7, 324, a, 9).
^

Hence it is true that, on the one
hand, things which are not opone
posed cannot act upon
another: O-JK
yap #A.,\rjAa
tvavria ^rjr
TT)S (pvatus oaa ^TJT
/&amp;lt;mf&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;

e

eWnW

earl (ibid. p.i323, b,

but on the other hand,
neither can absolute opposites
28);

:

I fai
3

careful inquiry into the

of philosophy.

1

a

a

See Gen.

ct Corr.

\.

7

PlujS.
i. 6, 189, a, 22, c. 7, 190, b, 29,
Aristotle
To
c. 8
191, a, 34.
;

UTT

a\\r)\wv yap iraffx^v ravavria.

aUvarov (Phys.

i.

7,

190, b, 33).
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his forerunners

had made

towards their solution, did not in any way satisfy Ari

He

takes exception to most of the pre-Socratic
philosophies primarily because of their materialism,
which made it impossible for them to reach out to the
stotle.

1

2
and he further
principles of the incorporeal
that
objects
they practically took no account of ideal
and final causes. 3

first

;

The

by him because
which beset every one of their pre

earlier Ionic school is criticised

of the difficulties
4

because of their tendency to overlook the
5
moving cause, and because of the superficial way in
which they erected an arbitrarily chosen element into
suppositions,

the universal
qualities

basis of things, whereas the sensible
and changes of bodies are conditioned by the

6
opposition of different elements.

The same

criticism holds for Heraclitus, in so far as

he agrees with the Ionic school in assigning a material
element as the basis.&quot; To his peculiar doctrine as to
the flux of

all

things and the meeting of opposites,
that the

Aristotle has other objections.
He thinks
doctrine of the flux is on the one hand not

thought out, while on the other hand
For what follows cf. STRUMPELL, Geseh. d. theor. Phil. d.
Gr. 157-184; BRANDIS, ii. b, 2,
Aristotle s criticism
p. 589 sqq.
1

of earlier philosophers is here dealt

with only in so far as it concerns
fundamental doctrines.
2
Metaph. i. 8 init. cf. iv. 5,

their

1009,
3

a,

36, 1010, a, 1.
i.
7, 988, a, 34 sqq.

Metaph.

b,2S,G0n.et Corr.il 9, 335, b,
32 sqq., Gen. An. v. 1, 778, b, 7.

4

See

De

it

accurately
overlooks the

Coelo,

iii.

5,

Metaph.

988, b, 29 sqq.
J&tapA. i. 8, 988, b. 2 ;&amp;lt;?.
ct Corr. ii. 9, 335, b, 24
6
Gen. et Corr. ii. 1, 329, a,
8
DC Casio, iii. 5, 304, b, 11, cf.
iUd. i. 3, 270, a, 14; Pliys. i. 7,
190, a, 13 sqq. iii. 5, 205, a, 4.
7
Aristotle, indeed, generally
i.

8,

5

;

him along with Thales,
see ZELLER,
Anaximenes, &c.
Ph. d. Gr. pt. i. 585, 1.

puts

;
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change presupposes a substratum that
under alterations of matter, the form maintains itself
that it is not all kinds of change which could go on

fact that every

;

;

rul

infinitt

and that from the changeableness of

tii
;

earthly things we ought not to draw any conclusion as
The theory of the unity
to the universe as a whole.
1

of opposites he dismisses by the argument that Heraclitus is in conflict with the Law of Contradiction. 2

The

objections to Kmpedocles cover various points
of detail regarding his natural philosophy which cannot

be gone into here, but they reach also to the funda
His assumptions as to the
mentals of his system.

immutability of the original matter are held to involve
the impossibility of qualitative change, of the passage of
the elements into one another as seen in experience, and
of their combination into unity in the derivative forms
of matter, and also of the doctrines, upheld by Empedocles himself, as to the quantitative identity of the
elements and their co-existence in
the Sphere. 3
Aristotle also objects that the derivation of these ele
ments is not shown, and that they are not carried back
to the original divisions of material

1

being,

which are

only incompletely presented in the definite kinds of
matter known to us as fire, water, &c. 5 He remarks
that the opposition of heavy and light is not explained
1

Mctapli.

iv.

-

600

1010, a, 15
253, b, 9 sqq.

5,

!?qq.; Pliys. viii. 3,

See ZELLER, Ph.
sq.,

and

Gr.

i.

e/c/c/&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;m.

4

1.

483,

3

d.

989, a, 22-30;
Metaph.
Gen. ct Corr. ii. 1, 329, b, 1, c.
7, 334, a, 18, 26, c. 6 init. ibid,
i. 1, 314, b, 10, 3
5, a, 3, c. 8, 325,
i.

gives a detailed refutation of the
atomistic reduction (by EMPEDOCLES) of dAAoiW/s to

8,

cold,

bases his

In

De

Ca&amp;gt;lo,

iii.

7 init

,

he

own theory

of the ele-

merits.
5

1

b, 16.

The opposites warm and
&c., on which Aristotle

ii.

3,

Gen. ct Corr.
330, b, 21.

i.

8,

325, b, 19,
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and that in the theory of the pores and effluxes
an explanation of the mutual influence of bodies is
put forward which would logically lead to absolute
1

at

all,

Atomism. 2

The two causes

of motion

in the

Empe-

doclean system he considers not to be properly deduced
from first principles nor to be sufficiently distinguished,
since

Love not only unites but

also divides,

and Hate not

3
and he remarks that since
only divides but also unites
110 laws of their
are
laid down, an inordinate
working
4
in
is
the
left,
scope
fashioning of the world, to Chance.
;

He holds the assumption of alternating states of the
world to be arbitrary and untenable, 5 and the theory of the
composition of the soul out of the elements to be beset
with difficulties of all kinds. 6 Finally, Aristotle believes
that the philosophy of Empedocles would lead in the end
to a sensationalism which would make all truth uncertain. 7

The

criticisms

kind.

Aristotle

If

plausible basis.

and

if

positions,
of the manifold
is

on the Atomic theory are of a similar
admits that the theory has a very

we

we

start

from the Eleatic presup

desire nevertheless to save the ideas

and of movement, then an Atomic
way of escape. So if we

the most convenient

theory
think it an impossibility to suppose bodies to be
actually
divisible ad infinitum, the only alternative seems to lie
in the assumption of indivisible

DC

1

atoms as their ultimate

Part. An.

Caelo, iv. 2, 309, a, 19.

i.

2

Gen. et Corr. i. 8; cf.
ZELLEE, Ph. d. Gr. part i. 6 Jo,

1,

252, a,

640, a, 19

;

(598,

See ZELLEE, Ph.
2, and Metaph.

d.

Gen.

6,

iii.

Gr. pt.
8,

i.

986,

-

&amp;gt;

Phys.\i\\. 1,251, b, 28 sqq.:
DC Casio, i. 10, 280, a, 11 Metaph.
iii. 4, 1000, b, 12.
6
De An. i. 5, 409, b, 23-410,
b, 27
Metaph. iii. 4, 1000, b, 3.
7
Metaph. iv. 5. 1009, b, 12;
;

4

sqq. (cf.

VOL.

et

Corr.

ZELLER,
I.

333, b, 2
ibid. 703, 1)
ii.

;

Phyx.

4.

5

;

3

a 25

viii. 1,

cf.

ZELLEE,

ibid. 727, 1.

v
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constituents.

1

Aristotle, however, neither admits these

Eleatic presuppositions, nor does he concede that the
2
division of bodies can ever reach its limit, or that the
of definite things into being could be treated

coming

minima, or their passing out of
3
llather does he
existence as a resolution into atoms.

as a combination of

hold that indivisible bodies are impossible, since every
fixed quantity can be divided into fixed quantities, which

He

says that atoms which are
distinguished nor capable of acting

again must be divisible.

1

neither qualitatively
on each other could not explain the different qualities
and the interaction of bodies or the passage of the

elements into one another or the processes of becoming
&quot;

The theory that the atoms are infinite in
and change.
number and kind is also rejected, because the pheno

mena can be explained without

this hypothesis, since all

differences of quality or of form are reducible to cer
tain fundamental types, and since the situation and

movement of the elements in nature are also limited
a limited
by number and it is Aristotle s view that
number of original entities is always to be preferred to
;

an infinity of them, because the limited
the limitless.

1

sqq.

Gen.
c.

2,

et Corr.

316, a,

The assumption
i.

8,

13

324, b, 35
sqq.;

cf.

764 sqq.
Corr. i. 2, 317, a, 1
But Aristotle expresses
sqq.
himself more exactly on this

ZELLER,
2

ibid.

Geti. et

point,

though without explicit

reference to the Atomic theory,
in Phys. iii. 6 sq.
3
Gen. et Corr. i. 2, 317, a,
17 sqq.

4

of

better than

is

empty

Pltys. vi. 1

;

space, so far

De

Ctalo,

iii.

4,

303, a, 20.
5

Gen.

8, 325, b, 34
14; De Cwlo, iii.

et Corr.

i.

sqq. c. 9, 327, a,
ibid. c. 7, c. 8, 306,
4, 303, a, 24
shall have more
a, 22 sqq.
;

We

to say on this subject later,
6
DC Cvelo, iii. 4, 303, a, 17 sqq.
29 sqq. b, 4 cf. Phys. i. 4 fin.
;

viii. 6,

259, a,

8.
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from being necessary to explain phenomena such as
those of movement, would rather be inconsistent with
l

the characteristic

movement of bodies and the dif
vacuum nothing could have

ferences of weight, for in a

any particular place towards which it would tend, and
everything would necessarily move with equal quick
ness. 2
He finds that movement and its different kinds
are, in the Atomic Philosophy, simply presupposed, and
first
He objects that the
principles.
school completely overlooks the
teleology of nature,
and that instead of giving us any principles 011 which
3

not deduced from

refers us to an unsolved
rest,
necessity,
or to the assertion that in fact
things have always been
as they are. 4
There are further polemical passages,

phenomena

it

which can only here be mentioned in passing against
the theory of an infinite number of co-existent worlds 5
G
against Democritus explanation of sense-perception
:

;

;

his

against

doctrine

concerning

7

the

and

soul,

acceptance of sensory appearance as truth.
The natural philosophy of Anaxagoras

is

so closely

connected with the physics of the Atomists and
1

Pliys. iv. 7-9, cf. c. G.
later.

More

on this
-

Pkys.

iv.

8,

De

214, b, 28 sqq.

;

8.
With regard to the
theory of Weight held by Demosee
further De Cu;lo, iv. 2,
critus,
G
as to the influence of Ari-

300, b,

;

stotle s attack

upon the changes

iii.

3

Mctapli.

a, 378.
xii. G,

Aristotle s criticism of
of

the mechanical explanation

nature by Democritus,

is

very

similar to Plato s criticism in the
Pluedo of that proposed by

Anaxagoras.
5

Do

Catlo,
ibid. 797, 2.
H

2,

1071, b, 31.

See ZELLER, Pk, d. Gr. pt.
788 sqq., and Gen. An. v. 8 verg.

/., where

which Epicurus made in the
atomic theory, see ZELLER, Ph.
d. Gr. pt.

Empe-

l

i.

Ccclo, i. 7, 275, b, 29, 277, a,
53 sqq. ii. 13, 294, b. 30, iii. 2,

his

8

i.

;

see

ZELLER,

De Sensu, c. 4, 442, a,
De An. i. 3, 406, b, 15,

403, b. 29, 405,
H

8

ZELLER,

a, 8.

ibid. 822.

x 2

29.
ct\ c.
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SOS
doeles tliat

it

is

The

open

for the

infinite

most part to the same

number

of his primary bodies is
not only needless, inasmuch as a small number would do
equally well, but it is also mistaken inasmuch as it would
objections.

make all knowledge of things impossible. Again, since
the primary differences of kinds of matter are limited in
number, so must be the primary bodies also. Since all
bodies have a

natural

magnitude,

their

constituent

parts (the so-called o^oio/jisprj) cannot be of indefinite
size
and since all bodies are limited, there cannot be
;

each thing, as Anaxagoras was logically
obliged to

in

hold, constituents

kinds of matter.

1

belonging to the infinitely various
Further, if primary matter is to be

looked for in the simplest bodies, few of the
ojjLoiojjLsp?)
could be considered as primary matter. 2
Anaxagoras
the

existence of change in things, but the doc
recognises
trine of the
unchangeability of their constituent parts is

with that admission.

The continuity of
the
infinite
number
of their consti
negated by
in
of
s
weak
attack
tuents/
spite
Anaxagoras
upon the
inconsistent

bodies

is
5

theory of empty space. Aristotle finds that Anaxagoras
as little able to account for differences of
weight as was
1

is

Empedocles.

5

The

original

matter, as Anaxagoras states
1

J)c

Plii/s. 5.
Cft lo, iii.

4,
-1.

7

1ST, b,

Fora

sq&amp;lt;|

;

mingling of all kinds of
would be unthinkable 6
.

it,

;

the latter part of ch.
*

further

to the infinite in space,
see Phys. iii. 5, 205, b, 1.
De Ctrlo, iii. 4, 302, b, 14.
3
Gen. et Corr. \. 1
Phys.
;

iii. 4, 203, a, 19.
Further objections of a similar kind, but not
especially directed against Anaxagoras, will be dealt with in

viii. infra.
213. a, 22/
Cwlo, iv. 2, 309, a, 19.

Pltys. iv.

DC

remark as

(5,

Besides the physical objections which are raised against it
in Metapli. i. 8, Gen. et Cow. i.
(i

10,

327,

b,

19,

Aristotle asserts

both of this statement and of the
corresponding one (that, at all
times,

everything

is

in

eve-y-
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but

if it

09

were more correctly stated it would lead to the
matter (conceived of as one and with

substitution of

out qualities) for the infinite variety of primary bodies

The theory, common to
which Anaxagoras assumed.
him and others, of a beginning of movement among
matter, after infinitely continued rest, would contradict
1

the regularity of the order of nature. 2 Aristotle freely
recognises the advance made when Anaxagoras formu
lated the doctrine of universal mind, but he considers
it

to

be

still

unsatisfactory,

inasmuch

on the one

as,

did not bear fruit in the explanation of nature,
hand,
the
other hand, as applied even to man, it mis
and, on
it

conceived the distinction between the spirit and the
soul. 3

With regard
little

to the Eleatics

(among whom he takes

account of Xenophanes and Melissus), 4 Aristotle

s

that their philosophy contains no basis for
point
5
Their primary axioms
any explanation of phenomena.
he takes to be vitiated by grave obscurities they talk
is

first

;

the unity of being without keeping distinct the
different meanings of unity
and thus they attribute to

of

;

being such qualities as negate in turn
unity (e.g. limit in

its

Parmenides, and

unconditional

limitlessness in

Melissus). They do not understand that every proposi
tion involves the duality of subject and predicate, of
that it destroys the
tlang),
See
principle of contradiction.
ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. pt. i. 911.
Metapli. i. 8, 1)31), a, 30.
2
Phys. viii. 1, 252, a, 10 sqq.
1

3

See ZELLER,

893, 2; De
405, a, 13.

An.

i.

ibid.

887, 4,
2, 404, b, J,

2,

Ca&amp;gt;lo,

i.

5,

98(5,

b,

26

;

ii.

10,

13,

i.

21&amp;gt;4,

3 init.
a, 21

on the other hand Parmenides
always treated with respect.
5

t

;

is

Mctapli. i. 5, 986, b, 10 sqq,;
i. 2. 184, b,
25; De Carlo,
iii. l, 298, b, 14;
Gen. ct Corr. i.
cf. SEXT. Math. x.
8, 325, a, 17
Pliys.

;

4

Metaj)h.

185, a,

Pitt/ft, i.

and De

4(5.
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so that we cannot even say that
thing and quality,
between Being as
Being is without distinguishing

substance and the Being we attribute to
whicli latter, if there were only one

as quality-

it

Being, would
noti.e.
than
other
be
Being,
something
necessarily
Eleatics assert the unity of Being and
The
being.
in fact Being is only a com
deny not-being, whereas
1

perfectly
things, and Not-being
thinkable as the negation of some definite kind of being
2
attack the divisibility of

mon predicate

of

is

all

not large, &c.).
They
time describe
same
the
at
and
yet
Being,
(e.g.

it

as extended

and therefore

&amp;lt;

Becoming,
They deny
space/
the multiplicity of things, on the ground that every
all

5

in

process of becoming

must

start either

from Not-being, and both hypotheses

from Being or
are untenable.

which not only
They overlook a third possibility,
makes Becoming conceivable, but is the sole expres
sion of any actual process of

becomingnamely,

that

it is, not out of absolute Notanything becomes what
4
is relatively not-being.
which
being, but out of that
Aristotle holds that /eno s polemic against move
ment rests upon similar misconceptions, inasmuch
as he treated space and time not as fixed but as
and argued on the assumption
discrete

quantities,

This is the essential point
the complicated dialectical
discussion in Phys. i. 2, 105, a,
On the second
20-c. 3 rers. Jin.
half of these discussions (c. 3),

3

1

of

PLATO, Parm. 142, B sq.,
B sqq.; and see
244,

cf.

Soph.

ZELLER&quot;
-

ibid. p. 5(52 sq.

Phys. i. 3, 187,
ER; Hid. 503 sq.

a,

3;

cf.

Metaph.

ZELLER,

Hi. 4, 1001, b, 7; cf.

ibid. 541.

Phys. i. 8, cf. Mctaplt. xiv
1009, a, 26 sqq. (The point will
be treated more in detail in ch.
4

2,

On the other hand,
Eleatic hypothesis is answered in Gen. ct Corr. i. 8, 325,
reference to
a, 13 merely by a
the opposed facts of experience.

viii.

the

infra.)
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of an infinite
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number of

actual

subdivisions, whereas in fact they merely include poten
Still
themselves all possible subdivisions.
tially in
less importance does he attach to the arguments used
1

by Melissus to prove that Being
less.

2

How

unless

we

things,

and

one

as

can

it

is

limitless

and motion

All

be supposed that

is

One,

are prepared to ignore all the differences of

represent even contradictory opposites
Here also Aristotle finds
and the same ? 3
to

unproved assumptions as to the principles of things, and
an absolute failure to solve the weightiest questions of
philosophy.

Neither does he find a solution

among the Pytha
a
of
who
nature, although
attempted philosophy
goreans,
their principles made movement and change, which are
natural processes, inconceivable. 4
They
it to
the
to
corporeal
by
referring
explain
proposed
number. Yet how can that which is extended in space
be derivable from numbers, or how can weight arise out

the basis of

all

neither light nor heavy ? 5
How, in
6
fine, can the qualities of things be so derived at all ?
What is the meaning of saying that in the formation of
of that

which

is

the world, the One, as corporeal

which drew unto
1

cf.

itself

Phi/s. vi. 9, c. 2, 233, a, 21
Ibid. 45 sqq.

Pkys.

i.

3

itiit.;

cf.

ZELLER,

i. 2, 185, b, 19 sqq.
Metaj)h. i. 8, 989, b, 29 sqq.
Metapli. i. 8, 990, a, 12 sqq.
iii. 4, 1001, b, 17, xiii. 8, 1083, b,
8 sqq. xiv. 3, 1090, a, 30; De

Pkys.

4

5

Ccelo, iii. 1 fin.

the centre
?

7

ti

;

ibid. 554, 3.
3

was

portions of the limitless

ZELLER,
2

size,

Metaph. xiv. 5, 1092, b, 15.
Tt e passage refers to Platonics
and Pythagoreans together. Other
remarks, which refer immediately
to Plato and his school, but also
apply to the Pythagoreans, need
not be here cited.
7

Metapli.

xiii. G,

1080, b, 10,

xiv. 3, 1091, a, 13; cf.
ibid. 381 sq. 349, 4.

ZELLEK,
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Again, where tilings different in character are explained
by one and the same number, are we to distinguish

between

different classes of

numbers by reason of the

differences of the things they signify, or are we to
deny
the variety of these things by reason of the likeness of

the numbers that denote

them?

universal conceptions such as the
be of the nature of substance ? 2

1

How, again, can
One and the Infinite
Finally, if we pro

ceed to inquire as to the way in which the Pythagoreans
applied their theory of numbers, we come upon singular
3
The theory of number itself
superficiality and caprice.
4

very incompletely worked out, and there are numer
ous untenable positions in their theory of physics which
is

Aristotle

marks with censure. 5

Not only the

Natural Philosophy, but

earlier schools of

also the later systems called, in Aristotle s view, for fun

damental reconsideration.

Only one of the

later schools

can be specially dealt with here, because in this con
nection there is no account to be taken of the Sophists.

What

they taught was to Aristotle

s

mind only a mock

wisdom, which dealt in the contingent, the unessential,
and the unreal. 6
His task in regard to them was, not
3

1

8, 990, a, 18 (cf.
362, 1), vii. 11.
1080, b, 17 cf. xiv. 6, 1093, a, 1, 10.
With regard to Being and

Mctapli.

ZELLER,

i.

ibid.

the One, this view is explained
(against Plato and the Pythagoreans) in Metajrii. iii. 4, 1001,
a, 9, 27 cf. x. 2; and it is there
the
especially remarked that
assertion of the substantiality
of the One would destroy the
plurality of things. As to the
frireipov
c. 4,

cf.

203,

Phys.

a, 1.

iii.

5,

and

also

Mcta^h.

i.

5,

986, a, 6, 987,

a, 19.
4

See ZELLER, ibid. 367, 2.
5
Such as the Antichthon
(ZELLER, ibid. 383, 4\ the harmony of the spheres (De Ccrlo, ii.
9), a theory about time (Pkys.
218, a, 33, cf. ZELLE,
406, 3 sq.), and certain
views as to the soul (Zte An. i. 2,
401, a, 16, c. 3 A ^.cf. Anal. Post.
iv.

10,

-ibid.

ii.

11, 94, b, 32).
6

See ZELLER, ibid. 968.
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establish

to

any metaphysical propositions, but to
combat the scepticism which brought all manner of
truth into question, and to prove the untenable nature

of their sophisms.
The services rendered by Socrates
to philosophy are by no means minimised
by Aristotle,
although at the same time he emphasises the limitation
1

of Socrates

achievement: to the sphere of ethics, and
observes that in this connection Socrates did not esta
blish

basis. 2

any metaphysical

Of the

lesser Socratic

schools Aristotle criticised only the
Megarians, for their
assertions about the relation of the
possible and the
3

and the Cynics, in regard to their
theory of
knowledge and ethics.
The attention which Aristotle pays, however, to
Plato and the Platonic school is as
thoroughgoing as
his treatment of the other Socratics is
His own
slight.
actual,

4

system grew directly out of that of Plato. He was com
5
pelled, therefore, to distinguish his views from those of
Plato exhaustively, and to set out the
arguments which
him to go beyond the Platonic school. Thus it is

led

1

The former in Metapli.

iv.

5, cf. c. 4, 1007, b, 20, x. 1, 105:5,
a, 35, xi. 6 init. ; the latter in the

treatise
2

on the

Cf.

the

ZELLER,

ibid,

fallacies.

passages

:

cited,

at pp. 94, 2,

and

1143
lliat even the Ethics of
Socrates are one-sided, is shown
by Aristotle in KtU. NIC. iii. 7,
1113, b, 14 sq.
sqq. 1117, a, 9,
17 s qq3

Metaph.
ibid. 220, 1).

c.

vi.

11, 1116, b, 3

13,

proving that it would not only
destroy all motion and change,
but also all possession of skill or
power one who does not now
hear would be deaf one who is
not actually building would be

1114,

b,

ix. 3 (cf. ZELLER,
Aristotle here con-

;

no architect.
4
The former are spoken of in
Metapli. v. 29, 1024, b, 32, viii 3
1043, b, 23 (cf. ZELLER, ibid
252 sq.), and in Etli. Nic. x. I,
1 172, a, 27
sqq. Aristotle attacks
the exaggerations of the moral
doctrine of the Cynics.
5

f utes

the Megarian principle, that
the merely possible is actual, by

&c.

Sttjwa, pp. 14, 56 sq., 162,
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in no spirit

of jealousy or detraction

that

Aristotle

comes back again and again to discuss the Platonic
of
doctrines, and to set out their defects from all points
view with untiring patience; for such a criticism of his
master was unavoidable if he was to defend his own
new
individuality, and his right to found a
philosophic

fame of his predecessor and the
His main cri
prestige of the flourishing Academy.
school, against the

is
ticism, leaving out of account incidental objections,

directed against three leading points first, against the
Ideal Theory, as such; secondly, against the later
Pythagorising statement of the Theory; and, thirdly,
:

against the principles laid

down concerning the

mate basis of tilings, Matter and the One.
The Ideal Theory of Plato rested upon

ulti

1

his convic

of things that
only the universal essence
This conviction was
can be an object of knowledge.

tion that

it is

So likewise did Aristotle accept
shared by Aristotle. 2
without criticism Plato s doctrine as to the mutability of
sensible things (which for Plato was the second
buttress of the Ideal Theory), and the necessity to
all

3

and essential.
pass beyond these to something stable
But when Plato draws from this the conclusion that it
can be actual, and
only the Universal, as such, which
as
for
itself
must
exist
that it
something substantial
Aristotle parts company with him.

is

beyond phenomena,

which revolves
This, therefore, is the central point about
the whole Aristotelian attack on Plato s Metaphysics.
For Aristotle holds as to this assumption that it is
1

Cf ZELLER, Plat on. Studio/,

~

.

p.

197 sqq.

3

Vide supra, pp. 163, 300, &c.
Vide *uj&amp;gt;ra, p. 300 sqq.
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basis in itself ; that

all scientific

it

leads in its

and contradictions absolutely in

results to difficulties

and that instead of explaining the world of

soluble,

phenomena,

makes them

it

impossible.
holds that the hypothesis of the Ideas is not
established
of the Platonic arguments for it, there is

He

;

not one that

is

not open to decisive objections.

1

The

ends that Plato sought thereby to attain are and must
be attainable otherwise. The content of each of these
indeed, exactly the same as the corresponding
thing of which it is said to be the Idea ; for in the
conception of the ideal man, of man as such, exactly the

Ideas

is,

same marks are included as in the conception of man in
the ordinary sense, there being no difference between
the two beyond the addition of the word ideal
(TO
2
In this view, the Ideas appear as nothing more
avro).
than a needless reduplication of the world of things,
and the introduction of the Ideas to explain things is

to Aristotle as if a

man who

could not count in small

to count in large ones. 3

numbers should attempt

But

even apart from the failure of proof, the Ideal Theory
is in his view in itself untenable; for Substance cannot
1

sqq.
*

Cf.

Metapli.
1079,

xiii. 4,

Metaph,
8

TroXAaxy

i.

9,

990, b, 8

iii.

b,

997,

2,

e x&amp;lt;Wo&amp;gt;;/

5

:

8v&amp;lt;rKo\iav,

ovOevbs T\TTOV aroirov rb (pdvai jJitv
efi/ai TIVO.S (pvareis
Trapa ras eV
TU&amp;gt;

ovpavw, ravras Se ras auras (pdyai
roTy
a iSia

at(T0Tr)To ts

TO.

8e (pOaprd

eiav,

a\\o

S

ro?s

ra

8rt

ir\v)v

dp&wov fyaaiv flvaiKou

c/ceiVoi

yap

ovQlv d\\o

tno .ovv,

avOpccirovs aibiovs, ov9 OVTOL TO.

a.

/j.cv

avro yap avITTTTOV

ot5ei/,

6eovs

Kal vyi-

irapair\ i ffiov
flvai
yuei/

di/0p^7roet5e?s

t

8e

ovre

aA\

$?

effir]

cu Sia.

Similarly
1040, b, 82:
Troiovaw ovv [ras iSe as TJ.S auras
??

a?&amp;lt;r07)ra

Mctapli.

vii.

16,

|

e^Set TO?S (pOapToli,

T&amp;lt;2

Kal

rt&amp;gt;

jToa.v()punrov

irpotfTidevrts ro?s
rb airb.
Tbi.fl.

auToiinroi&amp;gt;,

alcrd^Tois

:

a.

p^/iia

10SG, b, 10 cf. Etli. N. i.
1096, a, 34, End. i. 8, 1218, a,

xiii. 9,

4,

10.
3

Mctapli.
1078, b, 32.

i.

9 init.

xiii.

4,
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be separate from that whereof it is the Substance, nor
Genus from that to which (as forming part of the
This proposition, in fact, sum
essence) it belongs.
1

marises the whole difference between the Platonic and
Aristotle holds, however, that
were waived, the Platonist would only pass
It would appear, for
out of one difficulty into another.

Aristotelian systems.

even

if this

instance, that in reason there could only be Ideas ot
and the Platonic school
that which was substantial
;

Yet
accordingly ascribed Ideas only to natural things.
when once it is admitted that the Universal Essence is
divided

individual things,

among

it

must

follow that

Ideas should be ascribed also to privative and relative
2
conceptions and to artificial products of all kinds; and
the Ideas themselves, the most of them
must have Ideas over them to which they stand in the

even

among

relation of copies, so that

it

would be true of them that

the same thing would be at the same time type and
3

copy.
fall

Thus

under a

inasmuch

also for every thing

series of genera, superior

as

it

must

and subordinate

must be several Ideas; 4 or again, the
various general marks which together make up a con
cept must be themselves so many Substances, and it
would follow that one Idea would be made out of many
in form

there

Ideas, or one Substance out of
1

Metaph.

5deiej/

$.v

i.

9,

aSwarov,

ovffiav Kal ov

rj

ovffia;

a, 23, cf. vii. 6,

991,

tlvat

b,

X U P^ S

xiii. 9,

1031, a, 31,

1:
T ^v
14,

i-

;

587,

Metaph.

cf.

ZELLEE, Ph.

d.

2.
i.

9,

991, a, 29,

xiii.

In the first of
these passages we should read
oiov rti yfvos, us yfvos, eiS&v (sc.
5,

1079, b, 34.

:

990, b, 11 sqq.
22, 991, b, 6, xiii. 4, 1079, a, 19,
Anal. Post. i.
c. 8, 1084, a, 27

Metaph.

P^-

-

3

1085,
c.

1039, b, 15.
2

24, 85, b, 18

^r

real Substances,

many

i.

9,

;

vapASftyfia eVrai).
4

Metaph.

i.

9,

991, a, 26.
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and these sometimes of opposite kinds.
the Idea

to be Substance,

is

Or

1

again,

if

cannot at the same time

it

be a general concept 2 for it is not the unity of many
individual things, but an individual itself among other
individuals. 3
Conversely, the things of which it is
;

4
Of Ideas of
predicated could not be true subjects.
this kind any definition would be as impossible as it is

of other

5

and since the Idea,

individuals,
is

individual,

it

numerically one,

the

like

follows that one or

other of the contradictory predicates by which

we sub

divide the genus must always be predicable of it, in
which case it clearly cannot be itself the genus also.
Aristotle considers the assertion that the Ideas con
tain the es&ence of things to be inconsistent with the

view that they are at the same time incorporeal. He
represents Plato as speaking sometimes of a matter of
(that being inconsistent with the notion that
7
not
in space ), and as holding at other times
are
they
that in the case of all natural objects matter and the
process of becoming belongs to the essence and concep

the Ideas

tion of them, in which

them

case the conception of
8

cannot exist by itself separately.
Similarly, he argues
that the ethical conceptions cannot be separated from
1

Mf-taph. vii. 13, 1031), a,
14; cf. c. 8, 1033, b, 19, i.
991, a, 21), xiii. 9, 1085 a, 23.
c.

2

Mcta-ph.
1040,

vii. 16,

1003,

Metajtlt.

Metapli.

from

15, supra,

vii.

JUctaph.

Caieij. c. 2.

15, 1040, a,

8-

27.
6

Top.

vi.

143, b, 23.

fi,

Length

in itself must
or tr\aros fx ov

9, xiii.

be either oTrAares
an d then the genus
must be at once a species also.

15

ZELL.

cf. iii.

(&amp;gt;,

i

i.

9,

992, b,

Phy*-

ut supra.
4

-

5

108(5, a, 32,

26 sqq.

p.

9,

a, 5.

3

9,

xiii. 9,

a,

3,

vii. 6,

103

!,b,

;

cf.

LONITZ and SCHWEGLER on this
and the citation at

8

ibid.

Phys.

iv.

1,

556
ii. 2,

209, b, 33

sq.,

628

;

sq.

193 b, 35 sqq.

cf
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their objects.

standing by

under

all

Idea of the Good

There can be no

itself, for

the conception of the

Good appears

determines
possible categories, and

itself dif

different circumstances
ferently according to the

;

and as

there are different sciences that deal with the Good, so

there are different kinds of good, among which there is,
a fact which of itself ex
in fact, an ascending scale

cludes the possibility of a common Idea existing by itself.
further objection is that the theory of Ideas logically
1

A

carried out would be a process ad infinihim: for
to be posited in every case where
Idea is

always
things than one

common

meet

in

common

a

essence of the Idea and

its

if

an

more
the

definition,

phenomenon must

from either of
always come in as a third term different
2
them.
Even if the Ideal Theory were better founded and
Etlt. X. i. 4 (Etui. i. 8) cf pre
the principle
ceding-notes. As to
that what is irpoTfpov and uVrepo^
cannot be reduced to a common
generic concept, see Pollt. iii. 1,
a. 3-i sqq. (ZKLL., ibid, 571
1

.

;

J27r&amp;gt;,

sq.).
Kill.

On

the same principle in

Nic. lor. dt. Aristotle remarks
Idea of the
criticising the
Good, that the upholders of the
doctrine of Ideas themselves say
that there is no Idea of that
which stands in the relation of

in

Before and After; but this is
actually the case with the Good,
for it is found in all the cate
gories a. //., a substantial good
lleason, a
is the Divinity and
good is Virtue, a
qualitative
a
quantitive good is Measure,
relative good is the Useful, &c.
Thus these different Goods stand
:

in a relation of Before and After,
and can consequently be included
in

no

common

generic concept,
no idea, but
25 sqq.) only in a rela

and therefore
(]()!)().

b,

in

tion of analogy.
3fet(ij&amp;gt;Jt.

1:5,

(Vide supra,

p.

sqq.)

27&amp;lt;;

i.

9,

91)1,

a,

2,

vii.

J
10: .!), a, cf. vii. 6, 2, 1031, b, 28.

Aristotle expresses this objection
here by sayingthat the doctrine of
Ideas leads to the rpiros avOpuiros.
Cf. ZELL., Plat. Stud. p. 257, and

He
Ph. d.
pt. i. p. 623, 5.
finds the parallel of the rp ros
however, is
&vQpwiros
(which,
&amp;lt;jr.

equally true of the ideas
selves, cf. SupJi. El,
36) in the change

c.

them

22, 178, b,

of the uni
versal into an individual of the

same name.
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untenable, Aristotle would still say that it could by
fulfil the task of a true
Philosophy, which is

no means

to exhibit the basis

and principles of the world of

As the Ideas are not in things, they
appearances.
cannot make up the essence of things, and they cannot
contribute anything to the being of things.
Even the
1

relation of the one to the other cannot be stated clearly,
own references to some kind of copying and

for Plato s

2
The
participation are always unintelligible metaphors.
of
motive power, without which no process of
principle

becoming and no explanation of nature is conceivable,
3
So also is the principle of final
is wholly wanting.
cause. 4

Even in regard to the theory of Knowledge,
the Ideas cannot render us that service which Plato
expected from them, for if they are outside of things,
then they are not truly the essence of things, and there
fore the

knowledge of the Idea leads to no sure con
5
And how, on the other
itself.

clusion as to the thing

hand, could we arrive, asks Aristotle, at any know
ledge of the Ideal, since innate Ideas are not to be
6

assumed

?

creased

if

All

we

these difficulties

are to follow Plato and

translating the Ideas into
1

Metajth.

Numbers, and

i.

9,

991, a, 12 (xiii.

i.

9,

991, a, 20, 992,

5, init.).
2

a,

28

Met&pU.

(xiii. 5, 1079, b. 24),
b, 13, viii. 6, 1045, b. 7,

987,
10, 1075, b, 34.
3

i.

G,

xii.

i.

;

be vastly in
his school

in

so interposing

335, b, 7 sqq. cf. Etli. End. i. 8,
1217, b, 23.
4
Metajth. i. 7, 988, b, 6, c. P,
992, a, 29 (where, instead of Sib,
81

o

should be read).

5

991, a, 8, 19 sqq.
b, 3 sqq. (xiii. 5) 992, a, 24 sqq.
b, 7, c. 7, 988, b, 3, vii. 8, 1033,
b, 26, xii. G, 1071, b, 14, C. 10,
1075, b, 1G, 27 Gen. et Corr. ii. 9,

Metapli.

will

9,

MetapJt. i. 9, 991, a, 12 (xiii.
1079, b, 15), vii. 6, .1031, a, 30
sqq. cf. Anal. Post. i. 22, 83, a,

5,

32: ra yap elfSrj x ai P* r(a Teperia-pard re yap tVrt, &c.
6
Vide suyra, p. 202, &e.
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between the Ideas and the things of sense the whole
The difficulties which would
science of Mathematics.
thus arise were set out by Aristotle with a painstaking
thoroughness most tiresome to the modern mind, though
in his day

it

to cut off all
school, led

He
of
of

possibly have been needful in order
ways of escape for the Pythagorising

may

by such men as Xenocrates and Speusippus.

how we are to think to ourselves the causality
numbers, or how they can contribute to the existence
2
He shows how capricious and contra
things.
asks

1

dictory

the application of these numbers to natural
He points out the difference in character

is
3

objects.

between conceptual determinations, which are quali
tative, and numerical determinations, which are quanti
tative, remarking that two numbers make up one
number, but two Ideas do not make one Idea, and that
among the numbers which make up numbers no quali
whereas there must

tative differences can be posited,

be units qualitatively

Numbers.

different

With minute and

4

if

there

were Ideal
5

careful

thoroughness,
he controverts the various suggestions as to the relations
of mathematics to the Ideal Numbers which were

thrown out by Plato and his school and the devices they
resorted, to in order to maintain a conceivable difference

1

Mctaph.

i.

9,

991, b,

i),

with

things are likewise
numbers, .one does not see of what
use the ideal numbers are to them
are
if, on the other hand, things

the answer:

if

;

only arranged according to number, the same would be true of
the ideas of them, which would
not be numbers, but A^oi eV

a/n0,uo?s

TLVUV

-

MetajtJi.

xiv.

6

i/iit.,

ibid.

1093, b, 21 cf. c. 2, 1090, a, 7 sqq.
3
Loc. cit. from 1092, b, 29 cf.
;

the commentaries on this passage,
4
Cf. ZELL. Pit. d. Gr. pt. i. p.
568 sq. 854, 867 sq. 884.
5
Loc. cit. i. 9, 991, b, 21 sqq.
992, a,

2.
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between the Numbers and the units which compose
them.

But in this, as in other branches of the argu
main point is always that there is a funda

1

ment, his

mental contradiction between the notion of a unit of

number and the fact of differences of kind. It is not,
of course, necessary here to recapitulate those of his
objections to Ideal Numbers which apply also to the
Ideal Theory in general. 2
But it is to be noticed that,
in Aristotle s view, if once we assumed the existence of
Ideas and Ideal Numbers, the ordinary mathematical

numbers would lose their status, for they could only
have the same component parts and therefore the same
nature as the Ideal Numbers themselves. 3 The position
for qua
magnitudes would be equally dubious
must go by ideal numbers, and qua mathe
matical they must go by mathematical number 4 and
from the way in which the theory of magnitudes is

of

;

ideal they

;

deduced, he considers that the further dilemma arises
that either it must be possible for a surface to exist

without

line,

and a

solid without

surface,

or else all

three must be one and the same. 5
Finally, as concerns the ultimate principles of things,
in which Plato and the Platonists had
sought to find

the ultimate basis and constituents of their

and Ideas, 6 Aristotle asserts that

know
1

the

constituent parts of

23,

all

Numbers

is

impossible to
being, since that

*

Mttajrtt. xiii. 6-H.

tajik, i. 9, 992, b, 13 xiv
1C90, b, 20.
Ibid, i, 9, 992, a, 10
xiii 9
1085, a, 7, HI
M&amp;lt;

2

As in Metajrti. xiii. 9, 1085, a,
and in xiv. 2, 1090, a, 7 sqq.

c. 3,

it

1090, a, 25-b, 5, they are used

:

3,

:&amp;gt;

;

.

Cf. ZELLEK,/VA. d. (Jr.
pf.
(128 sq., 805.
&quot;

against Spcnsippns.
3
i.

M&amp;lt;
1ai&amp;gt;l&amp;gt;.

3,

!),

991, b, 27

;

xiv,

1090, b, 32 sqq.

VOL.

I.

V

i.
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1

knowledge cannot be derived from any prior knowledge.
He doubts whether all being can have the same con
2
stituent parts, or whether out of the combination of the
same elements, at one time a number and at another

He

remarks that such
constituent parts can only be ascribed to substances, and
oulv to those substances which have some admixture of
4
He further demonstrates that such con
time a magnitude could

arise.

3

materiality.

stituent parts could neither be thought as individual
nor as universal not as individual, because they would
:

not then be cognisable and
stituents of more

could

tilings

universal, because in that case they

nature of substance.

con

not be the

than one

or Ideas

not as

;

would not be of the

In another connection, he takes

5

of the Platonic suggestions as
exception to the variance
and rejects altogether the
material element.
to the
of Speusippus that there are more than one
k

assumption

original but different ininci^i.

A

1

closer inquiry into
w

the two riatouic ultimate principles,
4

the Great and Little.

and

the One,

leads Aristotle to declare that

thev are both misconceived.

He

asks

how

One can

the

be a thing existing by itself, when no universal is a
The notion of unity expresses only a
substance.
i.

i.

9,

b,

992,

24

;

against which, indeed, his own
distinction of demonstrative and
inductive knowledge might be
US ed.
a
This is suggested, without

mention of Plato, in Mctaph. xii. 4,
1070, a, 33 sqq. cf. what was adduce d on pp. 300-301, supra.
;

3
4

17 sqq.
Meta2)Jt.iii. 4, 1001, b,
xiv. 2
Ilid. i. 9, 992, b, 18
;

ini*.

Metapli.
1087, a. 4.

xiii. 10,

1086, b, 19,

6
Meta/pli. xiv. 1, 1087, b, 4,
12,26, c.2,1089,b,ll; cf.ZELLEB,
Ph- d. Gr. pt. i. p. 028, 3.
7
Of it the remark in Metaph.
xiv. 3, 1090, b, 13 gqq.
true, that

Nature

is

not

is^

fireiaoSiwSris uairep

poxQ-npa rpaycpSia, and in xii.
the OVK ayaOov iro\vKotpaviri.

ther

cf.

ZELLER,

ibid.

p.

10,/lfw.

Fur851 sq.

and the passages there adduced.
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or,

more

exactly, a determination of measure.

This, however, presupposes something measured, and
even that is not necessarily
anything substantial, but
may also be a magnitude, or a quality, or a relation, or
any of the most different kinds of things, and, accord
ing as it is one or the other of these, the One will be
&amp;lt;

variously determined, as predicated of one or other of the
similar kinds of subjects.
Whoever seeks to
1

deny

this

be driven to explain the One as the
only Sub
a position
stance, as did the Eleatics
which, apart
from other objections, would make Number itself im
will

c

2

Again, if with Plato we are to say that the
the same as the Good, then there will arise other
intolerable difficulties, 3 not
than those
worse,
possible.

One

is

however,
with Speusippus, we
attempt to
distinguish the One from the Good as a special principle
4
As for the Great and Little, this
by itself.
concep
tion indicates
nothing but bare qualities, or rather,
bare relations
and these,
of such a kind

which would be raised

if,

&amp;lt;

as

indeed,

could least of

be taken for
anything in the nature of
substance, since they manifestly require a substratum.
How can substances, he asks again, consist of that
all

which is riot substantial, and how can constituent
parts
be at the same time predicates ? 5 Or if we are to
take
this second
principle to be more closely related to the
first, as not-being is to being, such a
theory would be
Plato believed that he could
altogether perverse.
only
escape the monism of Parmenides by assuming a
prin. /, x.
xi. 2,

2;xiv. 1, 1087, b.
1060, a, 36; cf.
tra, p. 312, n. 2, and p. 272, n. 2.
*
lii.
4, 1001, a, 29.
Metapli.
Metapk. xiv. 4, 1091, a, 29,

33,

and

36

20 sqq
Metaph. 1091, b 16 99 c 5

sqq., b, 13,
*

init.
*

1,

MetapJi. i. 9, 992 b
1088, a, 15 sqq

1

Y2

xiv
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ciple of not-being.

This assumption

for the purpose, since

Being

itself is

not necessary
not of one kind

is

and it would also fail of the purpose, since the
only
manifold character of Being cannot Le explained by the
]

;

2
simple opposition of Being and not-Being.

According

to Aristotle, Plato has not sufficiently defined Being and
not-Being, and in his deduction of the manifold from

them he has been thinking

of substance only, and not
3
or of movement;
c.,

either of qualities, magnitudes,

Great and Little&quot; produced movement, then
must the Ideas whose matter it is be likewise moved. 4
The main defect of the Platonic view lies in the posi
for if the

is the first and
original prin
If all does arise out of an opposition,
not out of mere opposition as such, which is

tion that opposition as such
ciple of all things.
still it is

negation, but out of relative opposition Qut of the sub

stratum to which negation attaches. Everything which
to be, presupposes a matter out of which it

comes

and

this matter

not simply a kind of XotBeing, but a kind of Being which x not as yet that
which it /x dbont to become. The nature of matter in
conies,

is

?

He had in
regard was misunderstood by Plato.
view merely the opposition of matter as against the
formative principle, and so he thinks of it as the Bad

this

and the Not-Being, and overlooks the other

side of the

namely, that it is the positive substratum of
question
5
all formative action and of all becoming.
By this
Mcitijili. xiv. 2, 10S8, b, 35
sqq. of. p. 223, supra.
Ibid. 1081), a, 12.
Hid. 1. 15, 31 sqq.
1

:

&amp;lt;

1

Ibid.

i.

9,

992, b.

7.

5
Mctaplt. xiv. 1 init. c. 4,
xii. 10, 1075, a,
1091, b, HO sqq.
32 sqq.; Pltt/s i. J). cf. ZELLEB,
Pit. d. Gr. pt. i. p. Gil.
;

ME TA P1L I

S

/CW

;JL&amp;gt;5

oversight he involves himself in this contradiction, that
its own
annihilation, that the evil

matter tends to

tends to the good and must of necessity assume it into
itself.
Further contradictions arise in the considera
1

and Little (as was above remarked
Unlimited of the Pythagoreans) must be a thing
existing for itself, a substance whereas at the same
time as a determination of number and magnitude it
tions that the Great

of the

;

cannot possibly be so, and that the same principle would
of necessity have to be given in
actuality as unlimited,
which is a position in fact unthinkable. 2 If,
we
finally,

ask the Platonists in what

way

the numbers can be

deduced from their ultimate principles, distinct state
ments are entirely wanting. We ask if they arise by a
mixture, or by a composition, or by a generation, and
there is no answer. 3
We are not told how out of the

One and the Many could be produced those units of
which numbers are composed, 4 or whether number be
itself limited or unlimited/&quot;
There is no deduction of
the first uneven number or of
any of the rest except
the

first ten.

We

6

unities arise out of

are not

which

shown from whence those
is

made up

the indefinite

combination with the One, is to
duality which, by
7
the
and we are not shown
generate
remaining units
its

:

how

the duality of the Great and Little can, with the
aid of the One,
bring forth any numbers which could
1

Phys. i.

9,

192, a, 19.; Metapli.

xiv. 4, 1092, a, 1.
-

Pki/s.
c. 4,

iii. 5,

203, a,

3

1

204, a, 8-34, cf.

sqq.

Metapli. xiv. 5, 1092, a, 21
xiii. 9, 1085, b, 4
sqq.
sqq.; cf. c.
7, 1082, a, 20.
;

*

Metaph. xiii. 9, 1085, b, 12
a r gument immediately

sqq. an

directed against Speusippus.
*
Ibid. 1085, b, 23, c. 8, 1083,
xii. 8, 1073, a, 18.
b, 3ti sqq.
6
ZELLER, Hid. p. 591, 3.
;

Metajri.

i.

9,

991, b, 31.
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not arise by the doubling of the One.
There are a
multitude of similar objections to be found in Aristotle,
1

but these

will be

moie than

sufficient.

These criticisms of the Platonic theory are not all
of equal value.
Not a few of them, at least in the form
in which Aristotle directly states them, rest
undeniably
2

upon a misunderstanding of Plato.
Nevertheless, it
cannot be gainsaid that Aristotle has noted the weak
points of Plato s theory with a keen insight, and has
conclusively exposed its defects. Not only has he com
pletely exhibited the obscurities and dilemmas of the

theory of Ideal Numbers, but he has also refuted once
lor all the Ideal Theory and the assertions of Plato as
to the original basis of things.
which he uses in his attack, there are

the arguments
two which stand

Among

out as decisive, and to which

all

the others mediately

or immediately return: liM-, that all universal
concepts
(such as those of the One, of Being, of the Great and
Little, of the Unlimited, and in fact all the concepts
involved in the Ideas) are in no sense substantial, and
that they denote only certain qualities and relations,

and

at the most only the genera and
species of things,
and not the things themselves second, that the Ideas are
devoid of motive power, and not only cannot explain,
but would actually make impossible the changes of
;

phenomena, the coming to be and ceasing to be of
things, change and movement, with till the natural
3
In the direction
properties of things that rest thereon.
1

-

Metapli. xiv. 3, 1091, a, 9.
Cf. ZELLEE, Platan. Stud,

257 sqq.
3

Aristotle frequently insists

on the importance which he himself attached to this objection
cf., for example, Mctapli. i. 9,
;

991,

a,

8

:
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polemical energy to these points, we may
recognise in him the spirit of the Natural Philosopher
reaching out towards clear definitions of the actual
of Aristotle

s

world and towards an explanation of facts.
are not inferior to Plato

of abstraction

him

superior to

in dialectic

to give currency to

But he

skill.

s,

His powers
and he is

is

determined

such conceptions only as verify

themselves by experience, in that they either combine
into unity a series of phenomena, or take them back to
their

common

there

is

To the logical Idealism of Plato
in Aristotle the Realism of the student

cause.

wedded

of Nature.

So far the attempt has been to state the objections
Aristotle urged against his predecessors.
It is time to
turn to his own answers to those questions the solution
of which he failed to find in them.

,

TO
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oi/re
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CHAPTER

VII.

CONTINUATION.
T/te

N (in

TiISKE are three
discussed.

lii^iiinj

of Metaphysics.

main questions which now

In so far as the First,

Philosophy

full

to be

lias to

do

with Actuality in general, with Heing as such, it follows
that the question of the original essence of the actual,

which is the inquiry into the conception of Substance,
must pivcod&quot; all other invostigat ions. To this question
Plato in his Ideal Theory had answered that that which
in a true and original sense is actual \vas to be sought
O
for only in the

common

essence of things or in their

which are expressed by general conceptions.
Aristotle, as has been seen, was nob content with the
answer but for that very reason lie attributed the more

classes,

:

importance to the relation between the individual and
the universal.
It was in the inaccurate statement of
this relation that he found the fundamental error of
Plato s view, and he felt (hat it was from the true con
ception of the same relation that any revision of,

Platonism must

start.
The first question for Philo
must be an -inquiry into the conception

sophy, therefore,
of substance, which is an
inquiry into the relation of
the individual to the universal.
But inasmuch as
Aristotle defines that relation in such a
1

See

p.

290 sqq. supra.

way

as to

throw
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essential actuality to the side of the individual, it
follows that the Form, or the eZSos which Plato had
1

,

made

with the universal, becomes detached
from the universal in Aristotle and takes on an altered
identical

To him Form

meaning.

is

essence determinate and

developed into full actuality: undetermined universality,
which is the possibility of Being, not yet determined
this

to

or that,

way

The

Form.

is

considered as Matter in opposition
Form and Matter accord

relation of

main object of Metaphysics.
essentially related to Matter, and

ingly furnishes the second

Form, in fine,
Matter to Form

is
;

and this relation consists in the

fact

that Matter becomes definite through Form This process
is Movement.
All movement, however, presupposes a
.

first

the

cause of movement, and in this way movement and
motor constitute the third pair of concepts

first

with which Metaphysics
pages Aristotle

s

is

In the following
be set forth under these

concerned.

theory will

three heads.

(1)

The Individual and

the Universal.

Plato had taken as the essential element in things
the universal as

.

it is
thought in conception, and had
ascribed Being, in its fullest and original sense, to that
It was by a limitation of this Being, by a com
only.

bination

of

Being with Not-Being, that individual
These, therefore, had, outside and

entities could arise.

above them, as something other than themselves, the
universal essences, which were the Ideas.
Aristotle
denies this, for he finds the fundamental error of the Ideal
Theory in this separation of the conceptual essence from
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the thing

itself.

manv

A

1

universal

is

that which belongs to

2

common, or, more accurately, that
things
which belongs to them by reason of their nature, and
3
It follows that all
therefore, necessarily and always.
in

universal concepts denote only certain of the properties
of things; or, in other \vords, are predicates and not
lven when a number of these properties are
subjects.
combined to make the conception of a genus, we get
I

something which belongs

thereby

to

the

all

things

by no means
distinct.
For

in question, but

pertaining to the genus
a universal subsisting beside them
Plato

EV Trapd

s

Kara TroAAwz

si&amp;gt;

TruXXd

TCI
1

If,

.

as

substituted Aristotle

is

thing subsisting by itself, it
is true that the name of Substance

5

Seep.3H),n.l,$^/v/. Mrfapli.
rovro 5 [the
108(5. b, 2
doctrine of Ideas]
e/aVrjo e
:

1&amp;gt;,

.

.

.

2co/coaTT7S 8;a ruvs opicr/jLovs, ov

f.Lfv

.

Aa/3o?i/,

e7n0&quot;TTj,it7]z

1
irepl ras ideas fffriv
1078, b, 30 s([.

-

Metaph.

X W P~

TO 5c

X f P*
1,

1

.

firnv

.

Cf.

C.

vii. 13. 10158, b, 11

;

used in various
tivai.

(pa/j.fv

ra yap
1017, b. 35
xa96\ov Had avra v-jrapx^i. See also
BONIT/, Ind. Arisf. 35(5, b, 4 sqq.
KAMPK. Erkenntnissth. d. Arisi.
.

Kal rovro opti&s lv6i](Ttv ov x&jpiVa?
ai ev f.tlv yap rov /ca^oAow OVK

.

is

is

Ka6o\ov

1

xiii.

s

not any
It
cannot be Substance.

then, the universal

v. y.

Anal

:

I otf.

hiit.:

11

i.

oiv tivai v) eV ri
et
7roAAa OVK
avdyKfi,
/.iev

to~rai

eivai fj.ivroi

ej/

Trapa

ei 5rj

ra

Kara

Do All.
a\ri6fs tlirtlv ai/OLyifrj.
8 (see ]). 195, n. !. supra}.

iii.

&quot;

5e Ka9o\ov

TO

KOIVOV

rovro

Aristotle

yap

here
34: ovrw
Dl. O, b,
rb KaQtKao-rov rb
apidju.cp ei/, KaQoXov 8e TO eVl rovrwv.
Part.
])c Interpr. 7, 17, a, 3!)
An. i. 4, 644, a 27, and supra.
3
Anal. Post. i. 4, 73, b, 2G
&i/ Kara iravros
Kado\ov 5e Ae-yo)
re VTrjLpx Kal
abrli KOI fj avro.
(pavzpbv apa ori offa Ka9o\ov e|

Tre ^t/Kfi/

yap

iii.

;

1,

\tyo;.Lv

:

:

t&amp;gt;

1

KaQ&quot;

ti

31,

87,

b.

32: rb yap

ael Kal

a

is

of course

It is strange
substance.
to find this translation attacked
(by STRL-MPELL, Gcsch. d. thcor.

by

PML

1.

d.

Gr.

213

sq.

;

cf.

ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr. pt. i. 555,
1) on the ground that Aristotle
nowhere understands by ovffta
the unknown, constant, and real
substratum of variable attributes.
however, be expected
that we should cease to use for
It cannot,

c.

s ovff

and elsewhere translated
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which can
applies originally only to that
neither be stated as a definition of the essence of any
but

1

senses,

thing

it

nor can depend upon anything else as a
In other words. Substance is that which is

else,

derivative. 2

3

Or again, Substance
source from which
the
in
its
is Being
original sense,
4
Aristotle
conditions
These
all other being is drawn.
only subject and never predicate.

The universal, as he
finds fulfilled only in individuals.
for itself.
Every
against Plato, does not subsist
proved

in the
universal, even the genus, has its existence only
It is always in
individuals of which it is predicated.
this
It denotes not
something other than itself.
The
of
condition
things.
thing, but only a stated
individual alone is that which belongs to itself only,
which is not borne up by some other, which is what it
is

by reason of

itself,

and not upon the basis of some

an Aristotelian term the word
which the custom of 1,500 years
has consecrated to it, simply
because Herbart connects the
same word with another sense.
On the different meanings
1

of

ovff a,
-

se

Cat.

p.

5

G.

374

sq., infra.
ovffia Se errnv

:

aTa T KOL irpuTus
vrj,

/XTJTC

$;

/U.TJT
L

T\S

tffTiv,
&quot;TTTTOS.

/ca0

?;

teal /J.d\iffTa

i)iroKi(JLe.vcf

TKENDEL-

ENJiURG, Hist. Beitr. i. 53 sqq.
Aristotle himself elsewhere
:i

so defines it.
Afettyrfi.v. 8, 1017,
airavTa 8e TOUTOS \eyeTai
b,
ovo-iaoTiovKaQ vTTOKeLfjLevov Ae yerot,
i;&amp;gt;

:

aAAa Kara TOVTWV
T\I
1028, b, 36
:

to-Ti

K00

ov

eKftvo 8e aiirb
5iO TTpUTOV TTfpl

TO.

aAAa

TO.

;

vii. 3,

1

5

VTTOK^^VOV

aAAa

fjLijKert

TOVTOV

/car

vvv pfv
ovv rviry e /pTjrat ri TTOT ecrnv TI
Kaff faoKfipivov
ovffia, cm TO
aAAa naff ov TO. a\\a. Cf. Anal.
.

.

.

^

Pri.

27, 43, a, 25

i.

r
;

LonyU.

l

.

3,

TO ov
MetWfll. vii. 1 iilit.
\tyeTai TroAAaxiis [in the different
(pavepbv on TOVTWV
categories]
irp&Tov ~bv T TL (ffTiv, oi
TO. 5 aAAa Aeyerat
TI}V ovviav
&vra T$ TOV OUTWS OVTOS TO, ptv
4

olov 6 TLS av6pcairos % 6

Cf. further

TO

o-joia

tlvai

WOKS ^vov vpxrov

4.65, b, 6.

inro/cei/ieVou

eV

yap 5o/m

jtiaAtcrra

Ae^erai,
ttAAou.

filOplffTtOV

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

elvai, TO. 5e Tro oTTjTas,
wcrre TO -Trpcorws ov KOI ov
rl ov [what is nothing else than

Tfoff6Tijras

&c.

.

.

.

and applies

to nothing
Anal. Post. i. 4, and
the remarks which follow] dAA

itself

else; cf.

air\ws y ovffia
1030, a, 22 rb ri

ov

:

ovffia

virup-%ei.

p. 289.

&j/

ei rj

tffriv

;

c.

air\&amp;lt;2s

7,
rfj

See further on
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other

1

a

in

Only

being.

genera be called substances
as

of substances;

CiiJ c. ~). 2, a, 31
ra. 5 aAAa
Tra/ra IJTOiKzO viroxeiuei uv Ae yerat
1

.

can

sense

in so far. that

the

to say,

is

common, essence of a certain
2
and they claim a kind of

forth the

set

they

number

derivative
:

:

TUVTO

ia

/i&quot;C[i

TT&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;T(i)V

cCiTlO,

TO.VTO,

1

Tuiy itpaTuiv

o-Jffi

j)i&amp;gt;

ev uTroKsiu.?va

i]

s

iii.

!()():-),

(&amp;gt;,

KOIV&V

Ta5e

TOi-jVSe.

rj

8

a,

8

ojflej/

:

Ti

70^ TWV

To8e

TI.

M.

Ti

aAAa&amp;gt;i/

flvai.

A/i&amp;gt;il.

i.

J*&amp;lt;&amp;gt;sf.

where Aristotle

4,

Ka9
arro that o /x)/ /ca9 vnoKnu.ivjj
Afyerai a\A y TIVOS, o .ov TO ficfiiCov
Kai Aeu/ot
ertpjv TI OV /3a5 (bi/
8
o)rr a, h al orra To5e TJ,
?/
oJ^
7::.

5,

1),

c-ills

e&amp;lt;rrt

,

Ti

ere/)oV

ra

tiyra
Srj

/xei/

oV^p eVr.V

eVrli/

vTroKeiuevov
a /ra Ae yw, ra

:a9

&quot;

Mftiipli. vii.

lOi s. a, 27

J,

tliat

:

tin/tli.

c. 22, 178, b, 37
(of. Ibid.. 1 7!),
8) TO yap av9pMKos KOLL airav TO
IOLVJV ov To Se Ti, aAAa T0i9i/5e Ti
:

:i,

T/

JS Ti

T)

irf&amp;gt;

7Ta!&amp;gt;

TJ

ToJv TOlOWTaJJ/ Ti

even of
the sensible qualities of things
see p. 201!, xujim.)
Gen. An. iv.
767, b, 33: TO KtzQeKaaTov
r
To iTO yap 7) ovtia.
All other
categories inrlieate mere acci
dents ((Tu/ui,8(j3r]KJTa) of
subsi ance
cf.
ZWaujtra. Aristotle
finds it therefore cjuite natural
vii. 1(5, 10K), b, 2G
( .)frf
sq.)
that the ideas .should be made
into a x u P L(rrov if they are taken
for substances.
The error of the
doctrine of ideas consisted only
iu regarding the Universal as
such a substantial idea. (HEUTLIXG, Mat. und Form,, 41, 1, has
(This holds

rrrjuatVei.

;

:&amp;gt;,

a9

^ur;

[so. Aeyi/zeva]

aAAa

(rri/uaiisn,

o-jcrta

:

]&amp;gt;.

wliic-h

to

saiil

all

supports
lie

qualities is
Kcr.l
TO Ka9

o ltria

?;

,-(/&amp;gt;//.

t/caoroy

T&amp;lt;y

.

:

5e

&amp;gt;n]

fj-ovri

/.tfi/

c.

\

)

uj$tv

i

a
TO

aAA-oi

r

.

.

/ca;?j-yo )7/uaTa. v

3

./

X J P l(TT
-

1(1211,

o,

a,

^&amp;gt;

v

,

27:

TO To5c Ti virap\tiv
So/ce? judAi(TTa T?l ojoria.
c. 1, KJ JI),
a, l!l
TTJZ/ ovcriav KOU TO To5e Ti
c. 10, 1():!5, b, 28
Ka9o Aoy 5 oi/c

x

ct

Pi

r

^&quot;

/

/cal

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;i

;

:

;

:

ojffia

t(rriv

c.
12, 10i!7, a, 27:
cv TI KCU To Se Ti crriij.aivii

ovcr .a

?;

ws

&amp;lt;/ia;.ieV

c.

;

ovff:a

Trp jcTr)

Kadj\ou

iSios
,

1.

.

I. },

aAAa TO

viroipxft

J Ilift

;

)4

,

c.

:

/m.f]9tv o j(T

O )o-/a

aurV
xii.

5

5e Ka.Q

T

1(&amp;gt;,

a

aAA

&amp;gt;\ou

J

^X

KDIV.JV.

TVJTjCV

5//

To5e Ti,
1010, b, 23

:

o-j5evl

?j

a^TTj

-in it.

:

yap

TC Kol

o5 eVrii/ ovo-

t&amp;lt;rra,Ta

^

10;

v

tvuv
:

b,

e/cicrToi

(V

:

lOSS,

x^P^Ta,

virdpxtt-

T]

T^ IXO^TJ

7^/^.

a.

eVel 5 eVrl

5e ov

aAAa
KOII/OJ/

TO. /nev

ov&amp;lt;riai

fin.

:

x&p-

Ke?i/a.

misunderstood tins statement.)
Cat.

8e ovcriai

c. 5,

2.

a,

\4yoi&amp;gt;TO.i

15

eV ols

:

SevTepai
ei Serrii/ at

TrpuTws ojcriai Aeyo fiei/ai virapxovffi,
Tavrd Te :al Ta Ttav ei Scoi/ TOVTWV
yti
TO

l)

.

.

.

^aiot/.

olov

And

o

Te

avOpwiros

Ka.1

so

further

on.

Otherwise the expression StvTfpa
over/a does not occur in Aristotle.
As, however, he elsewhere uses
TrpuTTj ovcria for substance in the
primary sense, and rp-rrj ovaia
for

third

class of substances,

no objection can be taken, as we
have already remarked (in n. 1
to p. 64).
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substantial character with the more
right the nearer
they approach to individual substances, so that the
species deserves to be called substantial in a
higher
degree than the genus.
to the strict con
1

According

of substance,
however, that term cannot be

ception

applied to them at all, because they are predicated
of individuals, 2 and because it is true of
them, as of
every universal, that they are not a This, but a Such

-

not substantive, but
and that they express,
adjective
not substance, but a condition of substance. 3

The further marks

of substance

which Aristotle
gives us, likewise refer, in so far as they are
really
characteristic of that
conception, to individual sub
stances only. 4
The so-called secondary substance of
Cat.

c. 5, 2, b,

7sq. Aristotle,

indeed, stems to say the opposite
11
1
10 4
3:
}
* /
n
eri aAAcos
[o-u^jSou/et] TO yevos

iV^f^/VJ.
T&V

jUAAoi&amp;gt;

V

.

eiSaij/

TO KadoAov

ea/cul

[ovffiav

KadtKaara
--, but
he does not intend to express his
own view in these \\ ords cf
vii. 13
BoNiTzand SCHWEGLEE
/ecu

TO&amp;gt;I&amp;gt;

;

.

;

;

in loco.
-

Cat.

c.

15-21.
3
See n.
r o i
IA

6, d, b,

10

:

5,

1
~

19

a,

2,

sq., b,

on lastpajre

Cat c

&quot;5

*&quot;

8oicerT&amp;lt;tte

Of Trpcora;
Tiffw-ivetv.
this holds
unconditionally: eVi

ov&amp;lt;r(cu

rf n :./
rwv SeuTf
p
:i

fj.fv

n

a\f]6fs 76,

l*.\v

ovffiuv
&quot;

&quot;&quot;

arj/naiveii

viroKei^fvov wa-irep j)
/caTa TroAAcoi/
4

The

TO
first

substance was

WQV

\e 7

.

.

.

ov

aAAa /uaAAov TTOIOV
yap ev fan rb
-jrpujrr]

oAAa

/cat

*(paiverat

ov

ffT)v.a.ivti

Ae -yeTaj

&quot;

TO? (Tx^juaTt TTJS
irpotr-

6jj.oi&amp;lt;as

Tiyopias ToSe
TI

1

&quot;

e&amp;lt;reai.

6

O\J&amp;lt;T

.O.,

ttvdpwrros

(pov.

characteristic of
Ka0 ^o f -

T&amp;lt;*

^

That

V%6sq.,andp.
is

TO

JJ.TI

331, n. 2, supra)
ff vTroKti/jLevca elvai.
J ut

this characteristic
belongs also
to the class, and not to it alone

but likewise (Cat. c. 5, 3,
21 &c.) to the specific differ
ence,
since this is
likewise
contained in the conception of
a&amp;gt;

the thing to which it
applies;
while (according to
Aristotle,
luciu
that
is
10
eV
*v
ibid.) v^j
only
uTTUKeiaevoc
which does not belong to the
of
that
of
conception
which it
is predicated, but which
is a
in
a
substance
quality
quite in
in
dependent of it
the
e.ff.
sentence
the body is white,
\evKov is eV viroKfi/jievci) on the
other hand, in the sentence
man is two-legged, S.Vow is
not eV viroKeiju.j/Cf).
A further
peculiarity of substance is (Cat.
&quot;&quot;-./

&amp;gt;

* oforta

Ta&amp;lt;ro

only of individual substance has
been shown. A second (Cat *

this

is

true

:

C.

5,

O,

fvavr ov

b,
flvai.

24)

TO*

And

yUTjSf*/

aVTCttS

yet Aristotle
himself remarks that the same
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exactly identical with

Aristotle cannot be treated as

neither can it properly be considered sub
quality, but
substance on the side of its qualities
denotes
It
stance.

the combination of the essential pro
In contrast
definite class of substances.
perties of a
with it, if is the individual substances alone which
only.

For

is

it

1

fire

of that self-sufficient and independently subsisting

name

nature to which the

of substance, in

its

original

sense, belongs.
Tli is

If

all

is

view, however,
is

knowledge

not without

its difficulties.

concerned with the actual,- then

it-

and truly original
only the actual, in the highest
sense of the word, which can furnish the original and
If knowledge is the
ultimate object of knowledge.
it must relate, in the first place,
of
reality,*
recognition
If
which is the substance of things.
to real
is

1

Being,
this substance
is

individual substance,

is

the case with determinations
many other conthe same reply

of quantity and
And
ceptions.

may be made

if

1.

(ibid.

be said that substance

iW)

it

susof
ceptible of no difference
degree, no greater or less. For
is

w e might say
more or less of a
T

while,

perhaps,

follows that,

it

The statement, moreover,
contains a questionable identilication of substance with matter,
ble.

we

to which
refer.
Cat.

have again to

shall

b, 18
n. 3

c. 5, 3,

passage quoted in

ou/c aTrAois 8e TroioV Ti

:

(after the

on

333)

p.

than another, yet we
could in no sense say that he is

\CVKUV. ovStvyap &AAo
TO XevK^v dAA /) TTOIO-- TO 8e
/ecu rb yevos -rrepl ovaiav r6

more

a(popiei&quot;

TVOLO.V

vripaivct.

Cf.

that one

is

man

finally

or less
(ibid.

4,

two-legged.
3,
a, lo
,

t&amp;gt;,

If,

17),

we take as the most distinctive
TO -ralrov
quality of substance
fvavTiwv
tv apid/j-y ov
teal
elz cu SfKTiKov, TO /caTa T^V eauTTjs
jweTa/3o\V 5e/cTi/cV ruv evavriwv
:

r&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

who

Bas.,

holds only of individual substance, since to classes
the conceptions of numerical
unity and change are inapplicathis

yap riva

SIMPL.

vei

et Sos

TTOIOV

ovffiav

A at. 26,0

iroid TIS ovtria

explains

Troior-ns ovcrtcaS-rjs.
-

See

3

Ibid,

r&amp;lt;2v

(1vai,

!

o&quot;n/j.a

.

by

:

o-Tj^cui/ei, Socnrep

p. 162.

and

*

Netapll.

p. 219, n. 1.

vii.

4,

air\u&amp;gt;s

opjcr^os Kal TO

ovcnuv
n. 1.

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;avp6j/

fffriv.

1030, b, 4

:

on

e/ce?j/o

Se

6 irpcorcas KOL
ri 3\v e/Vat T&V

See also

p.

219,
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in the last resort, all knowledge is of tbe individual,
and that individual things furnish, not only the startingpoint, but the whole essential content and object of

This conclusion, however, Aristotle de
He is convinced that Science relates,
cisively rejects.
not to the individual, but to the universal, and even

knowledge.

when

descends furthest to particulars,

it

it

addresses

the while, not to the individual things, as such,
This contradiction
but to general conceptions only.

itself all

1

2
in his system cannot be met by the observation that it
that
the
of
natural
individual
is only in the realm
being

is first,

whereas in the realm of

first.

Aristotle himself

He

distinction.

that knowledge

spirits the universal is

knows nothing

of any such

says, without any kind of limitation,

is

directed to the universal only, and,
it is individual es

equally without qualification, that

sence only which

is

substantial

;

and he chooses the

examples with which he illustrates both propositions
from the natural and the spiritual world alike. 3 Even

God

is

individual Substance.

The

fact that

Substance

and Form run together proves nothing for, as will be
seen, there recurs in the working out of the conception
of Form the same difficulty which now engages us
:

with regard to Substance.
Aristotle himself recognised the

full

weight of

the difficulty, 4 and he seems to indicate another
Pp. 162 sqq., and 220 sqq.
*npra. Cf in Anal. Post. i. 24, 85,
ihe argument that the
a, 20 sq
general method proof is better
than the particular; and Hid.
rd 5e rl Iffrt TWV
c. H, 79, a, 28
oXov fffrlv.
2
BiESB,P77. d. Arist. i. 56 sq.
1

.

,

:

3

Cf.

with regard to the

w ay
r

first,

1086, b, 33 sq.,
Anal. Post. i. 31
i. 1,
J-)81, a, 7
in regard to the second, Cat. c. 5,
3, b, 14 sq.
Metaplt. vii. 30,
1035, b, 27, c. 16, 1040, b, 21, xii.
5, 1071, a, 2.
4
Metaj^h. iii. 4 init.: fan S

MctapU.

xiii. 10,
;

;

;
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that Knowledge, considered
indeterminate and is directed to the uni

of escape in the remark
in posse,

is

l

on the contrary, it is
versal, but that in actual practice,
alwavs directed to something determinate. This, how
The knowledge of the
ever. does not take us very for.
1

the application of universal pro
particular arises only by
of that knowledge depends on
certitude
The
positions.
their certitude.

therefore, as Aristotle

Such knowledge,

has not for its object the indivi
expressly recognises,dual as such. but. on the contrary, the individual is

On the
only in the form of universality/
is
which
that
be
individual
the
if
hand,
other
original
5

known by

it

individual,
ought to be precisely.
the
and
of
the proper object
knowledge of
knowledge,
the universal ought to depend upon it for its truth and
and not,
In fact, it would be the individual
actuality, then

it

&amp;lt;jud

certainty.

as Aristotle taught,

own nature

its

the universal

1

the better

&quot;

re TOVTUV airop .a Kal iraaSiv
KO.L

rciT?;
p?l&amp;lt;rai,

irepl

elre

vvv

KaOfKavra,
TUI&amp;gt;

b

r,s

yap
TO.

avn.yKaLOTa.rn

0ea&amp;gt;-

TI irapa TO.
8e ttaOtK-ffra airtipa,

5 aireipwi irws eVSe xerat Aa/3e?j/
olv
tin.: ei
c. G
;

eTTio-T^/^v

Ka8o\ov
[viz.

/*i&amp;gt;

al a.px.a.1,

OL//C

ravra

effovrai ovfflai

(Tu/xjSaVei

ovQev yap

aAAa
he
Toioj/5e, fi 5 ova-la ro5e vi, as
1
says before, et Se pr) Ka66\ov, dAA
KOii

rSiV

cos* TO.

wv ruSe

ri

arjjuati/ei,

Ka&fKaara, OVK effovrai eVi-

Ka06\ov yap at eTrto-T^at
o-TTjrai
-navruv. Cf. Mcta-ph. xi. 2, 1060, b,
xiii.

19,

10,

also

vii.

i:
&amp;gt;,

1039,

a 14
}

n

1

\lfcfajiJi. xiii.

suj-ra.

10; see p.

1(17,

in

the more certain/

See especially

p.

220,

1

&c.,

Mtjtrft.
3

\oyos t$(.aTt)Kt
ecrrt

/J.TJ

which should be

known and

T&amp;lt;

\6ycp, as Aristotle
Metapll. vii. 10 (see

i&amp;lt;aOo\ov

expresses it,
pp. 220 sqq., supra).
4
See p. 205, n. 2, S1lj)ra.
5
RASSOW s solution (Aristot.
ile Notionis Definlttoiie Uoctrina,

is equally unsatisfactory.
appeals to Mt tayh. vii. 10,
l();-55,
b, 28
(where, moreover,
after the words is KaBoAov, which
stand in opposition to the follow-

p.

57)

He

^

ing naff (KaffTOv, we have simply
to supply an etVeli/) and c. 4,
1029,1), 19, ar,d tries to solve the
contradiction by remarking that
in definition and in science generally * ne individual is regarded
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to say that the

genus had

more

in itself

of the essential than the
species, but that,
on the contrary, for us the species had more than the

genus, we should thereby place ourselves in opposition
to the definite statements of
Aristotle, who continually
insists that all Substance, in the strict sense of the
1

individual Substance - not that

is

word,

it
appears to
only one case which would make
that is, if there were
possible to escape the difficulty

us as such.
it

There

is

:

a principle which,
being

same time truly

individual, could be at the
universal, for this could be at the same

time, as substantial, a basis of actuality, and, as uni
Such a principle seems to be
versal, a basis of truth.
found in the keystone of Aristotle s entire
system

namely, in his theory of Pure Thought, or of God.

To
him the Divine, as thinking Essence, is
as
the
Subject
End, Mover and Form of the world, it is also a true
universal.
The conception of it has existence in -one
;

individual

reason of

2
Essence, not merely
contingently, but by
own nature whereas, in all finite

its

;

things,
the universal presents itself, or at least
might present
itself, in a number of individuals. 3
From this stand

point

it

would be possible

difficulties

just the reason why it would
require to be otherwise if the individual were the substantial.
is

1

BEANDIS, ii. b, 568, whose
answer to this question is not altogether

clear.

moon
I.

sujtra.
3

Metaph. xii. 10, 1074 a 33
faerf TroAAci [everything- of
which several examples are con
tained in the same class] Zx-nv
?X ez
els 7
fy Ao 7 os Ka 6 a^rbs
irAAv, olov foepfaov, ZuKpdms
8&amp;lt;ra

l

S

As perhaps that of the sun

VOL.

a solution of the

suggested, by saying that in God, as the

not as individual, but from the
universal side of its being. That

or of the

to seek

;

6 fc-

Z\r]v

rb Se ri fa

rt&amp;gt;

Trpuroi&amp;gt;.

&,,

oi)K

?*

eWeAf yem ydo

see p. 222, n. 2,

*
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ultimate principle, absolute certitude for thought coin
cides with absolute actuality of being, but that, in all
derivative forms of being, the greater actuality falls to
the share of the individual and the greater cognisability
That this solution, how
to the share of the universal.
ever,

would be

misses

in accordance with all Aristotle s pre

Aristotle himself does not

not yet proven.

is

He

draw the

distinction.

that

knowledge
and that substantiality pertains
Kven if we were to limit the

all

says without any qualification
consists in the cognition of the

universal,
alone.

propositions to the \vorld of sense,

1

its

with the second would not disappear.
not that

is

knowledge

is

directed

to individuals
first

of these

incompatibility
Aristotle s view

to

the universal

incapable of perfectly knowing the
It is, on the contrary, that lib spile
individual as such.

because

/

are

/

the fact that the individual things of sense are better
to us, the universal must furnish the sole object
of knowledge in the strict sense, because it is in itself

o/

known

and more cognisable because it alone
which anything that is to
that
immutability
possesses
2
The further
be the object of knowledge must afford.

more

original

conclusion

is

inevitable, that, in comparison with the

individual things of sense,
degree of actuality also.

must possess a higher

it

And we

shall

also

find 3

the individual can only arise through the combination
i
it.

AsGr.v.

Form

ing-

HERTLiNGdoes,J/^.

Arht. 48, f.. remarkthat the form of universalJ&amp;gt;.

y is not in all spheres the indispensable condition of knowledge,
but only where we are dealing
with the knowledge of the ma-

it

terial world.

resource

H^re

it is

the only

we have

in face of the
partial unknowablen ess of all material things,
2
3

See pp. 205 and 220, supra,
Infra, p. 368.
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Form with

Matter. But one cannot understand how
can belong in a higher degree and a more
primary sense to that which is a combination of Form
and Matter, of Actual and Possible, than to that which
of

&quot;reality

is

pure Form as it is known in universal concepts, i.e.
which is limited by no element of mere

to the Actual
1

It

only remains, then, to recognise in
merely a lacuna but a deep contradiction
in the philosophy of Aristotle. 2
He has set aside the
Possibility.

this point, not

,

Platonic attempt to hypostatise the universal
concepts,
but he leaves standing its two main pillars, the
assump
tions, namely, that it is only the universal that can be
the object of knowledge and tliat the truth of know
3
How
ledge keeps pace with the actuality of its
object.

was

it

possible to hold these

two positions together in

thought without involving contradictions?
We need not expect, threfore, to avoid contradic
tions in

working out the further developments of his
by which Aristotle sought a solution of the
questions which the Ideal theory and the doctrines

theory,

connected therewith had

left

Even HEETLIXG fails to make
this intelligible, when he goes on
to say in the passage just quoted

unanswered.

1

that that only

object of knowof permanent
This in the
of
sense
is
never the whole
sphere

ledge

which

is

is

worth in things.
thing, but

is

entangled with

all

that is accidental and that has
its source in matter.
He thus
suggests the question how the
in
which
the
thing
permanent
worth is mixed with the accidental can be anything more substantial than the form which

presents it pure,
Since RITTJSE, iii, 130, called
attention to this clitiiculty it has
beef! further discussed
by HBY-

DEE

cf Arist. und fagel.
180, 183 sq., and ZELLER
.

;

edition,

followed

p.

405

by

sq.,

Dial
S lirst

which was

BONITZ,

Arist.

Metaph. ii. 569.
SCHWEGLER,
Arist. Metaph. iii. 183.
Cf. also

STRUMPELL,

GcscJi d. Phil. 251

sq.
3

541

Cf.
sq.

ZELLEE, Ph.

d.

Gr. pt.

i

ARISTOTLE
Form and Matter:

(i)

We

the Adu.nl

must now go back

and

the Pa^ille.

In the Ideas he

to Plato.

had distinguished the non-sensible essence of things
Aristotle refused to
fr.mi their sensible appearance.
think of the former as a universal subsisting for itself
Yet he does not wish to abandon
outside of things.
the distinction, and the grounds on which he bases it
are the same as those of Plato
namely, that the nonand
an
be
s-nisible Form can alone
object of knowledge,
that

it

alone

He

ances.

amid the change of appear

is perman&amp;lt;Mit

that as perception is
says, as Plato said,
it is equally clear that the

from knowledge,

different

knowledge must be something other than
All that is sensible is passing and

object of

sensible things.

which maybe one way
changeful it is a contingent
on the
may be another. Whnt knowledge requires,
;

or

:

an object as unchangeable and necessary as
which can as little change into its opposite as

contrary,
itself,

is

knowledge can

Of

into ignorance.

sensible things we
it is the Form

can have neither a concept nor a proof;
alone wish which knowledge has to do.
1

Form, indeed,

the indispensable condition of all Becoming
since everything that becomes, comes to be something
from
something else. Becoming, then, consists

is

also

:

being

that some matter takes on a definite Form.
This Form must therefore be posited before each case
in this,

1

11,

Metnjrtt.\\\.
s upra\

220,
iii

4,

eo-rt
eft]

999, b,

TrapaVa

vorirlv

15 (see p.

with which
1

et

:

a9

d\Aa

ibid,

of.

p.v ouv

^Bev

fKarrra, ovQev

iriv TO.

a.i&amp;lt;r9riTZ

ai&amp;gt;

KM

eVto-rV?

ov8ei&amp;gt;bs,

\eyei rfy atoeriffiv
5
iv.

owS
5,

airavra.

of Stop

fi-f)

ris

elvai

e-n

an iv^-rov
25: Kara TO elSos

oW*v

1010, a,

el

iiriffTfoviv.
o:&amp;gt;5

;
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as the aim and end thereof; and even
that
in any particular case the Form could
supposing
itself originate in the process of
Becoming, yet in any

of

Becoming

case

such

a

it

not

could

supposition

infinitum, for if

be

ad

carried

we should never arrive at a
Becoming. The fact of Becom

could,

true instance of actual

ing, in other words, is inexplicable unless

be true

it

came to be there was a Form 2
which itself had not come to be.
For the same reason there must also be Matter as
the correlative of Form.
The relation of these two

that before anything

]

should not le defined, as Plato defined
1

EiSos,fj.op&amp;lt;pf,

Ao-yos(see p. 210,

n. 1, svjwa), ovaia (infra, p. 275),
TO TL i\v elvai (see p. 217, n. 1,

w.pra).
Mctapli. iii. 4, 999, b, 5
aAAa u,r]v it ye aiSiov ovdev eo~Tiv,
ouSe yeveffiv eTi at SvvaTcv
avdyKrj
yap elvai TL Tb yiyvop.evov Kal c
o5 yiyverai Kal TOVTGDV Tb eo^arof
ayevvf]Tov etirep iVrarai re Kal eK
:

/i)/

OVTOS yev(o~0ai afivvaTov

.

.

elvc.i

iKclvvi

which
TOVTO

yiyvtTai.
w Arj

,

8

el

el

avdyKr) TL

it/it.

eirel

irap^.

Tb

elSos

;

Se viro TLVOS re

7i7^eTai TO yiyv6/j.evov
out of brass]
[_( .{/.
.

[/.//,

TOVTO

TO

Kal

a ball]

.

.

.

ital

.

.

TIVOS

yiyveTaL

/u-/,T6

ovQtv

Sc-

eli-ai

/j.op(})7)v

:

yap

eKeivT],

/xrjTe

ira.pd.iTav.

dvvoXov T^V

iroTe

as that

[o^aia

becomes]

KffTai
b

vii.

O iffiav o

TT\V

.

.

.

aX\(t}.
The form, again,
could only come from another
form, and so on a/I injinitum,

TOWTO eV

since all coming to be is the em
bodiment of form in matter.
.
tfavepbv apa OTL ovSe TO elSos
ou yiyvaTaL
o^Se TO TL l\v elvai
.

.

.

.

.

TO

liTL

KO.TO.

I /c

Kal &

uairep

eveo~Ti, Kal

TTOH?V,

aAA

eT(p6v

TI,

e&amp;lt;nlv

oi)o~(a

o&quot;iVo5os

ov

o~(pa7pav

olov TO eifSos

tifv

ToSe Tb Se
:

nor

&C.

It IS

the brass,
that comes to be, but the brass
ball, not Troibv but TTOLOV ^vXov
ball,

is

it

;

ov yiyveraL ovre f) v\rj
3 itixt.
ovTe TO flSos, Xeyca Se Ta eo&quot;xaTa,

xii.

TTUV

Kal

:

yap jj.eTa&dXXei
1

ei s Tt.

ets

ijiovov o

r?V

TO

\6-)OS, oloV TTOffOV TTOiOV,

not the

etOos.

XO-\Kov ffTpoyyvXov
TO (TTpoyyvXov /}

T)

ov /j.6vov
1034, b, 7
Se TTfpt TTJS ovaias o Xoyos SrjAo? TO
LJ.}]
yiyverrOai Tb elSos, aAAa irepl
TidvTdOV 6/Ho uS TCtiV TTpCtlTUV KOll bs 6

KLVOVVTOS

Kara

e&amp;lt;rrt

c. 9,

To!e;

OJ TOJS ouSe TijV fffyatpav

iroie iv

be

r}

TavTt)V XeyoLievr] yiyveTai,

o I/Serb viroKe!/ui.evov irate? ibv
^aA/cor,
el /x?;

ws eiSos

/j.iv

Xeyo/j.fvov ov yiyveTai,
-/I

.

.

.

.

eTi 8
enrep r/ vXt] tcrrt Sid Tb
dyevvf]TGs eT.vai, iroXv ert jj.a\\ov

elXoyov

merely as one

it,

aAAa

ixpi

& Se,

ov
f)

aireipov

VITOTI^S
TOV irpwTov
els & Se, TO

T\ Kal

/atv,
I/ATJ

ovv

e!o~Lv,

el

fj.7]

x^XKbs yiyveTai o~TpoyyvXo$,

Kal TO o~TpoyyvXov r/ o ^aA/ccs *
ffTijvai. 1 lid. 1070, a, 15,

avdyKi] St
viii. 3,

1043, b,

1(5, c.

~&amp;gt;,

1044, b, 22.
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of opposition, in the sense that
exclusively to the share of

fall

would remain

Here again
Becoming.
O
could come

for

It

to

since

for

also,

which comes

is
r*

already
/i!!iit&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

///

&quot;Being

to be

in a relative sense

A/7

///.

Aristotle

by
j

1

savin&quot;

j

{-5

the process of
only in a relative sense

starts
/x

nothing

ami out of Not-

:

1

of that which

Becoming out
comes

it

possible to avoid this dilllcultv only
*

il

all

and

Not-Being.

OO

might seem that out of

l&amp;gt;e,

Being nothing
that

Fatter only the sphere of

arises the old question of the possibility of

1

finds

.A

true Being would
Form, and that there
all

in

That from which anything

/x //o/.

to be cannot be absolutely Not-Being, but at the

same time

cannot be that which

it

it

is

only on

its

There remains, therefore, as the only
way
possible alternative, that it is that which it is to be in
to

become.

possibility, but not as yet in actuality.

If, for example,
an educated man, he does
so out of the condition of a man not educated, but as

an uneducated

man becomes

truly out of the condition of a man capable of educa
In fact, it is not the uneducated, as such, that

tion.

becomes educated, but it is the uneducated mc.n the
subject, that is, which has a predisposition towards
education, but in actuality is not yet educated.
All Becoming is a passing over of possibility into
actuality.

Becoming, in general, therefore, presupposes
whose essence it is to be pure possibility,

a substratum

which has not in any relation become
1

-

Cf. pp. 302,
Tliis

309

relation

lopod in PJiys.

i.

is

r;qq.

fully clove-

U-10, from which

1he following are extracts c. 7
yap yiveffOai e &\\ov aAAo
e
ra air\u
Ko.1
IWpoti erepov
:

&amp;lt;auej/

-/}

:

2

actuality.

All

Xtyovrts^ (rvyiteiueva [the former,
if I say
the man becomes culthe uncultured betared, or
comes cultured
the latter, if I
sny the uncultured man -becomes
a cultured man ]. TCOV Se
;
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comes to be out of

it

its

opposite-

What becomes warm must before have been cold. He
who becomes a man of knowledge must before have been
without knowledge.

1

Opposites as such, however, can-

(Vuv ws ra anvVa \fyofiev ytveaOat,
TC yuev viro/uLevov Xeyo/aev yive&amp;lt;r9ai,
6 fj.fi/ yap
TO 5 oi/x uTroiteVoi/.

vov Ka\ TTJS

jj.op(pr)s

vTroKei/uLevov dptO/Atp

.

.

ecm

.

fj.ev

8e TO

e^Sei 5e

ev,

(1) matter as such and
the negation of form (o-Tepriffis) as property
(o-^^e^ij/c^s)
of matter.
It is just this dis
8v6, viz.

(2)

Kal

vos avBpwiros
/j.ova

utbv Kal TO

ovre ffvvrLQ4^.f:Vov

TO Se
OVTZ air

vTro/xeVef.

TOVTWV

8e

/xeVcoz/

HffTi,

afjt.ova ov

|

airdvTwv TWV

yiyvo^fvuv TOVTO fan Aa/3e*V

edit

rts

OTL

eVi/BAe iJ/T/, &ffTTp \yo/j.fv,

Se? TI ael

viroK.t to Qai

Kal TOVTO

ft

aAA

api9/j.

3

icmv

ei/,

%

et Set

ye

ravrov r6
sivai.

ov%

Kal

TO yivdjuevov,

eV

ov-%

TO

Kal

uTTO/xtVei

.

.

.

0:7

yap

OVTOS,

dj/TiKfij^e-

vov uTTOyueVei (6 -yap avdpwiros viro/j.evei ) T() jj.ov(TiK()v
oi&amp;gt;x

8e Kal TO afjiovtrov
190, a, 31

Hid.

vTro/j.ei&amp;gt;fi.

:

in the case of all else that be
comes the ovffia is the substratum
of the change OTL Se ical al ova iai
Kal ocra aAAa air\a&amp;gt;s vvra e| viro;

v TJJ/OS yivfTai, IviffKOVovvrt

7eVoiT &i/ (pavepov. This hegoeson
to pro vebj^ the exam pies of plants,

products of art and
chemical changes(aAAoiWeis),and
then proceeds WO-TC SfjAoi/ e /c T&V
animals,

:

TO

oTt

ffvvOfTov
,

eo&quot;T(,

yiv6fj.(vov

Kal (O~TI

airav
TI

fjifv

TOVTO
yap TO

fffTL 5e TI &

Kal TOVTO SiTToV

ii.

fj.ev

v)

TO ajjiovaov, v

Se T6v avQpiairov, Kal T^V fj.lv
iv Kal TTIV a^opty iav v)
Trjv aTaiai&amp;gt; TO avTiKfi/mefou, TOV Se
XaA/coi/

TJ

T)

TOV Xi&ov ^ TOV \pvffbv

fyavepbv ovv
OTI yiyveTat iruv t/c re TOU vTroKtifj.evTroKef/ui.fi ov.

.

.

which

:

TO

/u.7]

on,

the possibility of becoming which
they ended by totally denying
ouTe yap TO bv yivtffQai (elvai yap
fK T yti?; O J/TOS ov5fv tiv yevr^ Syj)
yiyv0~6at

jUe?/

goes

difficulty previous
philosophers felt in dealing with

TO d/u.ovaca
fj.v virofjLfvti, TO 5
ical

avdpusTrct)

8

tinction, c.
solves
the

fffOai

.

8e Kal avToi
ovfiev airXus

fj.h

($.ajj.(v

e/c

/HIVTOL
yiyveffQai
olov KaTa
u

6/j.cas

yap

avTo

is

tj/jie

OJ/TOS,

JUT)
e /c

.

.

TTJS

ov,

JJ.T]

/XT/

IK

o&quot;u

(

o-Tep^crecos, o CCTTI Ka9
OVK evvirdpxovTOS yiyvf-

thing becomes what
not from its negative which
in and for itself does not exist
Tai TI [i.e. a

it is

:

man,
he

becomes what
cultured from being-

for example,

not

is

els fAev ST) Tpoiros
uncultured]
OVTOS, a\\os 8 6Vt eVSe ^eTCU TauTa
\eyeiv KaTa T^V 8vva/ui.iv Kal TT?J
.

ivfyyeiav.
b,

15

.

.

(Icn. ct Corr.

Tpoirov ifv Tiva IK
yivfTCLi, Tpoirov Se

:

air\(t&amp;gt;s

i.

3,

317,

^ OVTO?
a\\ov

e

|

TO yap Suya/xet ov e j/Te/a 8e /XT) ovdvdyifr) irpovirdp^iv
dfj.(poTpccs. Of. Mctapli.
xii. 2 (an exposition in complete
agreement with that of the
OVTOS

dfi.

Physics); ibid.
18, c.

c.

1071, b,
p. 341, n.

5,

4,

1070, b, 11,
1009, a,

8, iv. 5,

30 and
2, supra.
See infra, and Plnjs.
1

205, a,

G.

ii.

5,

.
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not change into their opposites, nor even act upon their
Cold does not become warmth ignorance
opposites.
does not become knowledge but the former cease when
:

;

the latter begin.

Becoming

is

not the passing over of

one property into the opposite property, but

the. passage

out of o;;e condition into the opposite condition, by the
Thus it
interchange of one property with another.
follows that

Becoming presupposes some Being on

all

the basis of which such an interchange takes place, and
which underlies as their subject the changing properties

and conditions, nnd maintains itself in them.
This
substratum certainly is in a sense the opposite of that

which

it

is

to

become, but

it

is

so not in

itself,

but

has not as yet those properties which
derivatively.
is
it
to receive, and in place of them it has their
It

opposites; and in so far it stands in a negative relation
to that which is to come out of it.
This negative rela
tion, however, concerns not its own essence, but onlv

the determinations of quality which attach to
1

and

Cf.

besides the

above rm.

Phyx. i. (, ISD, a,
20: for the explanation of phenomena it is not enough to
p.

;&amp;gt;2:&amp;gt;

sq.,

assume two principles standing

afivvurov.

TI

the form

^ avrr) T/V TTUKi/oTTjTa.
ws 8e Kal aAATj oiroiaovv fvav-

Tr&amp;lt;:&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;vKi&amp;gt;

!

rioT /is,

&C

eiTTi /u.ev

ao^as,
is-

;

c.

7,

100,

1),

ws 8vo \fKTfov

to-Ti 5

ravavr

a,

2i)
eivc.

:

i

8ib
TO,?

rpfls. Kai ea-j /j.fv
oiov et* ris \iyoi rt

a;?

xt rb ajjiovoov /) TO deploy
/ecu TO
\l/vxpov /) TO rip/j-ocr/jifvov Kal
VTT
T& ai dp/AOffTov earl 5 o)9 ov
ravavria
a\\r,\uv yap ird(rx fLV

/J.OVITIKOV

As

obtain three prin-

11)1, a, 12)
besides viroKf i/j.fi ov and \6yos
take especial account of
\ve
otherwise only two.
arepria-ts,

A

o/j.o

1

(!/&amp;gt;/(/.

if

to one another in the relation of
opposites, a-TTopTjo-eie yap av TJV TTWS
irvKvor-ns TV/I/ nav U T?;T a iroie iv
}]
-/)

We

eiples (apxal)

it.

thing

s

opposite

is its

principle

in so far as its matter is infected
with crrfpif](Tis or the contrary of
it is
going to receive
something other than its opposite
;

is its principle in so far as the
matter in itself is as capable of
the one determination as of the

Plato errs
other; c. 9, 192, a, 1(!
in identifyingthe material simply
with the non-existent, vvros yap
TIVOS Oeiov Kal ayaBov Kal e^eTOM.
TO
fvavriov avrtS
flvai.
:

/jLfi&amp;gt;

(f&amp;gt;a/j.fi&amp;gt;
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a presupposition of all

it is

cannot ever

Becoming, this substratum
have had a commencement; and since

itself

everything which perishes resolves

same substratum,

it is

ningless basis of

itself finally into the
also.

imperishable

Becoming

2

This begin-

1

Matter

is

and

:{

;

we

so

have Matter alongside of Form as a second terra. 4
The notion and the relation of these two principles
is

more accurately determined in the doctrine that
is the Actual and Matter the Possible. 5
Both

Form

TO 8e o TTi&amp;lt;pvKfv
(rdai avTov Kara

d)

:
.ecrOaL

Kal opeye-

eaurou (pvaiv.
TO?S 8e ffvjj.pa vtL TO tvaiTiov opey(rdai TTJS eavTov (pdopas. Ka .roi
OVT
avrb eavTov oiov re
TO eiSos Sid TO
eTi/cu
vavTiov.

d\\i)\uv
fffTiv

yap
aAAa TOIT

apTiKa

IvavTia.

TO,

et

Q.V

uAvj,

6r}\v

&cnrep
appevos Kal cuaxp^v KaXov
p. 325, n. 1. supra).
Pltijs.
217, a, 22 eVric v\r) /j. a T&V
i]

(see
iv. 9,

iva.v-

:

Q.\\(t}V

TUV

e /c

/ecu

tVC.VTl(jiff(t}V,

UVTOS

vi&amp;gt;d/j.i

ov

eVaj/Tio, (rea

evfpyda

^wp/(TT );

j/] TJ

T&V

Kal

i^/v^pov

(pV&amp;lt;TlK(H}l&amp;gt;

Kal

yivcTat,

T&V

Kal

Qcpfjiov

Tio&amp;gt;y,

v\it],

/j.fv

Tip 8

~ov

[sc.
fivou

tTtplV.
1

See

p. 341, n. 2,

supra. Pkys.
28: acpeapTov Kal ay ev

i.9, 102, a,

vr\Tov avdyKrj a\JTr v cJi ai. ei re yap
fyiyvfTO, viroKeiaGai TL Set TrpwTOv,
eire
e| oi
evvirdpxovTos
t

1

T&amp;lt;)

.

(fiQeipGTai, fis

TOVTO

acp

.

.

iliid.

P7/f/s.

1.

:

,

3, 983, a, 29
kri^v 8^
[a/V av (pa/j.v flvai\ T^V v\i]v Kal
Td viroKei/mei/ov. Cf.
foregoing nil.
4
Cf. the foregoing and the
i.

Mc-tapli.

:

n.
As O-T/PTJO-JS constitutes
of itself no independent
principle,
but merely belongs to matter as
i.e.
to
matter
as
stili form
such,

next

less, it is

assigned a place beside

form and matter only in a very
few passages and with a certain
reservation
344,

b, 32,

1071,
5

see

;

PJirs.

n.l); Mefaph.x\i.
c.

a,

Zte

4,
(5,

TO SeKTlK^V, p.
342, n. 2, besides followirg- notes
and f/en. ct Corr. i. 10, 328, b, 10
BaTtpiv /ULCV SZKTIKOV Gdrfpov 8 elSos.
VTTOKtt/J.tVOl

,

:

An.

ii.

2,

414, a,

1):

/aopcprj

eiSo s TL Kal \6yos ical olov fv
TOV SeKTtKov. Ibid. 1. 13
\6yos Tis av eft/ [^ v|/ux ?] Ka^
o;AA ou% v\r) ital TO viroKe&amp;gt;u.
:

Kal

i.

7 (p.

2,

1069,

1070, b, 10, 18,

c. 5,

16.

An.

ii.

1,

^

To

\eyw yap

:

Kal Kvpiws TO vwoKti/u.fvoi
yevfffGus
KUL fyQopaS StKTIKdl TfOTTOV 8e TIV3,
Kal TO Ta?s d\\ais
/nfTafioAa ts

KiyojjLfV yeios
-

31

e| ou yiverai TL tvvirdpxoi TOS /x//
KaTa av^fftriKos. (/en. et Corr. i.
4 fin.
iffTi
Se i/Arj /nd\L(TTa n\v

^Tai eV^a-

TOV.

JJc

:i

rr,v

eV TL

412,

a,

G

:

TWV OVTWV T^V

ovaiav, TavTrjs Se TO f^lv as V\T]V,
KaP a sTb ^ei/ OVK %.(TTI To Se TL,
tTfpov 8e ftopfphv Kal elSos, icad riv

&quot;b

Ae 7TCU Tc Se TL Kal Tp nov TO
TOVTUV.
fffTi
8
I ATJ
r)
.So
8vvafj.ts, TO 8 elSos ei/TeAexem.
c. 2, 414, a, 14 sq.
Gen. ct Corr.
ii. 9, 335, a, 32
us fjikv olv v\-n
TO?S yf.vvr}T(.ns IGTIV ciViov TO Svvaf;87]

IK

jj.ti&amp;gt;

;

:

ARISTOTLE
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conceptions have been obtained entirely out of the con
the distinction between the two poles

sideration of
TOV

eivaL

vii. 7,

ica

e. i/cu.
tayi.
20: airavra 8e ra
i

fj.-ij

1OP.2, a,

yiyvop.va ^

(pvcrfi

T^X^V *X

rj

Swarbv yap

v\rji&amp;gt;.

KCU HVO.L KOU

TOVTO

e?ycu fKaffTOv a jTuv,

5

[that

which can be or not be] early
fKa(TTu&amp;gt;

1012.

1.

T(

v\r)

ToSe Ti

(/

fi&amp;gt;tj)rf&amp;lt;)

v\i)v 8e

:

Ktyw

inroitei/.i.ei

20

1.

,

&amp;gt;7&amp;lt;)s

eVepyfias[ouiTi

a

ecrrt^]

:

/xf

r;

8

r/

:

.

Trji&amp;gt;

TOW

/cat

fl

ci

Sous

f(TT\V

8

.

.

TO

Kal

p.opfyri.

fvepyeta ix.
eTTi SiiraMf

tvepyeia and SiW/uet
different states or con
The former
ditions of things.
refers to the relation of substance
to attribute: the latter, to the
relation of the earlier to the
later condition, of the incom

UTO.V

Se

eV

en5ei

c

Tip

.

.

.

ovff ia

eTSos

S:

a.

i.
.

.

OTI

eA0oi aj

y

eVepyei a

ftT.V

b.

:

OI&amp;gt;K

??

DArj

ei v

TI)

TOTC
27: ^

?},

2.

evfpytia

fvepytia

/cai

i/Arj

xii.

;

&quot;&amp;gt;,

yap TO

/.i6j/

Swa/.tei 8e ^

.

:

[TCOV (/)0apra^] uAr;

^vvafjus ovcra,

107

I.&quot;)

:

TO ei5os (.vfpyeid IGTIV

a KCU
rj

Tt)

0A7J

;

1.

IS

.

Trpwrai apxal TO eyep yeiq
TO t^Sei, KCU aAAo o 8fj/a uei.
Trp jJTOv,

navruv

Sri

;

Such passages could easily be
multiplied to prove that TO
Hwdinei ov corresponds precisely
to

tfArj,

TO

eVep7e:a

ov

Even the statement

to

eTSos.

(BoxiTZ,

Arist. JfftajjJi. ii. .1)8) that
refers raiher to trpuTf
~bv
ratlier to eV^aTTj O AT? (see
p. iHS, n. 1, infra ), does not seem
If to the question TTOTC
correct.
eorij/ e/cao&quot;TOi/ / Aristotle
:

i.

ix.

7rpo&amp;gt;r?]

oi&amp;gt;.

in

that, of

between

1

,

eiSos

over

on

evepyeiav

dvvdfj.fi

S, lO. O, a,

:

Swdfj-ei out ia,

guish between dilVcrent elements,

/X6J/

/j.6f

calls

TO 8e

T/)V

/

2:&amp;gt;

(5,

T^

.

?j

TT?S

.

c.

;

?;

:

/J-oprpy

TTJJ/

:

;

same passage

8e

12

^ /ap els iA7]

u&amp;gt;s

/////.
(i/fpyeia; C.
KCU
.
/j.op&amp;lt;p7]v

A-&amp;gt;],

eVepyeia?
1045, a.

errriv

TOW eTSoyv

:

27

1.

:

0A*J

o&amp;gt;s

5ui/d,u?t.

A

t/

1049, b, 8 scj. designates V\T).
On the oilier hand,
v\r] is
So far, there
sim})ly f}vvdfj.eL
fore, as there remains any dis
tinction between the two pairs
of conceptions, it c ncerns not
so much their actual content as
the point of vie\v from which
we regard it. In the antithesis
of form and matter we distin

KCU

r)

bjJLQKoytiTai, O.VTV\ 5
7A?V7.
101:5, a,

o xria

^

7)

:

1&amp;gt;

s

tv

viii.

:

.

evepyeia Svvd/J.i tiTTt
ciret 8
2, 1012, 1),

o.

:

el

f.Ctv

/;

27

a,

TL oufra

&amp;gt;Sf

15

c.

;

t

/j.7]

he must make
of the ecrxdTii
the same reply to the question
as to the tfAvj e/cao-Tou, the matter
If
of these determinate things.
the earth cannot be said to be
8i/va,uet afflpo/Tros, neither can it
be called according to 3Fctfi/)li.
the
viii. 4, 10H, a, 35, b. 1 sq.,
and what the
matter oE man

7) replies

by means

But
the complete.
plete to
since the very essence of matter
consists in possibility of form in

we can conceive no
which more than a
grammatical change is necessary
actuality,
case in

in order that we
the latter for the

may

substitute

former expres

And rice verm w e may
mo^t cases substitute matter
and form for the possible and
the actual. The only difficulty
that can possibly arise is in the
case where we are speaking, not
of two things related to one
sions.

y

in

another as the possible to the
actual, but of one and the same
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Change and Becoming moves.

1

If

we

abstract in any given case from all that a given
object is about for the first time to become, we shall

have a definite Matter which

Form, and
ing

it.

If

is

in

is

want of a

definite

consequently as yet only capable of receiv

we

a product of

abstract entirely from anything which is
Becoming that is to say, if we think to

ourselves a kind of object which has not as yet

become

anything, then we shall have pure Matter without any
determination by Form.
This will be that which is
but
can
become
nothing,
everything the Subject,

namely, or substratum to which no one of all the
thinkable predicates belongs, but which precisely

on that

account

is

equally

of

receptive

them

all.

In other words, it is that which is all in Possibility
and nothing in Actuality it is purely potential Being, 2
:

it passes from possibility
to actuality, cf. Phys. ii. 3, 195,
b, ft, viii. 4, 255, a, 33; JJe An.
ii. 5, 417, a,
21 sq.
Gen. An. ii.
1, 735, a, 9; but even here it

thing as

;

always be shown that a
thing is Svvauet only in so far as
it has the t/Arj in itself. Although,

can

therefore,

5vi&amp;gt;d/j.i

and

eVfpye a

have, logically considered, a wider
range than U ATJ and eZSos (since,
while the latter express only a
relation of two subjects to one
another, the former express also
a relation of one subject, to itself), metaphysically there is no
distinction between them.
That Aristotle s conception
of matter and with it the distinction bet ween matter and form
thus originated in the attempt
to explain
becoming, which
1

seemed to presuppose it, is clear
from the statement that
nothing to which becoming is
also

inapplicable can be said to have a
matter; Metapli. viii. 5, 1041,
b, 27: ovSe iravTbs #\TJ eVrh/ dAA

ovuv

yeveffis errri Kal ^era/toA-?? e/s
ocra 5 &vev TOV u.era/3aA-

ttAA?jAa.

AHJ/

(

SGTIV

7)

/AT/,

OVK eari

TOVTW

Cf. vii. 7 (previous n.)
somewhat
5tW,uei ov.
different meaning attaches to
I/

ATJ.

-

A

Tc)

when

indicates power
Svvafj.is
or faculty in the sense of the

apxv

it

^era^A^Tt/c/;,

whether

we

speak of a faculty for doing or
for suffering, a rational or an
irrational power (cf. Metapli. ix.
1-0, v. 12)
Aristotle, however,
again mixes up both significations (cf. UONITZ on Metaplt.
379 sq., and p. 231, n. 1, siq)ra\
;

ARISTOTLE

3-18

without any kind of actual existence.
we take an object and abstract from
1

If conversely
it

everything

rudimentary and only on its way
to completion, if we think of the end of its
growth
as fully attained, we obtain the
pure and com
that

is

plete

realisation

merely

of

its

The Form,

attaches.

is

still

which

to

conception,

no matter that

formless,

nothing

unformed, any

loni&amp;gt;vr

or intelligible essence of a thing,

corresponds with its perfect realisation, and Form in
2
.lust as a statue is contained
general with Actuality.
only potentially in tlie unwrought material, and omes
into actual existence only through the Form which
the artist communicates
the material. Aristotle under&amp;lt;

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Yom

this

5iW/.m

\vc

I

second meaning of
have Aristotle s appli

cation of it to the material in
which
a
de-terminate
])o\\er
resides, as in J n/f. An. ii. 1,

where moist and

II sq.,

(i-tC),

a,

dry,

warm and

Gen. An.

i.

IS,

cold substances,
72f&amp;gt;,

1&amp;gt;,

certain liquids. Meteor,
1),

1-2,

Jir

where

where

ii.

3, 351),

;md

alkalis

,

444, a, 1, where
scents are called Swd-

tfrnstt,

fragrant

salts

it,

5,

man
4,

is TO. /caTcuo/j /a.

1015,

Ki-ir&amp;gt;,

I-,

1).

ix.

I,

a,

(

7,

and

cf.

( f.

BONIT/,

such, Aristotle calls TT^WTT] f;A?/.
Its opposite in this sense is U ATJ

b, 10.

(tStos, oiKeia

e/carrTOf),

or

which unites ilself,
immediately, without requiring
the matter

further preparation, with a deter
ripwrrj vXri is the
material as it precedes all ele
mentary differences; the effxarr]
U AT?, c.f/, of
the statue is the
stcne or brass: the tV^arTj D Ar/ of

minate form,

1()1 .,

23;
Metdjli.

a, 18,

eVx^TTj

^fcffi-jiJi.

inif., viii.

a,

v.

(,

a,

if., :;i,

2\.

Some

verbal confusion is caused by
the fact that the; expression
irpwr-ri v\ri is applied equally to
matter which is absolutely, and
to matter which is only rela
tively, first (to the o\us
and to the -rrpos avro irpuTt]
see Mclaj/li. v. 4, viii. 4, 104 1,

Tins pure matter, which, how
is never present as
ever (see
),
//&amp;gt;/Vtf

2-1

17. c. 1, loll,

/AflS.
1

c.

7,

ii.

l&amp;gt;],yx.

2
&quot;Evf

pyeia

1,

193, a, 28,

v. 4,

Ii,(L

1014, b, 2fi.
Arist.j 780,

or eVreAe ^em

(in

the concrete rb fvfpyela uv,
ei TcAex et/
? 0*0, expressions which
properly differ as activity or
T}&amp;gt;

act ualisation

differs

from com

pleteness or actuality, but which
are commonly used by Aristotle

without distinction.
p. 370 sq.

Cf.

infia,
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stands by Potentiality in general Being as mere sus

indeterminate,

ceptibility

undeveloped self-existence,
definite reality, but not

becoming a

capable, indeed, of
yet made into one.

By Actuality, on the other hand,
he means the same being considered as a developed
totality or Being which has wrought out all that it

When accordingly he
Matter
with potential,
actual,
he
means
to
that
the former is the totality
being,
say
of the qualities which the latter does not possess but
is capable of
Matter as such, the so-called
acquiring.
contains

into

existence.

full

Form with

identifies

1

2

form or definite character, being
that
which
just
precedes all Becoming and all formation ;
the centre of indifference to all opposites and defi
TrpwTT] v\r), is without

nite qualities
the substratum which
none of the qualities that make the

as yet possesses

;

1
Jf&amp;lt;

t

ort 8

Sjj auet.

cV
rrjv

f)/u.

SvvaTbs

ytitp.

TJJ
KJ.I

on

K.y.\

Suva/net otoy
eV TTJ o\r)

/cal

Ep,ur)i/

(reiav,

:

8e

\tyo/j,ev

iirKTT^jJiOVj.
CLV

1048, a, 30
TO virapxew TO

(J,

tt/fpyeia

uAy

T&amp;lt;

ix.

t(i;)h.

rj

a(paipeQe

T~bv

/u);

T)

Uv,

/cat

Gewpoivra,

yap

o&amp;gt;?

d\oyov avvopav,

o K)5o/j.ovv -rrpbs

TO

on

cos

ot/c;8o,u(-oj/,

iii.

1,
-

TO avtoyaffrov. TJ.VTT?S Se T^S Sta^opas QaTcpov /j-^ptov
eaTw ^ evepyeia afy jLipKr/j.evr), OaTtpca
8e TO SfvaToi/
c. 8, 1050, a, 21
i. 7,
VITOKZI191, a, 7
?; 8
;

;

P//?/.&amp;lt;?.

fj.tir]&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;ns

:

liriffTrjTr! KO.T

3

a.va.Koyta.v

.

201, a, 29.
p. 348,

See

v\rjv

iroff bv

i)

/xeTa

taTii/

I

?}

a.\\cav

;

SH tra

avT^v

p^Tt aAAo
MCI/

,

1029, a, 20

3,

/cafl

wpiTTai TO vv
:

ll.

Mcta-j)h vii

A/yco 8
fj.rt T(:

ols

ya(r/j.fvov irpbs

TU&amp;gt;V

rr)i&amp;gt;

27

&amp;gt;v,

TT/JOS

-/)

^&amp;gt;

TO

/cat
eypyyopos irpbs TO Ka^eDS
TO opwv Trpbs TO fj-vov /nev tyiv Se
tx^f, Kal TO a.iroKSKpi/j.dvoy etc TY/S
CATJS Tiybs T})V O ATJJ/, K.d TO airfip-

xA/cjs

di/SptoVra
vAot/

TO apopcpoi/ e^ 64 irpiv Aa,3etV
OJTWS avrt] irp^s ovv uv
e^ 64 Ka ^ r T j8e TI KOU TO uv. Ibid.

Kal

T&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

of things. 3

^op^rji/,

diwpvffai. TO 8 eVepS^Aoi/ 8 eVi ToJy KaleKacrra

nil TO ai

-n-pos

TT/JOS /cAij/Tjv

??

eirayvyr) o ^ov\6f.ie6a Xtytiv.
o) Se? Tra^rbs opov (VjTti^, aAAa

Form

II,
TTJS

1037,
I/ATJS
;

vivov [of
n.

o,

a,

Q-JK

[Ao yos], aopiarov ydp
24 el 8e rt eVrt TT/)TOJ/,
/CUT aAAou Ae yeTat e /cet-

10-49, a,
o ^Tj-ceVt

TOVTO

:

Tl

^f]Qtv AeyeTat

c.

yap

/j.r]Te

:

suchandsuoha

irptan] v\rj

sujtra,

TO
&quot;yap

ix. 7,

;

viii.

iv.

SL/^a/^et

ov

4,

1

,

nature],
see p. 8 Jo,

1007, b, 28
^7; eVTeAe-

:

/cal

T0 aopiVTov eVTt.
i. 7
sec above, n. 1, and iv. 2, 209, b,
9 passing from this it becomes

xe
:

&amp;lt;?

/-&quot;////.sv

;
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Considered in this aspect, it is also unlimited or infinite,
not in the spatial sense (for Aristotle, as we shall see,
does not admit the existence of infinity in space), but
in the wider sense according to which the infinite is that

which, as fixed and circumscribed by no determinate
And
Form, has reached no conclusion or completion.
1

since

what

wholly indeterminate cannot be known,

is

Matter, as such,
that

substratum
lated to
is

unknowable.

is

them

in

much
we

the other h:iwl,

defmiteness,

the same

attribute

OVTOV

Jh Cutn,
Hal

wpLff/ncvo

i&amp;lt;a

i]

(

iii.

h

A?;

S.

ii^optpoy

:

17: dci5cs

1),

10

yap

a.v

viroKfi^vov
OUTOJ OITCUTO

eV
pvO/j-i^effdai, KQ.6d.irfp
yeypairrai, TO irav8ex* s

rw

Tt/xa

y

J5y aneipov Aristotle

15 at finding that
4 sq.
tuality there is no such
space, he iinally identifies
limited with the do pJo-Toi/

Cf. ibid. c. 0, 207, a,

1

:

in

ac

infinite

the un
or

uAry.

the notion

of infin
ity is wholly false, ov yap ov /j.i]$cis
eoj. aAA ou de rt
ecrrl, TOUT
airtipov ^.Iv ovv
OTrejpoV effTiv

commonly entertained
e|a&amp;gt;

.

.

.

iroabv \a/ui.^di ov&amp;lt;nv
ou Se ^Sei/
det Tt AajSetV fffriv
re\iov Koi o\ov(De
e|a), TOUT

earlv ov

KJ.TCI.

e|cs&amp;gt;.

e&amp;lt;TTi

Cwln,\\. 4, 286, b,

.

19,

i

repeated)

it.

2

To Form, on

7Aoy

Si

UTT; tp .ll

TOi

7

.

Trepfe ^eTai,

.

i)5

t(TTlV

:

a;;ro

t

/cat

(f&amp;gt;a.vfpbv

aiTlOV,

iv. 2,

-

/V///.V.
:

,

oi)/c

wal

Kal

TO

opined/; c. 7,

on ws
KOL

u Arj

OTt

TO
TO

TO 8e /ca0
is
TO cryvex^s /cat
see previous note.
(J
see previous
Metapli. ix. 6 see
,

Tro/cei uej oj/

ato&quot;07]ToV.

note

T&amp;gt;

OAO/

eiSos ^ op
CTOTTO^ 5e

ejVai avrea oreprjo

/itei/

yv.p

KUL ov -rrpifx ei
aTreip JV 5i() /cal

.

aopiffTOv Tre^ie xEi^
UTTc/pO//

eAos

TtA(.077J-

a7^a;crTOj/

207, b,

7

.

?}

.

TO

douvaroi/,

urn

OUfC ,/t(l
.

.

anfipjv

r)

U ATJ

77

.

7 j

a o ou

a.yi&amp;gt;to(nov

\or

x

.

/LliyiOoVS

/CUt

l/A?)

.

.

TOV

i/S

tWeAexe

exet

.i

e

rv 7^) \iyov
eVri TW o.iravn K .Ci

iiiTfipoi

r&amp;lt;}

/I?/

.

.

7rt^i;.s

dnTi

vi

&amp;lt;i

i\w

Form

intelligibility.

TtAtfo^ 6 o vStf

.

aAAd

under
stands, first of all, the unlimited
in space, and in this sense he ex
amines the conception in PJtijs. iii.
1

.

A/rco

C

6ci

eiViu /uaAifTTa

and

T&amp;lt;)

,!)
,!);,

of

the qualities of things,

all

limitation,

it,

as a special material

way

made out

[till

n

by analogy
by supposing a
general which is re

of

for things of sense in

to the things that are

all

It is only

we can gain any conception

&W.

iii.
i.

7,

;

;

p. 349, n. 1, supra, Mctapli. vii. 10,
^ S U ATJ O^PWO-TOS KaQ&quot;
1036, a, 8
:

avT fjv. Cf. also

p. 220, n. 2, supra
for parallels from Plato, cf. ZH:Lr?. Gr. pt. i.
LElt,
p. 621, 2.
/Vi&amp;gt;.

;
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and Matter, therefore, require nothing further to medi-.
ate between them in order to produce a whole, but are
immediately united: Form is the definiteness of
Matter in itself indefinite Matter receives into itself
of Form.
When the
directly the lacking defiiiiteness
;

Potential passes into the Actual, these elements do not

stand opposed to one another as two separate things,
but one and the same thing looked at as Matter is
the Potentiality of that of which the Actuality is its

Form.

1

Form and Matter in
just as we may not regard
their mutual relation as two heterogeneous substances,
But

so neither may we regard either of them in any case as
a single substance, so as to imply that one Matter and
one Form constitute the fundamental elements which in

various combinations produce the aggregate of things.
Aristotle recognises, indeed, in the Divine Spirit a

being which

is

pure Form without Matter.

Yet he

does not treat this as the intelligible idea of all Forms,
the universal, spiritual substance of all things, but as

an individual being, beside which
beings exist as so

many

all

substances.

other individual
In like

manner

Aristotle recognises a fundamental matter, which, while
in the elements and generally in all particular kinds of

matter
itself

it

assumes different forms and

one and the same in

all

Netapli. viii. ti, 1045, b, 17
to the question how the elements
of a conception or of a number
can be one, Aristotle answers
that they are related, to one
1

:

bodies.

Yet this primitive

etpr?Tcu /cal ^ foxdr-n v\r] [cL p.
348, n. 1] Kal rj /j-op^ Tav-rb /ecu li/
TO p.kv Svvd^i TO 5e evepyeia.
[So

BONITZ

reads, but BEKKBE has
tv ydp TI
Svvdfj.fi TO eV.]
rb Svvdf.t.i /ecu TO
ical

another as matter and form (see

ravrb KOI
tuaarov

8
p. 220, n. 2, sifjiray. eVrt

evtpyeiq eV

Xxrirfp

is in
qualities, yet

:

TTUJS
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matter

never present except in the definite form of
Nor can it be otherwise, since

is

one of the elements.

1

pure, indeterminate Matter

is mere
Potentiality without
any Actuality whatsoever. This original corporeal Matter,
moreover, does not exhaust the conception, and Aristotle
goes on to speak also of an incorporeal Matter which he

finds, for

example, in conceptions and in mathematical
this belongs whatever, without
being itself

To

figures.

corporeal, stands to something else in the same relation
as corporeal Matter stands to Form.Hence we see
that not only does each of these
denote a

conceptions

single existence or definite class of things, but they are
used, though undoubtedly obtained in the first instance
3

by abstraction from corporeal things, wheresoever a
relation subsists
analogous to that which they originally
4
Thus in analysing conceptions into their
express.
1

5,204,

/*////*. iii.

rOlUVrOV

C(TTl

(Tup.0.

32

b,

UVK

:

TTapa

&amp;lt;uV0JT&J/

Ibid.

vorjri ].
5

I/A 7?

7?

c.

103G, a, 9:

10,

ai(707?T^

,U6J/

fffTiV

T]

8e

ra orroixf ia Ka.XoviJ.eva, otherwise
the four elements must needs
resolve
themselves into this,
which is not the case. Gen. ct
Corr. ii. 1, 329, a, 8.
Ibid. 1. 24

examples which Aristotle uses in

7/ueTs 5e

illustration

:

(f&amp;gt;a/j.ev

fj.

kv elvai riva vX-r^v

rwv (rup.druv rwv

alare-riTwv,

ov
x&amp;lt;pi(rT7)i&amp;gt;,

aAA

o-ews.

js
e|
va ffroix^a.

dAAa

^r

aei

ra

yiiterai

Ibid.

i.

5,

320, b, 12 sq.
*

Metaph.

to-Ti Se TTJS

VOTJTT?

.

.

aicrdnro is
oiov
3

n. 2,

1/077x77

.

virdpxovaa

v\-f)s

?/

1045, a, 33

fj.tv

voi}rr)

T)

5

?|

rois

alaOrjrd

and 345

cf.

;

pp. 341, n.

the
342,

2,

Of matter he

n. 5,;

??/_/&amp;gt;.

remarks also in Gen.

et Corr. i. 4,
320, a, 2, that we are to understand
it
Kal
by (J.d\i&amp;lt;TTa
Kvpiws rb viroKei4

:

^

eV

77

ra ^.aQriiJLariKd.
This is evident from

^vov yevea-eus
viii. 6,

Se

Kal

&amp;lt;()9opas

SCKTIKOV.

4 ra S atria
Kal at apxal aX\a aXXcav iariv
ten S &s av Ka66\ov Xeyy ris Kal
Meta/plt.

xii.

:

a&amp;gt;v,

ala-erjr)), Kal aelrov \6yov rb fMevvh-r]
rb S
effriv
vii. 11, 1036,
^vepytid
la-rat yap vXt]
Kal p/i
b, 35
;

:

*vi&amp;lt;av

alcrQiir&v Kal iravrbs yap vXr] ris
cariv & ^,77 fffri ri fy elvai Kal e75os

avrb
fffri

Ka0^

yap

jj

avrb a\Xa r68e
0A7?

-q

n

.

.

.

pev alcrQ^r^ y 5f

avaXoyiav, ravra

/car

oiov taws
a&amp;gt;s

ruv

cl8os rb

fj.fv

irdvr&amp;lt;av

alff6rjru&amp;gt;v

0pubv

.

&amp;lt;rw[j.drcci&amp;gt;

Kal a\\ov

rp6irov rb tyvxpbv rj &amp;lt;rrepi)(Tis, v\rj
5e rb Swm^et ravra
KaO

auro

.

.

.

Trp&rov
iravruv 5e oSrw /uez/ el-rrelv
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two elements, Aristotle attributes to the genus the
same significance as Matter, while he identifies the

Form.

difference with the

specific

1

Similarly in the

scheme of the universe, in physiology, in zoology, in
psychology, the upper and the lower spheres and ele
2
3
4
ments, the soul and the body, the male and the female,
5
the Active and the Passive Reason, stand to one another

same relation as the Form and the Matter. The
same is true, it need hardly be remarked, of Potentiality
and Actuality. These also express a definite relation
in the

which may subsist between all possible kinds of objects,
and which can best be explained by analogy. 6 Aristotle

them

in precisely the same way as Matter and
uses them, for instance, to elucidate the con
nection between the genus and the specific differences,

applies

He

Form.

and in general

show the possibility of several proper
ties belonging to one and the same thing. 7
By them he
explains the relation between the passive and the active
OVK
ft

ecr-rii/,

ris

ava.\oyov 8e,

TO&amp;gt;

on apxa

ennn

elSos Kal

to

!

fieri

o-Tepwo-fi Kal

?;

TOVTWV eTtpoy

e/carrroz/

yevos eVrtV

;

c.

5,

f)

wo-irep

Tpets,

rb

312, a, 12,
b, 32,

aAA

v\t].

1071, a, 3

eri

:

a\\a

KOI Tavra a\\a re &\Xois ital
aAAct s.
aAAa 8e &\\&amp;lt;av
L. 24

2,

,

^o0coj/, ovaiwv, Trotr^TTjTOs, tr\r)v rip

Kal roav

Kal

Kivr/crav

Ka^Aou

8e

eV ravrtf yti/ei

aAA on rav

&\\o % Te

eKa&amp;lt;TTOv

ffri

A^

1

See p. 219, n.

2

De

VOL.

uArj

Tb elSos Kal
raura.

i.

318,

ii. 4,
738, b, 20, and often.
Mctapll. i. 6, 988, a, 5, v. 28,
1024, a, 34.
5

T]

/cafl

al
e/ie,

T(&amp;gt;

TW

supra.

J)e

An.

iii. 5.

6

Mctapli. ix. 6 seep. 349, n.
1, supra. Ibid. 1048, b, 6 \fycrai
8 evfpyia oviravTO. 6/u.oicas, aAA v) rd
a.va\oyov, ws TOVTO eV TOi/rcp ^ irpbs
TOVTO, T& 8 eV rwSe ^ irpbs roSe TO.
fj.lv yap oas Kivrj(Tis Trpbs ovva/j.iv, T
8 ws ovff ia. irp6s Tiva v\f]v.
Cf. xii.,
5, 1071, a, 3, cited p. 352, n. 4.
;

:

De An.

iii. 5.

Ccelo,iv. 3, 4, 310, b, 14,
I.

3,

a, IS.

a, 3,

1

2,

Ccn.ct Corr.
33r&amp;gt;,

a
I)e An. ii. 1,412, b, 9
c.
414, a, 13 sq. and often.
4
Gen. An. i. 2 in-it., ii. 1,732,

:

aiTia Kal aroix^a, faffirtp eAc^^Tj,
T!JCIV fj.rl eV ravrtS
yevfi, ^pco,uaTcoi

erepa, OVK e?8ei,

8,

&amp;gt;sq

Trepl fKCtffTOV

8 a.\\ov
rpoirov rep avdhnyov dpxal
ai avrxl, olov
evepyeia KOI ovva/j.i5.

av&Xoyov

ii.
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1

It follows that one and the same
understanding.
thing
in
one aspect as Matter, in another as
be
viewed
may
Form as Potentiality in the first, as Actuality in the
:

second.

The elements,

for instance,

which contain the

other bodies, are Forms of the primitive
Matter; the brass which supplies the material for a statue
has its own peculiar Form as a specific metal. While the

material of

all

is viewed as the Form of the
body, yet even
own highest and most immaterial part a distinction
is made between two elements which are related to one
another as Form and Matter. 2
Indeed, we shall find that

soul in general
in its

everything except the eternal immaterial substances
contains some clement of Matter, 3 while on the other

hand, as we already know, Matter never actually pre
sents itself to us except as endowed with Form.
4

We

5
distinguish several stages in the

may therefore

development of Matter into Form. The first purely form
less Matter lies at the foundation of all things
but it is
:

also true that everything has its

Matter. Between these two

own peculiarand

lie all

ultimate

the material formations

through which the original Matter has to pass before it
becomes the particular Matter with which the Form of
the thing immediately unites itself. 6 The same holds
ascribe potential
true of the ^vva^is. 1
knowledge

We

1

1045, a, 23,
Mct&amp;lt;ii&amp;gt;h.\\i\.
see p. 210,
b, 16.
Pht/s. i. 2 /in.
6,

;

n. 2, p.
4,

a,

1, p.

.

501, n.

Sand

32

Cf. Gen. ct Cnrr.
;

An.
3
4

ii.

Phys. iii. 1, 201,
p. 375 sq., 440.

1,

a,

820,

29;

See
Cf.

p. 352, n 1,
p. 348, n. 1.

v\f}v

the

(/&amp;gt;Ae

7,ua

rf/j/

See
supra,

passages

and

7

TJ

erf pa

7j,

e/c

x^t v

-

p. 351, n. 1.

Phys.

De An.
quoted

Qa.Tf.pov

hiirapov xal y \vKfds,
et rti \iirapbv fK rov
y\vKfos, tK Se
x.o\ys T ai/aAiWflctt fls Tyv irpuryv

Cf. p. 352. n. 2.

compare
5

rov avrov, orav
olov

supra.
-

l)e

351,n.

Met ajrfi. \iii.4, 1044,
20: y .yvovrai 8e irXdovs t/Acu

p. 3-18, n. \.c.g.
a,

ii.

5,

viii.

4, 255, a, 33;
417, a, 21 sq.
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not only to the man of learning when he is conceived as
not actually engaged in scientific activity, but also to
the learner, and even to man in general.
But the
sense in each case varies, and we have to distinguish
between the degrees of proximity to svspysia. Nothing
attains the realisation of that which it had at first the
1

mere capacity to be, except by degrees ; and in the uni
verse at large there are an infinite number of intermediate
stages between mere Potentiality or the first Matter,
and complete Actuality, which is pure Form or God.

Now

in the

phenomenal world, Form presents

itself

under the aspect of a threefold principle of
causality,
while Matter contains the ground of all
impressibility

and of all incompleteness, of natural necessity and chance.
Aristotle

is

in the habit of

enumerating four kinds

2

of Cause

the material, the conceptual or formal, the
efficient and the final. 3
These, however, on closer
Gen. An. ii. 1, 735,
tyyvrepw 5e /ecu Troppwrfpca
1

a,

9:

a^jrb

Mctaph.v.l, 1013, a, 17: irao-wv
KOIVOV r&v apx&v rb irp&rov

juej/ oi/v

aurov eVSe ^ercu etVcu Svjj.d/j.ei, &ffirp
6 Ka6ev8wv
yf(a/j.erprjs rov typ-qyop6ros iroppwTfpcc Kal ouros rov Qewp-

yiyvui(TK;rai

ovvros.

Anal. Post.

On

2

Apxat.

the meaning of

this expression see

Metaph. v. 1,
with the comments of SCHWEG-

LEEandBoNiTZ, and also xi. 1
(ri
i.

ti.

ct Corr.

i.

7,

fin.,

324, a, 27, Pkys.

5, 188, a, 27, viii. I Jin.,

Gen. An.

788, a, 14; also Poet. C. 7,1450,
b,27; VVAITZ, Arut. Ory i.457 sq.,
the Jnd. Arist. under apx?), and
V. 7,

}).

-

1

7, n, 2,

ApxV indicates

supra.

the first in every series, and in
this sense it is used for all kinds
of causes, but more
of
first

causes,

ducible

i.e.

especially
such as are de-

from no

higher.

Cf

.

efi/cu

oQtv

^

121, b,

yiyverai

i)

TOVT&V

eVuTra/r^oixrcu

1,

ttfnv

i.

zicriv

5e

at

8e

al

2, 72, a, 6

;

^)

[JLSV

IKTOS.

Top.

iv.

9.

eW
PJiys. ii. 3, 191, b, 23
olv rpoirov alnov Ae yerat rb e|
o5 yiverat ri evvirxpxovTos, olov
a\\ov
x a ^ KOS r v o-v^piavros, &c.
Se rb elSos Kal rb Trapd8ety/u.a TOVTO
5 eVrly 6 Atryos 6 rov ri fy clvai
3

:

fifv

Kal ra rojrov yfvrj

above

...

it]

^ercgSoAf/s

r]

en

TT^WTTJ

[?

.&amp;lt;?.

69ev
v)

the classes
r) upx^ rys

r?is Tj^e^rjtrews

... en ws TO re Aos rovro S tarl
rb ov eVe/ca ( = Mrtaph. v. 2)
195, a, 15 one class of causes is
els rb e| o5 atria, and of these TO
p.ev us rb viroKei/j-evov, ra 5e us rb
;

:

AA

2
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found to be resolvable into the two first
inspection, are
The concept of a thing is not different
mentioned.
is to actualise a
end, since to realise an end
it is likewise possible to identify the
But
concept.
whether it sets the
concept with the efficient cause,

from

its

as its soul, or whether the
thing in motion from within
motion comes from without. Even in the latter case it
is

the conception of the thing which produces motion,
works of nature and of art. Only man can

alike in

can determine
Only the conception of health
In like
health.
in
labour
the physician to
producing
1

man.

K get

1

sivai;

we have causes

nt xt

the end is in the one
case to heal the ,siV7, and in the
other to establish licalth}.

rivos

,

Kal

(Trdcrcws

TtAos Kal
iliit.

:

ra

/ai/v

rrews

TO
H

lastly

:

i.

Mctdpll.
ra.ya.Q !)V.
5 curia \eyer airtrpax^s,

tlvai ryv
alrlav
fi av jJ.lv
ovaiav Kal rb ri i]V elvai
eVepaj/
5e ri)i
v\f]v Kal TO viroK(:Lfj.f/J.ov,

onv

&amp;lt;pa.jj.lv

rpirriv St oQev
rtrdprriv 5e

?/

a-pyjl

.

.

.

alriav

ravrb rovrots

5ei

17 sq.

Jnd.
cf.
the diil erent
terms used for the four causes,

rOVS

&quot;

&quot;&amp;gt;

,

b,

7,

and elsewhere

Arlst. -2, b,

21).

:

On

and WAITZ, Arlst. Ory.\\.
j()7: on what follows, KlTTEH, iii.
The further modifica
liiGsqq.
ibid,

tions of the doctrine of the four
1
i. causes in P/n/a. ii.
v. 2, 101 o, b, 28),
sq. (cf Metaph.
are unimportant, as is also the
into
distinction of the ou
(

&amp;gt;

&amp;gt;,

J&amp;gt;,

.

wxa

which cf
person and thing, ou

.

Ue

415, b, 2 rb 5 ou eVewa
See also
SITT^V. rb ^ie^ oS rb 8e
and Nctapli.
P//?/ 9. ii. 2, 194, a, 35,
must
xii. 7, 1072, b, 2 (where
jve
rb ou eVe/co KO!
read eo-ri 70^

An.

ii.

4,

:

&amp;lt;?.

yewa.
7A ^!M.

ouoiws

Kal

8e

yap

190,

V),
:

TroAAax^s
Kara

v|/ux^

17

rpLS
rpOTTOVS
KiVrjms avr ij,

?)

ws

/cat

7,

415, b, 7

4,

8

yap uQtv

oj eVeKa,

Kal

ii.

$L&pl(T LlkVOVS

airia

i.

f.

ravra

a/Via KCU apx^ l-

Ae77at.

avOpcatros

C

ovffia

T]

rwv

which he goes on to prove more
fully.

Metapli.

18

rojv

Trdi

:

Srj

xii.

5,

irpwrai

1071, a,

apx

&quot;

TO

aAAo
Elsewhere now one
Su^a^et.
and now another of these three
causes is identified with the
So Metaph. viii. 4, 1044,
third.
fvfpyda irpurov, rb

eVSej, Kal

r

b, 1

:

TeAos)
1

8e

&quot;HTOIS

Tat&amp;gt;ra

(i.e. elSos

ijiit.,

viroKGivrcLi

\

y,

r6 re ou

eVe/ca
-

;

TTJS

ouo&quot;ios

and

Gt il. An. \.
yap ainai

rd avr6.
&jj,&amp;lt;\)&amp;lt;a

t

rt&amp;gt;/i

21:

a,

198,

7,

avOpwrruv

ravry, TO ou eVe/ccc Kal rayaOov.
Jhid. viii. 4, 1011, a, JJ2, Anal.
Post. ii. 1 -unt., Df Xomno, -, J
b, 14, (Jen. An. i. 1 in it v. 1, 77S,
1

ii.

Plujs.

ej/
TO
eis
pXtrai 8e Ta rp a
7rcAAa/m TO /ixev 7ap TI c ffri Kal
rb ov ej/e/ca tv e (TT( [cf. 198, b, 3],
TO 5 o Oev r; Kivr]OLS irpwrov r
i

ei

T ^ s KiVTifftas,

avrtKft/J.ei riv

1

ci&amp;gt;s

reAos,

ravra

p.tv
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which

shall in the highest cause,

is

God,

Form, the ultimate end of the world and
Nor does
the source of its movement united in one.
find the pure

more than two kinds

Aristotle in his physics distinguish
ovv &s (V ri ffx f 8oi- vTroXafic-lv SeT,
rp rov 8e Kal reraprov TJ V\TJ KoCi
bOev 7) apx^ T ??s Kivfiffeus.
Ibid.
ii.

is

732, a 3, where the female
called the & ATJ, the male the

1,

atria

Ktvovffa

TrptioTi),

ro

Kal

virdpxti

6

fj

\6yos

and

elSos,

c.

6,

742, a, 28
where, as in i. 1, the
formal and the final cause are
identified, and only three prin
;

ciples are enumerated the re Aos
or ou VKa, the apx?} KtvTjrtKT] Kal
:

and the xP^ UOJ/
XP^Tat rb Te Aos. Part. An. i. 1,
rrjs
641, a, 25
Stx&s
yfvvTjrtKrj

&amp;lt;n

&amp;lt;

/

:

&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;vffe&amp;lt;as

Kal

Aeyo[Aff7]s

^v

rr]s

ovfffis

CDS

&s ovaias [which =
Kal ecrriv avrT] Kal us 7]
elSos]
Ktvovffa Kal us rb Te Aos.
Phys. ii.
v\7fs TTJS 8

8, 199,
SiTT // 7]
Te Aos

i,

30

eVei

Kal

:

us V\TJ

tyvais

r&amp;gt;

ws popfyri,
avTT)
ai/TTj av f iri ?/
alria -^ oo eVe/ca.
Ibid. c. 9, 200,
rb 8 ob eVewa eV
a, 14
\6ycs).
L. 34 rb re Aos rb ou eVe/ca Kal r)
&PX 1 airb rov optfffj.ov itai rov \6yov.
IJLSV

.

8&quot;

.

8

TJ

.

:

r&amp;lt;$

:

The

method

artist s

also:

eTrel

avdpwiros
i.

1,

irpurr)

rivos

Tor

oiKia

f]

8e? yiyveffdai

.

.

is

14:

b,

fyv

[air/a]

Kal

Qaiverai

Aoyos yap ouros.

el

An.

Part.

Xfyo^v

s

raSe

j/Se,

ourcas

.

roSl, raSi.

639,

nature

Se

eVe/ca

DC An.

i.
1, 403,
b, 6:
eI5o?, ei/e/ca
ruvSi.
(ip.n. et Corr. ii. 9, 335,
ws jjifif fjATj TOUT fcrriv atriov
b, 5
TO?S yevr)ro7s, ws 8e
ov eVe/cei/
T&amp;lt;)

:

T&amp;lt;)

f]

i^opip}]

Kal

rb

tifios

rovro

8

iffrlv 6

\6yos 6 rr)s fKacrrov ovfflas,
and previously
ovv [a!
/ca)
rbv
apxal rys
yevto-ews]
:

api6/j.bj

&quot;(vat

Kal

el&amp;lt;rlv

ry yevtl

at

avral

a lTrep eV TO?S di 5/ots Te
i]

yap lanv ws

juei/

/J.op(p

f]

/cat

irp&rots
8*

ws

SeT 8c Kal rr\v rpirrjv

en

r\

Nctaph. xii. 3, see
Metaph. \ii.7init.:

Trpoa-vTrapxew.

p.341,n.

vArj,

I, fin.

Trdvra ra yiyv6jj.i&amp;gt;a. vir6 T6 rivos
yiyverai Kal e rivos Kal ri. Of the
ou it is said further on
Kal
:

v&amp;lt;p

ov,

v(p

&amp;lt;pvo~is

r)

aurr] 8

Kara rb fiSos

rj

6/uLOi8ris [sc.

iv a\\(f}.

ra&amp;gt;

\yo/j.fvr)

yiyvofji.vu&amp;gt;\

yap

avOpcairos

Q.V-

Opwrrov yevva, and further, 1032, b,
1 1
&o~rf (Tt^UjSaiVei rp6irov riva e|
vyieias rrfv vyieiuv yivevOai, Kal
:

rrjv oiKiav e| olKias, rr]s avev v\r)s

e^oucrac i/Arjv rj yap iarpiK-f]
4o~n Kal 7] oiicoSo/uLiKri rb eiSos TTJS

rrjv

vyieias Kal rr]s ot /aas
ovcriav avev U ATJS T^ rt

AE^CO
r\v

8

elvai.

(Cf. Gen. An. ii. 4, 740, b, 28
T] 8e r4xvr) pop^T] rcav yivo u ivwv eV
aAAw. Part. An. i. 1, 610, a, 31
7) Se
rtxyn hoyos rov epyov 6 avev
:

t

:

TTJS

effrlv

S\7)s

Corr.

ii.

;

so in

Gen. et

335, b, 33, 35,
corresponds to Te^i^rj; the art,
however, is elsewhere treated as
9,

yu/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;M

the

true efficient cause, the
artist only as a secondary cause
e.g. Gen. et Corr. i. 7, 324, a, 34.)
firfl Se T^
Mutapli. xii. 4 fin.
;

:

KIVOVV

eV

Tots

yue^

avQpwirois (read avOpuTra),

fyvffiKol?

approved

SCHWEGLER and UONITZ)

by

ayOp&TTOs, eV Se ro7s airb Siai/o/as
Tt* elSos 7) rb fvavriov, rpoirov riva
rpia airia kv ^17, w8i Se rtrrapu
vyifia ydp TTOCS T) larptKTj, Kal oiKias
elSos

OLKo8o/j.tKr],

7}

avOpcatrov
larpiKT]
iv.

yevva

;

6

c.

Kal avdpwiros
3 Jin.
?;
yap
:

Ao7os T^S vyizias
Speaking of health again,
re^i/rj
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1
of Cause, necessary and final, in the operation of Matter
and that of Form or concept. 2 This is the only dis
tinction, therefore, which we must regard as funda

mental

that between formal, efficient and final causes

;

For though the
merely a secondary subdivision.
three are not always combined in the individual, 3 yet
is

in themselves
is

and

in their essence they are one,

phenomena
The created universe has

4

separate.

and

it

of sense that they are found

only in the

several causes

;

the essential concept itself. 5
the eternal has only one
Again, as the Form is at once the efficient and

the

final force, so

Matter as formless and indeterminate

said in (len. et Curr. \. 7,
that as the o5 eVe/ca
it is not
TTOITJTIKOV.
For a fuller discussion on
this, see pp. Bill, &c. supra. At this
point, it \villbe enough to refer the
it is

32-1, b,

1.&quot;),

!

reader to Part. An.

i.

1.

Cf.

apa Svo alriai
KCU ib e
CLUTCH, TO ff ou fvfKa
The opposition is indi
a.i&amp;gt;a.yKTis.
cated in 1 17 in the wrrds apx^

]&amp;gt;.

(512,

a,

1

:

elcrlv

:

yap

r)

(pvais /u.a\\ov TTJS v\r)s,

which

l

with

further the passages
quoted in the foregoing note from
Pliys. ii. 8, and Part. An. i. 1.
For although in Gen. An. v.
1, 778, a, 34, the moving cause is
classed along with the necessary
and efficient, yet as HITTER,
cf.

appealing to

Plujs.

ii.

9,

200,

the
remarks,
moving cause is not here con
sidered by itself, but only as
united with matter. Cf. also
ev yap rrj v\y rb
HAd. 1. 14
a,

30,

rightly

:

avayKaiov, rb 5 ov ei/ewa eV TC \6ya&amp;gt;.
3
So that, as is remarked
Phys. ii. 3, 195, a, 8, of two
things each may be the cause of

the other, but in a different
sense physical exercise, e.g., may
be the efficient cause of health,
health the final cause of exercise.
This is the meaning of TroAAa/ns
;

in PIu/s. ii. 7 (p. 356, n. 1).
Cf. Metajilt. ix. 8, 1049, b,
1

1

7

^

raj 8e

:

yfia

T^Teoj/

we

u^auea s

TO

T&amp;lt;p

sc.

eiei r

airt) evfpyovv irporepov [i.e.

every

potentiality presupposes a similar
actual! 1 3*], apLd/j.y 5
for, as
this is explained, the seed indeed
precedes the plant which springs
o&quot;

from it, but this seed itself comes
from another plant, so that it is
still the plant that produces the
plant.
JfSjoz/

Ibid, vii.
ovaias

TTJS

irpouTrdpxLi/

.

.

%]

6ri

avdyict]

ovaiav

repai&amp;gt;

Ae% 6 ? ovaav

1034, b, 16:

9,
.

eVre-

TroieT,

olov

ii.

742, b, 33:

(pov, (I

yiyvcrai faov.
5

Gen. An.

6,

apx^l 8 fv yu,ej/ TO?S OLKIV^TOIS r
yivo^fvois
etTTtc, fv Se roTs

rl

Kal

OV

TT\IOVS,

TpOTTOV

rbv

See

p.

8

avrov

^AAflJ/

wv

318 sq. supra.

fj.ia
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once the passive subject of all impressions and the
cause of all blind operations unregulated by any purpose.
Matter alone can receive impressions, for all irdOos is a
is at

process of determination, and nothing is susceptible of
such a process but that which is not yet determined
:

nothing, that

is,

determinable

in

but the indeterminate and therefore

other words, nothing but Matter,
exhibit every activity and every quality,

which can

reason that, taken in

for the simple

itself,

it

has no

But though Matter is
operative
quality
devoid
of
such
and positive force,
active
wholly
any
force. 1

or

Aristotle nevertheless attributes to
to the

it

every obstruction

we must seek the ground

that

To what

energy exercised by Form.

plastic

other source, indeed, could this be traced
since Form always works with a purpose, it
of

all

And

?
is

so,

in Matter

phenomena that

are independent of this final purpose and antagonistic to
it, the principle of blind natural necessity and chance.

The

first

Nature

of these obstructive forces

is

to be explained

by

need of certain materials and the consequent de
pendence of her creatures upon the same. Though this
s

material element

in

is

no sense

efficient cause,

yet

it is

an indispensable condition of the realisation of Nature s
ends. Though it is not necessary in itself, it is so con
ditionally

Ge il.

1

6&amp;lt;ra

for if a certain particular

:

et Corr.

/j.(v

ovv

j]v,

ravra

/j.r)

i.

7,

eV v\r)

/JLCV

324, b, 4
e^et TTJJ/
:

airaOTJ rcov iron]-

eV v\y, Tra.6r)TiKd. rriv
yap vArjr Ae^o^ej/ 6/j.otcas us
tj/ rrji/
avrrjv e7i/cu T&V avrtKeiI/,

oaa. 8

pevuv dTTOTepovovv, Sxnrfp
ibid.

1.

18

:

T]

5 i/A?j

K6v; ii.9, 335, b, 29

:

77

y(i/os ov.
U ATJ ira9i\ri-

TO

being has to be pro-

Trarrxeti/ eo-rl Ka\

rb

KivftffOai,

rb

Se Kivelit Kal iroielv erepas Swd/j-ews.

Of Matter as moved and Form as
mover we shall have more to say

How exclusively
immediately.
passivity was limited by Aristotle
to Matter, appears especially in
his anthropology.
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must be ready to
For the same reason, the extent to which Nature

ducecl certain particular materials

hand.

1

Plato had already sharply
distinguished the aina from the
ffvva nia, the efficient causes (fit
yiyvfrai TI) from the indis
ov
pensable conditions (avev
cf.
i.
012 sq(j.
yiyvcTai)
1

o&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;i/

J&amp;gt;ir.

;

Aristotle
tinction,

also

adopts this dis
whole view of
nature turns on the opposition
between design and natural ne
ills

between what is required
by the conception or form of a
and
what proceeds from
thin^
the nature of its material: the
former is the 5: o, the latter the
o j o-iic dvfv the former is
indepen
dent
and unconditioned, the
latter is for a purpese and con
To these
ditionally necessary.
two there is added a third kind
cessity,

\\v..

necessity,

compulsion,
however, does not further
concern us here, (upon this as
distinguished from the necessity
\vhicl],

of the conception, cf. Plu/x. viii. 4,
An. Post.ii. il,M, b,
b, 13
!7; Met a //It. v.
1015, a, 20
sqq., vi. 2, 1020, b, 27, xi. 8, 10,; I,
b. 33) Cf. M-tapIi. xii. 7, 1072, b,
J
TO yap avayKaiov TOffauTax&s,
TO f.ilv fiia on irapa T?V op/n^v, TO
8e ov OVK az/ei/ TO (v, TO Se /j.}] eVSeXo /xeroy aAAcos aAA a7rAa&amp;gt;s. Part.
An. \. I, )!, b, 21 TO S ef avdy:

2.~&amp;gt;1,

.

f&amp;gt;,

1

:

&amp;lt;;.

o-j

KTJS-

Tpo(f)i)v

fyvcriv 6/u.oioes

/xev

a-rrXus

vTrdpxei

....

rots

TO?S

An.
/)

afiiois,

Kal TO?S eV -yei/eVe; Tracriv.
Jhld 642, a, 1 etVi^ apa 8vo a/V. ai
o5 eVe/ca Kal TO e|
aurai, TO
viro9((Tk&amp;gt;s

:

ava7/cijs
uvdyicr).
TTOIO.V

,

TroAAa
MC-JS

S

7ap yiverai
ai/

TIS

6^

i.

717, a, 15

4,

OTI

a.irop-f](Tie

XsyovcTLv avdyKYiv ol \eyuVTes
S- TWV
/ntvyap 5uo Tpoiruv

TOVTO

Viro9&amp;lt;Te(l)S

7rj/

:

5ta TO avayKaiov iroie?

J3f XTIOV

ii.

;

Ae/CTeoz/

3C&amp;gt;),

TIVOS
a.(j.&amp;lt;^OTfpas

(pvcris

5ia TO

/)

e liro/j.ej/

yiveadai

TT) 5

,

r\

8

Gdl.

.

743, b, 10: Tra^Ta

0,

5e TavTa, KaQdirep
oi//c

(743, a,

TTJ

^.Iv

e^ avdyKfis

iv. 8, 770,
Tas cuV/as, ei

e|

aAA

32

b,

;

5t

:

Te TOU

e/cci

&t\TL(TTou Kal e ai/dyKT]s.
Phys.
ii. 2 ?!#/Y.
TO 8 t| aj/dyitris irdiTfpov
:

e|

L&amp;gt;7ro0eVews

vTrdpxei

O.TT\WS ;

/cai

/)

usually we look for the necessity
in the nature of the material

aAA

parts;

o u

o^ws

TOVTW ytyovev,

as Si vXrjV
eV TO?S aAAo/s Trami/,

ir\Y)v

aveu

/c

.

.

.

Se Kal

a&amp;gt;s

&amp;lt;5/ioi

ti/eKa

row

eV

OVK avev

ecTTlv,

yuev

p.4vnn 8 i a TUVTU

ol

oVots TO
[iff

TUV

avayKaiav e^oi/ra)i/ TTJJ/ fyvcriv, ov
/uei/To: 76 5ia Tairra aAA */ ws V\TIV
Sr/ T
aAA oi-^ us Tf\os eV 70^ TTJ vAy
TO avayKa7oi TO 8 o5 eVe/ca eV TO?
,

L. 30
v eV

:

&amp;lt;pavep}&amp;gt;v

Kal

De An.

OTJ

8)7

(pvaiKo?? TO

TO&amp;lt;S

Kara
e

oi/SeVepoy
Ct\\.
OTt O^X

TU)V TpOTTWl
oluv Te ai/eu TavTrjs e/vai.
WtTTTfp

T?;V

TI KO.T

TOVTWV
0&quot;Ti^

e Covert

yap

\yu/u.i&amp;gt;

a.va.ynal.t&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

vTrdpxei 5e TO

TO 5

yc TO?S

ev

Tpirrj.

T)

yfvccrii&amp;gt;

:

-WUCTLV

S

tffTi

sion].

:

oi

by the

(the necessity imposed

conception and that of compul

ii.

T?)

ws

at

Kiv^aeLS at

4,

410,

a,

9:

80K6? Se TtO ll 7] TOV TTVpbs (pvCTtS
airhws aiTia Tr/s Tpo^)7jy Kal TT)S

av^aecos
/JLV

7TCOS

CUTLOV,

eTyat

.

60&quot;TtI/,

.

.

awaiTi o v

TO 8e

Ol

/i ^V

aAAa /xaAAov

rj

OTTACOS

76
Gen.

tyvx?]-

it is
9, 335, b, 24 sq.
not the matter which is the pro

ct Cttrr.

ii.

ducing cause, for
sive

and moved

:

it is
;

merely pas

the
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the perfection in
are conditioned by the

itself

character of these materials
receiving and exhibiting the

:

that

by their capacity

is,

Form

for

Just in proportion as
this capacity is wanting, will the formations be
imperfect
and degenerate from their true patterns and the proper
.

purposes of nature, or perhaps we shall have productions
which serve no end at all, but are developed incident
ally as the result of
sity, in

some natural coherence and neces

the course of the realisation of Nature

tfv e/Vcu and the
The physical is the mere tool of the

atria is ri

causative conception heat does
not any more of itself effect pro
duction than the saw saws of it self.
Part. An. iii. 2, 063, b, 22
;

:

8e

trS&amp;gt;s

avayKaias (pixreas evoycrTjs

TT)s

ro?y vTrdpxovcriv

e

avdyKijs

r\

KOLTO.

rbv Xoyov
eVe/ca rov KaraKexpnfai, \eyoc/j.fv. Similarly Ari
stotle distinguishes (Anal. Post.
ii. 11, 94, b,
27) eVe/cct TIVOS and e|
(f&amp;gt;vo~ts

avdyitris and
\. 5) the

enumerates (Metaph.

commoner applications
of avayKalov to that ov avtv OVK
fVSt xerat
yv, &c.
o-vvaiTtov,
to that which is ftiaiov and to that
which is ava.yKa.1ov in the proper
sense rb airXovv ( = OTrAcDs avay:

;

waToy) viz. the

*X eiv
this

/ATJ

u&amp;gt;s

fvSexfi^fov a\\cos

Quite in conformity with

-

the statement of Eudernus
apud SIM PL. Pity s. 63, a, that
matter and aim are the two
causes of motion.
Within the
sphere of conditional necessity
there is again (Gen. An. ii. (5, 742,
is

s

1

purposes.

production of
anything arid
that which is necessary to it as
the instrument of ils activity:
the former must precede in origin
the thing which it aims at pro
ducing the latter must follow it.
Cf. on the whole subject WAITZ,
Ar tst. Org. ii. 409 sq.
Part. An. iv. 2, (577, a, 15
;

1

:

Karaxp^rai

JJLCV

ovv eViore

T\

(f&amp;gt;ixns

els rb wcf)t\t/j.oi rols rrepiTTw/j.aau
ov n^v Sia TOVTO
^77x6?^ iravra
aAAa TIVCDV
TWOS,
roiovrcav erf pa e| avdyKtjs o-vu-ft
,

Set&quot;

Tavra TroAAa. So according to
Gen. An. v. 1, 778, a, 30, only
that has an end to serve which
appears
~ J - ---- universally in all nature s
productions or in certain classes
of them individual varieties on
the other hand have none
the
eye has an end to serve the fact
that it is blue has none ibid.
dia

~

,-

:

;

:

c.

8 Jin.,

mention

phenomena oaa
/J.TJ

made

is

yivecrQai

of

ovfj.fia.ivzi

rov aAA e| avdyKTjs KOI 8ia

eVe/ca

rrjv alriav rriv Kivrjr IK.T\V

-.

Accord

19sq.; where, however, 1. 22,
read, not ov eW/co but
with Cod. PS. and Wimmer
TOVTOV eV.) a twofold distinction

ing to MetapJi. viii. 4, 1044,
b, 12, the eclipses of the moon
et o
appear to serve no end

made between

dAA

a,

we must

efficient

cause

that which as
conditions the

i&amp;gt;

;

Zei/s

rbv fflrov
rb yap
avayKris
rb \/u

ovx
61
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We

have occasion to observe how deeply
s whole theory of Nature,

shall hereafter

this view

is

rooted in Aristotle

and how many phenomena he accounts for by the resis
tance of Matter to Form.
Again the same property
of Matter is also the source of all contingency in
Nature.

1

By

examine

to

first

2

the contingent,

Aristotle,

who was
3

this

the

under

carefully
conception,
stands in general all that can equally well belong or
not belong to a thing that which is neither contained
:

essence nor supported by the necessity of its
4
being, and which accordingly is neither necessary nor
in its

normal. 5

we must assume

That

/careAflejV
TO 8 au|ctTOVTOV -ytvo^vov rbv aiTov
rr U/U./3 cuVe
TW
u/noiais 5e /ecu
aTrc AAuTcu 6 air os eV TTJ
ou
Tovrnv eVe/ca vei OTTCOS a.ir6\t]ra.i,
i.

e&amp;lt;f

a\a&amp;gt;,

a\\arovro

crf/xj8 e/Srj/ce

^(/V/ys.

ii.

individual organs
8, 198, b, 18)
of animals arc without purpose
the bile is a TTcptTTw^a Kal
eVe/ca nvos {Part. An. ibid. 1. 13),
the stag has no use for its antlers
(ifnd. in. 2, GOB, a,
G64, a, 7).
The same is true of all super
fluous materials which are un
such materials are
employed
%L\p-(\GTOv or even TUV irapa (pvcriv
;

:

oi&amp;gt;x

(&amp;gt;,

;

TI

(Gen. An.

i.

18, 725,

a, 1, 4)

;

we must

therefore decide even in
reference to one and. the same
material whether it serves a pur
pose or not
lymph (tx&p), eg.,
which consists partly of half-as
similated and partly of corrupted
blood, is in the former aspect
:

IJ/
in
^ ne
latter e
(Part. An. ii. 4 fin.).
Necessity of this latter kind, as
is indicated in the passage quoted
above from Pkys. ii. 8, coincides

al/j-aros

%&quot;P

existence

of

freedom

also of all

choice in man, from which
alone contingent effects really
spring (to it alone at least these
are referred in ])e, Interjir. c.
18, b, HI, 19, a, 7), Aristotle does
not tell us. In Pltyg.\. 5, 06, b, 17,
sq., he expressly excludes free
purpose, as such, from the domain
of

i&amp;gt;,

1

of Tvxn.
-

2u/x/3e;8T]Kos in

sense, rb curb
4

10

the narrower

Tir^?]s.

As he says himself, PhysAiA.
An. Post. i. 4, 73, a, 34, b,

3

Aristotle calls Kad avra, ocra

:

fv Ty rl lanv
/ecu
T&V Qi&amp;gt;virapx6vT(v avro is avTa
TO! \6yy evuirdpxovcri Tip ri Iffri

inrdpxd

T&quot;e

.

.

.

offois

eV

T]\ovvTi

.

.

.

ocra

8e

vira.px.ei, cry^jSe^Tj/cJra

;

fj.r]5

erf pecs

further, TO

awro vTrdpxov e/cacrT^ Koff
Si avTO
/U.TJ
Top. i. 5, 102, b, 4
8e ICTTIV ... & ej/Se ^er
Si

/j.V

avrb, TO 5e

:

OT(pOVV

V\

ew cf
and

ai&amp;gt;dyKif)s

with contingency.

the

Whether

1

,

TCf aUT6?
p. 234, n. 1 on

Kttl
.

8vi&amp;gt;a.T6v,

,

KO.I

p. 213, n. 4,

on cruyu/3e/8?j/co s.
Metaph. v. 30, init.

p. 214, n. 3,
5

:

s

Aeyerat

/J.T)

evSex-

ff-
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such a principle, and not ascribe everything to the
operation of necessity, Aristotle proves in the first place

by the witness of universal experience, and in particular
2
But he finds
by the fact of the Freedom of the Will.
1

the true rationale of

all

contingency in the fact that

all

existence contains the potentiality of being and
not-being, and that Matter as the indeterminate renders
finite

3
It follows from this
opposite determinations possible.
property of Matter that many things happen indepen
The latter
dently of the final action of efficient causes.

have always a definite object in view, but they frequently
fail

of

its

perfect accomplishment

4

-

to the inde

owing

terminate nature of the Matter which they use, while
at other times, owing to the same disturbing cause, they
incidentally produce results which they did not origin
5
ally design.
contingent or accidental event is

A

Kal a\f]dfs enreTi/ ov IJ.ZVTOI OVT e
The
avdyKrjs OVT eVl TO iroXv.

TO

same

Metapli.

definition is given

1026 b, 31 sqq.

vi.

2,

Phys. ii.
12, 283, a, 32

(xi. 8).

5 init.
De
i.
Tb fjifv yap avTc/jiaTov etrrt Kal T&
and T^x 7? 5 irapa TO del Kal Tb us
Ca&amp;gt;lo,

;

firl
ii.

T&amp;gt;

8,

TroAu ^ ov

138, b,

34

7]
:

:

yiv6/j.evov.

PJiyg.

might not the

appearance of design in nature
be explained by supposing that
of her chance productions only
those survive which are fitted
to live ?
No raCra yiiej/ yap Kal

o\&amp;lt;as

T)

f&amp;lt;rriv

SvvaTov
v\rj

eV TO?S pr) del Ivfpyovai
Kal /j.r] 6/j.oiws.
eIVcu,

vi. 2, 1027, a, 13: UXTTC
ecrrai atria, r) eVSexo/xeVrj

irapa rb &s eVl rb iroAi; aAAws, TOV
vii. 7 (see p. 345,
ffv^pf/BriKOTos
n. 5,.s-?//&amp;gt;r&), v. 30, 1025, a, 24 oi/5e
;

:

CLITLOV

Sr?

TOV

ovQtv

^piff^lvov

a\\a rb TVXOV,
ffv/j.pfpr)KOTos,
TOVTO 8 a6pio-Tov. Cf. n. 5 infra.
4

See

Gen.

pp.

An.

iv.

3GO
10,

sqq.
778,

supra,
4
a,
:

ovv

^ del OUTOJ yivtTai

/SouAerat ^Iv
^ ^IKTIS rots
TOVTUIV \rv a(TTpw~\ apt8/j.o7s apiQjj.tiv Tas yVfo~is Kal TO.S reAeurds,

eVl T^; iroAi;, rcav 8 omb Ti/xrjs
Kal TOV avTOfMaTOv ovSeV.
So Uv

OVK attpifin 8e Sia re T^JJ/ TT}S v\t]s
yiveo~6ai TroAAas
aopiffTiai Kal Sid

:

iravTa

^

TO. (pvo~i

cbs

289, b, 26.
Phys. ibid. 196, b, 13.
De Tnterpr. c. 9, 18, b, 3],

Ccclo,
-

ii.

8,

19, a, 7.
3

De

rt&amp;gt;

a.p\as,
${)&amp;lt;nv

Tas ycveffeis ray Kara
Kal rds (p9opas
/j.iroSiovo-at
al

7roAAa/as

atriai

ffvfjLTrnTT6vTuv

Interpr. c. 9, 19, a, 9
there must be contingency, #rt
:

p. 341 sqq.
5
See n.

ruv

ti&amp;lt;r(v.

3,

irapa

(pvcriv

See further

svpra.

Phys.
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caused by the diversion of free or compulsory purposeful
action to results alien from its purpose through the in
fluence of external circumstances.

1

since these

Now,

disturbing circumstauces are always found in the nature
of the material means by which ends are realised, and
in the system of nature to which these means belong,
Contingency, in Aristotle s sense of the word, may
be defined as the disturbance by intermediate causes

of an activity directed to a purpose. 2 But activity in
obedience to a purpose is that by which the essence
or conception of an object

does not proceed from
5,

IDG, b, 17

IJLCV

evfKa,
5

s(TTi

TWV

:

TOV

TOV

TO.

.

817

.

.

uffa

re

O.TJJ

Kal

oVa

aTi o

Sizvo as ay Trpa^Ofir]
(pvcrews.

is

Se yivoiJ-ivuv TO.
TO, 5 ov

&quot;y/y^ercu,

ei/e/ca

it

roiavra OTO.V Kara
airo

yeVrjTCU,
fivai

...

iTiov

wpicr/j.evoi

TO

IJLSV
,

aopiarov

rvxys
ovv

a9

TO 8e Kara

yap
av TW Ivi (ru/uL^a
It is chance,
for instance, if one conies to a
place for another purpose and is
rewarded in a way he had not
thought of or if he (Metapli. v.
30) digs a hole and iinds a trea
or if he desires to sail to
sure
aweipa

-f].

;

;

one place and is carried to
another or, generally, if from
action directed to a definite end
sujnething else results, by reason
;

of the intervention of external
circumstances, than that which
was intended (orav ^rj TOV

realised. 3

is

That which

unessential

ailed TI
otherwise auTo/iarov,
so that the latter is the wider
X&amp;gt;J,

conception. Both, however, stand
equally opposed to purposed ac
eTretSr; aopitTTa TO. OVTWS
tion;
WO&quot;T

afcia, Kal

TJ Tir^r? adpt.a TOi (Phi/s. ii.
;
197, a, L 0).
Akin to this, but unimpor
tant for our present investigation,
is the coincidence in time of two

5,

1

circumstances between which no
causal relation of any kind ex
ists, e.g. a walk and an eclipse of
the moon. Such a coincidence
(which is the purest and simplest
case of contingency) Aristotle
calls (rvfj.iTTw/j.a, Divin. p. S. i.
462, b,
sqq.
2
See p. J35G sqq. supra.
u
vi. 2, 1026, b, 13
Mctaj&amp;gt;h.
uffirep yap bv6^.ari fji6vov TO ffvfj.^e2(&amp;gt;

:

@rjKos eoTi. Sti riAccTcoi Tpoirov TWO.
OV KaK&S TT]V ffOC^LCrTlK^V TTfpl TO jJiTI

p.a.\iffTa iravTuv.

choice (irpoatpeTov) such a chance
(according to the passage just

UVTOS.

ea&amp;gt;

quoted from

Pliys.

ii.)

must be

and there-

(

av/jifidvTOS eVe/ca yevr^Tai, ov
TO aiTtov, Phys. ii. G, 1 J7, b, 19).
If the action is one of voluntary
(

;

~i)v

6Ta|e/. flal

\6yoi

Trepl

TO

yap

ol

T&V

cri uj8e/37;/cbs

ff
o&amp;gt;s

eiV

J

L. 21

yap TO av/JL^e^K^s eyyvs

:

fyaivt
TI TOV
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fore Aristotle says that

non-existent.

the contingent borders on the
After what has been already said about

1

the nature of Knowledge, it scarcely needs, therefore, to
be explicitly stated that such a principle as
Contingency

can be no object of Science.
While it is obvious from what has just been said
about the nature of Matter, that it is something far more
primordial than might have been expected from the
definition given of its concept, this

from other considerations.

becomes

From Matter

still

first

clearer

Aristotle is

not contented with deducing merely what one is
apt to
consider as accidental and unessential, but also certain
properties of things which essentially belong to the
conception of them and contribute to determining their

generic character. The distinction, for example, between
male and female is said to be merely one of material 2
;

and yet procreation, which depends upon it, 3 occupies a
most important place in the scheme of the philosopher. 4
1

Anal. Post.

30, 33 init.

i.

75, a, 18, C.
ihid. } 02G,

6,

Mctapk.

An.

b, 2, 1027, a, 19 (xi. 8).
2

Metajth.
is

vii. 5,

1030, b, 21

,

sex

reckoned one of the essential

attributes, the Kaff a j TO. virdpxovra;
but x. 9 init. it is asked Sia ri
OVK el Sei Sm^e pei ...
yw^i avSphs
ov5e foov Q7]\v Kal apptv e repo// r$

avrb TOV (you
ws \fVKOTf]S
avrri ?; 8ia.&amp;lt;popa ical
/cal /ieAai/ia, aAA.
OJ/
Ka^ r ^
y
e?,\v Ko.1 TO appei/ uTrapx&quot; ; and the
answer is that a distinction in
et 5e,

KairoL

Katf

oi&amp;gt;-%

C&amp;lt;?

&amp;gt;

kind rests on eVaj/no TTjres
^6ytf} alone, not on those

eV

T&amp;lt;

eV rfj

TO 8e apptv Kal 6ri\v TOV {&ov
oiKtia ULIV TraOr], aAA ou /card TTJF
ovffiav, aAA eV TTJ v\r) KaiTty CTWJJ.O.TI.
v\rj.

TO avrb (nrep/ua 6 ?)\u

8to

yiyverai. vafiov TI irdeos.
iv.

Upptv

/)

Cf

.

Uen.

7G7, b, 8 sqq., ii. 3,
737, a, 27, and p. 353, n. 4, suj&amp;gt;ra.
3
Do An. ii. 4, 415, a, 20, and
o her passages.
That this is in3,

I

compatible with the statement
in

x.
was
9,
by ENGEL,

Metapli.

remarked

rightly
Ucl).

d.

Bcdeut. d. v\i] Arist., Ithein.
Mus. N.F. vii. 410.
4
It is even stated, Gen. An.
i.
2, 7KJ, a, 17, b, 8, that the
sexual distinction, depending as
it does on difference of function,
is Kara rbv \6yov and is one ov
Kara TO TV^V ^opiov ou8e KUTO.
TTJJ/

Tv^ovaa
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Similarly we shall have occasion to observe that the
lower animals, which Aristotle always represents as
even in their physical nature different in kind from

human

same time to be regarded
which have been prevented

beings, are yet at the

formations

as imperfect
(owing, we must suppose, to the properties of Matter)
from developing into the form of man. Furthermore, it
is to Matter that we must refer the mutability and cor
1

ruptibility of earthly

the
from
follows
consideration that all

Tliis

1

general

Change and Becoming presup

and not-being

((r cu.

ct

Corr. ii. !)
Metapli. vii. 7. and
other passages. Cf. p. 315, n. 5),
as Aristotle himself distinctly
Cf. Mchipli. vii. 15 (see
says.
;

220, n. 2, si/ /((}, \x. 8. 1050,
tern 8 oufiev Svvdufi d ifiiov.
b, 7
[Or as this is expressed 7V///.V. iii.

p.

:

1.

201),

1),

30

:

eVSe xecrflcu yap

v)

etVcu ouSei/ 8ia(/)e pe eV TOIS cuStoiy.]
\6yos 8e o 5e. Trftrra fivvafjus dua
rijs

dvTi&amp;lt;pd(Teu&amp;gt;s

earif [the possi

being involves the
bility of
possibility of not being, &c.]
dpa Sufaroj/ eivai eVSe^erai
Kaleivai Kal ju?/ e?cai(cf. p. 234, n. 1),
flvai
... TO 8 eVSe^oVefOf
.

Tl&amp;gt;

^

(f)6apr6y (similarly, xiv.

The motion,

2,

i/tit.*).

therefore, of every

combined

is

thing
only thus is the
the opposite sta e
of
possibility

perishable

with

effort, for

(the 8vva j.is

T?IS

dvTL(bd&amp;lt;rtw&amp;gt;,

30 sqq.) overcome

:

r;

11.

25,

70^ ovata

:
vXri Kal Sufauis otiffa, O JK evcpyfia,

viii. 4, 1041, b, 27
ou5e iravrbs uAr; fffrlv a\A
KCU yuerajSoAv/ els
eVri
yevearis

atria TOVTOV

1

:

Arj

vii.

;

ofiv

/j.ev

1035,

10,

ecrrlv
els

(pBe tptTai

ravra

ffvveiKrji^rai rf;

yttrj

6Va

Tavra IJLZV
oaa 8e

.

.

.

25:

a,

a TO e?8os Kal

(rvvi\ri/j./jLi

v\r)

r)

.

.

vA??,

.

aAA avev

ravra 8 ov tyQeipzrai ?)
o\us ^ OVTOL O JTW ye (similarly it
forms.
said of immaterial
is
uArjs

.

xii.

.

.

1070,

3,

Kal

yevecris

15

a,

:

(Vri

01)8

d\\

TOVTWV,

&amp;lt;f)6opd

a\\ov

Kal

lffl

re 7/ avtv v\T]S Kal vyieia Kal
irav rb Kara rex.vnv not the form
as such, as we must understand
:

22, but only its union with
this or that material has a be
1.

ginning and end);

xii.

1,

106!),

cuV#?]T77 ovff ia fj.fr a^Xf]rri]
2, 101JJ), b, 21 : TrjLvra 8 v\r)v e X fl

b, 3:

oaa

8

TI

J.onr/it. v. 3,

4G5,
fvavTioy Kal OTTOI
fffnv afivvaTOV av e^rj (pOaprjvaL
/j.-f]
]ut we may not infer fiom this
1),

7

/LLtrafixAXfi.
.

(

/u.7]

f(mv

the indestructibility of any mate
rial thing: afivvarov yap TO? v\r)v
evoj/Ti /j.r) virip\iv
iravrri /xej/ 70^ evelvai
rb evQv
afivvarov
etrrai

;

off&amp;lt;av

;

avtv rov /uera&\Xr]\a. offa 8
/3aAAeiv tffriv 7) jU7j, OVK fffri rovrcav
{/

poses a material (see p. 312,n.2 sq.
~bv con
Kii/ira} which, as 8vvdij.fi
tains the possibility alike of

being

and the same must be

]

things

eVSc xfTat,
/)

Oepfjibv

yap rd

?)

irddr)

8

TTO.V

evOv

T)

eli/ot

\evKov

K.ex&amp;lt;api&amp;lt;rfj.va

for in this case these qualities
would be independent exist[
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said of all badness

and imperfection, although the per1

ences

t
ovv, orav apa fi TO
].
iroirjTiKbv Kal TO Trader IKOV, del TO
aSvvaTov
jj.fv TTOie? TO 8e Tratr^et,

a);

JJe Ccrlo,

^ueTaj3aA\eti/.

i.

12,

nothing that is with
out beginning can have an end,
and nothing that is without end
can have had a beginning, since
this could only be if it were its
nature at one time to be, at
another not to be. ruv 5e
283, a,

21)

:

TOIOVTCDV

avrr)

Kal

8vva/j.ts

v\r)

TJ

TTJS

atra rov

KOI
1

Metapli. ix. 9, 1051, a, 15
Aristotle seems, indeed, to assert
the very opposite of this di dyKr)
8e Kal firl TWV KaKuiv TO TeAos Kal
;

:

r^v

evepyeiav tlvai
^Ipov r?]s
rb yap Svvduevov radrb
Suva/news
ravavria.
apa on OVK
ST)\OV
a;j.(p(a
(TTi

rb KZKbv Trapa ra Trpdy/LLara
yap TTJ fyvffei rb KaKbv rrjs

vcrrspov

But

5uvdju.ews.

this only

means

that since every Svvafj.Ls contains
the possibility of opposite deter

minations (see

what

p. 23-i, n. 1,

supra)

8wd/j.ei by we
attribute one of two
mutually exclusive qualities,
such as good and bad, as the
Platonists had done in explain
ing matter as evil (cf. hir. i.

to

is
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merely

cannot

possibility of opposites, since its
conception has for ever been
realised in it and will always
continue to be realised. Evil

and imperfection, on the other
hand, consist in nothing else
than a discrepancy between the
concept of a thing and its
actual state. While, therefore,
on the one hand, the 8wd/u.i *ov
cannot be itself evil, yet is it,
on the other hand, the ulti
mate cause and condition of it.
Accordingly Aristotle himself
speaks (PJn/s. i. 9, 192, a, 15) of
the Kaxowoibv of the S\rj.
He
admits that it is not evil in it
self and in its essence, but
only
in a secondary sense, and in
so far as, being without form, it
lacks also the quality of goodness
(cf. p. 324, n. 5, and p. 344, n. 1).
But it is precisely upon this want
and this indeterminateness that

the possibility of its turning out
bad as well as good depends.
Eternal reality excludes evil, since
it has either no matter at
all, or
one which, as perfectly definite

and formed,

is incapable of
oppo
determinations while muta
and
on
the other
bility
change,
hand, are sure indications of evil

site

642, 6, 721, 737).
Nevertheless,
the ultimate cause of evil can
reside
in
the
only
8wd/j.ti ov, in
other words, in matter, and this
is indicated
by Aristotle him
self when, in the
passage just
quoted, he proceeds OVK apa oi5

and

ev TO??

SO we
irietKT]s.)
shall find that Aristotle traces
all imperfect forms of natural
existence to the resistance which
the matter offers to the form and
by a parity of reasoning he would
have been forced to refer the

:

ovdev

e

dpx^

s

Ka^

TO?S

tanv OVTG KaKbv oure
ovTf

aiStois

a/ndp-

Kal yap rj
Kaxwv earlv.
There
8ia&amp;lt;pQopa
is no
imperfection in the eternal,
since it exists continually evep76101, and therefore excludes the
rr]/j.a

8tf(pOapfj.fi/ov

riav

imperfection.
(On this
subject cf also EtJt. JV. vii. 15,
28
1154, b,
^era^oAT? Se Trdvrwv
yXvKvrmov, Kara rbv TnnrjTr/i/, Sta
Trovf]piav nvd.
yap avOpwTros
:

u&amp;gt;o~Trep

ev/j.Tdf3o\os 6 irovrjpbs, Kal
r)

Seo/uei/Tj

awXri

oi)5

/uera^oA^s

r]

(pv(Tis

oj

yap

And

:
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and imperishable heavenly bodies are no less formed
In Matter alone we must seek
the cause of change and motion, which result from

feet

of a definite material.
for

1

2
an innate striving of Matter after Form.

finally, is

the source of individual existence, in

Matter,
those

all

things at least which are formed of the union of Matter
Aristotle certainly did not treat of the
and Form.

with the universality and
principle of Individuiilisation
defmii eness that we could have wished and thereby he
:

bequeathed

the Middle Ages a rich op
shall find here
controversy.

to his followers in

We

portunity for scieni ific
after that, in addition to corporeal beings, he recognises
in the Deity, the sphoral spirits and the rational part ot

Matter,
man, incorporeal beings free from any taint of
which we must nevertheless regard as being also indivi
Vet when the Form becomes actual in
dual existences/
5

any material,

the latter alone which explains

it is

lie

which
mutual opposition of
the elements and their transformat ion .into one another (ct.
The question is,
sqq.).
p.
be Sf1 if il is reall y
llow
matter and if all matter is a
contains
Suj/a/xet oc and all 5iW/its

1044, b,

the possibility of apposite states.

souiro of moral evil to the body,
\vl\ich in his general scheme is
nlone passive and ehanireable,
ha&amp;lt;l

he not. as we shall see herethis question wholly

after, left
vajrue.

not

Aristotle himself has
overlooked this objection,
it

none

:-J&quot;&amp;gt;s

(Metuph.

viii. 4,

TUV
Sfovariwv &\\os
fj.fv o- SiW
6
Ao7os. urcos 7ap eVia ouKfx
with the remark

:

eVi

8e

-

C&amp;gt;)

^^

tf&amp;gt;v.nKu&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

2)

o-&amp;gt;

roiavT-rji

of the qualities on

the

rest

il;

&quot;

meets

(as the

why the

ol
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;urn/cai

Kara

yevv-nral ova-mi) aAAa JJLOVOV
r6irov Kiv-nriv.
Similarly xii. 2,
The ether, for in10G!&amp;gt;,
b, 24.

stance, of which the heavens and
the heavenly bodies consist, is
said to have no evavriuais and
therefore to be subject to no
It has
change in its substance.

3

&amp;lt;

&amp;gt;a)l

On this, more infra.
The solution which the

Schoolmen in their doctrine of
angels devised, to the effect that
each of these pure spirits, as
specifically different from every
other and itself the only member
of the species, is therefore at
once specifically and numerically
single, is nowhere suggested by
Aristotle,
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Form is never present in it except under certain
limiting
conditions and with certain definite
properties, which are
Form

not contained in the

as such

that

is,

in the pure

The Form

Concept of the thing.

or Concept is
always a
2
Universal, denoting not a thing but a kind, and capable
of being thought, but not of
existing, by itself apart from
3
Between the Individuals into which the infimce
things.
species resolve themselves no difference of kind or Form
1

4
any longer exists, aod consequently they must be distin
5
guished from one another by their Matter.
Aristotle is

6
unable to apply this principle
unwaveringly through-

See p. 219, n. 4, and p. 221,
supra and upon eiSos as the ob
ject of the conception see notes on
pp. 216 and 341, &c., and cf. p.
1

;

173, n.

2.

2

viii. 8, 1033, b, 21
not something apart
from definite material things,
oAAa rb ToioySe
r65e Kal

MctapJi.

the form

:

is

&amp;lt;rf}fjt.aivti,

OVK effTiv, aAAa TTOJC? Kal
yfvva K rovSe roioj/Se. But this
is itself the distinctive mark of
universality; see pp. 333,&
upiff/j-fj/ov

3

(

ii. 1, 1 .I3,

Pliys.

Kal rb flSos, ov

b, 4

^wpKn bv

:

aAA

Ov

T)

Kara rbv \6yov. MetapU. viii. 1,
v. infra, n. 6.
1042, a, 2G sqq.
4
See notes at pp. 216, 221, &c.
;

supra.
*
Metupli. vii. S,/m. (cf. c. 10,
1035, b, 27 sqq.) the form unites
with the matter, rb 8 airav ^ 877 rb
:

TOIOVOC
Kal

tv TcuVrSe reels crap^l

e?5os

OTrols

Kal erepov

KaAAms /cat 2,caKpdrr]s
fj.tv 8m T-/JJ/ U ATJI
Irepa
,

5e Tc5 efSet

Sus

x. 9,

;

rb

ij.lv

r$

10o8, a, 37

\6yos rb

8

:

&r5^

i/Ary,

I.

Statyopav, 6ffai 8

.

yap
e

oaai

tv rep

.

.

tlolv ol avOpwiroi Sia TOVTO,
a! crdpKcs Kal ra b&amp;lt;na
o8e Kal 6 Se
ciAAa rb (rvvo\ov

eidrj

Kairoi
S&amp;gt;v

Tpai

juer, eiSet 8
ovx crcpov, ori
fv TO} \6ycf) OVK eariv fvavriwaLS.

tTtpov
6

There are certainly passages

in Aristotle in which that which
constitutes the difference be

tween individuals of the same
species seems to be included in
the conception of their elSos
;

thus it cannot be overlooked that
the conception,^., of man, which
according to the passage just
quoted is an inji-ma species, does
nat exclude certain individual
differences which have a refer
ence, not to the matter alone, but
also to the form of the individual

members
form).

\6yca elalv evavTi6Tf]Tfs

ovcri

VOL.

^.TOXOI/

TJ
v\y ov iroioixnv.
avOpunrov Aeu/c^T7?s ov Trote? ouSe
&s v\ri yap 6 avOpcoTros,
fte\avla
ov Troif i 8e
Sia&amp;lt;popav
[a specific
diffe7ence] % I/ATJ- OVK avQpwirov

Sib

of it (e.(j. their bodily
clear distinction, how

No

ever, is anywhere drawn between
this individual form, and the
universal form or class concep

tion which expresses the

common

B B
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out

but

;

essence
thimrs

;

former

it is

on the contrary, the
always resolves itself

finnlly into

the matter

the latter.

1071, a, 27,

xii. 5,

eV

it

:

i/

Kal

e /xTj,

7]

KaQ6\ov

T

Se

\6ycp

ovffiarb

(t(TTt S
P.CV
T]

v\r\

T]

own

different

from

that of everyone else, still the one
does not differ from the other in
kind. They will differ from one
another, therefore, only in so far as
they belong to different subjects
or in other words, in their actual
embodiment, not in their cha
:

racter

-a.pi6/j.(f),

not. et Set.

Afetajjll.
it

vii.3(cf.p.372,n.3),1029, a, 1,
is said: the name ovo- ia seems to
belong in the firht place to the
VTTOKeiu.fl Ol

rpoTrov

u.ev

TOLOVTOV 5e
TTp&TOV
Tiva - 7 vArj \fyerai,

5e
T/ ^op(prj, rpirov
rovrwv.
Since, then, by
viroKei/j-evov or substance the indi
vidual thing as the subject of all
&\\oi&amp;gt;

rb

Se rpoirav

etc

under

predicates is elsewhere
stood (cf. pp. 332 sqq., 300, &c.), we
should naturally refer fj-optpri here
to the form of the individual

its

thing qua individual. But from
the further explanation, c. 8, it
eV raj
appears that this p.opfyri
aiffOyTw (1033. b, 5), this us elSos
]f)

ova-la Xeyo/j-fvov, is

only the un

realised form which first makes
this definite thing into a thing
which is defined in this or that
into a rotoi/Se, 1. 23) in
way
the actual thing, i.e. in the
(T&amp;lt;$5e

matter, but which on the other
hand itself stands related to
individual things as man is to

.

XO07J,

While, however, accord
ing to this passage everyone has
eTSos of his

T&amp;lt;?

yevo/j-fv^

[and there
ro5e rb Se r6f)e
fore is]
/j.fv
Exactly the same is true
(1. 18).
of Metaph. vii i. 1, 1042, a, 2G
.

.

aAAa-s

v-rroKeifj.evov,

aAAa&amp;gt;s

T5e

t

Tl

5

o

t)J/

fan.

v

ravrd.

an

iravrl

Kal fern

rb

e^Sei

TavT&amp;lt;

.V

:

fv(m,

v\r]

Metajrti.
KOI
is said

erepa [sc. TO
rrTOi^ela ecTTti J, OVK ft Set, aAA
OTL T&V KaOeKCUTTOV aAAo, 7} re (r/;
Kal rb elSos
Kivrjffav
Arj Kal rb

TU&amp;gt;V

for

The only
Callias or Socrates.
ground of individuality lies in

individual

several

of

no room

clear that his system leaves

\6yos Kal
T
Se rb

rpirov
o5 yweffis fji6vov Kal

f&amp;lt;rn

Kal

\u&amp;gt;piffr

bv aTrAws).

and of

the similar statement, Metaph.

v.

8 (see p. 3 72, n. 2, infra). The form
is a roSe in so far as it expresses
a definite kind of being (man,

but it becomes the
of a definite individual
thing in being united with a
Considered
material.
definite

beast,

iScc.)

;

form

apart

union it is a
not true to
HEETLING does

from tliis
and it

universal,

as

conclude,

is

from the fact
210, b, 29 sq.,
seems to reckon the elSos as well
as the i/Arj a constituent element
of the thing, that it is the conftilutive principle of individual
This is true rather of
being.
the material in which the form
Even DC
is first individualised.
An. ii. 1, 412, a, (5 leads to no
other conclusion. It is there said:

(Form

ii.

Mat.

that Phys.

\tyo/j.V
rr]v

8^7

overlay,

v\t]v, &

KaO

iv.

5(5),

3,

yfvos

ei&amp;gt;

avTJ)

ri

TWV OVTMV

Se T

ravrt]S
fj.lv

/j.ev

ws

OVK eari r^Se

eVepov Se /j.op(p^v Kal et Sos, Kot0
\eyfrai roSe Tt, Kal rpirov
The thing is called
T-b e /c TOVTWV.
this definite thing, i.e. a thin? of
this kind, because its material has
received this form so the roSe
means here also, not the indivi
Tt

^v

f)Sr]

;

n

dual, but the specific peculiarity.
Still less in such passages as

v

individual

Forms
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of sensible things. 1

Every Individual

1071, a, 20
/ca0
yap rb KaO eKaiTTOV
TOV
a&amp;gt;6pca7ros yap
avOpwTrov Kadoxii. 5,

Mrtaph.

e/ca&amp;lt;r-

TU&amp;gt;V

aAA

Aou

Ax

r

effriv ovSels, aAAallrjAei/s

AAecos, &c.)

itisCasHERTLiNG-

in plain
sa) s at p. 57), stated
words that the form, like all first

principles, must be individual.
Feleus, however, is not the mere
form of an individual but a real

individual and he has become
so by the union of the form man
;

with this particular human body.
elSos (Metaph. xii.
Moreover,
5, 1071, a, 14) refers, not to the
individual form of this or that
man, but to the form man in
general. So also the remark (De
An. i. 3, 407, b, 23) that any soul
&quot;i$iov

may not enter any body, since all
have their tftiov e/5os KOI nopfy^v,
must be taken to refer to bodies
and souls of different kinds, and
to
mean that the soul of a

man may
body of a
An. iv. 1,

not wander into the
And when Gen.

beast.

766, a,
sqq. explains
the origin of the female sex on
the ground that the male prin
cannot transform
the
ciple
material into its tfiiov e?5os, it is
not dealing with the. individual
type, but with the form of the male
sex.
It does not alter the case
here that difference of sex accord
ing to Metapli. x. 9 (see p. 365, n. 2,
fwjjra) resides not in the oixria.
= elSos) of the $uv but only in
(
the SAT? and the ffwpa. for even
although it be true that to Aris
totle this cliff ejence concerns, not
the essence of man or animal as
such, but only the form of the
body, yet it is not on that account
a mere question of individuality.
HURTLING (Form u. Mat. 48
?q.) believes that the form in
Aristotle mui-t necessarily be an
6(&amp;gt;

:

1

individual thing, since it gives to
the individual its peculiar na
ture, and is thus distinguished
from the essence (rb rl i\v eli/ai),
which is always, at least in sen
sible things, a universal. He ad
mits, however, that these two
conceptions, which in certain
passages Aristotle undoubtedly
recognises as distinct, are as a rule
used interchangeably by him. It
seems more correct to say, on the
contrary, that it was Aristotle s
conscious intention to identify the
two, and to treat the form as well
as the essence as a universal.
If we tind individual expressions
in him which do not
wholly har
monise with this view, this is an
inconsistency which the actual
facts of the case forced upon
him. It is not the expression of
the view with which he started
and which was only afterwards
obscured. That the essence of
each thing lies in its form is to

an incontrovertible po
and is stated by him with
the greatest definiteness.
The
Aristotle
sition,

opposite he never stated in ex
it
can only be
press words
deduced from casual expressions
;

to

which we cannot

certainly

prove that Aristotle himself con
sciously attached this signifi
cance. As a matter of fact the
boundary line between the essen
tial marks which constitute the
class conception, and the unes
sential which constitute mere
individual difference, is very im
In every attempt to
palpable.
define it and to explain cerlain

differences

among things as class
differences, others as individual
varieties within the same class,
we shall come upon oases in
which a certain

indefiniteness
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therefore implies a material element, 1 and everything
that has a body is an Individual. 2
Aristotle uses the

and individual
object of sense
If Matter is the cause of all this, it

two terms
3

ently.

indiffer
is

impos

suppose that it is distinguished from Form only
by privation and non-existence rather must it contri
bute something of its own to Form.
sible to

:

Matter, viewed in this light, must be rated at even
That Aristotle ex
perienced this diffieulty is unde
niable: but it does not therefore
follow that he did not make the
attempt, and that he intended
from those ei S?} which coincide
with class conceptions to distinwhich
gui-h a second kind of
represent, not what, is common
to the class, but what is peculiar
The truth is
to the individual.
that there is no place in his
scheme for such individual forms.
For since according to the wellknown view that the form has
neither origin nor end (see p. 342
and this must hold also of
the form which as rc Se TL is in an

inevitable.

eft&amp;gt;7]

individual existence see preced
ing note) the individual forms of
sensible tilings, if there are such,
must be in actual fact separable
from the things whose form they
are but this in Aristotle s view
is whollv inadmissible.
:

*

Ka.1

Metaph.

iravTos

l(m

vii. 11,

yap

uArj

1037,

a,

ris tariv

ft

1

:

fi-fj

avro Ka(f
Ibid. xii. 8,

TJ 3\v eli/cu /cat eI5os

aM) a\\a ro5e
cited p. 339, n.

TI.

This only
however, as has there
been nlreacty remarked, to the
individual members of an injima
siijtra.

refers,

2
:

See

Plato

7

o/cwTi&&amp;gt;y

v\ris TToAAa

8

e/c

e.(j.

Netapli.

i.

6,

988, a,

makes matter the source

Kalrot

ol yuei/
TTOIOVCTIV
.
.

.

.

.

fjnas v\rjs

O.
IJL

crvij.fia.ivfi

yap

e

TTJS

(paiVerat

.

Tpairefa

:

which,

Plato did not deny,
since it is just because the same
material gives only one specimen,
that material tilings constitute a
plurality even when there is no
distinction of kind between them
as Aristotle also holds.
3
Cf. MrtapJi. iii. 4 Ceiled p.
if
342, n. supra) where he says
there were nothing but individual
things, there would be nothing
but sensible existence
xii. 3,
ovcriai 8e rpels, 77 pzv
1070, a, 9
v\ri rJSe TL ovcra
(paivearQai
r) 5e (pvais
(here = e!5os) r6Sf n.

however,

:

;

:

TO&amp;gt;

fls

V,

tai

rovroiv.
i.

9,

7)

ert
%LS ris
/ca0
fKacrra.

.

rpirij

De

77

.

.

CK

Carlo,

227, b, 30 sq. (cf. p. 219, n.):

Form as such

is

something

differ

ent from form in the material
and if, for instance, there existed

;

only one single circle, the circle
would still continue to be some
thing different from this circle.
The one would be the elSos, the
other eTSos eV rrj vAr) nal rcav Kad
eKa&amp;lt;TToi&amp;gt;.

f-rrel

alff6r]T^s ruiv

yap

ovv fffrtv 6 ovpavSs
civ 6^77. rb

Ka9 fKaffTov

alcrOrirbv

airav

ev

Trj

v\rj

Individual reality and
elSos eV rrj v\rj here signify the

virripxev.

species.
1

of multiplicity,

same

thing.
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a higher value, when we recollect that Aristotle allowed
substantiality in its full sense to the Individual alone.
1

If the Individual alone

is

and

Substance,

if

Form,

w e have
T

as

just seen, is always universal, and if
the true ground of individual existence is

therefore

then we cannot escape the consequence that
Matter supplies the ground also of substantial being,
and that it is not pure Form, but the composite result

Matter

Form and Matter which alone is Substance. Indeed,
we have denned Substance as the substratum

of

since

2

(vTroKSifjusvov)

substratum of

and have
3

all

Matter the
would seem to give Matter

also recognised in
this

Being,
the right to claim that it alone should be regarded as the
Yet it is impossible
primitive Substance of all things.
for Aristotle to

Form

admit

this.

Full and original reality

Matter, on the contrary, is no
more than the bare Potentiality of that whereof the Ac

belongs to

tuality

is

Form.

alone

;

Not only,

therefore, is

it

impossible that

Matter can be substantial, but from its union with Forrr.
there can be produced nothing higher than pure Form,
Moreover, there are innumerable passages in which
expressly identifies Form with Substance.
declares that in all primitive and absolute
existences,

4

Aristotle

He

the intelligible essence

which

to

1

2
3

it

5

is

not different from the thing
it constitutes the Substance

so that

belongs,

See pp. 331 sqq.
See pp. 300, 333, and notes.
See pp. 344 sq.

rl fy ctvai), c. 10, 1035, b, 32, c.
11, 1037, a, 29, c. 17, 1041, b, 8 ;
viii. 1, 1042, a, 17, c. 3,
1043,

Kg., Mctaph.

b, 10 sqq.; ix. 8, 1050. a, 5; Gen.
et Corr. ii. 9, 335, b, 6
Meteor

4
i.
3, 983, a,
999, b, 12 sqq. vii. 4,
10RO, b, 5, c, 7, 1032, b, 1, 14.
(elSes 5e Ae -yco r6 ri T)J/ ilvai
fKao-Tov nal T^V Trpdrrjf ovaiav
8 ovaiav &vev v\fjs TO

27

;

iii.

4,

;

;

iv. 2,

379, b, 26,

Part. An.

An.

i

1,

i.

1,

c. 12, 3i)0,

641,

Metajjh.

vii.

a, 5;
25; Gen.

Of. p. 214, n.

714, a, 5.

5

a,
.

G

iii
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Further, he will not suffer anything else

of the tiling.

to be considered absolutely real except absolutely im
It is not a sufficient so
material Form, or pure spirit.

lution to recall the different senses in which the term

Substance (ovai a)

is

used, since
1

not here a question

it is

merely of the use of language but of the claim to actuality
in the full and strict sense of the word. The question is

whether we are

to assign it to individual things as such,
or only to their intelligible essence, i.e. to a Form which
is unaffected by change in the individual thing and

remains
culty,

Here we detect a diffi
contradiction, which threatens to

for ever self-identical.

or rather

a

shake the very foundations of the system.
Aristotle did not succeed in evading it altogether.
In his Metaphysics he asks the question where we ought
to look for the substance of things

the Matter, or

in

exist, things

that
the) are different only in the
case in which a conception belongs to a thing Kara ffvjj.fitfi-tiK. bs

8

(as

/)

(Karrrof

it

;

is

said

mere predicate), whereas on

the other hand when the conception expresses the essence of the

thing itself they are one and
the same. E.g. the conception of
whiteness is different from the
on the other
Aev/cbs avOp&iros
hand the evl tlvai is not different
irom the fv, the ayady elrca from
the ayaObv, nor again (c. 10, 1036,
a, 1, cf. viii. 3, 1048, b, 2) the
flvai from
the KVK\OS,
K.vK\cf
the tyvxy ffvoi from the tyvxti.
Otherwise (not to mention other
reasons) conceptions would not
;

in.

the composite AVhole produced by

the question (1031, a, 15) injrfpnv
ravr jV (ITTIV 1) i-repov TO ri *///
flvai

Form, or

in the

(TUOV

would not be known

OUK

/uez/

e&amp;lt;rTcu

uvra

ttrrai

ovic

This holds of

fTna-rri/J.1],

1031,

ova

all

/J.TI

b,

KO.T

ra
3).

a\\o

\fjfrai, a\\a Ka$ avra Kal irpwra.
1031, b, 13, cf. 1032, a, 5: rwv
irpwruv Kal KaQ avra AeyOjueVcov TO
elVai

fKaary

tan

Kal eV

;

Kal fKacrroy TO avro

c. 11,

1037, a, 33 sqq.

Cf. the following notes
v.

Metapli.

a-v/uL^divei 5r?

ova-Lav \eyfffdai,

&

e^xaroj/,
/

V

r6

/irj/ceVt

Kal &

\~/erai,

x a) P tfr

and

1017, b, 23:
Kara 5vo rpoirovs TTJV
8,

viroKei/j.fvov
KCCT
&AAoy

Uv r68e TI bv Kal

[where, however, as

.Sen WEGLER and BONITZ rightly
remark upon this passage, we
can only understand the \6yip
x P iff r ^ v t ^e meant on which
&amp;lt;a

cf viii.
.

;

1

;

see p. 369, n. 6, supra}
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But

both. 1

answer

his

far

is

He admits that Matter cannot
from satisfactory.
2
termed
be
Substance, yet, on the other hand,
properly
he does not venture to deprive it altogether of this title,
since

amid change.
Matter
the

latter

TO

Nor

being

4
;

TOIOVTOV 8e

3

is

it

all

substantial in a different sense from

is

tially so

Being, the permanent
sufficient to maintain that

the substratum of

it is

for

only poten
conceive of a Substance

how can we

eKaffTOv

r\

f*op(pr)

ical

f!5os.

VII. 3 init. (cf at p. 370)
use substance in vari
ous ways as equivalent to the
TI i\v elvai, the Ka6o\ov, the yevos,
the infoKeip-fvov.
By the last,
again, we may understand either
the v\i] or the f^-op^ or the com
Of
posite product of both.
these, however, the Ka96\ov, and
w ith it the ytvos (on the relation
of which to the KzQ6\ov, see p.
213 sq.), are quietly set aside,
13 (cf. p. 333, supra) and
c.
since the fiop^ coincides with
the TI i\v elvai there only remain
the three above-mentioned sig
Cf. c. 13
nifications of ovffia.

Form,

former

the

actually,

cm

8 earlv ovffia Kal

ev

Trcttrcus

v\i)

T)

yap TCUS

1

:

.

we may

:

is.

1049,

7,

the rc Se

viii.

ibid. c. 2

369, n.
a,

23

6,

1,
;

1042,

a,

An.

ii.

2)e

supra)

;

26 sqq.

fj.lv

Ka.1

rb

rj/j.z

is

2

Metaph.

viii. 1,

1042, a, 32

:

8e

TOVTWV rb

ffv/J.0e^t]Kbs,

a0

v\r)v,

avriji

Kal TTJV /Atv tyyvs Kal ovffiav
T))V v\7]v, rr)V 8e arfp-r}ffiv

Trwy,

r}]v

ffTtprjffiv

,

DC An

ov8a/j.cas.

ii.

1

(see p. G69,

n. 6, supra).
viii. 1, 1042, a, 26
ovffia rb uTro/cet/ievoi/, ^AAcus
a\\us 8 o \6yos
.
.
v\i],

Metaph.

effri 8
fj.fv T)
i]

:

.

/J-op^rj,

fin.
ris

1

elvai, Kal

ov elvai Kara

:

ffTtprjffiv

rr)v

Xtopivrbv Kal rb rJSe TI v-rrdp^iv
SoKeT /j.d\iffTa TT) ovffia, Sib Tb

further, p. 345 sqq.

and notes)
Kal

v\t]v

yap

&amp;lt;pafj.v

TOVTWV

elSos Kal Tb e| afj.fyo iv ovffia 8d|tei/
kv flvai fjLa\\ov TTJS i/Arjs.
Cf.

:

O JK

Metaph. vii. 3, 1029, a, 27,
after adducing several reasons
in support of the view that the
substance = the matter, he goes
on
Kal yap Tb
aovvwrov 8e
:

Tt is U ATJ Kal ovffia I/AIKTJ;

fAtv

trepov
fjif^

Kal

sq.

Cf.p. 344. IMd.ix.
the substratum of

3 (cf. pp. 342 sqq.

a,

4

(see p.
Ind. Arist. 545,

:

el ovv Iffrl rb
1035, a, 1
uArj rh 5 elSos rb 8 IK TOVTODV,
ovffia rj Te I/ATJ Kal To fiSos Kal
fK Tovrxv.
Phys. i. 9, 192,

;

1

34

vii. 10,

r

init.,

a,

;

c.

TpiTov 8e rb
Vel 8 f)
2 init.
.

.

.

:

e

^v

viroKei/J-fVi] Kal us uA?j ovffia
6/j.o\oye irai, avrrj 8 cffrlvrj Sui/ct^et,
\oiirbv Tr)v cos evepyeiav ovffiav ruv
cos

alffdrjTwv

rj

:

aiff6-r)Tr)

f)

fj.tv

6ri

6tVe?v

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;avfpbv

yap

cos

fvepyfia

ris

Sr;

e/c

fffriv.

rwv

ovffia fffrl
I/ATJ,

f)

i]

8e

8

Ibid,

elfnjfJL^VOtV

Kal TTWS
cos

(Mopty}),

e
Tpirrj i)
b, 1 (against

rovTwv; xiv. 1, 1088,
the Platonic doctrine of an abso-
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which

is
merely potential that is, an absolute existence
which does not yet actually exist ? If we
grant that Form
:

the proper Substance of
things, actual existence in
the highest sense, and that as such it is
opposed not
is

only to Matter but also to the composite product of
Matter and Form, yet Aristotle has done
nothing at all to
1

show how

this

always a

is

is

possible, considering that

Form

in itself

Universal, that the

Individual is always
burdened with Matter, and that Substance is
originally
individual Substance.
In like manner he fails to tell
us how mere Form can be the essence and substance of

things which cannot be conceived apart from a definite
material composition; 2 or
again how Matter devoid of
quality and determination can produce the individual
determinateness of particular existences which are not
related to each other as so
many impressions of a die
but are differentiated from one another
qualitatively by
definite properties.

Finally,

not easy to see

is

it

why

and extinction should pertain to
things that are the
of
Form
and
and
joint product
Matter,
yet not to Form
birth

lutely great
rt fKao-rov

oWe

TOLOVTOV,
irpds

TI

and small)
v\T)i&amp;gt;

tlvai

Kal o

of/re

:

a.vdyi&amp;lt;f]

TU Su^dufi
as
rb 8e
ovaia ovre

j&amp;lt;n

8vvdu.fi

fvepyeit^.
1

viii.

MetapJi.
Xa.v8a.vti

T

V

3 init.
eViore
rb oi/o^a
:

-rrorepov ffripatj/fi

&amp;lt;rw/0eTov

ov&amp;lt;r:av

Kal rr}v fi.opQrii

olov

,

%
77

ryv eisfpyeiav
oiVa irorepov

TOV KOIVOV on o-KeVao-^a e
arif^e
irXivQuv Kal \iQuv wSl KeifjLfvwv, v)
TTJS cvepyfias Kal rov (?8ovs OTI
vii. 3, 1029, a, 5: el
ffKfiratrfia
tov

;

rt&amp;gt;

flSos

pa\\ov

U ATJS

T?JS

lv,

-&amp;lt;ol

Tb e|

rov

Kal

j,p6rfpov tffrai

;

TrpoTfpov

line

a.p.&amp;lt;po1v

e{

an&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o?v

29: rb

ov&amp;lt;rta

Kal

e?j/cu

/ULO.\\OV

TOLVVV

e|

TT?S

a.jj.&amp;lt;po1v

U ATJS.

r^v

yuev

ovaiav, \eyia

5e

re rrjs v\rjs /cal TTJS pop^ys,
d^ereoj/
vcrrepa yap Kal 877X77.
2
Aristotle
frequently disTTIV

t/c

tingnishes between conceptions
form and of form inhcrent in a definite material;
the standing example of the
latter is the (ri/j.bv as distinguished from the KolXov ; so also
axe, saw, house, statue, and
of pure

even soul.
a, 12,

ii.

b, 2,

ii.

elSos

vii.

86eiev hv

74,

5,
c.

Cf. Pkys.

ii.

9 Jin.
De An.
1, 412, b, 11.

c.

10,1035,

11, 1037, a, 29.

a,

1,

i.

1,

194,
403,

Mctaph.
1

sqq. b,
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or Matter separately.
For even if we can suppose that
Matter as such had no beginning, it is hard to imagine
1

that the Forms of created
things were uncreated, if they
neither exist independently as Ideas nor are
originally
inherent in Matter. All these difficulties exhibit the same

we discerned in dealing with the notion of
Substance. The fact is that Aristotle combines in his Me

conclusion that

taphysics two different points of view, which he fails to
On the one side he adheres to the Socratico-

harmonise.

Platonic principle that the true essence of
things is to
be found in their Concept, and this is
always Universal.
On the other side he acknowledges that this Universal

has no existence apart from the Individual, which he
therefore declares to bo the Substance.
He cannot

how

these two positions may coexist in one
and
hence the above-mentioned contra
philosophy,

explain

At one time

dictions arise.

Individual which

the Form, at another the

the product of the union of Form
and Matter, appears to be the Actual. Matter causes
is

results incompatible with

mere Potentiality. It is repre
sented at the same time as indefinite
Universality and as
the ground of individual determinateness.
So the unMetapli.

15 cited at p.

vii.

219, n. 4, supra, and the passage
ffomc. lOcitedatp. 366,n. 1; rfaW.
Viii. 1, 1042, a, 29
rpirov 5e rb e K
rovrwv [form and matter], ou
:

yeveffis U.OVQV Kal tyQopa. earn
c. 3,
oiiSe Sr) 6 ai&amp;gt;9puiros
1043, b, 10
fffTi rti faov Kal
a\\d ri
5iirovi&amp;gt;,
^e
I/
^
ravrd term el
;

:

rave

^

ovvres

TOUT

Tap

&quot;

v\-n
rr)v

.

.

.

,

r]

v\-t]v^

atnov rov

ovviv

&

\4yovnv.
elvai

Kal

eaipel ovv
ovvias

[so BONITZJ, rovro avrrjv kv rfy

ovoriav Xtyoiev. avayK-r] 5/7 ravr-r]v
elvai % $0a/rrV avev rov

% aiSiov

tyBeipevQai Kal yeyovevai avev rov
rb eloos ovoels
yiyveaBai
iroiel
ovSe yevva, a\\a iroielrai
yiyverat si -n) e /c rovrcav
c.
5 init.
eVel 8
evict,
&vev
ten Kal OVK
ysvetrews Kal
.

.

.

T&amp;lt;*5e

;

:

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;0opas

e&amp;lt;rTti/,

olov al

K al o\cas ra

ffTiy/j.al,

fftr)

/cat

at

efirep

flalv,

/uop^al, ou

yap rb \fvKbv yiyverai, a\\a rb
v\ov \evttuv.
Cf. pp. 341 sqq.,
and notes there.
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certainty goes on, until we cease to wonder that Aristotle s
doctrine of Matter and Form, Particular and Universal,

received the most various interpretations and supported
the most contradictory assertions not only among the
Greek Peripatetics but also and to a far greater extent

the logicians of the Middle Ages.
is of vital importance to the System.
Aristotle finds the best solution of the difficulties which

among

Yet the doctrine

perplexed earlier philosophers in his distinction between
Form and Matter, Potential and Actual. By means of this
distinction he explains how Unity can also be Multiplicity;

how the Genus and

many

Differences form one Concept;

how the

Individuals constitute one Species; how Soul and
It is this alone which enables
make one Being.

Body
him to

1

solve the

as well as

all

problem of Becoming, over which Plato

others had stumbled.

Indeed, the dis

which we are speaking serves especially, as
has been seen, for the elucidation of this problem.
Form and Matter being related to each other as Actual

tinction of

and Potential, they are in a position of essential correla
tion

of

;

its

the notion of the Potential implies the possibility
becoming Actual the notion of the Actual implies
;

the Actuality of the Potential.
Everything
and con
that is to become actual must be potential
time
at
some
must
is
that
versely everything
potential
or other become actual, since what is never to be actual

that

it

is

;

cannot be called potential. 2
1

Cf. pp.219, n. 2, 351, n. 1,
DC An. ii. 1, 412,
369, n. 5.
b, 6, c. 2, 4 14, a, 19 sqq.
2
Aristotle, indeed (Metaph.

and

ix. 3)

controverts the Megarian

Nor does

Aristotle

mean

assertion that a thing is potential
only so long as it is actual but
he forbids us also to say (ibid.
c. 4 init.) 6n tivvarbv pev roSi
oy/c eo-rot 5e, since this could only
;
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by Potentiality any mere logical or formal but also real
Matter is in itself or in its capacity
Potentiality.
that whereof the Actuality is Foym
and consequently
;

implies Form, requires Form, owns a
natural inclination or longing (as Aristotle expresses it)

Matter of

itself

for

it,

On

the other hand

is

provoked by

ness to Matter
is

the

to

it

Form

is

1

quoted p. 344, n. 1. Matter is
said
by nature ec/uWflai Kal
optyzaOai TOV Oeiov Kal ayadov
Kal fcperov, and this is the prin

upon which we must explain
of the world by
God and of the body by the soul.
Cf. such expressions as Mctaph.

ciple

7,

fjifsov

1072, b, 3
iltid.

a,

:

2(5

Kal rb vorjrov Kivei

nivd ws epwTO

:

6pKrov

of/

KIVOV^VOV.
The longing referred to is no
cjnscious desire, but a mere
natural impulse, and is f requent ly
referred to by Aristotle as the
cause of the natural movements
of bodies.
Thus {Phys. ii. 1,
102, b, 18) we are told: a work
of art

ovfitfji

.av

/3oA7js t/jKpvTois,

Sp/A^v

1023,

avrov

(piHTiv

OPMV are
Post.

ii.

e^et juera-

whereas the pro

duct of nature has.
v. 23,

a, 8,

that which gives complete
;

:

xii.

1

it
realising its potential capacities
2
or Entelechy of Matter.
But the

be said of that which by its very
nature could not be
but this
could not be potential, and he
therefore denies (as was pointed
outat p. 366, n. l)that in things of
eternal duration there can be any
potentiality without actuality.
Cf. the passage, Phys. 1, 9,

movement

itself.

by

Energy

the

move and develop

Cf. Mctapli.

where Kara r^v

and Kara T^V

parallel phrases
11,
94, b, 37,

;

O.UTOV

Anal.

where

inner necessity, avdyKij Kara r^v

Qva-r; Kal

6p/j.})i/, is distinguished
compulsion, avcry/crj Trapa.
r}]v op^v, and the falling of a
stone quoted as an example of
the former (similarly Metaph. v.
5, 1015, a 2ti, b, 1, c. 23, 1023, a,
17 sq., xii. 7, 1072, b, 12
cf.

from

;

HEETLING, Mat.
Nevertheless

we

Form,

91).

cannot

but

u.

the use of these
recognise
expressions the psychological
analogy from which the termino
logy is borrowed, reminding us
as it does of the earlier hylozoism.
2
Aristotle as a rule makes no
distinction between these two
in

terms (see TRENDELENBURG, De
An. 296 sq. SCHWEGLER, Arist.
Metaph. iv. 221 sq., 173 sq.
BONITZ, Ind. Arist. 253, b, 35
;

;

sqq., also p. 348, n. supra), and if
he seems to do so in individual
passages, yet is the distinction of
each from the other so loosely
defined that in different passages
the same is assigned to both.
Thus motion is usually called the
entelecheia of matter, the soul
the entelecheia of the body
(cf. Phy*. iii. 1, 200, b, 26, 201,
a, 10, 17, 28, 30, b, 4 viii. 1, 251,
;

a, 9

;

De An.

27, b, 5, 9,

412, a, 10, 21,
28, 413, a, 5 sqq., c. 4,
ii. i.

ARISTOTLE

aso

Entelechy of Matter or the actualization of Potentiality
Motion,
The correlation therefore of Form and
1

is

Matter leads us to consider Motion and

(3) Motion

and

the first

we have

quoted.
of that which exists potentially
415, b, 4 sqq.)
yet Mctapli.. ix.
0, S (1018, b, G sqq., cf. 1. 1,
1050, a, 30 sqq.) motion is defined
as energetic, and yet again (ibid.
c. (5, 104S, b, IS sqq.) it is said
to differ from energy as the in
complete from the complete, so
that only such activity as contains
;

own end

its

in

itself,

c.r/.

sight,

happiness, is called
energeia, while on the other hand
that, which is subordinate to an end
outside itself and ceases with its

thought,

life,

attainment,
ing,

e.g.

building, walk
motion.
(Oil

&c., is called

these two kinds of activities, v.
also c. 8, 1050, a, 23 sqq.) Meix. 3, 1047, a, HO
again
seems to appropriate eVreAe xeta
to the state of completion, eVe p76m to the activity directed to its
attainment, or to motion (5o/ce? yap
ta/&amp;gt;h.

Causes.

Cause of Motion.

what he meant by

Aristotle has himself explained

the definition

its

Motion

the Entelechy

is

in other words,

is

it

yetarov rcrt\err/j.fi&amp;gt;ov (cf. n. 1 atp
383 infra*). But eVreAe xeia is used
also in this sense, e.g. De An. ii.
5, 417, a, 28, and the same ex

pression occurs Mctupli. xii. 8,
1074, a, 35, c. 5, 1071, a, 36, as
applied to the pure, immaterial
form, viz. God.
Phys. iii. 3 init.
the action of the moving cause is
called
the
change
effected in that which is moved
eVreAe xem, a use which seems
quite proper, as the latter and
not the former is brought to
completion by motion yet in the
passage that follows ffr\fx fla is
used of both, and in Mctajrti. ix. 8,
1030, a, 30 sqq. it is said, with
reference to the two kinds of
eVp-&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;a,

;

activities distinguished

above

:

in

the case of those whose end is
outside of themselves, the ener
geia is in that which is moved in
the case of the others, in that
which acts.
It is therefore im
;

1050, a, 22. Also De
5, 417, b, 4, 7, 10, 418, a,
eVreAe xem stands for the com

and so
An. ii.

c. 8,

account of the spuriousness of
the former passage.) Elsewhere

possible to point to any fixity in
the language used to express the
distinction between these two
terms.
Pkys. iii. 1 201 a, 10, b, 4
rov 5wdfj.fi OVTOS eVreAe ^fia rj
f)
TOJOVTOI Kivrjcrts
TOV
TJ

motion

8vva.TOV,

y

(JHlVfpbv

6n

4,

pleted state. (That Meiaph. xi.
!, 1065, b, 16, 33, repeatedly uses

where Pkys.
,

is

iii.

1

has

of no importance,

on

called ivepyeia. areArjs,
eV. rov areAovs, and as such is dis
tinguished from the avrAis eWpis

1

:

,

e&amp;lt;TTiv

,

202, b, 7

,

:

^

Suvarbv,
KiviJfflS
Kivr)&amp;lt;ns

.

.

.

eVreAf^em
ftTTlV

]

C.

2,

eVreAe xeta TOU
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the process by which that which existed
previously only
in capacity is
brought to reality, the determination of

Matter by Form, the transition from
Potentiality to

The movement of building, for
Actuality.
example,
consists in
fashioning the materials of which a house
can be made, into an actual house. But motion is the
1

entelechy of potential existence only qua potential and
not in any other relation.
The movement of the
brass,

for instance, out of

cern

it

which a statue

in so far as it is brass

for

is cast,

does not con

qua brass

it

remains

unaltered and has always had a certain sort of
actuality
but only insofar as it contains the
potentiality of

made
KIVTJTOV
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;afj.ei/

into a statue. 2

?]

Kivr)T6v

8r)

X*iav rov

viii. 1,

TT]V K(vt\ffiv
Kij/rjTov

Metapli. xi. 9, 1065,
preceding note.

77

being
This distinction, however, can it

251, a, 9

:

dvai eVreAeKiyf]T6v.

b, 16,

33

;

So
see

That only this transition and
the condition attained
by
means of it, only the process of
actualisation, not the actuality, is
meant by the expression entelecheia or energeia is obvious not
less from the nature of the case
itself than from ihe
repeated
description of motion as an un
completed energy or entelechy
l

(see pp. 383, n. 1, 379, n. 2). The
same distinction elsewhere occurs.

Pleasure,

e.g., is

said not to be a

Phys. iii. 1, 201,
therefore Metapli.
sqq.).

BHENTANO S

without fcupport either in Ari
stotle s use of terms or in actual
fact.
For, in the iirst place, the
entelechy of the Svydfj.fi bv is not
is

that by which the Sw. *ov first
comes into being ; and, in the
second place, when, e.g., the

bronze

which is potentially a
formed into the statue,

statue

each moment incomplete,
whereas pleasure is complete. The
former is the pursuit, the latter

becoming

at

the attainment, of the end, a
result of the
completed activity.
Eth. N. x. 3, 4, vii. 13, 1153, a, 12.
1
In this way the
previously
quoted definition is explained,

explanation

Von der mannigf. Bcdeutung des
Snenden narh Ai-ist. p. 58), ac
cording to which motion is the
transforms a
actuality which
potential being into this poten
tial being, or which constitutes
or forms a potential as
potential,
(

movement, because a movement
is

a, 9, sqq. (and
xi. 9, 10G5, b,

is

its Kivrjffis

does not consist in
8wd/j.fi

wSpias,

its
i.e.

bronze.
Aristotle, however, has
stated the meaning of his defini
tion
in
the
unambiguously

passage immediately following,
so
has
the author of
Metaph. xi. 9.

and
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only applied to the case of special or
for such movement is always
particular movement
carried on in material that has already an actuality of

is

be

clear,

;

some

own.

sort of its

If,

on the other hand, we take the
it
may be defined as the

general notion of movement,

by which Potentiality is actualisrd, the deve
lopment of Matter by Form, since the material qua
material is mere Potentiality which has not yet in any

process

This definition includes

respect arrived at Actuality.
all Alteration of every kind,
It

destruction.

coming into being and
does not, however, apply io absolute
all

for this would necessitate
origination and annihilation,
of
destruction
or
birth
the
matter, which is never as

sumed by Aristotle.
that when he refuses

It follows

1

from what we have

said,

becoming and decaying as
forms of motion, maintaining that though every motion
to regard

2
this distinction
change, all change is not motion
must be accepted as a relative one which does not 1x^1

is

of the general idea of motion; and so Aristotle himself
3
on other occasions employs motion and change as syn

The

onymous terms.

doctrine, however, of the different

kinds of motion belongs to Physics.
We have seen that motion is intermediate between

and actual being it is Potentiality struggling
potential
into Actuality, and Actuality not yet freed from Poten;

tiality

other

in

It

words, imperfect Actuality.

from

mere

is

an

Potentiality by being
Entelechy, and from an Energy in its strictest sense by
the fact that in Energy the activity which is directed

distinguished

1

See pp. 341 sqq. supra.

-

riiys. v.

and passim

;

1,

225, a, 20,

see infra.

3

E.g. Plnjs.

34,

sqq. c. 2 init.
a
201, a,
i&amp;gt;,

iv.

iii.

1,

201, a, 9

10,j?.

viii.

7,
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also

attained its object
thought, for
both a process of search and also a mental
whereas motion
possession of the object of thought
ceases in the attainment of the
and
is therefore
object,
instance,

lias

is

Hence each particular
only an unaccomplished effort.
motion is a transition from one state of
being into an
1

from that which a thing ceases to be into
opposite
that which it has to become. Where there is no
opposite,
there is also no change. 2
Consequently all motion implies
two principles that which moves, and that which is

moved, an actual and a potential being.
Mere Potentiality is unable to produce motion, for
it lacks
since
Energy and so likewise is pure
:

Actuality,
contains nothing imperfect and
undeveloped. Motion
can only be conceived as the operation of the Actual or

it

HI. 2, 201, b, 27: rov
8e SoKf7v aopurrov flvai r}\v Kivrffiv
curiov ori ovre fls 5vvajj.iv rSiv
.

ovrccv ovrf fls evfpyftav
a.vTTjV

air Aws

iroirbv

flvai

e

5,

257, b,

(5

(So
VIII.

airXij

10M, a, 17.)
Kivetrai rb KIV^TOV

:

TOtTO S
OVK eVreAee/a
eO&quot;Tt

8uvdf.Lei

rb 8e

jSaSf^et.

f)

titcivri

Trpais

.

KlVOVfJ-tVOV
Sui/a^uei

8

etrrt

f^ rcAos

fi

ei&amp;gt;vTrdpx

.

ov yap

.

/3e/8a8i/cei/,

oi&amp;gt;8

ravra

ecrri

ov yap reAos,

TtAeiayf

(fKo86/j.r)Kev,

,

Alctajfh. xi. 9,

/aV^rm, OVK

f)

avdyKys
:

nor an evepyeia

aAA
Kal

ovrf rb fvfpyfia iroffbi 7} rf K vr)(Tis
fVfpyfta /xeV ris flvai So/ret, arf\^]s
$(
afnov S or i dreAes rb Swarbv,
ov fOTlv f) ivcpyfia.
It is there
fore neither a (rrepTjcrts, nor a
Svva/jLis.

eVe/ca

Swarbv

ovrf y&p TO
Kivelrai

Qtlvcu

e&amp;lt;m

&V

irpa^iST) ov

apa

/cal

ftadi( ei

ot/coSo/ie?

Kal

&c. fccpaKf 8e Kal opj
a^a rb avrb Kal j/oe? Kal vevoyKev
ovv Toia.\)Ti]v fvepyeiav
r))V p.fv
eKivr)v 8e
1050, a, 23 sqq.

Ae^co,

K.(vi}(nv.

8,

and

supra

\

DC An.

ii.

Cf.

417, a,

5,

c.

p. 379, n. 2,
1(5:

yap earns f) KivrjffLs eWp-yem ris
ar\r]s pevroi ; iii. 7, 43] a, 6:
areAoGs fi/tpyeia
rj yap Kivrjo is rov
t\v, r] 8 aTTAws evepyfta erepa rj rov
Kal

,

eis
-

TJ

PJnjs.v. 1, 224, b. 26 sqq.
Met aph. viii. 1, 1042,
225, a, 10
a, 32, xii. 2, 1069, a, 13:
eh
av e?ej/ ras
;

rb

8e

KIVOVV ^817

Mrtai/h. ix.
Se

TUV

6,

fvfpyeta iffr v.
ore!
1048, b, 17
:

&v
aAAa

irpd,vi&amp;gt;

ovSf/j.ia

Tf Aos

rc Aos,

olov

i(T-va.a(a.,

00TOJS CCTT/V

TOV
avra 8
!/

KlvfC

Iffrl

roov

Trepas

irepl

laxvo-iv^Lv

rb
a/UL&amp;lt;pca

fj

fTrel

8e Sirrbv

irav

(K

ro

oi/,

rov

Svvd/met,

ov.

Cf. p.

fJ.fraBd\\ei

uvros

tis

342 sqq.

rd
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Form upon

Potential or Matter

the

which moves

itself

we always

even in that

1
:

find the motive force

separate from what it moves, just as in living creatures
the soul is different from the body, and in the soul itself,
as

we

from

shall see below, the active part is different
2

AVhile Becoming, therefore,
impossible
without matter or potential being, some Actuality is not
less indispensable as an antecedent and motive cause.

the passive.

is

in cases where an individual has developed itself
from mere Potentiality to Actuality, and consequently
the former principle precedes the latter in it, yet another

Even

individual

must have come before

The organic individual
1

5,

Pln/s.
1), 8

257,

;

iii.

2

(]).

ix. 8 esp.
Pln/x. vii. 1

;

airav

:

Kivov^vov inr6 TIVOS avdyKT]
even in the case of
Kivflffdai:
that which apparently is selfmoved, the material which is
moved cannot be at the same
time the moving cause, since if
a part of it is at rest the whole
but
of it must also be at rest
neither can rest and movement
in the self-moved be dependent
on anything else. The true ex
planation is to be found in the
TO

;

above account, and Pkys. iii. 2
Gen et Corr. ii. 9 neither form

;

:

nor matter in

in itself

becoming;

plains
v\7]S

TO

KiveiffQai,

ere pas

jvdo

TO

x^ iv

Swd/jLtus.

itself

TT/S

See

Kal

Kal

ex
yctp

/uez/

etrrl

8e iroit tv

TO

Kivttv

further,

341 sqq.
2
See preceding note and Phys.
it is impossible
iii. 4, 255, a, 12
that a owex* s Ka wfJ-tyvts should
Ka^
be self-moved
# yap *
p.

:

&quot;

;

&amp;lt;ruv6Y6S

l^f]

Q-fy\ii

10

ix. 1,

.

TavTT) aTrafles

\_Ci.

IH, a,

avTrj TO

1050,

Mrtaph.

b, 8 sqq. xii. 3

produced from seed, but the

is

n. 1), viii.

383,

in actual existence.

it

TO

iroi.e1v

that

aAA.

moved,
olov

Trdax

ei&amp;gt;

.av|/i7^a.

TavT O.

Siatpovo-i raj otrfos

(

.,

5);

Tt&amp;gt;

Kivtlv

6TI

*ov

opajyuev,

OTav

CLUTCH.

CtAAtt

:

(fi

&j/

c. 5,

5lWpi(TTCCt

afi

^aj/epiii/

257, b, 2

;

auTO KIVOVV
avTo
(f)poiTO

T^&amp;gt;

TT]V

Kal O.TOU.OV

&c.

TWOS

vir6

5

ai

O.IIT O

0\OV KM.
v

j^

6/J.l^U^Wf

yevoiTO

.

aStWroi/
%-V

$ir)prio~6ai TO
TO Kivovp-evov

avdyKrj

Kal

(Ty/j.fiaii&amp;gt;ti

KivflffQai

CL

Nothing

ll/ -

fitd(TTqi irpds

TWV
TUV

Ctrl

KLVTJ Tl

irdi&amp;gt;Tij

aAA

single, therefore, is self-

is

KLVOVV

oe

28]

ju.fv 7re (/)ii/ce

OTt K

aVT$)V

Tip e^Sfi,
c lTai T()

n. 1).
(see p.
certainly hear no
thing in Aristotle of any Identity
Mover and Moved (BiESE,
of
Phil. d. Arist. i. 402, 7, 481)
nor does the existence of some
thing which at the same time

Therefore,

;&amp;gt;83,

we

moves and is moved (Phys. iii. 2,
202, a, 3 and above) in any way
prove

it,

i

the above explana

tions are true.
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contributed by another individual

is

the egg is
where
an actual
Conversely,
meets with a potential being, and no obstruction from
without intervenes, then the
corresponding motion is
2
The object in which this process
necessarily produced.

not antecedent to the hen.

takes place
it

is

therefore, is the

1

moved or Matter

the thing

common function of

ix. 8, 1049, b, 24
TOV Svvd/j,i OVTOS yiyveTai TO
artpydtf ov virb evepyeiq OVTOS, oiov
avdpuTTos e avdpdtnrov, fjiOvaiKOS virb
/AOV&LKOV, del KLVOVVTOS TIVOS trpuTov.
1050, b, 3
(pavepbv OTL irpOTfpov TTJ

del

Metaph.

:

e /c

:

ovata, ivcpytia 8vvd/j.us

Kal itxnrfp

enroll/, TOV xpovov afiTrpo\a/j.pdvet
rrjs
MpyfM erepa Trpb eVfpas
TOV del KIVOVVTOS trpdiTuis. xii. 3,
(cited in note to p. 356, vujnra)
ea&amp;gt;s

;

xii. 5,

a, 9

:

1071, b, 22 sqq.

c.

1072,
trpoTfpov ivepytia Swdfiews
6,

.

.

.

ft 8e /xeAAei
yei/cais Kal (pQopa, elj/at,
ttAAo Sel e?z/cu de2
svfpyovv &\\&amp;lt;as

Kal a\\ws.

21

Gen. An.

ii.

1,

734, b,

r) T^xyil VTT
fvfpyeta OVTOS yiv^Tai K TOV dvvd/u.fi
TOIOVTOV.
Phys. iii. 2 ////. : elSos
8e del ourercu TL TO KLVOVV,
o
eVrat apx h Kal a lTiov rfjs
:

8&amp;lt;ra

(pvffi yivtrai

.

.

.

Kiv&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;Ta:s,

orav
TTOS

Kivfj, oiov 6 eVreAe;c e
TTOlf i
e
TOU SwdfjLfl
&amp;lt;x

avdpuirov dvOpca-rrov.

Ibid.

av0pa&amp;gt;-

OVTOS
7

c.

;

265, a, 22 Metaph. vii. 7,
c. 9
Jin., ix. 9 Jin., xii. 7, 1072, b,
30 sqq. De An. ii. 4 init. iii. 7
itiit.
cf. also p. 355-6,
supra.
viii. 9,

;

;

;

-

Phys.

viii. 4,

255, a,

34 sqq.

Only an apparent exception to
by Metaph. ix.
5, where it is said (1047, b, 35)

this is introduced

:

we must
irrational

distinguish &quot;between
and rational forces
;

VOL.

I.

;

that by which

motive power or Form.

effected is the

is

1

Motion

both, though

it

takes

KaKfLvas
avdyKr), OTO.V
SvvavTai [under the conditions
which limit their activity and
.

.

.

o&amp;gt;s

pas

TO /JLCV iroie?VTO Se irdff%eu e /cejj/as 5 OVK avdyK-r) OVTO.I fj.ev
Tr\-r)&amp;lt;Tia(w&amp;lt;Ti,

,

7ap[the irrational]
TroirjTtKrj,

fKelvai 5e

irao-ai

T&V

,um tvbs

evai Tiuv

afj.a TroiTjcret Ta.va.vTia. (so that
if
necessity forced this power of
choice to be exercised on both
alternatives, opposite effects must
be produced at one and the same
For even in the case of
time).
the latter, so soon as the choice
has been made, the result neces
sarily follows
6-TTOTfpov yap &v
TOVTO irofyazi,
opeyrjrai
Kvpiats,
oTavwsSvvaTaL inrdpxr) Kal irXyaia.^
8&amp;gt;aTe

:

TW Tra0-r]TiK(f (1048, a,
11); but
the will must decide on the one
side or the other, if the condition
of action is to be
present for to
produce opposite effects at the
:

same time

is

ovTcas e^ei

avT&v

fffTi

TOV

d/j.a iroie iv

Finally,
effect

impossible, ov yap
TTJV Si/va/aiv ou8

it

TJ

Svvafj.LS (1.

22).

follows also that the

is

necessarily produced
the active and passive prin
are
in the condition us
ciples
SvvavTai TroifTtv Kal Trdffxeiv and
the general reasons of this have
already been stated at p. 378-9.

when

;

C C
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the motive power excites
in each
opposite directions
the
in
the latent activity
thing moved, while the thing
2
Aristotle conceives of the
itself.
moved realises it for
!

:

motive principle upon the thing moved
operation of the
them. 3
as conditioned by continuous contact between
Here the motion
I Jtt/s. iii. 3. where this is of throwing.
seems to continue
discussed at length. V. 1. 224, b, of the thrown
1

ibid.

4,

TV

25

1.

aAA

ei Sei

r&amp;lt;S

Kal

KLi&amp;gt;ov/j.tv(?

3

vii.

Kar* tvfpytiav.

KLvr)T&amp;lt;

OVK eV

Kivijcns

T\

:

tv

the

:

aAAoiWis takes place only in the
iii- 2,
material thing.
De^
-!&quot;

426, a, 2

Kttl

Kivr](ns Kal
r/
7ra00S eV TCO 7TOJOU-

eo-Ttv

5

et

:

7TOi7]0-iS

T?

T^&amp;gt;

yap rov

ri

TTOLT^TLKOV

Kal

Tcacrxovri.
tvtpytLa tv
ib OVK avdyKfi rb KLVOVV
ai.

)G

Tq&amp;gt;

...

it.

TW

T]

TroiTjcm Kai

irdo~x OVTl

a

^

See further

t.

2

Cf. p. 378-9.

3

P/ii/g. iii. 2.//W.

:

i]

TrddrjaLS

^K

p.

^

*

v

T?

358-9.

KtVrjo-is eV-

TOV KiVf]TOv i] Kivt]r6v avu.RaLVfL 5e rovTO Oi^ei rov KLVTJTLKOV,
vii
1, 242,
&off a,ua at Trao-xej.
;
TO Se T
b, 24, vii. 2, I nit.
eia

:

KlI/OUJ/

.

.

8e

\fyw

0-U.a

.

TO

T(f

a/xa,

TOVTO yap Konbv eVl

ai/TaJv ^.era^u

Trai/Tos

to-TLv

KLVCVLAfVq
ort ouSeV

KIVOVVTOS
to be

Kal
Kivovfj-evov
which is then shown

true of all kinds of motion. Ibid.
1
viii. 2, 255, a, 34, c. 1, 251, b,
322, b, 21,
Gen. An.\\. 1, 734,
c. 9, 327, a, 1
Kivtw TC yap /j.r] aTrrouevov
a, 3
aSvvarov Mctupli. ix. 5. Cf. n. 1
and
387, n. 3. That this
sqq.; Gvn.

et C orr.i. G,
;

:

;

p.
supra,
contact of the moving force with
ttat which is moved, is conceived
of by Aristotle as not merely a

momentary one giving the

tirst

dur
impulse only, but as lasting
the whole continuance of the
ing
motion,

obvious especially
from his account of the motion
is

after contact with the thrower
But this Aristotle
has ceased.
cannot admit to be the case. He

assumes

(Phys. viii.
27 sqq., 267, b, 11,
De Insomn.
cf. iv. 8, 215, a, 14
2, 459, a, 21) sqq.) that along
with the thing thrown the thrower
moves also the medium through
which it moves (e.g. the air or
water) and that the motion of
the thing which is moved is com

therefore
10,

2G(5,

b,

;

municated to it from this, when
it has passed from the thrower.
But since this motion continues
after that of the thrower has
ceased, while (according to his
the
presupposition) the motion of
medium must cease simultane
ously with that of the thrower,
he adopts the curious solution

medium can still pro
duce motion even when it has
itself ceased to be moved
apa
TraueTcu KLVOVV Kal Kivovufvov aAAa

that the

:

oi&amp;gt;x

KLVOV/J.CVOV

/J.fV

KLV&V, KIVOVV Se

7ravo&quot;7jTcu

(267, a, 5).
cording to
until

a/ULtt

is

it

KLVWV

OTO.V

en

4ffriv

The law of inertia, ac
which motion persists
met by an opposing

force, was not, therefore, known
the natural motion
to him.
of the elements, which carries
each of these to its proper place,

How

can spring from contact with a
force, it would be hard

moving

By what is said of these,
however (Phys. vni. 4, 254, b, 33

to say.
sqq.,

De

Casio, iv.

3 Jin.},

it

is
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Indeed, this appears to him so necessary that he asserts
even of what is absolutely incorporeal that it acts only
through contact even thought apprehends its object

by

:

touching

it

*

the latter, however,

related

is

thinking subject as Form to Matter
manner God, as the first cause of motion,
2

shall shortly see, to

in

to

the

and in

like

is said,

as

we

be in contact with the world. 3 But

what sense such expressions can be used of immaterial

things, Aristotle has not further explained.
It follows from this that Motion is as eternal as

Form and
4

For

Matter, whose essential correlation it repre
5
it has neither
beginning nor end.
had a beginning, the mouem and the mot am

and that

sents,
if it

must either have existed before this beginning or not.
If they did not exist, they must have come into
being,
and so a movement would have taken place before the
first motion.
If they did exist, we cannot suppose that
they were at rest, since it was of their very nature
to move.
But if it be granted that they did move,
some active force must have operated to endow them

not proved even that they are

moved by anything
1

~

else at all.

...

Cf. p. 203, n. 3.
Meta/pTl. xii.

1),

29: De An. iii. 4,
29 sqq.
3
Gen. ct Corr. i.

which touches is not touched by
anything which touches it again]

1074, b, 19,
429, b, 22,
6,

322, b, 21

:

SxTTf

e/ceiVo /J.GV

e/cetVou

et
&&amp;lt;/

n

Kivsl d/ciVrjrov ov,

O.TTTOITO

5e ouSeV

rov KIVTITOV,

fya.ij.ev

yap eviore

rov \vwovvra. airreo~6a.i rj/nuv, aAA
OVK avrol
faeivov.
That this,

nothing can affect another without being in contact with it, and
in the case of things which at
the same time move and are
moved, this contact must be
mutual (323, a, 20 sqq.); fori 5

5
With what follows, cf. SIEBECK, Die Lehre d. Ar. v. d. Ewig
keit d. Welt (Untersuch z. Phil,

us

d.

viore

(|m/xei&amp;gt;

TO K vovv

a7rre&amp;lt;r0cu

p-ovov rov Ktvov/jLevov, rb S o7rro ,uevov /j.r] aTTTfa-Qat airro^vov
[that

however, is no more than a play
upon words is obvious,
See p. 341, n. 2, 345, n. 1.
*

(rriechen

Halle,

1873,

137 IS J).
C C 2

pp
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thus we should in this
with the property of motion, and
case also arrive at a

equally impossible
The cessation of a

before motion.

movement

to conceive of

movement

is

motion

always conditioned by

an end to the
another movement which puts
in

the

It is

as destructible.

former argument we were

As

first.

forced to admit a

antecedent to the first, so here we
process of change
Motion is
to the last.
cannot escape one subsequent
was
world
the
or end;
therefore without beginning
1

never created and

it

will never perish.-

this point of view is in
*\ Yet, although .Motion from
which it Las its limita
in
is another aspect
finite, there
a motive principle,
tion. Since every motion presupposes
in
of motion
general involves
it follows that the idea

the assumption of a

moved by anything

motive force which

first

else.

&quot;Without

this

not

is

assumption we

of moving causes,
should be involved in an infinite series
actual
motion, because
which could never produce
and without
cause
first
a
to
us
they would never bring

The above account contains
in
the e^-encc of the discussion

That motion must
/V,,/sbe eternal is also asserted in MrAA
1071, b.
xii
6,
fan!)
viii

1

:

aUvarov
AOaAvai

Kivi\

aa 7

%
M&quot;-

$

yevtffOai

Further, if

Time is without beginning and
end (on this see wfra, p. 1-06,
&c ) motion must be so also, since

be
Time, as we shall find, cannot
conceived of apart from motion.
Mt
CLPhvjs viii. 1, 251, b, 12:
iTiv 6 xpovos nvfaws fyie&s *i
KOCH S T, r P aa XP d WS
2

&amp;lt;VT&amp;gt;,,

tL^al^La^o^i^^d
of time
the
ifter

proving

infinity

in both directions he goes on

26

:

aAAa

aU.

Sri avdjK-n

eli/ai

KCU K ivr](Tiv, eftrep

^^

AVltn
us
6os Tt
xp6vos
reference apparently to this pas-

.

oiJe
sage, Mrtajrf. xii 6 proceeds
ov yap oi6v re TO irportpov
:

^povov

*ai Vffrtpov
Kai ^ K

Sun*?

tlw

w

hpa.
^&amp;lt;ns
ai o XP o V os-

K^As

uvros xpovov.

ovru
-

n

7P

WCM*

^ ^

The same
inference follows from the state-

*&amp;gt;

ment

TI ^dOos.

(Plnjs. vi. 6 2

b,

Jb,

d2 sqq.
that
;

Mtfaph. ix. 8, 1050, b, 3)
every change and process preone
supposes a previous
*
In this form, viz the quesas to the eternity of the
world, the present subject will
recur in Ch. IX. infra.
tion
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none of the succeeding causes could operate.
This conclusion cannot be avoided by presuming that
that,

moved produces

own

motion, since it is
necessary for the motive force already to be what the
and hence the same thing
object moved is to become
the object

its

1

:

cannot at the same time and in the same relation be

We

both moved and moving.
admit a primum mobile.

are forced, therefore, to

That principle, again, might
and therefore something
moved
be either something
The first of these
self-moving, or something unmoved.
cases, however, resolves itself into the second, for
even in a self-impelling substance the motive force

must of necessity be different from what it moves.
Consequently there must be an Unmoved Substance,
which is the cause of all motion. 2 Or as this is else
where more briefly demonstrated since all motion
must start from a motive principle, a motion which has
no beginning presupposes a motive principle which is
motion

as eternal as the

and which,

itself,

as the pre

3
Thus,
supposition of all motion, must be itself unmoved.
that which merely is
then, we obtain three elements
Matter ; that which
moved and never causes motion,
:

=

both causes motion and

is itself

which causes motion without

Our previous pages
1

2

Cf. p. 384, supra.
Pkys. viii. 5, cf vii.
.

will

moved,

itself

and

ii.
(a), 2, where it is agreed that
neither efficient nor formal nor
even final causes permit of a

ad Injinltum.
Metapli. xii. 6, 1071, b, 4
efj/cu
nva a iSiov ovcriav
o.vayKr]
cu re yap oixriai Trpwrat

rer/rcsms

OJ/TCOV,

Kal

et

iraffai fydapral,

that

&amp;lt;p9aprd.

d\A. afivvarov Kivrj-

yeveaQai y) (pBaprjvat ael yap
fort TI ad
c. 7, 1072, a, 21
3\v.
KLVOV^VOV Kivt}&amp;lt;nv airavarov
KO.\
/aj/e?.
roivvv
&amp;lt;nv

-J)

:

.

n

e&amp;lt;m

l

Pliys.

:l

:

;

4
being moved, = God.

have shown that this position
iravra

1

= Nature

Mctapli.

viii.

xii.

.

.

t&amp;gt;

7,

5, 25G, b, 20
1072, a, 2-i (as
;

emended by BONITZ) De An. iii.
;

10, 433, b, 13.
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is

an isolated one in Aristotle

not

s

philosophy.

Ac

sense
synonymous with Pure
tuality in the highest
Form devoid of Matter the Absolute Subject which as
Form is at once the motive force and the end of
is

perfect

the Universe.

from the

The gradations of existence, ascending
formless Matter, reach their consumma

1

first

And

this thesis actually formed the
of the existence of
a
demonstration
starting-point for
2
God in Aristotle s treatise on Philosophy. In the same

God.

in

tion

work he deduced the belief in the gods from two prin
from reflection upon self-revealing traces of the
ciples
divine nature in the presentiments of the soul and from
3
the contemplation of the heavens. A well-known frag

ment shows what

stress

he laid upon the witness of

to the existence of
beauty and order in the universe
Nor are these arguments without their justifiGod.
1

1

C

f.

and the

&c..

pp. 355,

passages quoted, pp. 395 sqq., on
God as highest form, pure energy

and supreme end.
7,

1072, a,

every

[in

xii.

Metapli.
35 eariv apurrov ael
of
being]
sphere
:

/)

JLVaXoyov TO Trpwrov.

rols virvois ytvopevovs TOUTTJS tvQovorav
fftaffpobs Kal ras
i^avreias.^

yap.

ev

(piqfflv,

yevnrai

airoXafiovaa fyvaiv irpopavrfverai
re Kal -n-poayopevfi ra /j.e\\ovra.
Kara rbv
roiavr T) 8e eVn /cat ev
T&amp;lt;p

r ^ v ff^^T^v.
represents Patroclus

Qa.va.rov

rovrov eV roTs irepl
to which see Ch. II.
4&amp;gt;:Ao(To(/)i as(as
KaOoXovyap tv ols ecrri n
supra)
^e Artoz/, ev rovrots iffri n Kal apt-

and Hector

8e irtpl
&quot;

arov.

irfl

ovv fv rols

aAAo aAAou

/SeArjoi/,

&r\v

otiaiv

apa

e&amp;lt;rnv

n Kal

0eToi/.&quot;
apiffrov, oTtep en? &z/ rb
3
Fr. 13, b, SEXT. Math. ix.
20 ApitrrorfX-ris 8e ctTrb Suo?^ apxuv
:

evvoiav

dew e\ye

av9pa&amp;gt;TTOis,

4 /u X^ J/

&amp;lt;J

CCTTO

v/ji.ftaLi

yeyovcvai ev rois
re rwv Trepl

r))i&amp;gt;

6vruv Kal

oAA

r}]v

vv}ji$aiv6vr&amp;lt;av

airb

airb

rSsv

So

p.fv

ru&amp;gt;v

death.

e:

vorjffav oi

C

&quot;^

at

prophesying at

as

rovrwv
avBpw-rroi

obv, Qyfflv, vireQebv
eivai

n

rl&amp;gt;

cavrbv [-5] eot/cbs rfj tyvxy Kal
aAAa
travruv tTnarTHJLOViK&rarov.
/ca0

8)?

Kal

airb

yap

pfvoi

rav
^efl

^rewpca
rjfifpav

TOV

rS&amp;gt;v

fvofJ-iffav

roiavrrjs

a\\u&amp;gt;v

elvai

i\

fj.fv

TrepLiro\ovvra, vvKrcap 8e rrjv

fi

n

ao-repwv
riva 6ebv rbv

Kivf]tTus

Kal

ainov.

-n-epl

Sia rovs ev

x^P

Homer

4

Heredapuv.

i|/uxV

eavr^v
r^v ?8io/

/eafl

i|/u%^

SrMPL. De ( (xlo, 130, Scliol.
in Ar. 4S7, a, 6 (Ar. Fr. 15):
-

\eji

rw imvovv

T6

T?

also

In the brilliant Fr. 14 (prob.

from the

II.

(piXoffotplas

in
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system, although there are, no doubt,

his

certain points of them which must be interpreted in
the light of a less rigid logic, or perhaps referred to an
earlier form of his teaching more akin to Platonism.

Presentiments which exhibit themselves in prophetic
dreams and inspired states of feeling are only an obscure
manifestation of the force which under the form of the

Active Understanding unites the human and the divine
The beauty of the world, the harmonious
intelligence.
its
connection of
parts, the purpose observable in their
1

arrangement, the splendour of
order of their

inviolable

astral spirits (in

whom we

the

stars,

and

the

motions, point not only to
shall have hereafter to recog

nise the guiding forces of the heavenly spheres), but
also to a

Being placed

far

whom

above them, from

alone

the simple movement of the universe and the harmony
between the whole and all the parts proceed. 2 ConseCic. N. D.

minds us

ii.

37, 95,

which

re-

the beginning, of
Plato s picture of the dwellers in
si
the cave {Rep. vii. in it.*)
terra semper
essent, qui sub
habitavissent
accepissent
at

:

.

autem fama

.

.

et auditione, esse
et vim Deorum

quoddam numen

:

deinde aliquo tempore, patefactis
terras faucihus, ex illis abditis
sedibus evaderein hasc loca, qute
nos incolimus, atque exire potuissent

:

cum

repente

terram

et

maria coelumque vidissent, nuMum magnitudinem ventorumque vim cognovissent adspexisturn
sentque solem
ejusque
magnitudinem pulchritudinemturn
etiam efficientiam
que
is
diem
cognovissent,
quod
efficeret toto coelo luce diffusa

;

cum autem

nox opacasset,

terras

coelum totum cernerent
astris
distinctum et ornatum
lumirmm varietatem
lunreque
turn

turn crescentis turn senescentis
omnium ortus et
occasus atque inomni reternitate
ratos
immutabilesque cursus

eorumque

:

haec

cum

viderent profecto et
esse Deos et haec tanta opera
Deorum esse arbitrarentur. Acr
cording to Cic. 3 D. ii. 40, 1L 5,
.

Aristotle seems to have pointed
to the instinct of animals as a
teleological argument for the
being- of God.
For the fuller discussion of
this see infra.
l

2

Besides the passage from

De

Cwlo, i. 9 quoted w/ra, in n. 6 at p.
395, cf. Metayh. xii. 7, 1072, a.
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quently the arguments which Aristotle puts forward,
in the passages indicated, to prove the existence of
God, though based, like those of Socrates and Plato,
1

as well as the identification

upon teleological principles
which he elsewhere establishes between the force of
nature working to fixed ends and God 2 are not a mere
adaptation of his views to unscientific notions, but are
in harmony with the spirit of his whole system.
The
35 sqq., where God is described as
the apiffrov or o v ei/e/ca, and as thus
the efficient cause of motion in
the world but especially c. 10,
where the question is discussed
V T v oAou (pvcrLS TO
iroTfp&s ex
;

:

l

rb dpiarof, Trortpov
Kxwpi(rjJivov rt Kal avrb KaO avrb,
/ecu

dyaObv
7}

T.V

Ta|ii/.

/}

ticnrfp

a;j.&amp;lt;f)OTfp&amp;lt;as,

In the case of an
army the good resides as well in
the general as in the order of the
whole in the former, however, in
a still more primary sense than in
the latter. The universe is com
o-rpa.revjj.a.

:

pared to an army
TfraKrai

iravra Se avv-

:

TTWS, ciAA

oi/x ououos, Kal

TrAcora Kal TTT^VO. Kal (pvrd /ecu ovx
ware fj. f] eivai OaTepca
OUTCOS ^X ei

Qdrepov

Trpbs

/m.r)0ev,

aAA

tcrri

-ri.

yap ev airavra awTfraitrai,
except that each creature is more
fully subject to this order just in
proportion to the nobility of its
nature, even as in a household
the freebom are subjected to
a stricter discipline than the
Trpbs

(J.ev

slaves.

TOLavT-t]

avTwv

ri

f^s *ye

T^

aAAa

airavra.

systems

necessity

IV.

\eya)

oiov

oD rcos
els

are

rt&amp;gt;

etrTii/

oXov.

founded

wv
All
of

upon the opposite prin

Aristotle
ciple
ception, ov yap
:

yap eKacrrov apx^l

&amp;lt;TT

SiaKpiGrjvai. j-vdyKt] airaffiv

Kal

f\de?v,
Koiviavii

other

(pixris

s is

irpwTw ovGtv (1075, b, 21, 24).
like

we

fvavriov

ru

a

destroj the unity of all being
(see the passage, Div. I. p. 854,
1); Ta 5e ovTa ov /3ov\Tai iro\ireveffOai KaK&s.
OVK ayaObv iro-

7

&quot;

els

\vKOLpavi-r]

Cf. xiv.

;5.

Koipavos

1090, b,

1!),

e&amp;lt;rTou.

where he

again attacking 8pensippus
eoi/ce 8

7]

(pvffis

:

fireio~o?ii(t&amp;gt;5ris

is

OVK
ovcra

fK rSiv (paivo/LLfvwv, ucrirep /j.oxQ npd
r
\\ e
have the same
rpaywSia.

point of view in Fr. 1G, preserved
us only by an unknown
to
scholiast, where Aristotle says
given several ap^al, they must be
either ordered or disordered. But
the latter is impossible, since
from disorder no natural order,
no K O-/J.OS. could have arisen; el
Se TeTcry.ueVcu v) e| eavruv eTax^f]aav /) VTTO efadev rivbs alrias ; but
even in the former case UXOVGI TL
avvdirrov auras KaKelvo T/
The comparison of the
order of the world with that of
an army is further developed in
:

~b

IS EXT.
Math. ix. 26 sq., which
perhaps follows Aristotle Tlepl
(f&amp;gt;l\0&amp;lt;TO(pLaS.
1

See Div.

(ZELLER S

i.

p.

143

sq.

786

Plato, Eng. Tr. p. 281

sqq. 485).
-

the only ex

e&amp;lt;TTiv

If,

we accept

Speusippus,

whole series of primary principles

T)

Zte Ccelo,

(pl/fflS

Ovdff

i.

4 fin.

:

6 6ebs /cat

jUaTTJJ/ TTOLOV&IV.
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unity of the world and its adaptation to fixed ends can
only be explained by the unity of the Supreme Cause.

not without

It

is

in

his

good reason, also, that Aristotle
most important treatises connected the proof

of the reality of the

motion
is

Supreme Being with

his theory of

which the Changeable
seen most directly to lean upon an Unchangeable, as

itself

:

for this is the point at

the condition of

The further

all

change.

characteristics of the

Supreme Being

may be determined from what

has gone before. Motion
must be continuous (arvvs^i), and so

being eternal, it
must be one and the same throughout. But such a
single motion is the product of a single mobile and a

it

Hence the primum mobile is single and
single motum.
as eternal as motion itself.
In the next place what
1

is

has been said about the continuity and uniformity of
motion implies that this motive principle is absolutely
since

unmoved;

which is moved, being itself
cannot impart an unbroken and

that

subject to change,

uniform movement, 2 and

consequently it is of the
primum mobile to exclude the possibility
It is unchangeable and absolutely neces

essence of the
of change. 3

sary

;

and

this unconditional

viii. 6, 259,
a, 13;
Mctapli. xii. 8, 1073, a, 23 sqq.,
where in connection with the
irpiar-ti a idios Kal (j.ia. /aVrjtns, that of
the fixed stars, it is shown how

single
single
391, n.

motion

moving

presupposes
cause.

Of.

a
p.

2.
On the constancy and
unity of motion we shall have
more to say in the next chapter.
-

Phys.
10, 267, a,

viii.

6,

24 sqq.

259, b, 22,

c.

necessity
3

is

the law by

In Fr. 15 (preserved to us by

SIMPL.

DC. Ctxlo, 130, 45, K.,
Solwl. in Ar. 487, a, 6), from
the treatise IT.
the
immutability of God is proved
(f&amp;gt;i\oao(j&amp;gt;ia.s,

on the ground that the Kpariarov
can neither suffer change from
anything else nor feel in itself
the need of any such change,
(It must be granted to BERNAYS, Dial. d. Arist. 113, and
HEITZ, Ar. Fragm. p. 37, that
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which the universe

is

involved in this that
indestructible which

held together.

1

It

is

further

Only that is
incorporeal.
cannot possibly cease to be on
it

is

;

merely potential is by nature
destructible 2 only that can operate as primum mobile,
3
in which there is no element of unrealised possibility.

the other hand

that

all

is

;

A

Being that
necessarily material.
contains in itself nothing that is merely potential must

Hut the Potential

is

this amplification also belongs to

TUV

The
the Aristotelian fragment.
passage in PLATO S Republic, ii.
380, J) sqq., as Himpl. remarked,
served as the original of it.)
The same reason is assigned
also in the DC Cu lo, i. 9 (see p.
of
.)5, n. (i) for the immutability
God, and in Mctaph. X.ii. 1), 1074,
b, 2(5, for the doctrine that God
must always think the same

a iSiov.

:&amp;gt;

thing;

307, n.

cf. p.

2.

xii.

Metajtk.

ovOev

8

e&amp;lt;T7i

Sni/a/xet

This he then goes on to

That which is merely
prove.
potential can both be and not be.
TO 8 eVSex^ueyoj/ju); flvai (pOaprbv,
aTrAws, ^ TOVTO auTo [relatively to
that], o \fyeTai eVSe xecrOat JJ.TJ fivai
[the former, if I say, it is possible
the latter, if I
for A not, to be
say, it is possible for A not to be
in this place, or not to be so great,
or not to have this quality ] .
ovaiav [but that
8e TO /COT
/)

;

.

1072, b, 7
eVet 8 f(Tri ri KIVOVV avrb
ov, evepyfia ov, TOVTO OVK ei
1

tpQap-ruv,

7,

:

.

air\a&amp;gt;s

absolutely perishable whose
substance can cease to be], ovdev
apa TUV atyOdpTwv cnrXws Svvd/u.eL
oi/Se T&V 6^
~of aTrAcos
is

/ecu r? avdyKy
pa ecrrv uv
in so far as it is necessary it
is o-ood, since, as is immediately
explained, its necessity is neither

.

external nor merely relative, but
absolute --/XT? eV8ex uei OI/ &^A&amp;lt;ws,
(

.

.

uvrwv.

[i.e.

8

MrtapJi. xii. G, 1071,
there were a Kivt]nKbv
did not realise itself in
there would be no eternal

if

b, 12

:

which
action

unin

&amp;gt;/

air\us

ciAA

Toiairrrjs

a.va.yKaiov~\

apa

ovpavos Ka\

rj

dp%T/s

.

.

.

TJprrjTai

e/c

6

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;u(rt?,

showing that the
precedes the Svva/j.is in
all the three respects of \6ycp,
Xpovy and ovcria Aristotle goes on,
-

After

tvepyeia

Jfrta/rft. ix. 8,

1050, b, 6 (follow

ing immediately on the passage

aAAa p^v
p. 385, n. 1)
Kal Kvpicarepcas [actuality has a

quoted at

:

higher reality than the Swa/as].
ra [j.(v yap cu 5ia Trp. repa rfj ovaia,

eVSe xeTat 7ap
terrupted motion
But
TO 8vvaiJ.iv *x ov ^1 tvzpytiv.
this would be equally true, et
;

8
fvepyrifffi T]
ov yap Hffrai

ovaia avrris

8vva/j.is

Kivycns ai Sios

apa elvai dp%T?i roiavrt]v

i]S T]

eVSeoixrta

eVep7eia. The leading thought of
this proof (eVSe ^eo-flat /) e?i/at ouSev
v ToTs dt Stois) Aristotle
8tacf)epei

states also Phys. iii. 4, 203, b,
30, and he shows in Metaph. ix.
4 that it is inadmissible to say,
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be immaterial and therefore incorporeal.
Only the
2
on the other hand,
incorporeal can be unchangeable
1

;

everything which has a material side is subject to
motion and change, 3 and can alter its state. 4 Moreover
all bodies have magnitude, and magnitude is always

But the limited cannot possibly produce an in
activity like eternal motion, for its power is just

limited.
finite

5
as surely limited as that of the infinite is illimitable.
It follows that the primum mobile must be absolutely

incorporeal,

indivisible

and unconditioned by space,
changeless in a word, it must

motionless, passionless,
be absolute Reality and pure Energy. 6
:

OTI Svi/arbv

/j.fv

from which

rool,

OVK

fffrai 5e,

immediately fol
lows that we can never say of any
thing which by its very nature
can cease to be, that it mill never
and consequently
cease to be
it cannot be of the nature of
that which never ceases to be
it

;

(the

diSioj/).

1

xii.

Cf. p.
6,

ravras

347

sq.

and Metaph.

1071, b, 20:
8e? ras ovo~ias

SATJS.

di Stous

aAAo

Ti a iStov.

^dp

TO IVVV
avfv

er*
eli/ou

ye Kal

5e?, e^ Trep

5

Plnjs. viii. 10, 260, a, 10
sqq. 2(57, b, 17. Metapli. xii. 7 fin.
Metapli. xii. 7 (see p 394, n.
;

&quot;

a,

35

preceding and following

n.

1,

supra),

After what has been said
above, this does not require any
further proof.
All change is a

from possibility to
actuality, which is only precluded
where there is no matter, and
therefore no 8vvd/j.ei ov.
Cf. (be
sides p. 359 sqq.) the

proof in
Plnjs. vi. 4, that everything which
We
changes must be divisible.
shall thus find also that the soul
is in essence unmoved.

vii. 7,

1032,

a, 20, c. 10,

1035,

a, 25.

;

cf.

l)c

virep TT]V e|&)

aAA ava\\olwra
f-^ovTa.

a.p((Trt]v

Kai airaO?i
Kal rrjv

fafyv

S/aTeAeT

TOI/ a7rai/Ta

After some remarks upon
the expression aicw, Aristotle
proceeds TO TOU Tra^Tos ovpavov
.

:

TO TOJ 7raj/Ta xpoVoy KOU
irepie ^oy TfAos cdwv
eo Tii OTTO TOU dei erz/at e&amp;lt;A7j(^)cos TTJI
firwi v/j.iav, aGdvaros Kal 9e?os. oQsv

TeAos
TTifv

/cat

cLireipiav
,

Kal

rols

TO?S

^iei/

pcos,

TO

3

Pkys. viii. 6, 259, b, 18. Cf.
preceding n. and p. 366, n. 1.
4
See p. 394, n. 3, and Mctapli.

1074,

e|o&amp;gt;

-

transition

8,

Se rov
Cfxlo, i. 9, 279, a, 16:
O~TIV
ovpavov SeSez/CTcu OTI OUT
ouT6
crayta.
ycvecrdai
ei/Se^fTcu
(pavepbv apa OTI ouVe ToVos ouVe
Ki/oi/ ouVe xpoVos fffrlv ew0ei/
SjoVep OUT eV roircf Ta/ce? irtfyvKcv,
ouVe xpoVos auTa Trote
ouS fffrlif ouSeybs ou

TUV

fvepyeia apa.

c.

&\\ois e|7JpT7jTai,

aKptfiearfpoj/ TO?S S a/xaue?j/ai Te /cal C^ 17
It is

thus seen that the highest Deity
(TO

0eibi&amp;gt;

Traf

must

rb irpwroi Kal

be

d/cpo-

unchangeable,
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By

a converse

process,

follows that, since

it

multiplicity partakes of matter, the
1
that which it moves are single.

primum

all

mobile and

The cause

of all

motion, or God, is therefore Pure Being, absolute Form
or,
(TO rt fjv slvai TO Trpwrop), incorporeal Substance
in other words, is Thought.
Nothing but pure selfcentred thought is free from materiality, for even the
soul has an essential relation to the body, and in all

with

matter.

Again, perfect activity exists in thought alone.

Neither

corporeal

substances

form

involved

is

constructive (TroL^rt/crj) nor practical (sparer i/crj) activity
is perfect, since the end of both is external to them

and therefore they require material to work
But the Supreme Being has no end beyond
with.
ultimate end of everything. 3 It is
itself, because it is the
selves,
2

n

OUT* yap aAAo Kp^l n6v tffTiv o
OUT ex* L
[nom.] Kiv-fiffei.
OUT eVSees ruv avrov
(f&amp;gt;av\ov ovdev,

and that we must do so is obvious
from the fact that the subject of

Ka\wv ovSevos

to be that

i

.

.

.

,

fffriv.

(Cf. p. 393,

As to whether this account,
indeed, was to be taken as refer
ring to the primal mover or the
n. 3.)

primally moved (the outmost
sphere) the old commentators
held divided views
according
:

SIMPL. in loc., Alexander
as well as his Peripatetic pre
decessors, gave the preference to
the second, the younger (Neoplatonic) expositors to the first
to

Alexander s view
seems to be supported by the words

explanation.
Kal

airav&amp;lt;TTOi&amp;gt;

5r?

ev\6ya)s, unless

K.lvt\&amp;lt;nv

we

Kivtirai

alter KiveiTat

with some of the MSS. used by
Simpl.

into

mvii

however to supply

;

it

o

is easy,
ovpavos as

the subject, even although God
is spoken of in what precedes,

this explanation is expressly said
TOV ovpavov,
which is
eo&amp;gt;

u7repTT7i/e |a&amp;gt;TaT:o fyopav

poreal,

the incor

immovable, all-embracing,

the Qeiov irpuiTOv Kal aKporarov,
the cause of all being and life.
Mrtajth. xii. 8, 1074, a, 31
1

:

ei 70^
OTI 5e fls ovpavbs, fyavfp6v
Tr\eiovs ovpai ol
avOpuirot,
coffirep
etdei /j.ia f) irepl eKaffrov apx?],
c

5e

e

iro\\ai

ctAA

ocra

TO 5e
iroXX&v
v T0 TTp&TOV
OVK *X t
m yapCf. p. 400, n. 1.
3
Zte Ctvlo, ii. 12, 292, b, 4:
Tj3 5 us apiffra e^oi/Tt ovQzv 5e?
7rpo|ews ecrTi yap auTb i o ov eVe/ca,
ev Svalv, orav
f] 8e irpal-is dei fariv
KO.\ ov eVe/co r) Kal TO rovrov eVe/ca.
os Kal 6 aiiTus

]V tlvai

.

V^&quot;n

.

.
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true that in analysing Thought we separate Potentiality
from Actuality the faculty of thinking from actual

Thought (Oswpia).

But

this distinction does not apply

no undeveloped

to the Deity, for his substance contains

of man, it is only his
potentiality and even in the case
finite nature which renders him incapable of uninter
;

The nature of the Deity consists of
unceasing sleepless contemplation and absolutely per

rupted thought.
fect activity,

an activity that cannot

1

alter, since to a

being alteration would involve a loss of per
2
fection.
God, therefore, is the absolute activity of

perfect

thought, and, as such, He constitutes absolute reality
and vitality and is the source of all life. 3

What, then, are the contents

or subject-matter of this

All thinking derives its value from the object
but the Divine Thought cannot be depen
dent for its validity on anything beyond itself, nor can it
?

Thought

of thought

;

anything except the

relate to

But the best

best.

is

man

x.
8, 1078, b, 20
TOV Trpdrreiv atyaipovert 8e juaAAoi/ TOV iroitlv, ri
Aenrercu TT\^V 6ewpia ; #(TTe T] TOV

(6 avdpuiru/os vovs 6 TUV ffvv64rwv) at isolated moments when
it contemplates perfection, not in
broken fragments but in its en-

QOV

tirety

1

N.

Etli.

8r?

:

&amp;lt;avTi

,

fvfpyeia,

povffa,

/za/capiOTTjTt

decapriTiKi]

&i&amp;gt;

e/frj.

oiacpe-

Kal

TWV

T]

-

avQpcaTrivwv 8r? f) TO.VTT) ffvyyevfa-TOTTJ ev^aifjLOviKcardT n.
Metaph.
C. 9, 1074,
xii. 7, cf. p. 398, ll. 5
;

we cannot think

of the
divine thought either as resting
or as in a state of mere potenb, 28

:

tiality,

for

et

/j.r)

thought] to-Tii/,
v\oyov TT nrovov
f

v6-nffis

[actual

dAAa

Wtvafjus,

flvai TO

(rvvx*s
Ibid. 1075, b,
avTcp Trjs vorjfffws.
7 (following BONITZ S text) pure
reason is indivisible as is therefore the discursive thought of
:

;

OVTGVS 8

:

avrrj avTTJs
%X
^ov airavTa. altava.

v6t](ris

MetapTi.

xii.

l

9,

1074, b, 25

:

OTI rb QtioraTov Kal
Ti/j-icaTarov voel Kal ov yueTO)8aAAet
fls
*7
^era)8oA7/ Kal
x^P ov
SrjAoi/

roivvv

7P

Kivnvis TJS
3

/jSr?

Metaph.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a/j.fv

5e

[5^?]

TO TOIOVTOV.
xii.

TOV

7,

1072, b, 28

debt/ elvai

:

$

apHrrov, wa-re (w^ Kal aiuv
8tos virapx^t
QetS
(Tvvex^ s Ka ^

aiSiov

T&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

TOVTO yap 6 6eos.
De Cvelo, ii. 3,
286, a, 9 6eov 8 evepyeia a0ai&amp;gt;ao~ia.
TOVTO 8 eVrl
dtSios.
:

o&amp;gt;r;
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nothing but

Consequently God contemplates
2
thought is the thought of thought. In

itself.

Himself, and

his

1

the thought of God. therefore, as must necessarily be the
case with Pure Spirit, thought and its object are identi
3

cal.

This unalterable repose of thought upon itself the
and the object of

indivisible unity of the thinking subject

thought

4

constitutes the absolute blessedness of

less, of course, can
affected by any emotion
from without. Hence the state
ment (Eth. 3 r viii. 9, 1158, I), 35,
1 59, a, 4, or more definitely End
vii. 3, 12, 1238, b, 27, 12-14, b. 7,
1245, b. 14, and from this treatise
.]/. Mor. ii. 11. 1208, b, 27), that
God does not love but is only
loved, and that between Him
and man there is too wide a
.separation to permit of mutual
1

Still

God be

.

*

-

eiVe

b.

ai&amp;gt;

aAA

(TSJJ.VOV,

Kadevfiuv
KvpLov,
f lr]
oia

.

e% et

preceding- note and
9
fyaiveTai 5 del a\\ov
^}f&amp;lt;

:

.

.

.

.

eTepoV

7)

.

.

/)

7J

OTL

T]

v6t]ffLS

.

.

eVi co;

;

397,
if

of
av etVj
TO VOOVtltVOV
TL

JS

L&amp;lt;r

.

.

power

yap Tb votlv Kal r) J/OTJO
rov VOOVVTI
Kal TO x P
C^eVKTOJ/ TOUTO,

.

/cat

/)

29,

1.

Kal

i

;

at p.

aAAo

6 I/oCs,

.

ovOev Tb

Trepl

(as
at

.

were the mere
5f)Aoi&amp;gt;,

TL.

rb TV%OV

further,

thinking.
TO TlfJ.lUTpOV

OVK

ttl&amp;gt;

virdp^ei
IIHTT

et

6^7?

TO

avTov apa

voe?,

etVep ecrTt TO KpaTiffTov, Kal tffTiv
vo770-6cos j/o rjtrjs. c. 7 (see
/] v6r)&amp;lt;ris
IK 4).

Se

tvitav

eVt

;

^.ej/

77

TOJI/

T\ unr]TLKuv avev
I/ATJS T/ ovcria Kal TO
TL
6 TCOI/ deU&amp;gt;pT]TlKU&amp;gt;V
elVcU, 67TI
&quot;f)V

6

\6yos TO

Kal

Trpay/ui.a

ri

voriaL?.

CTCpOV OVV OVTOS TOV VOOV/jLfVOU
Kal TOV VOV, Offa fM^J V\T]V *X eL T0

01&amp;gt;X

ai/TO

eVrot,
fjLta.

and

Kal

TOV

v6f](TLS

TJ

])c

A

it.

iii.

4

till.

eirl ptv
7 inU.~)
avev v\r]S TO avTO iaTi TO
yap
voovv Ka\ TO VOOV/J.GVOV.

(of. c. 5

c.

:

TU&amp;gt;V

4

5
This view is set forth in
the passage immediately follow
ing that quoted p. 394, n. 1 5ia-

TO .VVV

apitfTov

eV

7)

ri i/oel;

8e

* Tl

ai

voiis

.

Jfetajrfi. xii. 9: 1075, b. 7:
afiiaipeTov irav vb LIT] %X 01/ ^^&quot;n v t
&c., see p. 397, n. 1, mpra.

-/)

;

.

rpuy/uLa

$ aAAo
i/oe7, TOVTOV
OVK av T] apiffTT] ovaia
yap TOV voeiv Tb rifj.iov

vv 8ia0epei TL

2)

6

et

.

yap auTos avTOv

S^Aoi/

av

wrr/rep

etre

.

inrdpxti-

atTo&amp;gt;

n.

17:
e /rj TO

Jfrtdjf//. xii. 9, 1074.
yap u.t)Qev votl. ri

eaoTo

eo&quot;Tt

-

!See

fajtlt. xii.

voovfjitvov

(pi.\ia..

et

auTo

[. ],

Kal evepyeia

.

1

?)

alrioov

7&amp;gt;

Tti/i

J.

/x?7

iii. 6, 430, b, 24
caTiv IIUVT LOV TWV
:

:

70)777

S

eo-Tlv

T(f

[sc.

irp&Tfi)

TJ apiffTt] /juKpbv XP OVOV
OVTW yap ael eKfTvo
fjifv
yap afivvaTOV. tirel Kal

KLVOVVTL] o ia
^JJ. LV.
71/^ iT/

77801/7?

e&amp;lt;TTiv

TJ

eVe p7eta

[so

BONITZ,

Alexander,
following
rightly
instead of 77 r)S. eVe py.] TOVTOV Kal
s
SLO. TOVTO
[i.e. because not God
activity alone, but activity in
general, is pleasant, for in this
passage, as often in this book,
lucidity is sacrificed to
sive brevity of style]

an exces

ato~9rio~is vorjffis f^Sto Toy

Kal

fj.viip.aL 5i

TavTa.

r)

fitv6r]o-is

77
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first

God

the idea of

intelligence was logically deduced
from the principles of a philosophical system instead 01
self-conscious

as

being borrowed from religious notions. And on the
very threshold we are confronted with the difficulty the
solution of which is the final problem of all systems of
theistic speculation

God
from

sonality,

and

are

we

to define the idea of

of

body and

;

God

Aristotle represents

vice versa ?

self-conscious Spirit

Him

how

:

so that while maintaining his essential difference
all finite reality, we may yet preserve his per

as

on the other hand, he deprives

senses, and, not content with this,

declares not only action

and creation, but the direction

of the will itself towards an object, to be incompatible
TOV /ca0 avTb apiffrov
TOV fj.d\L(rra [pure
thought has for its object that
which is absolutely best, and all
the more fitly the purer it is],
auTbv Se voe7 6 vovs Kara yU,eraAr/;J/ij/
TOV VOTJTOV
VO^ITUS yap yiyvTai
Tavrbv
Qiyydvcav KOI vowv,
Ka0
Kal

auT^jv

T]

judAto-ra

a&amp;gt;&amp;lt;rre

vovs Kal vorjrov. TO yap StKTiKbv
TOV vor]TOv Kal TTJS ovcnas vovs,
e /ceu/o
tbffT
5e
tx&amp;lt;av.
1

P-ahXov TOVTOV
than the mere recep-

ex

.

more

eil/

]

tivity] & So/cet b vovs Be iov e xet* ,
Kal ri Qewpia T& ^KTTOV Kal apiffTov

(and therefore actual knowledge,
and not the mere capacity of
knowing, is the best and most

On this meaning
of 0ecopia vid. BONITZ, Ind. Ar.
From 1. 18
328, a, 50 sqq.)
Se vot}&amp;lt;ns ij /ca0
ourV) this
(T)

blessed state.

is quite general, referring
neither to the divine nor to the
human reason exclusively 1. 24,
however, continues et ovv OVTUS
eu ex e
ws rj/j.e is irore, 6 debs ael,

passage

;

:

&amp;gt;

Se

el

Oav/naffTov

6av/j.ao~i(t&amp;gt;Tpov.

f

en

/u.a\Xov
^e

X et

&amp;lt;w8i.

Kal

Se 76 uTrapx 64
^ 7^P vo
tvepyfia far), fKetvos 8e TJ evtpyeta
fvcpyeia Se rj /ca0 avTrjv e/ceii/ou far]
., as
apio~Tr) Kal a iSios. fya.jji.tv 5^;,
fari

-

&quot;

.

.

at p. 397, n. 3, supra. Further cf.
Etli. x. 8, cited at p. 397, n. 1; Hid.
vii. 15, 1154, b, 25: ft TOV r) fyvvis
airATJ

ecrraj

x a ^ et

ael rj avTT] -repays i)8/&amp;lt;rrrj
Sib 6 Oebs ael piav Kal air\r}v

e^rj,

&quot;n^ov^v

;

and

Polit.
l

vii.

1,

bs fv$ai/j.(i)V
1323, b, 23 T^
^eV eVrt Kal /j.aKapios, 5t ovQtv Se
TUV 4caTepiKuv ayaduv a\\a Si
avTbv avTbs Kal T$ iroios TIS flvai
:

ryv

tyvffiv.

0e&amp;lt;

.

.

.
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with divine perfection/ and confines his thought within
neither Troin&amp;lt;ns nor
(on the difference between
them cf. p. 182 sq.) can be attri
buted to God is definitely stated
by Aristotle in many passages
Eth. x. 8, 11 78, b, 7 sq. The

not recognise any such limita
tion, which, moreover, would be
wholly inconsistent with his
other views (for since, according
to the passage quoted p. 394, n. 1
God s properties must be
all

position that perfect bliss consists
in thought alone, he there proves
by showing that everyone con

absolutely necessary, none can
He does
belong to Him

1

That

is

;

e.&amp;lt;/.

and that

siders the gods blessed

the question then is
irpd^eis
5e no ias airovf tiJ.ai xpecoi/ avrois ;
aAAa
ras
TTorepa TO.S StKOu aj ;
:

.

.

avSpeiovs

.

.

.

.

rds 3\evOepiovs ;
ri &v flev ; All

v)

... at 8e
these being inconceivable (5te&amp;lt;T(t&amp;gt;(ppovs

ivdvra fyaivoir

touo i 5e

rds irpd^eis
lie

/JLiKpa /cat

concludes

:

TO?

8/7

(as at p. 397, n. 1). 7^
292, a, 22 eotwe 70/7

TO&amp;gt;

:

rd vepl

a.r

a//a|ta

fleaii/),

O&amp;gt;VTI,

&amp;gt;fo

ii.

&c.
12,

^uev &PKTTO.

8
fyyvrara [the heavenly
bodies of the outer sphere] Sta
Ibid, b, 4, cited
6\iyr]s /cat /JLLO.S.

,

v&amp;gt;hich

not require for his perfection and
blessedness, and which therefore
He could not dispense with with
On the
out prejudice to these).
contrary, he says without any
reservation (Eth. x. 8 seep. 397.
n. 1, ziijira), that neither TroteTj/ nor
Trpdrreiv can be attributed to
God that perfection in action
(practical virtue) can only rind a
place in human intercourse and
among beings who are subject to
;

;

human

passions (Etli.

a, 9, b, 5, vii. 1, 1 145, a,
every action is a

siqmi

;

(fen. ct Corr.

i.

since every TrottTj/
323, a, 12
involves a corresponding irdcrxe ^
we cannot ascribe a TroteTi/ to
every move us, but only to such as
must itself be moved in order
0,

:

,

that it may in turn move KIVW,
therefore, is a more comprehen
;

than TrotetV.
conception
These details are much too ex
assertion
plicit to permit the
sive

25)

;

1178,
that

means to an end
from itself, and there

&amp;lt;$

p. 39(j, n. 3,

x. 8,

different
fore that it cannot be attributed
to God, for whom there is no end
not yet attained (Zte Carlo, as

quoted above).

Nor

is

it

any

objection to this view that Ari
stotle elsewhere (Etli. vii. 15, see
p. 398, n. 5 fin. Polit. vii. 3, 1325,
b, 2S) speaksof God s Trpais, since
the word here used in the wider
sense in which it occurs in Eth. vi.
;

2, 5,
it is

1139, b. 3, 1140, b, 6 (where
said that irpat,is differs from

must be ascribed to God on any
view) as result from a felt need,
and that therefore, while deny
ing that TTpdrTfiv contributes any

having its end in itself,
being the re Aos) and in
cludes every form of activity,
the
even
activity of
pure
thought. No other meaning will
suit the words, Eth. vii. 15, atl T/
and in a similar
avrii irpais
sense Pol., as above, 1. 16 sqq.,

thing to the blessedness of God,
he does not deny that it belongs
Aristotle does
to Him

distinguishes irpd^is Trpbs erepous,
ras roov airofiaivovTuv X^P lv T T^ *
t rov irpaTreivin a word,

(BEENTAXO,

Psyoliol. d.

Arlxt.

247 sq.) that Aristotle desires to
deny to Deity only such actions
(irpaTTtiv

;

universal

generally.

action

TToirjcris

in

eu7rpa|ta

;
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the limits of an isolated self-contemplation.
earrepiKal, actions

elsewhere

are

called

which
simply

irpais in the narrower sense of
the word from ras awroreAeTs,
Kal rds avr&v ej/e/ca deupias Kal
5iai/o
and attributes only
the latter to God, in opposing the
view that the practical life is
superior to the theoretic ffxoXrj
yap kv 6 Oebs ex ot Ka\us KOI iras 6
f]&amp;lt;Tis,

;

flfflv
fj-toTfplKal
KOT/LLOS, OlS OVK
Trpd^fis irapa ras oiiceias ras avrSiv.
Still less is it a pertinent objec

tion that in using popular lan
guage Aristotle ascribes -n-oie iv
to God, as in Du Ccelo, i. 4 Jin.
ovSev fj.drrjv
(b Qebs Kal ri
Gen. et Corr. ii. 10,
jroiovaiv),
336, b, 31 ((rvvTr\T)pca(T rb o\ov
&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;ris

evreAe^^ iroi^a as TTJJ/
&fbs here means the
7t
divine
force
which governs
nature, whose relation to the first
cause of motion is left, as we
shall see, wholly undefined
nor
can we draw any conclusion from
this use as to Aristotle s view of
God as the absolute supra6

0eos,

ve&amp;lt;rii/).

;

mundane

reason, any more than
from the frequent use of 0eo! as
in Eth. x. 8, quoted above, and
ibid.

viii. 14, 1162, a, 4, x. 9,
1170, a, 24, we may argue that
Aristotle was a poly (heist. Tloieiv
also in these passages seems to

be used quite gene-rally and not
to be limited any more than

Metaph. xii. 6, 1071, b,
12 (to which BRENTANO appeals,
but which is nowhere directly
iroiriTtKbi&amp;gt;,

applied to God by Aristotle) to
the narrower sense discussed
it
bears merely the
p. 182
general signification of creation
or production, as in the phrase
;

vovs

TroirrriKbs,

cates causality

VOL.

T.

and merely indi
in general with-

But

this

out further specification of its
nature.
But if action does not
belong to God, neither can will,
for as will (Trpoaiptcris) is ap^ri
7rpaea&amp;gt;s and originates in turn in
a desire on the one hand and the
conception of an end on the
other, it always presupposes an
WIK}) efts (Eth. vi. 2, 1139, a, 31)
and these ideas it is impossible
to reconcile with Aristotle s con
ception of God. Furthermore,
:

DC An. iii. 10, 433, a,
23, is defined as rational desire
but desire cannot in any sense be
jSouArjtns,

;

ascribed by Aristotle to God
nor can we admit the assertion of
BRENTANO, p. 246, that because
;

he ascribes to Him r)5oi/r;, he must
also have ascribed to Him some
thing corresponding to desire in
It is only of sensuous \virt}
us.

and ySovt] that Aristotle says
(De An. ii. 2, 413, b, 23) that it
involves cVrfv/tfa
he expressly
aclds that he is not here
speaking
of Nous and ibid. iii. 7, 431, a,
10 he declares opeKrucbv and
fyevKriKov to be identical with
atadririKbv, and remarks iii. 9, 10
432, b, 27, 433, a, 14, cf. Eth. vi.
2, 1139,
a,
35, that the vovs
also the
deofprjriKbs (therefore
divine) does not deal with the
;

:

(pevicrbv

desire
is

is

and

SicaKrbv by which
always conditioned. It

evident that those passages in
Aristotle uses the common

which

conceptions of God as generally
admitted premisses from which
conclusions may be drawn e.q.
Top. iv. 5, 126, a, 34 Eth. x, 9,
1179, a, 24, or, indeed, such
quotations as Eth. vi. 2, 1139, b,
9, Rhift. ii.23, 1398, a, lo_p rO ve
Such statements as
nothing.
that God in making Himself the
;
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solution

is

wholly unsatisfactory.

On

the one hand,

personal existence implies activity of will no less than
On the other hand, thought qua personal
of thought.
is

always in transition from possibility to actuality

in

and is deter
other words, in a state of development
mined as much by the variety of its objects as by
changes of intellectual states. Aristotle by destroying
these

conditions

Divine

&quot;Reason

and confining the function of the
a monotonous self-contemplation,

to

not quickened into life by any change or development,
merges the notion of personality in a mere abstraction.

which perplex us when we come to
consider the operation of
upon the world are not

The

difficulties

(&amp;lt;od

object of desire for his own sake
universe and the
desires the
whole order of nature (BRENT.
247), receive no support whatso
ever from Aristotle. Such a con

xii.

&amp;lt;pvffis

himself

with 4 a
no room

Neither the view of
f/. Arht. 240 sq.),
that in knowing- Himself, God
knows the whole creation as well,
nor SCHNEIDER S modification of
it (De Causa JinaVi- Arlst.
sq.
cf. also KYM, Mctaphy*. f niers.
that
effect
God
252, 256), to the
knows the intelligible world as
the totality of the forms that are
contained in his thought, finds

for doubt.

BRENT.

(Psycli.

7i&amp;gt;

any

justification

writings.

in

;

Aristotle s

The passage

301 n.
,

2.

supra) offers

world contains the good.
The
only answer which he gives, how
ever, to this question is contained
in the words KOI yap eV rij raei

after something: not yet attained,
TOV dpicrrov rerv^rjand in a
K v7a (Metapli. xii. 8, 1074, a, 19)
any such effort is inconceivable.
1
On this point also Aristotle

deiiniteness that leaves

p.

either.
Aristotle
is here inquiring- in what
way the

ception, on the contrary, is wholly
irreconcilable with his idea of
God, for all desire is an effort

has expressed

10 (sec

no support to

rb ev KOL 6 (TrparTiybs, Kal yuaAAoi/
OVTOS ov yap OVTOS Sia TT?J/ ra^iv
aAA. eVeii/Tj Sia TOVTOV fffriv. If we
apply this to the idea of God and
the world it certainly follows
that the perfection of the uni
verse resides in the first place in
God as the first cause of motion,
and secondly in the universal
order that owes its origin to it.

On the other hand, the comparison
of the world to an army gives no
clue to the method in which the
order of the universe proceeds
from God (for this was not the

question under discussion). As we
evidently cannot conclude from it
that God sketches plans, issues
commands to his subordinates,
&c. (though this way of repre
senting God s government of the
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Aristotle describes God, as we have
weighty.
the primum mobile, but also more
as
not
seen,
only

less

generally as the highest principle and the ground of
the collective cosmos. 2 While we are not justified in
L

attributing to him a belief in a Providence which
3
its care to individuals, we may yet see that he

extends

4
acknowledges the world to be the work of Reason, that

universe is common enough),
neither does it follow that God
produces the order of the world
by a process of thought which
has for its object the world itself
or its individual parts. That point

can only be decided by a refer
ence to declarations elsewhere

made by

further
at variance with the spirit of the
above comparison is the state
ment of KYM, p. 246 sq.,that the
good or God does not merely exist
outside the world as an individual
being, but is immanent in it as
*
order and design.
God and
the good are not, however, to
Aristotle convertible terms (cf.
e.g. Eth. i. 4, 1096, a, 23, BONITZ,
Ind. Ar. 3, b, 35 sqq.), and the
general is quite different from
the order of the army. Cf further
Aristotle.

Still

.

p.

413

sq.

1
Metapli. xi. 2, 1060, a 27,
cannot, indeed, be quoted in sapport of this statement for the
;

words

etVep Hern

ns

ovcrta Kal dpx^l

TOiOEUTTJ T)]V fylHTlV o lcLV VVV 07TOU/Z6Z/,

Kal aunt)

fj.!a

re Kal

irdvrwv Kal

T]

avrr]

a&amp;gt;j

(f)6apr&amp;lt;i}v,

or not. but they do 7iot
speak of God as an individual
a-PXb

being.

The words

in

iii. 4,

are

avral TWV

(pdaproav Kal

T&V a(p6dprwv apxai elans. On the
other hand we read in Metaph. xi.
if there be
7, 1064, a, 34 sqq.
an ovffia x w P t(Tr ^l Ka wtlvilTos,
:

^

eWaC0

ib/

avrr] Uv

Kal rb Qtlov, Kal
irpwrrj Kal

eo; irov

enj

-

Metapli. xii. 7, 10; see p. 394,
p. 391, n. 2, supra, DC
Ccelo, i. 9; see p. 395, n. 6.
3
On this subject cf. p. 422, n.
1 see Ch. XVI. infra. How little
the passages referred to are to be
n. 1,

and

:

taken literally is obvious from
the fact that the gods (deal) are
always spoken of in them in the
But if we have thus first
plural.
to translate them into language
possible to the philosopher in
order to discover his true mean
ing, it is a question whether we
have not to mnke as great a de

duction from their literal content
as in the parallel cases which will
be discussed infra, at the end
of the section in Ch. IX. on the
Universe.
4

TO&amp;gt;V

not only, as
may be seen from the context
and from the parallel passage iii.
4, 1000, a, 5 sqq., leave it in
doubt whether there be such an
cti 8i

Tr6repov at

Anaxasroras

(Metapli.

i.

Phys. viii.
having made

is
praised
984, b, 15, cf.
256, b, 24) for
5,
vovs airtosrov /coV^ou
3,

Kal TTJS renews Tratrrys, and it is re
marked Phys. ii. 6, 198, a, 9, that
aurefytaToj/ and
always pre
suppose a vovs and a
rvx&quot;n

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;ns.

:
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he recognises, in the adaptations of nature, traces of the
human Reason an
operation of God, and that he finds in
1

But if we attempt
indwelling element of Divinity.
with his theology
bring these convictions into harmony
2

as above discussed,

which

we

.are

not* easy to find

it is

In the

first!

place,

to

met by many questions
an answer.

obvious that

it is

if

God

to^

exercises

neither creative nor practical activity in relation to any
nium mobile.
Hero,
thing else, He cannot bo the
/&amp;gt;n

however, we are mot by the notion to which we have
without moving itself,
already alluded: that Form,
exercises a
to

move

power of attraction over Matter, causing it
God moves the world in this
c

in its direction.

the object of desire nncl the object of thought
But these
cause motion without moving themselves.

w;y

:

forces are ultimately the

two motive

same (the absolute

the absolutely desirable or pure
for the object of desire is apparent beauty,
good)
but
while the original object of will is real beauty
desire is conditioned by our notion (of the value of the

object of thought

is

;

;

Thought, therefore, is the
Thought, however, is set
of
in motion by the object
thought; but only one
3
and in
of the two series is absolutely intelligible,

and not

object)

vice versa.

starting-point or principle.

1

Cf. p. 421,

-

Mb.

30, 117
7;]f&amp;gt;,

4,

b,

.),

a, 2(5

27,

4()8, b,

656,
:!

we

.*,

21)

:

5e

1&amp;gt;,

Gen. An. ii.
10 l);&amp;gt;An.\.
Part. An. ii. 10,

&amp;gt;,

a.

;

686, a, 28,

37.-&amp;gt;.

erepa ffvcToixa
a jr-f)v. Bythis erepa cruo-Toix&amp;lt;a
are to understand, as the
ri

more recent commentators

and as is obvious
the series of being and

ly point out,

p. 4(50 sq.

1177, a, 1H,

.

;

7;&amp;gt;7,

a, 7, iv. 10,
NoT)r&amp;gt;7

KaO&quot;

and

ix. 7,

right-

from
good.

1.

:&amp;gt;.&quot;&amp;gt;,

The expression

refers to

Pythagorean and

Platonic
doctrine of the universally prevalent antithesis of being and nott&quot;e

and imperfecwhich Aristotle had

being, perfection
tion,

c.,

discussed at length in the ExXoy^
TUV EvavTlwv (see p. 61, n. 1,
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Being stands first, defined as simple and ac
The final cause operates like a loved object, and
that which* is moved by it communicates motion to the
this

i

l

tual.

2

rest.

God, therefore,

He

the

is

primum

mobile only in so

end of the world, 3 the
Governor, as it were, whose will all obey, but who
never sets his own hand to the work. 4 And He fulfils
far

as

the

is

absolute

this function

by being absolute Form.
moves Matter by inviting it

general

As Form
to

pass

^

in

from

God upon
Without doubt

potentiality into actuality, the operation of

the world must be of the same sort. 5
supra} and often alludes to else

where

1004,
a, 1, ix. 2, 1046, b, 2,xiv. 6, 1093,
b, 12, i. 5,
986, a, 23; Phys
iii. 2, 201 V b, 25, i. 9, 192, a, 14
Gen. et Corr. i. 3, 319, a, 14.
Mctapli. xii. 7, 1072, a, 26
see BONITZ and SCHWEGLER.
IU(l. 1072, b, 3 Kivei 8e us
;

cf.

Metaph.

iv.

2,

;

xii. 6,

:

raAAa Kivzi.
KivovfjLfi tf)
3
As also do the movers of
the celestial spheres (to be dis
cussed infra, Ch. JX. in the sec
tion on the Spheres) these cause
motion, according to Netapli. xii. 8,
8e

;

1074, a, 23,
4

&s Tf\os

ovrrai (popas.

Cf. Jfetayh.xu. 10 mit.

and

5

The

subject,

however,

is

here only
treated generally:
the question is not whether God
moves the world but how He
moves it, and it is therefore ir
relevant when BRENTANO, ibid.
235 sqq., contests the assertion
that God is not the first opera
tive principle, but only the final
that according
cause, of being
;

to Aristotle no operation at all
belongs to Him. This assertion

operator, since the

cunov and the TroirjriK^i.same (De An. iii. 5 init.\

Gen. An. i. 21 729, b, 1 3 Metapli.
1071, b, 12; Gen. et Corr.
,

;

7,324, b, 13: ecrrt 5e T}) iroif]TiKav
cCiTiov us oQev TJ o-p-^j] rr)s
and only a certain kind of iroiricns
is denied of God
(see p. 400,
i.

/an^&amp;lt;reo&amp;gt;s)

n. 1).
But it is quite another
thing to say that according to
Aristotle God operates upon the
world not directly but indirectly,
not by Himself exercising ac
tivity upon it, but as perfect

being by eliciting
his

Jin.

first

Kivr)riKbi&amp;gt;

;

tpw^evov, Kivovp.fvov (better Cod.
:

be the
are the

1

ET

would certainly be strange, for
God is the first mover He must

if

its

activity

mere existence He is
;

by

efficient

cause

only in virtue of his
Nor is it
being final cause.
sufficient to discredit this
atement to adduce passages in which
God is described in general as the
moving or efficient principle of
the world. No one doubts that this
s&amp;lt;

To prove our view wrong,
would be necessary to produce
passages in which direct action
upon the world is attributed to
Him it would be further neces-

is so.

it

;
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this

doctrine

harmonises admirably with the whole

in fact, the proper coping-stone of
system. It gives us,
the Metaphysics, by clearly exhibiting the ultimate

and final causes, and their
unity of formal, efficient,
find in it, moreover,
relation to the material cause.
of union between the Metaphysics
the ultimate

We

principle

the point at which the investigations
the Unmoved and the Moved meet
of
nature
into the
It enables Aristotle to
and find a common issue.

and the Physics

trace to absolutely immaterial and

ultimate source of

make God

the

unmoved Being

the

movement and change, and to

all

central,

controlling
Him in

universe without involving

principle
its

of the

machinery on

the one hand or disturbing the uniformity of natural
law by personal interference with it on the other. It
further furnishes him with the means of reconciling the

with its dependence upon a divine
eternity of the world
If the existence or the order or
Being.

supernatural
the motion of the universe be referred to definite acts
of Deity, we are forced to assume that the world had a
act and that which is
beginning, since every single
On the other
in
time.
it has a
1

beginning
produced by
is gravitating towards a fixed
which
a
hand,
system
and definite point, and which owes its motion to the
attraction which is thus exercised upon it (and Ari
of
stotle s Cosmos is such a system), can be conceived

without beginning.
indifferently as with or
statesary to show how any such
ment can bereconciled with those

passages which explicitly deny
any such action of Him and
harmonise it with the
finally to
;

But the

Aristotelian conception of the
nature of God as an absolutely
unchangeable Being who is the

only object of His
l

Cf. p. 412, n.

own
1.

thought,
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more important the above doctrine is for Aristotle, the
more obviously does it reveal the weak side of his

The notion of the motum naturally desiring the
the
mobile,
Corporeal seeking the Divine, is so obscure
as to be almost unintelligible to us. 2
Further, if, as
theory.

]

As THEOPHRASTUS easily
discerned, Fr. 12 (Metayh.), 8:
et
re /cat rov
(p6(rts,
1

/uera

v,
ai&amp;gt;

ei Tj

TO.

in

PBOCLUS,

Tim.
Arist.

82,
lie

A

(of.
Voliuit.

Doctr. Brandenh. 1847, p. 15, A,
42) asks el yap tpa 6 KOCT/J.OS,
U)S fyrjffl KO.I
Apt(TTOTf\7]5, TOV VOV
:

Kal Kiveircu

irpbs

avrbv, TroOev ex ei

ra.vTfjv TT]V etyecrii ;

We

are not, of course, there
fore justified in denying that
Aristotle held this notion in the
face of his own plain and re
peated statements and the inter
pretations of them in this sense
by the most faithful of his disci
all the less as it is hard
ples
indeed (as the discussion in
;

THEOPHRASTUS, Fr. 12, 5, clearly
proves) to say in what other way
motion can, on Aristotle s prin
ciples, be conceived of as proceed
ing from the absolutely unmoved.
BRENTANO (as above, 239 sq.)
thinks, indeed, that there is no
thing so totally in contradiction to
the Aristotelian doctrine as the
view that matter is the efficient
*

principle
itself to
end. As

because it moves of
meet God, who is its

little, he says, can the
end produce anything of itself
without an efficient principle.
But nobody has asserted either
the one or the other.
When
it

is

said

own

his

perfection,

it

is

not meant that the matter in

which

this

desire is produced

causes the motion as little can
it mean that the end produces
it by itself alone, apart from any
efficient principle. The fact is that
the efficient cause is not here re
garded as different from the
final.
Though we should perhaps
in such a case conceive of two
independent causes at work,
the attractive force and the
thing that permits itself to be
;

Similarly

Kifovf^eva.

SCHRADER,

for

that

God

motion by causing

the

causes
desire

Aristotle represents
the relationship otherwise. He
ascribes to the mover a 5vva/j.is
n-oirjTiK^, to the motion merely a
attracted,

8vva/j.is

1021,

a,

iraOriTtK^ {Metaplt. v. 15,
15, ix. 1, 104(5, a, 16

sqq.). It is impossible, therefore,
him to attribute to that which

for

owesits motion to something else,
any independent efficiency of its
ow n.
On the contrary, the
efficient and the final cause, as
has been shown at p. 856 sq., he
r

conceives of as in essence one.
Their apparent severance under
certain circumstances is only a
phenomenon of the sensible
world, where form realises itself
in matter, and therefore (cf. pp.
368 sq.) in a plurality of indi
viduals. In the intelligible world,
however, efficient and final cause
are always one and the same,

and accordingly

it is

impossible

to speak of an end producing
anything apart from a principle
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Aristotle supposes, the motum must be in contact with
the mobile, it follows that the Universe must be in
1

contact with the
explicitly

states.

mobile, as, indeed, Aristotle

primum

2

true that he endeavours

It is

to

exclude the notion of contiguity in space from this
contact
idea; for he often employs the expression

when the context

clearly proves that he does not allude
space, but only to an immediate

to juxtaposition in

connection between two things. 3 Moreover, he asserts 4
that the ni ttum is in contact with the primu in mobile,

but not

contradiction that
of

But even though we overlook the

vice versa.

efficiency.

here involved,

is

Similar

the
that of
to

action of God Himself is
the spheral spirits, which produce
motion in their respective spheres
as being themselves the end of
the motion of. p. 405. n. 3.
It is
still more strange that BRENTANO
goes beyond the view which he
combats, in saying, p. -MO, that
according to Mclapli. xii. 7, 1072.
God moves as known:
a, 2(5:
for since matter, as he himself
adds, cannot know God. it would
follow from this that God does
:

not

move matter

at

The

all.

however, rests upon
a misunderstanding.
Aristotle
says (cf p. 404) rb ope/rroi/ KOL rb
assertion,
.

vovs

:

KlVtl

VOTJTOl

8e

virb

0V

KLVOVH-fVOV

rov

Ktvzl 8e

vor\rov

ws

.

Kivelrai

fpui/ufvov.

As

God moves

only Nous (to
which, however, motion can be as
cribed only in an improper sense
cf. Ch. XI. at the commencement
-ind at the end.//? /r); the world, on
the other hand, He moves as epw/j.evov by means of the
which
He causes.
indeed, should
voyr bv

;

fy&amp;gt;ets

&quot;We,

we

find the notion

not think of ascribing any such
quality to matter, and we should
hesitate scarcely less to attribute
to plants and animals a longing
after the divine as Aristotle does
in I)c An. ii. 4, 415, a, 26 sqq. (see
Ch. X. pt. 2, infra). Even the
doctrine of a plant and animal
soul would scarcely justify such a
view in our eyes, as from such a
soul the thought of God is neces
But just as
sarily excluded.
Aristotle here attributes to nonrational existence an unconscious
yearning after T& 0e?oi/, so the

conception of a world animate
throughout, so natural to the
Greek and yet resting ultimately
on an untenable anthropological
analogy, enables him to view the
astral spheres, which he holds
to be of a far higher nature than
any earthly existence (see Ch. IX.
on the Universe), in the same light
.

1

Cf. supra, p. 386.

2

Gen. ct Corr. i. 6, 323, a, 20.
Cf. supra, p. 203, n. 3.
Gen. et Corr. ibid. see p.

3
4

;

387, n.

3, &itj)ra.
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of existence in space forced upon us still more remark
ably by the further assertion that God in setting the

world in motion starts from

its

circumference.

For since

generally the primordial motion is taken to be motion
in space, and of the
original motions in space none is
continuous
and uniform except circular
absolutely
1

2
motion, the operation of the first mover upon the
world must consist in the prod action of circular motion. 3

According to Aristotle, this might be effected either
from the centre or the circumference of the world, for
both of these places are
ap%al, and command the whole
movement. He prefers the latter, however, because it
clear that the circumference

moves faster than the
and
that
which is nearest to the cause of
centre,
motion ought to move at the quickest rate. 4 In
is

this position

defending
he might hope to evade the objection that

he places God in a particular
locality by his peculiar
of
which
excluded
from the notion every
theory
space,
thing that lay beyond the limits of the world. 5 It is
obvious, however, that we cannot accept this defence.
Again as the Deity, relatively to Himself, is confined to
the unvarying exercise of uniform
self-contemplation,
so, in his relation to the world, He has no other func
tion but that of
monotonously causing circular motion.

To explain the
1

Phys.

viii.

rich variety of finite existence with the

7,

9

;

see p. 421

S( l
-

Ilnd. c. Ssq. De
Metapk.xii. 6,1071, b,
;

Cculo,
10.

i.

2;

;

;

S(
4

WPhys.

viii. 10,

267, b, 6

i.

9,

n.

0,

assertion
Hyp&amp;lt;*m&amp;gt;-

PJtys. viii. 6 Jin., c. 8 fin.
c. 8, 1073, a,
Met-aph. xii. 6 Jin.

2a

Carlo,

395,

.,

;

De

279, a, 16 sqq. (see p.

Hence the
mpra).
(SEXT. Math. x. 23that
God is
218)

*&quot;

to Aristotle TO trfpas rov ovpavov
Cf. De Ccelo, i. 9 (cited as
above, at p. 395, n. 6) and p. 432,
&amp;gt;

n. 5.
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and subdivisions of its motion, by
be im
simple arid uniform activity, would

infinite diversities

means

of this

Aristotle himself admits as

possible.

much with

refer

ence to the heavenly bodies and accordingly he adds
to the iirst mover a number of subordinate but equally
eternal substances, whose business it is to cause the
;

The same provision
special motions of the planets.
must, however, be made to account for special motion
1

of

all

kinds and for every separate property of things.
First Cause of motion cannot have produced

As the

them, seeing that it exercises one general function in
the world and nothing more, we are driven to assume
cause for them. 2
some
Only it will not do to
special

which is equally general in
point merely to something
for example, to the inclination of the
its operation
orbit of the sun and planets, from which Aristotle
:

3
deduces the phenomena of growth and destruction.
character of everything must be ascribed
The

special

to its

4
Here a new
particular nature and Form.
these
do
what position
rises
particular Forms,

own

question

:

which operate as creative forces in finite things and
constitute their peculiar essence, occupy with respect to
the highest form, the primordial motive force, or God ?
Or what are we to say of those beings which, belonging
as they

do to the supernatural world, are unaffected by

-

Metapli.

For

fuller

xii.

8,

1073, a, 26.
see Ch.

explanation

IX. Infra.
MetapJi. xii. 6, 1072, a, 9
to secure the uniformity of the
motion of the world (TreptdSy
-

1.

10

:

is

prob. corrupt), Set
i/epyovv.

n

el

dc-l

5e

86? eh/ai evepyovv &\\ws KOI a\Aws.
a
Gen. et Corr. ii. 10, 336, a,

23

;

see the section of Ch. IX.
which deals with the

infra,

earthly world.
*
Cf., besides p. 350 sq., the
passages quoted infra, p. 432, n. 5.
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the heavenly
the changes of birth and destruction
animate
and
move
the
that
with
them,
spirits
spheres

and the immortal part of the human soul

P

What

1

us of the existence and

explanation does
We cannot suppose
peculiar nature of these beings ?
them to be God s creatures 2 for not only does such a
Aristotle offer

;

3
notion obtain no support from his system and writings,

That these three classes of
being are uncreated and inde
structible not only follows from
the eternity of the world and its
motion, but is also expressly
stated by Aristotle cf. p. 474 sq.
and Ch. IX. infra,
1

;

2

As BRENTANO holds them

to
be, Psych, d. Arist. 198, 234. sqq.
BULLINGER goes even further,
Des Arist. ErliabenJieit lib cr alien

Dualismus etc. (1878), p. 2 sq.
According to his view, Aristotle
supposed not only the whole
world, but even the material of
which it is made, to originate in a
divine act of creation. Thus the
material out of which God
creates the world would, accord
ing to Aristotle, be nothing else
than the power and might etern
ally actual in God, whereby the
world is actualised, &c. (p. 15).
It will be sufficiently evident from
the account already given in the
text that speculations are here
attributed to Aristotle which
are as foreign to the range of his
thought as they are in conflict
with his definite declarations.
3
That God is called irpwrr)
-PXn (see p. 403, supra), proves
nothing for this may mean, not
only that He has produced every
thing, but also that He is the
condition of the eternal order
and activity of the world
;

:

indeed (Mrtajrft. v. 1, 1013, a, 16,
is used in as many senses
20^sq.),

as airiov, and includes especially
the conception of final cause.
Since it is God who, as the most
perfect being in the universe,
gives unity of aim to the whole,
and who causes the all-governing
motion of the first sphere, He is
also the irp^rrj KOL Kvpiwrdr-r] dpxv,
on Him the whole order of the
universe may be said to depend
395, n. 6), and
justified in apply
efs Koipavos etrrco
(p. 391, n.

(p. 394, n. 1,

to

and

Him we are

&quot;

&quot;

ing
2).

The commander, however,

is

not therefore the creator of his
subordinates. And as little does
it follow from Mctapli. ix. 8, 1050,
b, 3 (see p. 385, n. 1 supra) that the
.

creative activity of God precedes
all being in time; for the ael
KLVOVV TrpwTws does not (as Ps.
ALEX, in loo. certainly thought)
refer to God as the first cause of
motion in the universe. On the

contrary (as is obvious from the
explanation upon p. 1049, b,
17 sqq. which the &a-jrp eiVoyue^
recalls), the reference is here to
the fact that every individual
thing presupposes as the condi
tion of its production another
similar already existing thing,
and this likewise another, e coj rov
del Kivovvras irpcfircos

come

to the first

:

i.e.

until we
of the

member
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it would involve us in the contradiction of
sup
posing the uncreated to be at the same time created,
that which has been declared to be eternal to have had

but

a beginning in time.
series

in

The same question

1

which has
impulse to the

question

given the

first

series, \.\\e, prim tun mo vena
eacli case (not the irp&Tov
KIVOVV}; and this is the reason why

whole
in

the aei

KLV.

is

Trp.

1049, b.
viii. 10, 267,
p.

2(&amp;gt;,

repeated from

where

(as Pliyx.

a. 1, 3) this
its
meaning.

doubtedly

is

un
Ari

was precluded from hold
ing any theory of creation by his
view of the eternity of the
world. Such a theory, moreover,
is incompatible, not only with the
assertion that to God belongs
neither irpdmiv nor Troteo/ (see
100, n. 1), but also with the
fit
principle ex nihilo nilril
stotle

arises with

of every subsequent theism this
is
One who con
impossible.
ceives of God as the substance
of the world, and of finite things
as mere manifestations of the
divine force immanent in them,
may, and even must, in conse
quence, declare that the one is as
eternal as the other.
One, on
the other hand, who treats God
as a personal being outside the

ix. S,

1032, a, 13, 20, b, 30, c. 8 init.,
1049, b, 28, xi. 6, 10(52, b,

world, distinguishing other be
ings from Him as so many inde
pendent substances, would in
volve himself in a palpable con
tradiction were he to hold that
the latter are eternally created
by the former. Creation as an
act proceeding from a personal
will must necessarily be in time,
and an individual being in order
to produce other beings must
necessarily exist before them.

24), from which we have not the
smallest right to make an excep
tion in favour of the Deity, as

For only causff immanentesh&ve
contemporaneous effects causa
trameuntes always precede their

BREXTANO, 249, does.
BREXTAXO, p. 210, indeed,
believes that the eternity in time
of immaterial substances as little
dispenses with the necessity of
an efficient principle for them as
the eternity of motion dispenses
with the necessity of a mover
in other words, he endeavours to
reconcile the eternity of the

effects
the father precedes the
son, the artist the work of art,
the creator the creature. Such a
contradiction we should be justi

world with

deed, quite definitely the doctrine
of the eternity of the world, but
of a creative activity in God we
not only find no word in his
writings, but he expressly de-

]&amp;gt;.

(/V///x.

i.

4,

187, a, 34,

14; Gen. An.
Mctapli-.

iii.

4,

ii.

1,

c. 7,

73:),

999, b,

0.

190, a,
b,

24

vii.

;

7,

1

;

the theory of its
creation by means of the con
ception of an eternal creative
But upon the
activity in God.
principles of the Aristotelian as

;

:

attributing to Aristotle,
only if we could show that he
held alike to the eternity of the
world and to a creative activity
fied in

of God.
The opposite, however,
the case. Aristotle holds, in

is
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respect to the Forms of sensible things, and to the order
of nature which results from their union with Matter
:

they also are uncreated.
Aristotle

1

It is equally
impossible

upon

showing to explain the adaptations of nature
as the result of any personal interference on the
part of
God. 2
If, finally, the ancient Greek view of
the
s

universe as interpenetrated by divine forces is in
open
disagreement with Aristotle s dualistic theism, 3 this

does not, where the question is one of his scientific
views, justify us in setting aside or explaining away his
own definite and well-considered statements, on the

ground that he has neglected to bring them into har
mony with views that were pressed upon him from
another side.

Brandis adopts another method of
solving the above

He

difficulties.

Forms

as the

believes that Aristotle
regarded the

eternal

thoughts of God, whose

self-

development produces alteration in individual things,
and the harmony of whose transmutations is

guaranteed
by the fundamental unity which underlies them. 4 But,
clares that
Him at all.

no

iroiftv

belongs to

Cf. also infra, Ch.

XI. near the end.
1

As

:

shown

in reference to
the forms p. 341, n. 2; in reference
to the universe as a whole, p. 387.
is

2
Such interference is expressly denied of God (see p.
368, n. 1), nor on the theory that
the world is eternal can we

understand when it could have
taken place cf. p. 412.
9
Cf. infra, p. 420 sq.
;

4

Gr.-rom.

Phil.

we must supply certain
important conceptions, and goes
on
Indeed, that all existences
must be traced back to, referred
ultimately to, living thoughts of
God, and that these must be
treated as the simple substrata
physics,

ii.

b,

575,

where he says that in order to
f ally understand Aristotle s meta-

upon which concrete existences
and their mutations ultimately
hardly requires to be expressly stated, and is indicated

rest,

by the question (Metajth. xii. 9,
see p. 298, n. 2, styra) If
nothing
is attained
by the thought of the
divine spirit, wherein consists its
worth? We may, moreover, as:
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in the first place, this statement can apply only to the
Forms as such, and leaves the existence of the eternal

substances

In

plained.

with

respect to

the Forms.

wholly unex
untenable even

etc.)

spheral spirits,
the second place,

(the

is

it

no support in

It finds

utterances, and in more than one point
Aristotle
he indisputably taught, The object
what
it contradicts
s

own

1

Divine Thought, according to Aristotle s definite
than God Himself: not only
statement, cannot be other
ex
finite existences, as these particular things,

of

are

or forms, which
cluded, but even the specific concepts
remain remote
must
internal
their
essence,
constitute
different
from Him, since they are always something
alone
which
that
below
far
from Himself, and stand
and
divine
viz.
perfect
can be matter of his thought
anticipating
doctrine of monadsmore or less consciously intended
to refer the changes in the quali
ex
ties or essence of individual
istences to the self -development
which
of the divine thought on
rest, and the obstructions

sume that Aristotle
Leibnitz

s

they

and disturbances in this selfwith
development to its connection
and the
^
or potentiality;
matter
lllcLLL
,^;^4-i^n^ ivi +lio ripharmonious variations in the de
different individual
of
velopments
of
existences, by an anticipation
J-

Jiarmonia
conception of a
to the unity and
j)Tfpt-dbiliti;
the ultimate reality,
perfection of
the unconditioned spirit of God,
which is their common substra
tum. Cf further his p. 578, where
the central point of the Aristote
the
lian theology is sought for in
doctrine that all determination
in the world is referable to dy
namic activities, and these again
the

.

to the eternal thought of

and

p.

God:

That dynamic ac
which have gone out from

577

tivities

n.

:

God, and therefore also finite
being which is animated by these,
should seek to return to Him, is
So also
quite comprehensible.
Hid. iii. a, 113 sq.
Even Metaph. xii. 9 contains
nothing to support BRANDIS S
view (cf also KYM, Metaph
1

.

Aristotle there
are to conceive of
the thought of the divine spirit
l/nT,/ V8.

.

asks

.^Do
258).
)

how we

:

nothing is thought of by him
attained by
(not: if nothing is
his thought ) his power of thought
must be as worthless as that ex
if something
ercised in sleep
other than Himself is thought of,
then is the worth of his thought
to be measured by the worthiness
But this does not
of its object?
mean that the Divine thoughts
constitute the essence of things.
if

;
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Conversely, the Forms of things cannot be
of
the Deity, since, according to Aristotle, the
thoughts
Form is the substance of the thing, and Substance can
neither be predicated of nor belong to anything. 2
1

being.

Thoughts cannot be substances, since they exist in the
soul as their substratum. 3
Again, we find no analogy
in Aristotle for the notion of a self-development of the
divine thoughts indeed, it is directly contradicted by
:

the proposition 4 that there is no change in the thought
of God, no transition from one thing to another. Finally,

while Brandis maintains that

all
things strive towards
Deity, because the active forces which emanate from
Him struggle to return to Him again, Aristotle him
self rather ascribes this striving, like all motion, to

Matter, which desires to complement and complete it
self by means of the forces. 5
Nor is it the least im
portant objection to this view that it clashes with the
whole character of Aristotle s system. For supposing
the thoughts of Deity to be the supporters of concrete
existences and of their mutations, the relation of finite
the Deity
reality to God would be one of immanence
:

would by virtue of his thoughts be inherent in things,
and the latter would have in God the permanent ground
of

their

shifting

dualistic theism,

dynamic pantheism.
1

n. 2,
2

See

p. 398, n. 1,

supra.
See p. 330

6

and

ETTio-T^oj

arrive

But not only
p.

97,

373

sq.

at
is it

a

system

s

of

impossible to

stratum; seep. 214. n. 4 fin.iwpra.
*

sq.,

and

p.

is

the very

P. 897, n. 2, supra.
Cf. p. 404 sq., p. 344, n. 1,
and p. 379, n. J, and on the
doctrine that motion resides in
the motum and therefore in the
5

supra.
3

Instead of Aristotle

properties.

we should

ex-

ample which Aristotle mentions
ot that which is at once
predicate
find inherent attribute of a sub r

material, 386, n. 1.
This is made
ti

still

more
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discover such a system in the works of the Philosopher,
but even his school were unacquainted with anything
of the sort, until the influence of Stoic opinions intro
duced that fusion of things diverse and fundamentally

which meets us in the spurious book upon the
World and still more in Neoplatonisra. Aristotle leaves
distinct

we are to define the relation of
quite uncertain how
the particular and individual Forms to the Deity.
From liis utterances upon the subject we can only say
it

by side, without explaining
the existence and the special motions of

that he placed
satisfactorily

them

side

of the &quot;Deity, or even
things by the operation
They are given
attempting such an explanation.
as Matter is a given factor which he does

finite

factors, just

It is true
not attempt to deduce from Form or Deity.
the
OVK
his
of
the
that
dyaOov vroXusystem,
unity
doubtful.
than
more
rendered
is thus
Koipavirj,
1

This brings us to the conclusion of the Metaphysics.
God being defined as the First Cause of Motion, phi
to the Moved
or, in
losophy passes from the Unmoved
other words, to Nature.
obvious

byKYM;

cf.

iUd.

p.

242

246sq.,25(),25Ssq.,andp.402,n. 1,
According to Kym,
fin. supra.
is said to be, not only the
creative conception, but also the
material cause of the world, the
indwelling purpose and the productive force that is immanent
in it.
This, however, is a mere
assertion, and is not proved to be

tajrft.),

\6yov

7

:

fitrci

raCr

^77

irKeiovos

-rrtpl

Trjs

T& 5e

Sen-cu
Troia

ical

tyctreus,
TrAeta ra /cv/cAiKa

(Jo&amp;lt;l

Aristotle s own opinion by any
detailed investigation into his
declarations on the subject.
1
Of. THEOPHB. Fr, 12 (Me-

spheres]

/ecu

T IVUV,

fireiS)

[the heavenly
Tpoirov riva

cu
&amp;lt;opa^

TO avf^vvrov [? we
vvfvavriai
should have expected dyaBbv or
Kal

&PHTTOV] Kal ov

yap ev rb

^TC

lv
x&amp;lt;P

KIVOW,

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;&quot;

aroirov

rb

/XT?

irdvra rrjv avTyv [sc. (popav
Kivei-^
eKaffrov erepov, a i
e^re
KadJ
rb
T apxo-l
[?]
ir\ciovs^
ffvptyuvov avrcav els op^iv lovrwv
TTJV apiffTTiv ouSa^cDs $avfp6v.
&amp;lt;r0cu]

%&amp;lt;TT
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VIII

PHYSICS
A.

The Idea of Nature and the most General Conditions
of Natural Existence

FIRST Philosophy, according to the view of
Aristotle,
has to deal, as we have seen, with unmoved and in
though, in treating of this its
proper subject, we were in fact obliged to include some
notice of the opposite principle.
Natural Philosophy
is
occupied with the aggregate of corporeal existence
which is subject to Motion.
All natural substances
corporeal

reality

:

1

are bodies, or united to bodies

and under the name
include bodies and masses
everything, in fact, which possesses them or is related
to them.
Hence the whole domain of corporeal existence
;

we

of natural existence

2
But ifc regards form only
belongs to Natural Science.
3
in its connection with
matter, and the soul in its con-

\
-

Cf. p. 183, n. 3.

De

Ctelo,
urrflfiii

epi

i.

1

tr^eS^

rj

:

rj

irepl

7rAe/&amp;lt;rT?7

re ffu^ara. Kal p.ysQt}
7 as

-rovrtav elvai 7ra07? Kal
tri Se
ras
s,
bffat

Trepl^

TIJS

TOJOUTTJS

oixrias

apxas,
tl&amp;lt;riv

ruv yap (f)va-L ffvvecrTWTcav ra /ueV
Vrt aufj.ara Kal fMeyeO-rj
[as the
human body], TO 5 %xei aw^a Kal
[as man], ra 5 apxal ruv
flar .v
iii.
[as the soul]
f

;

VOL.

I.

298, b, 27: eVcJ fc ruv
fffnv oucrtai ra
5 epya Kal trd8r) rovrwv
[by ovviat,
l,

init.

0rf&amp;lt;r

X^yo^vuv ra

^v

however, he here means both
simple and composite bodies]
fyaveplv on r^v TrAetVrTjj/ ffv^aivei
TT)S

Trepl

ffw^aruv

^vaeus
lvai

ovaiai

la-ropias
iracrai

yap

Trepi

at

aw/uara % ^ra
(Tw/ndraiv yiyvovrai Kal ^y^BSiv.
a
Mctapli. vi. 1, 1025, b, 26 so.
rxi. 7) and elsewhere
see infra.
(pvatKal

y)

;

E E
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It must, however, be remem
nection with the body.
existence
material
that
bered
pertains to Nature and to
1

is subject to
bodies are not

Natural Philosophy only in so far as
Mathematical
motion and repose.

it

indeed, Mathematics may be distin
the fact that the former deals
guished from Physics by
2
with immovable, the latter with movable, substances.

natural bodies

;

Furthermore, movable existence can only be regarded
as natural when it contains within itself the principle
*

of

motion

between

this is the point of difference

and

;

3
The dis
natural things and the productions of art.
which is drawn between
tinction, on the other hand,

and

rational

former

on the ground that the
two opposite directions, the

irrational forces,

act in either of

may

latter only in one,

and that the former, therefore, are

free,

the latter necessary
only a subdivision within the
in all substance Form arid
since
Yet
realm of Nature.
is

1

Matter are distinguishable, we are met by this question
Does the essential reality of nature consist in the Form

:

1

vi.

Metaph.

Kepi

tyvxys

tpvffiKov,

oat]

Part. An.

102(5,

a,

0ewpf?crcu

avv

,iu?

De An.

fVriV.

1,

^vias

i.

5:
rov

u Arjs

rfjs

403, b,

1,

7.

641, a, 21, 32.
the
2, 193, b, 31
mathematician as well as the
-

Phtis.

i.

1,

ii.

:

with the

physicist is occupied
form of bodies, o.\\ ovx j; QvffiovSe
KOV ff&paros Tre pas cxaoroy

ra

j/orj(rei

Kivf]ff(as

olffi

/car

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;a-noj/,

&amp;lt;jteiffiv,ja

KA Vrj

etc.

.

.

chapter further to explain.

2

4] ^

.

.

.

.

rb

p.lv

avev Kivnvews, crap| Se Kal
Cf.
btrrovv Kal avQpuiros OVKCTI.
183, n. 3, nt-pra.

xii. 3,

apx^
1046 b

&amp;gt;

op^v

1070,

a, 7

:

rj

Me-

^

fJ.fV

a\\y [similarly
8^

^

ffis

olv
ix.

fyX*1 eV

avry.

ap-riov,

etc.

ovSeplav

.

Kal

^erajSoAr]? f/j-^vTov, as he
proceeds in the rest of the

lv

rV

Se

exei

T^\vt\

7&quot;P

Se

atj^ffiv Kal

aAAo/axr/

ffvfjL^fftrjKfv.

yap Trepirrbv earai Kal TO

what follows and

Se
/car

tayh.

fj

X w P t(rra
eVrt

e&amp;gt;&amp;gt;/

TOLOVTOLS

(rvjJLpefinKOTa 6ewpfl

^wo-iKoTs]
[sc.
Sib Kal xf&quot;C6t

Phy*. ii.^1, 102, b, 13: TO.
yap Qvffei ovra iravra (palverai
^ avru ^ apxV Kivf)&amp;lt;Teus
^XOVTO.
/cat ardcrews, ra fj.lv Kara TOTTOV, TO.
3

fj.fi&amp;gt;

8,

4
Metaph. ix. 2 init. C. 5, C.
De Interpr.
1050, a, 30 sqq.

C. 13,

22, b, 39.
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In support of the second alternative
be
that everything requires some
asserted
might
material in order to be what it is.
Yet Aristotle is
or in the Matter ?

it

1

forced to maintain the

The essence of

first alternative.

things invariably resides in the Form it is only by its
Form and purpose that a natural object becomes what it
2
is.
The true causes are the final causes the material
;

;

causes are only the indispensable conditions of natural
existence. 3

If,

we wish

therefore,

determine the ge

to

neral definition of Nature, we must not consider what
in it is material, so much as the
moving and informing
4
force.
Nature is the cause of motion and rest in every

thing which possesses these conditions of being originally
and not merely in some derivative fashion. A natural
5
thing is one that has such a motive force within itself.

But
1

Aristotle does not help us greatly in
defining
1,
193, a, 9-30.
1014, b, 26.
ii. 1, 193, a, 28
sqq. c.
12.
Metaph. as above,
ii.

Pht/s.

Metaph. v.
Pkys.
2,

194, a,

4,

Part. An. i. 1, 640, b,
23 sqq.
For a fuller discussion of
this point see infra &ndp. 357-8.
4
Part. An. i. 640, b, 28 77
yap Kara.Tr)v/j.op(f)})V(t)v&amp;lt;nsKvpiwTepa
TTJS uAi/cTjs (pva-fws. 641, a, 30: the
.scientific investigator has to deal
with the soul still more than with
the body, ocry /j.a\\ov 77 v\rj Si
1.

35 sqq.

28, 641, a, 29, b,
:1

:

fiteivrit/
5

&amp;lt;f)ixns

zarlv

77

a.vd.ira.\iv.

192, b. 20 ws
otfo-Tjs TT)S ^uo-ecos apxrjs Tivbs Kal
atrias rov KivelffBai Kal r/pe^e?!/ eV $

Pkys.

ii.

1,

vnapxfi irpuTcas KaQ avri Kal
KOTO a-vjufifprjKos. 1. 32: fyvais

:

fj.r)

/m-ff

olv fa-Tiro pridev
(t)v(Tiv 8e e^et
bVo rotawTTji/ e^et apx~nv. Mvtaph.

Kal Kvpius
ovaia 77
e xoVrwj/
dpxV Kiv^fffus ev avrdls p
avrd.
vi. 1, 1025, b, 19
[xi. 7,
1064, a, 15, 30]
ircpl yap
Toiavryv eVrh/ overlay [77 (pvcriKrj^

v.Jin.:

fj

(pixris

irptiorr]

fo-rlv

Aeyo^vrj

77

TU&amp;gt;V

:

eV

??

apx^ T^S

77

eV

o-rao-ews

TOIOVTOV bv
crdai).

TT&amp;gt;

Kiv-fiffews

Kal

avrfj (or 1. 26: irepl
o eVrt Swarbv Kivei-

It is indifferent

whether

nature is described as the substratum of motion merely, or of
rest
as
accordwell,
since,
ing to Aristotle, rest (^pe^m,
crrdcris) belongs as an attribute
only to those things to which

motion belongs, or at least can
belong, and is merely arep-rjo-is
Pkys. iii. 2, 202, a. 3,
226, b, 12, c. 6 init., vi. 3,
23-J, a, 32 c. 8
239, a, 13, viii,
1, 251, a, 26.
Kivf}&amp;lt;recos.

v

2,
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the character of this

force

with accuracy

.

On

the

Nature as a Single Being,
which permeates the world
a
definite
and
design which determines
throughout,
and unifies all its parts. He talks of the aims which
one

he

side

considers

her a

attributing to

life

1

she attempts to realise in her creations, although the
In a
properties of matter often thwart her purpose.

word,

uses expressions that can scarcely be explained
by the analogy of the human soul and the

lie

except
Platonic nidnm-

inuiidi,-

although he distinctly argues

idea as conceived by Plato.
Though he
remarks that the designs of Nature are not determined

against this

3
by deliberation like those of an artist, and though in
general we cannot attribute to him any real and inten

the

tional personification of Nature, yet

mains.

analogy re

On

1

regards

the other side, however, he undoubtedly
He
living beings as individual substances.

ascribes an individual principle of

life

to

them, and he

never indicates, or sets himself to discover, how this
Nor
of Nature.
principle is related to the single force

how Nature

does he teach us

related to the divine

is

When

5

insisting upon the exact significance
causality.
6
of divinity, he denies it to any but rational beiogs
;

1

-

See the end of this chapter,
Proofs of this are innu-

merable

;

it

will suffice to refer

/}
yap p.6vov ^ere xei [rb T&V
avepwiroov y*vos~] rov Otiov ruv y/juv
cpuv 3) /j-dXicrra irdvrwv.
yvccpi/j-uv

a, 7

:

its

10, 680, a, 27: man stands
upright 8io rb ryv fyixriv avrov Kal
r^v oixriav elvcu Oeiav epyov 5e rov

proper place.
By analogy is meant, not
identity, but similarity.
5
Cf. with what follows BEANDis, iii. a, 113 sqq.

1177, a, 13 sqq. (cf
vovs is the divine in
p. ] 65, n. 1)
man, and therefore the highest
activity is the theoretic.

discussion of design in
nature which follows in the text,
to the
3

As

will

be

shown

in

1

6

As

in Part.

An.

ii.

10, (55G,

iv.

Ofiordrov

Eth.

A

r

.

rb
x. 7,
:

voe iv

Kal

fypovtiv.
.
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and from this point of view he will not allow that Nature
is divine, but only demonic.
Yet there are

as a whole

1

other passages in which he seems to follow the popular
theology of the Greeks, who recognised and revered
an immediate exhibition of divine force in natural phe

nomena. Nature and God are so used synonymously, 2
and a share in divinity is conceded to all natural
8
existences, however trivial.

view
as

is

God

Indeed, this vacillation of
in
rooted
Aristotle
s philosophy.
So far
deeply
is the first cause of motion, all motions in the

universe must proceed from Him
natural forces can
an
be
emanation
of
his
and
natural causes a
force,
only
;

manifestation of his causality.
On the other hand, if
confine the functions of the primum movens to

we

setting the outer sphere of heaven in motion, these
conclusions are impossible. If even in the heavenly

sphere we have to assume in addition to the Supreme
Mover a series of subordinate and eternal beings, it is
still more
necessary in order to explain the much
greater variety of movements in the realm of nature
to assume a train of independent substances endowed

How

with motive power of their own.
these

system
1

harmony

of

is

or their conjunction in an orderly
effected, it is hard to say. It cannot be by the

Divi-n. p. S. c. 2, 463, b, 12

:

e

X et

dreams
cannot be divine they may, how-

b, 21

ever, be demoniacal

9eias

since beasts also dream,
;

Sai/bLoi/ia, ctAA.
2

De

the

movements

;

rj

yap

(pi/cris

ov Qeia.

Cmlo,

i.

fin.:

6 debs

ical

f) fyvais ouSev par-riv iroiovaiv.
Gen,
ct Corr. ii. 10, 336, b, 27 sqq. (see
next chapter, infra). Polit. vii. 4,
rovro
1326, a, 32: 0e/as yap

^

tpyov,

T^TIS

Kal r6Sf crvv-

&amp;gt;rb

:

irav.

N.

Etli.

rb /*/ olv

moral disposition

x. 10, 1179,

rrjs (pvcrcws
.

.

.

[the

Sta rtv as

]

alrias TOIS us dArj0o)s evrvThe Qelai alriai
vtrapxei.

X* fflJ
correspond here to the Platonic
Qeia

poipa, as to

LEE S Plato and

which see ZELcf. p.

402 sqq.

supra.
3

Etli.

Travra yap

N.

vii. 14,

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;Ti

^X fL

1153, b, 32:
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natural operation of the primam movens upon the world.
Aristotle s philosophy, moreover, excludes the
conception
of God s immediate interference in the course of the

universe
and it would be illegitimate to attribute
to Aristotle the popular belief in Providence, on the
;

strength of a passing allusion to

in his writings.

it

1

remains in obscurity whether we are to
Consequently
regard Nature as a single force or as an assemblage of
it

something independent or as an emanation
from the divine activity or, on the other hand, whether
we ought to combine these two points of view, and, if
forces, as

;

how we ought

so,

do

to

it.

But meantime we may

permit Aristotle further to unfold his view of Nature.

The most important idea with which we have

to

deal in the Philosophy of Nature is that of Motion.
In
our earlier researches we had to examine this idea in its

general bearing therefore what now remains is that we
should supplement our previous conclusions with an
;

analysis of physical
special sense.

motion

in

its

stricter

and more

Motion was defined generally on p. 380 sq. as the
what exists potentially. By analysing

actualisation of

the different sorts of Motion

we

1

5e

3. x. 9, 1179, a, 22 6
vovv evepywv Kal rovrov

Etli.

Ka.ro.

Oepairevow

:

/cat Sta/cetjuevos

apitrra KOI

QfO(()i\(Trar()S eot/cei/ eti/at
TIS eViue Aem rfav a.v6puir

el

i.vu&amp;gt;v

yap
UTT^

Qfuv yivfrcu, uxrnep 8o/ce?, /cat 6^77 &i/
evXoyov x a p eiv Te avrovs rw apiffrcf)
l

Kal
6^17

6

(rovro S &j/
ayairuvras
rovro Kal rip-wi/ras avrtv-

(rvyyi&amp;gt;(TTdr(fi

r&amp;lt;f

j/ovs)

fj.aXiffra

Kal

rovs

at the special

arrive

definition of its physical character.

Aristotle distin-

us rwv (piAow avrols 7rt ueAoi re Kal Ka\us
Kal
Trpdrrovras. on Se iravra ravra

TrotetV

y

/met/ovs

op9a&amp;gt;s

TU&amp;gt;

crocpqi

/u.aAio-0

QfO(^L\f(rra.ros

that

from

v-jrdpx*i,

OVK

aSrjAoi/.

It is obvious
here arguing
he
conceptions

apa.

Aristotle

1

is

popular
himself ascribes to
ternal operation.

;

God no

Cf. pp.

ex-

389 sqq.
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kinds: quantitative motion, or increase
guishes three
and decrease; qualitative motion, or alteration; and
to which may be added
or locomotion
motion in
space,
as a fourth kind, birth

kinds of movement

and destruction.

may

1

Now

all

these

be ultimately resolved into the
For, if we examine
find that increase or growth, to

Motion in Space.

third kind

them more

closely,

we

in the addition of fresh material to
begin with, consists
the
received a certain form
has
matter which
:

already

increment is potentially but not actually identical with
that which it augments, and assumes its form in other
;

a,

stance (birth and destruction) is
not admitted to be motion (simi

1
Phys. v. 1, 225, a, c. 2, 226,
23 (Meta/ph. xi. 11, 12), cf.
viii. 1, 1042, a, 32, xii. 2

larly c. 5, 229, a,

Metaph.
MM*..
a,

P%*. viii.

32 sqq., vii.
i. 4, 319, b, 31;

Cbrr.

De An.

i.

;

:

then

Motion he
origination.
divides into the kinds mentioned
in the text (Kivriais Kara /j-eyeOos,
irdOos

and Kara

TOTTOJ/,

.

SIMPL.

ever, that Theophrastus, among
others, did not keep strictly to
elsewhere
this use of language)
Aristotle treats this also as a form
;

three
generally
distinguishes
kinds of change (^eTa/3oArj)
transition from being to being,
from being to not-being, and from
not-being to being. The first is
motion in the stricter sense, the
second destruction, the third

Kara

cf

;

Phi/s.

406, a, 12, Long. v. 3, 465, b,
30; Zte 6teZ0, iv. 3, 310, a, 25.
Aristotle here
Cat. c. 14 init.

3,

30

201, b, who extends the
statement to the Peripatetic
school in general, remarking, how

260, a, 26, 261,
6rVw. e
2 mv^.

7,

as he

and uses motion as
synonymous with change. See

of motion,

p. 382, n.3,*v^ra. PJiys.vii. 2,243,
An. i. 3, 406, a, 4)
a, 21 (cf.

De

distinguishes two kinds of loco
that which is selfmotion
is
originated and that which
:

caused by something else. The
again is of four kinds

latter

e\is,
third

:

ftffis,

oxws,

SIJ/TJO-JS,

the

and fourth of which, how
viii. 7, 260, b,
the
ever, may be resolved into
taking birth and destruc
Cf. viii. 10, 267, b, 9
first two.
tion again together, thus enume
De An. iii. 10, 433, b, 25
rates four kinds of /i6Ta/3oArj
sqq.
22 (Mot.
TI (yeveffis Kal (pQopa~), 77
Ingr. An. c. 2, 704, b,
7? Kara TO
the
c.
10, 703, a, 19);
Kara TO
(avfrais /ca) QOiffis ), An.
Kara statement mEhet.i. 5, 1361, b,
i] Kara ro Troibv (aAAoicoo&quot;ts), TJ
is either
TO TTOV (Qopa). That these are the 16, is less exact.
Suns in the stricter sense, or
only categories under which mo
33 De
tion can be thought, is shown 7rAT)7rj Meteor, iv. 9, 386, a,
An. ii. 8, 419, b, 1 3, and cf ProU.
Phys. v. 2, where change of sub-

calls

them Phys.

26), and,

:

;

;

iro&amp;lt;ro&amp;gt;

&quot;n&amp;lt;ns

;

;

.
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words, such increase is an augmentation of matter,
the form remaining constant.
Similarly decrease is
the diminution of matter without
change of form.
Quantitative alteration, therefore, implies both

1

qualita

movement and locomotion. 2

tive

these two

prior to the first

is

But the second

for

;

of

every transformation

from the coincidence of
something which pro
with something in which it is
produced, of an
active and a passive element 3 This
coincidence, then,
can only take place by local
contact, for (although the
results

duces

it

converse is not necessarily
true) the patient must always
be touched by the agent, and contact cannot be
effected
without locomotion. 4

Even the

last species of

change, birth and destruc
eventually founded upon movement in space.
If one were to assume an absolute
beginning or
end of existence, such a transmutation could
tion,

is

not.

indeed, be called a movement, since in such a case
the substratum of the movement would itself
begin
or end.
But birth and annihilation in this absolute
sense are really impossible. 5
starts from

Everything

xxiv.9,936,b,

38.

IDELKR,

,lr/.vf.

Meteor.ii. 509.
Mde the full discussion in

Gen.
-

e.t

Corr.

5.

i.

Pht/s. viii. 7, 2GO, a, 29, b.

note/in the physical sense
synonymous to Aristotle with

i\\otovv, irdffxfiv with a\\oiovCt. Phys.iii.3fin.: &\\ola&amp;gt;-

(Triai.

yap ^ rov dAAoiwToD, fj
VreA- xeta eri St yvarov 5vydiu.i
Z

fj

roiovrov.

Trotr)TiKoi&amp;gt;

Gen.

et

Corr.
i.^6, 322, b, 9, 323, a, 17:
ov yap ol6v re TTHV rb KIVOVV
iroielv,

rb

TTOIOVV

ai&amp;gt;Ti8
f)&amp;lt;To[j.fi&amp;gt;

Tip

rovro 5

oTs

$ vixens
6ffov a ^ XowS .
TCU fiovov.
On a further meaning
o f TTOKW see in n. 1 to p 400
-

V d6os

^

l;-}.

J

is

v^xovn-

^ aQos

^ Kaff

&amp;lt;

tyx v iii. 7, 260, b, 1

j&amp;gt;/

where

.

sqq.,

further remarked that
changes are ultimately resolvable into rarefaction
and condensation, which involve
change of place. Gen. et Corr.
it is

all qualitative

i.
(&amp;gt;,

322, b, 21
386.

sqq.

c.

9,

327,

3,

amono-

a,

1, cf. p.
5

other

Gen. et

Corr.

i.

arguments, shows that
matter would in the end be all
used up, if destruction were to
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resolved into
being again.

is

It is only a particular
object, as such, that begins
ends its existence
Its beginning is the

1

aad

end, and
its end the
2
beginning, of something else.
Conse
quently, in so far as generation and destruction are

from change,

different

this difference
only

affects the

The individual changes when

individual object.
vives as a whole,

although

its

it

qualities alter, but

sur
it is

generated or destroyed when it, as a whole,
begins or
ceases to exist. 3
If on the
we
contrary
regard the
universe and not the
then
individual,
generation and
destruction coincide
partly with composition and divi
with the transmutation of materials. 4 Now

sion, partly

both of these processes are occasioned
by movement in
5

Everything that comes into being has its
becoming implies a being by which it is

space.

cause

mean

;

&amp;lt;

all

actual annihilation (318,

.

7

261

a

3:

,

yevevis

77

e?j/ot

Trpdrr)

WKUJeewtAroSro.triywtffeat
rb vpayfia irpurov. rb 8
TUV yivonhw
fitv orovovv
OVTUS Xfl aAA erepov
Set

Ms

e&amp;gt;

wayKcuov

,

^cptrTtlcuKurtouraryuroftbw
ov avrb KaJ

M

ywtficvov, K al rovOf p. 38 1-7.
Corr. i. 3, 318, a,

rov ertpov Trp6rep OV

.

.

ben. ft
23 8i& T ^ rV roCSe
qQopbv &\\ov
bwi ycvca-w. Kal r^v rovo
yeveo-iv
SAAou civcu &amp;lt;p9opav faavarov
avayf
ra
v
IUd
q?ra, on
319
20, 11. 10,
24.
Of.
:

V ^ ^^

-

336, b,

P-

87
a

Gen.et Corr.
yap
-

317, a, 20:
K al Mop*, ov
ttaxplfftt, aAA orav
rovSf els roSf o\ov.

ywcns
al
e

is

in the

irder,.

by change

vm

yt
A /3
y av

5o|ete

a,

i.

2,

airXr,

produced by change

birth and destruction
in the viroKeiuevoj/

wh ^her in respect of its form
(\6yos) or its matter c 4 319
b, 10: aAAo.Wzsr p4 v eVrn,, Srav
faoptvovros rov VTTOKCI^VOV, cuVflijrov ovros, pera.faXXr, eV TO?S auroC
Trdeew .... grar
rivos

7

eW

S S\ov uerafaopivovros al^rov
VTTOK^^VOV rov avrov
^77 rb roiovrov, rov te

^
ws

/3d\\r,

&amp;lt;p8opd.

*

Of. Meteor, iv. 1, 378, b, 31

where he argues that geis effected bv definite
becoming transmuted
and determined in certain ways
the
by
agency of efficient forces
destruction, on the other hand
by the conquest of the passive
matter over the determining
sqq.,

neration
materials

form,
*

Of. Phys.

viii.

7,

260, b, 8

:
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Since this, as we saw in the case of altera
produced.
cannot
operate without movement in space, such
tion,

movement must precede all generation.
Again, if
it
in
must
of ne
movement
space precedes generation,
1

cessity precede growth, change, decrease, and destruc
tion since these processes can only be carried on in that
;

which has previously been generated. 2 Therefore this
species of motion is the first in the order of causality, as
well as in the order of time and in the logical order also. 3
Notwithstanding what has just been said, Aristotle

from explaining natural phenomena by the merely
mechanical principle of motion in space, as the Atomists

is far

Even purely physical occurrences cannot,

had done.

in

accounted for by this
of them are only to be

opinion, be

his

satisfactorily

seeing that many
conceived as modes of qualitative

method,

alteration,

or

the

Physics do not by any
the
of
Nature. Final Causes
means exhaust
conception

transmutation of materials.

TWV 7ra07]^aTwj/ ap%7j TTVKirvKisteffis 8f
vuxris Kal /j.dv&cris .
KOL /uLavaxris ffvyKpiffis Kal SioLKpiats,

TTO.VTUV

.

.

1

dent of these conceptions, and
none of them are applicable to the
heavens (260, b, 19 sqq. Gen. ft
10

KO.& &s yevecris Kal

Corr.

ii.

TWV

ment

in space

ovffim

(pdopa \eyeTai
avyKpLvo/j.eva 5e /ecu
dvdyKf] Kara, roirov

.

5LaKpLv6/j.va
ueTa/3ctAAe

.

/

1

Gen.
-

Pity*. Und. 261, a, 1 sqq.
et Corr. ii. 10 init.
It is here
Phys. ibid, b, 7.

further pointed out in proof of the
priority of movement in space,
that, while it is presupposed by
the others, it does not presup-

pose them. Without the movement of the heavens, neither
generation nor destruction, neither growth nor material change,
could take place. Movement itself, on the other hand, is iudepen-

So

init.).

also

move-

the only one of
these conceptions which has to do
with the eternal, and is of infinite
duration (260, b, 29, 261, a, 27
s q fl-)Aristotle also argues that
because it is the last in time in respect to individual existences, it
must be the iirst in nature (260,
b, 30, 261, a, 13) and he holds that
it causes the least change in the
nature of the thing moved, and is
the motion which the self-moving
produces in preference to every
other (261, a, 20).
3
Ibid. 260, b, 15 sqq.
is

;

4

Seep. 304, n.

3,

and p. 306. n. 5.
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above the material causes wliich subserve them

and these are not provided
Democritus.

1

Lastly, if

it

for in the

be true that

;

philosophy of a

becoming

is

a

transition from potentiality to actuality, or a process of
development, and that the importance of Aristotle s na
tural philosophy consists, to a great extent, in having
made this notion of development possible and

first

consciously given it the foremost place, it is clear that
Aristotle could not favour opinions which started with

an express denial of any becoming or qualitative alter
ation, and left us nothing but a movement in space of un
alterable materials. Therefore qualitative alteration must

be added to locomotion, even in the domain of matter, as a
second source of natural occurrences but over against
:

both, Aristotle sets the teleology of nature, which uses as
means to its end all that is corporeal and determined

by natural necessity.
Next to Motion
relation to

it.

in Space, and not without direct
come investigations by which Aristotle

further illustrates the idea of motion in his Physics
and these include discussions upon the Infinite, Space,
2
Time, the Unity and Continuity of Motion, &c.
:

The
1

See

Infinite
p.

?&amp;gt;07,

3

had played an important part

n. 4,

and

cf. p.

359, sq.sujira.
He describes those conceptions, indeed, generally, iii. 1,
200, b, 15 sqq. C. 4 init., as belonging to the discussion upon
motion, and deals with the first
three in bks. iii. and iv. before the
section upon the kinds of motion
but the way in which he treats
;

them shows that he
chiefly of locomotion.

is

thinking

in pre-

3
The discussion of this conception Aristotle introduces inPJiys.
iii. 1, 200, b, 15, with the words
:

5o/m

8

rb

&irLpoi/ e/x^cuVeTcu Trpwrov iv
c. 4 init. he remarks

TU&amp;gt;

5

rj

niv-nats elvcu

rwv trw^Siv,

awexe i;

that natural science deals with
masses, motion, and time, each
of

which is either

On what

finite or infinite,
follows see ZBLLER, Ph.

d. Gr. pt,

i.

186.
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Aristotelian philosophy.
Plato and the Pythagoreans
so far as to make it an element of all things, and

went

therefore a substance.

Aristotle begins by proving this
be impossible
does not belong to the
infinity
order of substances but of qualities.
Then he shows
that an infinite magnitude is inconceivable.
For sup
to

:

1

to be a body,

it

pose

body

that which

is

is

limited by

be a number, numbers are capable
of being counted, and that which can be counted is not
2
infinite.
Lastly, and more especially, an infinite body
superficies

;

or if

it

could neither be composite nor simple.
It could not
the
elements
composite, since,
being limited in

be

number, an infinite body could not be made up of
them unless one of them were infinite in magnitude, and
such an element would leave no room for the rest. 3

And

to think of

Tn the

it

as

is

simple

equally

impossible.

concerned, no
bodies exist except the four elementary ones, nor can
there be any out of which alone everything could come,
first

place, as far as this world

is

all becoming moves between two
and
opposites
there be several primitive bodies, it is quite impossible
that one should be infinite. 4
Again, every body has its
natural place, in which it abides, and to which it tends

since

;

if

;

and

law determines the difference in weight be
tween bodies every body without exception must exist
this

;

in a definite space, in a locality; but in the infinite
there is no definite locality, no distinction of up and

down, centre and circumference, before and after, right
and left. 5 Moreover, whereas it is manifest that bodies
1

n. 2,
-

3

\\\. 5, 204, a
see p. 312,
p. 325, n. 2, supra.
Phys. ibid. 204, b, 4.

Pkys.

;

and

Ibid. 204, b, 11, cf.

De

Ccelo,

i.

7 init.
4

Phys. ibid. 204,

b, 22.

5

Ibid. 205.

end of chap.,

iv. 8,

a, 8 to

215, a, 8.

De

Ccelo,

i.

(J
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in a circle like the celestial
spheres or in
up and down like the elemental bodies,

straight lines

infinity admits of neither of these

former

The

movements.

impossible, because circles are by their nature
circumscribed, and circular movement is rotation round
is

a centre, whereas in the infinite there

is no centre
the
because lineal motion has a starting point and
Indeed, infinity could not move at all, since it

latter,

end. 2

would take

infinite

!

;

time to traverse the smallest con

ceivable space. 3
Finally, Aristotle uses an argument
conclusive with Greeks, who could not imagine formless

being

:

the infinite, as such, is incomplete and without
we call that infinite the magnitude of which is

shape
indeterminable, which is never finished and complete,
which cannot be limited in such a way as not to leave

some portion of it outside. 4
a whole and complete when

The

form.

5
complete and a whole.

iuit. c. 7, 27-4, b, 8, 29, 276,

It is therefore impossible that
b,

6

Aristotle s

In c. 6, 273, a, 21 sqq., the
same conclusion is reached by
showing that infinite bodies mu*t
be infinitely heavy or light, but

merely

an

meaning

sqq.

infinitely heavy or an infinitely light body is an impossibility, since it must either exhibit infinite speed or be abso-

lately
1

immovable.
is shown, at unnecessary

As

yap ov

;ii7]8ei/

earl,

eo&amp;gt;

nothing

that

6 init.

275, b, 15 sqq.
3
Ibid. c. G, 272, a,
Phy*. vi. 7, 238, a, 36.

Alsoc.
21

7,

sqq.

a-rreipov

to-riv,

ov

/xTjSez/

is

eo&amp;gt;

beyond which
on

the other hand, M hat of which a
part always remains beyond.
3

P/n/s.iii.6: see at
i. 715, b, 14

Gtn. An.

TC AOS
i.

are: ov
ov dei ri

exists, ov dei ri e|co,

12.
Ccelo,

TOUT

verbal,

Qevyei TO

De

words
dAA

e|o&amp;gt;,

where, however, the antithesis

length, De Cffllo, i. 5, 271, b, 2ri
sqq. 272, b, 17 sqq. c. 7, 275, b,
-

becomes

infinite first

enclosed by means of
But the world cannot be conceived except as
it is

aireipov

airf.poir cn-eAes,

T]

p.35Q,up.
:

ro

r)

Se (pvais
fjiev

yap

5e Qvats det ^r/re?

The objection (Phys.

iii.

203, b, 22 sqq.) that infinite
space presupposes also an infinite body, he afterwards sets
4,

asidc(iv. 5,212, a, 31, b, 8, 16 sqq.;
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the infinite, as such, should really exist as an inter

minable magnitude.
Yet we cannot entirely do without
1

motion, which

is

it.
Time, and
measured by time, are without be

Magnitudes are capable of

ginning or end.

number

division,

DC

cf.

i.

Carlo,

9,

of

see p. 395, n. 6

xiqwa) by his peculiar definition
of space as the boundary between
the enclosing and the enclosed.
The boundary of the world itself
therefore, according to his
not in space; beyond it
is no space either void or

is,

view,
there

occupied.

on fj.ev ovv
OVK effn aw/^a $.Treipov,
(pzvfp bv e/c Ttwruv. c. 0, 206, a, 1(5
TO Se /m.fye3os on war evfpyeiav OVK
tcrnv frTreipov, etprirai
ibid, b, 2-1.
1

Pltijx. iii. 5 fin.

:

evepyeia

:

;

-

iii.

Pliys.
effTiv

jj. i]

aovvara

6,

tiTreipov

ffv/j./3a.ivtt,

yap xpovov

ecrrat

TfAet/Tyj, Kat

ra

els

(JieyeQi),

/ecu

in

it-.

:

on

8

el

TroAAa
8r)\ov. rov re
O.TT\US,

TLS

o,px^l

Ka ^

/^eyedri ou Stcupera
apiO/j.os OVK ecrrai

Aristotle proves in par
ticular: (1) the eternity of time,
with it the eternity of motion
which is measured by time. Be
sides the passages quoted p. 388,
n. 1, seePht/s.vni. 1. 251, b, 10 sqq.
aweLpos.

an&amp;lt;

I

and

Metaph. xii. (5, 1071, b, 7.
He argues that as every pre
sent is the middle point between
cf.

the past and the future, and
every moment is a present, it is
wholly impossible to conceive of
any moment of time which has
not a before and after, and there
fore of any which could be a
lirst or a last moment, a begin
ning or an end of time. (2) He
proves the infinite divisibility of
magnitudes, by showing that

nothing which

is

increase. 2

infinite

continuous, whe

infinite

Hence we

it be spatial size, or time, or
motion, can consist of what is

ther

Continuous magni

indivisible.

tude can

only be constituted
(according to Phys. v. 3, 227, a,
10) by such elements as have a

common boundary,

and, more

over, lie outside one another
indivisible magnitudes, on the

:

other hand, must either lie wholly
outside one another, in which case

they would have no point of con
or must wholly coincide
(P/ti/fi. vi. 1 itiit., cf. Gen. et Corr.

tact,

317, a, 2 sqq.. DC Ctvlo, iii.
306, b, 22). The assumption of
indivisible bodily
surfaces
or
i.

2,

8,

Hues

is not only incompatible
with the fundamental principles

of mathematics

(De

Ca&amp;gt;lo,

iii.

]

,

298, b, 33 sqq. c. 5, 303, a, 20, c.
cf. the treatise n.
7, 300, a, 26
:

aro/jLuv

ypa/uLfjLu&amp;gt;j/\

but

it

would

likewise make the most universal
of all physical phenomena, viz.

motion, impossible, for, magni
tude and time being alike indi
visible, it is impossible to traverse
one part before another. In re

spect, therefore, of each of the in
divisible elements
and accord
ingly also of the whole which is

constituted by
them motion
could only be predicated as a thing
of the past, never as a thing of the
present (Phys. vi. 1, 231, b, 18
sqq. cf c. 2, 233, a, 10 sqq. c. 9,
;

.

239, b, 8, 31), and all difference of
velocity must also in like manner

vanish (ibid.

c.

2,233,b, 15 sqq.)
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one sense

exists in

infinite

in other words, that

it

has

a potential but not an actual existence.
The divi
in
of
is
indefinite
sibility
magnitudes
space
yet we
;

therefore argue that there is an infinitely small
The multiplication of numbers has no limit ;
particle.
1
is no infinitely great number.
there
In a word,
yet

may not

the infinite can never be represented in actuality. It is
always potential, and in its two manifestations takes

extension being capable of infinite
opposite directions
division, but not of infinite augmentation
number, on
:

the other hand, of infinite augmentation, but not of
infinite division, since the unit is the smallest number. 2

Real infinity is only possible in incorporeal substance
&7mpoj/.
Only we must not
suppose that this potentiality can

Again, all change is excluded in
things indivisible, for change in

TO

volves division between an earlier
and a later condition {Phys. vi.
4 initS).
In particular, when we
come to the indivisible elemen
tary bodies and surfaces of De-

ever

mocritus and Plato, we shall find
these beset by a whole series of
new difficulties in addition to
the above. (3) Lastly, as there

no highest number, number is
capable of infinite multiplication.
This, however, has never been
is

disputed,

and therefore requires

no proof.
Phys.
1

TTU&amp;gt;S

oft.

/uei/

iii.

eo*Tt

6,

206,

a,

12 sqq.

[rb oVetpoi/],

TTCOS

:

8

\fyerai 5$) TO flvai rb /j.ev
TO 8e eVreAeeta, Kal rb

5in/a,uet

Kal

KOT

TbSe,
tvepyeiav
t,

Xa\tTrbv
ypafj./j.ds

OVK

tcmv

aireipov,

ov yap
ras
dreAeTv
ar6/j.oi
AeiVerat ovv Svydfj.ei

Siaipefffi 8

eo&quot;TiV

become

&TTGipov ov
Tt
aAA.
.

.

&c.

;

.

c.

oSo-re

actual,

8e? Xajjiftavtiv
ael ei/ ^ej/eVet

TO

us ToSe
3)

(p6opa.

207, b, 11 (on the innumber) fio-Te Swva^ei

7,

of

linity
effnv, ei/fpyeia 8 ov
:

aAA

IJ-ev

ei/oi/

del

iravrbs

aAA ov
rbs 6 aplombs OVTOS
oi/8e

iJ.fi/ei

T]

TTJS

airfipla

St^O

aAAa

Sbcnrep Kal 6 xpovos Kal o

yivcrai,

a.piQfj.bs

TOV

shown

also, Gen. et
Xpovov.
Corr. i. 2, 316, a, 14 sqq., with re
to
infinite
spect
divisibility, that
it never can be actually realised
in fact and therefore exists only

It is

because it
that the
Infinite
is
reckoned
among
material causes (see p. 350, n. 1,
It is just

potentially.
is

merely

eV

Sui/a^uei

supra}.
2

Phys. iii. 7. Time, however,
even Aristotle holds to be infinite
in both directions.
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as an infinity of force.

This also, however, is manifested
only in a series which is never exhausted, and in the
endless motion of the world.
1

In proceeding to the notion of

we may

Space,

remark, in the first pl^ce, that Aristotle did not regard
it as the
boundary-line or shape of individual bodies ;
for in this case bodies

would not move in a space, but

with their space, and several bodies could not succes
No more can it be iden
sively enter the same space.
tified

with

matter of bodies,

the

since

this

also

is

inseparable from the body which is in space nor is it
that which, circumscribes, but that which is circum
In the third place, we may not regard it as
scribed.
:

the distance between the boundaries of bodies, since
this distance changes with the bodies, whereas
space
remains always the same, whatever may exist and move
within it. 2 Space may more properly be defined as the

limit of the surrounding
it

surrounds/

body in respect

to that

which

The place of each

5

4

is
particular body
therefore formed by the (internal) limits of that which
surrounds it, and space in general by the limits of the

world. 5
1

-

See notes to
iv.

Pkys.

p. 395, supra.
1-4, cf. esp. 211,

b, 5 sqq., 209, b, 21 sqq.
3

To

irfpas

(rw/uaTos, or,

rov

rov

ir4pas

TTpixovros

jrpwrov.
b, 7.

Cf

.

irt:pi.\ovros

more accurately, TO

De

Ccelo, iv.

o.K.(vt]rov

3,

310,

TrporTos

r6iros,

rdiros tv

$

effrlv fKaffrov

;

ibid. c. 4, 211, a, 28.
5

eo-^arof

KO.\

aTrrojuetw rov Kivrjrov

for we are
told (v. below and p. 377) that
the vault of heaven moves cono~w/j.aros irepas T/pe/xoDj/

;

a circle.
Aristotle
means, however (c. 4, 212, a, 18

tinually in

15 jos

as it is called
Pkys. iv. 2 init., as opposed to
ToVos Koiv6s. It is also called 6
1

It is strange that space should
here be called as in c. 4, 212, a,
20 (cf. n. 3, supra} rov ovpavovn TO

Pkys.

iv. 5,

212,

a, 31, b, 18.

sqq. c. 5, 212, a, 31 sqq., viii. 9,
265, b, 1 sqq.) that just as in the
case of a ball which spins round
its own axis without otherwise

moving the circumference

is

as
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Time by a

Aristotle obtains the notion of

similar

Time cannot exist without motion, since it is
only by the movement of thoughts that we perceive it.
Yet it is not motion, since motion itself is inseparable
1

process.

from the object moved, and therefore is in one case
whereas time is
faster, in another slower

universally
the same, and its movement is always equally fast.
It
follows that time stands in a special relation to
motion,
but is different from it. It is the measure or the number
;

of motion in respect to what is earlier and later. 2
The
unit of this number is the now.
Time is occasioned

by the movement of the

&amp;lt;

now.

It is this that

makes

time at once a continuous and a discrete magnitude
continuous, in so far as now is the same in the pre
sent moment as it was in the past
discrete, in so far
:

l

;

moment. 3
These notions of Time and Space involve the in
and
finity of the former and the finitude of the latter

as its being is different in each

;

we already know
distinction

between them. 4
the

as

stationary

Aristotle s

centre,

the

motion affecting merely
pans, since only those change

circular
its

the highest
heavens move only in a certain
respect, and are in space only Kara
o-v/jLfiep-nitds, and in so far as their
parts move and are in space (De

their

position,

so

which passage BEAN748, wrongly suspects),

Cofloy v. 5,

DIS,

ii.

b,

In a like sense it is said (212, a,
18) that the river is stationary,
and that only the individual

waves move.
1

Phys.

Apt6/u.bs

Kivt

t

fft&amp;lt;es

Kara

rb

irp6repov K a\v&amp;lt;rrepov,c.\\Jin.;De
Ccclo, i. 9, 279, a, 14.

VOL.

I.

In like manner his concep3

iv. c.

11, cf. p. 220, a,
re 5^ 6 xp^vos r$ vvv
Kal Sipprjrai Kara rb vvv 219, b, 9

Phys.

5

:

o-vi/exfo

:

;

uxnrep j] Kivn&amp;lt;ns c.el #AA?j Kal aAAr?,
Kal 6 xpoVos
6 5 a/*a iras
xpwos
6 avros
rb yap vvv rb avrb 6 TTOT

rb 5 tlvai avry trepov. Ibid.
rb 5e vvv eVrt oWxuo
xpovov ...
yap rbv xp^ov
rbv irop\e6vra Kal eV&amp;lt;fyiei/oi/, Kal
o
-rrfpas
xP^ vov ear tv
i\v

c 13, init.

:

aw^i

Ao&amp;gt;s

.

Siaipe? Se Swa/u-ei- KOI ?; fj.ev TOIO VTO,
aei eVepoi/ rb vvv, rj Se o-ui/SeT, ael rb

avro
ravrb

iv. 10, 11.

2

further reasons for this

.

.

r?

.

eo-rt

Se

ravrb Kal Kara

Siaipecns Kal

-f)

evucts, TO 5

flvai ov ravr6.
4

Cf.

supra.

p.

428 sqq., and 387,
here

Aristotle, however,

p F
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If
tion of Space implies the impossibility of a vacuum.
is the limit of the enclosing body in relation to
Space
the enclosed, we cannot but conclude that there is no

space where there is no body empty space would be
an enclosure that encloses nothing. Aristotle tries on
this point, with minute and patient arguments, to con
:

fute the widely-received assumption of a vacuum, which,
owing mainly to the teaching of the Atomists, had

become part of the current Natural Philosophy.
The reasons with which they had supported it appear
Movement does not need to be ex
to him inconclusive.
since we can imagine that
plained by such an hypothesis,
another body quits the space which the object in motion
Condensation may be referred to the exit of
enters.
air

01-

other matter from the bodies in question

;

rare

The expansion which

faction to its entrance into them.

water, for example, experiences when passing into air
be explained by the alteration
(that is, into steam) may
of materials, which necessitates another degree of rarity
or the phenomena of gravity by the tendency of the
:

The vacuum
elements to reach their natural place.
would rather put a stop to the possibility of motion.
1

Since emptiness yields equally on

all

sides,

one cannot

imagine anything capable of determining a body to
It would
follow one direction rather than another.

no distinction of natural
motion could take place in it.

localities.

distinguishes, as Plato had done
(Tim. 37, D, 38, B), between the
endless time in which mutable

immutable.

afford

existence moves, and eternity
or the timeless being of

the

On

221, b,

De

3.

11-28; see
Phys.
c,

8 init.

No

special

the other hand,

i

.

p. 395, n. 6,
iv.

c, 9,

7,

iv.

Pliys.

Ca&amp;gt;lo,

it

12,

279, b,
supra.

9,

214, a, 24 sqq.,
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would be equally impossible, on
infinite

vacuity,

Nature.

Again,

proportioned to

to

the

of

hypothesis

reason

for

in

rest

assign any
bodies fall or rise with a
rapidity
the rarity of the medium
through

if

which they are moving, everything would have

to fall

or rise with infinite
rapidity through the infinite rarity
of the void.
On the other hand, if, ceteris paribus,
greater masses fall or rise quicker than smaller ones

because they more easily overcome the
withstanding
medium, then in the void, where there is no resistance to
overcome, the smallest would move as quickly as the
greatest.
Lastly, how are we to conceive that an

empty space exists beyond the space occupied by bodies,
since, if a body entered that space, there would then be
two spaces, an empty and a full, the one within the
other?
And what is the use of such a void
space,

since every

body has

its

own

extension

?

l

Besides,

by

maintaining that there is empty space or any space at all
beyond the world, one would end in the contradiction
of asserting that a
If empty Space

body could be where no body can. 2
impossible, empty Time, filled with

is

no movement, is equally
inconceivable, since Time
nothing but the number of motion. 3
in
Aristotle,

is

fact,

maintains the eternity of motion as
having neither beiv. 8; cf. De Ccrlo, iv.
/cei/oi/
oi8e X p6vos co-Tip
e|

2.
In estimating the force of
these arguments we must, of
course, take account of the state
of scientific
knowledge at the
time, and of the presuppositions

which were shared by Aristotle
and the Atomists alike.
8ee
p. 442, infra.
~
G
*^

^

a.p.a

8e

Jp

8^\oi/

*

*

on

279, a, 11
ouSe TO TTOS ouSe
9&amp;gt;

:

ovpavov eV airavn yap
TOV vndpai (rw/na-

Toirq.

Kei&amp;gt;bv

iv

^

8

Qatnv
ewTrdpxei
fiwarbv 8 eVii yev&amp;lt;!(T6ai
trw
8e TOU ovpavov Se Se^Tat ori OUT
eariv OUT eVSexerat yevevQai
a-u/ma.
3&amp;gt;

3

PJiyn. viii. 1. 251, b, 10: TJ
irptrepov Kal vvrepov ir&s tcrrai

XP 01/OV

^

ouo-r/y

Ktv^ffews

uvros
:

;

T)

el

6

X p6vos

S-ti

FF

tcrriv

2

^
o
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ginning nor end.

On this point he suggests the remark

1

whether there could be Time without a
able question
soul ? And he answers it by saying that Time in its essence
:

but that in reality it cannot be
implicit in motion,
without the soul, because number does not exist without
2
But we
a calculator, and reason is the only calculator.
is

make

should

a mistake

if

we sought

to discover in this

Time
modern

inclination to the idealist theory of

remark any
which has obtained

so vast

an

importance in

bias towards Idealism pro

Its

apparent
philosophy.
ceeds from Aristotle s not conceiving the ideas of Time
in as pure and abstract a sense as is familiar
and

Space
Although he does not go so far as Plato, who
identified Space with extended substance, and Time
with the motion of the stars/ yet he never attempts to
to us.

5

accurate distinction between Space and

make an
Xpovos Kiv

.trews
(

avdyicn

:

V

.

efye

Hva.i

279.

i).

world there

De

ffw/jiaTos

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;riKov

395 n

(\

esp

387,

p.

iv

Pht/s.
1

i

Kirn

25:

apifyeiv
btivvaTOV

&amp;lt;r

5

is

the

xPv

line, for

OVK tanv.

s

avtv
Cf. p.

Kii/ira.

See
-

no

is

Ctrlo,

outside

14:

Kivfiffexs

apiO/jibs

1.

XP^ov.

xpovov, Qavepbv on
Kai Kiv^ffiv, enrep 6

a,

et

1)

.

22:&amp;gt;,

a,

8e jurjSev &A.A.O

$ux*)

&quot;&quot;

10 sqq.
we^uiccv

^ uX7

&quot;/s

vovs,

M

XPOVOV tyvvis
irore ov evnv
ofays, a\\ % TOVTO o
6 XP* VOS [apart from the soul
but
time, as such, cannot exist,
the
only that which constitutes
essence of time, the reality that
lies beneath it as the substratum
6i&quot;oi

r.

TORSTBIK

in

1857, p. 161 sqq.],
olov el eVSf xerai Kivrfffiv flvat avev
Aristotle is not quite
tyvXV 5
consistent in his answers to the
question, what faculty of the soul
Accordit is that perceives time.
ing to the above passage and De,
we
muar
A i[[ 10 483 b 5 S(l
suppose that it is the reason, and
that the sense of lime is limited
In the DC.
to rational beings.
Itli. M/(ft. xii.

-

(

-

&quot;

&amp;lt;

1&quot;

9-23, on the other
it to the irpwrov
aiV07}Tt/cbj/, and attributes memory,
which involves the perception of
time (ibid. 449, b, 28), to many

Mem.

swprtt..

14.

of its existence
;_

avcry/cry

I bill.

dQos ri Kivfaefas.
i.

Kiv-na- s

-J)

T ^-

el^ai ael

.

.

&quot;&quot;

eii/ai.

atSioi/

Kal Klvt\ffiv
2&amp;gt;

dpt9/ifcs

xP )VOS

aei

Tis, eftrep

Time

i.

450,

a,

hand, he assigns

of the lower animals (ibid, and
Hist. An. \.
7 sqq.
c. 2, 453.
a_,

1,

4S8, b, 25).
3

i.

See ZELL. Ph.

pp. 613, 684,

2.

d.

Gr. Abth.

4;i7

as universal forms of sense, and the existence in which
have seen that he cannot
they are manifested.

We

]

conceive of space without physical locality, higher and
2
He limits existence in space,
lower, gravity and levity.
which is surrounded by
that
to
in its strictest sense,

another body different from

itself,

arguing from this

the world, and
position that there is 110 space beyond
that the world as a whole is not in space, but only its

In the same way the homogeneous parts
single parts.
of a coherent body, as parts of the whole, are only
are not actually so until
potentially in space; they
3

4
It is the same with Time.
separated from the whole.
an
Time, being the number of motion, presupposes

moved on

object

counting subject.

when Time

the one hand, and on the other a
He remarks expressly, however, that

is called

but what

is

number of motion, we must not
number that by which one counts,
N amber, that is, must be taken

the

understand by the word
counted. 5

Far from
sense.
subjective but its objective
our perception, he
considering Time as a mere form of
not in

its

rather as something pertaining to motion,
Outside the world,
and, indeed, to the body moved.
to exist. 6
ceases
also
Time
where bodies cease,

regards

it

In the further discussion of Motion which
in Aristotle s Physics, our attention

is

chiefly

is

found

drawn

to

the points which bear more directly upon his doctrine of
the primum movens and the structure of the universe. He
1

P. 428, supra.
says, therefore, Pkys. iv.
the movements of
208, b, 8
2

1,

He

:

simple bodies

(fire,

show

earth,

5

&c.)

ov fj.6vov OTL ea-Ti TL 6 r6-jros,
oAA. ort /ecu t ^ei
Suvc/uiv (a
rii&amp;gt;a

real significance).
3
:*ee p. 429, n. 5, supra.
4
4.
Pliys. iv. 5, 212, b,
6

Phys.

De

iv. 11,

Casio,

n. 3. $tij;ra,

and

i.

219, b, 5.
see p. 435,
9
;

p. 3&;~, n. 6.
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defines the meaning of coexistence in
space, of contact,
of intermediate space, of
1
of
succession,
continuity, &C.
He distinguishes the different relations in which the
2
unity of motion can be spoken of, finding the absolute
of
motion
in
continuous
or unbroken movement
unity

that

in such as belongs to one and the same
object
same relation at one and the same time. 3 lie

is,

in the

asks what
opposite

constitutes

uniformity of motion and its
what cases two movements, or movement

in

:

and repose, may be said

to be opposed to each
other;
unnatural character of a move
ment has to be considered in either instance. 5 After
proving further that all continuous magnitudes are

how

far the natural or

divisible ad mfinitiunf that time and
space in this
respect correspond, and that in reality it is only with
1

v. 3
a/uLa
^ev ovv
\eyerai TO.VT elvai Kara. roirov. uaa
/Y&amp;lt;t

:

//.&amp;lt;?.

x w V LS

8e

a TT rea9ai 8e &v

TO.

ev ev\ r6irw earl irpwTw,
utra ev ere pw,

aKpa

Trpwrav a(piKve i(Tdai TO fj.er
Se ou fj.era rrji/ apx^v
e&amp;lt;per)s
P.OVOV ovros
/uriSev /j.era^v eari
TUV ev ravr$ yevei KCU [join with
.

.

.

.

TauTo!]

CX^M

ou
I/O

/

cessive] S

....

.

.

ecpe^TJs

5e

eariv.

lvat.

\_K.vri&amp;lt;nv~\
.

.

.

KOU

avdyKf] Kal
ft

~bv

elvai

cr

323, a, 3.
v. 4 init.
motion is
either yevei or ei Set or air\us pia.
For other senses in which motion
is said to be one, see ibid.
228, b,
11 sqq. Of. vii. 1, 4, pp. 125, 139,
i.

6,

Phys.

:

fj.iai&amp;gt;

ei&amp;gt;

2

:

apiO/j.$, the latter is the case when
not only the thing moved and
the kind of its motion (aAAoiW&amp;lt;s,
(papa, &C.,
tog-ether with their
special varieties) but also the
time is the same, 228, a, 20 TTJI/

.

[continuous], orav ravrb
Kal
TO
tKarepov Trepas o is
airrovrai.
In the (rwe-^es, there
fore, there must be unity as well
as contact.
On cup)) cf. Gen. ct
dorr.

s smaller edition.
v. 4, 227, b, 21
OTTA^S
^ Phys.
5e ,uia K i/i] a is f) rrj ovaia.
/mia Kal

[immediately suc

&v e(p^7js

Aeyco

.

Bekker

ru&amp;gt;

Qe els b

jaera^v

cuta,

of

:

4

5
6

Ibid, b, 15 sqq.

Phys. v.
Ib id. vi.

5, 6.
1 sq.

;

seep. 430, n.

The indivisible unit of
space and time (the point and the
moment) is therefore (as is shown
De An. iii. 6, 430, b. 17 sqq.)
never found existing actually and
2, ftuj^ra.

but
independently as a
only as contained potentially in
the divisible, and not ever known
except as a negation.
x&amp;lt;api&amp;lt;rTl&amp;gt;v,
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finite

do

to

motion has
spaces traversed in a finite time that
whereas infinite spaces are only said to be

traversed in the
infinite

is
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he

l

same sense in which the time of motion
establishes the

indivisibility

of the

this unit neither
present moment, and concludes that in
2
He discusses the divisi
motion nor rest are possible.

motion and of the body moved, 3 remarking that
in an indivisible
every alteration attains completion
its beginning is never
of
that
moment
the
but
moment,
4
He shows that
capable of being accurately determined.
bility of

finite space
it is
equally impossible to measure a merely
in infinite time or an infinite space in finite time, and

move
consequently that an infinite magnitude cannot
5
These
conclusions
all in a finite time.
at
distance
any
supply him with the means of refuting Zeno s argu
ments against motion, 6 and enable him to prove that
7
the indivisible can neither move nor change in any way.

he prepares the way for investigating the
8
of the universe and its cause, by asking
whether there can be a single movement of infinite
Finally,

movement

After establishing the eternity of motion and

duration.
1

-

Phys.

vi. 2,

Ibid.

c.

233,

a,

13 sqq.

and again

3,

c. 8,

where he adds in the transition
from motion to rest, the motion
:

lasts as

long as the transition

while, therefore, a thing is
coming to rest, it is moving still,
3
Ibid. c. 4 (cf also p. 430, n. 2).
Motion according to this passage
is divisible in a double sense
first in respect of the time occupied, and secondly in respect of
the object moved.
4
Ibid. c. 5, 6.
We see from
lasts

;

.

:

SlMPL.

Pliys. 230, a,

m. 231,

b,

in. and TI-IEMLST. Phys. 55, a, in.,
that difficulties had already suggested themselves to Theophrastus and Eudemus in connection
with this view,
3

cf. p. 429, n. 3,
vi. 7
Aristotle shows, Phys.viii.
9, 265, b, 1(5, that his predecessors
also treated motion in space as

Pkys.

;

supra.

the most primary.
Phys. vi. 9, cf.
ti

c.

21, viii. 8, 263, a, 4,

2,

233, a,

and

p.*311,

supra.
7
Phys. viii. 10.
s
At the end of this chapter.
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the necessity of a primum movens, he gives this answer
if there is a continuous and
single movement without
]

:

beginning or end, it must be movement in space, for
not only does this precede every other, 2 but
every other
3
is a transition between
and
where
this is the
opposites
;

case the
a

motion ceases at a certain point,

first

new movement may begin

at

which

in another direction, but

one and the same cannot continue without a break. 4
The same argument proves that only circular motion
answers all the necessary requirements.
If all move
ment in space must be either in a straight line, or
5
mixed, a mixed movement could only be of
endless duration and continuous if both the others

circular, or

Movement

could.

in

a

straight

line

cannot

this character, since every finite rectilinear
has terminal points at which it ceases,

between these terminal points

have

movement

(i

and though

may be infinitely often
these
movements
do not con
repeated, yet
repeated
stitute one continuous motion.
Circular motion is,
it

movement which, continuing
one and the same in unbroken sequence, can be without
beginning and end.&quot; It unites the repose of the uni
verse with unceasing motion, since it enables it to move
therefore, the only kind of

1

sq.

Phi/s. viii.

387

4

see p. 123 sq.

tion

l-G; see

p.

&amp;gt;

supra.
-

Plujs.

viii.

7

;

Ibid. 261, a, 31 sqq.

Among mixed
we must

reckon

supra.
3

Generation from not-being
to being destruction from being
to not-being
increase from less
to greater decrease from greater
to less alteration from one state
to another, e.fj. from water to
steam.
;

;

;

;

6

all

in

forms of mothis

division

curves except the circle.

An infinite one is impossible,

not only in itself (see p. 430, n. 2,
supra) but also because the world
is not infinite,
7

All

this

is

explained

at

length, Phys. viii. 8, 2(51, a, 27263, b, 3, 264, a, 7 sqq. c. i) init.
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place as a whole.

other movement. It alone

all

whereas in rectilinear

2

movement

is

1

It is the

mea

entirely uniform,

rapidity increases in

proportion to the distance from the starting-point. 3 How
brought about by the operation
of the primum movens 4 we have already shown.
this eternal rotation is

Important though movement in space is, as the
most primitive kind of change on which all others are
dependent, Aristotle cannot agree with the mechanical
theory of physics in merging all forms of change in this
one,anditi assuming only the combination and
-separation,

while rejecting the transmutation, of materials.
Three
Is there a qualitative
questions arise upon this point.
distinction

between

sorts of

matter

?

Is there a
quali

tative alteration of materials ?

Is there such a com
bination of materials as to cause the
change of their
1

Ph 1/8.

viii.
&amp;lt;),

205,

b, 1

;

cf.

p. 398, 4.
-

Those, namely, which Aris

totle treats as the natural

motions

of elementary

bodies: in other
words, the downward motion of
heavy, and the upward motion of
light bodies.

With forcible move

ments the opposite
3

is the case.
Phys. viii. 9, 265, b, 8 sqq.
The seventh book of the
Physics is passed over in the
above account, because it was not
originally a part of the work (see
p. 8 1, n. 2, supra). Its contents are
as follows.
After it has been
explained in c. 1 that every move
ment must have its source in a
jtrimum movens, and in c. 2 (see

the sensible qualities of things;
c. 4 inquires in what, case two

movements are commensurable,
and c. 5 finally proves that the
same force moves half the mass in
the same time twice as far, in half
the time the same distance as the
whole
likewise that the same
mass is moved, by the same force,
in the same time, the same dis
;

1

p. 386,n. 3, and p. 423, n.l,ad,fin. )
that the latter must move along
with the motion, c. 3 goes on to
show that aAAotoxm concerns only

tance, in half the time half the
distance, while half the mass is
moved by half the force the same
distance on the other hand, it
does not follow that twice the
mass is moved by the same force
half as far as half the mass, or
the same mass by half the force
half as far as by the whole force
for the force may not
perhaps be
able to move it at all. The same
is true of the other kinds
of
;

;

chancre,
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The Atomists answered

qualities?

all

three of these

and Empedocles at least the
questions, Anaxagoras
Aristotle feels
the negative.
in
the
second and
third,
all
himself obliged to answer
affirmatively, combating
the mechanical theory of his predecessors, and seeking
the solution of their difficulties in the peculiar tenets of
in this

That he wholly succeeded
system.
science of our day will certainly
natural
the
attempt
his

own

and will even be frequently inclined.
the part of Democritus against
take
to

refuse to admit,

with Bacon,

just a case in which
a man
gainst a too hasty criticism of

him.
;i

1

of the

Yet -this
first

is

places

we have

who

to

guard

occupies one

the scientific investigators as
In order to form
of antiquity.

among

well as the philosophers

an impartial judgment of Aristotle in his contest with
the mechanical theory of physics, and to appreciate his
own views, we must never forget that we have not here
to do with the atomistic philosophy of our days, but
with that of Democritus, which differed from
coulo.

Aristotle, like his opponents, possessed

it

toto

nothing

but the scantiest rudiments of the methods and pro
cesses of observation which we have to so boundless

an extent

at our

command.

He had

to

define the

obser
elementary physical conceptions of an age whose
vations did not extend beyond the reach of the naked
were confined to a few
eye, and whose experiments

simple and for the most part very unreliable empirical
Of all 2 our mathematical, optical, and
processes.
Cf. KUNO FISCHER, Fran:
Bacon, 262 sqq. (Eng. tr.).
Cf. also BEANDIS, ii. b, 1213
sq., 1220 sq., and MEYER S refer1

ences

(Arist.

Thierkunde,

sq.) to Aristotle s

ing heat.

method

415)

in test-
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physical instruments, he possessed only the rule and
compasses, together with the most imperfect substitutes
for some few others.
Chemical analysis, correct mea
surements and weights, and a thorough application of
mathematics to physics, were unknown. The attractive

matter, the law of gravitation, electrical phe
nomena, the conditions of chemical combination,
pres
sure of air and its effects, the nature of
light, heat,
force of

combustion, &c.

in short, all the facts

physical theories of

modern

on which the

science are

based, were
It would have
wholly, or almost wholly, undiscovered.
been more than a miracle, if under such circumstances
Aristotle

had developed views

in natural
philosophy of

which we could have availed ourselves without altera
tion at the present time.

It is the business of a
history

show how he explained phenomena
consistently with
the position of knowledge in his own
day.
to

1

None of the ancient systems presents so pure a form
of mechanical
physics as the atomic, to which the theory
of the elements adopted
by Plato from Philolaus is
closely allied. Both deny qualitative variety in matter,
and consider differences of shape and
magnitude as the
Aristotle opposes
only original and real distinction.
this view, not
merely because it maintains the existence
of infinitely small bodies or
superficies, but also because
it denies
difference
in matter.
In both re
specific

spects, according to his judgment, the weaknesses of
2
the Platonic theory are most
It contradicts
striking.
mathematics, because it regards bodies as
of
superficies,
1

composed
which brings us logically to the
assumption

Cf. supra, p.

262

-

sq.

Cf.

ZELLEK, Platan. Stud.

.

270

sq.
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J

of indivisible lines

,

of
nay, further, to the resolution
2
it destroys the divisi
Again

magnitudes into points.
3
Moreover, the figures of the elements
bility of bodies.
assumed by Plato do not iill the space within the world,

4
and yet he allows no vacuum.
Lastly, it is impossible
5
Nor are the
to form any coherent bodies out of them.
the
from
this
beset
which
difficulties
point of
theory
bodies
can
how
For
view of physics less important.
have
which
surfaces
of
which have weight consist
could
And how, according to this hypothesis,
none?
5

the specific gravity or levity of the single elements be
Fire would have to become heavier and
produced?

ascend more slowly in proportion to its bulk much
7
air would be heavier than a little water.
Again, while
are
elements
the
all
mutually
experience shows that
transmutable. Plato only admits this with respect to
;

8
even in their case diffi
the three just mentioned;
culties arise from the circumstance that superfluous

Plato, indeed, and Xcnocrates actually adopted this assump1

lion

ZELL. Ph.

cf.

:

pp. 807, 2
2

De

ad

d.

Gr. pt.

i.

iii.

1,

299,

a, 6,

:

1,

DC Ca lo,

iii.

7,

K

300,

ricies
3

d.

305, b, 31,

b,

c.

Gr.

pt.

De

31

8 init.;
i.

cf.

Coelo,

sqq. (where, however,

mustieadrkffdnarar&v
the gen.

by

ZELL.

671), 3.

306, b, 22 sqq.
iii. 1, 299, a, 25 sqq.

Und.

868.

306, a, 23. Cf. Gen. et
since the
329, a, 21
is not
Trptr-n v\fi of the Timcem
a superficies, elementary matter
cannot be resolved into superii.

lUd.
Ph.
&quot;

fin.

Ccelo,

a, 7, c. 7,

Corr.

arc not balls or pyramids.

we

eirnre5cai&amp;gt;,

5

e 7n7re8a&amp;gt;&amp;gt;

7rAr)0ei)

;

cf.

being governed

the corresponding

objection to the Pythagoreans, p.
311, n. 5, 6 supra.
7
De Ca&amp;gt;lo, iv. 2, 308, b, 3 sqq.

26 primary atoms of the
elements cannot be divisible (nor
are they according to Plato and
Democritus) seeing that when
fire or water is divided, each part

It has alc. 5, 312, b, 20 sqq.
to
ready been shown how we are
these objections in the

again fire or water whereas
the parts of a ball or pyramid

ZELL. Ph.

30fi, a,

is

:

interpret
mouth of Aristotle.
s

De

Ccelo, iii. 7, 306, a, 1 sqq.
d. Gr. pt. i. 676, 1,2.
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triangles are left over, and that it is as easy to think of
a superimposition of surfaces as of the composition
1

assumed by Plato. 2

Furthermore, the theory of un
changeable type forms of the elements contradicts the
fact that the shape of simple bodies
water and earth,
for instance

is

determined by the surrounding space. 3

place, how are we to comprehend the
and
movements of the elements by these
qualities
Democritus supposed that fire
hypotheses of Plato?

In the

last

was formed of globes, on account of its mobility and
disruptive force Plato thought it was made of pyramids,
but that the earth was made of cubes, on account of its
comparative immobility. Yet both of these elements
;

are hard to

move

in their

own

locality,

and easy

to

move

in a strange one, since they strive to escape from the
4
latter and not from the former.
Aristotle is therefore

forced to regard Plato

s

theory of the elements as in

5
every respect mistaken.

The Atomic theory of Democritus and Leucippus is
treated by him with more respect G but he holds that
;

1

56

D

Ibid.

1.

20

;

cf.

Plato, Tim.

ball does not

which

sq.

2

De

3

Ibid.

Ccelo, iii. 1, 299, b, 23.
c. 8,

306, b,

9.

Ibid. 306, b, 29 sqq., where
it is further objected that balls
and pyramids are easily moved
only in a circle, whereas tire has
4

an upward movement.

Again, if
to
its corners that give
it is
tire its heat-producing power, all
elementary, bodies must likewise
produce heat as well as everything that has mathematical

hape, for they all have corners.
Fire changes things which it
a pyramid or a
seizes into fire

t

;

change that with

comes

into contact into
balls or pyramids.
Eire separates only dissimilars, whereas it
unites similars.
Further, if heat
be united to a particular shape,
so also must cold.
it

5
PJROCLUS at a later date de
fended it in a separate treatise

against his attacks;
SIMPL.,
Schol. in Ar. 515, a, 4.
c
Cf. the discussion in Gen. et
Corr. i. 2, 315, b, 30 sqq., the chief
sentences of which are cited in
ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. pt. i. 771, 4 also,
on the Platonic theory, cf. De
;

Ccelo,

iii. 7,

306, a, 5 sqq.
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from having proved that everything may
be deduced from a primitive matter of absolutely homo
it is open to all the
quality. In the first place,
it

also

is

fur

geneous

which beset the hypothesis of indivisible
objections
bodies.
Next, as in the case of Plato, it is clear that
1

the materials could not adjust their shape to the space
in which they find themselves, if we attribute a distinct
2
elementary figure to them.

already
to

:5

know

admit an

the reasons

why

In the next place, we
Aristotle is not inclined

infinite variety of difference of

shape among

the elementary atoms are to be dis
one element could not be
tinguished only by their size,
from another. 4 If all the atoms are homo

the atoms

:

and

if

developed
does not see
geneous, one

are separate, and
why they do not join when brought into contact with
one another. If they are composed of heterogeneous
materials,

how they

we should have to seek

the cause of phenomena

and not in the difference of shape,
one another while in coninfluence
would
and then they
in this circumstance,

1

See, besides p. 306. the state-

ments quoted p. 4,30. n. 2, all of
which are more or less directly
Here
aimed at the atomists.
remind
also, we must continually
ourselves of the state of science
at the time, and of the peculiar
character of the theory which
When, for
Aristotle attacked.
instance, he shows that atoms
could not cohere in a solid body, he
is not speaking of the atom s of
modern physics, which attract and
are held in
repel one another,
different

equilibrium, &c., in many
ways, but of the atoms of Democritus, which act upon one another
or
only mechanically by pressure

collision. It is certainly hard to
see how a cohesive body could be
constituted of such atoms. The

means which Democritus adopted
for securing this end by attributing corners and hooks to atoms,
by which they may hang on to
one another (ZELL. Ph.

d.

Gr.

798, 4), could not
but appear to Aristotle, as they
Cic.
appeared (according to
Ar.ad. ii. 38, 121) to his follower
Strato, fantastic and absurd,
i.

796,

-

3
4

2,

See
See

De

p. 44-5, n. 3,
p.

supra.

331 sq.

Carlo,

iii. 4,

Cf. p. 306, n. 6.

303, a 24 sqq.
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what the Atomists deny.
In the same
way a reciprocal influence would exist between them
if certain qualities
like warmth, for instance
were
tact,

which

1

is

coupled with a certain shape it is, however, equally
impossible to imagine the atoms without qualities and
to suppose them endowed with definite properties. 2
;

no reason why there should be only small

Again, there

is

and

atoms and not also large ones. 3

invisible

the atoms are

Lastly, if

moved by another power, they experience

an influence, and their apathy is destroyed if they
move themselves, the motive force is either inside them
and different from what is moved in which case they
:

are not indivisible
in one

and the same

or opposite properties are united
4

object.

Again, Aristotle believed that Democritus was quite
as unable as Plato to explain the physical
qualities of

The one makes

fire spherical, the other
pyra
midal in form, but both are equally wrong. 5
Ari
stotle, however, derives his most conclusive argument
against the homogeneity of matter from the very phe

things.

nomenon by which modern
support it the phenomenon

science

is

accustomed to

of gravity.
Democritus,
like Aristotle, was ignorant that all bodies
mutually
attract each other, that within the terrestrial atmo

sphere they all gravitate to the centre of the earth, that
the inequality in the rate of their descent is caused
by
1

Gen. et Corr. i. 8, 326, a,
29 sqq., to which, however, it
might be replied that they refuse
to unite because they are not
liquid but solid bodies.
*
Ibid. 326, a, 1-24.
3
Ibid, at line 24.

JUd.

326, b,

5

2.

In the passage
quoted p.
445, n. 4, supra, Aristotle attacks
both views alike and on the same
grounds. Cf. also Gen. at Corr
j,

8,

326, a, 3.
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air, and that the pressure of the
the ascent of fire, vapour, &c.
occasions
atmosphere
Democritus believed that all the atoms fall downwards

the resistance of the

in the void, but that the greater fall quicker

than the

deducing from this hypothesis the concussion of the
atoms and the pressure by which the lesser are driven

less,

For the same reason, he held that the weight

upwards.

of composite bodies, supposing their circumference equal,
corresponds to their magnitude after subtraction of the
interstices.

empty

Aristotle demonstrates

1

2

that this

no above or beneath in
hypothesis
infinite space, and consequently no natural tendency
downwards; all bodies must fall with equal rapidity in
is

false

:

there

is

make them
But being equally un
phenomena which have to be

the void, 3 nor can the void within bodies
lighter than they
acquainted with the actual

really are.

explained. Aristotle repudiates the only true point in the
system of Democritus, in order to avoid the consequences

which he saw to be implied in the Atomic hypothesis,
but the truth of which Democritus was as far from recog
On the strength of what he assumed
nising as he was.
he opposes a theory which, originally specula
could only be supported by a verification of the facts
it had assumed, such as was wholly beyond the reach of
It is true, as he says, that in a vacuum
ancient science.
to be facts,
tive,

everything must sink
1

779

ZELL.

Cf.
sq.,

79 L

Pit.

d.

Gr.

with equal rapidity
i.

Phys.

iv. 8,

;

3

EPICURUS, indeed, had

cognised

this, not,

but this

advance upon the atomic

means of
makingbisownarbitraryassumption of deviations in the atoms
theory, but only as a

sq.

214, b, 28 sqq.
JJe Ccelo, iv. 2, 308, a 34-309, a,
18 see p. 428, n. 5, supra.
-

real

;

re-

however, as a

comprehensible.
supra.

Seep. 307,

n. 4,
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appears to him so inconceivable that he considers it
sufficient ground for rejecting the hypothesis of empty
He goes on to say that if all bodies be composed
space.
1

of the same matter, they must all be heavy, and there
would be nothing that was in itself light and by virtue
of its

own nature

rise, but only some things
downward movement or are

disposed to

that remain behind in the

driven upwards by something else. Although it may
be that of two bodies of equal size, the denser might

be the heavier, nevertheless a great mass of air or
would necessarily be heavier than a small quantity

tire

of earth
2

or water.

sible,

he thinks impos

This, however,

and he says

it

when we

manifest

is

consider

that certain bodies always tend upwards, rising quicker
a phenomenon

in proportion to the increase of bulk

which seems

on the hypo

to Aristotle quite inexplicable

thesis of absolute

homogeneity

If gravity

in matter.

be determined by bulk, then a greater mass of rarer ma
terial would be heavier than a small one of denser, and
accordingly would move downwards. If, on the contrary,
said that the more vacuum a body contains the lighter

it is
1

Of. Phys. iv. 8, 2 10, a, 13: O/KOyap ra .e(iw poirriv ex ovra ^ fidpovs ^ /eou^OTTjTos, eav TaAAcc 0/j.oiws

fj.tv

ravr6v

ffvufiaiveiv ro7s p.iav iroioixriv
airXus elvat /xrjflez/

Kal p.r^

v\t]V,

Kovfyov

/j.riT

:

fX7?TO?S(rx^/&quot;^0

taov

ra

xwP

ov Ka-i
&amp;gt;

[Aeyedr] Trpbs

5ia rov Ktvov.

t,0aTTot&amp;gt;&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;e

po;u,ej/aTo

Kara\6

ova 1
yoi&amp;gt;ov^x
aAArjAa. w^rre Kal
aAA aSvvarov. Sta
5

TWO. yap alriav olirOrjatrat OO.TTOV ;
eV/xei/ yap rots irX hpfffiv e| Ofay/CTjs
OO.TTOU yap Staipei rrj Iff-^vi rb
juetCoi/
Ifforax^ apa iravr faraL
;

.

[in

.

.

a vacuum].

dAA a5vvarov.

J)e Cailo, iv. 2, 310, a, 7

[as

:

T&amp;lt;

PRANTL rightly reads, instead

of rb] Se piav iroisiv
jUe-yeflet Sta^epoVra

(pixnv

1

T&amp;lt;

VOL.

I.

!/

rwv

avayK.a iov

v&amp;lt;Trepiov T)

^ya\(av

fiapvrepa

efrrat,

et j/at.

oArywi/
et
8e

ffv/j.firja frai

afpa Kal TroAu
fiapurepa Kal -yris
aSwaroz/.

eVriJ/

aAA ^

ov avu,

atoms]

[small

/J-iKpa

TOVTO

(ptpo/ui.fi

eK6\ifi6fj.vov, Kal TroAAa

iro\vv

vSaTos fHvai
TOVTO 8
oXiyrfs.

irvp

Cf. previous D.

312, b, 20 sqq. (where,
however, in 1. 32 we must read
*av 5e Suo, TO, /j.rav ircas earai
-rrotovvTa, &c., as Prantl does in
his translation, though not in his

Ibid.

c. 5,

text).

G G
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be answered that a great mass of denser and
heavier substance includes more vacuum than a small
one of the rarer sort. Finally, if the weight of every

it is, it

may

its bulk and
body corresponded to the proportion between
the empty interstices, ever so great a lump of gold or
lead might sink no faster, and ever so great a bulk of fire
rise no faster, than the smallest quantity of the same

stuff.

He

we

concludes that

are driven to

assume the

existence of certain bodies heavy or light in themselves,
which move respectively towards the centre or the cir
and this is possible only when
cumference of the world
;

we conceive

of

them

as distinguished from each other

them and not
by the qualities of the matter composing
the
of
or
elementary
magnitude
merely by the figure
2

ingredients.

Not only are the materials of the world different in
are also subject to qualitative trans
quality, but they

formation.

Unless

we admit

apparent transmutation of

the

this,

we must explain

matter

either

(with

the Atomists) by a simple
Empedocies. Auaxagoras and
extrusion of existing materials, or (with Plato) by a
3
We have already
change in the figures of the elements.
seen how far Aiistotle is from agreeing with the latter

On the other hand,
solution as maintained by Plato.
were we to imagine that one and the same corporeal
first one and then another
substance, like wax, assumed
this
that
and
metamorphosis was in
elementary form,

Aristotle here follows Plato s
view; see ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i.
078 sq. Strato, on the other hand,
returned to that of Democritus
1

;

see infra, Ch. XX.
be. Ccdo, 308, a, 21 sqq.

301),

b,

Cf.

27 sqq. c. 5, 312, b, 20 sqq.
the section concerning the

Elements, infra.
3
Cf DC Ctrlo,
P. 444 sqq.
.

iii. 7.
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fact the transmutation of materials, the
indivisibility

of these elementary substances would
follow, and this
he finds to be at direct variance with the nature of
1

As

2

corporeity.

Atomists,

it is

to the theory of Empedocles and the
clear that, according to them, those sub

stances into which others seem to be transformed existed
previously in a state of interniiriglement with the latter,
and are merely extruded from them. Aristotle thinks
that this conception is, in the first place, at variance

with the testimony of our senses. 3

Experience shows

us a metamorphosis of materials in which the ele
mentary properties of substances alter. One substance
passes into another, or a third

When water

formed of

is

freezes or ice melts, the

several.

phenomenon is not,

he says, occasioned by a mere alteration in the
position
and order of the parts, nor has a mere separation or com
bination of materials taken place, but, while the sub
stance remains the same, certain of its
qualities have
4

changed.

Again, when water

is

comes into existence heavier than

made from

air,

a body

air, yet not, he thinks, as

a consequence of the separation and compression of certain
portions of the air.
Conversely, when air is

produced

1

De Cu lo,

sqq., 306, a, 30.

that

iii.

7,

305, b,

The meaning

we may suppose

28
is

the ele-

ments formed of atoms of a definite shape
earth of cubical, tire
of quadrilateral, atoms
without
s view of the constitutionof these bodies, and that
the conversion of one element
into another may be explained,
not as its resolution into its primal surfaces and the combination
of these into a new form, but as
a transformation of the material

adopting Plato

that underlies

all

the elements

alike (as was actually done by
Thilolaus, cf. ZELL. Ph. d. Gr.
i.

376

sq.).

By

thus conceiving

of the atoms of the elements as
divisible, however, we should involve ourselves in the difficulty
already mentioned, p. 444, n. 3.
2
3

See p. 430, n. 2, supra.
Gen. et Corr. i. 1, 314, b,

10 sqq.
Meta.pli.

De

i.

Gvn.

s.

Cwlo,

iii. 7,

305, b,

8, 989, a, 22 sqq.
et Corr, i. 9, 327, a,

1.

li
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by evaporation from water, the former occupies so large
a space in comparison with the latter that it even bursts
How is this to be explained on the hypo
the vessel.
had previously existed in the water with
If a body grows or dwindles,
out change or difference ?
it is not merely that new parts are added to it, but all

thesis that

it

and this involves
parts increase or diminish in size
2
When bones and
a general change in the material.
flesh are formed from food, they are not taken ready

its

made from what we

eat, like bricks

from a wall or water

from a cask, but the food passes into a new material.
Moreover, it is clear that the elements themselves come
:{

into existence

water

is

and perish

fire is

:

precipitated from the

How are
a^ain.
o
and dissolution?

we

air

kindled and goes out

;

and passes into steam

to conceive of

such formation

There must be definite points at
which they begin and end, as in the case of all Becom
driven to suppose an infinite pro
ing, else we should be
Yet these terminal points
directions.
two
in
gression

whether absolutely

cannot consist of indivisible bodies
indivisible (or atoms) as

we have already

1

seen,

or such

as above, 305, b,
Aristotle s view of gravity
precludes the admission that the
greater weight of water as com-

to explain isteam as a kind of air

due merely

atoms emanating from water in
which they had previously been
imprisoned. As against such theo-

1

.&quot;&amp;gt;

I)c t

U&amp;gt;,

sqq.

pared with steam

is

to its greater density. The atomists of that time could not pos-

sibly explain the expansion of
fluids into steam as the result of
increased repulsion in the atoms
at least the atoms of Democritus
are certainly incapable of internal

;

Empedocles and Anaxchange.
agoras( with whom Aristotle, ibid.
1. 16 sqq., first deals) were obliged

which emanates from water; nor
could atomists generally regard
it as other than a complex of

riesAristotle sobjections are valid,
Gen. et Corr. i. 9, 327, a, 22.
3
lbid.\i. 7, 334, a, 18, 26; cf.
DC Casio, iii. 7, 305, b, 1. Cf. p.

457

sq.
4

iii.

4,

In the passage from

De

cited at pp. 306, n.

446, n.

4.

Ca&amp;gt;lo,

6,

and
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by nature but are never actually divided

as are divisible

why should the smaller resist division,
bodies of similar substance do not do so ?

when

for

;

larger

No more

can
1

the elements be produced from incorporeal substance, or
from a body different from themselves for if the latter
;

were not one of the elements, it could have no gravity or
natural locality, and hence would be a mathematical and
not a physical body, and would not exist in space. Hence
we are driven to suppose that the elements are developed

from one another. 2 But this process can only be conceived
For if there were not a trans
as one of transformation.
formation of the elements, but only a putting forth of
something which they already contained complete within
themselves, one substance could not be entirely dissolved
into another, but an insoluble

and
as

is

and

remnant would be

left

:

any complete transmutation of substances, such
3
Coarse
given in experience, would be impossible.

so

fine materials could

never be completely converted

Lastly, how are we to imagine the
influence
of substances on one another, unless
reciprocal
of
are
Empedocles
capable
qualitative change?
they
4
into each other.

and Democritus made bodies enter each other by means
But not only can this hypothesis be disof pores.
1

As is proved at superfluous
and with some obscurity,

length,
in the

De

Ccclo,

iii. 7,

305, a, 16

sqq.
-

De

Ccclo,

6.

iii.

3

This objection is first brought
against Anaxagoras in the Pkys.
i.4,187, b, 22 sqq. inDe Ccelo,iii.
7, 305, b, 20 sqq. it is used against
all who explain material change as
an extrusion in the latter case
with justice, since if steam, for
:

example, consists of a different
material or different atoms from
water, steam might be extruded
from water, but water could not
be wiiolly resolved into steam.
4

T)c

Ctrlo,

iii.

4,

303, a

24,

where the words
yap
since the
det, &c., must mean
larger atoms would fail to obtain
i&amp;gt;7ro\ei\J/ei

release, so that in water, for ex-

ample, a residuum would be left
which could not be turned into air.
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pensed with, since bodies only require to be divisible,
and need not be actually divided in order to experience
but it really serves no purpose, for,
two bodies cannot affect each other by contact, those
parts of them which interpenetrate by means of pores
reciprocal influences

;

if

will not

do so either.

Therefore while the mechanical

1

theory of nature confined itself to a

movement

of the

elementary ingredients in space. Aristotle maintained
their qualitative alteration.
Where the former had
explained apparent metamorphosis as a mere process of
extension, Aristotle assumed the operation of real

changes under certain conditions.

His predecessors re
and

stricted the reciprocal operation of bodies to pressure

impulse

:

he extended

it

whereby they transform
It

is

their primitive qualities.

which he understands

precisely this process

action

by

to the internal nature of bodies,

and passion

in their stricter sense. 2

The

conditions of such transformation, as of all movement,
are contained in the correlation of potentiality and
AVhen two things meet, of which one is
actuality.
actually what the other is potentially, then, so far as
is the case, the latter is patient, the former
agent

:{

this

:

and a change
1

Gen.

c. 9,

28,

2

12:

is

produced in the one, which proceeds from

ct Corr.

327,

i.

8,

326, b, 6-

a, 7

sqq.
Corr. i. 6, 323, a,

Gen. ct
the morcns

if

is

partly immobile,
this must be true also of the
wai yap TO KWOVV iroitiv ri
fluent
ov /j.)iv
(pacri Kal rb iroiovv KiveTv.
:

aAAa
ov

fiiatyipfi

yap olov re

ffirep

irdo xoi
Vaflos.

rb
Ti..

ye Kal 8eT Stopf^ ej^
irav rb KLVOIV Troieli/,

TTOIOVV

avriQ^ffOfJiev
8
ols rj /aVr?&amp;lt;ns

rovro
KaQ

Traces 8e

r&amp;lt;

QJOV oAAozou-

/j.6vov,

\evKbv Kal rb 6epeirl irXeov ruv

oiov rb

aAAa rb mveiv

/J.QV

iroieiv eVrtV.
3

likewise

niotum,

partly

rai

Hid.

c.

9 init.

v-rrapxei TO?S oixri
KO.\

viva. 5e

rpoirov

yevvav Kal

Troielv

:

Ae
iri(r-tLv,
r ^l v ToAA.a/as

yo&amp;gt;,uej&amp;gt;

apxV

Aa/3o/Tes

flpr)/jLfvr]v.

el

yap eVrt rb /j.lv Svvd/JLti TO 8 ei/reAe^e a TOIOVTOV, irf(pvKV ov rfj /atf
^-Aa Trarrr; KaB
LV
rrj 8 ob
Tra&amp;lt;rx*

i

rotovrov, T\TTQV 8e Kal
/iaAAov y roiovrov /*a\\6v cart Kal
ocrov

fffrl

rirrov.
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Action and passion, like all movement,
on
the one hand the distinction of a movens
presuppose
and a motum, on the other their direct or indirect
contact.
Where one or other of these conditions fails,
no passion and no alteration is possible where both
the other.

1

;

are present,

inevitable.

is

it

2

Again, this

consequence

depends upon the agent being partly similar and partly
opposed to the patient; since of things which belong
to wholly different genera, as a figure

and a

colour, for

example, neither can produce any change in the other ;
and the same is true of such things as are completely
similar, since change is always a passage from one
condition into an opposite, and that which does not
stand in any opposition to another thing cannot produce
Hence the agent and the
in it an opposite condition.

must be generically similar, but specifically
and so the old moot point as to whether likes
unlikes influence each other is decided by the law

patient

different

or

;

that neither the one nor the other do so absolutely, but

both in certain relations. 3

The agent and patient are
4
and
limits of the same genus
the
within
opposed
of
this
the change consists in the removal
opposition,
;

in the agent s

1

It

making the patient

has been already shown,
has
the

p. 1)86, n. 1, that all motion
its seat in the motum, not in

morenz.
Ibid. 327,

a,

1

,

C. 8,

:

1.

.

378 sq. bltyra.
3
Gen. et Corr. \. 7, 323, b, 15324, a, 14, with which cf. the
quotations on p. 340 sqq.
4
Like all fvavTia. 8ee p. 224,
p.

5

Hence

snpra.

Gen.

et Corr. ibid. 324, a,

:

evKoyov ^Sij TO re irvp
6iJ/
0ep/u.aiveiv Kal TO tyvxpuv
Kal o Acos TO nonqriKov O/ULOIOVV eavT(p
TO -ndo-xov t Te
TTOIOVV Kal TO
5io

Kal

^X

326, b,
Ci

Loiigit. Vit. 3, 465, b, 15.

n. 3,

like itself. 5

&amp;gt;

7/&amp;gt;

eVarrfa forl, Kal T] -yevecris
war avayKt] TO
Tovvavriov.
Trd^xov ets TO TTOIOVV jueTa/3aAAij/

Trda xoi
els

oDVco

-yap

&amp;lt;rrcu

etV

fovvavTiov

T]
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the patient

is
t

determinate
so far as

form,

it

in the position of the

form

is

l

matter, to which a
communicated by the agent.
In
1

has not yet received this form or has another
opposed to the agent inasmuch as it must

it

is

;

be capable of receiving

similar in kind.

it, it is

If the

agent is also a patient, so that the two mutually act upon
each other, both must be of the same material, and
this respect belong to the same genus.But this
condition does not universally apply to agents
for as
the jninnnn move us is unmoved, so the first active power
in

:

without passivity,

is

and therefore without matter

;

whereas, on the contrary, the lowest force that acts
immediately upon another is material, and its operation
is conditioned
The
by a iraQos on its own part.
1

*

reason

why all parts of the patient are affected by this
active influence and by the alteration it occasions, is to

be found in the nature of corporeity.
Body, as poten
tial, is subject in its whole extent to the transition
to actuality,

/

and being divisible at all
an absolute resistance to the

to change,

e.

points, nowhere

offers

active force. 4

The question about the mixture

of materials

must

be judged from the same points of view. A mixture 5
is a combination of two or more
materials,* in which
1

A

relation obviously iclen-

tical with that
in the passage

which he expresses

quoted p. 454, n. 3,
under the form of potentiality

and
2

v\r)v

actuality.
Ibid. 324, b, 6

us

6/uioiws

\eyo/nei&amp;gt;

O.VTTIV tlva.i

rfyv

:

TUV

fj.lv

enre?i/

yap
r^v

avrLKtifj-tiHav oTrore-

povovv, &(rirp yevos ov.

n. 2,

;

a, 6 sqq.

The

ytvos
stands to the elSos generally in
the relation of matter; see p. *219,

supra.

3

For the above, see Gen. ft
Corr. Hid. from 324, a, 15 to the
end of the chapter and cf. c. 10,
328, a, 17.
4
Gen. et Corr. i. 9 init. (see
p. 454, n. 3, siljwa).
Ibid. 327,
5
i.

According to Gen.

et

Corr.

10.
6

Aristotle shows, ibid. 327, b,
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in the other, 1 nor both exist

which is
together unchanged, but a third is formed
In other words, it consists neither
itself ofioio/Jispss*
in the absorption of one sort of matter into another, nor
in a merely mechanical junction or interminglement of
3
When two
but in a chemical combination.
both,

materials are mixed, neither of

preserving

its

them remains the same,

blended in invisibly minute particles,

new

are not merely

They

original qualities.

4

but both have

wherein they
wholly passed
remain only potentially, inasmuch as they can be again
Such a relation, however, only
extracted from it. 5
into

a

13 sqq. 828, a, 19 sqq., that only
the union of substances(x&&amp;gt;ptffTa),
not that of qualities or of the
form with the matter or of the
immaterial efficient cause with
passive object, can be called a
mixture (&amp;gt;uis). To us this seems
but according to
superfluous
991, a, 14 (cf.
Metajrfi. i. 9,
ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 890, n. 4,
its

;

and ibid. i. 881 sqq.) he had
some occasion to make this re
That the substances,
moreover, which are mixed can
only be of a material nature is
self-evident
for the incorporeal

servation.

:

is cnraOfs.

As

happens in the case
of burning {Gen. et Corr. i. 9,
327, b, 10), where it is not a
1

mixture that takes place, but the
production of lire and the de
struction of wood, or, in other
words, the change of wood into

material,

-

Hid.

328,

8ev

6/u.oto/jLepfs

i.

879, n.
3

2.

as distinguished
(iMd. 328, a, 5 sqq. cf. Metapli.
xiv. 5, 1092, a, 24, 26) from /
In Metaph. vii. 2,
or Kpacns.
1042, b, 16 a-vvdecns is further dis
tinguished as the class notion
2,vv6eo-is,

under which Kpao~is comes.
4
As Anaxagoras, the Atomists
and, later, Epicurus supposed.
4

TO.

Ibid. 327, b, 22
5vvd/J.ei

TO, 8

eVSexerot

TO.

/j.v

ijVTiav,

TTWS

KOL

fj.li

OVTOS

eTepov
avT&v,

eli/cu,

23

sqq.).

but

This

is

not a case of

:

eVei 5 eVrl

eVep-yeici

TWV

iJLixQfVTa. elvai

fvepyeia

/j.ev

TOV

8vt&amp;gt;a/j.is

13, 328, a,

is

o\q&amp;gt;

into another (ibid.

1.

/J.ix~

it

eei

TOV
previously expressed
TO ^.6piov~\ /cat
O.VTOV \6yov Tip
Sxrirep TIV vdaros TO /J.epos vdwp,
On the
/ecu TOV Kpadevros.
see the end of Ch. IX.
infra, and cf. ZELL. Ph. d. Gr.
:

airep ^crav irpiv
airo\(i)\6Ta.

tion,

(pa^v

[or as

elj/ot

The same is true of nutri
and generally of all cases in
which one material is transformed
fire.

10:

a,

enrep 8e? /j./n7xdai n, TO

8

Svvd/jiei

yfyov6Tos e
ert eKarepov
fjt.ix^va.1 Kal OVK
8

....

can
1.

31

be

ffu^Tai yap rj
avT&v, just because they

and
again separated
In later usage com-

sqq.

;
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occurs

when

mutu

the materials brought together are

and when,
ally capaple of acting and being acted on
moreover, the forces of both stand in a certain equi
!

;

librium, so that one of

the other and

them does not get merged

in

qualities absorbed like a drop of wine
in a hundred gallons of water
and lastly when they
are easily divisible, so as to act upon each other at as
its

;

points as possible, like fluids.ditions meet, materials affect each

many

Where
other

these con

such

in

a

manner that both, while combining, change at the
same moment.
This combination, attended by the
simultaneous transmutation of the materials combined,
3
is mixture.
Aristotle is not content with substituting the theory
of qualitative differences and transformations in matter
for that of the mechanical physicists.
He goes further,

and shows that he

is far from
being satisfied with that
of
view
which
is confined to material
physical
things
causes and their laws.
Material causes are only inter

merely the means and indispensable condi

mediate
tions of

phenomena.

Above them stand

plete mixture of this kind (TO
Tavrr) |ueyu?^;0ai, DC Sensu, c. 3,
440, b, 11), as distinguished from
a mere compound of smallest
parts was called r) 6Y o\ov Kpacris.
This is the case when their
material is of the same kind but
their qualities are of an opposite
character ibid. 328, a, 19 sqq.
31
cf, p. 454, supra.
2
Ibid. 328, a, 18 towards the
1

;

;

end of the
thus

where the above is
expressed mixture takes

place

f-rreiTrep

c.,

:

t(n\v

evict

roiavra oJa

final

-jraQ^riKo.

re

ffTa

fvSiaipera

causes

;

a\\r)\uv KOL evupi[according to
what Aristotle says, ibid. 328,
b, these two coincide with one
another], ravra yap OUT ftyOdpQai
ert TauTa
avdyKr) /af^iy/neva OUT
airAus
OUT* (rvvOe&amp;lt;Tiv e?vai T^V
/cat

UTT

fli&amp;gt;ai,

^iv

avrwv, ouVe Trpbs TTJV

ou&amp;lt;rQt}aiv

[the previously mentioned

parent mixture]

ciAA CO-TI

ap-

/J.IKTOI*

by Trader
k\)6pi&amp;lt;jTov
KCU TroirjTiKOf Kal roioi/TCf IJ.IKTOV.
3
Ibid. 328, b, 22 rj 5e

jnfv

o

rwv

/J.IKTUV

&i/

t/co&amp;gt;

:

aAAoio&amp;gt;0eWco/

?j
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above material necessity, the design of the universe
above the physical explanations of nature, the teleological.
Our researches up to this point have already led to

;

the conclusion that everything in nature has its End.
If Nature is the inner cause of motion, every motion
its goal by which its measure and direction are
If the essence of things consists in their
determined.

has

1

form, the form is not to be distinguished from their
End. 2 If everything which moves must of necessity be

moved by something
cause of movement

it

else,

follows that the ultimate

resides in that

which moves the

Final Cause, 3 and movement in general
can only be conceived as the action of form upon
matter, in which the former is the object of desire, and
universe as

its

c

the goal towards which the latter strives. 4
Ari
stotle cannot conceive of regulated and orderly events
except under the analogy of human action directed
so

Hence while combating the theory
anima mundi in the form in which it had been

towards an end.
of an

held by Plato, he adopts himself a similar view. 5
See p. 341, n. 2, supra.
See p. 356 sqq., p. 418, and
462, n.

p. 404,

See

p. 383,

An.

l)e

sqq.;

2.

fc?ee

De

Cwlo,

and
and

i.

ii.

3,
1,

p. 39G, n. 3.
p. 37i), n. 1.

40G, b, 25
284, a, 27

?qq.
jMetajrii. xii. 6, 1071, b, 37.
Aristotle rejects this theory in
;

the

first place because he cannot
regard the soul as in any sense a
motum and therefore not even as
eavrb KLVOVV (see the beginning of
Ch. X. infra}. He further objects
that Plato conceives of the soul of
the world as something extended
in space. But it would be impos-

sible to

suppose that

its

thought

He

consists of circular motion, or of
any motion at all. It would be
with its perfect
inconsistent
happiness that it should be intermixed with the body of the

and, burdened with the
should have unintermittently to produce, like an Ixion
with his wheel, a motion which
had no affinity with its nature
and which therefore involved
exertion. Nor, indeed, is it shown
how it produces it. Lastly, the
soiil cannot be apx$7 as asserted
in the Phcrdrus, if, according to
the Tinifrus, it comes into existence only with the world,

world

latter,

.
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refers not only the

movement

which communicates

of the outermost sphere,
but also that of

itself to all others,

the stars, like Plato, to the action of spirits, which are
related to the spheres moved by them as the human
He even treats the forces of
soul is to the body.
1

nature

from the
general, to a certain extent,

in

point of view
the immortal

in

:

life

3
of animation to the elements.

also, as

we

same

the eternity of motion lie recognises
of nature, 2 and he even ascribes a sort

shall see,

1

Every

vital activity is

an activity guided by a purpose,

everything in living beings is related to the soul as
the incorporeal unity of the corporeal existence. Hence

for

it

follows that by regarding nature as a living whole,

Cf. ]). 373 sq. ;uid see tho soetion in the next chapter concern
ing the Spheres. Aristotle; is so
1

far justified

from his own point

of view in treating both the world
as a whole, and its individual
parts as animated with life, as ho
does also J)e Cti lo, ii. 12 followed
76 b, SlMPL.
by Eudemus
(/&amp;gt;.

PJiyg. 283

Lt

Jiic d.

m.

AT.

;

SiEBECK, D.
Lclcn d. L nirer-

cf.

r. d.

sinn, in FicJitc sZtucJir f. PMl. Ix.
3 1 ). God is a part of the universe

in the
is

same sense

in

which reason

a part of the man and of the
is the relation of the
;

same nature

spheral spirits to their spheres.
Each of these spirits, however,
animates only the sphere which
it moves and the jtrimum moreiiK
only the irpuros ovpavos. While
the movement of the latter, in
deed, extends to all the other
spheres, yet in their case it is

something communicated from
without like the motion of the
driver on a carriage their own
proper motion, on the other hand,
;

due, not
Al
but to particular motors.
though the whole world is thus
animated, yet Aristotle refuses to
call it with Plato C$ov, because
is

life

its

springs from no single

principle of motion.
-

1

hi/s.

viii.

1

ifiit.:

Tl6rfpoi&amp;gt;

76701/6 irore K(vt]ffiS OVK nin a.
irpoT-fpov, KOL (pOfipercu ird\iv OUTUS
8e

wffTf KivfiffQai

ovre

&amp;lt;p0/p6TCU,

6&amp;lt;rTcu,

/u.ri$fv.

ctAA

-7)

otir

eyfvtTu

aei i]V Kal det

Kal TOUT aQavarov KOI atrav-

ffrov virdpxei TO?S ov&amp;lt;nv, olov fay TIS
TO?? (pvcrei (rvveffToacri iracm/.

oixra.

In these words Aristotle seems to
have in mind the passage from
Heraclitus, quoted ZELL. Ph. d.
Gr. i. 58G, 2.
3
Gen. An. iii. 11, 762, a, 18
7iVeTcu 8 eV 777 Kai ev vypq TO {wa
:

/cal TO.

(pvra 8/a TO fv yij
iv,

V 8

Travrl

vSan

/a.fv

iri/ev/j.a,

6fp^6rr]ra

vfiwp
fv 8e

^VX^K^V,

p6irov nvo.
4

At the commencement of

Chap. X. infra.
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and deducing its movement from the incorporeal forms
which govern all material change and shape, Aristotle
is driven, as was Plato on similar grounds, to adopt of
2
God and
necessity a teleological theory of nature.
1

nature
nature, he says, do nothing without a purpose
to
realise
far
as
as
circumstances
permit,
always strives,
;

perfection
nothing is superfluous, profitless, or incom
of her productions we may say with truth,
plete in her
and far more truly than of those of art, that there is
;

;

nothing accidental in them, but that everything has

own purpose

its

is,
prominence of
the
which
constitutes
beauty of her
design
creations and the charm with which even the least of
:}

indeed, this very

it

;

in nature

them repay

1

investigation.

See ZELL. Ph.

1

Gr.

d.

The essence of Nature,

012

i.

irA^i/

sqq.

With what

-

TEE

follows, cf KITexhaustive treatment of

S

.

the whole subject,
265 sqq.

DC

a
T\

4 Jin.

i.

Conlo,

ovSfv

fyvffis

200,

.... ovQfv

cos

6Tu^e
r/

31

a,

&quot;rb

201, b, 13:

oos

Trotel

:

ii.

OVK

eTV%ev
TI

tyvais.

5e (pvais ovdev

a\6y(t)s oi/Se ^O.TI\V iroif?. c. 5. 288,
a, 2
ri
(pvrns ael iroiel TCOI/ eV5e:

rb

\o[i.iv(av

8,

1256,

Polit.

^e\Ti&amp;lt;rrov.

20

b,

:

el

ovv

TI

i.

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;ns

CTiAtS TTOttt yUTJTt
Part. An. i. 1, 030, b,
10: yuaAAoy 5 fffrl rb ov eVe/ca /cat
)U7)Te

IdLTfOfV

Ha.Ti]v.

rb /caAov eV rots rrjs (pvcrews fpyuis
fy ev TO?S TTJS Te x^s. iv. 10, 687,
e /c
a, 15 (cf. ii. 14)
rj
eVSe^o^ueVa j/ irote? rb /SeATitrroj/,
c. 12, 604, a, 15
ouSei/
Qyais

T&amp;gt;V

:

&amp;lt;pixris

:

r&amp;gt;

irotet

irepiepyov.

4o2,

b,

21

:

T)

De An.

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;Tis

eV roTs

Gen.

KOI rols aTeAeViv.
ii.

33o, b, 27

10,

:

ft

Corr.

eV airaaiv aet

TOV jSeArioi/os 6pf*yff9ai (pa/jLfv T^JV
DC Vita et M. c. 4, 460,
tyvaiv.
rfyv
a, 28
opw/mev ei naaiv
:

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;TU

&amp;lt;f)v&amp;lt;Tfi

c. 11,

6 Qtbs /cat

:

iroiovffiv.

/j.d.Tr)v

8, 280, b, 26,
HffTiv (V rots

213 sqq.

iii.

as

v.r\Tt

iii.

0,

Trotet

e/c

TWJ/

(TTov.

SvvaTwv Ttoiovaav -rb /caAAiGen. A n. ii. 6, 744, b, 36
:

ovQtv Trotf? TTfpifpyov ovSf /mdrriv f)
Likewise c. 4, 730, b, 0.
Iiu/r. An. c. 2, 704, b, 15 TJ (pixris
i

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;ris.

:

TroteT ^OTTJJ/

oudfi&amp;gt;

oAA

aft e /c roots

evSe^o^eVw* TT? ov(ria Trept fKaffTov
TO apiffrov
StoTrep ei
ytvos
KaTa
jSeArtoj/ w5, ovrws /cat ex e
Even in the most insigni(pvcriv.
&amp;lt;pov

ticant products of nature we may
perceive the effort after perfec
cf. foil. n. arid EtU. N. x.
tion
fcrcos 5e /cal eV TO?S
2, 1173, a, 4
;

:

(pav\ois

effri

ri

fyvviKhv

xyaOov

KpziTTQv ?) /ca0 awra, b e ^ erat roi)
olKfiov aya9ov. vii. 14, 1153, b, 38
e^et TI 0e?ov.
Part. A/i. i. 5, 645, a, 15
:

(pv&amp;lt;rei

:
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shows, is Form, but the form of everything is deter
All
mined by the function for which it is designed.
all
and
of
the
terminal
has
its
point
goal,
Becoming
motion is also its end or object.- This pursuit of fixed

lie

1

designs in nature is demonstrated to our experience by
the order and coherence of the universe and the regu

with which certain

larity

means.

It

is

produced by certain

effects are

impossible

what

ascribe to chance

to

He

3

or even

lays especial
usually.
happens always
stress upon the motions of the heavenly bodies, the
birth of living creatures from seed, the instinct of

animals, the- evidences of design in the structure of
animals and plants, and also upon human action, inasSib Se?

ovfft]s

rwv

rrepl

tiriaTifj.wrepwv
(puv
eV iraffL yap rots (pvcriKo is

(TK^IV.

n

eVecrrt

As Heracli-

Qavfj-affTov.

tus bade the strangers

welcome

bakery where they found

to the

TI re Aos TTJS Kivrifftws,
TOI/

al

TO ou evexa.

eV OCTOLS Te Aos

6(/&amp;gt;e|rjs,

TOVTOV

8

:

ei/e/ca

Kal
TU
irportpov
1. 30, sec }). 35(5,

rb

Trpdrrerai

C. ^, 1!)!*, a,

TI,

0&quot;Tt

fart

TOVTO etrxa-

I bid.

&C.

him, saying- that God was there
Vj
also, OVTW Kal irpos rrjv

I art. An. i. 1, 641, b, 23
supra.
iravraxov 8e \eyo/J.ev ToSe ToOSe
kveKa, OTTOU a^ (paivrjrai Te Aos TI

ov ws ej/
Kal KO.\OV. TO
yap /u.r) rvxovTus aAA eVe/ca rivos
eV TO?S r?is (pvcrews tpyois earl KOU
o5 8 eVe:a cri ^eo TTj/ce^
/j.d\i(TTa

irpbs

(

nj&amp;lt;ni

Set

Svffwirov/J.zi

P.TI

OVTOS Tivbs

?}

([&amp;gt;VO~IKOV

yeyove reXovs

rrjv

eVATj^ej/.
(Cf.
in previous n.)
Cf. also Meteor,

C.

X&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;pw

1

a,

10

:

airai

Ta

8

KaAoG

rov
1,

cited

:

&

uxrre

on

TOtovrov,

iv.

12, :U0,
u&amp;gt;pi(r/j.ei&amp;gt;a

ri

4irrL

Ka\ov/j.ev (pvariv.

12

1),

:

Pltys.

tpvffis

?;

j]

y(V(Ti.s [see Metapli.
is
686s eo~Tiv
(pvcriv

b,

16

Troie?,

tixrirfp

:

8ri

1, li)3,

XfyofMevrj

4

\.
.

Kal

o
ii.

.

.

us

iuit.~\
YJ

apa

An. ii. 4, 415,
6 vovs eveifd rov

l)e

(pixris.

/ii.op(pT]

eVrtj/

irepaivet /xTySet os
elvai
fyavtpov

KiV~f](Tis

77

(&quot;/j.iro8iovTOS,

yap

TOV avrov

rpoiroj/ Kal

r)

(pvais.

:i

TU

epycf

TO.

^aei/

yap

rd avrcov tpyov a\r)d&amp;gt;s
eKaara, olov 6 o&amp;lt;p0aA^.os [so. aXTfjdcJcs
el vpa, rd Se pr)
6(p9a\/ji.ds eVrtv]
vvd,[j.vov 6[j.ui&amp;gt;v/j.(as, olov 6 rtdveus

TroteTi/

% 6 XiQivos.
-

&amp;lt;bvo~is

Phys.
re Aos

Phys. ii. 8, .198, b, 34, 199,
Part. An. iii. 2, 663, b,
b, 15, 23
28
Gen. An. i. 1!), 727, b, 29, cf.
;

:

DC Cosh, ii. 8, 289, b,
OVK fffnv V rots (pvati rb &s
ovSe rb ~avraxov Kal TraffiV
ro airb

p. 3G2, n. 5

26

:

eTt&amp;gt;%ei&amp;gt;,

2, 1S)J, a, 28 : y 5e
uv yap
Kal ov eVe/ca

ii.

;
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an imitation or com

say, as all art is

pletion of nature, and the design of the one therefore
If we cannot
implies that of the other.
deny the
evidences of design throughout the world of mortal
1

we must admit the same in a
measure with regard to the universe at
large, where the order is more strict, and the regularity
more unbroken. Whence, indeed, could the laws which
things, he argues that

far greater

2
govern the former have sprung except from the latter ?
Consequently the discovery of final causes forms the
first and most important
problem of natural science.

must

It

direct its attention, not to the individual, but
which the individual subserves not to the

to the whole

matter but to the form. 3

But

1

PJiys.
8, 198, b, 32-199,
ctAAa
b, 26, cf. viii. 1, 252, a, 11
ovSev
aTaKTOv
TUV Qvo-ei Kal
/xV
ye
ii.

:

KaTa
b,

25

fyvffiv

yap

r\

(pvais

atVta

Taews. Part. An. i. 1, 641,
12-30 De Caelo, ii. 8, 289, b,

if it is

OTTO TI/X^S Kal

TOV avTo/j.aTovTOiov-

TOV

eV

o-vo-Trjvai,

10, 760, a, 31
10, xiv. 3; see p.
iii.

xii.

Metapli.
391, n. 2, supra.
Part. An.
j/e/ca

;

641, b, 12:

1,

TTOtet

irdvTa.

yap, wffTTfp eV TU?S Texva0TO?S

fffTlv

TO?S

ai&amp;gt;TO?s

T)

TfX vr

l&amp;gt;

Trpdy/uLacriv

OVTWS
a\Xfi

V
TIS

airb

rvxys Kal

3

Pliys.

ii.

9,

200, a, 32 (after
p. 360, n. 1)

the passage quoted
Kal

a/JL(f)(a

alrlai,
i.

TOV

$

Cf.
ara^ias ov& OTIOVV (pa vtTat.
also ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 650,
579, 1.

;

Gen. An.

;

suggested that, in

/uev

:

T&amp;lt;

/ma\\ov

&amp;lt;pvatK&amp;lt;S

8e

r)

Ae/CTe cu of

T LVOS

eveKa

yap TOVTO TTJS U ATJS [inas
much as Nature chooses her
materials with a view to the
thing that is to be produced]
oAA ovx avTrj TOV TeAous. Gen.
et Corr. ii. 9, 335, b, 29 it is not
sufficient to give the material
causes of a thing.
Matter is
merely the mot am, the morens
in the province both of nature
aiTiov

:

[as well as] TO dep/u.bv Kal
er TOV iravTos. Sib /xaAAoz/
IKOS

TOV ovpavbv yyvr)o~6ai

inrb

Kal
TOLavTfjs aiTias, et yeyovf,
elj/at Sid ToiavTyv aiTiav /aa\\ov ^
TO,

{(jUa

TO.

Qvr\Ta.

TO yovv

TTay-

/j.fvov Kal TO iapio~u.vov iroXv u.a\hov
(paivzTai ev Tols ovpaviois v) irepl
TO 5 &\\OT a\\ws Kal ws

TTfpl TO. Ovr/Ta /u.a\\ov.

TWV

/mf

tKa&amp;lt;TTov

Kal yevfo-Qat,

oi 5e

(pvaei (pao-lv
TOV 5

and

art
different

;

is
something quite
the KvpiwTfpa alria is

the form. Materialistic physics,
instead of giving us the real
causes, can tell us only of imple
ments of production as if one
in answer to the question
Who
saws the wood? were to reply,
:

AHIKTOTLE

4G4

order to pursue definite ends, Nature must be capable
of conscious deliberation, Aristotle considers this un
Even Art, lie remarks, does not reflect,
reasonable
1

Moreover, it is
as we already know, forms to Aristotle s
just this which,
between Art and Nature, that the
distinction
the
mind
have their motive principle
former
the
productions of

but works in the

artist unconsciously.

We

2
outside themselves, and those of the latter within.
thus arrive for the first time at the important concep

so essential to
design, a point
accord
Aristotle s system that we might define Nature,
toward
internal
of
realm
the
as
view,
activity
his
ing to

immanent

of

tion

a fixed end.

The saw. I f. P. 360, n. 1.
the passages quote*! p. 303, n. 3,
ami
307, n. 4, and ZELL. Ph.

:m&amp;lt;l

|&amp;gt;.

Gr. pt. i. 7ss, i. 3,
causes
2, on the neglect of final
in ancient physics. Part. An. i.

d.

1,

S&amp;lt;)3,

639,

14

1),

us

4&amp;gt;cuVeTcu

5e Trpwrr)

apx^

Aoyoy yap
6/j.o

:

\4yofjLfv eveicd
$ &
ovros,

fyv

[so. alria~\

re

fv

TWOS
\oyos

Kara

rots

the
I Mil. c.
a, 30: in
or
investigation of the animal
ganism the question is, not of the
individual parts or the matter,
but of the O\T) poptyT], of the
ffvvQecris and the oAr? ovcria.
&amp;lt;Mr&amp;gt;,

f&amp;gt;,

&amp;gt;

Pluj*.
TTOV

TW

5e

yivk&amp;lt;r6ai,

ii.

S,

1

!&amp;gt;

.),

b,

26

eat-

vtf(T0ai
/J.i]

iSaxrt

eVe/ca

TO

and second nature in the artist.
Such art lie conceives of, how
ever, not as belonging to the
but as inherent in Art
seeing that the creative
t lie artist,
principle resides, not in
but in the artistic conception
which operates in him, and which
Aristotle therefore identifies with
itself cf. the passages
the Te
quoted from Jfefn/rfi.. vii. 7, Gen.
AH. ii. 4, Part. An. i. 1, in n. 1,
Gi-n. ct C orr. i. 7, 324,
p. 356, and
oVo yap
ex* T/JI/ avrrjv
a, 34
artist,
itself,

:

x&quot;7?

^

:

Trotfi

aro-

:

f

^i?;

evtari rb (VfKa rov, Kal eV
Aristotle has here in view the
art that has become a fixed habit

rov

ai/T7j

Ti

yap

oiov

uvra,

a-rraOT]

iroiovo~a

r?

vy ieiav

mvovv

^ov\ev(rdp.vov [ = tav ^TJ /3ouAeu?)rat TO KIVOVV, for the poirt is
missed
During, who, in his

See p. 418, n. 3, xuyra. In
this sense Nature, as the internal
In livingoperative principle

puts a false

things, is also expressly opposed
to the human understanding,

by

Kunstl. d. Arist.

(58,

Kal r]
?8axn], /carrot
ov fiov\everai Kal yap ei eVTJv

emphasis on
rw

|uAcf)

77

vaviryyiKri, 6/u.oiws a:/
et eV T?7 rex v P

-

which operates upon them from
without (9vpa6ev

An.

ii.

6,

i/oCs)

744, b, 21.

;

cf.

Gen.
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this action in obedience to purpose cannot obtain

a complete mastery in nature
for, along with the free
operation of form, we have the necessary element of matter
:

which cannot be entirely overcome by form. We have al
ready shown (p. 359 sqq.) that Aristotle finds in matter the
groundwork of chance and blind natural necessity. Both
,

in fact, ultimately coincide, since chance is
precisely that
which does not happen as the fulfiment of some design,

but

produced by the way, in consequence of the

is

operation of intervening causes which are indispensable
to the attainment of a further end.
This characteristic
of natural existence renders

it

impossible to assign a pur

everything in the world.

pose
Nature, indeed, works
towards definite ends, but, in the realisation of her
for

plans, she produces

many

way, from mere necessity

things parenthetically, by the
yet she still endeavours as
l

;

make use of such chance products, em
her
superfluities for purposes of her own, and,
ploying
like a good housewife, taking care that
nothing be lost.far as possible to

It follows that natural science, in like

manner, cannot
always proceed with the same rigour, but must take
into account the disturbances introduced into the
designs of nature by necessity and chance, admitting
exceptions to rules, and feeling satisfied when her
3
generalisations hold in the majority of instances.
1

-

Seep. 361, n.
Gen. An. ii.

1,
(&amp;gt;,

supra.
744, b,

1(5:

olKovopos cVyaflos, KOI TJ (pvaris
ovOev a.Trofid\\eiv etuQev e &v ear*
tiffirep

Troiriffai

n

^p-r](Tr6v.

He

points

especially to uses to which superfluous materials (irepiTTWjuaTo, on
which see Gen. An. i. 18, 724, b,
23 sqq.) are put in the formation

VOL.

I.

and nutrition of animal orgarisms; Gen. An. ii. 4, 738, a, 3/
sqq.,

iii. 2,

a, 29,

1,

of the cuttle-fish
T&amp;lt;

Toiovrcf&amp;gt;

-n-pbs
3

Cf. also p.

663, b, 31.

and Part. An. iv. 5, 679,
where he says of the juice

361, n.

:

rj

8e
&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;ris

a&amp;gt;.o

TrepiTTcfyiaTt

flo-fiOetav ical

KaraxprJTat
avrwv.
ff&amp;lt;ari}pia.v

Part. An. -iii.

2, 663, b, 27,

H H
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from this resistance offered by matter to form

It is

that Aristotle derives all irregular natural

phenomena

and the like. He regards
(r spar a), such as abortions
them as the stoppage of nature in the midst of an
and failure of the
unfulfilled design, as a mutilation
J

2
Such pheno
which she originally intended.
mena arise from form not being completely master over

result

matter. 3
siders

when

children do not resemble their parents,
their father, when a good man begets
1

and especially
a bad son and
cf.

con

that he even

a kind of abortion or failure of the ends of

it

nature

we may note

Moreover,

3

ii.

Me1ai&amp;gt;l(.

mwi / when

rice
tin.

and

p. 168,

Hitter s statement
(see his p. 212) that the doctrine
of Nature rests according to Ari
n. 1,2, siijtra.

on opinion than on
science, seems to be due to a

the nature of the body

fTiv (Via KaTa T^VI]V eV ots TO
opdws (vettd TOV, eV 8e TO!S a/j.ap6 Tavo/j.evois eVe/ca /ueV TWOS eVix
6fj.o CDS

ai,

stotle rather

7W.

mistranslation of Anal.

Tepara
3

33, S9, a, 5, where r/ fyvais TI
TOiavTi) (i.e. TO eVSexo/xeyoj/ Kal

X eiI/ as

o&quot;AAcos

is

is

om

f-lear fi

taken as =

and Nature

ToiavTT]

is

TJ

the

&amp;lt;pvo~is

Tl,

s:&amp;gt;

also

(fen. An. iv. 3, 759, b,l
sqq.
Aristotle is here speaking of abortions which want essential parts
of the human body as well as
1

those w hich have more than the
the
proper number, and applies
above explanation to both Te Aos
yap T&V iJ.lv KLvf)fffuv (form-giving
r

:

Ayo/ieVajj/, T/JS

8

{/AT/S

ov

TO KaQ6\ov
TOVTO 8 eVTi faov
u.a.\i&amp;lt;na
Cf.
TO Tepzs avainjp .a T IS fffTtv.
also
b, 13: TO 8e Tepas OVK
TOV
Kal
avayKa ov irpbs r))v eVe/ca
/ueVei

KpaTOvu.evi)s,

.

7f&amp;gt;7,

.

ii.

8,

199, b, 1

:

4,

770, b, 9

:

(pvcriv

u&amp;gt;s

ael Kal TT]V

avdyKirjs ovdev yivfTai

e

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;vcriv

(a proposition which

was afterwards applied b}* theo
logians to the miracles, and in
become
has
this
application
famous, although it is not gener
ally known that it comes from
tven a Tepas, there
Aristotle),
fore, is in a certain sense KaTa
KOTO
(pVfflV, OTO.V /J.T] KpaTT]0-r) TTjV
T$)V v\i)V T] KaTa TO etSos fyixns.
Cf. previous n.
4

.

uJt)

Gen. An.

ii.

3,

767, b, 5:

o

fOLKOOS TOls yOVSVfflV ^ 87? TpOTTOV

Tiva Tepas fffTiv.
5
Polit. i.

avOpwirov
.

iv.

Trapd fyvcriv 8 ov iraffav aAAa
eirl TO TroAu
TTfpl yap TT\V

irapa

(i.e. djSe ^atos).

motion)

Triv

An.

(iC)i.

yap TO Tepas T&V irapa

i

&amp;gt;

context)

TOV

tKtivov

auapT/^uaTa

TOV.

i.

drjpiov,

Kal

6,

e /c

OVTOD Kal e |

1255,

b,

1

:

Bripiwv

yivff6ai

aya6a&amp;gt;v

ayaBov

psrsics
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does not correspond to that of the soul.
Indeed, he
looks on all the female sex as
imperfect and mutilated
in comparison with the
male, because the informing
force of the man was insufficient to overcome
the matter
1

woman in the act of procreation. 2
the
brutes
are
dwarfish as compared with human
Again
taken from the

beings, because the upper

members

of their body are

not properly proportioned to the lower 3
they are the
imperfect attempts of nature to make men a form of
;

development analogous to that of children.
the animals

among

we may discern

Moreover,

a further malforma

tion in the case of
the mole, for instance
single tribes
or, to speak more
accurately, we may distinguish

between more perfect and
have blood are more

less perfect

animals such as
than
such
as have none; 6
perfect
the tame than the wild 7 those which
possess but one
centre of organic life than those which are
provided
with several. * In like manner,
vegetables, as compared
:

;

8e

vo-is
ov\e
o\\dKis, o^ p.4vroi.

1 oht

TOVTO

SiWcu.

i. 5,
1254, b, 27
0ot-\vrou tfrotvf,
KctrhtrAfuvra
ft
Biaftpovra iroiw TO. rwv i\ev6tp(l,v
wl Tftr wSX.y,
ntfalKi 5^
TroAAa/m Towavriov.
,

,

:

,

.

&quot;

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t.

infra, the section in Ch.

on Sex

M

in

TAA
1A

iravTa yap

pa

;

595, a,

the

Animals.

An

Part.
:

8.

iv.
ff ri

10, 686, b. 2,

ra tf a

rAirlMpm,.

vavt&Si,

C f.

n

;

rt

U,

Tt

i

w
A

c.

1U ] 588 a 31
ren hardlydlferS

J

f?
h t off a K
,
from
that
beast.
Hut. An. iv. 8, 533,

rv

:

a, 2.

10

^

&quot;b

T2

fXrw

Aristotle

mals

therefore something that
so far as it fa VT.I,
;
consists in a mere capacity
Part. An. iv. 5 682 a 6
is

acquired

s
.

andy

1254.
a r&v ^

The greater perfection of tame anil
it

M

5

admits
however, himself, Part An i 3
b, 3, that the division of
animals into tame and wild is a
false one, as all tame animals are
found also in a wild condition&amp;lt;

Children also, for
Va V

i.

(543,

is

b
o
2
Jin

Pom.
ea
pa
r^ ${,.

c.

same reason, are

a

-

^J

indeed, desires to give
creatures on]
ne
but bein ^ unable to do
1S f rced to
^ ive them
In the Problems
(x
writer goes so far as io

^

to such

this she

several
45) the
say that

H H

2
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with animals, are incomplete.
They display design but
2
and
form
in a less developed
they too, as we shall
see, have an animate existence, although only in the
1

;

lowest stage of

mentary

development and in its most rudi
Aristotle even goes further and

its

outline.

recognises a degree of
to be

what appears

though the least possible, in
3
Thus Nature as a
inorganic.
life,

a
the gradual conquest of Form over Matter
continual progression towards more perfect development

whole
of

is

life.

Th.it

which

is

absolutely

or Form, in its

first,

temporal origin is last, since all Becoming is a move
ment out of Matter into Form, and the beginning (that

which comes

the

in

first

in every case the end.

order

of

is

thought)

It follows that

1

complex

also

exist

ences must be posterior to simple ones the organic to
Aristotle, however, does not carry this
the inorganic. 5

thought beyond the sphere of earthly existence.
applies it chiefly to organic nature, in which he

had the insight

He
first

from

to discover a continuous progress

inanimate to animate, from imperfect to perfect forms
of existence.
nature produces wild plants and
animals in greater quantity than
tame ones, because it is easier
to make what is imperfect than
what is perfect, and because

Ch. X. infra, at the end of pt. i.
Part. An. ii. 1, 046, a, 25
ra vcrrepa Ty yeveaei irpoTtpa rrjv
(ftixnv ecrrl, Kal irpurov rb rrj yeveffct
VV
Te\evratov
r$ fj^v obv

nature, like art, is only able to
create the better after long practice.
This, however, is an exaggeration of the Aristotelian
doctrine of nature s weakness.

irpoTepav rtjv v\rjv a.va.yKalov slvai
KOU rriv yevecriv,
Se r^v
\6y&amp;lt;p

1

Of.

Gen. An.

iii,

7, 757, b,

19, 24.
2

ro?9

Pliys.
(/&amp;gt;UTO?S

:

.

.

.

XP&quot;

T&amp;lt;

eKacrrov /j.op^v.
1050, a, 7: airav

Metapli.
CTT

apxV

ix.

8,

jSaSi fei

rb yiyv6/j.evov KO! re Aos apx^l 7P
rb ov ei/e/m, rov re\ovs 8 eVe/ca ?/
yevco-is. Seealsop.205,n.2,m/&amp;gt;r&.

/cat eV
199, b, 9
HveffTi rb fVfita Tov,

ii.

8,

ijrrov Se 8ij)pdp(i}Tai.
3
See p. 460, n. 3,

:

supra

;

and

5

Part. An. 646, b,
ael
389, b, 29

iv. 12,

:

4.

Se,

Meteor.
/j.a\\ov

Srj\ov [ri e /ccKTTOi/] eirl T&V vffrepwv
Kal 6\u&amp;gt;s 60-0. olov opyava w
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CHAPTER IX
CONTINUATION
The Universe and

13.

ilie

Elements

TURNING now from these more general

inquiries into

nature to the consideration of the actual constitution of
the world, Aristotle comes upon a question which had
occupied a leading place in previous metaphysical dis
cussions- the question, namely, of creation.
His pre
decessors had without exception assigned to the world

which we live a definite beginning in time some,
such as Anaxagoras, Plato, and the Pythagoreans,
holding that this world is the only one others that the
world we see is only one among an infinite series of

in

1

;

other worlds both past and present. 2
first to declare that our world is

was the
and un-

Aristotle
eternal

3

This conviction seems to have early forced
4
upon him.
Although in his system it is not

begotten.
itself

We have a clearer idea of the
true nature of man than of flesh,
bones, &c., and a better idea of the
nature of the latter than of the
elements. Tb yap ov eVe/ca ^KKTTO.
rov.

STJA.OJ/

xnrep
,

]

fj

8

/j.ev

oirov

el

yap
I/

ATJ

ovcria

trXilcrrov rfjs
TO.

eo-xara

ovQh aAAo
ovQsv &AAo

?rap
6
y)

\6yos, TO Se yU6Tccu avaXoyov T$
eyyvs elvai eKaarov, eVel Kal TOVTUV

onovv
1

d.

Gr. pt.

the latter

cf.

sq.

peclocles placed the series in the
On Heraclitus cf. ZELL.
past.
Ph. d. Gr. pt. i. 586, 2 ad fn.
629, 1 ad Jin., find on Xenophanes,
iltid. 498, 3 fin.
3
As he says himself in the

De Ca lo,
4

ZELL. Ph.

378 sqq. 410
;

(ffriv eVe/ca TOU.

On

i.

The atomic school held the
existence of both Anaximander,
Anaximenes, Diogenes, and Em-

Fr.

i. 10, 279, b, 12.
Cic. Acad. ii. 38, 119 (Ar.

18), quotes

probably from
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placed in direct connection with the doctrine of the
eternity of motion, yet it follows, equally with it, from
the consideration that the operation of creative force in
1

the world must be as eternal and unchangeable as that
force itself, and that therefore the universe which is

by it, however the individual parts may
cannot
as a whole have had a beginning in
change,-

produced
lime.

nowhere expressly states this
the works that have come down to us, although

Aristotle, indeed,

result in

he approaches very near to
(lie
.&quot;)(&amp;gt;

treatise
stj.

FI.

.sv//;w),

(see p.

(f&amp;gt;i\offo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;tas

at

any rate from

one of the dialogues, as Aristotle s
view
Xeque enim ortura essc
unqiiam inundum, quod nulla
fuerit novo consilio inito tain
:

pracclari opens incoptio, et ita
essc eum undique aptum ut nulla
vis taut os queat not us mutation cinque moliri, nulla senectus
diut urnitate temporum cxistcre
u( hie ornatus uiKjuam dilapsus
oocidat.
(Cf. I LATO, Tim. :U, B
i

K,

t&amp;gt;8,

and elsewhere.)

HIT.O,

./El ( nt.

/V. 17),

where

I

J/.
it

ii.

So

Ps

IS .t

(.]/
is declared tc

aQeorys to regard the
oparos 6ebs as no better than
human product.
See p. 887, supra.
The
latter is even quite compatible
with the doctrine of the birth
and destruction of the world.
Stti

!&amp;gt;e

i]

1

On

-

3

this, cf. p. 468, n.

.

5.

Phys. viii. 1, 251, a, 20 sqq.
where, in opposing the view that
motion had ever a beginning, he
had the mowns and the
says
mobile existed without producing
any motion, the transition from
rest to motion could only have
been effected by a previous change
:

it.

3

He contents himself,

in

either in one or both of them,
to suppose

and we should have
a TrpoTfpa

yueraySoA.^

TTJS

irpwrris.

Similarly we should have to con
clude that as a preliminary to
the transition from creation to
destruction of the world or rice
ct i ya a change must take place
in the creative force or in the
material upon which it works.
)f both remain unchanged their
mutual relation must also re
main unchanged, and therefore
But
also the resultant effect.

according to Aristotle, Ciod is
and
eternal,
unchangeable
matter, on the other hand (set
of the
aside
the
doctrine
ting
immutability of the material of
which the heavens are made), we
know can only suffer change
through the operation of the
moving cause. If, therefore, the
;

latter is unchangeable, its rela
tion to the matter and the uni
verse which is its product must

This is the
be unchangeable.
argument indicated by Cicero
in the passage quoted above,

where Aristotle declares

it

to

be inconceivable that so perfect
a product as the world could
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world, with
is eternal, and refuting the doctrine
that
motion
proving
The doc
that the world has a beginning but no end.
in
his
involved
is
metaphysics.
trine, however,
clearly
his investigations into the origin of the

1

For

primum movens

unchangeable, the effect
world
must always be the
which it produces upon the
same. It cannot at one time act as a creative, at another
if

the

The same conclusion

as a destructive, force.

from Aristotle

is

follows also

doctrine of the immutability
of the material of which the heavenly spheres and the
stars are

s scientific

made.

of a beginning
absolute birth
have

had

consllio

a

inito

;

Not
and

only, therefore, does the doctrjno
end of the world in the sense of an

and destruction

find

beginning

novo

ticular

whence

may

that

1

it

be concluded that the creative
force must have produced the
best from all eternity in virtue
of its own unchangeable perfec
tion.
1
Aristotle devotes De dclo,
10-12, to the proof that the
heavens are without beginning

i.

arid end, confining himself, how
ever, almost exclusively to the at
tack on the Platonic view, that,
while they will endure forever,
ihey yet had a beginning in time.

His chief argument against it is
that beginning and endlessness,
end and beginninglessness, are

no place

moment?

or

in Ari-

why

should

which has been from

all

eternity cease at this particular
moment to exist? (283, a, 11)
It is its

own

nature which con

stitutes a thing without beginning
or end, and this in such a case

excludes the possibility of notbeing the nature of that which
has had a beginning and is liable
to perish must, on the other hand,
include it. The latter, therefore,
cannot last for ever any more
than the former can begin or
end (1. 29 sqq. cf. p. 366, n. \,jin.
arid the passage quoted, ibid,
;

;

That which
an endless period can

The
in It. from Metapli. ix. 8).
views, on the other hand, of those
who hold that the world has
both beginning and end are

neither begin nor cease to be
in either case there must be a
time in which it is not (see c, 12,

The atomic view Aristotle con
sidered that he had disposed of

mutually exclusive.
exists for

;

281, b, 18 sqq. where, however,
proved in too formal a way).

it is

Why,

moreover,

should

that

which has not existed for all
eternity begin to be at this par

here only lightly touched upon.

by his doctrine of the unity of
the world, while in reference to
the view of Heraclitus and Empedocles he contents himself
with remarking

(c.

10,

280, a,
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stotle s system,

but even such a fundamental
change in

the constitution of the world
Heraclitus and Empedocles

is

as

is

presupposed by
wholly inconsistent both

with his cosmology and his metaphysics.

The question

for Aristotle is not of

but only of

its

any origin of the world in time,
actual character and constitution.

The universe

is

divided, according to Aristotle, into

two halves of opposite character

the one terrestrial, and

the other celestial.

This opposition is at once revealed
the
of
our senses
and Aristotle can
by
testimony
have
come
to
it
in
hardly
any other way. The un
alterable nature of the stars and the
changeless regu
:

larity of their

a contrast

we

movements form,

in his opinion, so

strong

[

to terrestrial
corruptibility and change, that
forced to recognise two
essentially different
to
different
laws.
The more im
subject

are

realms,

portant this opposition seems to him to be, the more he
strives to demonstrate its
All natural bodies,
necessity.
lie

argues, are

capable of

movement

movement

in space is either rectilineal

compound

of both.

from the

first

two,

The
it

in space.
But
or circular or a

third of these being derived

follows that the latter alone are

simple and original rectilineal motion proceeding from
the centre to the circumference, or rice versa, and
circular motion revolving round the centre.
If these
are the first natural motions, there must be certain
bodies which by reason of their nature are the
subjects
of such movement, and which are
consequently the
1

1

sqq.

;

cf.

ZELL. PI.

d.

Gr.

pt.

ad Jin.) that it attributes
to the world a mere change of
form and not a veritablte birth
i.

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;29,

1

and destruction,
That it was the observation
of this which led Aristotle in
the

first

instance to

make

his
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most primitive and ancient bodies.
Those, on the
contrary, which exhibit a composite movement, must be
formed by combination from them, and receive their
particular bias from the constituent which prepon
derates in their composition.
That which is natural is
earlier
than
that
which
is
always
opposed to nature and
violent.

and

It follows that circular,

also rectilineal,

movement must be

naturally fitted for some bodv or
other, the more so that rotation is the only unbroken and
interminable movement, and nothing that is contrary
to nature fulfils these conditions.

must

exist

two

Accordingly there
the one origin

sorts of simple bodies

ally destined for rectilineal, the other for circular,

ment.
it is

1

Rectilineal

either

upwards

movement has
or

downwards,

to circumference, or vice versa.

move

opposite directions
passing from centre
:

Consequently, the bodies

mast be of opposite natures, destined
for the one or the other kind of motion that is.
they must
which exhibit

it

:

be either light or heavy. Circular motion, on the other
hand, exhibits no such contraries. It starts from any point

towards any point in the circumference.

which

is

naturally qualified for it

So the body
must likewise be with

out contrariety. It can neither be heavy nor light, since
does not rise or fall, and in fact it cannot exhibit any

it

kind of rectilineal motion.

It is

even impossible to com

municate either upward or down ward motion to
since if the one were unnatural to
distinction between two realms
of being is obvious from his
whole treatment of the subject,
Cf. also p. 366, n. 1.
De Cwlo, i. 2, 268, b, 14 sqq.
According to the principle

it

it

by force,

the other must 2 be

already laid down (c. 2, 2(59, a,
10, 14) as the basis of the discussion (see p. 224, n. 3), e/ e/l
ivavriov, which, when thus uni-

1

versally expressed,
open to dispute.

is

certainly
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natural motion.

its

The body that is destined

1

for circular

beginning or ending, subject to
neither increase nor diminution, neither impression nor
2
His argument for this is that everything that
change.

motion

is

also without

its opposite, and every
into
the same 3 all in
is
resolved
that
perishes
thing
crease and decrease depend upon addition or subtraction

comes into being springs from

;

of the matter out of which a thing has grown, and there

being without beginning, possesses no
all bodies,
such matter, cannot increase or decrease
and where
increase
or
either
which
decrease,
alter,
finally,
fore that which,

;

there
1

is

no such process neither

IMd.

c. 3.

209, b, is -270, a,

nor can the position /3m p.tv
yap eVSe ^erat r?V aAAot /cat ere pou
12

[

;

sc. K

l

rja-iT

KiviiaSaC] (c. 2, 2(i9, a,

7) be accepted except provisionally as oi universal validity.
As is shown in the sequel, it is
The
inapplicable to the ;ether.
position upon which the latter

conclusion rests, (vix. that movernent in a circle has no opposite),
indeed, endeavours
Aristotle,
(c. 4) further to establish by

But he cannot
special proofs.
prove that the motion may not
be crooked or oblique for if we
have two opposite motions on
the same or on parallel lines
which deviate in opposite clirections, it does not make the
slightest difference whether the
;

straight or circular,
the courses of the
fixed stars and of the planets
are actually in opposite directions
why may these bodies
not, then, consist of different
are not
setherial substance ?

are

lines

Moreover,

;

We

warranted, however, with

MEYER

is

there any alteration.

1

Thierl;nnde,
393) in
casting a doubt upon Aristotle s
clearly expressed meaning, merely on the ground of the actual
difficulties that beset the theory,
(Ariistot.

He

-

a,

13

;

b,

says,
1

:

DC

Cn-ln

a.yivt]rov

/cat

\.

;&amp;gt;,,

270,

afytiaprov

ai/aAAotWoj/, at 5 to j/
tx ov ovre (pQ uriv,
ctAA ayriparov /cat aVaAAotairoi/ /cat
a-n-adfs.
Cf. MctajiJi. viii. 4, 1044,
b, 7, xii. 1, 2, 1009, a, 30, b, 25.
a
On this point, cf. also p.
/cal

avav^s

/cat

OUT

341

sq.

Do

/cat

av^ricriv

Cado,

i.

3, 270, a,

13-35.

The immutability of the body
which has no opposite might have
been proved more simply and
conclusively from the proposi
tion (p. 341, and p. 353 sq. above)
that all change means transition
from one state into its opposite,
and that a thing can only be
operated upon by its opposite,
Aristotle, however, does not here
adopt this method, as his investigation into the conception of
change and affection was not
published until later in his

pjirsics
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This position draws further support from experience.
For he contends that if the spaces of the heavens, as well
as the intermediate space

were

full

of air or

fire,

between heaven and earth,

then the bulk of these elements,

considering the magnitude of the stars and their distance
from each other, would be so hugely disproportioned to
that of the remaining elements that the latter could not
preserve their equilibrium, but would be swallowed up
by them.
proper proportion between the elements

A

l

can therefore only be maintained on the hypothesis that
the celestial space is filled with a body different from the
matter of the elements. 2
are also led to believe that

We

this

body
superior to all change, by the fact that
antiquity, so far as tradition reaches, furnishes us with
is

no evidence of the least alteration in the fabric of the
heaven or its parts. 3 Finally, the unthinking belief of

humanity harmonises with

this conviction, and such a
belief deserves respect as the inheritance of unnumbered
1

All nations have placed the residence of
generations.
the gods in heaven, because they were convinced of its

immortal

arid divine nature.

The name

i

ajther

may

be traced to the same source, for Aristotle, like Plato/
derives it from dsl Oslv, from the restless rotation of
treatise
tion.

on birth and dcstruc-

Such

1

proportion involves
is as much air and as
as will be produced by
the transformation of all water
into air and all air into fire on
the basis of the existing quant itative extent of these bodies.
2

a, 18.

C&amp;lt;i-lo,

i.

3,

270,

l&amp;gt;,

11.

yap a7ra| oi5e 51s ctAA
awfipaKis Set vo^i&iv ras avras
ov

a,

that there

much

De

3

fire

Meteor,

i.

3,

339, b, 13-340,

cupiKi/eiffdai

56as

els

r^uay.

J)&amp;lt;-

See Meteor.
339, b, 27, where the same reason
is given
in almost the same
words, and Metapk. xii. 8 ad /in.
See infra, the section of Ch. IX.
on the Heavens, and Ch.XII.pt. 2.
Casio,

s

270,

b,

19.

PLATO, Crat.

410, B.
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The conclu
the celestial globes, and not from aWstv}
sion is that the aether must be distinguished from all
2
elementary matter.

DC

1

and
J)c

\.

C&amp;lt;lo,

Meteor,

i.

c.

b,

On

5.

392, a,

2,

;

19 sqq.
passages
;

these

following

Mundo,

270, b, 4-25

3,

339,

3,

Without opposition and without

the name aether, of. ZELL. Pit
(J. Gr. i. S97, 4
ttdji-n.
Although it is called irpunov
.

DC

rrrojxetW,
(I:

Meteor,

737,

a,

distiiigiiislu
3. 73i

is

il

(froiy^tiuiv

;

Meteor,

(ef. p. 48S, n. 3, i/if/
Trvpos re Kal atpos
;

i.

2,

2*)!t,

30

a,

a\\ri irapa ras

:

rb

TUV

An.

iii.

passages
(Sen,

An.

called t-Vf/w

TUV

fTliua Kttl OtiOTtpOV

b,

c. 3,

:

yet expressly

iliese

ttTin\*ia..

b, 211,

,

11,
Geii.

:

in

(l

from the four
ii.

b,

is

it

1,

1, 2!*S,

33S, b, 21

1,

339, b, 1(5. 3-10,
aarpwir aroix^ov
3,

iii.

Cn&amp;gt;lo,

i.

i.

ff),

KO.\OV/J.tl&amp;gt;UJ

3,

340, b, 7

fTfpov

and DC
ovcria

(TOC/J.O.
C&quot;

I(&amp;gt;,

au/maros

evravda (rvarafffLS

Seiorepa Kal TrpoTfpa TOVTUV cnrdvTUV cf. ilntl f. 3 (following n.).
;

If,

.

therefore,

we understand by

aToix^a only such simple bodies
as stand to one another in the
relation of opposites, and pass
into one another, we cannot
reckon the ret her among these.

Only when we extend the mean
ing of the word to embrace all
simple bodies can we call it a
On the other hand, it
(Troi^e iov.
to say the least of it, in
is,
accurate and misleading to say
that according to Aristotle the

celestial spheres have
no ma
terial substratum
(BEENTANO,
Ify/eJtol. d. Arist. 1 98 HEETLING,
;

Mat. und Form, 22), that the
rether consists of a material which
is no material, of an immaterial
material

(KAMPE,

Erlicnnt-

30 sq.) that all
ATJ of the
the potentiality they

nissth. d. Arist.

that

meant by the

is

stars

is

I/

possess of motion and change
in space, and that in this sense
we might even attribute v\-rj to
vovs (HKRTLING, Und. 23).
Ari
stotle certainly says, Metajtli. viii.
4.
1014. b, 7
in the case of
:

we have to deal
both with their matter and form
it
is otherwise with tyvaiKal fj.ev

ytvvr}Tal ovfficu,

;

a i&ioi
ovic

5e

t%fi

f

A?]!

ini

/)

,

-yap eVm
ToiavTyv aAAa

orwy

ovffiai.

fJLUVOV ICUTU TOTTOJ Ktl

MattlT,
however, is denied of the Jieavenly bodies only in the sense in
which it belongs to temporal
ljT&quot;!^.^

means

Aristotle

things.

we understand by
which

a

thing

ov

viroKfi/j.fi

that if
that of
made, the

I/ATJ

is

Kal

yfvecrfws

(pOopas

SfKTiKov (as it is defined, Gen. el
f urr.i. 4, 320, a, 2), the untreated
and eternal has no v\rj in this

sense

but

;

if

we take

more general sense

in the

it

of the sub

stratum of change, the Swd^ei ov,
it has tfArj, inasmuch
as it is
capable of movement in space.
That this is all that Aristotle
means is obvious from the parallel
passages,
.

.

.

Kal

xii.

1060,

2,

TWV a iS iow

offo.

b,

24

fj.r)

KivriTa Se (popa, aAA ov
aAAa iroQtv TTOL viii. 1, 1042, b, 5
;

ov

yap

TdTriKri&amp;gt;.
tnriKr]v,

ei

KOLTO.
&amp;lt;

1

-&quot;

roiro
TOITO

e^

ri

:

uArjj/

^vvr

Kal

1050, b, 20:
Kivovp-fvov a i Sioj/, OVK eerrt
^
8vi/a/j.iv
Kivovfj.fvov aAA
TTOI
[only in respect of

(f&amp;gt;edprr,v
oi&amp;gt;8

OLvayKt),

:

n

exeii&amp;gt;;

C.

S,
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mutation, it stands above the strife of the elements:
these belong to the terrestrial, it to the
celestial, world
of it are formed the
heavenly spheres and stars it is
:

;

the god-like in the realm of matter.
The four elements are different in
1

circular

ment

movement

is

is rectilineal.

all
If
respects.
peculiar to the rcther, their move
But, as we have remarked, recti

motion follows two opposite
directions, up and down,
toward the circumference and toward the centre. That
which tends naturally downwards is
heavy that which
rises is light.
Accordingly the elements exhibit the
lineal

;

opposites of heavy

and

2

This opposition cannot,
he holds, be reduced to quantitative differences of
magni
tude, of mathematical figure, or density
it is
light.

original

;

and

qualitative.

The

of the

peculiarities

elementary

materials we cannot explain either, with Plato and Democritus, by the mathematical qualities of atoms, or, with
the elder plrysicists, by the rarefaction and condensation
can it be said to move
and not tvepyeia,
merely
inasmuch as it is not yet in the
to
which it is moving]
place

denied of them in
as it is denied of
immaterial Nous, or that it
be attributed to the latter in

rovrov 8

same sense

locality

5uj/d&amp;gt;et

cr0ai]

De

[i.. rov ir6tiv

TTOI /ai/et-

U AT?

v\f]v oitQcv /ccoAuet virapx^iv.
Cfclo,

L

9,

278,

a,

10 sqq.

Aristotle expressly says 6 ovpavbs
as a
is
universal^ conception
different from 6 5e 6 oupavos the
:

;

former

is

elSos

Kal

/J.op(p^,

^^eW.

latter T ?? V\rj
less can we infer

the
Still

from Metaph.

viii. 4, that the celestial
globes
are incorporeal beings (like the
rather, they are frequently called
0e?o ffw/mara, &c.
see Ind. Ar.
742, a, 43-60) ; we cannot, therefore, suppose for a moment that
:

is

same sense

l

3,

It

is

Cu-lo,

i.

can
the

as to the former.
called 0e?os, Meteor

389, b, 25

oiWa

the
the

i

also, similarly, DC
3, 270, b, 1], 20
rj &quot;*p&ri\
;

:

TWV

o-owaTwv,

rb

-n-purov

erepov riov irapa yrji/ KOL irvp
KOI aepa /col vtiup. Ibid. ii.
1, 284
Later philosophers, such as
a, 4
(rio/ux,

Cicero

s

Epicurean

(^V.

De.

i.

cf.

13,

KRISCHE, Forsek 306
and the pseudo- Justin
sqq.)
Cohort, c. 5, 36, identify on this
ground God and the aether.
33,

,

-

See

p.

473

sq.
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We

of one and the earne primitive material.

have

point with regard to the first
already proved
But those who deduce the differences of
hypothesis.
this

1

matter from a condensation and rarefaction of some one
original element are, besides other arguments,

met by

the objection that they do not explain the distinction
between light and heavy substance.
They confine
the difference between the elements to a mere relation
of magnitudes, and accordingly represent it as some
thing merely relative.- To Aristotle s mind, the oppo
sition of rectilineal movements and natural localities at

once demands a qualitative difference between the ele
ments.
Rectilineal motion being just as primitive as
circular motion, there must be certain todies which are
especially designed for

it.

:}

Again, since

it

includes

two tendencies, upward and downward, we must in the
first place assume two bodies, of which one
naturally
sinks, the other rises, the

one tending to the centre, the
In the second

other to the circumference of the world.
place,

we must imagine an intermediate

element, or

a pair of elements, the one approximating to
the former, and the other to the latter.
Of these four

rather

bodies, the first

two are earth and

water and

Earth

air.

devoid of lightness
devoid of heaviness.
;

centre,

is

fire,

the other two

absolutely heavy and entirely

fire is

absolutely light and entirely
straight to the

The one moves

and therefore sinks below

all

other bodies

;

the

other moves straight to the circumference, and therefore
1

2

De

See p. 443 sqq.
Aristotle discusses this view
Caflo,

iii.

5,

cf. iv. 5, 312, b,

20; Metaplt.
3

See

i.

8,

p. 473.

988, b, 29 sqq.
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on the

air,

other hand, are only relatively heavy, and therefore also
Water is heavier than air and fire,
relatively light.

but lighter than earth

air heavier

;

than

fire,

but lighter

Under no

than water and earth.

possible circumstances,
unless compelled by forcible movement, does fire sink of
itself into the place of air
nor, again, does earth rise
;

Air and water, on the contrary,
sink into the lower regions when the matter which fills
them is withdrawn. Earth is everywhere heavy; water,
into that of water.

1

everywhere except in earth air, everywhere except in
and water 2 fire, nowhere. 3 Therefore of two
;

earth

;

bodies the one which holds the

more

air

may be

heavier

than the other a hundred
4
instance, than a pound of lead.

in air but lighter in water

weight of wood,

We may

another

by

definitely

for

arrive at these four elements even

process

1

Properly, indeed, they ought
to rise into the higher Aristotle

1

;

admits himself, I)e

Casio, iv.

5,

Hi 2, b, sqq., that this does happen
unless external force be applied,

without, however, explaining a
circumstance which has so important a bearing upon his
theory.
That even air has weight is
obvious from the fact that a
bladder full of air is heavier than

an empty one
3

just

;

ibid. c. 4, 311, b, 9.

in

Aristotle,

referred

the

passage

to, finds

in

this

an

explanation of the
difference between absolute and
theory

specific gravity.
4

De

CffilO) iv.

3-5.

The same

ideas
occur, in a somewhat
different application, ii. 3, 286, a,
12 sqq. It is there said that the

of

5

reasoning.

more
All

world cannot consist of aether
it must have an immovable cen re. There must therefore be a body whose nature it is
to rest at the centre and move
towards it, and therefore also one
of an opposite nature. We thus
have earth and fire, which in
turn require water and air as
intermediate elements,
5
For what follows, see Gen.
et Corr. ii. 2, 3.
The true author
of this theory of the elements is
said to be Hippocrates
(according
to IDELBR, Arist. Meteor, ii. 389,
who appeals to GALEN, De Elem.
sec. Jlippocr. i. 9, Opp. ed.
Kiihn,
i. 481
This, however, is unsq.).
certain for several reasons.
In
the first place, neither of the
works here referred to, IT. Qixrios
avOptiirov and n. crapKuv, can be
alone, for
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by the senses are

bodies capable of being perceived

perceptible by the sense of
and levity, are
touch, with the exception of gravity
2
reducible to four
warmth, cold, dryiiess, moisture.

prehensible

;

but

all qualities

1

Aristotle regards the first two of these properties as
Now, by joining these
active, the others as passive.
1

The

attributed to Hippocrates.

former is without doubt the
work, or an extract from a work,
the
of Polybus, his son-in-law
is
of
latter
post-Aristotelian
:

origin, cf.

I.
Kiinx, Hijipocr.
LlTTRE, (/Jut -re* d
Oj&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;.

cxlvii., civ.

Jlipjxtcratt

;

.

i.

:U&quot;&amp;gt;

sqq.

:&amp;gt;S4.

1

Cf.

ZELL. Ph.

519

Gr.

d.

205, 211,

i.

sq. 897.

We have

not here to do with
these, as they do not indicate a
particular kind of action and
the elements, on the
passion
other hand, stand to one another
in that particular relation of
action and passion (ibid. 321),
1).
20), which the treatise on
birth and destruction chiefly dis
1

;

Again, while the treatise n.
avdpwTTov recognises (c. 1 inif.)
Kmpedocles s four elements and
even makes heat and cold, dry- cusses.
Ibid.
b, 24
ness and moisture the constitu
Oep&v Se
ent elements of every living thing Kal tyvxpbv Kal vypbv Kal
rjpW ra
ra Se T$
iroiririKa elvai
it yet does not bring these
/LL6V
(c. 8),
Tra6rjriKa Keytrai
t\vo positions together as Ari
Ofp/nbv yap fan
rb ffvyKplvov TO. 6/j.oyevT] [from
stotle does, or deduce each of the
four elements from the various which it follows that lire separates
combinations of those four pro
heterogeneous elements], tyv\pov
8e rb ffvvayov Kal avyKplvov choices
nor, indeed,
perties into pairs
TO. re avyyevrf Kal ra fj.r) 6/m.6&amp;lt;pv\a,
this
claim
GALEN
does
(see
for it. The treatise n. aapK&v, on
vypbv Se rb aopiffrov oiKetcfi opcp
the other hand, refers (at i. 425, K) fvopi(TTOv ~bv, ripbv Se rb aopiffTOV
to the Aristotelian account of the /mev olKeicp $p(p, SvffopicrTOV Se. (Cf.
elements, but this merely proves Meteor, iv. 4, 381, b, b. 29.) The
&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;V&amp;lt;TIUS

:

;}2&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,

r&amp;lt;$

:

,&amp;lt;?M/&amp;gt;ra)

it is later than Aristotle.
That heat and cold, dryness and
moisture, were regarded as the

qualities AeTrryy, Traxw, yXiff-^pov,
Kpavpov, /AaXaKbv ffK\T]pbv are re
duced to these primary qualities

elements of things in the medical

/3epe7^eVoj/ form two
kinds of moisture, ^npbv in its
narrower sense and Tre-rrriybs of

that

schools of his time, is corro
borated by PLATO, Sijm. 186, D.
The early physicists
187, D.
regarded the conflict of heat and
cold as the primary principle of
evolution and frequently united
with it that of dryness and mois
ture, without, however, as yet ex
pressly combining these four as
the primary properties of things.

.

;

Siepoy

and

dryness.
3
Meteor,

iv.

1

init.

:

eiret

Se

TfTTapa Siuipiarai atria rwv ffroiuav ra /j.fv Svo TroiyriKa,
^etcoi/,
ro 9fp/j.6i/ Kal r6 tyvxpdv, T& Se Suo
.

.

Tradf)rtKa,

Se triffris
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;atVeTat

.

ro %Y\pbv Kal rd vyp6v

rovrwv
70^

e /c

eV

rf)s
iraffiv

i)
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obtain, after eliminating

two impossible combinations, four that are
possible, in
which one active and one passive
property are always
united, and thus four simple bodies or elements are
exhibited
or air

2
;

earth. 3

warm and

l

dry, or fire

;

and moist, or water

;

warm and

moist,
cold and dry, or
These are the four sorts of matter of which all
cold

composite bodies consist, which are excreted from
Kal
Kal

\l/vxporr]s

TO. 6/j.oyevr)

Kal

stituent parts of

opi

Kal

(rv/j.(pvov&amp;lt;Tai

TO.

/J.T)

6/j.oyevT],

Kal

Kal

fripaivovaai Kal
(TK\ripvvov(rat. Kal /j.aXdrrov(Tai, ra
5e
Kal
r?pa
vypa 6pi6/j.eva Kal

vypaivovcrai

raXXa ra
Cf.

etp7j/*eVa
c. 5,

Traflr?

Trao-^oi/Ta.

4 init.

382, a, 27 sqq.
c. 10, 388, a, 21, c. 11, 389, a, 29.
1
In his description of these
four primary substances and their
fundamental attributes Aristotle
is not quite consistent.
Thus
Gen. et Corr. ii. 2, 329, b, 7, 13,
c.

330, a, 30, 33, and Meteor, i.
2, 339, a, 13, he calls the latter
c. 3,

(heat, cold,&c.) both o-Tot^eTaand
apxal, the bodies of which they
are attributes, air\a (r^ara, Ind.
Arist. 76, b, 15 sqq. Again, they
are frequently called a-roix^a
with the addition ra KaXov/j.fva
i.

[Phys.

187, a, 26, iii. 5, 304,
Gen. ct Corr. ii. 1, 328, b,
Meteor, i. 3, 339,
31, 329, a, 26.
Gen. An. ii. 3, 736, b, 29.
b, 5.
i.
TO us eV
4, 985, a, 34
Metapli.
4,

b, 33.

:

vXrjs

effifi

Part. An.

Xey6fj.jsa
ii.

1,

ra.KaXovfj.fva vir6

so that

we

aroi^Ta],

646, a, 13 even
riv&amp;lt;av

(Trot^em,

clearly see that he is
merely following in this the
of
others.
On the other
usage
hand, a-roix^ov which in its

any kind (eVuTrdpxovra ), and thus even the com
ponent parts of a conception or a
demonstration, as well as the
form as constituent part of the
thing, but in a more special
sense the
&s vXt]v
evvirdpxov
(BONITZ, Ind. Arist. 702, a, 18
stands for the ultimate
sqq.)
material constituents of bodies
themselves, that e/s & Siaipelrai ra
&amp;lt;rwfj.ara

&X\a
3,

1014,

els &

tffxara,

e?5et

a,

raAAa

virdpxov

5e yUTj/ceV els

e ftretVa

Siacpepovra [Mctapli. v.

32

;

cf.

i.

ff&amp;lt;afj.ara

uvd/j.ei

T)

3,

983, b, 8],

Staipf irai,

fj/epytiq,

I,

eV-

avrd 5

Hffrtv aSiafperov eis
etSei
erepa
So
(Zte Casio, iii. 3, 303, a, 15).
Gen. et Corr. ii. 7 init. ; Meteor.
ru&amp;gt;

i.

1

init. (rcav (rrox^icau

ruv

ffwfj.a-

ii. 2, 355, b, 1, iv. 1 init.
riK&i/)
;
Cfelo, iii. 3 init. c. 5 init., and

De

innumerable other places.
original

The

oppositions,

moreover,
which succeed primary substance
as the second principle of exist
ence (as the elements are the
third, Gen. et Corr. ii. 1, 329, a,
32), are called atria
Meteor, iv. 1 init.
~
Olov ar/mls yap
f

et Corr.
3

f,

330, b, 4.
Gen. et Corr. ii. 3.
ii.

p,

Gen.

3,

Meteor

iv. 1 init.

most general sense indicates conVOfc.

all,

I I
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and into which

are resolved.

all

own

Their

1

primitive

and indecomposable nature is proved by the fact that
into each
though they can, by transmutation, pass
them
from
other
excrete
never
body
any
other, they
2
the
terrestrial
in
king
selves.
Every composite body
dom contains all of them. 3 Yet they are never revealed
4
For example,
in perfect purity.
to our
experience
elemental fire must not be confounded with a flame,

which

of its warmth,
produced by an intensification
of the cold natural to
intensification
an
by

is

as ice

is

Elemental

water.

evaporation

Da

1

3,

;

Ctclo,

fire

is

caloric,

iii.

3.

MetapU.

yap

Vrm

uTrepjSoAcu

C&quot;&amp;gt;

As

Gen.

more

is

et Corr.

4

Gen.

ii.

6
ii.

3,

330, b, 2

OUK etrn 8e rb irvp Kal
Ka&amp;lt;rrov

rwv

rii es

6

a^p

1

.

eo-Tt

/cpuo-TCcAAos

vl/uvpou,
.

:

Kal

TO

Kal

.

17,101}

air/^ovv,

etpTj/xei/cof

0ep,uou.

Kpv&amp;lt;rrd\\ou

Trup

aTrAaTotauTa

The same remark

ravra [TauTa],

fire,

ei

Tt

rw

Mrteor.ii. 4, 350, b, 32, where,
be
referring to the distinction

tween wet and dry vapour, which
discussed below, he says eo-Tt
:

is

ouTe TO vypbv &vev rov |rjpou
ouVe rb ^pov avev rov vypov, a\\a
irdvra ravra Xeytrai Kara r^v
Ibid. ii. 5, 362, a, 9
vnepoxTlv.
dry vapours are only produced
8

:

where moisture is present. Ibid.iv.
a,

According to Phys. iv. 7, 214,
intermingled with

32, air

is&quot;

water; whereas, in De Sensu, c. 5,
443 a 4, this is controverted; cf.
MBYE R /Irw*. Thicrltundc, 404 sq.

Gen
25

et

TO 8*

Corr. ii.
early

Trvp

M

tror.

i.

311. b, 22; cf,

Trvpl O/J.OLOV, TTupociSes,

ou irvp, Kal TO TW aepi depoeiSes
Cf.
Kairl rwv a\\oiv.
6/jLoiws 8e

8.

TJ

/J.

yap

UTTO

rrfV

vypov

TTT)

eo~

yiyverai OUT

dAAa
oiov

elaiv,

Sib Kal ovSev

jj.fV

TO 8
jtuKToV
:
eariv, o j /j.evrot

Kal

7rf/is

proved,

fully

8.

ct Corr.

no constant

is

\.

see p. 481, n. l,and elsewhere.
J
19 sqq.
De
o, iii. 3, 302, a,
3

warm and dry

or

flame, on the contrary,

:&amp;gt;

3,
1.

is

ovr

e/c

e/c

Trvp6s.

made about

340, b, 21, c. 4,
13: irp&rov u.fi

eyKi&amp;gt;K\iov

(popdv

What
avwvv/j.oi/ yap TO KOIVOV, &c.
is called tire is a kind of inflam
mable material (u7re/c/cou/ia)which,
smoke, can be kindled by a
Heraclitus had
motion.
with heat in
fire
identified
general (see ZELL. Pit. d: Gr.
distinction
the
588 sq.)
i.
between fire and the heat of
fire appears in his school (PLATO,
Aristotle had a
Crat. 413, o).
special reason for emphasising

like

little

;

this distinction, as is indicated

330, b,

by the above passage from the
Meteorology. For it was impossible that between the aerial and

U7repj3o\^

the celestial sphere there should

3,
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material, but a

phenomenon occasioned by the transmu
and dry substance (air and earth).
while
each of the elements exhibits two essential
Again,
properties, one of which in each case is its proper and
tation

of moist

1

distinctive characteristic

of water, the
fire.

2

moisture

the dryness of earth, the cold
or fluidity of air, the warmth of

Since, finally, each element includes a passive
quality,- it follows that all act upon and

and an active

*

are acted on

by one another, that they mingle and are
a process, indeed, which
would not otherwise be conceivable. 4
Each element
transformed into one another
pass into

may

all

the rest, for everything
goes from

be a region of fire, as he was
forced to hold there was, if fire
included only visible flame.
Meteor, ii. 2, 355, a, 9 77
1

:

yap

fj-ff

Sia

&amp;lt;f)\bj-

crupepous vypov

^rjpov iJ.*Ta$aX\6vT(tiv

ov

which

yiyvvrai
Tpe^erat [with which that
is improperly called
rpocph,
.

.

465, b, 24, Vita et
470, a, 2, does not conov yap r] avrt)
flict]
Sm/ieVet
ovOeva X p6vov us
Ibid. c.
elirejv.
3, 357, b, 31
/caflcnrep rb TKV

Long.

M.

Vit. 3,

c. 5,

ov&amp;lt;ra

:

peoWwj/

uSarcoi/ Kal -rb

rrjs

(p\oybs

Vita et M. c. 5, 470, a, 2.
en
Corr. ii. 3, 331, a,
?t
3
ou juV o.\\ oTrAcos ye
rerrapa
ovra [ra (rroix^a] ej/bs e/cao-Toi/
eVri,
p.ev
frpov
yuaAAov
$
yrt^

pefya.
*

:

^&quot;XpoD,

Se

vSccp

^ vypov, a^p

5

Se

6epu.ov,

-jrvp

%-npov.

Meteor,

In the

tyvxpov juaAAoi/
vypov /iaAAov ^

0pfj.ov
iv.

fj.a\\ov

4

382, a, 3.
latter passage Aristotle
4,

among other things, that
earth and water alone are in
habited by living beings (on which
vide below), because they alone
are
rcav
For
uAr;
(rwnaruv.
although cold is held by Aristotle
says,

to be the primary
quality of
water, moisture of air, he yet tells
US here AeyeTcu 5e TUV
.

&amp;lt;TTOiYeia&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;

loiaiTaTa fypov

y^j, vypov 5e
vSaip
TiOf/j.eOa Se vypov awpa
Se
vowp, %-npov
7
(iv. 4, 5, 382,
.

.

/J.GV

.

7&amp;gt;

and since dryness
3, b, 3)
and moisture are regarded as the
a,

;

passive or material qualities (see
p. 480, sujjra), earth

and water

are held to be the matter of all
bodies.
Fire, on the other hand,
represents in a special sense
the element of form (Gen. at
Corr. i. 8, 335, a, 9 sqq.), for
here,
as elsewhere, the
ele

containing
to the contained in
the relation of form to matter

ment stands
(De

iv.

Caelo,
4, 312, a,
11)
Similarly, more reality is attri
buted to heat than to cold, inas
much as the former is a positive,
the latter a negative, attribute
the one is classed as
being, the
other as not-being (Gen. et Corr

318, b, 14).
See pp. 479 sq. supra.
Gen. et Corr. ii. 2, 329, b
22, c. 7, and elsewhere
see pp
450 sq. supra.
i.

3,

3
4

;
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but the elements are all opposed
opposite to opposite
same way as their distinctive
the
in
other
to each
just
and moisture) are
properties (warmth, cold, dryness,
this
The more complete
opposition is, the
opposed.
more difficult and the slower is the process of transition
from one to the other; the less complete, the easier.
;

when two elements

Therefore,

respectively a

exhibit

conflict of both their essential properties, the process

slower and more

property in

difficult

common and

is

than when they have one

conflict only in respect of the

one property
into
transmutation
in one of them occasions a complete
the other; while in the former case we only gain one
for only the element interme
step by such a change
are opposed is produced, and
that
two
the
between
diate
before the meta
transmutation
a second
it
other.

In the

latter case the alteration of

requires

For instance, by removing the
complete.
but it is only when the
cold of water, we obtain air
common to water and air has been removed

morphosis

is

;

humidity

humidity of water dis
is produced; but in order to generate
appears, earth
common to earth and water must be
lire, the coldness
withdrawn. Hence it follows that the elements which

that

we

obtain

fire.

If the

are wholly opposed to one another are metamorphosed
those which are but partially
by an indirect process
Fire passes directly
are transformed directly.
;

opposed

air directly into
into air or earth, indirectly into water
into
earth; water directly
flre or water, indirectly
earth directly
fire
into
into air or earth, indirectly
Thus all the
air.
into
into water or fire, indirectly
;

;

1

Gen. et Corr.

ii.

4.
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demon

elements, as Heraclitus and Plato had already

form together one complete whole, a selfstrated,
2
contained circle of generation and destruction, the parts
of which are incessantly undergoing transformation, but
steadfastly maintaining the law of their metamorphosis,
1

preserving the same forms and proportions in the midst
3
of the ceaseless transmutation of their matter.

These propositions concerning the nature of the
elementary bodies are enough to prove that there is
only one world. For if each body has its natural place,

and

if its

very essence consists in

its

having

then

it,

all

bodies, unless hindered by force, must move to these
earth to the centre, aether to
their natural localities
elements to the inter
the
other
and
circumference,

Hence it is impossible that there
mediate spaces.
should be more than one region of earth, water, air,
that there should be
fire, and aather, and consequently
another world besides the one in which

cannot suppose that a body

beyond the world, since such a

locality

1

619,
-

ware

ibid.

ii.

Ph.

(pavepbj/

on

ilrid.

KVK\U&amp;gt;

rots

&c.
b, 27

ffu&amp;gt;/j.acrt,

asked, irorepov Kal
ael Sta/teVet
avruv

is

ru&amp;gt;v

r)

i.

331. b, 2:
re fcrrai rj

awXo is
Meteor, ii. 3, 357,

aptQ/n(2,

Gr.

d.

680.

Gen. et Corr.

7eVe&amp;lt;m

3

ZELL.

Cf.

and

e?5ei

T&amp;lt;p

fjL*Ta/3a\\6vT&amp;lt;av

ael

rj

:

it

QaXarra

ovffa

/j.opiooi/

Kal

ry irotrcp
rwv /ufpuv,

Kal rb

TTOTL/HOV vS&p
KaQdirep a.fyp
Kal rb irvp. ael yap &AAo Kal oAAo
TOVTWV
tKacrTOV, rb 8 fiSos
yivfrai

TOV

Tr\.7]0ovs

e/cao-rou

TOVTWV

fj.evi,

locality

must be

&amp;lt;as

Xoyov, Kal Siacpfptiv raxvrrJTi Kal
ftpaSvrfiTi rrjs /uera^oAT/s eVl irdi/
rcav re Kal fyOopav dt/ai Kal ytvetriv,

ravr-qv p.tvroi reray^fvus

&amp;lt;n//uj8a

avro ts.
358, b, 29
oy re ael ra aura ^epr? Sm^ueVet, ovre
yris ovre ^aAarrrjs, aAAa p.6vov 6
veiv

irafriv

iras UJKOS.
d/moicas Set
dj/e p%eTat

/SatVet

Kal

:

ical

yap Kal

Kanovra
Ph.

(I.

Trepl

yris

r6 /u.(v yap
viroXafiziv
rb 8e ira\iv ffvyKara-

rovs

TOTTOVS

(Ti/UyueTa-

67Ti7roAa(bi/Ta Kal ra
ird\iv.
Cf. also ZELL.

@d\\i rd T

KaOdirep TO

TWV peovTcav uSctTcoi/ Kal
(p\oybs peU|Ua. (pavepuv STJ

We

live.

dSwarov /JL^
TOVTO Kal TnGai^bv,
TOV avrbv eli/cu irepl irdvrwv TOVTWV

TO

TTJS

we

forcibly retained in a

is

(rr.

i.

2,

576, 620.
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the natural place of some other body and if all bodies
in this one world have their place, there can be no
;

body
and consequently no space, since space is
The same
only that in which a body is or can be.
conclusion is arrived at also from another side.
Several
worlds would presuppose several first causes of motion,

outside

it,

1

which would be

and consequently
But the primum movens

specifically similar,

only different in their matter.

has no matter

it is
single and complete in itself.
follows that the world which derives its continuous

eternal motion from the first cause
If,

It

:

however, we

must be

so

and
too. 2

are told that the concept of the world,

like all concepts,

must manifest

duals, Aristotle bids

us

itself in several indivi

answer that

this argument
would be only conclusive if there were an extra-mundane
matter in which this concept could incorporate itself,

but since our world embraces the whole of matter,
of necessity single

in

always to distinguish

its

kind,

between

its

concept and the

phenomenal manifestation of the same which
to our senses. 3

have been at any past period.
4
one, and single, and complete.
1

De Cd lo,

21 sqq. 279,

i. 8, C.
a, 11.

1),

278, b,

2
This metaphysical proof,
held in prospect De (Joe la, i. 8,
277, b, 9, is given Metupli. xii. 8,
1074, a, 31 sqq. cf. also p. 388
sq., and on matter as the source
of multiplicity, p. 368 sq.
;

3

T)e

C&amp;lt;vlo,

id.

27!&amp;gt;,

i.

a,

is

If there are not several worlds

more can there be such

existence, no

;

i):

222.
WO-T oure vvv

cf. p.

fieri

ovr

aAA

it is

although we ought
present

now

in

in the future, or

This world of ours

is

OVT tyevovro
yeveaOai TrAe/ous
nal reAcjos ovros

TrAe/ous ovpavol

eySe ^erai
els KO.\

fj.6i&amp;gt;os

Hid. i. 1 fin.
ovpavos CO-TIV.
particular bodies are infinite in
number rb 5e TTO.V ov ravra fj.6pia
re Aetoj/ avaytcaiov flvai KOI Ka.6a.irep
:

;

TOVVO/HO, (nj/ucuVei, iravrri, Kal ^77 rii
ov.
/uej/ rij 5
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Furthermore, the shape of the universe is deter
mined by the nature of the five simple bodies. Since
circular motion is proper to one of them, and rectilinear

motion to the rest, we obtain in the first place the
between the two chief
distinction, touched upon above,
circular motion
in
which
that
of the world
regions

and that in which the opposite movements up
and down hold sway i.e. that which is full of aether, and
In both of
that which contains the four elements.

rules,

:

in spherical layers one above
materials uniformly strive
similar
For since
the other.
to reach their natural localities, which in turn are deter

them the materials

mined by
it

lie

their distance

from the centre of the world,

follows that the materials of each sort are conglobated

which are at all points equidistant from the
In the middle of the whole lies the earth a

in spheres
centre.

solid sphere,

the world.

2

1

but in extent a relatively small portion of
Its fixture in this locality proceeds partly
In proof of this statement
Aristotle, Meteor, i. 3, 339, b, 6,
340, a, 6, refers generally to the
&quot;

1

Besides the argument quoted

in the text, Aristotle proves the
rotundity of the earth (De Ccelo,
ii. 14, 297, a, 6 sqq.) from the
form of its shadow on the moon

during an eclipse, from the different stars visible in the north and
the south, and the fact (already
touched on 296, b, 18) that falling
bodies do not move in parallel
lines but only at similar angles
towards the earth. With regaul
to

the

last,

there

doubt whether

it

is

room

had been

for
ascer-

tained by accurate observation
and experiment, or whether it
was not an inference from the
theory that all bodies which have
weight gravitate towards the
centre.

a.crrpo\oyiKa.

0&amp;lt;apj)/j.a.Ta,

DeCcelo;

above. 297, b, 30 sqq., he
adduces the fact that when we
move even a short distance north
or
south, some of the stars
visible over the horizon seem to
as

change their positions. He remarks here that mathematicians
reckon the circumference of the
earth at 400,000 stadia (50,000
about double, therefore,
miles
the true measurement), and that
as compared with the size of the
celestial bodies this is a cornparatively small figure. The hy:

in later
pothesis (so important
times for Columbus s discovery)
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from the nature of

its

position in the universe

us of the

fact.

3

The

:

the upper surface of which

Around the water and the earth

spherical.

its

-

observation, moreover, assures
hollows on the surface of the earth

are filled with water,
4

and partly from

1

material,

first of air, then of fire.
spheres
not unfrequently identifies the two

is

are hollow

Aristotle, however,

remarking that
composed partly of moist and partly
of dry vapour, the latter
produced from earth, the
former from water and the moisture of the earth: the

what we

last,

call air is

drier kinds

mount upwards,

the

more humid, from

their

Indian and Atlantic
Oceans are all one sea, he further

presupposes a fixed centre, which
Aristotle conceives of as cor-

tlunks worthy of respect,
tic.
An. iii. 3, 428, b, 3, Meteor, i.
he
tells
us
that
the
8, 345, b,
.sun is larger than the earth.

poreal see p. 480, supra
3
Thus, heavy bodies

the

that

&quot;2,

1

De Cu Lo, ii.

1

4,

where Aristotle

opposes the view that the earth
moves, both in the form in which it
was held by Philolaus (ZELL. Ph.
d. Gr. i. 388), and in the form
jriven to it by Hicetas. Ecphantus,
Heraclides (ibid. i. 459, ii 1,
K^7 sq.), and attributed also to
Plato (ibid. ii. 1, 682, 2). His
chief reason is(296, a, 27, b, 6, 25)
that circular motion is contrary
to the elemental nature of the
earth,

in

virtue

of

which

;

thrown upwards

centre, and all bodies rest when
they arrive at the place toward
which they naturally gravitate,
motion away from the centre
cannot belong to any part of it
and the whole must be at rest.
The rotation oi the world

when

a straight

line return to their
starting-point
(ibid. 296, b, 25 sqq.). Moreover,
astronomical phenomena find a

satisfactory explanation on the
hypothesis that the earth rests
(297, a, 2), while on the opposite
irregularities
hypothesis
must result; for instance, the
stars could not
always rise and
set at the same
points (29G a
34 sqq.). The motion referred
to in Anal. Pi^t. ii. 1,
89, b, 30, is
the earthquake.
4

its

proper motion is rectilinear and
toward the centre.
For the
same reason all other motions
must be denied of it. For since
its natural motion is toward the

in

The proof of

this, tie Ccelo,

287, b, 1 sqq., is as follows
as water always accumulates in
ii.

4,

:

the deepest parts, and the nearer
the centre the deeper any part is,
water must continue to flow towards the centre until all the
deep places are tilled ur, i.e.
until its surface is at all
points
equidistant from the centre. The
proper place for water is the
space occupied by the sea, Meteor.
ii.

2,

355, a, 35, b, 15, 356, a, 33.
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greater gravity, sink downward ; so the former fill the
upper, the latter the lower, region of the atmosphere.
The spherical form, of the lower world involves that
1

of the celestial region which surrounds the former and
2

touches

it at all
But considered in themselves,
points.
the heavens could scarcely be
supposed to have another
3
shape, since the sphere is the first and most

figure,

and therefore the one appropriate

perfect
to the first

body.
Moreover, it is only this figure which can
4
revolve within the space which it
encloses, and ex
ternal to the heavens there is no
space.
Lastly, the
motion of the heavens, being the measure of all move

ment, must be the most rapid but the most rapid is
that which has the shortest
journey, and a circle is the
5
shortest road from the same
point to the same point.
;

1

Meteor, i. 3, 340, b, 19 sqq.
341, a, 2, c. 4, 341, b, 6-22; cf.i.
7, 344, b, 8, c. 8, 345, b, 32
ii. 2,
354, b, 4 sqq.; De Casio, ii. 4,
on the difference be287, a, 30
;

;

tween

dry and

moist

(ava0v/j.iao-is, or Kairvbs
r. also Meteor, ii.

4,

360, a, 31,
2

sqq^.

De

which

iii.

6.

Ccclo,

vapours

and

ar/jCis),

359, b, 28,

378, a, 18.
4, 287, a, 30

ii.

As there can be no space

is void (see
pp. 432 sq.),
follows that the celestial and
the fiery spheres are at all points
in contact with one another.
3
For what follows see De
it

Casio,
4

ii.

4.

Ibid. 287,

a, 11.

This state-

ment is certainly strange, for as
ALEX, apud SIMPL. in loco,
Scliol. 493, b, 22, observed at an
early date, a
share
figures

whole

with the sphere,

this
viz.

of
attribute
all those

series

which are described by the
spinning of a smooth body, and
of which, therefore, each section
which cuts the
angles
centre

axis

at

right

forms a circle whose
is on the line of the axis.

Simplicius gets out of the difficulty by remarking that, while
in the case of other shapes there
is only one axis that will serve
the purpose, in a sphere you

may

take any you please; an ex

planation with which we may
rest content on so trifling a point.
5
Or as STMPLICIUS, in loco,
of all lines which
explains it
return to the point from which
they started, and thus inclose a
space, the circle is the shortest
just as of all surfaces of equal
extent that which is circular, of
all bodies of equal bulk that
which is globular, has the smallest
circumference.
Even with this
:

;
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and more uniform its matter is, the more
the celestial
perfectly spherical will be the shape of
in
the
most
world
perfect body matter
as, indeed,
its
to
must be perfectly adapted
form, and as the argu
2
ments by which the spherical shape of heaven is proved

The

finer

l

:

Still we cannot regard the matter of the
heavens as uniformly homogeneous.
Nature, in Ari

require.

stotle s opinion, reconciles all

process, and the purity of the

diminishes

heaven,

as

it

opposites by a gradual
aether,

which composes
the

approaches

terrestrial

3

atmosphere.

In proceeding to investigate the disposition of the
4
All the
heavens, Aristotle is guided by observation.
the argument is a
is obvious that
Aristotle aeeepts the globular
form of the earth on the direct
evidence of the senses, and
merely adds these other proofs
as supplementary evidence.

explanation
lame one.

1

Hid.

It

287, b,

1

tK TOVTOW,

Kal

4

6n ^v

:

olv

b Koffjuos 8ri\ov

effriv

(T(paipoeiS-r]S

on

/car

OVTUS

ti\iKpives,

t!cc.

KAMIMO

is

wrong

supposing that it is the
air as the matter of the fiery
region and not the rcther that is
here spoken of. The avoi /j.fxP
ffeXrivrjs does not mean the region
below the moon, but the upper
regions reaching down as far as
in

L

the moon, and lying between it
and the starry heavens. More
over,

(toyta

erepoi/

ae pos

cannot

tv

possibly mean the air, but, as
10 immediately says, the
1.

no terres
trial body being so completely
adapted for an exactly symmetri

TTpWTOV (TTOIX^OV KVK\Cf} (f)p6/J.fVOV
must not,
or the aether.
however, conceive of a mixture

5

/xrjT

a\\o

o(f&amp;gt;6a\/*o

is

T&V

fAtiOfv

1

irap

rju.1v

(paivo^vtav,

cal form.

According to the above
argument, the smallest elevation
-

or depression in the outer sur
face of the celestial globe would
presuppose a void space outside
of it.
3
rb
Meteor, i. 3, 340, b, 6
:

jicei/

yap

aw

fTfpov 6?Vat
Kal aepos, ou
fjifif

Kal
au&amp;gt;fj.d

ju?;i/

^XP

1

&amp;lt;pa^v

0&quot;e

A. 771/77?

Trvp6s

re

aAA. eV avrcp ye rb

KaQapwrepov tivai TO

S

r^rrov

We

of elementary substances which
cannot extend to the region
of circular motion, but merely of
of
differences in the degree

density.

According to Eudemus (in
SIM PL. JJe Coelo, Schol. in Arist.
498, a, 45) Plato had thus stated
the problem of astronomy rivwv
4

:

vTroTfOfiffcav

vwv

Kivri(Ttu&amp;gt;v

6/j.a\u&amp;gt;v

Kal reray/J-e-

Siacrca6fj

TO, irfpl

ras
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heavenly bodies seem daily to move from east to west,
but seven of them move besides in longer periods of
l

and from

this time forth Greek
astronomy held to the view that

function

its

consisted

in

dis

covering hypotheses which would
explain the

phenomena as satis
somewhat

factorily as (on their

assumption) the motion
of the stars is explained by
the theory of uniform motions.
The highest criterion of the truth
of a theory is rb ai&^aOai TO.

hardy

&amp;lt;j)aiv6fj,eva.

stances

To take only a few in
the quotations from

cf.

:

and about Heraclides, in ZELL.
Ph. d. Gr. i. 881, 1, and in
BOCKH, D. Iwsm. Syst. d. Platon,
134 sqq.
Aristotle s statements
about Callippus, Mctaph. xii.
8, 1073, b, 35
r$ 8 falov Kal
;

:

r&amp;lt;

ae\-f]vt]s

reos

elvai

et jtteAAet

5vo

(Zero

a~(paipas,

Uri irpoffOe-

ra

ris cbroSwaeji/

;

(baLv6fj.eva

the state

old

astronomers

partly

Eudemus and

SosiCcclo, Schol. in Arist.
472, a, 42, 498, a, 43, 499, a, 7,
500, a, 25, 501, b, 28, 502, b, 5
sqq. 503, a, 23, 504, b, 32 sqq.
Aristotle adopts the same cri

following
genes, De

He asserts only those
positions which are warranted
by the facts where the latter are
terion.

;

inadequately known, or do not
speak with sufficient plainness,
he makes no pretence of abso
lute certainty, but is content
with probability. Thus Mctaph.
xii.

8, 1073, b, 38, 1074, a, 14,
after declaring (1073, a, 11) that

the investigation is not yet con
cluded, he says avayKalov 8e et
(rupTeflfttrcu
irairai
ra
:

6
fj.fi&amp;gt;

a airodaxreiv, Ka(f tKacrrov

TrAaj/w/xeVcov

erepas crcpaipas
e AaTTOvas eIVa;,
&c. ... TO
OVV
TUV
TT\7J60S
/J.V
fffyaipCOV fOTO)
rb yap
atyeicrdci) To7s Iff^vporfpois Ae -yetr.

p.ia

.

.

De
8^j
/cat

.

Cwlo, ii. 12, 292, a, 14: irepl
TOVTOCV fore tv /j.j/ /coAws t^et
T^]V eVl 7rAe?oi/ avveffiv, Ka nrep

x

/iJ/cpas

I/Ta5

287, b, 28

a&amp;lt;pop/j.ds,

&c.

C. 5,

;

the desire to explain
everything is a mark either of
The
great zeal or great folly.
:

to
which
extent,
however,
the attempt is open to blame
depends upon the motive which
inspires it, and the strength of a
man s conviction of the truth of
his views
iroTepoi/ avOpwirivws %
:

KapTepixwTfpov, TCUS fjikv ovv axpiavd yKais OTO.V TIS tiriTOTS -^apiv ^\f:iv Se? TO?S evp??&amp;gt;

ments and
quotations from
Geminus, in SIMPL. Phys. 64, b,
and what the latter says of
the

fya.iv

ruv

t,

vvv 8e

r~b &amp;lt;paiv6}j.vov

prjrfov.

An. i. 5, 644, b,31,
where it is said that the study of
the heavens possesses an infinite
Cf. also Part.

charm,
To,ue0a

el
:

Kara

/cat

/J-iKpbv

e&amp;lt;pair-

and on the necessity of

observation, cf.ibid.
Trorfpov, Kada-rrfp ol

c. 1,

639, b, 7:

fj.adr)[j.aT i KO]

ra

TTpl rriv a(rrpo\oyiav Sei/cz/uoutrjv,
OUTCO
Se?
Kal rbv (pvcriKov ra
&amp;lt;paLv6fj.eva
irpMTOv ra Trepl ra

&amp;lt;j?a

6e(apr (rai
l

ra

Kal

e7ret0

ra

fJ-fpT]

TO

ovrco \t*ytiv

Trepi

rb Sta

fKaarov,
Tas alrlas, $) a\\ws TTO/S.
(That Aristotle would decide for

rf Kal

the former method is obvious.)
Aristotle himself was a most
careful observer of known facts
see p. 46, n. 1, supra.
Aristotle speaks, of course,
only of the stars known to the an
cients, and visible to the naked
;

1

eye.
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very unequal lengths in the opposite direction, i.e.
from west to east, around the earth. That these bodies
could move freely in space was a thought beyond the
reach of ancient astronomers. They fancied each star
in

fixed

its

and therefore were obliged to

sphere,

imagine at least as many celestial spheres as they saw
1
Ari
stars differing in their movements and periods.

The
beyond this view.
as well as the whole heaven, appear

stotle does not get
2

says,

and since the earth

is fixed,

movement

explained by a real
stars, or of both.

31 any of the older philoso
phers held that the stars were
carried round by the air or the
rotation of the world.
Besides

Xenophanes and Heraclitus, who
held that the stars were nebulous
masses, this view was shared by
Anaxagoras, Democritus, and
perhaps even Anaximenes Empedocles held that it was true
of the planets but not of the fixed
;

which were

set

immovably

in the arch of heaven (see ZELL.
Ph. d. Gr. i. 220 sq. 500, 622,
715, 799, 898, 3). Anaximander
seems to have been the first to
start the theory of spheres (ibid.

;

of the heaven or the

both should

dawned upon them.
seemed, moreover, to be de
manded by the nature of the
stellar motions thernselves,which,
if they were one and the same
every day round the earth, were
yet having
It

more naturally explained by a
motion of the whole
sphere of the fixed stars than by

single

a number of separate motions.
like hypothesis seemed to
afford the best explanation of
the movements of the planets,
including the sun and moon
their proper motion being the
result of the rotation of their
spheres, which takes place, how
ever, in a direction opposite to
that of the fixed stars, while
their daily course was to be ex
plained on the ground that the
rotation of the stellar regions
included them also.
2
De Ccclo, ii. 8. This argu
ment is stated with some fullness,
because it shows the important
fact that Aristotle already pre
supposes the existence of dif

A

206 sq.) which was subsequently
adopted by thePythagoreans(/fivW.
384, 1, 449) and by Parmenides
Plato adopted it
(ibid. 528).
from the Pythagoreans (ibid. i.
685), and was followed by Eudoxus and Callippus, the leading
astronomers of Aristotle s time
It seemed
(see p. 497 sq., infra*).
forced upon them by the diffi
culty they had in conceiving of
a free motion of the stars, the ferent stellar spheres.
idea of universal gravitation not

he

to move
phenomenon must be

It is not conceivable that

1

stars,

this

stars,

;
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how

case

in this

could

we

explain the exact correspondence between the rate at
stars move and that of their spheres ?

We

which the

cannot refer an invariably regular phenomenon to an
The same may be said about
accidental coincidence.
the hypothesis that the stars move while their spheres
are fixed. In this case also the rate of the astral move

ment would have

correspond to the size of their
although there is no real connection between the
Hence we are driven to suppose that the spheres

circle,

two.

to

move, but the stars are fixed and carried round by
This hypothesis satisfactorily explains why,
them.
1

among concentric circles, the larger move at
rate.
stars,

a

more rapid

It is further seen to be necessary because the
2
from their spherical shape, in order to get into

motion, must either roll or spin.
ever, would not carry them on their

Mere

way

rolling,
3

;

how

and the

fact

that the moon always shows us the same side proves that
they do not spin. Moreover, their shape is the least
adapted to progressive movement, since they are devoid
4

obviously because nature has not
5
intended them for any such movement.

of locomotive organs,

Tovs
TO Se dffTpa
1

|ue&amp;gt;/

ICVK\OVS

KivtlffQai

they have
no motion of their own within
move
their own spheres, but
with them] /cal eVSeSe^ueVa rols
KVK\OIS

T^uepelV [i.e.

4&amp;gt;epe&amp;lt;r0cu,

289, b, 32.
their form

is deThat this is
monstrated, Hid. c. 1 1 both by the
shape of the moon in its different
phases, and by the teleological
argument that since nature does
nothing in vain she must have
given the stars, which require no
,

organs of locomotion, the corresponding shape, viz. rotundity,
3
Moreover, Aristotle adds, it
is only the sun which appears
to roll at its rising

and

this, like

and setting

:

the twinkling light

of the fixed stars, is merely an
optical delusion,
4
Cf. also ZELL. Ph. d. Gr
i.

681,
5

1.

In

his refutation of the
doctrine of the harmony of the
spheres (c. 9 ,/w.), which we
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Now in order to explain the motion of the heavenly
bodies upon this hypothesis, it was assumed that every
sphere revolved on its own axis at a perfectly uniform
Accordingly, so far as the movements of the
separate stars varied from a perfect circle, or progressed
rate.

at unequal rates, they were regarded as composite move
ments capable of being analysed into pure and uniform
rotations. Therefore, each star required as many spheres
as were found necessary for the resolution of its
ap

parent movement into pure circular revolutions.

was bound

stotle

to accept these

Ari

various hypotheses,
the heavenly spheres

since even he never doubted tli.it
and the matter which composed them performed such
revolutions only as our eyesight seems to witness to;
moreover, he was obliged to suppose that the spheres

contained within the universal

globe, in which there
was no vacuum whatever, had no room for any other
kind of movement.
He went further, and connected
1

Aristotle gives another
reason, viz. that infinite coni usion would result if the movements of the stars were free.

may omit,

and decrease of velocity
possible only, he asserts, in a

crease
is

movement which has beginning,
middle, nd end it is impossible
;

Cf what has already been
upon the movement of the
heavens, p. 489, and on the circular movement of the primeval
1

.

said

body, p. 473.

It

was a universal

ancient
presupposition
astronomers, traceable to Plato
(seep. 490, n, supra, and the references to Eudoxus and Callippus, p. 500 sq. infra], that the
movement of the spheres must
be perfectly uniform. Aristotle
endeavours to establish its truth
in the first instance in connection with the irp&ros ovpavbs, the
Insphere of the fixed stars.

among

in circular motion,

without

which is alike
beginning and end.
motion
presupposes

Unequal
change either

in

motum

or

-mown?, or both, but this is impossible with
regard to the
For it is obvious to
heavens.
the senses that the parts of the
(highest) heavens are uniform
in their movements, while with
regard to the heavens as a whole
the same conclusion is forced
upon us when we consider that

unequal motion is only possible
where force is either added or
withdrawn, and that every with-
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All
his peculiar theory of motion with these views.
motion depends upon the contact of a mobile with a

motive body, and this law must apply to the motion of
the spheres, since one movens in the same matter can
only produce one kind of motion, and since every
1

motion ultimately proceeds from an unmoved cause, and
every motion which has no beginning from an eternal
cause of movement, 2 we must imagine as many eternal
and unmoved substances for the production of the

movement
for the

of the spheres as there are spheres required

phenomena

to be accounted for. 3

The heavenly

bodies are no dead masses, but living beings
drawal of force (a8vvap.(a} is an
unnatural condition inapplicable
All these rea
to the heavens, &c.
sons hold equally of the spheres of

the planets considered individu
ally and apart from the influence
of their spheres upon one another
Ari
as of the first heaven.
stotle, at 288, a, 14 of the passage
quoted above, confines himself
The move
to the latter only.
ments of the lower spheres are
compounded of those of the
true account
The
higher.
of the motions of the planets
(attributing to them acceleration
and retardation of velocity) is
declared to be iravreX&s aXoyov
Kal irXaa par i

289, a, 4.
259, a, 18 (v.
above p. 293, n. 1): pia 8 [r)
ev6s re rov Kivovvros
Kivijais] i
1

Phys.

ofjioiov,

viii.

6,

stotle
OereOV

1073, a, 26
avdyKt]

way

in

on the
which motion is produced

by the unmoved mover, p. 404.
3
After showing the necessity
of an eternal incorporeal cause
of motion, Metaph. xii. 7, Ari

eirel

:

TWOS

viro

there

piav
OVGiaV ?)

irorepov

:

roiaVTTjV
r}]V
al Troo-as; and
irXeiovs,

answers,

5e rb Kivovpevov
Ktve7o~6ai, Kal rb

KIVOVV aKLvrjrov elvai Kad
avrb, Kal T}]V aiSiov Kivijariv virb d iTrpcorov

Siov Ktve icrOai Kal

1

r^v

dpw/j.ev 5e irapa. T}]V

/niav vt^ evbs,

TOV Travrbs

rrjv

(popav %)v Kivelv ^o^uei/ T^V
irpwrr]v oi/aiav Kal Q.K.(vt]rov, a\\as
air\T)i/

ras

ovffas

(popas
aifiiovs

.

.

.

ruv

ir\avr]r(av

Kal

at/cry/cr;

T(av

e/cao TTji

UTT

(popwv

rovriav

aKivfiTOv
Kal di 5/ou

re KivzlcrQai Kad avrb
oucrias. % re yap r&v acrrpuv tpvcrts
aiSios oixria ris ovffa, Kal rb KIVOVV
aiSiov Kal irporepov rov Kivov/mevov, Kal
rb irporepov ovcrias ovo- iav avayKaiov
elvai. (pavepbv roivvv fin roffavras
T6 ovcrias avayKaiov elvai rT]v re
&amp;lt;pvo~iv

ai Sious

Kal

v(f&amp;gt;

Kal evbs rov Kivovpevov.
Cf. p. 388 sq., and

8

c.

asks,

4
;

Kal avev

aKiv^rovs

/uLeyedovs.

icafl

auras

BEENTANO S

view that these eternal beings
were created by God has already
been discussed at p. 412, supra.
4

b, 1 )

DC
:

avruv

Casio,

o\\

12, 292, a, 18 (cf.
us irepl (rw^arcov
Kal /u.ovdo uv rdiv
ii.

rjfj.e

fj.6vov

is
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must be as many souls, to preside over their motions, as
there are spheres.
The fabric of the heavens consists,
therefore, of a system of concentric hollow balls or
spheres, so placed within each other as to leave no

empty

The centre

1

interspace.

of this system

is

called

the bottom, the circumference the top
and so the
outer spheres are uppermost, the inner are
nethermost,
and each locality in space is higher or lower
;

as
is

according
has a greater or less distance from the centre. 2 It
only indirectly, and relatively to the motion of the
it

5eT 8

KCU

that avrwv seems to
refer to the stars, not to their
spheres, and that we are at
liberty to picture with KAMPH
d.
Art fit. 39
(Erkenntnisstk.
individual star as
sq.) each
animated by a spirit but the
passage does not compel us to do
so, for if the spheres are animate
the stars which are part of them
must share their life and action.
Elsewhere,
however,
Mctapli.
xii. 8 (see p. 501 sq. infra, and
It

is

true

;

previous note), he expressly
says that there cannot be more
eternal unmoved beings than
there are spheres, and this is
cf.

only what we should have ex
pected from him, since it is only
from the movement of the stars
that he infers, in the way indi
cated in the preceding note, the
existence of such beings. More
over, it is only the spheres, and
not the stars, which are said

by him

to be

moved.

It is

only

these, then, that have souls of
their own, or, to speak more
strictly, it is

only these which

are united severally to spiritual
beings which stand in the same
relation to them as the human
soul does to the body which it

moves without being
(see Infra, vol.
ii.

285,

2,

e/j.\^vxos

Kal

So 284,

b.

itself

ii., ifrit.).

29:

a,

*x
32
;

l

6

5

Kivf)&amp;lt;reus

cf.

moved

De

Ccelo,

ovpavos
apxyv.

Part. An.

i.

641, b, 15 sqq.
As, however,
the mover of the highest sphere
lies outside the world and is un
moved, Plato s conception of the
1,

world-soul

(which, indeed, Ari

stotle expressly rejects, see p. 459,
n. 5) is as inapplicable to it in its
relation to its sphere as it is to

the other spheral spirits in their
relation to theirs.
1
Aristotle denies that there

is

any void (see p 433, sq. supra),
and accordingly conceives not
only of the astral spheres but of
the others, even the lowest,
as in immediate contact with
one another. Meteor, i. 3, 340,
De Ccdo,
b, 10 sqq. 341, a, 2 sqq.
all

;

ii.

4,

287,

2

a,

5 sqq.

Cf pp. 473 and 478, supra
.

205, b, 30 sqq.
6 init. ii. 4, 287,

Phys.

iii.

Catlo,

i.

5,

and elsewhere,

;

a,

;

De
8,
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and beneath are applied
opposite points in the circumference, and conse
quently that we come to speak of right and left, front
and back, in the world. In this case, reckoning from
spheres, that the terms above

to

the sphere of the fixed stars, we call the southern half of
the globe the upper, reckoning from the
planetary sphere,
the northern.
Each sphere has its own peculiar
1

1

See

De

Cado,

ii.

motion will be that which carries
the point in the periphery which
has received the push past one
who stands in the line of the
axis in front of him
in other
words, that which proceeds from
the right in a forward direction
and thence to the left. This,
however, will be the case with
the motion of the sphere cf the
fixed stars only if the head of

2 (cf Pliys.
.

passage just referred to) and the
lucid explanation in BOCKH,
liosm. Syst. d. Platon, p. 112 sqq.
The differences here spoken of
apply only to motion, and there
fore properly only to that which
is
to
living and self-moved
such the upper is (285, a, 23)
Z&amp;gt;.

:

;

TO odfv
TO

r]

&amp;lt;*&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

the right
the front TO e

KiVrjo-js,

ou,

hand

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;

An.

o

rj

c. 4,

705,
apply this to
the world, that is the right side
of the irpuTos ovpavbs from which
its motion proceeds
in other
(Cf. Int/r.
If we
b, 18 sqq.)
K(VT}&amp;lt;ris.

words, the east. This motion
conceived of (285, b, 19), as it
was by Plato (see ZELL. Ph. d.
Gr. i. 684, 1), as proceeding in a
circle towards the right, as when
in a circle of men anything (as,
for instance, the cup or the talk
is

at table, PLATO, S-ymp. 177, D,
214, B, c, 222, E, 228, c) is passed
along by each to his neighbour

on the

right.

The

Trpwros ovpavos

therefore represented (285, a,
81 sqq.) as standing inside the
circle of the heavens in the line
of its axis, touching one of the
poles with its head, the other
with its feet, and as giving the
ball at some point upon its
equator the push with its right
is

hand which sets it spinning.
The natural direction of such
VOL.

I.

one

it be
with that
of the spheres of the planets
which move from west to eatt,
on the other hand, only on the

standing

inside

upon the south pole

opposite supposition.

of

;

According

to Aristotle, therefore, our an
tipodes are in the upper hemi
sphere, which he also calls
(obviously from a different point
of view than that just indicated)
the right side of the world we
in the lower hemisphere and on
;

On the other hand,
reckoning from the courses of
the planets, ours is the upper
and right-hand, theirs the lower
the left side.

and left-hand,

side.
out, indeed, that we

He

points

cannot pro

perly speak of a right and a left
at all in connection with the
world as a whole (284, b, 6-18
:

eVeiST? 8 e rives etVt;/ oi &amp;lt;paffiv tlvai
TL 8eibv Kal apicrrfpov TOV ovpavov

enrep 5e? Trpocrdtrrfw
TTOVTOS (Ttie/uaTi Tavras TO.S
.

.

.

T&amp;lt;f

K K

TOV
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communicated by the presiding incorporeal

motion,

being

but in

:

cases the motion

all

uniform, without

is

beginning or ending, round an axis

;

but the direction

and the rapidity of this rotation vary in the several
At the same time the spheres are connected
spheres.
with each other in such a way that the inner, or lower,
are carried round by the outer, just as if the axis of each
sphere were inserted at its poles into the next above.
the
Consequently, the problem arises how we are, under
1

et

iv

5e 5e? KCU Tfy ovpavw irpocrTWJ/ TOiourcov). Never

TI

theless, Phys.
lie

iii.

205, b, 33,

5,

that the distinctions
and below, before and

says

above

behind, right and

left, exist ov
P.OVOV irpbs ripcis KCU SeVet, aAAa /ecu
TO? o\cf
eV
Iiiffr. Ail. 5, 700,
at/T&amp;lt;

;

he finds it natural that
motion should proceed from the
upper front and right side, y p.tv
yap dpxv rifjuov, TO 8 &vu TOV
b,

11,

irpovOev TOV uiurrOei

K3.TW KCU rb

KCU TO

5flbv TOV

dpl&amp;lt;TTpOV

TLJULW-

Ttpov (though it might be said
Sid TO rav
with equal truth,
d&amp;gt;v

dp\ds

tv

K/iuortna

Touroiv
TIJCV

TO.VTO.

eiVat

dvTiKti/j.t-i&amp;gt;wi&amp;gt;

/nopiuv

o he
So in DeCfflo, iii.
why the heavens move
J voin east to west and not in the
contrary direction, he gives the
answer that since nature orders
everything in the most perfect
possible way, and forward mo
tion is superior to backward,
the heavens have received that
motion which, according to the
VTII/).

I

\

;&quot;&amp;gt;,

question

description of right and left in
is to be regarded as a for
ward one. The allusion, Meteor.
ii. 5, 362, a, H2 sqq., to the north
pole as the upper, the south pole
as the lower, is an unimportant
c. 2,

use of ordinary language.

A

similar connection of the
the
surrounding
spheres Plato had conceived of as
existing between the spheres of
the planets and of the fixed stars,
when in Tim. 36, c, 39, A (cf. Ph.
d. Gr. i. (583), he represents the
axis of the former as inserted in
1

with

inner

the latter, and accordingly attri
butes to the planets a spiral
the
of
motion compounded
One
motions of both circles.
from ARIST.
would
suppose

Mapli. xii. 8, 1073, b, 18, 25,
c /o, Schol. in Arts/.
tSl.MlM,. DC
(.

l

.S,

1),

ill .,

EudoMis

thai

;ind

Callippus also conceived of he
stars collectively as carried round
by the sphere of he lixed stars,
and the planets collectively by a
sphere moving in the line of the
I

I

ecliptic.

It

is clear,

however,

from the further explanations of
fSimplicius and from Aristotle s
enumeration of the spheres(which
differed from that of Callippus
only

in

the

addition

of

the

avthiTTovacu.) that this was
not the case. Plato s proof that
iripcupai

the spheres of the planets are
carried round by the sphere of
the fixed stars appeared to them
fantastic.
Only those spheres
they conceived of as connected

with one another which belonged
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specified circumstances, to determine both the number
of the spheres and also the direction and
rapidity of

their rotation, so as to
explain the motions of the stars
revealed to us by observation.
1

For

this

of Cnidos,
a complete

purpose Eudoxus, the famous astronomer

who may be regarded

as the first founder of

theory of the spheres based upon accurate
2
sketched out a system of
observation,
twenty-seven
of which
belong to the planets.
the
Considering
simple nature of its motion, he thought
one sphere enough for the heaven of the fixed
stars, and
in this sphere the whole
of the stars was
spheres, twenty-six

assemblage

On

fastened.

the other hand, he
assigned four spheres
to each of the five
upper planets, and three apiece to
the sun and moon, which, in
with

agreement

Plato,

he

placed lowest in the planetary scale.
The first sphere
of each planet was intended to
explain its daily revolu
tion in concert with the heaven of the fixed
stars,

since

it

accomplished every day a rotation from east to

same planet. Aristotle, mi
the contrary, extended Plato s
doctrine to the relation of all the
upper spheres to those that are
contained within them, as is
clear from his hypothesis of
retrogressive spheres (see infra),
(Of. also De CWo, ii. 12, 293, a,
f
to the

TroAAct,

5^:

aw^ara

T\fvra

Kivovaiv a! Trpb

as

KOI TTJS ei/ darpoi/
lv TroAAous yap fftyaipais
TeAetrrala
ff&amp;lt;pa?pa
fVSeSe^uei/T?

TTJS

e xouo-Tjy
?)

4&amp;gt;epeT

t.

Hid.

c.

10.)

He

justi-

view on the ground that
the upper spheres stand to the
lower as the form to the matter,
ties this

De

Caelfl, iv. 3, 4,

310, b, 14, 312,
supra, p. 325, n. 2) and
that, as all spheres are in close and

a,

12

;

v.

;

immediate contact with one an
other (see

p. 196, n. l,vy&amp;gt;ra) each
can communicate its motion to the
one next below it. This relation
need not apply with equal strictness to the elementary
spheres as
to the heavenly,
seeing- that they
do not, like the latter, consist of
a body whose nature it is to

move in a cil cle.
Aristotle,
however, supposes in Meteor i
3, 341, a, 1, ii. 4, 361, a, 30 sqq
that the winds circle round the
earth, being carried round by the
rotation of the world,
Of. p. 490 n 4 &amp;lt;nira
*

Eudemus and Sosigenes

SIMPL.

De

in

Cento, SoJiol. in Ar. 498
a, 45, b, 47, cf. svpra,p. 451, n. 2

K K 2
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The second, which was fastened

west.

revolved

iiibo it,

the opposite direction, completing its course in the
space of time required by each planet (in the sun s

in.

oG5J days) to traverse the /odiac in the plane of
The others, likewise carried round by the
the ecliptic.
surrounding spheres, but differing from them in direc
tion and the period of rotation, were meant to explain
the variations which are observable between the apparent
motion of the stars and that produced by the two first
spheres. The lowest sphere of each planet supports the
added seven other spheres
star itself.
Callippus
two apiece for the sun and moon, and one apiece for
Mercury, Venus, and Alars. Aristotle approves of this,
as being the more probable theory, without remarking
case

1

:&amp;lt;

1

and iDF.l.LK

Oil

Eu&amp;lt;loxu&amp;gt;,

M&amp;gt;l.&amp;lt;l.]Jcrl.
*&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;h.

67

Ak(.&amp;lt;l.

Pllilo-

1830, p.

**[.
1

V\n~

a fuller account of the

theories of Eudoxus and Callip
pus, see besides the scanty allu
sion in Aristotle (Metajth. xii. S,

1073, b, 17, SIMPL. ibid. 498, b,
5-500, a, 15, \vho depends partly
upon the work oi EUDOXUS
n. Ta-xuv, partly upon the account
of Sosigenes, but has not alto
gether avoided falling into mis
takes, and THEO. Astronoin. p.
276 sqq. ed. Martin, in whom,
however, his editor (p. 55 sq.)
points out serious errors. In ex
planation, cf. IDELER, Hid. 73 sqq.

KKISCHE, Forsclnmgen, p. 288 sq.,
are followed by BONITZ,
Arist. Netapli. ii. 507 sq., and
[ScHWEGLER, Arist. Meto/ph. iv.
274 sq. PRANTL, Apiar. TT. ovp.

who

;

303 sqq.
2

According to SIMPL. ibid.
498, b, 28, 500, a, 23, this astro

nomer was a pupil

of

perhaps only of
Poleinarchus) who on
of the latter betook
Aristotle at Athens.

knows

Eudoxus
his

(or

pupil

the death
himself to
iSimplicius

work by him, but
gives some account, taken from
of no

Eudemus s History of Astronomy,
of the reasons which led him to
dissent from Eudoxus.
3
ARIST. ibid. 1073, b, 32
SIMPL. -ibid. 500, a, 15 sqq.;
IDELER,
THEO, -ibid. 27s sq.
81 sq.
KRISCHE, 294 sq.
4
It is obvious from the pas
sage quoted p.490, n. 4,supra, that
he did not attribute complete cer
tainty to it. According to SIMPL.
503, a, 3, he even brought forward
several objections to it in the
Problems. The passage, however,
does not occur in this treatise as
we have it, which makes it all
the more difficult to
decide
;

;

;

upon

its

genuineness.
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doctrine of the connection of the spheres

in one coherent whole renders the first sphere
assigned
by Eudoxus and Callippus to each planet superfluous.
1

At

the same time he judges an important rectification

of the theory to be needful, on account of this
very
coherence of the heavenly system.
For if each sphere
carries round in its course all those which are contained
in it, the motions of the lower
planets must be greatly
disturbed by those of their superiors, and the whole
result of the assumed spheral system would be altered
unless precautions be taken to neutralise the communi

movement from the spheres of one planet to
To meet this difficulty Aristotle,

cation of

those

of another.

accordingly, inserts some other spheres between the
lowest of each planet and the
highest of that which

comes next beneath, meaning them to obviate the
first upon the second.
But the premises
of the whole theory require that these fresh
spheres
action of the

should move at the same rate as those which
they are
destined to neutralise, but in an
exactly opposite
direction 2 and again that there should be as man
;

1

For, as Simplicius also re-

marks, 503, a, 38 sqq. (where,
however, 1. 41, we must read vwcnro/faflto-T&io-ai/), a special sphere
is not required to
explain the
daily rotation of the planets from
east to west, since, in consequence of this connection the
motion of the spheres of the fixed
stars

communicates

itself to all

that are contained in
2

For

if

two

it.

concentric

spheres, whose axes lie in the
same line, and of which the inner

one is fixed to the outer by the poles
of its axis, spin round the common
axis with relatively equal velocities in the opposite directions,
each point of the inner sphere is
at each moment precisely in the
position in which it would be if
both spheres were at rest. The
two motions have completely
neutralised one another in their
effect

upon the inner sphere and
depends upon it, as Sosi-

all that

genes, in SIMPL. ibid. 500,
truly explains.

b, 39,
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as the movements
retrogressive or retarding spheres
are
used
to
obviate.
In
other words, the collective
they
motions peculiar to each planet have to be considered
1

:

none of these may be communicated to another
planet,
whereas the daily revolution from east to west excited
in each planet

by

its first

neutralised. 2

It

is

sphere does not require to be
only the moon which requires no
retrogressive sphere beneath the one which carries her,
since there is no planet below the moon that she could
interrupt.

Aristotle,

consequently,

adds twenty-two

retrogressive spheres to the thirty-three of Callippus,
three apiece for Saturn and Jupiter, four
apiece for
T

a.vf\tTTOv(TaL

2&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;a?pcu

(.sup

ply ras TWV inroKarw (pepoufvoovaaTpwv (T&amp;lt;paipas, not as Sosigenes
does, SIMPL. il. 502,a.43,Tas rwv
vireoavw Kivriaeis, 1071, a, 2-12 \
-i.e.
spheres which serve to turn
those beneath them backwards,
to

communicate

to

them a motion

of the next
above them, and in this way to
keep them in the same position

that

to

opposite

of

individual constellations);

cf.

ibid. 502, a, 40.
2

This
is
as
supposition
erroneous as the view, discussed
501,
that
the
p.
supra,
theory of a
special sphere for each of the
with
rotation
from
planets
daily
east to west is compatible with
Aristotle s system of the spheres.

the fixed stars as
they would ha^e held had the
planetary spheres above them
produced no effect upon them at

For since, according to his view,
the sphere of the fixed stars in
its revolution carries round with
it, all that is contained in
it, each
further sphere which revolved in
the same direction and at the

dveXiTTOiHTas Kal fls rb
rrj Ot&ei rfyv

same velocity would only add one
more to the number of the daily

TOV vTroKaTu

rotations of the spheres contained
in it, unless this result were ob

Theophrastus

viated by a special arrangement
of retrogressive spheres.
Ari
stotle has obviously overlooked

relatively to

all

(&quot;

TO.S

avrb d-rroKadia Ta.o as
irpwTTf]i

ffffxiipav

ibid. 1074, a,

del

Isqq

called these spheres avTavcupepovbecause they carry those
0-a.i,
that are beneath them back,

and

&vct(TTpoi,

some, but

because

all of

them

not only
are star

Hid. 498, b, 41,
where, however, the retrogresshe spheres appear to be con
founded with the starless spheres
less

(SiMPL

If he had remarked it, he
would not have neutralised the
this.

action of the primeval spheres
of each planet which run parallel
with the heaven of fixed stars,
but would have abolished them
altogether.
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Venus, Mercury, and the sun
giving in all
fifty-five or, if we add in the sphere of fixed stars,
Mars,

;

spheres, together with as

fifty-six

unmoved

entities

from

many

whom

eternal incor

the motions of the

poreal
The progress of observation could
spheres proceed.
not fail to show that the theory of spheres, even as thus
conceived, was inadequate to explain the phenomena
1

:

accordingly, as early as the middle of the third century
before Christ, Apollonius of Perga advanced his theory of
2
Yet even the ant
epicycles triumphantly against it.

agonists of Aristotle s system admitted that his theory
of retrogressive spheres was an ingenious attempt to
3
rectify and supplement the hypothesis of Eudoxus.
1

ibid.

Metapk.

SIMPL.

cf.

500, a, 34 sqq.
KBISCHE,
ibid. 206 sqq.
IDELEB, ibid. 82

ibid.

;

;

;

BoNiTzand SCHWEGLEB on

the

passage in the
Metaphysics.
There Aristotle expressly says,
1. 17
sqq., that more spheres are
not required, for, since every
motion exists for the sake of
that which is moved, there can
be no motion and therefore no
sphere in the heavens which is
not there for the sake of a star,
et 8e /nr]5/j,iav olov T tlvai
fyopav /nj]
(TWTfivova a.v Trpbs UffTpov (popav^
Ti
Se irao av
Kal Tracrav
oucrtav
diraQr) Kal /ca# avrfyv rov
dpiffrov rerv^flKvlav reAous flvai
&amp;lt;pixriv

8eT

vop.i^iv,

TO.VTO.S

&C.],

ovSz/uia

erepa fyvais
oAA.a TOVTOV

h.v

dvdyKrj

ruv ovaiuv.

flffiv

Kivolev

&i/

irapa

dira0T]s

[so.

dpiQfj.bv slvai

erepai

etrj

eire

T&V

ydp

ws re\os

ovffai
(Instead of re Ao us,
however, in 1. 20, we must clearly
read with
BRENnitz r e Aos
T A NO S objection to this emenda
tion, Psychol. d. Ar. 344 sq., is
&amp;lt;popas.

B&amp;lt;

;

groundless the traditional read
ing is obviously meaningless.)
Here also we can see that his
theory is founded upon observa
In 1. 12 he remarks that if
tion.
we were to leave the sun and the
moon out of our reckoning, the
number of the (planetary)
spheres would be 47 but the
difficulty is so obvious that Sosigenes conjectured this to be a
slip for 49 (SiMPL. ibid. 502, a,
11 sqq.).
Krische, with whom
and
also
Bonitz
seemingly
Schwegler agree, refers the re
mark to the eight retrogressive
spheres under Mercury and the
sun but it is not easy to see
Low the fftyaipai aj/eXirrovaat be
longing to the sun and the moon
could have been left out.
;

;

;

2

Upon which cf. esp. IDELEB,
83 sq., LUBBEBT, On the
Greek Theory of the Moon s Orbit,

ibid.

Rliein.
3

MHS.

xii.

(1857), 120 sq.

Of the Peripatetic Sosigenes

(as to whom, see
d. Gr. \. G96, 701)

ZELL. Pit.
HJMPL. says,
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One

circle of fixed stars,

Aristotle called
celestial world.

most perfect

e

first

heaven/ as

the most perfect portion of this
it,
Stationed next to Deity, the best and
is

object,

single motion.

or the

In

it

accomplishes

purpose by a

its

single sphere it carries an innu
merable multitude of heavenly bodies.
Its motion is
its

1

pure, unalterable, uniform rotation,- starting from the
better side and following the better direction, from
3
right to right.
Moving without trouble, it requires
no Atlas to support it nor any sail to carry it round by
ilnil.

500, a, 40

:

ravra TO IVVV rov

ffVVTO/uLWS OVTWS
eiprjKoros, 6 ~S,u(nyevt)s

Apl(TTOT\OVS

KO.I

eyavrov &c.
a.yx&amp;gt;-voiav
SlAlPL. proceeds. 502, b, 5 sqq.,
to give the arguments which he
brought against Aristotle s theory
De C 7 ii. 12, Aristotle
(rafyus

KWjj.ia.ffas TT]V

.

1

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,

how it is that the number
motions belonging to each
planet does not increase with

asks
of

from the primii-m
movens. but the three middle
planets have one motion more
than the two above and below
their distance

them and, further, why the
;

first

few motions, the next above that
and the next again reach higher
attainments, the former by the
aid of many, the latter by the
aid of few, motions. Finally the
highest heavens attain the high
est with one single motion.
In
answer to the second question,
Aristotle remarks that the first
sphere far excels the others in
vital

and original energy
5e?

yap

a.

many, others

still

make

end at
all, but content themselves with
a distant approach to perfection.

The earth does not move
that which

lies

nearest to

at

all,

it

has

PX^ S

vTrepox^v elVat rfjs

the more are the

(292, a, 22) he says that whereas
the
Most Perfect needs no
action (see p. 396, n. 2, 3, and
p. 397, n. 1), of all that is be
neath Him one thing attains its
end by a few actions, another
effort to attain their

(yor}&amp;lt;rcu

Ka ^ T ^l s

bodies
seeing that the
lower spheres are carried round
by the upper. Aristotle himself
seems, from the way in which he
introduces them, 291, b, 24, 292,
first

which

requires

faris

Trpwrris irpbs ras &\\as, 292, a, 28);
but that the nearer each is to

sphere contains so many stars
while the converse is the case
with the others, several spheres
being assigned to each star.
In reply to the former question

no

TTJS

1/cacTTrjs TroA\r]v

it carries,

14 (cf. p. 169, n. 3, and p. 490,
n. 4) to place no great reliance

upon these explanations.

The

problem, however, appears to him
too important to be altogether
passed over. There are questions
which he approaches with a
species of religious awe, but
which nevertheless lie very near
his heart.
2
3

See
See

p. 494, n. ] , supra.
p. 497, n. 1, supra.
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motion embraces

Its
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and generates

all

all

Unbegotten and indestructible, affected by
no earthly distress, comprehending in itself all time
and space, it rejoices in the most complete existence
motion.

has been allowed to any bodily thing. 2
Less
of
the
is
the
Instead
planetary spheres.
perfect
region
that

of one sphere bearing countless heavenly bodies, we
here perceive a multiplicity of spheres, several of which
are required to bear one star on its course.
Their

motion proceeds from the left side of the world, and
though, considering each sphere by itself, it is a pure

and uniform

rotation, yet the general result is not so,

since the lower spheres are carried round
and as a consequence motions composite
1

See

2

De

p. 459, n. 5.
Cffilo, ii. 1 init.

efs Ka\ cu Sios

[6 TTUS ovpavbs

Ari

:

however, has principally
in view the irpSyros ovpavbs, which,
stotle,

in

i.

9,

278, b, 11, is called

by

preference simply ovpavos] dpx^v
fj.ev

Kal

OVK

TeAeuT^j

iravrbs aiuvos, e^toi/ Se
ei/ avT(f
rbv aireipov

rovs dpxaiovs Kal
f)/j.(0}V

e^coj/

a\r]de?s flvai Aoyovs,
TI Kal Qstov rwv

Trarptovs

ws

tlvai irepas
rcav

,

aAAa

as

iravXav,

ot/r

fjLev

ovSefjiiav

afire

T\fVTT)v, aAA airavarros ovffa

rbv

a-rretpov

roav

fjLev

XP^ V

alria TT)

rty

ecrrlv,

rb

Trdffirjs

Trpbs

Trav\av.

ayevrjTos,

ert

5

GvrjTTJs

Si/cr^epetas
Se rovrots airovos Sia

jUTjSejUtas

irpoffSe ia Qai

yap

rb

fiiaias

avrbv
TOLOVTOV fir nrovov,

kv di Siwrepoi/ ^, /cat 8mI. 9,
TTJS apiffT^s a/uLoipov.
10 : els Kal pottos Kal
a,

279,
re Aetos ovros ovpavos eo~nv.

l-

Tt]v

Kal

atyQapros Kal

aira6r]s

irav

TO re -yap irepas rwv
fffrl, Kal avTT] ^ KVK\o(popia
ovaa irepte xet TOS aTeA?s Kal
TTfpo-s

is

rov

XP OVOV

aQavarov

eXv (ras

ancients were right when they
assigned the heavens, as alone
indestructible, to the gods, for it

/cot Trepi

fjt,d\io~Ta

by the upper,
and deviating

The

The

passage which follows (quoted
p. 395, n. 6), refers partly to the
same subject, even although the
description contained in it refers
primarily to God and not to the
heavens. All that was said of
the asther, p. 473 sq., is equally
applicable to the irpuros oiipav bs,
which, according to the account
p. 490, n. 3, is formed of the
purest aether.
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from the

circle are

these motions

is

Moreover the rate of
produced.
affected by the relation of the lower to
1

the upper spheres, 2 which in itself is a further proof
of their less complete self-sufficingness.
Nevertheless,
these spheres belong to the most divine part of the

which is removed from muta
and impression from without, and which partakes

visible universe, to that
bility

of perfection. 3
As the ;ether is superior to the four
so
the
stars without exception
a
elements,

occupy
posi
tion of superiority to the earth. They form the celestial
world, in comparison with which the terrestrial seems
but an unimportant and transient portion of the whole. 4
494 sqq. supra.
ii. 10: the
velocity
of the planets (by which, how1

Of.

]).

2

De

Carlo,

over, Aristotle, as PLATO, Tim,.
89, A sq., Hep. x. G17, A, Lan-,
vii. 822, A sq., here means, not
their absolute velocity, but merely
the time of their revolutions, and

accordingly calls those swifter
which take a shorter time on
the other hand, see c. 7, 289. b,
15 sqq., Meteor, i. 3, 341, a, 21
;

is in inverse ratio to their
distance from the earth.
The
further each is the longer it takes
to complete a revolution, inas
much as the motion of the stellar
heavens from east to west has a
stronger counteractive influence
upon that of the planets from
west to east the nearer it is to it.

sqq.)

As

Aristotle expressly appeals to

mathematical proofs for the truth
of the latter proposition, we must
understand it to mean that of
concentric circles or spheres
which revolve round their axes
in the same time, the outer ones

niovo

swifter

than

the inner,

and that therefore the velocity of
their motion (in the present case
that of the daily motion round
the earth) constantly decreases
towards the centre.
3

Cf. pp. 474 and 505, n 2, .wpra, and Phy*. ii. 4, 190, a, 33
oupavbv Kctl TO, deiorara
(paivo/uevb)v.
Metaph. xii. 8, 1074, a, 17
(see p. 503, n. I, supra). The stars
are therefore called 0e?a (ru/mara,
:

rbi&amp;gt;

TU&amp;gt;V

Metaplt. Hid. 1. 30, De Ccelo, ii.
12, 292, b,
32; likewise the
heavens, ilnd. 3, 286, a, 11.
4
Part. An. i. 1, 641, b, 18
rb yovv Tfra.yiJ.evov ttal rb wpiff:

jj.4vov

iro\v jUaAAoi/ (pa veTai ei/ TO?S
T)
irepl j]/j.as rb 5 #AAo-r

ovpaviois

&AAa&amp;gt;s /ecu
fa OvrjTa
erux e
^aAAov. Jfetaplt. iv. 5, 1010, a,
28 6 yap Trepl rffj.as rov aiffQijTov
a&amp;gt;y

&quot;repl

:

TOTTOS ev (p6opd Kal yevecrei. SiareAe?

&v

aAA

OVTOS ovtiev
rov iravrAs eartv. By
thus dividing the universe into a
fjiovos

a&amp;gt;s

etVelj/ /uopiov

and a celestial part,
Aristotle intends to distinguish
terrestrial

between the sublunary world,
the materials of which are
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thought the stars were bodies
animated by rational spirits, and ascribed to these
There
beings a nature far more godlike than man s.
fore he attributes a priceless value to the smallest iota
Aristotle,

Plato,

1

of knowledge which

about them. 2

we can

have acquired

boast to

view we can trace the conse
of
a
quences
metaphysic which deduced all motion
but it is also
ultimately from incorporeal essences

In

this

;

possible to recognise in

it

supplied by the four elements,
and in which birth, death, and
qualitative change take place,
and the world of the heavenly

spheres,which consists of astherial
matter and which, while exhibit
ing motion in space, admits
neither growth nor transforma
tion

De

of

kind.

any

Calo,

i.

2,

Similarly,
269, a, 30, b, 14

:

irapa ras evravOa ffvcrrdcreLs, 0etorepa Kal Trporepa rovrcav a.ira.vr(av
.... fan TI irapa ra
TO.
crct&amp;gt;/j.ara

Sevpo Kal

irepl

rj/m.a.5

erepov /ce^copt-

doctrine. MetapU. i. 9, 990, b, 34,
991, b, 13, iii. 6, 1002, b, 15, 17,
22, 467.

Eth. N. vi. 7, 1141, a, 34:
avOpuTrov TroAi/ 6et6repa rfy fyv&amp;lt;nv,
olov (pavepwrard ye e &v 6 K6ff/j.os
1

Do Caelo, \. 2 see
avvecrrrjKev.
preceding note.
2
Part. An. i. 5 init.
the
beings in the world are either
unbegotten and imperishable, or
begotten and perishable cvfj.^e;

:

:

otiffas

Kal Qeias (\drrovs

apx efl/ Qewpias

b, 3,

ii.

acrrpcav

Meteor,

irXs iov

;

c. 8,

276, a, 28 sqq.

where rwv
and evravda are opposed
12, 292, b, 1,

;

358, a, 25 rovr ael
yivecrdai Kara riva rdu/, ws ej/8eXerat ^r^xftv ra evrav9a rd^us.
In ordinary language fvravQa and
ewe? indicate
respectively the
ii.

3,

:

upper and the under world
SOPH. Ajaaa, 1372 PLATO,

{e.g.

Rf.p.
330, D, v. 451, B; Apol. 40,
E, 41, B sq., and elsewhere), in
Plato also the sensible and ideal
;

.

rwv

Phfcdr.

250, A), as also in Aristotle, where
he is describing the Platonic

vir-

.

u&amp;gt;d)v

yvuxriv

Sia

ro

ex t ^ ftdrepa X^P IV
yap el Kal Kara /.iiKpbv

ovvrpofyov.
fj.ev

-

ecj}airr6jui.e6a, o/j.(as

rov yvcapifew

Sta rrjv rtfjLiorirjra

tfSiov

f)

ra

Trap

^taV

airavra, Sxnrep Kal ruv epw/jLevcav rb
rvxbv Kal p.iKpbv /jLopiov Kar&elv
eanv $ iro\\a erepa Kal
T/lSi6v
/j.eyaAa Si aKpifieias iSe iv ra 5e
Sta rb /uaAAov /cat 7rAe(a&amp;gt; yveapi^eiv

avrwv

r^v rrjs
eri Se 5ia rb

\a(j.fidvei

i.

world (Tkea-t. 176, A,

i]fjuv

Trepl Se ruv tyQapKal
einr opov/j.fv

.

riav (pvrwv re
/ia\Ao^ irpbs r^v
(&quot;vravOa

modes of

a reflection of those

,

ai Kal rrjs (pixrews o\Kei6repa.

avriKaraAAarreral
ra Qela

n

Ccelo,

ii.

Trpbs r$)V Trepl

Cf. also JJe
12 (supra, p. 169, n. 3).

&amp;lt;pi\offo&amp;lt;piav.
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thought which lay at the root of the natural religion of
the Greeks, and which stamped themselves in similar
notions upon the philosophy of Plato.
Aristotle him
self, indeed, is perfectly conscious of this connection
between his theories and the ancient faith of his nation. 2
1

The

relation

between the

world and the

terrestrial

celestial spheres gives rise to the

motions and change of
The laws that govern the earth are
earthly things.
3
necessarily different from those of heaven, because of
the

of materials,

difference

The nature

if

no other reason.

for

of the elements forces

them

move

to

in

opposite directions and to exhibit opposite qualities, to
act and be acted
upon, to pass into and to inter
4
But since everything that
mingle with one another.
is moved must be moved
by something else, it follows

that the reciprocal interaction of the elements receives
ZELL.
(I. Cr.
Pli^.
See p. 505, n.

^

and

p.

Xii.

8,

475,

\.

supra.

p.
2,

GSG

sq.

supra,
Metapli.

So1074,^a,^38: iropaSe
TO.I Se
-rrapa ruv apxaiuv Kal TrapTraAcuW t v pMov ax-fi^ari Kara\\eifj.fj.eva ro7s Sa-repov
t Iff or OVTOI

Kal

Ofoi

TIE

[the starry heavens]
rb 0e?oz/
o\-r)v
ra Se \onra P.V&IKUS ^5r?

irepie xet

tpvffiif.

TTpocrijKTai

rr)i&amp;gt;

irpbs
^

iroAAaJv wal irpbs
teal

on

T^V irfi6u TWV
T^V els TOVS vo^ovs

rb ffvuQepov
xpy
jap rovrovs

a-vQpuiro-

Kal

T&V

o^o iovs rial \4yovai,
erf pa
aKo\ov9a Kal

rovrois

^

wk-fiffia

it TIS

rots

tlpiinbots

xwpwas avrb \d0oi povov

vp&rov

&v
T?&amp;gt;

6ri Qtobs tiovro ras
Trpwras

ovcrias elvai

Betas ar elprivQai vop.iet/cbs iroXXaKis

KO\

Kara rb

vris

els

rb Svvarbv fKatTTijs

Kal tyiXovotyia ; Kal-rrdXiv

(pOeipofifvuv /ecu ravras ras 5o as
olov Aetyai/a
v O l v Trdrpios
p.4 X pi rov vvv. $
So|a Kal r? irapa TUV Trpuruv eirl
e/mVa&amp;gt;j/

&amp;lt;r0at

7rept&amp;lt;re&amp;lt;ra

^

TOVOVTOV
fyavepa. (JLOVOV.
Eotli Christian and heathen
opponents (e.g. the Platonist
ATTICUS, see KUSEB. Prffp. Er.
xv. 5, 6; ATIIEXAO.
Svpplic. C.
22, S, 88 P
CLEMENS, Strom, v.
T)/LUI&amp;gt;

&quot;

;

D; EUSEB. ibid. 5, 1;
CHALCID. in Tim. c. 248 and
elsewhere; cf. KEISCHE, Forscli.
591,

have distorted this to
that the Divine Providence
reaches only as far as the moon
and does not extend to the earth.
347,

1)

mean

How far this representation
agrees with the true Aristotelian
doctrine may be gathered from
what has

been

at pp. 403, 410,
4

already

and

See pp. 458

sq.

said,

421.

477

sq. sup.
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an impulse from without. The immediate sources of
these motions are the heavenly bodies.
Their move
ment occasions the changes of warmth and cold,
1

which,

in the opinion of Aristotle, are the most
generally active
forces in the elementary bodies. 2
the stars

Although
3
and their spheres are neither warm nor
cold, yet, by
their movement, they generate
light and heat in the
stratum of air that lies nearest to them
as, indeed,
all
swiftly moving bodies warm and even set fire to
;

surrounding substances by

This

friction.

is

parti

cularly true of the place in which the sun is fastened,
4
since it is neither so far off as the fixed
stars, nor yet
Meteor, i. 2, 339, a, 21
tern 5 e| dj/ay/CTjs (ruj/e^s TTCOS
oinos [6 irepl rr)v yr\v
/coV^os] TOUS
av(a (popous,
axrre
iraaav avruv
1

:

rijv

SvvajJ.iv

....
avrbv

/cu/3epj/a&amp;lt;T0ai

cotrre

rwv

irvp

jUei/

intidtv.

ffu/j.paivovrwi Trept
ical

yrji/

ovyytvri rovrois us eV

I/

/cat

ATJS
/

.

.

.

Kiv-firrews
/ieVcoi/

apx^] rrjv

aiTiareov

TWV

SvvaiJ.iv

;

c. 3,

p. 480, n.

3,

340,

supra.

/j.fv

depos

virb rr]v

fKeivrjs

3 fin.
4
DeCailo, ii. 7, 281), a, 19 the
stars do not consist of lire,
rj 8e
avriav /cat TO
flepjUdVrjs air
yivtrai Trape/crptySoytieVou TOU de pos
virb TTJS fKeivwv
Motion
(popas.
causes wood, stone, and iron to
i.

:

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a&amp;gt;s

^

avra

3

It is impossible that
they
should be, seeing that the aether,
of which they consist, admits
none of the opposites which
constitute the qualities of the
elements. Some further reasons
against the view that they are of
a fiery nature are given, Meteor.

rr)i&amp;gt;

/j.d\Krra

-nX-qy^v rfj
Se avw

TCOJ/

irvp

eV rfj fftyaipq

cripaipav

See

Sia

yiyvtrai

TTJS

rj

del KIVOV-

os

i,

u.feti&amp;gt;,

a, 14.
2

of&amp;gt;v

ctept

e tSet

yiyvo^ivwv airia %pr] j/o
TO S OUT cos aZriov cos o9ev

TCOJ/

TO.

burn, and the lead of arrows and
bullets to melt (on this
widely
spread error of the ancients, cf.
lDELER,Arist. Meteor, i. 359 sq.);
it must therefore heat the air that
surrounds them, raina /j.tv
avra tudtp/Aaiverai 8ia TO eV

^e peTOt, oicTT*
rov 5

fKTrvpovffdai,

TOV KVK\IKOV
uvros avdyKt]

fK9ep/j.atv(rdai,
77 6
ijAios

ffca

Kal

TeTu^rj/cev eVSe-

Sib

Se^eVos.
8)]
Tr\r)ffid^ovr6s re
avrov Kal aviff^vros /cat
virep rnj.as
uvros yiyverai i) 0p/j.6rris.
That
the sun has this effect is ex
plained, Meteor, i. 3, 341, a, 19, in
the course of an exposition which

agrees with the passage just
quoted, in terms similar to the
above. See further Meteor, i. 3,
340, b,

10,

i.

7,

344,

a, 8.

The

whole account, however, would

many difficulties even to
an Aristotelian. For how can
and
heat proceed from a
light
suggest
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so slow of

motion as the moon.

ment frequently causes the
to burst

air,

Again the solar move
which has raised the

fire

and rush violently downward.

1

If the

motion of the sun were uniformly the same in relation
to the earth it would produce a simple and
unvarying
effect either of

sun

But the
The
unequal.

generation or of destruction.

inclination of the sun

path makes

s

it

sometimes nearer and sometimes further from the
and the alternation of birth

is

different parts of the earth,

and death

is

a result of this circumstance. 2

Whether

one connects the former with the proximity and the
latter with the remoteness of the sun, the one with the
approach of warmer and the other with that of colder
seasons of the year/ or whether one regards generation
5

as the consequence of a proportionate mixture of heat

and

cold,

and destruction as produced by a prepon-

celestial

sing-le

when

body

like

this,

5e? 5e TrAe ous

the motion of the

evavrias,

whole sphere that produces them.

rwv yap

should require, in that case lo
suppose that the sun stands out
ot its sphere like a
promontory.
Or how does it agree with the
account here given that the lire
and air region is separated from
the solar sphere by the lunar ?

Sin Kal

it

is

We

1

Meteor, i. 8, 841 a, 28.
Gen, et (\ri-r. ii. 10: eVei

~

Kara

rriv t^opav

Kivriffis

Se Sej/crai

on ai Sios, avayKYi rovrwv ovruv Kal
ytvtaiv fivai (rvvfx&s
V
(popa
7&amp;lt;*p

rr/v yeveffif

iroiricret

eVSeAe^ws Sta

TO irpoaaytiv Kal a-naytiv TO yevvririKUV.
But as both birth and
death are eternal, (pavepbv ori
.

.

.

IJ.GV ovfft]s rrjs tyopas OVK eV5eX^TCU yivea-Oai a/j.(p(a Sia ro evavria
dvai
TO yap auTo Kal uffavrws
fX v del rd avrd necpvKc rtoi^lv.

/j-ias

T^TOI

ytvevis del earrai

7)

(pdopd.

np&rr\ (popaairia eVri

TJ

\&amp;lt;&amp;gt;)&amp;gt;v

Kal ro (rvvt%ts tffrt

8uo KI^O-CIS

.

i\al

TTJV

tyyvs.
uvros
Xxrr

K.(vr\&amp;lt;ns

el

Kara

77

rainy yap
ro nwtioQai

^v

avievai

yap ore

ore S

Siaffr-fjjj.aros
r\

.

eV

o^ov tyopa

T&amp;lt;

vpoffievai Kal
rrSai

.

aAA

y,

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;#/

KVK\OV

TO//

0-u/j.^aivet
77

evavrioov ra.va.vria a iria.

oi&amp;gt;x

ytvtatws Kal

x etas ^

ras /ai/Tjrms Kal
77 ri) ai/a^aAta

e~ivai

rij (popa

7}

olv trvvt-

rov 54

atria,
7;

e&quot;/K\iaris

yiv-

fj.lv -rroppa)

ai io ov

5e

avu&amp;gt;ia\os

T$

rov

Hcrrai

irpoatsvai Kal

eyyvs tlvai yewa, TC? dtrievai raiirbv
rovro /cat Tr6flpw ytvecrdai (pOeipei
.

ital et

Kal

rw

TroX\a.Kis -rrpoffifvai

yewa,

7roAAa/m dirtXOe iv (pOeipei
yap tvavriw rdvavria a1na.

T&amp;lt;

rcov

Cf. Meteor,
854, b, 26.

i.

i),

846, b, 20,

ii.

2,

As is done in the preceding
note and in the passages quoted,
3

p. 512, n.

1

,

infra.
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derance of one over the other, still the facts are the
same.
The double movement of the heavens occasions
the interaction of the elements upon one another,
and,
by causing their mutual metamorphosis, prevents their
flying to the different localities which, if prevented
1

no controlling

by
would severally occupy.

influence, they

The materials

of the world are thus
continually con
ducted in a never-ceasing stream of reciprocal trans
mutation downwards from above and upwards from

below. 2

The endlessness of this process communicates
a sort of infinity to perishable
The substances
things.
which are further removed from the highest cause
no right

dowed them with perpetual becoming
thus

the

left

110

Gen. An.

1

gap

iv. 10,

or

777, b, 16:

and

the life of animals have their
natural periods, which are deter
mined by the revolution of Ilie
sun and the moon, as we might.
:

TTOIOVO~L

ras

KOI

ray

yap

TOVTCDV

irepas KCU TTJS
TTJS at

Qep/jioTT/jTes

-yefe creis, /meTa 8e

(pQopds.

TOVTOCV

apx^s

teal

raura

e^owi TO

8

KCU TT/S TeAeu-

Ktj/rjcrets

TUV

affTp&v.

The changes in the temperature
of the air depend upon the sun
and moon those in the water
upon air and wind. Whatever is
or comes into being in them must
;

^AATjAa

tKa.o~Tov

Kai

e/u.ti&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

df

8ie&amp;lt;TT

7

:

a/ma 8e SfjAov e /c

10, 337, a,
TOVTCDV o rives
ii.

arropovo-iv, 8td ri e/caerrou

T03V els

TUV

trw/uLa-

T^V oiKfiav (pepofAfvov x^P av
tV TO? airt ipcp xpovui ov Stfcrrao t ra

x^P?

irXrirriuv,

yUeTaySctAAet
Sid T?V &amp;lt;[)opav 8nr\fiv ovrrav
Sid 8e TO yueTa^ciAAeti/ oy/f e j
5t;
p.4vsiv ovStv avTOov eV uvoe/uia
&amp;gt;

iK&amp;lt;Tai

.

Here also it is only
TtTay/j.evi].
by variations of temperature that
sun effects the constant
transmutation of the elements, as
is placed beyond a doubt
by the
arguments in the Meteorology
the

which are discussed below.
3

Gen. et Corr. ii. 10, 336, b,
TOVTO 8 eu\6yus
/i/3e /377/cej
eVel yap eV aVatrti/ del TOV /SeATiWos
2(5

:

&amp;lt;ri

8e

Corr.

TOV

77

yap

owi/

optyeaQai

et

et
UGrdftaffis
eV TTJ avTov

/xeTe /SaAAey viro

fj.r)

77877

363, n. 4.)

Gen.

and has

the universe. 3

aiTiov yap TOVTOV effriv
ets

adjust itself to their state. (Then
follows the passage quoted p.
2

instead,

discontinuity in

generation, evolution,

expect

having
Deity has en

to indestructible existence, the

T^&amp;gt;

fie\Tiov

fya/Jifv Trjv (pvffiv,

e?j/at

77

8

aovvaTov

TO

Troppa) TTJS

TO

elvai,
eV airaffiv
fjLT)

.

.

.

TOVTO

apxTJs acftiffTatrBai,
Tpoiry a vvrn X-i]pca a e TO
6ebs et/TeAe^ (better
T&amp;lt;

AetTro/xeVoj

6\ov

6

eVSeA.)

:

Troi&quot;f)(Tas

T}]V ytveffiv

OVTU
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Accordingly a higher order is mirrored in the law of this
mutation for as the heavenly bodies approach the earth
and move away from it at fixed and equal intervals,
:

nature has ordained that birth and death should occur

and as the movement
coincidently with these periods
of the heavens is circular, the opposite motions of the
elements in the terrestrial world also accomplish their
]

;

kind of

circle,

inasmuch

them passes into

as each of

the others, and finally returns upon

all

itself.

2

Aristotle s Neteorolofjij is occupied with the pheno
the motion, reciprocal action and

mena produced by

He

mixture of the elements. 3

which belong to the

fiery

circle; next
6

lower portion oC the atmosphere;
U-V /taAllTTtt (TUl
tLfWLTO TO tll UL
[in tliis way no gap will be left/
in nature] 5ia rb tyyvrara eli/at
TT/S ovffias T!) yivtffdai &et Kal TTJV

,s

Ibid.

e.

ll /w.

perish
able things complete the circle of
their being a.piQp.$ not e /5et.
Cf.
also ZELL. Ph. d. (, r. i. p. 512.
1

:

t

JM.rl.

at

Xpuvy Kal T]
Kara fyvaiv.

836, b,
Kal

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;Qopa

i)

77

eV

:

1fft?

ytveais

TJ

Stb Kal ol -^povoi Kal ol

fKatfTow apiO^v H^ovcri
TovTCf Stopi^oi/rat TrdvTUi/ yap
Ta|is Kal TTO.S fiios Kal
Tat TTpi65y,ir\})i&amp;gt; ov TW avrw
fiioi

Kal
4ffTi

Experience, moreover, is in har
this theory
yap #rt TTpoffiovros ^v rov /jAtou

mony with
yeveffis
Kal eV

t(TTii&amp;gt;,

M/;ytf),

on

the

those

circle

of

Id, 223, b,

iv.

;l

I

:

&amp;lt;pvcriv

/ULej/TOl

rwv

TOV TTpWTOV (T
irepl TOV yt

T7JS

(Ta&amp;gt;/j.dT(t&amp;gt;v,

T&V
^aAitrra TOTTOJ/ TTJ
ocra re Q^i-^^v ai/ ae pos elj/at
Koiva Trddr] Kal vSaros, en 8e yijs
(f&amp;gt;opa

.

.

.

ocra

efSrj

/cat

/xeprj

Kal

TrdQr)

T&V

With these investigations

/j.fp&v.

ought to be connected the dis
cussion of organic being (ibid.

and

iv. \2Jifi.~).

4

Meteor,

i.

5

Ibid.

9

6

T07TOS

(p6i&amp;lt;ns,

It is
iay XP V V fKarepov,
true that in many cases death
takes place quicker. The reason
of this, however, is to be found
in the disproportionatenessof the
materials.
2
Ibid. 337, a, 1, c, 11, 338, b,
3, 11 sqq.; cf. c. -i (see p. 484,

7

finally

The object of the treatise is
ova ffvpset forth thus, in c.
a
(Baivei Kara
/u.ej/,

t&amp;gt;poyiei&amp;gt;

Se

those of the

generation, Plnjs.

:

a.TTi6vros

5

and
and

-

&quot;}(lf&amp;gt;

yivt(ni&amp;gt;.

describes those

first

^uera

i.

iii. G.

0e

T?7

TOVTOV

3-8.

&amp;lt;T6i

[I.e.

/J.GV

5ei&amp;gt;T6pOS

after the fiery

circle], irpwTos 5e ircpl T)]V yyv ;
TOTTOS Koivbs vfiaros re

and again:
Kal atpos,
7

i.

Ibid.

9 init.
iii.

according to
ing, or

iii.

IDELER.

6,

378, a, 15 sqq.

BELCHER S reckon

7 according to that of
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which are exhibited within the sphere of the earth.
latter part of his treatise does not seem to have
been finished. Aristotle appears, instead of

The

continuing

the work, to have composed the
separate essay which
now forms the fourth book of the
Meteorology and
which offers a proper point of transition to the science
of animate existence in its discussion of
which
topics

we should

refer to the province of
inorganic
1

chemistry.

In the

first

of

these

and organic

sections

various

phenomena, such as meteors and aerolites, 2 together
with the Comets and the
Galaxy, are explained to be
collected masses of dry and inflammable
vapours set 011
3
Comets are bodies of
by the motion of the stars.
this vapour in a state of slow
fire

4
freely or in the train of a star.

combustion, moving
Similar in kind is the

Milky Way, its vaporous material being excreted and
by the movement of the whole heaven. 5
In the lower portion of the
atmosphere are observable
inflamed

circumstances connected with the formation of the
clouds.
Under the influence of solar warmth the
moisture on the surface of the earth
The
evaporates.
all

rising mists cool themselves in the higher regions of
the air, imparting a portion of their heat to the
fiery

1

-

See p. 83, n. 2, supra.
Meteor, i. 4, 5.

Of. pp. 482, n. 4, 479, n. 4,
490, n. 3, and 509, n. 4.
4
Ibid, c.6-7, especially 344, a,
1(5
sqq. and c. 8, 345, b, 32 sqq. In
harmony with the account of the
/

were thought to forecast
On
Meteor, i. 396 IDELER points
out that Aristotle s account of
comets held its ground among
the most distinguished astronomers until the time of Newton
5
Ibid. \j.
c. 8, voj^.
OlJll
J1U, b
I/, 6 sqq
esp 346
where the attempt is made to
explain in detail, on the basis of
this supposition, the form and
appearance of the Milky Way.
ftt/.

\J

&amp;lt;_jj

nature of comets which he here
gives, Aristotle endeavours (344,
18 sqq.) to explain those
b,

meteorological

phenomena

(e.g.

storm and drought) which they

VOL.

I.

L L
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sphere, and losing the rest in contact with the dullness
Then they condense, change
of the upper atmosphere.
1

2

air to water, and fall again to earth. In this manner
there is formed a stream of air and water, moving up

from

and down
of

air,

in a circle

warm

or

:

when

the sun

is

stream of water flows downwards. 3
use of this

phenomenon

to

column

near, the

when

exhalation, rises;

it

retreats, the

Aristotle

the

explain

makes
and

clouds

5
dew, rime, rain, snow and hail, and goes on to
connect with it the nature and origin of rivers* and
1

mists,

The former are produced in part by the pro
ducts of the atmosphere and in part by a transmutation
The sea, though
of vapour into water within the earth.
of the sea. 7

eternal than the

world, is always yielding a
its waters in the form of vapour, which
of
portion
returns to it through the rivers after having been again
transformed into water in the atmosphere and dis

no

less

charged in this form.

Its

salt

and

bitter

taste

is

occasioned by earthy particles which obtain their bitter
for when dry vapours are generated
ness in combustion
a
in the earth,
change ensues from earth to fire in other
:

words, combustion. These vapour, then, cany the result
of this combustion aloft with them, which mingles with
the water of the rain and the streams, and being by reason
of its weight unaffected by evaporation, it remains
The reason

Air, which is a compound
moisture and heat, when it
cools down, is transformed into
moisture and cold, i.e. water see

Ibid, at 346, b, 32.
Ibid. c. 10-12.
Ibid. c. 13, 349, b, 2-c. 14 Jin.,
where he gives a survey of the
most noted rivers and their
sources.
The matter of c. 14 will

p. 484, supra.

be further touched upon Infra.

1

ibid.

i.

c. 3,

of this
340, a, 26.

is

given,

5

-

of

:

3

Ibid.

i.

c. 9.

6

7

Ibid.

ii.

c.

1-3.
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Dry evaporation causes wind,

as moist

Both are mingled in the lower
evaporation
but
the
dry exhalations rise aloft and are
atmosphere,
carried round by the rotation of the upper regions.
This excretion of the warmer matter causes the re
maining moisture to cool and be condensed into rain
and this refrigeration being communicated to the warm
vapours of the upper strata, causes them to rush towards
rain.

;

1

the earth in the shape of wind. Consequently, the alter
nations of wind and rain depend upon the fluctuations of

moist and dry vapours continually changing place with
one another. 2 Masses of vapour penetrating the in

winds produce earthquakes. 3
Similar in their origin are thunder and lightning,
whirlwinds and simooms, 4 while halos round the sun
and moon, rainbows, parhelia, and light-streaks in the
clouds 5 may be explained by the reflection of light in
moist exhalations and water. In the earth itself stones
terior

of the

earth as

are produced from dry exhalations, together with all
other minerals which are incapable of fusion
damp
vapours, on the other hand, by hardening, before passing
;

become metals. 6
At the end of the third book of the Meteorology

into water,

Ibid. i. c. 13, 349, a, 12 sqq.,
ii.4-6, especially c. 4, where the
subject is further developed. Cf.
1

also
i.

3,

IDELER, i. 541 sqq. Meteor,
ProU. xxvi. 26.
341, a, 1
Upon this dvTnrfpi(TTacn,s, a
;

;

conception which plays a great
part in Aristotle s philosophy of
nature, as it did in Plato s before,
and in the Stoics after, him, see
also Meteor,

i.

12, 348, b, 2

;

De

Somno,

3,

457, b,

2.

Meteor, ii. 7, 8. An enutneration of the various hypotheses
advanced by the ancients to ex3

plain

earthquakes is given by
in loco, 582 sqq.

IDELBR,

and

4

Ibid.

5

These phenomena are dealt

ii.

9,

with in Meteor,
6

sqq.

Meteor,

iii.,

iii.

6,

iii. 1.

chapters 2-6.
7,

378, a, 15
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Aristotle promises to give a fuller description of these
But the fourth book, which is not properly

bodies.

connected with the others, makes a new start. Taking
the four elementary characteristics, and regarding
1

warmth and

cold as active, dryness and moisture as
passive, principles,- Aristotle first considers the former
and then the latter, in their several manifestations.

From warmth and cold he derives generation on the
one hand and corruption on the other 3 generation,
when these principles, being combined in due propor
:

and acting on the material substratum of a being,
obtain complete ascendency over its substance
cor
ruption, when the warmth peculiar to the moist ele
ments of a being is withdrawn by some external heat,
tion

4

;

and consequently form and distinctness are destroyed. 5
of a similar description, but not
or
destruction, may be reckoned
involving generation
6
Of the two
digestion, ripening, boiling, roasting, &c.

Among phenomena

1

Cf, p. 513.

-

See p. 480,
Meteor, iv.

3

n.

supra.
1, 378,
b, 28:
KaOoXov 77 aTrAr)

ovv

TrpuTOV [Aev

Trarra

SUj&amp;gt;ra.
.

&amp;gt;,

yevecris Kal T\ (pvffiKY) jU6ra/3oA7? TOVTWJ/ TWV Suva/xea;! eariy epyov Kal
T]

avTLKifj.i
4
Ilrid.

Kal

(pvviKy

r]

1.

Kara

fydopa

31

:

e&amp;lt;TTi

(pixnv.

5

TJ

air\ri
VTTO

7eVe(Tis /xera^oAT/

TOVTWV T&V Swct,uewy, oTav exwcrt
Aoyoi

e/c

,

rrjs

uTro/cet^eVTjs

V\T]S

avrai S

[V ATJ] elalv
at
Swa/jitis
TradrjTiKa .
elpr]fj.fvai
yevfuori Se rb Qep^bv Kal tyvxpuv

fKaffTy fyixrei

TTJS U ATJS.

Kparovvra
5

Ibid. 379, a, 2

Kparrj,

Kara

/iiepos

airetyia yiveTai, Trj

ivavriov

ucxAio&quot;ra
/

jj.ev

S

:

o-rav

5e

JJ.T]

/nwAvins Kal
airXrj yeveffei

KOIVUV

yap

eVrl

tydopa
oiKtias Kal

TTJS

Kara

(pvcnv fyQopa. els
ay^is 5

L. 16
eV

:

e/fcxorr^

fyvffiv

vyp$

Oep/n.oTTjTos

avrri 5
a\\orpias Sep/xoTTjros
r? TOV
Corrup-K^pL^ovros.
tion may also be described as the
joint effect of ^/UXP^TTJ? oi/cem,
VTT

&amp;lt;rr\v

and

depfj.6rr)s

liowever,

is

a\\OTpia.
(ace. to

1.

Moisture,
8 sqq.) a

necessary means, all generation
being the result of the action of
moisture (which is evopiffrov; seep.
480, n. 2, supra) upon dryness in
obedience to the efficient force of
nature destruction begins OTO.V
;

Kparfj TOV bpi^ovTOS
8ia T~b Trep
fi

o~rj\l/is.

Kara

r]

Tovd* 686s tanv.

iretyi

TO
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passive principles moisture and dryness, the former is
in its nature the more easily determinate
moisture,
;

must needs determine the characteristics of
and
not vice versa neither of the two, however,
dryness

therefore,

;

can exist without the other, but both (and therefore
also the two elements, whose fundamental qualities
they
are)

must

subsist together in

bodies.

all

This com

1

the opposition of hard and soft. 2
3
Every body, again, which has its own definite form
4
must be stiff, and all stiffness is a form of dryness.
bination produces

Consequently, we are next led to treat of the nature and
kinds of drying, melting, and stiffening, together with
the materials subject to these processes. 5
Homogene
ous bodies are formed of earth and water by the in
fluence of warmth and cold.
Aristotle proceeds at once
(;

as effects of heat,
/uwAucm, oTciTeucrts as effects of
cold.
Of. Meteor, iv. 2 sq.
Ibid. c. 4
eioi 8
a! /uej/
1

:

dpxo-l

TWV

ffujj.a.Tcav

at

Trader iKa.1

eVel 5 effrl rb
vypbv Kal ^pov
fj.ev
vypdv
v6pi(TTOV, rb 8e ^t]pbv
SuffopiffToy [see p. 480, n. 2,suj&amp;gt;ra],
.

OfJLOltJV

Tl T(f

.

.

Kttl
Ol|/6t&amp;gt;

Toils fjSvCT/iJ.aa

l

rb yap
aAAajAa irdcrxoveriv
vypbv TW ripy ainov TOV 6pieffdai
Kal Sia rovro e| dfiupoiv earl rb

irpbs

.

.

.

wpicr/j.ei

ov

cra)/xa.

\4yerai

5e

T&V

ffToixi(av ISialrara j-iipov ^.ev 777
vypov 5e vStap [see p. 483, n. 2, sup.&quot;}

ravra

Sta

aTravra

TO.

evravda [added

upifffJL^v

because

the statement does not apply to
Eetherial regions] OVK avev yrjs
vSaros.
-

Ibid. 382, a, 8 sqq. c. 5 wit.
rb wpi&amp;lt;T/Ji.tvov (Tw/J.a oiiceitp 8 pep
(cf p. 480, n. 2), as distinguished
from that which has its form
imposed on it from, without, as
3

.

water

in a vessel.
Ibid. c. 5 init.
Ibid. c. 5-7.
6
Ibid. c. 8 init. c. 10, 388, a,
20 sqq. On the nature of homo
geneity, cf. Part I, 879, 2. Homo
geneous bodies (o^uoto^uepf/) are
defined in general as those com
1

5

posed of one kind of material,
whether that material be simple
and elementary or compound, in
the narrower sense as those com-

posed of the latter. Opposed to
the homogeneous is the hetero
geneous (oVoyUcno^epes), or that

which

is

composed

of different

held
the case especially
with organic bodies. See, besides
the passages referred to above,
Meteor, iv. 10, 388, a, 13. c. 12
materials

mechanically

together, as

is

init.
cf.

;

De An.
24

b,

6/j.oio/jip})s

which

is

i.

sqq

we

5,
,

411, a, 16-21,

where besides
have 6/xoiet8r;s,

further expanded into rb
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and composition, passing to
the detailed discussion of living beings with the remark
that homogeneous bodies serve as the matter of hetero
1

to describe their qualities

geneous ones, and that the designs of nature are more
2
In
clearly exhibited in the latter than in the former.
fact,

however, everything which

we

find scattered over

the later writings about the objects of sense-perception,
light, colour, sound, smell, &c., belongs to that portion of

We

cannot
physics which is treated of in the Meteorology ..
3
therefore here do more than refer to these suggestions,
o\ov Tols
ii.

9,

Part. An.
where ^oioueprj

[Aopiois (5^.oei8es,

655, b, 21,

(TVVWVV/J.O. ro7s o\ois

explained by
cf. the Tnd. Aritt. under
the word. According to PHILOP.

is

TO. pep!}

;

Aristotle

distinguished

in

his

between elementary
homogeneous and organic bodies.
In a quotation from this dialogue
occur the words (Ar. Fr. 1482,
Eudennis

10, cf. p. 482, supra): d&amp;lt;rvn% VOffOS
/J.Tpia 6CTTt T&V ffTOl-*
TUIV 6fj.oLo/j.epocv T] dffOevfta
a,

iu&amp;gt;v

.

.

.

.

.

.

TWV opyaviKwv rb diaxs they are
perhaps, however, only inserted
by the reporter by way of ex
5

planation.
Ibid. c. 8-11. Caps. 8 and
treat especially of stiffening by
of melting by
heat and cold
heat and moisture of softening,
bending, extending; of breaking,
caps. 10
bruising, splitting, &c.
and 11 treat of the constituent
elements of homogeneous bodies
1

;

;

;

and the properties by which they
may be known. For a fuller
account of Aristotle

s

treatment

of the latter subject see MEYER,
Arist. Th terkunde, 416 sqq. 477.
a
Ibid. c. 12.
3
Aristotle gives the following
account of Light, De An. ii. 7,

De Sensu, c. 3,
418, b, 3 sqq.
439, a, 18 sqq. transparency is a
;

:

common

property

Svva/nis)

of

(KOLV-TJ

many

&amp;lt;pvo~is

/ecu

bodies with

whose other properties it is in
separably united (ov x w P lo T 0That which gives actuality to
this property (r) TOVTOV tvtpycia
TOV $La(pavovs 77 Sm^a^es 17 eVreAe xem TOV Sicxpavovs, 418, b, 9,
419, a, 10) and as it were colour
to the transparent object is light,
which again

is

caused by

fire or
TOIOVTOV olov T&

fEther (VTTO

TTV pbs

a.vu

and may therefore be

ffu)fj.a),

defined as

v)

irvpbs

$)

TOIOVTOV TWOS

At the
same time he controverts (De
An. 418, b, 20 De Sensu, c. 6,
Trapovaia

ei/

T(p

SiCK/xxve?.

;

the view of Empedocles that light is motion
passing from heaven to earth, on
the ground of the immense dis
tance at which wr e see it. Light,
to Aristotle, is the effect of motion
(see 468 sq. supra), but is not per
se a motion, but rather a definite
state which is produced in a body
as a whole in consequence of a
(oAAouotm)
qualitative change
such as freezing (De Sensu, c. 6,
It is asserted at
446, b, 27 sqq.)
the same time that vision is the
446, a, 25 sqq

)
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necessary to pass at once, in the next
s observations and conclusions as

volume, to Aristotle
to Organic Nature.

motion which passes
from an object to the eye through
the transparent medium (De An.

result of a

ii.

7,

29,

c.

419, a, 9, 13,
12, 435, a, 5

iii.

1,

De

;

424, b,

Sensv,

2,

That, he says, which
by its presence causes light, by
its absence darkness, is also that
which on the border of trans
438, b,

3).

parent things produces Colour.
For colour resides only on the
surface of bodies, and belongs,
therefore, only to those which
have definite limits as light is
said to be ei/ aopiffTCf)
SicKpai/eT
:

T&amp;lt;

439, a, 26), so
defined (ibid. 439, b, 11)

(De Sensu,

c.

colour is
as rb TOV

Siatyavovs

3,

eV

(Tca/uLarL

White and black
upiajjitvcp Trepas.
correspond on the surface of
bodies to light and darkness
(439, b, 16), and from these two
primary colours come all the
others, not merely by the me
chanical confusion of their atomic
elements, nor by the shining of
one through the other, but also
by a real process of mixture, sucli
as is described at p. 420. If they
are mixed in simple numerical
proportion, we have pure colours
if otherwise, impure. Inclusive of
black and white, Aristotle enu
merates in all seven primary
colours (ibid. 439, b, 18 to the end
of the chapter, and also c. 6, 445,
b, 20 sqq.,and c. 4, 442, a, 19 sqq.
;

Cf.
1

De An. ii.

sqq.

sqq.,

i.

;

7 init.
Meteor, iii.

5, 342, b, 4).

;

ibid. 419, a,
4,

373, b, 32

The treatise
from some

upon colour starts
what different premisses
vide
PRANTL, who treats Aristotle s
doctrine of colour from different
;

points of view in the most
exhaustive manner, pp. 86-159,
as also BAUMKER, Arist. Lelirc
v. d. Sinnesvermoffeu(1877},p. 21
So u n d is said to be motion
sqq.
caused by the concussion of hard
bodies and transmitting itself
through the medium of the air.
It was to describe this idea of
the sound-medium that Theophrastus and other Peripatetics
invented the word
formed
upon the analogy of Sia^av^s, just
as in like manner they invented
Sioo-juos to describe the medium
by which smell is transmitted,
PHI LOP. DP. An. L, 4 cf. ibid.
M, 8, o. 10, o. Those notes are
Snjx&quot;&amp;gt;

;

high which make a forcible im
pression on the ear in a brief
those on
time, i.e. quick notes
the other hand are deep which
take a longer time to produce a
;

weak impression, i.e. slow ones
(De An. ii. 8, 419, b, 4-420, b, 5).
Bodies which are fastened into
others and carried round by them
as the stars are, produce no sound
by their motion (De Cwlo, ii. 9,
Smell is held to
291, a, 9 sqq.)
be caused by dry materials which
are dissolved in moisture, i.e. in
water or air (jx v l^ os I^OTTJS, 443,
a, 1, b, 4 note that the earlier and
provisional description of 00^77 as
;

avaQv/jLiacris, De Sensi(
438, b, 24, is rejected, ibid. c. 5,
This is how they
443, a, 21).
become objects to the sense (De

KairvuS-rjs

t

2,

Sensu,

c. 5,

442, b, 27-443, b, 16

;

De An. ii. 9, 421, a, 26 sqq., 422, a,
In the
6 cf. BAUMKER, 28 si].)
same way Taste is the effect of
;

the union of dry or earthy material
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with moisture, which, however, in
this case is not that of water and
air, as in the case of smell, but of
water alone. The object of the

the law discovered by the Pytha
goreans which declared that the
harmony and discord of sounds

sense of taste is x v tj 0/l
X UA^ S
again is defined as rb yiyv6p.tvov
virb rov elpr]fj.fvov %-rjpov [viz. rov

relations

depended upon certain numerical

-

rpoty ifjiov IrjpoC] irddos ev

yevcrews
a\\oiccTiKbv
TT?S

rw vypw,

Kara

rys

Svva/^iv
eVe pyetcu/
[7.6

els

.

which causes our sense or faculty
of taste actually to feel a sensa
b, 15)], rov rpcxpiuov
^TjpovTrddos T) &amp;lt;TTepTr)(ris (ibid. 1. 24).
As all colours are a mixture of
white and black, so all tastes

tion. 441,

Spipv and
and o|u) are a
mixture of sweet and bitter if
these elements are mingled in a
certain proportion we have plea
(\iirapbv

avffTVipbv.

and

atyLvpbv,

o~rpu&amp;lt;pvbv

;

sant tastes otherwise, unpleasant
l)c An. ii.
ones (De Se?isu, c. 4
10, BAUMK. 32 sq.). In this way
;

;

is considered also to
apply, not only to colours, but to
tastes (xv/jLoi). DC Sensu, 4, 442, a,
19 sqq. c. 7, 448, a, 15. Aristotle
compares seven principal tastes
to the seven primary colours.
Further investigations into the
nature of x v P-^ ne reserves (De
tfensn, c. 4 JinJ) for the (pvaiohoyia
the treatise
irepl TUV (pvrwv. Upon
see p.
attributed to him IT. x 1
The sense of Touch has
84,n. 1.
for its object all those general
qualities of bodies (De An. ii. 11,
422, b, 25, 423, b, 2G), which are
ultimately resolvable into terms
of the elementary oppositions
referred to on p. 479, supra, and
do not, therefore, call for further
special notice here.

^^
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